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E INDIAN ANTIQUARY,

A JOURNAL OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH.

PREFATORY.

UDGING from many private communica

tions received from all parts of India, it would

appear that such a journal as the Indian Anti

Tuary wasmuch wanted; and if it is considered that

almost everybranch of scientific research possesses,

not merely the transactions of societies specially

devoted to its culture, but also weekly, monthly,

and quarterly journals, publishing all sorts of

information, for all classes of readers; it is surely

"t too much to expect that Indian Research

should be of sufficient interest to Europeans

"ident in India, or interested in it and to in

"gent and educated natives of the country, to

"PPort one journal devoted to its promotion.

"he scope of this will be as wide as possible—

addressing the general reader with information

| Manners and Customs, Arts, Mythology,
F*s, Festivals and Rites, Antiquities and

*tory-in which every one, in any way con

*d with the country, ought to feel an intel

ligent interest,-and, at the same time, it is

*nded to be a medium of communication be

tween Archaeologists in the East and the West.

ts Correspondence columns will afford ample

ºpportunity for the amicable discussion of many

*tions, on which more information is yet re

"d before any fixed opinion can be formed,

"ºr propounding Queries on all matters fairly

"in the domain of Oriental Research. By

!"nting its readers with abstracts of the most

* researches of savans in India, Europe

* America, and by its translations from

man, French, and other European languages

-it will make fully accessible to themany Native

Scholars, unacquainted with these languages,

the latest results arrived at by the greatest

continental scholars. It will be the aim of

the Indian Antiquary to supplement the Jour

nals of the various Asiatic Societies by direct

ing the attention of its readers to the best

articles in each, and supplying a variety of such

articles, notes, and memoranda as never find

their way to the pages of these publications.

Among the many subjects we wish and hope

to see discussed, we may enumerate—Architec

tural and other Lithic remains—of the extent

and variety of which, in India, the world is only

beginning to form a vague idea. And as at .

tention has been specially directed to this branch

of late years, and Government has at last very

properly responded to the demand for an Archaeo

logical Survey, we may hope to aid it by the

early publication of all the information respect

ing its progress and discoveries communicated

to us by its officers, and aid it by information

respecting localities and remains as yet but

imperfectly known. Then there are old Native

Engineering works of no small interest—of which,

scarcely one satisfactory account of a single

work has yet appeared in type. Local legends

and Folklore, Proverbs and Songs, are subjects

at every one's door who can speak a vernacular

tongue, and, besides their intrinsic interest, they

often shed a most instructive light on the habits

of thought of the people. When ready to go

to press, we have had the pleasure of receiving

a contribution to this department that we feel

sure all our readers will welcome with delight.
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Mr. Gover’s “ Folk-songs of Southern India”

is not only an instructive book, it is probably

without excepticºn, the most interesting work

relating to India and the social character of its

people, that has appeared for years; and it shows

what a patient worker may effect.

Then the History, Chronology and Genealo

gies of the many provinces, races, and royal

families are all but exhaustless subjects. On the

costumes ancient and modern; on implements

of domestic use, husbandry, and war; on Sports

and Pastimes; and on the Arts and Handicrafts,

of India, volumes might be filled. The Ethnology

of the various tribes and the connections of their

languages, &c., may well occupy many enquir

ers. Topography and Geography—ancient and

modern,-are only beginning to attract attention,

and are susceptible of very extensive elucidation.

Our Indian Governments have at length taken up

the compilation of Provincial Gazetteers; but

such works can at first be only approximately com

plete, and the compilers—however talented and

energetic—cannot be expected to obtain the

best possible information, in more than a ma

jority of cases. Here, again, our contributors

may be of public service, by supplying our pages

with articles on points of local geography and

history.

Numismatology is another branch for which

much remains to be done. There are coinages—

Sah, Gupta, Baktrian, Hindu, and Mughal, of

various ages and dynasties, that will amply re

ward patient study, and respecting which we ex

pect to be aided with researches and coins to figure.

Inscriptions abound in some districts more

than in others, and if fac-similes are sent to the

Indian Antiquary, we hope to find the means of

publishing them for decipherment and trans

lation by those among our correspondents best

skilled in such studies.

Then there are the subjects of Mythology and

Religions—with their sects, rites and ceremonies;

Literature and Bibliography ; Philology and

Grammar ; Astronomy ; Medicine; Geology and

Natural History, which will all supply themes

interesting to the scholar, the man of science, the

politician, the educationist, the missionary, the

general reader and the tourist.

We are gratified to find that so ready a res

ponse has been made by so many eminent scho

lars in India to our request for aid, and we have

to thank many others for voluntarily offering

very valuable contributions to our pages. We

invite all our readers to aid us with their pens;

there is no country where fresh information of

the most varied sort lies so near to every one's

hand as in India ; and whoever tries to write, we

feel sure, will find the field widen and deepen

in interest the oftener he makes the attempt to

put it into form for the interest and instruction

of others.

Finally, by inducing subscribers to join our

ranks, and thereby obtaining for us the pecu

niary means of which, as yet, we necessarily stand

in need, our readers and first supporters will

enable us to accomplish the services at which

we aim ; and no pains will be spared on our part

in endeavouring to stimulate that literary spirit

and power which very many of those who have

first welcomed our proposals are known to pos

sess, and which not a few are ready to exert for

the instruction of all who will join us,

ON THE PRESENT POSITION OF OLD HINDI IN ORIENTAL PHILOLOGY.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c. BALASORE.

ORIENTAL scholars in Europe, as a rule, devote

their time and attention exclusively to Sanskrit

and its off-shoots, Pali and the Prakrits. With

the exception of the veteran Professor, M. Garcin

de Tassy, I know of none who have considered

the Indian vernaculars of the mediaeval and

modern periods worthy of their study, and even

that eminent scholar's labours have been chiefly

directed to Urdu, and other quite modern

branches of the Hindi group of dialects. Manu

scripts of works by Hindi writers from the twelfth

to the sixteenth century are very rare, and those

that exist are seldom complete. On the occasion

of my recent visit to England, I found that the

British Museum contained none, the Bodleian

had one bad manuscript of Chand, (which was

entered in the catalogue as a Sanskrit poem ')

and the library of the Royal Asiatic Society had

not more than half-a-dozen works of this class.

I found only three or four imperfect copies of

some of the latest and most common of these

poets in the India Office library, and I believe

continental collections are entirely destitute of

them, though I had no time during my short

stay in Paris to verify the fact.

A wide field is then awaiting attention. Its
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interest and importance for the student of com

parative philology will be apparent, when I say

that the modern Aryan group of languages has

been developed from the Sanskrit, or rather

from that old Aryan ursprache, of which Sanskrit

is our only surviving type, by precisely the same

processes as those by which the Romance group

in Europe has evolved itself from the Latin.

We see in both groups exactly parallel develop

ments, marvellously synchronous, and precisely

similar in point of structure. So also with the

German group; readers of Grimm might almost

take his rules and the skeleton of his German

Grammar, and fill up the details with examples

drawn from Hindi, Marathi, and other Indian

languages. Inasmuch then, as what we want,

more especially in philology at present, is an

absolute parallelism of all developements in

groups of languages of the same family, to

enable us to give to our science that mathemati

cal precision which it is at present reproached

with lacking, there can be few more important

lines of study for the enquirer to follow, than a

thorough elucidation of the principles of deve

lopment of the Aryan languages of India. The

first requisite for this task is, that there should

exist an accessible and trustworthy series of

texts. As long as the Indian authors remain in

manuscript, no real work can be done. We must

have Chand in print, just as readily procurable

as Otfried or Notker, so that he may be analyzed

and commented upon, and the lessons which his

rude style teaches, as fully understood as those

of the old and middle-German writers.

It is generally supposed, that, to translate an

old Hindi work, is as easy as it is to translate a

modern German or French novel. This is a

very great mistake, and entails much undeserv

ed neglect and some little contempt,upon scholars

who undertake the task. I wish therefore,

as one who has had occasion to spend many a

weary hour over the dark and mystic pages of

these knotty old poets, to say a few words with

a view to putting the importance and difficulty of

these studies in a truer light, and winning some

sympathy and recognition for those who are

engaged in, what seems to them at present, a

task of almost disheartening difficulty.

The earliest Hindi poem extant, as far as we

know at present, is the great epic of CHAND

BARDA1, [Baroth] called the Prithiraja Rásau,

which was written about A.D. 1200, and records

the life and exploits of Prithirāja of the Chauhān

tribe of Rajputs, the last Hindu sovereign of

Dehli. This is followed by a long string of writers

of religious poetry, whose names are too well

known to need repetition here, but whose works

are, perhaps, not so familiar as their names.” In

spite of occasional dialectic differences, and al

though a gradual modernization of style and

vocabulary is discernible in them, these poets

are all of one type as regards grammatical con

struction, and general characteristics. And this

type is about the most enigmatical that can

possibly be imagined.

In the first place, as though peculiarities of

grammar and syntax were not enough to be

wilder the student, a mechanical stumbling-block

of the gravest description meets him at the out

set. All the words in one line are written to

gether without any break; thus—

WITHREHrgāfīāR II
Chand.

fääääiſäIIRäää ll

- - - Kabir. .

which is much as if one should write in one

word, the line—

Godlikeerectwithmativehonourclad.

Milton.

This is the universal custom in Indian manu

scripts of all ages, but in Sanskrit the practice

causes no difficulty, because the inflexional ter

mination of the words themselves supply a

guide to their proper division.

In old Hindi, however, the inflexional termi–

nations of nouns and verbs (a point to be noticed

presently more in detail) have almost entirely

disappeared; so, that, we have frequently no clue

at all to help us in dividing the words. Take

for instance the following lines from Chand:—

#5THājīq-TTETāāfāºrfaſſàſfääT ||
ox

HRTHÚigíasſis,

RHTrúatagºit I
The above lines are not consecutive, but are taken

at random, from different parts of the poem. It

will be observed, that each one of them admits

of being divided in more than one way; as, for

instance, the first from a hymn in praise of Saras

wati. We may take it thus—

#55 STT, Hºi TUT &c.

“Whose is the umbrella, holder of the drum.”

(Hºſt for ### a common change), or we may
-

perhaps more correctly divide—

## sſ ºf Tº TT RTH

* See Garcin de Tassy's valuable Histoire de la Litteratuo Hindowie and Hindowstanic, vol. I, passim.
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“Whose is the umbrella, smelling of wine, bril

liant in wrath.” The remaining part of the

line 3Tſº HR 3TTEſfīāT “ canopied with a

cloud of bees,” is clear enough.

If it be objected that the context and general

sense of the passage will generally decide which

of several possible ways is the right one, I am

constrained to reply, that these rhapsodical old

authors are often so very vague that little help

can, in most instances, be obtained from the con

text. Their verses were, especially in the case

of bards like Chand, meant to be sung, and the

tone and gestures of the singer were relied upon

to express the meaning as much as, if not more

than, the strict grammatical construction of the

words. Chand's epic is in the main historical,

though often extravagantly legendary and hyper

bolical. In his tamer passages some connected

sense may be traced, but when he soars into

religious or descriptive altitudes, one may say of

him with Bassanio; “Gratiano speaks an infinite

deal of nothing, more than any man in all Venice.

His reasons are as two grains of wheat hid in

two bushels of chaff; you shall seek all day ere

you find them, and when you have them, they

are not worth the search.”

It is still worse when we come to purely re

ligious or quasi-philosophical poems like Kabir's

Rekhtas, where there is no regular narrative or

chain of events to guide us. In such cases the

luckless translator founders in deep mire with no

landmarks by which to direct his course.

The value of this Old Hindi literature consists,

to my mind, almost entirely in the assistance it

renders to philology: for purposes of philosophy,

history, or anything else, it is not of much worth.

Secondly, even if the task of dividing the

words rightly be at last achieved, tant bien que

mal; leaving only one or two doubtful places to

be settled hereafter, the translator's troubles

have after all only begun. The language of all

but the most modern of these poets is in a tran

sitional stage.

Sanskrit and the Prakrits are, as every one

knows, purely inflexional languages, while the

modern vernaculars are all more or less analytical.

In the Indo-Aryan, as in the European cognate

groups, a time came when the case and tense

endings of the old synthetical system had be

come so abraded and corrupted that they no

longer sufficed to distinguish clearly the relations

between words in a sentence. After a time a

remedy was unconsciously found for this diffi

culty in the introduction of particles, pre- or

post-positions, and auxiliaries, whose use consti

tutes the distinguishing characteristic of the

analytical stage. But between the decay of the

old and the rise of the new system, there inter

venes a period of the greatest obscurity, and it

is unfortunately just at this period, both in

India and in Europe, that modern literature

takes its rise. This period in Europe is occupied

by the Trouvires and Troubadours, of the tongues

of Oil and Oc, by the Juglars of Spain, the

Minnesānger of Germany and the like, and occurs,

historically, from the twelfth to the fourteenth

century. In Germany, (where however the syn

thetical system never suffered so much decay as

in other countries,) the rise to power of the

Swabian dynasty in the person of Konrad III.

in 1138 A. D. marks the commencement, as

Walther von der Vogelweide (1220), the Nibe

lungenlied, and Wolfram von Eschilbach mark

the zenith, and a host of minor writers the de

cay of this brilliant period. Almost exactly

contemporaneous with these writers, as also

with the nameless Juglars, who wrote the Romance

of the Cid in Spain, are our early Hindi poets,

and their language is in the same transitional

and undefined stage, as that of their Enropean

compeers. It is marked by a great scarcity, at

times by a total absence, of what the Germans

call Verbindungsu’àrter, and by a general neglect,

and capricious misuse of tense-endings in the

verb and case-endings in the noun. It abounds

with archaisms which are only to be rendered at

all intelligible by the tedious process, impossible

to all but experts in philology, of restoring them

by reversing the order of phonetic corruption, and

so tracing them back to someknown Sanskrit word.

But here occurs another difficulty. Sanskrit

as a language, does not cover the whole ground

of Aryan speech. Many old Aryan words re

mained in use among the lower orders but were

never admitted into literary composition, either

because they were stigmatized as vulgar, or be

cause Brahmanical literature, confined to religion,

philosophy and ritual, had no need of them. The

Hindi poets, however, receiving such words Pra

kritized by lapse of time, from their fathers,

make no scruple of using them, and if, as often

happens, they are no longer in use in modern

times, their meaning is excessively difficult of

discovery, because neither the ancient Sanskrit

nor the modern Hindi afford any clue to their

origin or sense.

To illustrate this point, I will here give the
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first few lines of Paradise Lost, first in Milton's

own words, and then in such a form of old Eng

lish as shall bear the same relation to the real

words, as Chand's style bears to modern Hindi,

and I will then leave the impartial reader to

judge of the difficulty of the task.

1. Milton’s own words.

Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe,

With loss of Eden, till one greater Man

Restore us, and regain the blissful scat,

Sing, heavenly Muse ! &c.

2. The same, in “Chandesque” English.

Mannaaerostoferhyrnesandsewestma

Thaesunaleafedtreowhwabanfagbyrigues

Namdethetoearedeandealurewaa

Mitcdeneforewyrdaaeranag 'eatraman

Usihedstathelgewyrpeseeadigselde

Siggwithheavenliemuse.

The reader may well ask for an explanation

of No. 2. All I have done is to put Milton's

lines into eleventh-century English—the English

spoken at the time of Chand—and to make the

resemblance to the ‘Chandesque' style stillmore

complete, I have written all the words in one,

and have inserted here and there a word of a

still older period, either from the old High

German, or from the Moeso-Gothic of Ulfilas

such as “siggwith.” The high German words

represent those words in Chand which are deriv

ed from lost Aryan roots, and the Moeso-Gothic

pure Sanskrit tats amas, such as are to be found

in his writings. I have inserted an e or an a here

and there to imitate Chand's habit of inserting

such vowels needlessly, and I have omitted them

in one or two places where they ought to be

found, just as he does. Especially, to make an

exact parallel, in nine out of ten cases all in

flexions have been dispensed with, both in noun

and verb, and I have used the rarest words to be

found in English works of that century, in pre

ference to the simpler and commoner. With

this explanation, the ordinary English reader will

have, of course, no difficulty in deciphering my

translation. If he should find any difficulty in

this, a specimen from his own language, he will

perhaps not be too ready to believe in the easy

and trifling nature of similar work in a foreign

language like IIindi.

In conclusion, to show that I have not over

drawn the picture, I append a short extract from

Chand in his own words, and a translation of the

same into ordinary modern Hindi. The extract

selected is not by any means so difficult as some

others, the exact rendering of which I must con

fess to being still in doubt about, and which the

Pandits and Bháts have given up as unintelli

gible long ago.

1. Chand's own words,-

TTTTT;Haſāāsā Bāſārāāīārāll

gāśāstāqāfātī fäſäärſääää.

tä ||

Hääz###ftāſāītiſt fiqrt{Tºrmétiſ.

{{ITāTll

2. Modern Hindi translation,--

q=% gaſt ºf gift ſº # 1 frºnt

tº an ariſſ HTR H FRI stian gºt

ää #RT ###| #I fitta ä, äääT fra

# TAT TH THR air #TT qū āśī āār ā;

=aTT | HTT âz ü HT:Tiff a siſtät fü

àr HIFT || firãi TääT & THă ăHR

ūRät #.

Balasore, Dec. 2, 1871.

THE APASTAMBA st:TRA of THE BLACK YAJUR VEDA,

AND THE COMMENTARIES &C. BELONGING TO IT.

by A. C. BURNELL, M.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c.

The most important perhaps, though not the

oldest of the Black Yajur Veda Stitra s is the

one attributed to A'p as tamba. The first

three prashnas which describe the Darsha and

Purnam és a sacrifices are not uncommon in

Southern India, and there are a few manuscripts

which contain fifteen or sixteen prashnas, but it

is only after several years of search I have been

able to find a complete manuscript, and to as

certain for certain that the whole work contains

thirty prashnas. This manuscript belongs to a

Brahman in the Tanjor district, and, as it is

most likely unique, and there is, I fear, little

chance of his parting with it or even allowing

a copy to be made, an account of the contents

may be useful. Prashnas I–III dºscribe the
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Darshap (ir namása sacrifices, P.IV—VIII,the

initiation agny à dheya and remaining havir

yajia rites; P. IX contains the priſy ash chit

ta for those ceremonies; P. X—XVII describe the

Soma sacrifices&c.; P. XVIII, the Vájapey a

and Rājastly a P. XIX, the Sautrām an i,

Káth ak achiti, and Kit my esh ti; P. XX, the

Ashvamedha and Purush am edha; P. XXI,

the Dvādash á ha and Mahá vrata; P. XXII,

the Utsargin (m-ayana ; and P. XXIII, the

Sattriſy ana. In Prashna XXIV, there are three

sections: the Paribhushāsūtra (translated by

Professor MaxMüller in the German Oriental

Society's Journal, IX.), the Pracarkhanda and

the Hautraka. Prashnas XXV and XXVIcontain

the man tras for the grihy a rites, and P.

XXVII contains the Grihy a tan tra. Of this

section Dr. Eggeling has an edition in hand. Pra

shnas XXVIII and XXIX contain the Dhar

mas à tra which has been edited by Dr. Bühler.

The last prashna contains the Shulva stitra.

The manuscript described is of the early part

of the last century, and is in the grantha charac

ter.

To these thirty prashna may be added two

more which treat of the Pit rim edha &c. and

nearly agree with parts of the Hiranyakeshi

(Prashnas. XXVIII and XXIX) and Bh (rad

v iſja Sūtra. In Chau in lappa's commentary on

the A'past amba Sūtra they are not mentioned,

though in his introduction he gives the order of

the chapters as described above, and expressly

states that the work contains thirty sections.

There are several commentaries on the A'pas

tamba Sūtra. It ud radatta was one of the

earliest who attempted to explain this huge work

but there is every reason to believe that he only

finished fifteen prashnas. K a pard is w iſ m in

and Durvasvámin most probably commented

on the first twenty-four prashnas, and Kásika

Rām a has annotated the work of the last.

Gurudev as wāmiſ is also said to have written

on this siſtra (v. Max Müller As. Soc. Jour,

p. 380 note), but I have not seen his work.

In the fourteenth century Chaun q appa wrote

a very diffusive commentary, but I have only

seen the first three sections. There is also a

commentary by A hobala which appears to be of

the seventeenth century. Haradatta Mishra

explained the XXVth, XXVIth, XXVIIIth,

and XXIXth, sections, and on the last two there

seems to have been another commentary, as there

is a quotation from such a work in the Smriti

chandrik iſ, which I cannot find in any copy of

Haradatta's commentary accessible to me.

There is a comment on P. XXVII by Darsha

n iſ rya or Sudarsh a náry a. On prashna XXX

there are comments by Karavinda sv ſimii,

Ka pard as v iſ miſ, and Sundararája. As

I have several good manuscripts of all these

works, I hope sometime to bring out an edition

and translation of this interesting section which

I have long had nearly ready. Very useful for

the understanding of the Shrauta and Grihya

(tantra) parts are the two prayoga by Tála

wrint an iv iſ siń. The whole of these may,

I believe be found, but in fragments, and

generally very incorrectly copied. Few Brah

mans care to get more of the work than they

require for the time, and very few shrotriyas are

grammarians, or well acquainted with modern

Sanskrit. As there is very little chance that

it will be ever possible to bring out an edition

of the whole of this immense siſtra, it is satis

factory to be able to add that it does not appear

to differ materially from the Kátyáy an a

Sútra edited by Dr. Weber.

Tanjor, Nov. 1871.

A LEGEND OF SERPENT WORSHIP.

From BHAUNAGAR IN KATHIKwKp.

THERE was once a king who had seven wives,

of whom six were favoured but one was disliked

by him. No member of her father's family

being alive, she was obliged to take such food

as was given her by her mother-in-law and

deróni jethini." This poor creature was content

to take the refuse of the food left by the other

members of the family. One day when all the

others cooked and ate thir (rice boiled in milk)

she longed to have some of it, but alas! whence

could she hope to obtain it 2 She took all the

cooking pots, which were given her to wash, to

the river, and scraping out what adhered to

their sides, she collected it all into one pot and

then went to bathe. Meanwhile a Náyan

(female snake) coming out of its ráfadá (or

* The younger brother's wife is dcrant to an elder brother's wife, who, in turn, is jethani to the former,
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burrow) close by the river, ate up all that was

in the pot, and entering her hole sat there re

solved to bite the woman if she should curse

her, but not otherwise. The woman returned

to the spot, and finding the pot empty exclaimed

“May the stomach of the eater be cooled !”

Hearing these words the Nagan coming out of

her hole said “Well done I now regard you

as my daughter, and as you are pregnant at

present, go and inform the members of your

family to perform the Shrimant (pregnancy)

ceremonies, and tell them that the moho

sálá" and pehrámanif presents will be sent from

your parents' house. The kankotari (the letter

inviting the guests to the festive meeting) you

should tie to this A'kadā tree near the rāfada.”

Hearing these words she returned and spoke as

she had been told, asking the members of the

family to write kankotaris to her brothers that

she might send them to them. At these words

they were all surprised and began to laugh at

her; but at length they wrote a kankotari and

gave it to her. This she took and tied to the

A'kadá tree. Next day the young of the Niigan

assuming human form, came to the village attend

ed with music. An escort from the king went

out to receive them; and they gave large pehrſt

mani to their adopted sister, and to other mem

bers of her father-in-law's family; while their

sister had previously arranged to have two

earthen pots (kuhdan) filled with milk and placed

in a room for them to drink. Next day they

took their sister home with them to be confin

ed. When she reached the burrow the snake

who was sitting outside took her in. At first she

was much afraid, but when she found that there

were large drawing-rooms and halls inside, she

was delighted. There she gave birth to her child

and was well treated during the month-and-half.

Afterwards the time for the Nagan to bear young

arrived, and the lady was told to hold a lamp

beside her. This she did, but was rather frighten

ed, so that her hand shook a little, and the

consequence was that the Ndigan as usual

devoured her offspring except two which were

left half eaten, whence they were called

Khándiá and Bándid. The Nagón after this

gave the queen presents of gold toys, and many

other things to carry to her house, and said to

her, “here is your father sitting, put your hand

into his mouth”: she was petrified with fear,

but at length thrust her left and half her right

arm into his month, when both her arms

were covered with gold chudá (bangles). Now

Kändiá and Bándid asked their mother to bite

her who called them by such names, but they

were refused. The queen then returned to her

father-in-law's house, where she was greatly

honoured because of her wealth. One day,

however, her mother-in-law, seeing her send for

milk from the bazar for her baby, said taunt

ingly—“Why don't you get cows from your

parent's house.” Hearing this she went

to the A'kadá-tree and began to cry. She

was heard by the Ndiyan who came out and

asked her what was the matter with her

that she wept. She related what has been

stated, and the Niigan said “go home and get

a large yard made and it shall be filled with

cows and buffaloes.” This excited the envy of

the snake brothers Khándiá and Bándid, and

they resolved to lie in wait, the one in the

paniera (where the water-vessels stand) and the

other in the kitchen, that they might bite her

as she passed. Now it happened as she went to

fill a kalshya with water that she struck her

foot against the door step, when she exclaimed

“may my Khándiá and Bándiá be safe and

sound 2–they who are brothers to her who

has no brothers.” She again repeated the

same words in the kitchen. At this the

brothers were greatly pleased with her, and

next day they gave her many presents and

took their way home, and the queen passed

the rest of her life in happiness and enjoy

ment. J. B.

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE DARDS.

[Being part of Dr. Leitner's forthcoming work–Part III. of “Dardistan.”]

(a.)—AMUSEMENTS.

The Chaughan Bazi, or Hockey-on-horseback,

so popular everywhere north of Kashmir, and

which is called Polo by the Baltis and Ladakis,

who both play it to perfection and in a manner

which I shall desribe elsewhere, is also well known

to the Ghilgiti and Astori sub-divisions of the

Shina people. On great general holydays as

well as on any special occasion of rejoicing,

the people meet on those grounds, which

are mostly near the larger villages, and pursue

* Presents from the wife's father for her child. t From the wife's father to her husband and his family.
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the game with great excitement and at the ed—are used. There is one kind of stone espe

risk of casualties. The first day I was

at Astor, I had the greatest difficulty in restor

ing to his senses a youth of the name of Rustem

Ali who, like a famous player of the same name

at Mardo, was passionately fond of the game,

and had been thrown from his horse. The place

of meeting near Astor is called the 'Idgah.

The game is called Top E in Astor, and the

grounds for playing it are called SHAJARAN. At

Ghilgit the game is called BULLA, and the place

SHAwar.AN. The latter names are evidently of

Tibetan origin.

The people are also very fond of target prac

tice, shooting with bows, which they use dex

terously, but in which they do not excel the

people of Nagyr and Hunza. Game is much

stalked during the winter. At Astor any game

shot on the three principal hills—Tshhamo,

a high hill opposite the fort, Demidelden and

Tshūlokol—belongs to the Nawāb of Astor

(the sportsman receiving only the head, legs

and a haunch) or to his representive, now the

Tahsildar Munshi Rozi Khan. At Ghilgit

everybody claims what he may have shot, but

it is customary for the Nawāb to receive some

share of it. Men are especially appointed to

watch and track game, and when they discover

their whereabouts notice is sent to the villages

from which parties issue, accompanied by musi

cians, and surround the game. Early in the

morning, when the “Löhe’’ dawns, the musicians

begin to play and a great noise is made, which

frightens the game into the several directions

where the sportsmen are placed.

The guns are matchlocks and are called in

Ghilgiti turmak and in Astor tumak. At

Ghilgit they manufacture the guns themselves or

receive them from Badakhshan. The balls have

only a slight coating of lead, the inside generally

being a little stone. The people of Hanza and

Nagyr invariably place their guns on little

wooden pegs, which are permanently fixed to the

gun and are called dugaza The guns are

much lighter than those manufactured elsewhere,

much shorter, and carry much smaller bullets

than the matchlock of the Mahárája's troops.

They carry very much farther than any native

Indian gun, and are fired with almost unnerring

accuracy. For “small shot” little stones of any

shape —the longest and oval ones being preferr

cially which is much used for that purpose ;

it is called “ Balósh Batt,” which is found

in Hanza, Nagyr, Skardo, and near the De

midelden hill already noticed, at a village call

ed Pareshinghi near Astor. It is a very

soft stone, and large cooking utensils are cut

out from it, whence the name, “ balósh”

kettle, “batt” stone,—“ Balósh Batt.” The

stone is cut out with a chisel and hammer; the

former is called “Gütt" in Astori and “ Gukk,”

in Ghilghiti; the hammer “toã” and “tot

shūng,” and in Ghilgiti “ samdenn.” The gun

powder is manufactured by the people them

selves.”

The people also play at backgammon, [call

ed in Astori Patshiis, and Takk in Ghilgiti,j with

dice [called in Astori and also in Ghilgiti

dall.]

Fighting with iron wristbands is confined to

the Chilási women, who bring them over their

fists, which they are said to use with effect.

The people are also fond of wrestling, of but

ting each other whilst hopping &c."

To play the Jew’s harp is considered merito

rious, as King David played it. All other music

good Musalmans are bid to avoid.

The “Sitara” [the Eastern Guitar] is said to

be much played in Yassen, the people of which

country, as well as of Hunza and Nagyr

excel in dancing, singing and playing. After

them come the Ghilgitis, then the Astoris,

Chilasis &c., &c. The people of Nagyr are a

comparatively mild race. They carry on gold

washing, which is constantly interrupted by

kidnapping parties from the opposite Hunza.

The language of Nagyr and Yassen is the

Non-Aryan Khajunſ, and no affinity between

that language and any other has yet been traced.

The Nagyris are mostly Shiahs. They are short

and stout, and fairer than the people of Hunza

[the Kunjutis] who are described as “tall

skeletons,” and are desperate robbers. The

Nagyris understand Tibetan, Persian and Hindu

stani. Badakhshan merchants are the only ones

who can travel with perfect safety though

Yassen, Chitral and Hunza.

Dances fall into two main Divisions : slow

or “Báti Harip”– Slow Instrument, and quick

“Danni Harip,” = Quick Instrument. The

* “Powder” is called Jebati in Astori, and in Ghilgiti Bien,

which is, in both dialects, also the word used for medicinal

powder. It is made of sulphur, saltpetre and coal. Sulphur =

dantzil.Salpetre = shör in Astori, and shora in Ghilgiti. Coal =

kari The general proportion of the composition is, as my in

formant put it, after dividing the whole into six and a half parts

to give 5 of saltpetre, 1 of coal, and 3 of Sulphur. Some put

less coal in,but it is generally believed that more than the

aboye proportion of sulphur would make the powder too

explosive,
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Yassen, Nagyr and Hunza people dance quickest;

then come the Ghilgitis; then the Astoris;

then the Baltis, and slowest of all are the

Ladakis.

When all join in the dance, cheer or sing with

gesticulations, the dance or recitative is called

“thapnatt” in Ghilgiti, and “burró” in Astori.

When there is a solo dance it is called “ nétt”

in Ghilgiti, and “nott" in Astori. Cheering is

called “halamush” in Ghilgiti, and “halamüsh”

in Astori. Clapping of hands is called “tza.”

Cries of “Yū, Yū dea; tza theá, Hill Hiſ dea;

Halamish theá; shabásh” accompany the perfor

Imances.

There are several kinds of Dances. The Pra

sulki nate is danced by ten or twelve people

ranging themselves behind the bride as soon as

she reaches the bridegroom's house. This cus

tom is observed at Astor. In this dance men

swing about sticks, or whatever they may happen

to hold in their hands.

The Buró natt is a dance performed on the Nao

holyday, in which both men and women engage—

the women forming a ring round the central group

of dancers, which is composed of men. This

dance is called Tappnate at Ghilgit. In Dareyl

there is a dance in which the dancers wield

swords and engage in a mimic fight. This dance

the Ghilgitis and Astoris call the Darelá nate, but

what it is called by the Dareylis themselves I do

not know.

The mantle dance is called Goja nat. In this

Popular dance the dancer throws his cloth over

his extended arm. -

When I sent a man round with a drum in

viting all the Dards that were to be found at

Ghilgit to a festival, a large number of men ap

peared, much to the surprize of the invading

Dogras, who thought that they had run to the

hills. A few sheep were roasted for their bene

fit; bread and fruit were also given them, and

when I thought they were getting into good

humour, I proposed that they should sing.

Musicians had been procured with great diffi

culty, and after some demur, the Ghilgitis sang

and danced. At first, only one at a time danced,

taking his sleeve well over his arm so as to let

it fall over, and then moving it up and down

according to the cadence of the music. The

movements were, at first, slow, one hand hang

ing down, the other being extended with a

commanding gesture. The left foot appeared

* The drawing and lººtiºn of this scene were given in the Illustrated London News of the 12th February 1870,

heading of “A Dance at Ghilgit,

to be principally engaged in moving or rather

jerking the body forward. All sorts of pas

seuls were danced; sometimes a rude imita

tion of the Indian Náchh; the by-standers

clapping their hands and crying out “Sha

básh;” one man, a sort of Master of Cere

monies, used to run in and out amongst them,

brandishing a stick, with which, in spite of his

very violent gestures,he only lightly touched the

bystanders, and exciting them to cheering by

repeated calls, which the rest then took up of

“Hić, Hill.” The most extraordinary dance,

however, was when about twelve men arose to

dance, of whom six went on one side and six on

the other. Both sides then, moving forward,

jerked out their arms so as to look as if they had

all crossed swords, then receded and let their

arms drop. This was a war dance, and I was

told that properly it ought to have been danced

with swords, which however, out of suspicion of

the Dogras, did not seem to be forthcoming.

They then formed a circle, again separated, the

movements becoming more and more violent till

almost all the bystanders joined in the dance,

shouting like fiends and literally kicking up a

frightful amount of dust, which, after I had

nearly become choked with it, compelled me to

retire." I may also notice that before a song is

sung the rythm and melody of it are given in

“solo” by some one, for instance,—

Dână dang dini; dāngdà

nādañg dānū, &c., &c., &c.

(b.)—BEVERAGES.

Peer-Fine corn (about five or six seers in

Weight) is put into a kettle with water and boil

ed till it gets soft, but not pulpy. It is then

strained through a cloth, and the grain retained

and put into a vessel. Then it is mixed with a

drug that comes from Ladak which is called

“Papps,” and has a salty taste, but in my opinion

is nothing more than hardened dough with which

some kind of drug is mixed. It is necessary that

“ the marks of four fingers” be impressed upon

the “Papps.” The mark of “four fingers” make

one stick, “two fingers' mark half a stick, and so

forth. This is scraped and mixed with the

corn. The whole is then Put into an earthen

jar with a narrow neck, after it has receiv

“d an infusion of an amount of Water

equal to the proportion of corn. The jar is

P" out into the sun–if summer—for twelve

days, or under the fireplace if in winter—

under the
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(where a separate vault is made for it) for

the same period. The orifice is almost hermeti

cally closed with a skin. After twelve days the

jar is opened and contains a drink possessing

intoxicating qualities. The first infusion is much

prized, but the corn receives a second and some

times even a third supply of water, to be put

out again in a similar manner and to provide a

kind of Beer for the consumer. This Beer is

called “Mö.” and is much drunk by the Astoris

and Chilasis—(the latter are rather stricter Mus

sulmans than the other Shina people.) After

all strength has been taken out of the corn

it is given away as food to sheep, &c., which they

find exceedingly nourishing.

Wine."—The Ghilgitis are great wine-drinkers,

though not so much so as the people of Hunza.

In Nagyr little wine is made. The mode of

preparation of the wine is a simple one. The

grapes are stamped out by a man who, for

tunately before entering into the wine press,

washes his feet and hands. The juice flows

into another reservoir, which is first well laid

round with stones, over which a cement is put of

chalk mixed with sheep-fat which is previously

heated. The juice is kept in this reservoir; the

top is closed, cement being put round the sides,

and only in the middle an opening is made over

which a loose stone is placed. After two or

three months the reservoir is opened, and the

wine is used at meals and festivals. In Dareyl

(and not in Ghilgit, as was told to Wigne,) the

custom is to sit round the grave of the deceased

and eat grapes, nuts, and Tshilgözas (edible

pine). In Astor (and in Chilás 2) the custom

is to put a number of Ghi (clarified butter)

cakes before the Mulla, (when the earth has been

put on the deceased) who, after reading

prayers over them, distributes them to the

company who are standing round with their

caps on. In Ghilgit, three days after the burial,

bread is generally distributed to the friends and

acquaintances of the deceased. To return to

the wine presses, it is to be noticed that no one

ever interferes with the store of another. I

passed several of them on my road from Cha

kerkot onward, but they appeared to have been

destroyed. This brings me to another custom

which all the Dards seem to have of burying pro

visions of every kind in cellars that are scooped

out in the mountains or near their houses, and of

which they alone have any knowledge. The

* Wine is called in Ghilgit by the same name as

Mahārāja's troops when invading Ghilgit often

suffered severely from want of food, when, un

known to them, large stores of grain of every

kind,-butter, ghi, &c., were buried close to them.

The Ghilgitis and other so-called rebels, generally,

were well off, knowing where to go for food.

Even in subject Astor, it is the custom to lay up

provisions in this manner. On the day of birth

of any one in that country, it is the custom to

bury a stock of provisions, which are opened on

the day of betrothal of the young man and distri

buted. The ghi, which by that time turns fright

fully sour and (to our taste) unpalatable, and the

colour of which is red, is esteemed a great de

licacy, and is said to bring much luck.

The chalk used for cementing the stones is

called “San batt.” Grapes are called “Jach,”

and are said, together with wine, to have been

the principal food of Ghazanfar, the Raja of

Hunza, of whom it is reported that when he

heard of the arrival of the first European in

Astor (probably Wigne) he fled to a fort called

Gojal and shut himself up in it with his

flocks, family and retainers. He had been told

that the European was a great sorcerer, who

carried an army with him in his trunks, and who

had serpents at his command that stretched

themselves over any river in his way to afford

him a passage. I found this reputation of Euro

pean sorcery of great use, and the wild moun

taineers looked with respect and awe on a little

box which I carried with me, and which contained

some pictures of clowns and soldiers belonging

to a small magic lantern. The Ghilgitis consider

the use of wine as unlawful ; probably it is not

very long since they have become so religious

and drink it with remorse. My Ghilgitis told me

that the Muyulli—a sect living in Hunza, Gojal,

Yassen and Punya—considered the use of wine

with prayers to be rather meritorious than other

wise. A drunkard is called “ Máto.”

(c.)—BIRTH CEREMONIES.

As soon as a child is born, the father or the

Mulla repeat the “bāng” in his ear “ Allah

Akbar” (which an Astori, of the name of Mirza

Khan, said was never again repeated in one's

life'). Three days after the reading of the

“bäng” or “namáz” in Ghilgit, and seven days

after that ceremony in Astor, a large company

assembles, when the father or grand-father

of the newborn child gives him a name, or

the Mulla fixes on a name by putting his

reservoir into which it flows is called “Möe Sán.” *r is by the Astoris, viz "Mo" The wine press is called “Moe Kurr.” The
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hand on some word in the Koran which

may serve the purpose, or by getting some

body else to fix his hand at random on

a passage or word in the Koran. Men and

women assemble at that meeting. There ap

pears to be no purdah whatsoever in Dardu land,

and the women are remarkably chaste. The

little imitation of purdah amongst the Ranis of

Ghilgit was a mere fashion imported from else

where. Till the child receives a name the

woman is declared impure for the seven days

previous to the ceremony. In Ghilgit twenty

seven days are allowed to elapse till the woman is

declared pure. Then thebed and clothes are washed

and the woman is restored to the company of her

husband and the visits of her friends.

Men and women eat together everywhere in

Dardu land. In Astor, raw milk alone cannot be

drunk together with a woman,unless thereby it is

intended that she should be a sister by faith, and

come within the prohibited degrees of relationship.

When men drink of thesame raw milk they there

by swear each other eternal friendship. In

Ghilgit this custom does not exist, but it will at

once be perceived that much of what has been

noted above belongs to Musalman custom ge

nerally. When a son is born great rejoicings

take place, and in Ghilgit a musket is fired off

by the father whilst the “bäng” is being read.

(d.)—MARRIAGE.

In Ghilgit marriage appears to be amore simple

ceremony than in Chilás and Astor. The father

of the boy goes to the father of the girl and pre

sents him with a knife about 1% foot long, 4

yards of cloth, and a pumpkin filled with wine.

If the father accepts the present the betrothal is

arranged. It is generally the fashion that after

the betrothal, which is named Shdir qatar wiye,

balli piye, i.e. “4 yards of cloth and a knife he

has given, the pumpkin he has drunk,” the

marriage takes place. A betrothal is inviolable,

and is only dissolved by death as far as the

woman is concerned. The young man is at liberty

to dissolve the contract. When the marriage

day arrives, the men and women who are

acquainted with the parties range themselves

in rows atthe house of the bride, thebridegroom,

with her at his left, sitting together at the end

of the row. The Mulla then reads the prayers,

the ceremony is completed, and playing, dancing

and drinking begin. It is considered the proper

thing for the bridegroom's father, if he belongs

to the true Shin race, to pay 12 tolas of gold of

the value [at Ghilgit] of 15 Rupees Nanaksha

hi, (10 annas each), to the bride's father, who,

however, generally returns it with the bride, in

kind—dresses, ornaments, &c., &c. The 12tolas

are not always, or even generally taken in gold,

but oftener inkind—clothes, provisions and orna

ments. At Astor the ceremony seems to be a

little more complicated. There the arrangements

are managed by third parties, an agent being

appointed on either side. The father of the

young man sends a present of a needle and three

real (red) “mings” called “ lijum” in Chilási,

which, if accepted, establishes the betrothal of

the parties. Then the father of the bride de

mands pro formá 12 tolas, which in Astor and

Chilās are worth 24 Rupees of the value of ten

annas each.

All real Shin people must pay this dowry

for their wives in money, provisions, or in the

clothes which the bride's father may require,

The marriage takes place when the girl reaches

puberty, or perhaps rather the age when

she is considered fit to be married. It may

be mentioned here in general terms that

those features in the ceremony which remind

one of Indian customs are undoubtedly of

Indian origin, introduced into the country since

the occupation of Astor by the Maharaja's

troops. Ghilgit, which is further off, is less sub

ject to such influences, and whatever it may

have of civilization is indigenous, or more so

than is the case at Astor, the roughness of whose

manners is truly Chilási, whilst its apparent re

finement in some things is a foreign importation.

When the marriage ceremony commences the

young man, accompanied by twelve of his friends

and by musicians, sits in front of the girl's house,

The mother of the girl brings out bread and

ghi-cakes on plates, which she places before the

bridegroom, round whom she goes three times

caressing him and finally kissing his hand. The

bridegroom then sends her back with a present

of a few rupees or tolas in the emptied plates.

Then, after some time, as the evening draws on,

the agent of the father of the boy sends to say

that it is time that the ceremony should com

mence. The mother of the bride then stands in

the door-way of her house with afew other plate

fuls of cakes and bread, and the young man .

accompanied by his bridesman (“Shunérr” in

Astori and “Shamaderr” in Ghilgiti,) enters

the house. At his approach the girl, who also

has her particular friend, the “Shaneroy” in

Astori, and “Shamaderoy” in Ghilgiti, rises.

The boy is seated at her right, but both in Astor
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and in Ghilgit, it is considered indecent for the

boy to turn round and look at her. Then a par

ticular friend, the “Dharm-bhai” ofthe girl's

brother asks her if she consents to the marriage.

In receiving or imagining an affirmative he turns

round to the Mulla, who, after asking three

times whether he, she, and the bridegroom, as

well as all present are satisfied, reads the prayers

and completes the ceremonial. Then some

rice boiled in milk is brought in, of which the

boy and the girl take a spoonful. They do not

retire the first night, but grace the company

with their presence. The people assembled then

amuse themselves by hearing the musicians,

eating, &c., &c.

It appears to be the custom that a person

leaves an entertainment whenever he likes,

which is generally the case after he has eaten

enough.

It must not, however, be imagined that the

sexes are secluded from each other in Dardistan.

Young people have continual opportunities of

meeting each other in the fields, at their work, or

at festive gatherings. Love declarations often

take place on these occasions, but if any evil

intention is perceived the seducer of a girl is

punished by this savage but virtuous race with

death. The Dards know and speak of the exist

ence of “pure love,” “pak fishiqi.” Their love

songs show sufficiently that they are capable of

a deeper, than mere sexual feeling. No objec

tion to lawful love terminating in matrimony is

ever made, unless the girl or the boy is of a lower

caste. In Ghilgit, however, the girl may be of

a lower caste than the bridegroom. In Astor

it appears that a young man, whose parents—

to whom he must mention his desire for marry

ing any particular person—refuse to intercede,

often attains his point by threatening to live in

the family of the bride and become an adopted

son. A S h in of true race at Astor may live

in concubinage with a girl of lower caste, but

the relatives of the girl, if they discover the in

trigue, revenge the insult by murdering the para

mour, who, however, does not lose caste by the

alliance.

The bridegroom dances as well as his twelve

companions. The girl ought not to be older

than 15 years; but at twelve girls are generally

engaged.t

The Balti custom of having merely a claim to

dowry on the part of the woman—the prosecu

tion of which claim so often depends on her sa

tisfaction with her husband, or the rapacity of

her relatives—in spite of the intercourse of

the Baltis with the Shin people, is never observed

by the latter—not even by the Shin colonists

of little Tibet, who are called “Brokhpá.”

When the bridegroom has to go for his bride

to a distant village, he is furnished with a bow.

On arriving at his native place, he crosses the

breast of his bride with an arrow, and then

shoots it off. He generally shoots three arrows

off in the direction of his home.

At Astor the custom is sometimes to fire guns

as a sign of rejoicing. This is not done at

Ghilgit.

When the bridegroom on the second day

fetches his bride to his own home, the girl is

crying with the women of her household, and the

young man catches hold of her dress in front (at

Ghilgit by the hand) and leads her to the door.

If the girl cannot get over embracing her people

and crying with them quickly, the twelve men

who have come along with the bridegroom (who

in Astori are called hilalee, bridegrooms, and

garoni in Ghilgiti) sing the following song :—

INVITATION TO THE BRIDE.

Nikistal quaray kustini (“astali” is added to the fem. Imp).

Come out hawk's daughter.

Nikastali ke karamilić

Come out why delayest thou !

Nikastali maileyn gutijo.

Come out (from) thy father's tent.

Nikastali ke karamilid.

Come out why delayest thou.

Nero tshareyn baray6.

Do not weep waterfall's fairy.

Né ro teyn rong boje.

Do not weep ! thy colour will go.

Né ro jaro shidati.

Do not weep brethren's beloved,

N6 re tey rºng boje.

Do not weep thy colour will go.

Né ro maleyn shidaii.

Do not weep father's beloved,

Né ro tey rºng boje.

Do not weep ! thy colour will go.

(“balanile,” in Ghilgiti),”

TRANSLATION.

Come out, O daughter of the hawk,

Come out, why dost thou delay ?

Come forth from thy father's tent,

* The “brother in the faith” with whom raw milk has been drunk, vide page

Betrothal, = balli = pumpkin in Ghilgiti, Soel—A stori

Bridegroom, == hileleo, Gh .hilaleo. Astori.

Bride, = hilal.

Bridegroom's men = garðni, Gh. hilalé, Astóri.

Marriage(H. shadi),- garr, Gh. Kash. Astori,

Dowry, = “dab,” Gh. and Astéri.

the grain, ghi and sheep that may accompany the betrothal-present is called by the Astóris “sakaro."

Husband, = barão, Gh. barðyo, Astori. Wife, = Greyn, Gh. gréyn, Astori.

Wedding dinner “garey tiki" in Ghilgiti, “Kajjøyn bai kyas,” in Astori (?) [“takki" is bread, “bai" is a chippati, kyas – food.]

t The Turks say “a girl of 15 years of age should be either married or bur"."
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Come out and do not delay.

Weep not O fairy of the waterfall !

Weep not! thy colour will fade;

Weep not thou art the beloved of us all who are thy brethren,

Weep not thy colour will fade.

Oh weep not thou beloved of fathers, [or “thy father's darling.”]

For if thou weepest, thy face will grow pale.

Then the young man catches hold of her dress,

or in Ghilgit of her arm, puts her on horseback,

and rides off with her, heedless of her tears and

of those of her companions.

(e)—FUNERALS.

Funerals are conducted in a very simple man

ner. The custom of eating grapes at funerals I

have already touched upon in my allusion to

Dareyl in the chapter on “Wine.” Three days

after the funeral, bread is commonly distributed

together with ghi, &c., to people in general,

which is called “Nashi" by the Astoris, and

“ Khatm” by the Ghilgitis. When a person is

dead, the Mulla, assisted generally by a near

friend of the deceased, washes the body which

is then placed in a shroud. Women assemble,

weep, and relate the virtues of the deceased.

The body is conveyed to the grave the very day

of the decease. In Astor there is something in

the shape of a bier for conveying the dead. At

Ghilgit two poles, across which littlebits of wood

are placed sideways and then fastened, serve the

same purpose. The persons who carry the body

think it a meritorious act. The women accom

pany the body for some fifty yards and then

return to the house to weep. The body is then

placed in the earth, which has been dug up to

admit of its interment. Sometimes the grave is

a pucka one, and a kind of small vault is made

over it with pieces of wood closely jammed toge

ther. A Pir or saint receives a hewn stone,

standing as a sign-post from the tomb. I have

seen no inscriptions anywhere. I do not believe

there are any in the whole of Dardistan proper.

The tomb of one of their famous saints at

Ghilgit has none. I have heard people there say

that he was killed at that place in order to provide

the country with a shrine. My Ghilgiti, who,

like all his countrymen, was very patriotic, de

nied it, but I heard it at Ghilgit from several

persons, among whom was oneof the descendants

of the saint. As the saint was a Kashmiri, the

veracity of his descendant may, however, justly

be doubted. To return to the funeral. The

body is conveyed to the cemetery, which is gener

ally at some distance from the village, accom

panied by friends. When they reach the spot the

Mulla reads the prayers standing—as in the

* Jenazá’—any genuflexion, ‘ruku, and pro

stration are of course, inadmissible. After the

body has been interred the Mulla recites the

Fatiha, or opening prayer of the Koran, all the

people standing up and holding out their hands as

if they were reading a book. The Mulla prays

that the deceased may be preserved from the fire

of hell as he was a good man, &c. Then after

a short benediction the people separate. For

three days at Ghilgit, and seven days at Astor,

the near relatives of the deceased do not eat

meat. After that period the grave is again

visited by the deceased's friends, who, on reach

ing the grave, eat some ghi and bread, offer

up prayers, and, on returning, slaughter a sheep,

whose kidney is roasted and divided into small bits

amongst those present. Bread is distributed

amongst those present, and a little feast is in

dulged in, in memory of the deceased. I doubt,

however, whether the Ghilgitis are very exact

in their religious exercises. The mention of

death was always received with shouts of laughter

by them, and one of them told me that a dead

person deserved only to be kicked. He possibly

only joked, and there can be little doubt that

the Ghilgit people are not very communicative

about their better feelings. It would be ridiculous

however, to deny them the possession of natural

feelings, although I certainly believe that they

are not over-burdened with them. In Astor the

influence of Kashmir has made the people attend

a little more to the ceremonies of the Musalman

religion.

In Chilás rigour is observed in the mainte

nance of religious practices, but elsewhere there

exists the greatest laxity. In fact, so rude are

the people, that they have no written character

of their own, and till very recently the art of

writing (Persian) was confined to, perhaps, the

Rājas of these countries, or rather to their

Munshis, when they had any. Some of

them may be able to read the Koran. Even

this I doubt, as of hundreds of people, I saw

at Ghilgit only one who could read, and he was

a Kashmiri who had travelled far and wide, and

had at last settled in that country. Grave-in

scriptions, or indeed inscriptions of any kind, I

did not see in the country, and the report that

they kill saints in order to have shrines where to

worship, has been repeated to me so often, and

from so many different quarters as almost to

deserve credence.

(f) HOLIDAYS.

The great holiday of the Shin people happen

ed, in 1867, during the month succeeding the
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Ramazan, but seems to be generally on the sixth

It is called the “ Shino nao,”of February.

“the new day of the Shin people.” The Ghil

gitis call the day “Shino bazóno,” the spring

of the Shin people. The year, it will be re

membered, is divided into bazono, spring ; walo,

summer; shero, autumn ; yono, winter. The

snow is now becoming a little softer, and out-of

door life is more possible. The festivities are

kept up for twelve days. Visits take place, and

man and wife are invited out to dinner during

that period. Formerly when the Shins had a

Raja or Nawab of their own it used to be the

custom for women to dance during those twelve

days. Now the advent of the sipahis, and the

ridiculous pseudo-morality of the Kashmir rule

have introduced a kind of pardah, and the chaste

Shin women do not like to expose themselves to

strangers. Then there is the Nauroz which is

celebrated for three, and sometimes for six days.

There are five great holidays in the year:

The 'Id of IRamazan.

The Shin-Ö-Nao.

The Naoroz.

Kurbani 'Id.

The Kūy Nāo," Astori. }
Dümniká Ghilgiti.

On the last-named holiday the game of Polo

is played, good clothes are put on, and men and

women amuse themselves in public meetings.

The Shin people are very patriotic. Since

the Maharaja's rule, many of their old customs

have died out, and the separation of the sexes

is becoming greater.

ATKMBA PATRA or ANCIENT copper-PLATEGRANT FROM KATHIAWAD

TRANSLATED BY RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR M.A.

WELFARE | From V a lab hi. From Bha

táraka the great Māheshvarat who obtained

greatness by a hundred wounds received in

the midst of a circle of friends of match

less might, who, with main force, had sub

jugated their enemies, who won the attachment

[of kings] by his gifts, respectful treatment

and equable conduct—the results of that great

ness—who, by the power of the kings so at

tached to him, obtained sovereignty, and whose

royal race is unbroken,_sprang Shri; Guha

sena the great Máheshvara,_who had all his

sins washed away by bowing at the lotus-like

feet of his motherandfather—who, sword in hand,

from his childhood manifested great prowess,

by breaking the ranks of the maddened ele

phants of his enemy, the rays of the nails of

whose feet were mixed with the light of

the crown jewels of the enemies laid prostrate

[at his feet] by his valour, who delighted

the hearts of his subjects by excellently pro

tecting them, thoroughly, according to the me

thod prescribed in the Smritis, and thus

rendered his title of Raja literally true, who

in beauty, lustre, firmness, depth, genius and

wealth, excelled Kama,S the moon, the King

of mountains," the ocean, the perceptor of the

Gods,” and the Lord of wealth,tt—who sacri

ficed his own interests as if they were as worth

less as straw, by his readiness to extend protec

tion from danger to those who sought an

asylum with him, and, who delighted the

hearts of learned men, friends and favourites, by

giving them more wealth than was asked, and

who was the very incarnate [moving on legs]

delight of the whole extent of the world.

His son was Shri Dharasena the great Má

heshrara whose stains of sins were wholly

washed away by the water of the Ganga" in the

shape of the rays from the nails of his father's

feet,_whose wealth was fed on by hundreds of

thousands of favourites, who was resorted to

as it were, out of love for his beauty, by many

acquired virtues, who astonished all archers by

his innate power and acquired skill,—who con

tinued the charitable grants made by former

kings, who averted the evils destructive to his

suljects, who showed himself to be the com

mon abode of Shrif and Saraswati,i-whose

exploits placed him in the enjoyment of the

wealth and power of his united enemies, and who,

by his exploits, obtained unsullied royal digni

ty. His son was Shīlāditya, the great Má

heshvara, who meditated on his father's feet,_

who filled the circle of all the quarters by extra

ordinary virtues which were united in him, and

* Is celebrated in Autumn when the the fruit and corn

ave become ripe.

+ Devotee of Maheshvara or Shiva. The Valabhi kings

probably belonged to the Māheshvara Sect.

I This is an honorific, prefixed to the names of kings. -

| Law-books. § The God of Love. *[Himalaya.

** Brihaspati. ++ Kubera.

* The water of the Gangá is white, according to Hindu

poets, and rays of light are also white; hence the resemblance.

+ The Goddess of wealth.

: Goddess of learning. These two are supposed always

to live apart.
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which delighted the whole world,—the bur

den of whose great desires was borne success

fully by his shoulders, which were brighter than

those of others, in consequence of his conspicu

ousness amongst the allies, who had obtained

distinction by winning a hundred battles, whom

it was always very easy to please by writing sage

epigrams, though his own mind was purified by

the study of all sciences, in all their branches,

—who, though transcending all people in the un

fathomable depth [of his heart], was of a very

benevolent disposition, as shown by his good deeds,

—who obtained great fame by clearing the ob

structed path trodden on by kings of the Krita”

age, whose enjoyment of the sweets of afflu

ence was refined by his adherence to justice, and

thus procured for him his other name of Dhar

máditya.f His younger brother was Shri Kha

ragraha, the great Maheshvara, who meditated

on his (brother's) feet, who bore the sovereign

power though it was an object of desire to the

lowing elder one, who was like the elder one

of Upendra, as a bullock (bearer of the yoke)

bears on his shoulders something that is great,

simply on account of thepleasure he took in execut

ing his (brother's) commands, and while doing so

he did not allow his virtue to be diminished, either

by love of pleasure or vexation, whose mind,-

though his foot-stool was enveloped in the lustre

of the crown jewels of the hundred kings subju

gated by his prowess—was not affected by ar

rogance, or a fondness to treat others with indig

nity, to counteract whom (whose power), setting

aside submission, there was no way even for

enemies reputed for manliness and pride,-who

by a number of pure virtues which perfumed the

whole world, resisted with main force the pro

gress of the sport of Kāli,Hwhose heart was

noble and untouched by all the faults which

little men are prone to, and who obtained the

first place amongst men of valour by the royal

Lakshmi,Š of a host of inimical kings voluntari

ly embracing him, on account of his well-known

valour and skill in the management of weapons.

His son who meditated on his feet was Shri

Dharasena, the great Máheshvara, who gave

exceedingly great delight to the hearts of

learned men by the acquisition of all the sciences,

—who in his stock of virtue and liberality in

giving away, found a device, by which was effect

ed the defeat of the desires of his enemies, who,

though his thoughts were deep (in his breast), in

consequence of his having been thoroughly ac

quainted with various sciences, arts, and with

the ways of the world, was of a very benevolent

disposition,--whose unaffected humility and

chastened manners, were his ornaments, who

destroyed the pride of all enemies by his powerful

and massive arm, which carried the flag of victory

in a hundred battles, and whose commands were

obeyed by the whole circle of kings, whose skill

in the management of weapons he had defeated

by the might of his bow. His younger brother

who meditated on his feet was the great Máhe

shwara Dhruvasena, who surpassed all previous

kings by his good deeds,--who accomplished

things that were very difficult to accomplish,

—who was valour itself in a human form, who

was respected as if he were Manu himself by his

subjects, with hearts full of love for his great vir

tues, who was the very lord of lotuses" with

out the spots, full-sized,” shining, and the cause

of joy to others, who was the ever shining sun,

the dispeller of darkness by filling all quarters

with the bright lustre [of his great prowess]

—who, inspiring confidencef in his subjects, as

to the acquisition of wealth, the furtherance of

a great many purposes, and the increase of

prosperity [Gram. prescribing the addition to

bases of a termination with a certain sense, hav

ing letters indicatory of a great many changes,and

with the augment added on to it]; proficient in

determining matters about peace,f war, and alli

ance [Gram, well-versed in Sandhi or phonetic

rules—dissolution of compounds and compounds],

issuing || commands proper for the occasion

[Gram. prescribing a substitute for the original]:

and doing $ honour to the good by raising

* The kings of the Krita or the first age of Hindu

Mythology were very virtuous; and their ways and manners

were forgotten. Shil a dity a trod in their foot-steps.

i Literally— the Sun of justice or virtue.'

Up en dra is a name of Vishnu ; and the allusion

here is probably to Krishna, in whose favour Balarāma, his

elder brother, or guru, the word in the original,—resigned

the kingdom.

| The principle of evil. Kāli is supposed to have full

swing in the present age, which is called Kali-yuga.

$ The triumph of a lover consists in his mistress giving
him a yºuntary embrace. The royal power and state

* Sharagrahas' enemies are personified as Lkshmi, who is

* Attracted by their valour,

*I i. e. The moon.

* There is a play here on the word, K al ā which means

‘a digit of the moon', and “an art. The moon had all her

digits i. e. was full, and the king was versed in all the arts.

† There is a play here on the words p r a kriti, p r a t

y a ya, a nub and h a fig a ma and v i da d h a na, which

are technical terms used by Pånini. The grammatical

meaning is enclosed within brackets in the text.

| Here the words Sam as a, Wig r a ha and Sem dh

are used in a double sense.

| S than a and ā d e s a are the words here.

§ Here the words with a double meaning are Samskāra

Sadhu, Guna, Vridd hi, and Vidh ána.
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them from a subordinate position [Gram.

giving correct forms to words by prescribing

Guna and Vriddhi changes] was thoroughly

versed in the art of Government, and of the

Sháláturiya.” Though of great valour, he

possessed a heart softened by compassion ;

though learned, he was not boastful,—though he

was a lover, his passions were subdued ; though

his kindness was unchanging, he repelled those

who were guilty. He rendered his well-known

second name of Bālāditya (morning sun) literally

true, by the warmt love which he engendered in

men at the time of his accession,i and which

overspread the earth. His son is Shri Dha

rasena who bears on his forehead, a crescent of

the moon, in the shape of the mark of scars pro

duced by rubbing his head on the earth, when

prostrating himself at his father's lotus-like feet

—whose great learning is as pure as the pearl

ornament put on his graceful ear in his child

hood, the lotus-like palm of whose hand is

always washed by the water [poured in the

making] of gifts, whose joy is heightened by

the levy of taxes as light as the soft grasp of

the hand of a maiden,_who, like the revealed

science of archery, Ś hasdealtby means of his bow

with all the aims in the world (takes aims), —

whose commands are treated by the circle of

subject kings as the jewels worn on the head,"

who meditates on his grandfather's feet and

who is the great Māheshvara, the great

lord, the king of kings, the great ruler, the

universal sovereign. He, enjoying good health,

commands all whom it may concern:—“Be it

known to you, that for the increase of the reli

gious merit of my mother and father, I have

given in charity, by pouring water, a field of the

area of 56 paces” at the southern extremity of

Sharkarápadraka, a district of Kikkatſiputra, a

village in Kálápakapatha in Surashtra, to the

Brahman Ajuna, son of the Brahman Guhadhya,

residing in Kikkatſiputra, formerly of Sinhapura,

honoured among the Brahmans ofSinhapura know

ing the four Vedas, of the Bhárádrája gotra, and

student of the Chhandoga Veda. The boundariesof

the field are, to the east the well Vinhalsatkka,—

to the south, the field Wattukasatkka,-to the west,

the field Autumhi-Vinhala-Satkka, to the north,

the field of Brahmana-shashti-bhava Satkka :—

And also to the Brahman Manka-Svámin son of

the Brahman Guhadhya residing in the village of

Kikkatſiputra, formerly of Sinhapura, honoured

among the Brahmans of Sinhapura knowing the

four Vedas of the Bháradeſ;a gotra, student of

the Chhandoga Veda: a well of the area of six

teen paces, at the western extremity of Kikk...

a village in Kalap...in Surashtra. The bound

aries are:—To the east, the well Chatra-satkka,

—to the south and west, the field Kutumbi Chan

dra-Satkka, and to the north the field Malk...

And also at the western extremity of

the village of Sharkarápadraka a district of

Kikkatſiputra, a field of the area of 28 paces,

the boundaries of which are,...... - - - - - -and also

a field measuring fourteen paces, the boundaries

of which are............ --------------- ---------------

and also six pattakasif whose boundaries are:

—to the east ............ to the south ............

to the west ...... - - - - - - and to the north, at the

boundary of the village of Patánaka, the field

of Vápé, of the extent of 182 paces. All these

are granted, along with their appurtenances,

and whatever is on them, together with the re

venue in kind, or gold, and with whatever may be

grown on them, except what may have been

granted to Gods or Bráhmans before. The

whole is not to be meddled with by any officer of

the king, and is to be enjoyed from son to grand

son, and to last as long as the sun, the moon, the

ocean, the earth, rivers and mountains endure.

On this account no one shall obstruct any one,

who, in virtue of this Bráhman-gift, enjoys the

land, ploughs it, or allows it to be ploughed, or

assigns it over to another person. All future

kings, whether of our race or others, should, bear

ing in mind that power is transitory, and humanity

frail, and knowing the good fruits arising from

the grant of land, recognise this our grant, and

continue it. It is said this earth has been en

joyed by many kings, such as Sagara and others,

each one obtains the fruit when he is in posses

sion. The things given in charity by kings

who were afraid of poverty, are like flowers

which have been used. What good man will

* Pānini was a native of Shalătura, in the country to the

west of the Indus; and he is known by the name of Shå

lăturiya or native of Shalatura.

t There is a play on the word anurága here, which means

‘redness as well as ‘love.' The light of the morning sun is
reddish.

t Udaya is the word here which means ‘rise' as appli

ed to the sun or the king.

| A pun on the word K a r a which means a “tax' and

the ‘hand'.

§ The D h a nurved a so translated here, teaches how

to take all sorts of aims; and the king had actually taken

all aims ; hence the comparison.

* i. e. uncompromisingly obeyed.

** The word in the original is pādāvarta, which

appears to have been a square measure.

f Probably a certain square measure.
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resume them? The grantor of land dwells in

Heaven for sixty thousand years, and he who

takes it away or allows it to be taken away lives

in hell for as many years. The prince Dhruva

sena is minister (executive officer) here. En

graved by Divirapati Skanda-bhaa the son of

Divirapati Vasha [?] bhata, minister for peace

and war. 326* in the bright half of Ashādha.

My own hand [sign manual].

REMARKS.

Three copperplates of the Valabhi Dynasty

have been hitherto deciphered and translated. Two

of these were discovered by Mr. Wathen, and the

third by Dr. Burns of Kaira. Mr. Wathen's trans

lation of one of the two and his remarks on the

other are given in the fourth volume of the Bengal

Asiatic Society's Journal. One leaf of the latter

was afterwards deciphered and translated by the

Rev. P. Anderson. The translation, a Devanāgari

transcript, and a lithographed copy are given in the

third volume of the Bombay Asiatic Society's Jour

nal. A transcript and translation of Dr. Burn's

copperplate are to be found in the seventh volume

of the Bengal Society's Journal. We shall distin

guish these by the numbers 1, 2, and 3. No. 1 re

cords a grant of land by Dharasen a II, the

great-grandson of the founder of the dynas

ty and the seventh in Mr. Anderson's list; and Nos.

2 and 3 are said to be from Dhruv as ena, the

thirteenth in the list. The copperplates now trans

lated were put into my hands by the Editor.t. The

grantor, in this case, is Dharasena IV., the twelfth

in Mr. Anderson's list and consequently the imme

diate predecessor of the king who is considered as

the grantor in Nos. 2 and 3.

Dr. Bhau Dáji gives, in one place, the dates of five

copperplate grants of this dynasty,f whilst in another

he mentions seven dates professedly derived from

copperplates. But he does not say when or by whom

so many grants of the Valabhi kings were dis

covered, nor who deciphered and translated them, or

where the plates or their transcripts and transla

tions are to be found. Mr. Thomas, as appears from

his edition of Prinsep's Essays, knows only of the

three I have mentioned.

The descriptions of the several kings in all these

Plates are given in the same words ; so that, so far

as they go, they may be considered to be copies of

*other. There are a few varietates lectionis but

*of these at least must be ascribed to the igno

*** carelessness of the engraver. The published

*ript of No. 1 is generally correct; but those
of the other two are full of mistakes, and it is dif

º,* impossible in a great many places to make

nº: *ense. Any one well acquainted with

* may ascertain the truth of this for himself

* Remarks on
future number. this reading of the date will be made in a

by comparing the several transcripts with that of

the present one. Many instances of this might be

given, but I shall confine myself here to one : The

plays on certain grammatical terms, and Shālā tu

riya, the name of Pănini, were not at all made

out by previous decipherers ; G una-v. iddhi was

read by Mr. Anderson and the Calcutta scholar as

Guna-bhrid bhih, and Shālā tu ri ya as Shālā

gari y as. But these mistakes are not in the origi

nal copperplates. Nos. 1 and 2 are preserved in

the museum of the Bombay Asiatic Society and

I have collated these (in original) with the present

one. I did not find there the mistakes I speak of,

and which are to be ascribed to the transcribers.

The translations based upon such transcripts must,

of course, be equally wrong.

The genealogy of the Valabhi kings as gather

ed from the present grant is as follows:–

From Bhatárka sprang

|

Guhasena.

Dinº II.

silº I. * I.

|

Dharasena III. Dhruvasena.

|

Dharasena IV.

This genealogy agrees in every respect, so far as

it goes, with that in Nos. 2 and 3. The exact rela

tionship between Bhat firka and Guh a sena is

not given; but in No. 1 he is represented as his great

grandson. No. 1 gives also the names of the seve

ral sons of Bhat àrk a who succeeded each other.

The name of the grandfather of Dhar a sena IV.

and brother of Shi láditya I. is given as Ishva

ragraha by the translators of Nos. 2 and 3. In the

present plate it is clearly Khar agraha and I find

it so even in No. 2. Mr. Wathen's reading of it

was Charagraha which is nearer to the true name

than Ishvaragraha.

From a passage in the description of Khara

graha, the younger brother of Shilāditya, it

appears that during the life-time of the latter, the

former held the reins of government. For he is

there spoken of as having administered the affairs

of the kingdom in obedience to the orders of his

guru which word must, from the analogy of the

guru of Upendra or Krishna mentioned there, as

well as for other reasons, be taken to mean “elder

brother." Mr. Anderson has entirely misunderstood

this passage. The Calcutta translator gives the sub

stance of it though the bearing of the analogy does

not seem to have been clearly comprehended. There

appears to have been a sort of usurpation here, for

Shilāditya's children were passed over and the

f They were kindly lent me by Major J. W. Watson,-Ed.

# Jour, Bomb, B. R. Asiat, Soc, Wol, VIII, p. 230,
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kingdom was governed by Kharagraha, and after

him, by his lineal descendants. The line of Shil

fiditya was restored after the death of Dhara

sena IV., as is evident from Nos. 2 and 3.

According to the translators of these, the imme

diate successor of this king made the grants Nos. 2

and 3, and his name was Dhruv asena. There is

here a double mistake. The grantor's name was

evidently Shilāditya, as may be ascertained by com

paring the passage in No. 2 with the corresponding

one in the transcript of No. 3, and he was not the

immediate successor of Dhar a sena IV. He was

great grandson to Shilāditya I. as shown in the

following genealogy gathered from the original of

No. 2, now in the museum of the Bombay Asiatic

Society :—

Shilāditya I.

Derābhata.

|

sºuls. Kharagraha II. Dhruvasena III.

|

Shiláditya II.

This last, marked—Shilāditya II. is the grantor

in Nos. 2 and 3.

This genealogy differs from that given by all the

writers on the Valabhi dynasty except Dr. Bhau

Dajiº who does not give his authorities; but if

they are not the same as mine, the order of names

given above receives confirmation from what may,

for the present, be called an independent source.

In another listi given by the same writer, I find

another Shilāditya, placed below Shilāditya II.

But here again I must complain of his silence as

to his authorities.

It is not likely, though there is nothing impossible

in it, that D era b h a t a, the son of S h il

ãditya, should have lived to succeed Dharasena

IV, the grand-son of his uncle. It appears to me

that those only whose names in the plates are in the

nominative case and have the epithet parama

maheshvara prefixed to them were reigning kings.

The names of Dera b hata, and Shilfiditya, the

father of S h il fid it ya II are in the genitive case

in No. 2 and they are not styled parama-măhesh

varas. They do not seem, therefore, to have sat on

the throne.

In a few places, in the latter part of the present

copperplate, the letters are not distinct : so that I

am not sure of the readings I have given of the

names of the fields mentioned as boundaries of the

pieces of land conveyed. But these names cannot

be of any importance.

ON THE INDENTIFICATION OF WARIOUS PLACES IN THE KINGDOM OF

MAGADHA VISITED BY THE PILGRIM CHI-FAH-HIAN (A.D. 400-415.)

By A. M. BROADLEY, C.S., ASSISTANT MAGISTRATE IN CHARGE OF SUBDIVISION BIHAR, IN PATNA.

PART. I.

THE travels of Chi-Fah-Hian were first

translated into French by MM. Remusat,

Klaproth and Landresse. An English version

of this work” was published by Mr. Laidlay in

Calcutta in 1848. In 1869, the Rev. S. Beal

published an original translation from the

Chinese text.f Great doubts are entertained as

to the correctness of portions of the French

work, and M. Julien points out that it cannot

be safely used by persons unable to verify the

translation by comparison with the original.

Under these circumstances I make reference only

to the edition of Mr. Beal.

A constant residence of many months in the

midst of the places visited by the pilgrim and

consequently a very familiar acquaintance, not

only with the ruined temples, topes and cities

themselves, but with the geography of the sur

rounding country, must be my apology for

publishing my notes, differing as they often do

* Ibid. p. 245. t Jour. Bomb. B. R. Asiat. Soc. Vol. VII. p. 116.

f Ibid. Vol. VIII. p. 245

* “The Pilgrimage of Fah-Hian ; From the French edition of

the Foe Koue Ki. By J. W. Laidlay, Esq. Calcutta: 1848

with former identifications of these spots. I

maintain that no satisfactory identification can

be made without a lengthened stay in the neigh

bourhood of the places in question, and a care

ful survey of the ruins themselves. No amount

of antiquarian knowledge, however profound,

can compensate for an imperfect or second-hand

acquaintance with the places professed to be

identified.

Throughout Fah-Hian's work, distances are

computed by “lis” and “yojanas.” Mr. Beal al

lows four or five “lis” to the mile, General Cun

ningham six, and their estimate is doubtless cor

rect. As to the second measure Mr. Beal allows

seven miles to a “yojanas” in the North-West Pro

vinces, and only four in Magadha. General Cun

ningham counts uniformly 7% or 8 miles as equal

to a “yojana”. From a comparison of the dis

tances given in Bihár, the very centre of the kinſ

dom of Magadha, I do not see how more than five

t Travels of Fah-Hian and Sung-Yun Buddhist Pilgrims frº

C ina to India. By Samuel Beal, B.A., Chaplain in H. M. Flee"

London: 1869,
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or six miles can, by any possibility be allowed,

e.g. Bihár to Nálanda “one yojaná” actual dis

tance 5% or 6 miles; Patna to Bihār 9 yojanas—

actual distance about 54 miles; Nálanda to

Rajgir one yojana, actualdistance—5} or 6 miles.

For these reasons I consider a yojana as equi

valent to a distance of between 5 and 6 miles.

I now proceed to follow the text of Mr. Beal

page 110, chapter 28. “From this city [Patna]

proceeding in a south-easterly direction nine yó

janas, we arrive at a small rocky hill standing by

itself, on the top of which is a stone cell facing

the south. On one occasion, when Buddha was

sitting in the middle of this cell, the divine

Sekra took with him his attendant musicians,

each one provided with a five-stringed lute, and

caused them to sound a strain in the place where

Buddha was seated. Then the divine Sekra

proposed forty-two questions to Buddha, writing

each one of them singly with his finger upon a

stone. The traces of these questions yet exist.

There is also a Saïigháráma built upon this spot.

Going south-west from this one yójana we arrive

at the village of Ná-lo.”

This hill is identified by General Cunning

ham with Giryak. “The remains of Giryak”

he writes” “appear to me to correspond exactly

with the accounts given by Fa-hBian of the Hill

of the Isolated Rock.” His reasons are twofold,

1st the position, and 2nd the supposed etymology,

of Giryek, i.e., giri-eka ek giri. I think I shall

be able to show beyond doubt that this identifi

cation is entirely erroneous.

Firstly, at Giryak there is no solitary hill at all,

nor any hill which can be described as resemb

ling in any way an eminence of that description.

At Giryak terminates the rocky range of the

Rajgir hills, which stretch from the neighbour

hood of Gya to the banks of the Panchana, on

which the village of Giryak stands, and, as a

matter of fact, the hill which rises above the

village—so far from being solitary—is a mere off

shoot of Vipulagir at Rajgir and is not less

than six miles in length.

Secondly, from the “ solitary hill” Fah-Hi

ºn proceeded south-west, one yöjana, to Nála.

Now Nâla has been identified most satisfactorily

With Bargãon [Cunningham page 469] by

Pºsition and by the aid of inscriptions, but

“range to say, Bargãon is exactly six miles

*TH-west of Giryak. If General Cunning

ham's identification of Giryak be right, Nálanda

must have been situated somewhere to the south

of the Rajgir hills, in the middle of the Nowādá

valley, but, strange to say, he identifies it with

Bargãon which is exactly north-west of the

Rajgir hills in the centre of the Bihār valley.

For this reason it is clear that “the hill of the

solitary rock” could not be Giryak. The two

identifications involve a dilemma, because no

amount of argument can make Bargãon six

miles south-west of Giryak, when physically it

is six miles in the very opposite direction. The

identification of Nálanda with Bargãon (Vihára

gráma) is undoubtedly right, and as a consequence,

that of the “solitary hill” with Giryak—un

doubtedly wrong. Strange to say, General Cun

ningham writes as one reason for identifying

Nālanda with Bargãon (page 469)—“Fah Hian

places the hamlet of Ná-lo at one yojana, or

seven miles from the hill of the isolated rock,

i.e. from Giryak, and also the same distance

from new Raja Grihá. This account agrees exactly

with the position of Bargdon with respect to Giryak

and Rajgir.” Now in reality both translators

agree in placing Nālanda to the south-west of

the hill, and as a matter of fact Bargãon is

north-west of Giryak.

I have no hesitation in identifying the “soli

tary hill” with the rocky peak at Bihár,

which rises by itself in the midst of the plain

covered with rice and poppy fields, and which

gently slopes from the northern foot of the Raj

gir hills to the banks of the Ganges itself. My

reasons for so doing are: first,-correspondence

of the relative distance and position of the Bihár

rock and Patna, and of the solitary hill and Pa

táliputra; second-the agreement of the re

lative distance and position of the Bihār rock

and Bargéon, and the “solitaryhill” and Nálanda;

third, natural appearances of the Bihár rock.

Of Nálanda, Fah says, “this was the place of

Sáriputra's birth. Sáriputra returned here to en

ter Nirvāna. A town therefore was erected on

this spot which is still in existence.”

Nālanda corresponds with Bargãon, a spot still

marked with the ruins of vast topes and temples.

“ Going west from this one yojana we arrive

at the new Rajgir.” This corresponds with the

large circuit of fortifications at the foot of the

Baibhār and Vipula hills, exactly six miles to

the south of the Bargãon ruins. I therefore

think the direction given by the translators must

be a mistake.

* Ancient Geography of India, page 472.
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Fah-Hian continues; “this was the town

king Ajásat built. There are two Safighárámas

in it. Leaving the town by the west gate and

proceeding 300 paces (we arrive at) the tower

which king Ajásat raised over the share of Bud

dha's relics which he obtained. Its height is

very imposing.”

The walls of the town and its gates are dis

tinctly traceable at the distance of about half a

mile from the foot of the mountain and directly

facing the northern entrance of the valley

of the five hills. Its form is somewhat difficult

to describe and authors have varied in their at

tempts to do so, but after careful inspection from

all points of view, and, what is still better,

after studying its form from two of the

hills above, I am of opinion it cannot be

correctly called a pentagon, but is rather

a parallelogram having, as measured from the

top of the ramparts, three equal sides, viz., the

north, west, and south, each measuring 1,900

feet, and one unequal viz., the east measuring

1,200 feet. The wall appears to have had a uni

form thickness of about 14 feet and is composed

of masses of stone about four feet square, the faces

of which are made uniform and placed one upon

the other in close contiguity, without any mor

tar or cement whatever. Starting from the

north-east corner, where a stone bastion still exists

in tolerable entirety, the wall remains unbroken

for 200 feet, at the end of which distance a

second bastion appears to have existed and

similar traces are seen at the 300th foot. The

remains of the wall now almost entirely dis

appear, but at the distance of 1100 feet from

the north-east corner there is portion of entire

wall measuring 20 feet by 14. Further on the

wall appears clearly to have been removed and

hardly a trace of it remains till towards the

north-west corner, where its elevation considera

bly increases and there are enormous masses of

brick which lead me to theconclusion that a tower

must have once existed here. At this place the

bricks are very small and of remarkable

solidity. At a distance of 110 feet from

the corner there are clear marks of a bastion, and

the same feature is observable at similar distances

up to the great west door, some 500 or 600 feet

from the north-west corner of the fort. The

rampart throughout this distance presents an

average elevation of 25 or 30 feet above the

plain beneath. Just before the west door, a

fine piece of wall still remains intact measuring

26 feet by 14. Passing out by the west gate

and going 800 feet in a direct line to the south

west, and crossing about midway the Saraswati

rivulet one arrives at a circular mound having an

elevation of some 30 feet and a diameter of 180.

The centre is considerably depressed and seems to

consist simply of masses of bricks similar to

those on the ramparts and inside the fort.

From the west side of the ruins a sort of terrace

leads to a semi-circular heap of somewhat less

elevation than the first, in the centre of this I dis

covered three large statues of Buddha all head

less but otherwise little mutilated, they are all

seated on lotus-leaf thrones supported by bases

ornamented by different devices. In one, several

figures are seen in the act of making an offer

ing; the centre of the second is occupied by the

“Wheel of the Law” with a deer on either side,

and the third bears the representations of two

lions couchant. These mounds are undoubt

edly the ruins of the great tower mentioned in

the text. I hope to make a complete excavation

of them during the cold season. I have made at

the present time two incisions in the side of the

topes, and have recovered from them some Bud

dhist idols of remarkable beauty, as well as a

tablet covered with the representations of the

nine planets.

From the west door the ramparts still increase

in height, but the wall is hidden by masses of

brick. Not far from the end of the western

side, there is another break in the wall exactly

opposite which is a small temple contain

ing a Buddhist idol, now worshipped by the

Hindus as the image of Beni Mādhav. At

each side of the Saraswati stream is a pacca

Ghāt and the ceremonies of “ Goudén” and

“Pindadán” are constantly performed here. At

a short distance from this opening, the south

rampart commences and has an elevation nearly

equal to that on the west. The wall is not

straight, but inclines towards the north-east. At

about the 500th foot from the south-west corner,

there are unmistakable traces of an enormous

brick tower, and 400 feet farther on there is a long

piece of wall still intact, and terminating in the

southern gate. From this point to the south-east

angle the wall is clearly visible. It has an eleva

tion of some 30 or 40 feet above the valley, and

there appears to have been bastions at distances

varying from 100 to 110 feet. Opposite the south

east corner and at a distance of 50 or 60 paces

there are distinct marks of a ruined tower similar

to the one near the western gate already describ

ed. The wall towards the east has a total length
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of nearly 1,200 feet, and the ruins have a very

inconsiderable elevation. Bastions are clearly

visible at the following distances from the south

east angle, viz., 200, 320, 420, 520, 620, 720,

820, 920, 1,020, 1,120 and 1,200 feet. Mont

gomery Martin considers the heaps of brick to

be the remains of a second set of fortifications

built by Shir Shah, but I am rather inclined to

regard them as the ruins of the ancient towers, the

two monasteries and the royal palace which we

know to have existed in the town and parts of

which as well as other buildings were doubtless

built on the city walls. General Cunningham

gives a much larger area to the ruined city, but it

must he remembered he made his measurements

outside the ditch, very faint traces of which

are visible on two sides of the wall. I have

endeavoured to trace carefully the rampart and in

many places removed the heaps of brick which

covered it. In most cases I succeeded in un

covering the original wall, which uniformly pre

sents a thickness of 14 feet. As regards the outer

walls which are said to have existed, if the

heaps of stone which are found at different dis

tances from the fort are traces of them, they

are so imperfect that any attempt to follow

them would be simply futile.

(To be continued.)

PANINI AND THE GEOGRAPHY OF AFGHANISTAN AND THE PANJAB.

By PROF. RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR, M.A.

THE chief native authorities for Ancient

Indian Geography hitherto made use of by Anti

quarians, are the Purānas and the Itihăsas. But

there is another, and a very important one, which

is not frequently referred to. The great Gram

marian Pānini andhis commentators, often give

very useful information in cases where the

Purānas and the Itihăsas afford no hint. We

propose in the following remarks to show by ex

amples, what use may be made of this branch of

Sanskrit literature, in illustrating the Ancient

Geography of India.

In teaching the formation of the names of

places and of the inhabitants thereof, Pān in i,

as is usual with him, gives general rules where

possible; and where not, he groups together cer

tain names, in which the grammatical peculiarity

is the same. These groups are distinguished

from each other by the name ofthe first in the list,

With an expression which is equivalent to ‘and

others' added to it. In the body of the work,

the names of the groups so formed, and thegram

*tical or etymological changes characteristic
of them, are only given, while the words consti

"g each group are set forth, in what may be

"sidered as an appendix to the work, called

*Pátha. Instances of the general rules are

*" by the commentators, but they are not, on

that *Count, to be considered as recent. There

**rmal evidence to show that most of these

ºt have been handed down from the time of

. himself. A good many are given by

*jali, the author of the great commentary on

**ini's work. On the other hand, all the words

T

comprised in each group ought not, because the

Gana-pātha is attributed to Pân in i, to be re

garded as having been laid down by him. Several

of the ganas, or groups, are what are called ákriti

ganas, i.e., such as each subsequent writer has

the liberty of adding to ; and we have no doubt,

that even such as are not now considered to be

of this nature, must have fared similarly at the

hands of the early successors of Pän in i. For

instance, the name of the mediaeval Kâ thia wad

town V a lab hi, occurs at the end of the group

called War an à di (Pān. IV-2–82) and of Ujja

y in i, in the same group, and also at the end of

Dh ( m a di (Pān., IV.-2-127). No one would,

we believe, push his scepticism, as to the age of

Pän ini so far as to urge that this proves him to

have flourished after Valab hi came into impor

tance under the dynasty of Bh at àrka. And

if any one were to do so, it would not be

difficult to satisfy him. For, independently of

the mass of evidence hitherto brought forward

to prove that Pán in i flourished long before

the Christian Era, we may state that in the

copperplate grant” of Dhara sena IV. we find

puns on a good many of the technical terms

of Pä mini, and the great grammarian himself

is alluded to under the name of Shál a turiya,

(native of Shalătura). This shews that Pánini

was at that time a person of established

reputation, and consequently, was even then an

ancient author. The groups organas, therefore,

seem to have been tampered with by his succes

sors, but we think we are safe in ascribing the

first three names at least, in each, to him.

The number of names of towns, villages, rivers,

* Translated at page 14,
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mountains, and warlike tribes, occurring in the

works of P a mini and his commentators, is very

large. It would be difficult, or even impossible,

to identify them all, but the positions and mo

dern names of a good many can be determined

with ease. It is not our purpose in this article

to notice all such places, but to confine ourselves

to such as may seem to throw new light on some

doubtful points connected with the Ancient

Geography of Afghanistan and the Panjāb.

The northernmost Kingdom of Afghanistan,

in ancient times, was known to some of the

Greek and Roman Geographers by the name of

Kapis en e, and the Chinese traveller Hwan

Thsang calls it Kia-pi-she. Pånini mentions Kå

pish i(IV-2-99), from which he derives Kāpish

ây a ni—the name of a wine manufactured from

grapes produced in the district. The country about

Kabul is still remarkable for its fine grapes.

The name of another kingdom was Archosia,

which wascalled Arkhoj or Rokhaj by the Arab

geographers, and Tsaukuta, supposed to be equi

valent to Raukuta, by Hwan Thsang. European

antiquarians" trace the name, or that of the river

A r c hot is, in the province, to the Zend Hara

q aiti, corresponding to the Sanskrit S a r a s

v a ti. But we are not aware upon what evi

dence a river of the name of Sar as v a ti is

fixed in this district. Sar as y a ti is one of

the Sap ta Sindh a vas, or seven rivers of

the Vedas, and if assigned a position here, would

certainly be far away from the other six. The

river Saraswati was situated to the east of

the Satlej. Perhaps the name Archosia,

Arkhoj, or Rokhoj, is to be derived from

that of the mountain Rikshoda, mentioned by

På n in i's commentators, the Brahmans living

about which, were called Ark shodas. This

name is given as one to which Pånini's rule

(IV-3-91) does not apply.

Another province of Afghanistan is called

Fa-la-nu by Hwan Thsang, and identified with

the modern Vaneh or Wanneh by some, and

with Banu, by General Cunningham. The

Sanskrit name corresponding to this is not

known. Pānini, however, mentions a country

named Varnu in several places (IV-2-103,

and IV-3-93), which is very likely the same as

Hwan Thsang's Fa-la-nu. The country of

Gandhāra is mentioned in the group Kach

chh a di IV-2–133 and in IV-1–169, and the

river Suva stu, the modern Swat, a branch of

the Kabul river, (in IV-2-77).

The position of the hill-fort of Aorn os in

the capture of which Alexander the Great dis

played very great valour, is still a matter of un

certainty. The Sanskrit name corresponding to

it is also equally unknown. Professor Wilson

traces it to the word—a varana, ‘ enclosure',

which, he thinks, forms the latter part of many

names of cities. Whether it was actually so used

is more than doubtful, and it would be necessary

to supposethat the Greeks, in their A or nos drop

ped the first part of the name, retaining only

the latter. General Cunningham derives it from

the name of a king, whom he calls Rājā Vara.

May it not be the V a ran a mentioned by Pā

nini in IV-2–82 It was the name of a city

as well as its people. There is a place on the

right bank of the Indus, opposite to A tak, still

called, we are told, Bar an as or Varanas.

The Or to span of the classical geographers

has been identified with the modern Kabul.

The Sanskrit name corresponding to it is not

known. Professor Wilson derives it from such

an original as Urdd has thana. But we do

not meet with such a name, and the etymology

is purely aimless and conjectural. To derive it

from the name of a tribe would be more reason

able. Hwan Thsang calls the country about

the place Fo-li-shi-sa-tang-na. May not this

name be derived from such a compound as Par

sh us than a, the country of the Parshus, a

warlike tribe mentioned by Pånini in V-3-117.

Pă n in i and Patanjali call the Panjāb-Bä

hika (IV-2-117 and W-3-114). The historians

of Alexander tell us, that after having crossed

the Hydraotes or Ravi in the course of

his march through the Panjab, he captured

and destroyed a town of the name of Sangala.

European antiquarians have identified it with

the Sanskrit S h a kala. But Shākala, from

the evidence to be gathered from the Mahāb

ārata, and according to Hwan Thsang, who

visited the place, was situated to the west of

the Ravi. Professor Wilson, therefore thinks

that after Alexander had destroyed the Shā

kala to the east of the Ravi, another was

founded to the west of the river. This is mere

ly a gratuitous supposition. General Cunning

ham thinks that Alexander re-crossed the

Ravi to conquer the town. Would it not be

better to suppose that the two places were dis

tinct” Alexander destroyed Sangala, while

Shākala existed in the time of Hwan Thsang.

Sangala belonged to a tribe that had no King,

* See Wilson's Ariana Antiqua.
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while Shākala was the capital of the Madras,

who were governed by a king. Sangala is

very probably to be traced to Sã n kala, a place

mentioned by Pānini (IV-2–75). Sankala

was the name of the person who is said to have

founded the city. It stands at the head of the

group Sankalādi, the second name in which

is Pushkala, from whom the city of Paush

kala, the ancient capital of G and h a ra, and

the Peukalas of the ancient European Geogra

phers, derived its name. Sán kala agrees more

closely with Sangala than Shākala. If

this identification is to be trusted, the occurrence

of the name of Sangala in Pānini, may be

taken as a proof of his having flourished before

Alexander; for the Macedonian Conqueror is

said to have destroyed the city, on which account

it must have ceased to exist after him.

The central province of the Panjāb is called

Pa-la-fa-to by Hwan Thsang, transcribed Par

vata by M. Julien. General Cunningham pro

poses Sorv at a for Parv at a. But Parvata

is given as the name of a country by Pånini

(IV-2-143) and the group Takshashiládi,

(under IV-3-93).

In the central and lower Panjāb, Alexander

met with two tribes of warriors, named the

Mali i and the Ox y dra kae. The Sanskrit ori

ginal of the former is unknown; and Professor

Wilson identifies the latter with the Shu dra

k as of the Purānas. But there is a rule in

Pän ini (V-3-114) which teaches us to form the

singular and dual of the names of warlike tribes

in the Panjāb, by adding the termination -ya

and changing the vowel of the first syllable to

its vriddhi. Of this rule, his commentators give

Mál avy as (pl. Mál a y ás) and Ksh a u

dra kyas (pl. K S h u dra kās) as instances.

We thus learn that the Māl a y á s and K shu

dr a kās, were two tribes of warriors in the Pan

jāb. The name Mál a y ás corresponds with

Malii, and Ksh u dra kās with Oxy dra

kae. K S h u dra kās is nearer to the latter

than Professor Wilson's S h (ld rak a s.

At the confluence of the Panjāb rivers, Alex

ander came in contact with a tribe which is

called Sambracá or Sabracá. General Cunning

ham traces this name to Sam V agri which

he considers a Sanskrit word. But we are not

aware of the existence of such a word ; and it

has an unsanskrit look about it, meaning as it

does, according to the General, ‘united warriors.”

The Sabracae were probably the S h a ub h rey as,

grouped along with the Yau d he y a s, W-3–117.

PROGRESS OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH IN 1869–70.

[From the last published Report of the Royal Asiatic Society.]

THE Sanskrit series of the Bibliotheca Indica,

which, from various reasons, had for several years

made but little progress, has taken a fresh start. Of

the Tándya Brähmana three fasciculi have already

been issued, and a number of other important works

are reported to be in preparation. The Bombay

Sanskrit Series, conducted by the Sanskrit Profes

*ors of the Bombay and Puná Colleges, presents

also a promising aspect, and though of only a few

years' standing, has raised hopes that, with an in

°reased staff of well-trained editors, and commen

*rate support from Government, it may some day

*sfully compete with its elder Bengal sister.

The searching for Sanskrit MSS. has also been

*d on during the last year with laudable

Yºur and decided success in several parts of India,

ºticularly in Bengal, by the indefatigable Băbu

* Mitra; and in Bombay by Professors

"and Keilhorn, the latter of whom has just

º 8. classified catalogue, containing little
COW of ,000 Titles of Sanskrit Manuscripts, dis

*in the southern division of that Presidency.

tº." the Dekhan, the Council cannot, un

are not *W Present so favourable a report, as they

*** that any official steps have as yet

been taken by the Madras Government to carry into

effect the resolution passed by the Government of

India in 1868. This, in the opinion of the Council,

is the more to be regretted, as the value of Sanskrit

MSS. written in the vernacular alphabets of south

ern India, is beginning to be better appreciated,

furnishing as they do, in many cases, a more cor

rect text than the Devanāgari MSS of the north,

and supplying, not unfrequently, texts and variant

versions which have not hitherto been known to

exist. The members of this Society cannot have

failed to notice the Descriptive Catalogue, now be

ing published by Mr. A. Burnell, of the Madras C.S.,

in Mr. Trübner's “American and Oriental Literary

Record,” of an excellent collection of Sanscrit MSS.

made by himself during his residence in various

parts of the Dekhan. It must be satisfactory to him

to know that the portion of the catalogue which he

has already published, exhibits several important

works, for the most part belonging to the Black

Yajur-veda, which are either entirely new, or of

which incomplete MSS. alone have as yet been dis

covered in the north. Mr. Burnell (like Sir Walter

Elliot, Mr. C. P. Brown, and some few scholars of

earlier days) thus shows what benefit a civilian in
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southern India, who earnestly applies himself to the

study of Hindu Literature, may be able to confer

on Indian Philology, by collecting materials, and

placing the results of his researches before Euro

pean scholars. The Madras Service, however, has

of late evinced but little interest in literary pursuits

of this kind, and the Literary Society of Madras in

deed has for years scarcely shown a sign of its ex

istence. It is to be hoped that the few earnest

scholars still engaged in Oriental Studies may put

an end to this unhappy state of indifference, by

showing what important problems of Sanskrit Phi

lology and Indian history are dependent for their

solution upon the south, and that Madras will thus

not stay behind other local governments in lending

its support to the scientific exertions of European

and native scholars, but still cordially co-operate in

carrying out Mr. Whitley Stokes' scheme of pro

curing, and compiling lists of MSS. scattered over

the whole of India.

The contents of the Sarasvati Bhandāram Library

of H. H. the Mahārāja of Maisur, have been made

known through a catalogue issued a few months

since by the Bangalore Press, and containing the

titles of several rare works. Of the Tanjore Library,

a list had been printed many years ago, in which

unfortunately, an extremely bad, often unintelligi

ble, method of transcription was adopted ; of this

list there is a copy in the possession of Professor

Goldstücker, the only one which is supposed to be

now extant in Europe. Many parts of the Dekhan,

however, have up to this time remained completely

unexplored, and still promise a plentiful harvest to

future investigators ; although, in many cases, it

will, no doubt, require the utmost care to overcome

the suspicion and superstitions of the Brahmans.

Of the Namburis in Malabar, for instance, a most

interesting, though very retired and secluded class

of Brahmans, we know next to nothing ; yet they

are said to be staunch followers of the Vedic reli

gion, and to have in their possession a great many

old Vedic MSS. Some places in the Haidarabad

territory also, especially Kaleshvaram on the Upper

Godavari, are known as great seats of Rig and Sama

veda learning, and may be expected, when visited

and explored, to add considerably to our knowledge

of ancient Sanskrit literature.

There exists already a large collection of Sanskrit

MSS. in Madras, which awaits a thorough examina

tion, and the Council of this society have for some

years used their best endeavours to get the collections

transferred to England for incorporation with the

Library of the Inlia Ofice, with a view not only

to rescuing the MSS. from the early destruction

with which they are threatened by the ravages of

the climate and of the white ants, but also in order

to render them more accessible to European scholars.

Though their recommendation has not been carried

out in full, the Council are gratified in stating that

in reply to their application they have been inform

ed by the Government of Madras that it is proposed

to build at Madras a Public Library, in which these

MSS. will be deposited and properly protected

against the ravages of insects, and that the Profes

sor of Sanskrit at Madras has further been instruct

ed to print a list of those MSS. which he may con

sider of primary importance, with a view of making

these works better known than they are through the

so-called Catalogue Raisonne. The Council has also

been informed that a printed list of MSS. will be

communicated to the Asiatic Society, and that any

suggestions which may be made by the Society for

the transcription of any of these MSS. will receive

the attention of the Government.

By a minute in the Public Works Department, in

May, 1868, the Government of India authorized the

expenditure of sums not exceeding Rupees 13,000

in each of the four political divisions of the country

for the purpose of delineating and casting some of

the more remarkable antiquities of each presidency

with a view to their ultimate conservation. These

sums, if properly expended, being quite sufficient

to commence upon, great hopes were entertained

that the work so long desired by every well-wisher

of India, would at last be accomplished by means

of this well-timed liberality on the part of the

Government.

In pursuance of this policy, Mr. Terry, Superin

tendent of the School of Design, was despatched

from Bombay with a party of modellers, and some

of his own pupils, to commence operations on the

temple at Ambernath, near Kalyan, on the other

side of the Bombay harbour. Owing to the novelty

of the undertaking and the inexperience of the

party, nothing else was attempted during the avail

able season of 1868-69, especially as an outbreak of

fever and other unexpected difficulties very materi.

ally retarded the work; but so much disappoint

ment was felt at the result that no attempt was

made to continue operations during the last cold

weather. In the meantime so much difficulty has

been experienced in reproducing the casts and pho

tographs that no specimens of either have yet reached

this country, nor has any satisfactory report of the

results obtained from the labours of the party.

At the same time another expedition was orga

nized in Calcutta, with the object of visiting Orissa

for the purpose of delineating some of the numerous

and interesting antiquities of that province. Owing,

however, to dissension among the members compos

ing it, and other difficulties, it seems to have been

as little fruitful in results as that fitted out from

Bombay. They did however bring back some casts

of sculpture, a few photographs, and several copies

of inscriptions, but unfortunately neglected to take

casts or photographs of the remarkable sculptures

in the Ganesha and Jodev caves, at Udayagiri. These

are probably the oldest and most interesting in

India, and their attention had been previously spe

cially directed to them. As in the case of the Bom
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bay expedition, none of the results of their labours

have been sent home ; and no attempt was made to

follow up these experiments during the last cold

weather. Nor, so far as is known in this country,

have any expeditions been organized, either in

Bengal or Bombay, for operations during the next

Season.

In the meanwhile Dr. Hunter, at Madras, has been

most successfully employing the pupils in his school

of design in photographing some of the numerous

temples which abound in that part of India, and

also in casting some of their sculptures; none of

the latter have reached this country, but the photo

graphs are a valuable contribution to our know

ledge, and, combined with those taken for Govern

ment by Captain Lyon, convey a very perfect idea

of the enormous architectural wealth of that Presi

dency.

During the cold weather of 18689 Lieut. Cole,

R.E., was deputed to Kashmir to photograph and

make plans and drawings of the temples in that

valley. A work giving the result of his labours is

on the eve of publication by the India Office. It

promises to be a most valuable contribution of our

knowledge of the style of architecture there pre

vailing, and worthily completes what was so well

commenced by General Cunningham in 1848.

During the last cold season the same officer has

been employed under the auspices of the Science

and Art Department at South Kensington, in cast

ing the eastern gate-way of the great-tope at

Sanchi. It is understood that he has successfully

accomplished this object, and is now on his way

home with the moulds. Lieut. Cole took with him

from this country a party of draughtsmen, with the

intention of drawing all those sculptures which had

not hitherto been delineated by General Cunning

ham and his brother, or by Col. Maisey. We may

therefore hope that before long the means will be

available in this country for obtaining a perfect

knowledge of that remarkable monument.

Besides these expeditions, which are all more or

less dependent on Government support, Mr. James

Burgess, of Bombay, has just completed a splendid

work on the great Temple city of Palitana. This

York, which is illustrated by 45 photographs by

Mr. Sykes, is preceded by an introduction by him

*lf full of interesting local information and anti

*ian knowledge regarding the sect of the Jains,

"Whom all the temples on that hill belong.

The same author has also published 41 photo

graphs taken by the same artist during an expedi

tion to the caves of Talāja and Sana, and the tem

P" ºf Somnath and Girmar. The text to this book

* *elaborate as that of the previous work,

º **ufficient to describe and explain the history

**monuments it illustrates.

a". Sykes and Dwyer have also photographed

Inot ** and temples at Nasik and Kárlá, but

**Yet been added in illustration of them

J any such Competent hand.

Besides these, Mr. T. C. Hope of the Civil Ser

vice, has published a valuable work illustrated with

20 photographs by Mr. Lindley, of “Surat, Bharoch

and other old cities of Gujarat with descrip

tive and architectural notes,” by himself.

From the above it will be seen that our know

ledge of the architecture and antiquities of some

parts of our Indian Empire is progressing, though

not so rapidly as might be desired. More, however,

may be doing in India than we are aware of here ;

for unfortunately there is no agency either there or

in the country where photographs by amateurs or

local societies are collected, or from which a know

ledge can be obtained of what is being done in this

respect.

In continuation of their report on the present

state of literary and antiquarian research on the

Indian continent, the Council, now desire to refer

to the neighbouring island of Ceylon, and to offer

a few remarks on the condition of that seat of Bud

dhism and Pali learning They have noticed with

no little satisfaction that the Pali language and

literature and the religion of Shakya Muni in general

have, during the last year or two, received a great

amount of attention at the hands of European as

well as of Singalese scholars. Several important

works bearing on the subjects have been published in .

England and abroad during the past year; and it is

but fair to mention that this Society also has

contributed its share to the promotion of these studies

as is testified by the communications of Messrs.

Childers and Fausboll, printed in its Journal, besides

several papers on Buddhistic antiquities. A great

and long-felt want will, at last, be supplied by the

Pali Dictionary about to he published by Mr. Chil

ders, who, it is to be expected, will by this work

give a fresh and more general impulse to Pali

studies. -

A Singalese scholar, Pandit Devarakkhita, has

published, a few months since, an excellent edition

of the Balavatara, the most popular Pali Grammar

in Ceylon; and the Pali text of the Digha Nikava

has been promised by another native scholar.

The Ceylon branch of the Asiatic Society also, has

just issued a new and highly interesting number of

its Journal, containing, amongst other articles, the

continuation of Mr. James d'Alwis' paper on the

Singalese language, the Aryan origin of which he

maintains in an able and convincing manner, to

gether with a Lecture on Buddhism, delivered

shortly before his death by Mr. Gogerly, the late

eminent Pali scholar, and edited, with an introduc

tion and notes, by the Revds. J. Scott and D. de Silva.

Another number of that Journal is reported to be

already in preparation. It is further gratifying to

learn that Mr. T. W. R. Davids, a young promising

Pali scholar of the Ceylon S. C., has undertaken to

collect the Pali inscriptions which are scattered in

great number over the island. Whether he may

succeed in deciphering, or whether he may have to

content himself with copying and publishing, these
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ancient historical and religious records, Mr. Davids

deserves the encouragement and approbation of all

who take an interest in these studies; and the Council

have no doubt but that the Ceylon Government, which

has recently shown its liberality by granting a suinº

of money for the searching for, and procuring of

MSS., will lend its full support and countenance

to so promising and well-timed an undertaking.

As regards our sister societies on the Continent,

the Asiatic Society of Paris and the German Oriental

Society, their scientific researches have lost nothing

of their wanted vigour and efficiency, and their

publications embody, as usual, a goodly amount of

useful information in the various branches of Orien

tal knowledge.

The number of the American Oriental Society's

Journal, issued during the last year, contains the

greater part of an important publication, viz., of

Professor W. D. Whitney's Taittiriya Prätishākhya,

the Sanskrit Text and Commentary, with a transla

tion of the former, and copious annotations. A

new number of the same Journal, which will con

tain the concluding part of this work, will be issued

in the course of the summer.

REVIEWS.

A CATENA of Buddhist Scriptures. FROM tire Citi

NESE. By Samuel Beal, Chaplain R.N., Authorof “Budd

hist Pilgrims,” &c., (pp. 436, 8vo.) London, Trübner

& Co., 1871.

Of this extensive store-house of Buddhist lore,

it is our duty at present merely to give a brief

outline. Some of the translations here published

have already appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society. Having revised these, and added

others to complete what he considers to be the

cycle of the Buddhist development, the author now

publishes the entire series as a contribution towards

a more general acquaintance with Buddhist litera

ture in China. It seems that the Buddhist Canon

in that country, as was arranged between the years.

67 and 1285, A.D., includes 1440 distinct works

comprising 5586 books. These however form only

an insignificant portion of the whole Buddhist liter

ature which is spread throughout the empire, of

which, hitherto the majority, or nearly all of English

people, have been content to remain ignorant. In

these circumstances, the author may well think that

it is difficult to understand how we can claim to have

any precise idea of the religious condition of the

Chinese people, or even to appreciate the phraseo

logy met with in their ordinary books. The book,

we are told, and we can well believe it, represents

the results of some years of patient labour; and

that whatever be its fate, the author, or rather edi

tor, has found his reward in the delight which the

study has afforded him, and in the insight which he

has thereby gained into the character of one of

“the most wonderful movements of the human

mind in the direction of Spiritual Truth, which is

traced in the history of Buddhism.” Much has

been done within the last thirty years to elucidate

Buddhist history and philosophy, and it is certainly

extraordinary, that little or no use has been made

of the Buddhist Canon as it is accepted in China.

In many of the large monasteries, there are to be

found not only complete editions of the Buddhist

Scriptures in the vernacular, but also the Sanskrit

originals from which the Chinese version was made.

Yet no effort has hitherto been made, either in this

country or elsewhere, to secure for our great libra

ries copies of these invaluable works. Buddhist

books, we learn, began to be translated into Chinese

so early as the middle of our first century A.D.

“It is one of the singular coincidences which oc

cur in such abundance, between the history of Budd

hism and the Christian religion, that whilst the

influence of the latter was leavening the Western

world, the knowledge of the former was being car

ried by missionaries—as zealous, though not so well

instructed, as the followers of St. Paul—into the

vast empire beyond the Eastern deserts ; where it

took root, long before Germany or England had be

come Christian, and has flourished ever since.” The

first complete edition of the Chinese Buddhist Canon

dates merely from the seventh century. It was

prepared under the direction of Tae Tsung, the se

cond emperor of the Tang dynasty, who reigned

from 627 to 650 A.D. and it was published by his

successor Kaon-Tsung. Yung-loh, the third emperor

of the Ming dynasty, in the year 1410, prepared a

second and much enlarged edition of the Canon,

writing a royal preface to it. This is called the

Southern Edition—man-t'sang. Wan-leih the thir

teenth emperor of the same dynasty, caused the

publication of a third edition about 1590 A.D.,

which goes by the name of the Northern Collection,

or peh-tsang, and which was renewed and enlarged

in 1723, during the reign of Keen-lung, under the

auspices of a former governor of Cheh-kiang, who

wrote a preface to the catalogue of works contain

ed in it, and added a reprint of the royal preface

to the first complete edition written by Tae-Tsung.

“It is calculated that the whole work of the Indian

translators in China, together with that of Hiuen

Thisang, amounts to about seven hundred times the

size of the New Testament. The section known as

the Mahāprajná Pāramita alone, is eighty times as

large as the New Testament, and was prepared

by Hiuen-Thsang, without abbreviation, from the

Sanskrit, embracing two hundred thousand shlókas.”

It is certainly singular, that with a knowledge of

this large and complete collection of the Buddhist

Scriptures, so little use has been made of it by mis

sionaries and scholars, with the exception of M.

Wassiliev. “It would be wrong to state,” says Mr.
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Beal, “that the 350 or 400 million people who in

habit China are Buddhists, but yet Buddhist modes

of thought and phraseology prevail largely amongst

them, and it is hardly consistent in us, whilst we

deal with religious questions, to overlook the litera

ture which contains the sacred deposit of the faith

of so many millions of that population as do strictly

belong to the Buddhist faith. Moreover, it must

be evident that so long as we are ignorant of the

details of their religion, they will not be induced to

listen to our denunciation of it; nor can we expect

that our indifference to their prejudices will tend to

remove them or induce them to overlook ours.” An

other important service which a careful study of

the Chinese version of the Buddhist Scriptures may

render to the cause of literature generally, but es

pecially towards a critical acquaintance with the

original Sanskrit text of the Tripitaka ; as Max

Müller suggests. “The analytical structure of the

Chinese language imparts to Chinese translations

the character of a gloss; and although we need not

follow implicitly the interpretations of the Sanscrit

originals adopted by Chinese translators, still their

antiquity would naturally impart to them consider

able value and interest.”

Another important consideration is the advantage

we may derive from having in China copies of

many of the sacred books which are unknown else

where. Such are the numerous works of the Nor

thern School, as it is called, and which, so far as is

at present known, are not to be met with in their

original Sanskrit form, either in India or Nepal.

Such are,for example, the Avatamsaka Sūtra, written

by Nagarjūna, and which, under the name of the

Fa yan king, is one of the commonest and most

widely circulated Sūtras in China—the Kosha and

Vibásha Shastras, the Surajgama Sūtra, and many

others.

“Incidentally,” says the author, “we shall derive

from these studies much information relating to

the more obscure parts of Indian history, and the

struggles of the conflicting Indian sects.” In the

history of the mission of Song Yun, for example,

We have an account of the effect which a picture

of the sufferings of Bodhisatva, when he was born

as Vessantara, produced on the rough Indo-Scythic

tribes who invaded North India at the beginning

of the Christian Era. He tells us they could not

refrain from tears when they saw the picture of the

*"terings of the Prince. This little incident may

"º reasonably account for the conversion of the

whole tribe of invaders who, under the rule of Ka

mishka and his successors, became the most devoted

!"ns of the Buddhist faith, and “the magnifi

ºut founders" of Topes and Temples, the ruins of

which at present survive. And from this reference

º* Yun to the Vessantara Jataka, represented

is ºsºElephant Temple, Varousha, the writer,

th "Connect the Sang-teh or Sānti temples in

* "ghbourhood of that city with the Sanchi

or Santi Topes near Bhilsa, where also, over the

northern gateway of the great Topes, we find sculp

tured the same history of Bodhisatva as Vessan

tara, giving away his whole possessions, his chil

dren and his wife, so that there might be no

remnant of selfishness left in his nature, and thus

he might be fitted to undertake the salvation of

men. But it is hardly necessary, recollecting the

labours of M. Julien, and the school of French

Sinologues, amongst whom he is conspicuous, to

bring farther instances of the manner in which we

may derive funds of information from China re

specting the civilization of India. The connection

is also noted between the history of Buddhism in

the East, and the progress of Christianity in the

West. In the middle ages there was a favourite

legend known throughout Europe, and generally

accepted as genuine, under the name of Barlaam

and Josaphat. This history is at present widely

circulated in the modern edition of the Lives of the

Saints, by Symeon, the translator. But on examina

tion we find that the life of Josaphat, who has

somehow crept into the Roman Martyrology, was

but a copy of the well known history of Shakya

Buddha, and was appropriated doubtlessly by the

early Christian hagiographers as being in itself a

very touching and natural account of the struggle

of a sensitive conscience with the temptations of a

wicked and ensnaring world. We quite agree with

Mr. Beal too, when he says—“The widest and most

interesting result to be derived from such studies

as these, is the means they afford us of arriving at

a correct judgment in the science of comparative

religion”—so far as that is possible. “The scope

of the present work is to present the reader with a

brief Catena of Buddhist Scriptures arranged, so far

as possible, in a chronological order, with a view

to exhibit the origin and gradual expansion of the

system, aud to point outin what particulars it demands

our candid consideration, and in what particulars

it fails to deserve either attention or inquiry. The

former phase will be found to consist of its peculiar

purity as a religious system properly so called,

whilst the latter will embrace those numerous

divergencies of the system from its original charac

ter, into a scholastic and vain philosophy, which

ended in its ultimate confusion with other sects in

India, or in its present lifeless condition in China

and Japan. The works here translated are mostly

standard ones, and if not, strictly speaking, in the

Canon, are yet of great authority, and are found

in the libraries of most of the monasteries in the

South of China.”

Mr. Beal's work more than achieves his prefa

tory anticipations. He has given an elaborate and

splendid contribution to our knowledge of early

Eastern Mythology. His notes and comments ex

hibit a wideacquaintance with European orientalism,

and his tone of thought a width and liberalism al

together unusual. Mr. Beal's handsome and deeply
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interesting volume well deserves a place in the library

of every one who can read English.

A. H. B.

GOVER'S FOI,K SONGS.

THE Folk SoNos of SouthERN INDIA. By Charles E.

Gover, Member of the Royal Asiatic Society and of

the Society of Arts, Fellow of the Anthropological

Society. Madras: Higginbotham and Co.

THIS is one of the most attractive and instructive

books, relating to the social life of the people of

India we have ever read. We think we can safely

predict that it will be a favourite in the drawing

room as well as in the study. The introductory

remarks, criticisms, &c. are well written, and the

many songs rendered with great spirit and in every

variety of metre. Some of them have already ap

peared in the Cornhill Magazine, and others were read

before the Royal Asiatic Society but have not yet

been published.

The Dravidian languages have hitherto been

too much overlooked by Orientalists. The Rev.

W. Taylor remarks, “It is desirable that the polish

of the Telugu and Tamil poetry should be better

known in Europe; that so competent judges might

determine whether the high distinction accorded to

Greek and Latin poetry, as if there were nothing

like it in the world, is perfectly just.” And Dr.

Caldwell remarks, that Tamil is “the only vernacular

literature in India which has not been content with

imitating the Sanskrit, but has honourably attempted

to emulate and outshine it. In one department, at

least, that of ethical epigrams, it is generally main

tained, and I think must be admitted, that the Sans

krit has been outdone by the Tamil."

But we must let Mr. Gover speak for himself:-

“There is,” he says, “a great mass of noble writing

ready to hand, in Tamil andTelugu folk-literature, es

pecially in the former. Total neglect has fallen upon

it. Overborne by Brahmanic legend, hated by the

Brahmans, it has not had a chance of obtaining the

notice it so much deserves. The people cling to their

songs still, and in every pyall-school the pupils learn

thestrains ofTiruvalluva, Auveiyar, Kapila, Pattunat

ta and the other early writers. To raise these books

in public estimation, to exhibit the true products of

the Dravidian mind, would be a task worthy of the

ripest scholar, andthe most enlightened government.

I would especially draw attention to the eighteen

books that are said to have received the sanction of

the Madura College, and are among the oldest speci

mens of Dravidian literature. Any student of Dra

vidian writings would be able to add a score of

equally valuable books. If these were carefully

edited, they would form a body of Dravidian clas

sics of the highest value.”

Norought we to pass over the author's history

of his book—“the result of an attempt,” as he

describesit, “to fathom the real feelings of the masses

of the people, by gathering and collecting the folk

songs of each family of the great Dravidian nation.

It has been the pleasant labour of years to make this

collection—in the plains, where dwell the Tamil and

Telugu peoples : on the Maisur plateau, the home of

Kanarese : among the hills and valleys of the Nil

giris and the Western Gháts, sheltering the stal

wart tribes of Kúrg, and the humble Badagas of

Utakamand : along the narrow strip of low-lying

coast that parts the sea from the western Ghâts and

gives a home to the Malayalim tongue.” And

lovingly and honestly has he done his work, and we

feel that the vista he has opened up is a picture of

reality of no common interest.

Before proceeding to the songs let us quote this

picture, so well drawn, of the dasas –“ Their ser

vice was first of all poverty ; secondly, singing ;

thirdly, forgetfulness of caste. Their reward lay in

human honour and the certainty of a living. None

dared to dispise the “slave of God,' none could re

fuse him a handful of rice or a couple of oppams

or chapatis. At weddings and feasts, at fasts and

funerals, at sowing and harvest, at full moon and

sankranti (the passing of the equator as the sun

changed its tropic), the dasa must be invited, lis

tened to and rewarded. At weddings, he must sing

of Krishna ; at burnings of Yama; before maidens

of Kāma ; before men, of Rāma. As he begs he

sings of right and duty ; when he hears the clink of

copper in his shell, of benevolence and charity. . .

“There can be few more pleasant scenes than

when in the cool of the evening, the dasa enters

some quiet country village, to find and earn his food

and quarters for the night. Marching straight to the

Mantapam or many-pillared porch of the pagoda, he

squats on the elevated basement, tunes his vina,

places before him his huge begging shell. The vil

lagers are just returning from the fields, weary with

their labours, anxious for some sober excitement.

The word is quickly passed round that the singer

has come, and men, women and children turn their

steps towards the Mantapam. There they sit on the

ground before the bard and wait his pleasure. He

begins by trolling out some praise to Krishna,

Vishnu or Pillaiyarswami. Then he starts with a

pada or short song, such as those with which the book

commences. There is chorus to every verse. If the

song be well known before the bard has finished the

long-drawn-out note with which he ends his verse,

the villagers have taken up their part and the loud

chorus swells on the evening breeze. If the song be

new they soon learn chorus, and every fresh verse

bears a louder and louder refrain. Then the shell

is carried round and pice are showered into it.

When darkness closes in, the head-man of the vil

lage invites the singer to his house, gives him a full

meal and then leaves him with mat, vina and shell

to sleep in the pyall. In busy towns the singer
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squats by the roadside and soon collects a crowd

to hear his song. The chorus here is less frequent

ly heard. The people cannot stay, their children are

at home, they hear a little and they then pass on.”

This is but a specimen of the descriptions of life and

manners with which the songs are interspersed—

and illustrated.

Here is a pada—selected at random from the

twenty eight Kanarese songs with which the book

commences :-

“One begs of others for a wife,

On her bestows both rule and home

He counts her half of all his life.

But when death comes, he dies alone.

Chorus.-Of all good things the best are three–

Wives, lands, and countless gain.

Which is the dearest friend to thee 7

One mounts the throne of mighty kings,

His palace girds with fort and wall ;

Of his great power the whole world rings,

His lifeless corse to dogs shall fall.

Chorus.-Of all good things the best, &c.

King's grace, good luck, hard work and trade,

May load with wealth of coin or land.

What tyrants leave, the moths invade ;

For riches fly like desert sand.

Chorus.-Of all good things, &c.

In vain wives mourn, in vain sons weep,

Wealth helps e'en less in death's last scene.

Two things alone the gulf can leap—

The sin, the good, our life has seen.

Chorus.-Of all good things, &c.

In this weak frame put not your trust,

But think on Him with inward calm.

Is your heart clean 2 For Him you lust 7–

Then Vishnu is a healing balm.

Chorus.-Of all good things, &c.

Of the three Badaga songs translated—the “Next

world” is of weird and wonderful interest: it is a

Vision of Heaven and Hell that might immortalize

another Dante. But it is too long for quotation:

its concluding verse reminds us of what will strike

most readers, asthe prevailing undertone of a large

proportion of the translations in this interesting

volume.

“Oh brother, how I wish

To reach that blessful shore

Why did I ever come

To see such fearful things

If when at last I die,

A solemn gathering mourns,

And fire devours my corpse—

If toll be paid to him

Who guards the heavenly gates—

If this and more he done,

Can I obtain that bliss,

Or must I sink to hell ?”

“Alas ! my dear sister, I know not of that.”

Here as in very many other instances in these

Dravida songs the note of sorrow is clear enough.

And, as the author remarks “no one can fail to be

struck with the sadness that prevails. The world

and every soul in it are so sinful, so full of all evil,

man should give up all to save his life; and even

than can hardly hope to succeed. ‘How to cross

the sea of Sin º' becomes the great question. Its

current is so strong, its waves so high, its hidden

rocks so many, that none but a strong swimmer can

dare to hope to reach the other side. Even he is

so battered by storm and rock, so exhausted by the

contest or worn by exertion, that when he seems

able to touch the shore his strength may fail, his

heart grow weak, and he sink back into the roaring

tide. If things be so with the vigorous manful

few, how can the feeble trembling many ever hope

to see the golden feet of the god whose help they

crave? It is inexpressibly saddening again and

again to note such songs as these, and know that

they represent the inmost feelings of the better

part of a great nation.”

We must pass over the Kurg Harvest and Wed

ding songs too—beautiful as they are, and made

still more interesting by Mr. Gover's excellent

sketches of the attendant ceremonies; the Funeral

Song also is full of pathos and striking images,

such as:—

Woe! The string of choicest pearls

Round the neck of favoured child

Is for ever burst and lost

Woe! The clear and brilliant glass,

Fallen from our trembling hands,

Fallen—broken to the ground !

But it is too long to reproduce. Nor can we find

space for quotations from the Tamil songs, though

those by Kapila and Sivavakyer, as well as from

the Cural of Tiruvalluva—the “typical and honour

ed book” of the Tamils—will interest and instruct

every thoughtful reader. These occupy nearly a

third of the volume. Next come Malayalam songs

—five in number; and lastly thirteen Telugu songs

close the work, which we heartily commend to all

readers.

HINDUSTANMAN MUsAFAR1—or JourNAL of TRAvels

IN INDIA. By Ardaseer Framjee Moos. 8vo. I., Bom

bay, 1871.

THIS very elegant volume, dedicated to His loyal

Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, is written in

Gujarati, and illustrated by a good map, a photo

graph of His Royal Highness, a steel engraving of

the author and his travelling companions, and by

a series of sixty-six beautiful chromolithographs,

prepared by Messrs. Vincent, Brooks, Day and Sons,

from photographs collected by the author, of

places visited during his travels. The text occupies

292 pages of beautifully printed vernacular, and

40 pages of translations spiritedly rendered from

what the author considers the most interesting por

tions of his book. In typography, illustrations, and

binding, the book has never been equalled in India.
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MISCELLANEA.

MR. RAVENSHAW'S HISTORY OF GAU R.

IN reply to a letter from the Government of India

to the Director-General of the Archaeological Sur

vey of India, asking him to state whether he was

prepared to revise and edit Mr. Ravenshaw's histori

cal sketch of the kingdom of Gaur, General Cun

ningham wrote as follows:–

“I beg to state that I feel some delicacy about

meddling with Mr. Ravenshaw's historical sketch

without his permission, as he states that he spent

much time and labour upon it, and evidently be

lieves that he has made a very good job of it. But

if he has no objection to my revision of his sketch,

I would undertake to edit the work, merely making

the necessary corrections in his text, and adding

such notes as are absolutely necessary to illustrate

the subject. I would, however, give an introduc

tory chapter, treating of the style of architecture

compared with that of Northern India, as shown in

the existing buildings at Delhi and Joungur.

“I should like also, if possible, to obtain some

further illustrations of the Muhammadan architecture

of Bengal from the eastern capital of Sonárgaon,

which still exists about 20 miles from Dacca.”

General Cunningham has been asked to place

himself in communication with Mr. Ravenshaw with

reference to the proposed editing of the sketch.

We have been favoured with a copy of a letter,

dated 6th September, from the Bengal Government

to the Commissioner of Dacca, asking that official

to “be so good as to report, for the Lieutenant

Governor's information, whether there is any one in

Dacca or its neighbourhood who is willing to take

photographs of the Muhammadan architectural ruins

of Sonárgaon, and to supply Government with

copies of those views at a moderate cost.”—English

man, Oct. 20.

SHRI ILARSHA.

AT the monthly meeting of the Bombay B. R.

Asiatic Society, on the 9th Nov. Dr. George Bühler

read a paper entitled “A Note on the History

of the Sanskrit Literature,” of which the following

is a brief abstract :—

A Jaina writer, Rajasekhara, gives in his Prabhan

dakosha, composed A.D. 1348, a life of Shri Harsha.

He states that Shri Harsha, the son of Hira, was born

in Benares, and composed the Naishadha-charita at

the request of a king at that town, named Jayanta

chandra the son of Govinda Chandra. Various

details which Rajasekhara gives regarding Jayanta

chandra, especially the statement that he had the

surname Panjula, that he was contemporary of

Kumarapala of Anahillapattan, and that he and his

dynasty were destroyed by the Musalmans, show that

Raja Sekhara's Jayantachandra is nobody else than

the Kashtrakuta prince, Jayachandra, who reigned

over Kanyakubya and Benares, in the latter half of

the 12th century, probably from 1168-1194.

Rajasekhara's account of the age of the Shri Harsha

is confirmed by the fact, that the latter states, at the

end of his Naishadhiyakavya, that he was honoured

by a king of Kanyakubya.

THE SELONS.

CoLoREL BRowNE, the Deputy Commissioner of

the Mergui district, British Burmah, gives a very

interesting account of the Selons, a peculiar race of

people living under our rule. This they have been

doing ever since Mergui became ours, some fifty

years ago, and yet they are described as perfectly

uncivilized, and not a bit the better for our rule.

The number of this race living in British territory

is about 1,000. They have no written language,

nor have they any traditions regarding their origin.

Dr. Mason, the well known American Missionary

of the Karens, is of opinion that they have a Poly

nesian origin, but their Mongolian cast of features

completely upsets this theory. Their spoken lan

guage is quite distinct from the Burmese. They

are divided into families ; these we are told,

are free to intermarry with each other, but the

bride becomes a part of her husband's family. The

wealth consists of boats and fishing apparatus.

Each family appears to understand its own bound

aries, and no encroachment is allowed by one into the

preserves of another. The race is described as

strong and well-built but very ugly. They go about

almost naked. They live in small huts of a most

primitive description, in which the whole family is

huddled together. Their principal weapon appears

to be the spear, with which they capture fish and

wild pigs, which constitute their principal articles

of food. Turtles and shell-fish also afford them

subsistence, together with yams, which grow on the

islands, and are sometimes found of 30 pounds

weight. They are very fond, we are told, of opium,

arrak and tobacco. Weaving cloth is unknown to

them, but they manufacture neat sleeping mats of a

certain kind of leaf, and the sails of their boats are

constructed of the same material. They are without

religion of any sort, and have no idea of a future

existence. Like the Dyaks of Borneo they believe

in the existence of spirits, which haunt streams,

forests, &c. When a Selon dies, his body, with his

spear, &c., is placed on a mat on the sea beach. His

friends then vacate the spot, and return after a year

to bury the bones and the weapons. They are said

to be very truthful, and polygamy and conjugal

infidelity are unknown among them. They are

moreover of a mild and peaceable nature, and offer

no resistance to the attacks frequently made upon

them by Malay pirates.—Delhi Gazette. -

ROCK TEMPLE AT HARCHOR A.

At the last meeting of the Asiatic Society at Cal

cutta, an interesting letter was read from Captain

W. L. Samuells, Assistant Commissioner, Parhumba,

Chord Line, regarding a rock-cut temple which he
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discovered at Harchoka in the Chota Nagpur Tri

butary Mahal of Chang Bhokar. Tracings, plans,

and inscriptions were exhibited, and Captain Sa

muells has promised to send descriptive notes for the

next meeting. There appear to be several rock-cut

temples in the neighbourhood. Captain Blunt, in

1795, visited those at Mara, a village in Rewa.

COIN OF FIRUZ SHAH ZAFAR.

IN March last, Mr. E. C. Bayley presented the

Asiatic Society of Bengal with a unique coin bear

ing the name of Firuz Shah Zafar. A woodcut had

just been prepared when the first copy of Mr. Tho

mas's Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi

reached this country. Mr. Thomas (p. 300) enu

merates four coins that bear the name of that prince,

among them one gold coin, a “unique specimen in

the possession of Col. Guthrie,” and “one silver

coin, a new variety, belonging to Mr. Bayley,” &c.

They are all posthumous coins, as Zafar died before

his father. The original is identical with Col.

Guthrie's specimen, of which, however, the margin

has been cut away. The coin bears date, A. H. 791,

which agrees with the third coin described by Mr.

Thomas. During the year 791, Abubakr, son of

Zafar, succeeded to the throne of Delhi, which ac

counts perhaps for the issue, or re-issue of coins

with Zafar's name. The weight of the coin cannot

be determined, as it is attached to a necklace. It

bears the following legend : “The great Sultan Firuz

Shah Zafar, son of Firuz Shah, the Royal, in the

time of the Imam, the Commander of the Faithful,

Abdullah, may his Khilatfat be prepetuated "

ORIENTAL STUDIES AT CAMBRIDGE.

THE Board of Oriental Studies at Cambridge has

presented the following Report on Oriental Studies

to the Vice Chancellor. (Dated Nov. 8, 1871).

“The Board of Oriental Studies are unanimously

of opinion that the time has now arrived for assign

ing to the Oriental languages a more prominent

position among the studies of the University. These

form at present the only great branch of learning

which, though long recognized in the University

by the foundation of Professorships, fails to take

its proper place in our great examinations. The

impulse given in the last few years to the Moral and

Natural Sciences by the establishment to Triposes

suggests to the Board similar examinations in

their department as the best method, in accordance

with the present University system, for fostering

the early growth of Oriental Studies.

As the Oriental Languages, now represented in the

University, naturally separate into two main groups

the Board beg to recommend the establishment of

two independent Oriental Triposes : (1) the Semitic,

and (2) the Aryan. In each of these two great

divisions, it would probably be found expedient to

confine the attention of the student to a few of the

leading languages rather than to encourage a

superficial knowledge of many. Hebrew (together

with Chaldee), Syriac and Arabic might be taken

as the best representatives of the first group. It

seems superfluous to urge the importance of an

accurate knowledge of Hebrew in a great Christian

University ; this study has always flourished to

some extent at Cambridge, and it is hoped that

many who have already devoted themselves to it

might be induced to extend their researches to the

sister dialects. The connection of Syriac with the

early Christian Literature, and the revival of its

study in the present generation, to which the large

addition of Syriac MSS. to the British Museum has

in no slight degree contributed, would justify the

position proposed for it in a Semitic examination.

In Arabic, the intricacies of the Grammar and the

extent of the Vocabulary render an early systematic

training especially necessary. Its literature is rich

and varied in poetry, history and science, and

indispensable to all who would fully understand

the spirit of the Muhammadan religion. Not only

is Arabic the spoken language of that part of the

East most interesting to Europeans, but it enters

largely into the composition of Persian and Turkish.

In the Aryan group, Sanskrit holds the first and

foremost place. Independently of its vast literature

which embraces the authoritative theological works

of the Brahmans, it is the eldest sister of the Indo

European tongues, and is now acknowledged to be

an indispensable aid in unravelling the structure of

Greek and Latin as well as of the Germanic, Keltic

and Slavonic tongues. It is the parent of most of

the spoken languages of Northern India, and also

of Pali, the sacred language of the Buddhists.

Persian also possesses an extensive literature of

especial value for historic and theosophic inves

tigations; it is cultiyated by the Muhammadans

in India, as well as in Persia itself ; and might ther

efore be introduced with advantage into this Tripos.

The Members of the Board feel that it wonld

be presumptuous to expect any great result from

the establishment of Oriental Triposes, until these

studies have won a due share of the College

endowments; yet they confidently hope that the

University will grant, as far as lies in its power, a

fair field for the growth and development of studies

so intimately connected with Biblical and Ec

clesiastical Literature, with the Religion of our

Indian fellow-subjects, with the Science of

Language, and the history of the human Mind.

The Vice-Chancellor invited the attendance of Mem

bers of the Senate in the Art's School, on Monday,

Nov. 20 at 2 p.m., for the discussion of this Report

REVISION OF THE SINHALESE BUDDHIST

SCRIPTURES.

IN the year 1867, through the exertions of a Sin

halese nobleman named Iddamalgoda, a Synod of

the Buddhist clergy, was convened at the town of

Palmadulla for the purpose of correcting the Tripi

faka. The Synod was under the joint presidency

of two eminent prelates, Sumairgala and Dhiránanda,
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and its members were priests selected for their

learning and scholarship, from the principal Ceylon

monasteries. The procedure was as follows:—After

the formal opening of the Synod, each member was

furnished with a manuscript in the Sinhalese cha

racter, which he took to an apartment assigned to

him, and collated with a number of Ceylon, Burmah

and Siam copies of the same work. All obvious

errors in his manuscript he corrected at once, but

where a passage was doubtful, he merely marked it.

On an appointed day each member carried his

corrected manuscript to the hall of assembly, where

in a public sitting of the Synod all the corrected

manuscripts were compared together. When the

corrections were identical in all the manuscripts,

they were generally adopted without much loss of

time, but in many doubtful or difficult passages

the reading was not finally fixed without long and

anxious discussion. The first session of the Synod

lasted seven months, and was devoted exclusively

to the Vinaya, a revised and authorized version of

which, together with its Arthakathá and Tikas, was

deposited in safe hands. The next meeting of the

Synod was held after a considerable interval, and

was devoted to the correction of the Sūtra Pitaka.

On this occasion a somewhat different plan was

followed, for the members had been instructed to

correct at their own monasteries the manuscripts

entrusted to them, and when the Synod met, it was

able to sit daily until the work of fixing the text of

the Sūtras was ended. The Abhidharma Pitaka is

now undergoing revision, and the labours of the

Synod are drawing to a close. When they are com

pleted, a palm-leaf copy of the authorized version

of the sacred texts will be deposited in one of the

Ceylon monasteries, and the public will be permit

ted to inspect and transcribe the different books.

In the very extensive collation of MSS. made by the

Synod, it was found that the Ceylon MSS. were

generally more accurate than those of Burmah

and Siam.—The Academy.

DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT COINS.

ABOUT a month and a half ago, someof the villagers

of Sompat, while digging out a ruin in the vicinity of

an old tank, discovered an earthern pot, (not unlike a

common sorai) containing three sérs and a half of

silver-coin. The earthern pot was buried about

seven feet underground; the coins at the bottom of

the pot were completely defaced by corrosion,

though nearly three-fourths of its contents were in

a very good state of preservation. On examination

the coins were found to belong to Graeco-Baktrian

Kings. The coins of Menander are certainly more

numerous than those of any other king, though by

far the best impressions are on the coins of King

Philoxenus. The following are the names of the

kings whose coinshave been deciphered:—Menander,

Philoxenus, Diomedes, Antialkider, Apollodotus,

Hermaeus, Heliakles, Heaton, Antemachus, Hermaeus,

tand Kaikalliope. A description of the coins and

he circumstances of their discovery, is being prepar

ed for the London Academy.—Delhi Gazette, Oct. 11.

DISCOVERY OF COPPER AXES.

At the last meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, a letter was read from the Assistant Com

missioner, Pachumba, describing two ancient cop

per axes which he has presented to the Society.

The narrative of their discovery is very curious.

It appears that they had been found by a villager

just below the surface of a hillock, round which he

was cultivating land. But where this hillock is, he

steadily refuses, in spite of an offer of twenty

rupees, to tell to any one, lest the demon of the

spot should revenge itself upon him. He has, he

declares, already suffered at his hands. The night

after he found the things, he had a dream in which

a gnome of terrible aspect appeared before him.

He was no ordinary looking spirit, but of prodigi

ous proportions, his skin being red and his clothes

black, whilst a profusion of hair hung down his

back from his head to his heels, each hair being as

thick as a man's wrist. Having dismounted from a

tiger, which had carried him to the villager's door,

he entered the hut and, pointing to the copper

pieces, informed the trembling man that they were

his (the gnome's) property. The man at once

expressed his willingness to give them up, but the

gnome would have none of them. He wanted in

exchange four hairs of the villager's right knee, and

in return offered to relinquish all claim to the

treasure which, he said, lay buried under the other

hillocks in that locality. But the much coveted

hairs the man would not part with at any price. So

the gnome mounted his tiger, and trotted off in

high dudgeon. When the day broke, the villager

proceeded to do a little ploughing before resuming

his excavations at the hillock, but as he passed that

spot, one of his bullocks dropped down stone-dead,

and within a few days the remaining two bullocks

which he possessed died also. Upon this he deserted

that place, and took up his residence in the village

where he now lives. This, he says, happened three

years ago, and till last year he concealed the copper

|. which he believed to be gold ; but thinking

e might then realise something by them, he carried

them off in great secrecy to a European official, to

whom he imparted the information of where he had

found them. But this little indiscretion brought

fresh troubles on him ; for when he returned home,

his little girl sickened and died. For these valid

reasons he refuses to point out the hillock where the

demon's treasures lie hidden.—Pioneer.

QUERY.

Will any of the correspondents of the Indian

Antiquary help me by obtaining the com-plete

alphabet of the ancient characters used in the

Maldivian islands? The form of each consonant

changes completely according to the affixed vowel,

and the late Captain Christopher, I.N., only publish

ed the consonants with the short a. The present

Maldivian characters are sufficiently known.

ANTOINE d’ABBADIE,

Membre de l'Institute France.

Hendaye, Basses Pyrenées, Nov. 29, 1871.
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THE JUNGLE FORTS OF NORTHERN ORISSA.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., MAGISTRATE OF BALASORE.

ORTHERN ORISSA is, considering its

situation within 150 miles of Calcutta,

very isolated and little known. There is how

ever a good historical reason for this. The Kings

ofOrissa fixed their capital always in the southern

part of the province, and the long narrow strip of

country between the hills and the sea was only at

times, and neverfor long periods, under their sway.

It was covered with dense jungle, which extend

ed apparently with hardly any break to the

banks of the Hooghly.” The Kings of Bengal,

on the other hand, held their court either at

Gaur, or some other place far to the north, and

the lower Gangetic delta was to them also almost

a terra incognita. The English settlement of

Calcutta pushed out feelers along the course of

the Ganges, and the wave of conquest and com

merce followed the same path, leaving Midna

pore and Balasore comparatively unheeded and

unexplored. In the present day the great Im

perial high road from Calcutta to Madras has

opened up a portion of this country, and is much

frequented, especially by the thousands and tens

of thousands of pilgrims who annually visit the

great shrine of Jagannāth at Puri. But the

line of traffic, and the road of invading armies in

former times, did not follow the course of the

present great avenue of communication, and it

is not therefore along the Madras and Calcutta

road that we must look for relics of past times.

One hundred and fifteen miles S.W. of Cal

cutta, at the town of Jellasore (Jal e s h war)

the road crosses the river Subanrekha (Su v ar

n are k h fl-‘‘ streak of gold”) at a spot on the

confines of British territory and the territory of the

tributary Raja of Mohurbhunj (May drabhanj).

The river here winds so as to run for about five

miles nearly parallel to the road on the northern

side. Crossing the river we come into the isolated

pargana of F at tih a b a d, one of the so-called

Jungle Mehals, which is now included in the dis

trict of Balasore (B file s h w ar). Nine miles

north of Jellasore, and about two from the right

bank of the river, amidst dense grass and tree

jungle, which is here and there in course of being

brought into cultivation, stands the group of

forts which I propose to describe. I hope the

above details will enable the reader to form a

clear idea of their actual position on the map of

• In writing native names, I follow Dr. Hunter's rule of

using the received (although often incorrect) spelling for

India, in case however the ordinary maps should

not show the road, or the little town of Jellasore,

I would add that the forts are distant from the

sea at the mouth of the Subanrekhá, twenty-six

miles as the crow flies.

I propose first to describe the forts them

selves, and secondly to endeavour to arrive at an

approximation to the date of their foundation,

and to collect such few facts respecting their

past history as I can. This enquiry will, if suc

cessful, throw considerable light on the relations

between the Kings of Orissa and their northern

neighbours, as well as on the somewhat obscure

subject of the Musalman invasions of the pro

vince, in addition to the more purely archaeologi

cal interest which it may present.

It will be seen from the annexed map that

the forts are four in number, the two larger

ones being close to the large village of R & ib a

n i y á ú, and the two smaller ones at the village

of Ph ult á, or more correctly Phúl h at t à.

Of these two small forts nothing now remains

save the outline of mud walls, with here and

there a scattered mass of laterite stones.

The whole soil of this neighbourhood for

many miles is composed of laterite, a dark

brick-red stone full of holes like a sponge, but

very hard. All these forts are built of this

stone, though in many cases the stones have

either, from having been originally loosely put

together, or owing to some subsequent violence,

become scattered or sunk in the soil. The

stones are all hewn and of various sizes, the

largest and most regularly shaped being found

in the most important and probably most an

cient portions of the work, the smaller and less

carefully hewn in the walls and outworks. The

largest stones are about 3 feet in length by a

foot in depth, and the same in breadth ; while in

some of the pettier and more modern works, stones

notbigger than ordinary bricks are found. Owing

to the denseness of the jungle, and the great

number of tigers and bears which find shelter

there, it is very difficult to explore these forts

thoroughly. In three visits which I have re

cently made to them, I obtained from the Za

mindar some thirty or forty coolies armed with

the useful little Sonthal axe, and these together

with my own Police and Chaukidars were oc

well-known places, and the strictly correct Wilsonian system

for those that are unknown to the general public.
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cupied many hours every day in cutting a path

through the thick tangle of underwood.

The most accessible and fortunately also the

most interesting of the forts is that which I

have marked as the “Mud fort” on the map,

at the north-west angle of the Räibaniyań vil

lage. This fort is in shape an irregular penta

gon, having the following dimensions :-

Eastern wall ......... 1,650 English yards.

Northern ......... 1,650 ,

North-western.......... 880 (about)

South-western ......... 1,550 (about)

Southern ............... 880

There seems to be some sort of order even in

the irregularity as the eastern and northern

walls are the same length, so also the north

western and southern. The north and south

western, however, are so covered with jungle

that it is impossible to arrive at more than an

approximate measurement.

Though called the ‘Mud fort, the walls of

this fort are not really of mud. The peasants of

the neighbouring villages have made breaches

through the walls in some places to enable

them to get at their rice-fields in the inside,

and in entering the fort by one of these breaches

a sort of section is obtained which reveals

the nature of the construction. The follow

ing section will explain how the wall is made.

The centre or heart consists of layers of stone

AB, Base of the Wall. C, Moat. DD, Earth.

gradually diminishing to a point, and this is

covered and entirely hidden with about four feet

of earth closely rammed. The breadth at the

base from A to B is by measurement 112 feet,

and the height we guessed to be about 50 feet.

The wall is surrounded by a deep and broad

moat, and a slight but continuous ridge, evident

ly artificial, runs parallel to the moat on its outer

edge. Outside all this again, at a distance

in some places of as much as half a mile,

runs a mallá which by a little dexterous

cutting and deepening has been made into a very

efficacious outer moat lined here and there with

a wall of laterite.

The interior of the fort is a large plain covered

with debris of stone buildings, tanks, and

patches of jungle ; a considerable portion of it is

now cultivated, and near the south wall is the

remains of a small indigo factory which was con

ducted by a European for some years, but has

now long ago been abandoned.

The natives have a tradition that the north

western corner contained the palace of the Rājā,

and this is partially confirmed by the greater

height and strength of the works in that corner,

and by the numerous remains of buildings still

traceable. The principal of these I have called

the “keep” on the map, as the natives assert

that it was the highest and strongest part of the

fort. It is a strong square tower of which about

20 feet only now remain ; the stones are care

fully hewn and placed together, but without

any traces of cement or mortar. A simple

but graceful style of ornament is effected by

a straight moulding running round the

middle of each course, above which the top

of each stone is sloped inwards with a small

pine-apple shaped projection in the centre.

The effect of this arrange

ment cannot be fully seen

owing to the jungle, but when

perfectly visible, the broken

light and shade produced by it must have lent

a peculiar grace and elegance to the otherwise

massive and sombre building. In spite of the

native idea of its being a keep or citadel,

I am disposed to think this building must have

been a Shiva-temple, as the architecture is pre

cisely similar to the other ancient temples to that

idol in other parts of Orissa, and the dimensions

of the building, which is not more than 100 feet

square, are too small for the purposes of a citadel.

On the top, half hidden by trees, are the capitals

of some pillars of the dark ash-coloured stone

known as munganí patthar or chlorite: none of

the columns however remain. In the centre is

a well or tank—similar to the square enclosure

round the linga-stone in Shiva-temples: so that

I imagine the stone walls must have formed a

lofty platform surmounted by an open hall sur

rounded by pillars, in the centre of which was the

linga in its sunken square enclosure. The capi

tals, though massive, are quite plain and without

ornament.

At the foot of this building on the south side

is a curious little hollow where the trees and

jungle are perhaps more dense than in any other

part. This is called the Jay chan di B an or

Jaychand's jungle. Who Jaychand was nobody

knows. In the heart of this jungle, approached

by a narrow winding path, is a small platform
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2 feet high on which have been set up, in quite

modern times, some beautiful pieces of sculp

ture which have probably fallen from the temple

above. There is the lower half of a female fi

gure bedecked with jewels, and the legs of a man

running—both in high relief. There is also an

exquisite piece of arabesque carving—probably

the moulding or edge of the frame enclosing the

rilievi. Though much defaced the general de

sign is clearly traceable.” There is a freedom and

graceful play of outline in the rounded foliage

which is rare in ancient remains in this part of

India. The rest of this moulding is probably

hidden beneath the masses of laterite, stones, and

debris of all kinds. If I have an opportunity of

visiting the spot at any future time, I may suc

ceed in unearthing more of it. The people said

they remembered in their youth having seen

stones with inscriptions in the Nāgari charac

ter, but unfortunately knew not where to find

them. The Nāgari character is not understood

by any one, except a very few Pandits in this

part of the country, and as far as I know was

never used in inscriptions, which are all in a bad

form of Kutila, but the difference between Kutila

and Nágari would not be appretiable by the

natives here.

The idols and carvings in the Jayachandi Ban

are still worshipped, and in consequence, are

smeared all over with that mixture of oil and

vermilion (sendūr), which is so freely applied to

all sacred buildings and trees. A small plot of

rent-free land has been assigned to some Brah

mans who carry on the worship at stated seasons,

but do not seem able to specify what god the

shrine is sacred to. This Jayachandi Ban is

evidently a modern arrangement. Some one

found these mutilated bits of sculpture and set

them up and invited people to worship them,

purely as a bit of Brahmanical speculation, and

probably the speculator's name was Jayachand.

This sort of thing goes on even at the present

day: an Uriya will worship anything, especial

ly if he does not know what it is, and a Brah

man tells him it is a debatá.

The western gate of the fort which is close to

the Ban, was probably only a sort of postern, as

it is only wide enough for one horseman at a

time. The sketch below represents its present

In the wall will be noticed theappearance.

sockets of the hinges of the doors which at one

time stood there. Crossing the moat by a

strong though narrow bridge, we come to a

second doorway, precisely similar to the first.

This is merely a gateway in a sort of tete de pont,

protecting the bridge across the moat.

Moving round to the north wall of the fort,

we come upon the largest and most perfect

group of remains in the whole building. It is

called the Sá t Gamb h i r a A t t à lika

literally “Palace of the seven deeps ;” this

name however is a mere modern corruption of

sát gumbaz or ‘the seven domes’t. The building

consists of six large rooms which have evidently

at one time been vaulted, and the passage

through them or gateway counted as a seventh

room, which was probably covered in and

vaulted like the others. The ground plan is—
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a Bridge. d Covered Gateway,
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c Steps ff Wall of Fort.
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as far as could be made out from the top of the

wall at “; but as a big black bear was sleep

* I have represented the broken and undecipherable portions

by cross shading and dotted spaces.
t The Uriyas, more suo, changed the comparatively little

known Persian word gumbaz ‘a dome,' into their own pecu
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ing at the foot of the wall in No. 3, and I had

unfortunately no gun with me, having brought

a sketch-book and measuring rod instead, it was

not thought prudent to remain long in that

neigbourhood. For the same reason there was

not time to make more than a plan of the build

ing with a rough measurement. The covered

gateway is about 40 feet wide and 25 feet deep,

and rooms Nos. 5 and 6, though so encumbered

with rubbish as to be quite inaccessible were

judged to be about the same size. This approx

imation will enable the reader to judge of the

size of the other rooms. The rest of the palace

was probably, as usual in Bengal,built of mud

with thatched roofs, which mode of construc

tion would account for its total disappearance.

The last fort of the group is that which I have

called the “Stone Fort,” as its walls, as far as

they could be seen, are built of hewn stone not

covered, as in the other, with mud. It seems

more modern than the mud fort, and may either

have been originally a mere out-work to the

other, which seems improbable from its nearly

equalling it in size, or was more likely—as I shall

shew presently—a comparatively modern erection,

built when the old fort had become so far ruined

as to be no longer tenable.

The eastern entrance is through a vast hall

or yard, with walls of hewn stone in which are

still to be seen the staples to which, in native

tradition, the Rājá's elephants were fastened.

This gateway is called the Háthi durár or Hathi

bandhd dwór, (elephant gate, or elephant-enclo

sure gate.) The southern door-way,+of which

only a crumbled heap of stones remains,—is called

the Sona múkhi, or golden faced gate, the origin

of which name I cannot trace; but so many places

in northern Orissa are called Sonamákhi, even

bare salt-marshes washed by the sea, that the

appellation must be very ancient, and the allusion

which it was meant to convey has become obscure.

The only suggestion offered is—that it refers to

the golden face of the idol J a g a n n i th at

Puri—miniature copies of which are to be seen

in many parts of Orissa. Such an idol may have

stood in or near this gateway.

THE so-cALLED DASYUS OF SANCHI.

By BABU RAJENDRALALA MITRA, HoN. M.R.A.S.

MR. FERGUsson, in his magnificent work on

“Tree and Serpent Worship,” has discussed at

great length the ethnology of a race of men repre

sented on the Sánchi bas reliefs, whom he desig

nates the D as y us or aborigines of India.

The deductions he has drawn, however, are not

warrantable from the premises on which he has

argued. As the subject is of some importance

in connexion with the history of the S in chi

Tope, a summary of it will perhaps not be un

interesting.

The people who are called D as y us or abori

gines, as distinct from the Aryans, are generally re

presented as people of the woods, living in thatch

ed huts, wearing a small d hut i wrapped round

the waist, and possessing no ornaments. Their

head dress consists occasionally of a plain skull

cap,but frequently ofplaited or matted hair wound

round the head, and tied on the crown in a coni

cal form. Occasionally they allow the hair to

hang behind in loose tresses. Most of them have

beards: a few appear with shaven chins. They

sit with their knees raised and legs crossed and

tied round with a strip of cloth or a napkin, and

liar gambhira. The change was probably caused by their

approaching the building from the top of the walls, as they

took me ; seen from this position the rooms look like deep

are occupied in splitting wood or other domestic

tasks; occasionally navigating in rude canoes;

but they never seem to mix with the community

at large, except for the observance of religious

rites. They have invariably by them a chaffing

dish with a blazing fire, a pair of tongs, and a

bowl which, from its shape, appears to be made

of the hard shell of the gourd. It was carried

about hanging from the left hand. In one

instance a man has a stand of the shape of a

morá, over which he holds something which

appears to us, from the tracing of writing on it,

to be a scroll or a mass of written paper; a com

panion of his is folding or unfolding a similar

scroll or bundle, and a third is taking up some

burning charcoal with his tongs. Mr. Fergus

son, following General Cunningham, takes the

first scroll to be a flagon from which the man is

pouring something into his fire pot, and the

second a fan with which the owner is enlivening

his fire ; but the appearance of the scrolls and

the position and action of the hands according to

several intelligent European gentlemen includ

ing two professional artists, are entirely against

vaults, and it was not till I had the jungle cleared from

the northern face that I convinced them the rooms were not

underground.
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this supposition. Mr. Fergusson himself half

suspects the persons to be hermits, and attributes

their rarity in the A m a r a v a ti sculptures,

to the scarcity of D as y us at the time.*

Some of these figures are repeated on the

temples of B h u v a n e s h v a ra. They ap

pear old and emaciated, having by their sides

a pair of tongs, a gourd pot, and a chaffing dish.

The scene is scrupulously true to life, and may be

found to this day not only in every part of India,

but even beyond it, and everywhere it represents

an Aryan of the third order, i. e., a hermit

or ascetic (V & n a p r a sth a) seated at his

ease, reading his prayer book, or attending to his

domestic occupations, and not a non-Aryan.

Adverting to some of these houseless hermits on

the shores of the Caspian Sea, M. de Pauly

observes—“Outrouve en outre à Bakou quelques

adorateurs du feu, dont la personnalité est parti

culièrement intéressante. L'aspect de ces feux

perpétuels, sortant spontanément de la terre offre

un coup d'oeil wraiment magique, surtout pendant

la nuit; dans le voisinage de ces feux se trouve

une sorte de temple ou de couvent dans leguelles

derniers débris des antique adorateurs du feu,

représentés par quelques vieux Indous desséchés,

presque nus, semblables à des fantômes ambu

lants, pratiquent sureux-mêmes leurs macérations

contre nature, et célèbrent leur culte idolâtre,

triste et misérable parodie de la doctrine de

Tserdoucht.”f

General Cunningham, from his thorough

knowledge of Indian life, at once took the

S 4 n ch i D as y us for ascetics, and no one

who has once seen a group of S a n n y á s is

at H a r d w a r, B an are s, or other sacred

places, could for a moment mistake them. The

head gear, the style of sitting, the tongs, the

gourd, and the blazing fire, are so peculiar

and characteristic that I, as a Hindu—perfectly

familiar with the scene—cannot possibly mistake

it, and I have no hesitation in asserting that

the D as y us in such scenes are entirely

imaginary. It might be said that the hermits of

the present day are generally celibates, whereas

the D as y us of the S 4 n ch i Top e have

women and children about them. But the objec

tion is of no moment, as we have ample evi

dence to show that the ancient Aryan hermits

or sages were not altogether free from domestic

ties. According to M an u, “when the father

of a family perceives his muscles become flaccid,

and his hair grey, and sees the child of his child,

let him seek refuge in a forest, abandoning all

food eaten in towns and his household utensils,

let him repair to the lonely wood, committing

the care of his wife to her sons, or accompanied

by her if she choose to attend him. Let him

take up his consecrated fire, and all his domestic

implements for making oblations to it, and

departing from the town to the forest, let him

dwell in it, with complete power over his organs

of sense and of action.” This state of hermit

age or Vá n a p r as th a was subsequently ex

changed for that of the S a n n y ási, or houseless

mendicant, but the distinction was rarely very

rigidly observed ; and the transition, when it

did take place, was so gradual as to be imper

ceptible. Hence it is that we find the ancient

sages generally described as living in woods and

retired places, but not without women and chil

dren about them. K # 1 i d 4 s a makes the sage

Kan v a live in a wood, with about half a dozen

maidens—including S h a k unt a l 4, in his her

mitage. Ká shy a pa, in the same way, has

his retreat full of women of different ranks and

a boy. S it ā is said to have lived in the hermit

age of V as i s h th a, with her two sons who

were borne there ; and almost every ancient story

book has its tale of hermitages having feminine

and juvenile residents. No doubt those works

treat of avowed fictions, but it is not to be sup

posed that their authors outraged the sense of

propriety of their readers by describing hermits

having wife and children and female lodgers in

their cells, if they had not found such things to

be common in their times. The Vedas, the

Upanishads, the great epics, and the Puránas, also

describe sages, rishis, and munis, having females

about them; and the presence of such persons

cannot, therefore, be taken as inconsistent with

ancient Indian ascetic life.

The same practice also prevailed among the

Buddhists, and priestesses or female mendi

cants—the Caval of Clement of Alexandria—

are frequently named in the Avadānas the

Játakas and other legendary writings. In Mr.

James D'Alwis's translation of the Attanagula

Vansa we have a remarkable instance of this.

As the story there given is of importance, in

connexion with the question at issue, and can

not readily be had for reference, I shall quote it

entire. It forms a part of the Sáma Játaka,

and runs as follows:—

* Tree and Serpent Worship, p. 208, * Pewples de la Russie, p. 148.
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“Once upon a time when Piliyuk was king

of Baranes, Gotama was born unto a hermit,

named Duküla, and was named Sáma. After

the son had grown up, Duküla and his wife

Pariká went one day into the jungle in quest of

roots and fruits. There they encountered a

storm, and being much wet, were obliged to

take shelter under a tree close to a hole in

habited by a malignant serpent. Whilst the

venerable pair were standing there, dripping

from their garments, a cobra issued a venomous

blast, whereby they were instantly struck blind.

In this helpless condition their son discovered

and conducted them home, and began to nourish

and maintain them with the affection of a

dutiful son. Sometime afterwards the king

went upon a hunting expedition, and rested on

the banks of the Migasammata, not far from the

hermitage. He had not, however, been long

there before he saw the footsteps of deer that

came down to the river to drink; and,

thinking that he could kill them, lay in

ambush. Immediately a remarkably handsome

person with a pitcher came down to the river

surrounded by a flock of deer. Amazed at the

sight and wishing to ascertain whether it was

a nymph of the forest whom he thus beheld,

he issued a dart which, alas ! severely wounded

him. In the agonies of death the wretched

man put his pitcher by him, and, falling on the

ground, began to exclaim, ‘Who can be the

enemy of a person that was devoted to the re

ligious duties of the eight silas and ten kusalas !

Who, indeed, could desire the flesh of an in

nocent person like myself?' Hearing these

cries the king approached his victim, proclaimed

that he was Piliyuk, king of Baranes, explained

the motive with which he had shot him, and

desired to know who or what he was. Where

upon Sáma replied, ‘I was born in this forest,

I am the only prop and support of two parents,

both aged and blind. Little do they know of

the mishap that has happened to me. They

will indeed be much grieved and distressed

when they find me thus delaying. I alone

gave them what they desired. Twice daily

have I washed them and thrice have I fed

them. Who indeed will give them a drop

of water even after asking ten times 2 They

will be parched like fishes out of water. Who,

alas! will succour and help those, who, probab

ly, at this very moment are anxiously waiting

my return and are watching for the first sounds

of my footsteps ?' Thus lamenting, he began

to weep, not for himself, but for the destitution

in which he would leave his feeble parents.

Horror seized the king at the reflection that his

conduct was calculated to deprive of life three

persons who had exercised the duties of Brah

machariyá, and that he could not escape the

torments of hell if they all died ; and touched

by the lamentations of the youth, he promised to

succour and help his parents until his death.

Sáma, relying upon his faithful promises, blessed

the king, and desiring him to convey his respects

and the sad tidings of his death to his blind

parents, closed both his eyes and dropped down

as if he had expired.

“Instantly a goddess named Bahusodari, who

had been Sáma's mother in his tenth birth before

the present, perceiving the danger to the hermit

boy and also to his parents, as well as the king,

made her appearance on the spot; and, after re

buking the king for his conduct and advising

him how he should behave towards Sáma's par

rents, watched over Säma.

“The king sorely afflicted with grief, picked

up the pitcher which had been filled up by Sāma,

and taking the path which he had been directed,

reached the humble cottage of the blind pair,

who sat anxiously watching the return of their

son. They now heard the sound of advancing

footsteps, but, knowing that they were not those

of their son, inquired, ‘who approached the

door 7. The stranger announced that he was

Piliyuk, the king of Baranes; and entered with
them into a conversation, in the the course of

which he delicately disclosed their son's fate and

the particulars connected with it, offering at the

same time to succour them through life. Un

bounded was now the grief of the hapless Pº

rents, to which they gave utterance in the lan

guage of despair, falling down, and each bitterly

crying, ‘Oh, son Sáma! from the day I have lost

my sight, have I, by thy unceasing attentions,

felt that I have acquired divine eyes. Wherº

hast thou now gone? How shall I henceforth

live? Son, thou hast never done nor concº"

ed any evil towards us, or any other being.

Thou hast never uttered a falsehood. Thou "

never committed life-slaughter; ever hast thou
maintained the observance of the panch" sila.

The king tried his utmost to console the" but

without success. Afterwards, turning " the

king, the blind parents addressed him, saying,

that they had no faith in his proffered protec

tion, and that all the favour they desired "** to

be led to the place where sama lay. The *
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complied by leading the point of a stick which the

blind ones held in their hands. When they

reached their destination, the bereaved parents

againgave vent to their feelings by much weeping,

and praying to the titular gods. The mother, on

examination, finding that all signs of life had

vanished, gave utterance to the following Satya

Kiriyſi :— If it be true that my son Sáma un

ceasingly devoted himself to theduties of Brahma

chariyā and that he has ever maintained the ordin

ances of the Attha sila; and if it be also true

that I have entertained no other faith except Bud

dhism, and that I have ever performed tilakuna

Bhavana, may, by the power of those truths, my

son receive life.” By the influence of this Satya

Kiriyā and by the might of the gods, Sáma

moved from one side to another. When the

father had also uttered a similar Satya Kiriyā,

Sāma again moved to a side, and by the power

of the goddess already named he revived, and

the parents received their lost sight. Instantly

the morning sun arose, and Sáma dismissed the

astonished king, after preaching to him on the

merits of nourshing one's parents, and above all

of leading a religious life, as they were testi

fied to by his miraculous restoration to life.”—

p. 167 et seqq.

This story will no doubt appear as a Buddhist

adaptation of the anecdote of D as a rath a

and the blind sage And h a k a 5 but it has been

reproduced in stone on the standing pillar of the

western gateway of the Sánchi Tope, and we see

in it Gotama as Sāma wounded by the King,

and his parents, the hermit and his wife, dress

ed in the same garb which has been assigned

to the D as y us. According to the Jātaka,

Sáma recovered from his wounds and was re

stored to his parents, as we see in the sculpture.

The Rāmāyana kills the boy and sends his

parents to the funeral pyre, to immolate them

selves.

The following is Mr. Griffith's version of the

Rāmāyana story" as related by the king to the

blind hermits —

“High-minded saint, not I thy child,

A warrior, Dasaratha styled,

I bear a grievous sorrow's weight,

Born of a deed which good men hate.

My lord, I came to Sarju's shore

And in my hand my bow I bore,

Fºr elephant or beast of chase

hat seeks by night his drinking place.

There from the stream a sound I heard,

As if a jar the water stirred.

An elephant, I thought, was nigh:

I aimed and let an arrow fly,

Swift to the place I made my way,

And there a wounded hermit lay

Gasping for breath ; the deadly dart

Stood quivering in his youthful heart.

I hastened near with pain oppressed,

He faltered out his last behest,

And quickly, as he bade me do,

From his pierced side the shaft I drew.

I drew the arrow from the rent,

And up to heaven the hermit went,

Lamenting, as from earth he passed,

His aged parents to the last.

Thus unaware the deed was done,

My hand, unwitting, killed thy son;

For what remains, O, let me win,

Thy pardon for my heedless sin.”

Mr. Fergusson has published this scene in his

great work,f but says that it represents one of

those transactions between the H in d us and

D as y us which have probably only a local

meaning, and to which, therefore, it is impro

bable we shall ever be able to affix a definite

meaning. To those, however, who are familiar

with the story of the Rámáyana and the Játaka,

the indefiniteness will give place to unmistakable

certainty, the only difficulty being the presence

of a companion of the king in the scene of action,

due probably to the Buddhist version having in

cluded such a personage in the tale—whose name

has been omitted in Mr. D'Alwis's abstract as

unimportant. According to the Rāmāyana, the

king went to the wood in his car, and was at

tended by his charioteer. General Cunningham,

as already observed, takes the blind hermits of

Sánchi to be ascetics, and adds—“I am unable

to offer any explanation of this curious scene,

but it may possibly have reference to some event

in the early life of Shakya.” Mr. Fergusson ap

peals to this scene as an evidence of the Aryans

or Hindus having formerly indulged in the

wicked pastime of shooting the inoffensive

D as y us; but if our identification be correct

it will of course lose its only foothold.

Exception might also be taken to our identi

fication of the so-called D as y us with V 4 n a

pr as tha ascetics on the ground of its being

inconsistent in such people to engage in domes

tic and pastoral occupations. But the laws of

Manu do not at all prohibit such pursuits. On

the contrary, they ordained that the retired

hermit should not only live in a hut and go

about dressed, but even horde food sufficient

to last for a year (vi. 18). He should also pro

vide means for the performance of various rites
-

-

his.* Vol. II. p. 247. and compare another version in

*ofold Indian Poetry, p. 12.

t Fergusson's Tree and Serpent Worship, Plate XXX.

page 138.
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and ceremonies, make oblations on the hearth

to the three sacred fires, not omitting in due

time the ceremonies to be performed at the

conjunction and opposition of the moon, and

also to “perform the sacrifice ordained in

honour of the Lunar asterisms, make the pro

scribed offering of new grain, and solemnize

holy rites every four months, and at the win

ter and summer solstices.” Nothing has been

said by Manu as to the propriety or otherwise of

ascetics keeping cattle; but the epics and the

the Purānas clearly show that the ancient sages

were partial to milk, and the saintly character of

V as is h th a was not in any way opposed to

his keeping the famous cow Nandini. The

rites enjoined them could not be performed with

out an ample supply of milk. The Buddhist

ascetics, likewise, lived in huts, and not un

frequently collected money enough to dedicate

images and topes built at their cost. During

their four months vassa they lived in monasteries

together, with their religious sisterhood.

Some of the hermits in the Sánchi bas-reliefs

are engaged in worshipping the five-headed,

N Éga, but as the Hindu recognised in it an

emblem of the sempeternal divinity, A n a n ta,

and the the Buddhist a race of superhuman

beings worthy of adoration,-devotion to it would

not be by any means unbecoming a hermit, who

is required to observe all the necessary regular

and periodical rites and ceremonies.
-

The last and most important argument of Mr.

Fergusson in support of the non-Aryan origin of

the Dasyus is founded upon their features;

but at Sánchi the figures are generally so small,

so rough, and so weather-worn, that their indica

tions of the aboriginal broad face and flat nose

cannot be relied upon. That the appearance of

youth and beauty, and rank and wealth, should

be different from that of age, decay, decrepitude,

and squalid poverty, is a fact which none will

question, and therefore what are taken in the sculp

tures for ethnic peculiarities, may be entirely due

to a desire to mark the distinctions of condition.

It may be added that the term Dasyu itself is

Aryan, and indicates an Aryan and not a non

Aryan race. According to Manu, all those

tribes of men who sprung from the mouth, the

arm, the thigh, and the foot of Brahma, but

who became out-castes by having neglected their

duties, are called D as y us or plunderers

(X 45); and the designation therefore fails to

convey the idea which the learned author of the

History of Architecture wishes to attach to it.

THE TEMPLE AT HALABīD.

BY CAPT. J. S. F. MACKENZIE.

SixtEEN miles north of Hasan, in the Mai

sur province, is Halabid, or as Ferishtah the

Muhammadan historian, calls it, Dhur Samudra,

once the capital of the Belāla kings, who ruled

one of the minor states into which Southern

India was formerly divided. Fables and the

dimness of a remote period throw illusive

shadows over the traditions of these kings of a

bye-gone age. Doubt and uncertainty haunt the

enquirer into their unilluminated history.

From inscriptions and other sources it appears,

however, that the Belála kings held the sceptre

from about 950 A. D. to 1310 A. D. when a

Muhammadan army, led by Kafur, plundered

their capital for the first time. An expedition

sent by Muhammad III. in 1326 finally des

troyed Halabid. The seat of a declining go

vernment was removed by Vishnu Werdhana,

the then reigning sovereign, to Jonur, better

known by the name of the Moti Taláv (Lake of

Pearls), 12 miles north of the famous Seringa

patam. Vishnu Werdhana was converted from

the Jaina religion—the religion of his fore

fathers—by the celebrated Vaishnava reformer,

Rámanujāchārya, a reformer who—protected by

the king—hesitated not at using physical force

to convert the followers of the heterodox Jaina

religion, and by grinding their priests in an oil

mill effectually did away with anything like

active opposition. After his conversion, Vishnu

Verdhana is said to have resided at Bailur (the

present head-quarters of the taluqa, and distant

10 miles from Halabid); and, from an inscrip

tion there, it appears he rebuilt the temple

Keshava Perural in the year 1116 A. D.

Such is the account given, of the most im

portant event in the history of the Belála kings
by Buchanan in his Journey through Mysore and

Canara." A cursory examination of known

dates, however, proves that the Verdhana, whº

became a Vaishnava, was not thesame Verdham”

who fled before the Musalman invasion of 13%

* Conf. Buchanan, Journey, &c. vol. II. p. 81, and vol. III. p. 401.
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The latest date assigned to the birth of Ráma

nuja A'charyā is A. D. 1025. The final Muham

madan conquest of the Belála capital was in

1326. In order that these statements might

agree, we should be compelled to allow that

the great Vaishnava reformer lived for a period

of 300 years. Nowhere in the whole of Hala

bid do we find a vestige of its having been at

any time the seat of the Vaishnava religion.

The temples are either Jaina bastis or dedicated

to Shiva. It is therefore clear that they were

erected by kings professing one of these two

religions, and the date of their building cannot

be later than 1025 A. D. How long they were

erected before, it is impossible now to determine,

for the history of the builders is buried under

the dust of bye-gone ages, and has been for

gotten in the lapse of centuries. The inscrip

tions on the walls of the Hoisela Ishwara, or

larger temple, prove it must have been in ex

istence at a time when the Norman conquest

of England was a hardly-established fact, and

long before many of England's grandest Cathe

drals were thought of.

Tradition—a people's history—has preserved

for us the story connected with the capital. In

the reign of the ninth king it happened that his

favourite concubine fell greatly in love with his

nephews, who are said to have been remarkably

handsome men. . Each in his turn treated all her

advances and overtures with contempt. Her

love now changed to hate. In order to be re

venged, she did not scruple to charge the

nephews with having made overtures to her.

Furious on hearing this, the king ordered

them to be impaled, and their bodies, like those

of common thieves, exposed at the city gates.

The gate to the south of the Jaina bastis is

pointed out as being the one where this was

done. Hearing what had happened, their unfor

tunate mother ran to the palace to demand

justice. Not only was she refused admittance,

but the inhabitants of the city were commanded

not to give her assistance of any sort or kind.

Weary and worn, the unfortunate woman wan

dered from street to street, only to find that

every door was closed against her, and every

helping hand withheld. At length a poor

potter took compassion upon thebereaved mother,

drew her aside, and supplied her with the refresh

ment of which she was so much in want. Re

freshed, she turned round and cursed the king,

prophesying that his race would soon be extinct

and his capital fall into ruins. She, however,

out of gratitude for the kindness shown her by

the potter, spared the street in which he lived.

Her prophesy was soon fulfilled. A Muham

madan invasion shortly afterwards took place ;

the whole of the city with the exception of one

street was laid in ruins. To this day the street

which was saved, goes by the name of the

Potter's Street.

The old city was surrounded by an outer wall

having nine gates, and close upon 5 miles in

length. The stones are cyclopean and were

trimmed to fit each other. No mortar was

employed. From a comparison of this work

with the temples, it is conjectured that the walls

are the work of a prior and different race. The

popular idea that these walls once enclosed

770 temples of various kinds, is supported by

the immense number of broken shafts, pillars,

columns, capitals and carvings of every sort,

used in forming the band of a large neighbour

ing tank. -

Of all these temples only five now remain, viz.,

the Kait Ishwara, Hoisela Ishwara, and three

Jaina bastis.

Time, assisted by a banian tree, whose roots

are embedded in its Wimana (or pyramidal tower

over the spot where the god or his emblem is

enthroned) is fast reducing the Kait Ishwara to

a shapeless mound. In its pristine state this

temple must have been a noble specimen of its

architect's skill. The carvings, which adorned

its walls, though small when compared with

those of the larger temple, display a fineness of

detail in execution which might be equalled but

could scarcely be surpassed.

Mr. Fergusson, in his History of Architec

ture, when treating of the Chālukya style, has

made the following remarks" with regard to

Hoisela Ishwara, or larger temple:–

“It (the Kait Ishwara) is however surpassed

in size and magnificence by its neighbour, the

great temple, which, taking it altogether, is

perhaps the building on which the advocate

of Hindu architecture would desire to take

his stand. Unfortunately it was never finished.

- - - - - - - - -The general arrangement of the building

is...... a double temple.......Such double temples

are by no means uncommon in India, but the two

sanctuaries usually face each other, and have

the porch between them. The dimensions may

* History of Architecture, vol. II. pp. 614-618.
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be roughly stated as 200 feet square over all,

including all the detached pavilions. The tem

ple itself is 160 feet N. and S. by 122 feet E.

and W. Its height, as it now remains, to the

cornice is about 25 feet from the terrace on which

it stands. It cannot, therefore, be considered by

any means as a large building, though large enough

for effect. This, however, can hardly be judged

of as it now stands, for there is no doubt but

that it was intended to raise two pyramidal

spires over the sanctuaries, four smaller ones in

front of these, and two more, one over each of

the two central pavilions, .........and if carried

out with the richness of detail exhibited in the

Kait Ishwara would have made up a whole,

which it would be difficult to rival anywhere.

“The material out of which the temple is

erected is an indurated pot-stone, of volcanic

origin, found in the neighbourhood. This stone

is said to be soft when first quarried, and easily

cut in that state, though hardening on ex

posure to the atmosphere. Even this, how

ever, will not diminish our admiration of the

amount of labour bestowed on the temple, for,

from the number of parts still unfinished, it

is evident, that, like most others of its class, it

was built in block, and carved long after the

stone had become hard. As we now see it,

the stone is of a pleasing creamy colour, and so

close-grained as to take a polish like mar

ble..........The enduring qualities of the stone

seem to be unrivalled, for though neglected

and exposed to all the vicissitudes of a tro

pical climate for more than six (eight) cen

turies, the minutest details are as clear and sharp

as the day they were finished . . . . . . . . . .

“It is of course impossible to illustrate so

complicated and so varied a design...The build

ing stands upon a terrace from 5 to 6 feet in

height, and paved with large slabs. On this

stands a frieze of elephants following all the

sinuosities of the plan and extending to some ,

710 feet in length, and containing not less than

2000 elephants, most of them with riders and

trappings, sculptured as only an Oriental can

represent the wisest of brutes. Above these is

a frieze of shardalas, or conventional lions—the

emblem of the Hoisela Belálas who built the

temple. Then comes a scroll of infinite beauty

and variety of design; over this a frieze of

horsemen and another scroll; over which is a

bas-relief of scenes from the Rāmāyana, repre

senting the conquest of Ceylon and all the varied

incidents of that epic. This, like the other, is

about 700 feet long. (The frieze of the Par

thenon is less than 550 feet.) Then come celestial

beasts [crocodiles?] and celestial birds [swans?]

and all along the east front a frieze of groups

from human life, and then a cornice, with a

rail, divided into panels each containing two

figures. Over this are windows of pierced slabs

like those of Bailur, though not so rich or va

ried. . . . . In the centre, in place of the win

dows, is first a scroll and then a frieze, of gods

and heavenly apsaras, dancing girls, and other

objects of Hindu mythology. This frieze, which

is about 5 feet 6 inches in height, is continued

all round the western front of the building, and

extends to some 400 feet in length. . . . .

Every great god of the Hindu Pantheon finds

his place. Some of these are carved with a mi

nute elaboration of detail, which can only be re

produced by photography, and may probably be

considered as the most marvellous exhibition of

patient human labour that the world ever pro

duced.

“It must not, however, be considered that

it is only for patient industry that this building

is remarkable. The mode in which the eastern

face is broken up by the larger masses, so as

to give height and play of light and shade, is a

better way of accomplishing what the Gothic

architects attempted by their transepts and pro

jections. This, however, is surpassed by the

western front, where the variety of outline and

the arrangement and subordination of the

various facets in which it is disposed, must be

considered a masterpiece of design in its class.

If the frieze of gods were spread along a plain

surface, it would lose more than half its effect,

and the vertical angles, without interfering

with the continuity of the frieze, give height

and strength to the whole composition. The

disposition of the lower line of friezes is equal

ly effective. Here again the artistic combi

nation of horizontal with vertical lines, and

the play of outline and of light and shade, far

surpass anything in Gothic art. The effects

are just what the mediaeval architects were

often aiming at, but they never attained them

so perfectly as was done at Halabid.

* If it were possible to illustrate the Hala

bid temple to such an extent as to render its

peculiarities familiar, there would be few things

more interesting or more instructive than to

institute a comparison between it and the Par

thenon at Athens.
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“The Halabid temple...is regular, but with a

studied variety of outline in plan, and even greater

variety in detail. All the pillars of the Parthenon

are identical, while no two facets of the Indian

temple are the same; every convolution of every

scroll is different. No two canopies in the whole

building are alike, and every part exhibits a joy

ous exuberance of fancy scorning every mecha

nical restraint. All that is wild in human faith

or warm in human feeling is found pourtray

ed on these walls; but of pure intellect there

is little—less than there is of human feeling

in the Parthenon.”

Strange to say, both here and at Bailur, this

frieze of horsemen appears to have been the

more especial object of aversion to the conqueror

of the capital. It is with difficulty, and only

where concealment has been afforded by some

figure in front, that one can find a complete

figure of man and horse. All have been more

or less mutilated. It appears to have been the

custom then, not only among the horsemen but

generally, for all men, to wear their hair—like

the Sinhalese of the present day—tied up in a

knot behind; long boots were always worn by the

riders, whose seat is more European than native ;

in some instances their horses were protected

by network, similar in every outward respect to

that of the old Norman knight. The cavalry

were armed generally with a short Roman-like

sword; and from this it is conjectured they usually

dismounted to fight; some however are delineat

ed with lances. The saddle-cloth was indispens

able, and stirrups were not unknown.

Fah Hian,” (who, as Col. Sykes conjectures,)

visited Elora about A. D. 400, found there “a

Sangharāma of the former Buddha Káshyapa.

It is constructed out of a great mountain of

rock hewn to the proper shape. This building

has altogether five stories. The lowest is shaped

into the form of an elephant, and has five hun

dred stone cells in it. The second is in the form

of a lion, and has four hundred chambers. The

third is shaped like a horse, and has three hun

dred chambers. The fourth is in the form of an

ox, and has two hundred chambers. The fifth

story is in the shape of a dove and has one hun

dred chambers in it.”—Now the order of friezes

at Halabid, with an interpolation of scenes from

the Rámáyana and Mahābhārata, is the same,

except that in lieu of the ox we have the croco

dile, and the dove is represented by the sacred

goose or swan. This similarity in order cannot

be considered accidental, and must, as its proto

type at Elora, signify something.

A study of the frieze, where scenes from the

Rámáyana and Mahābhārata are delineated, well

repays any trouble. A clearer and better know

ledge of these two great Hindu epic poems is

obtained by examining these carvings than hours

of tedious weary reading would ever give.

Although some of the carvings are to a consider

able extent mutilated, yet the attitude of the

actors and the position of the scene, with refer

ence to those on its right and left, enable us to

state with certainty what the sculptor meant to

represent. Here we see that, as to-day, so eight

hundred years ago, the Hindu mother carried

her child on the hip. Large earrings were the

fashion among the women of those days, for

the lobe of the ear is distended to an enormous

extent. Like the natives of the Western Ghâts

of the present day, no covering then concealed

a woman’s breast. As now, so then, children

ran about perfectly naked. Looking-glasses

were not unknown ; for we find a fair one ad

miring herself in a circular glass.

Both two and four wheeled chariots appear to

have been in use. As is natural, kings affected

the four-wheeled one more than the two. The

wheels were much lower than the body, which

was a sort of raised platform. Each wheel had

an independent axle. Improvements in carriage

building had, however, taken place, for in one

instance the solid circular disc is replaced by

spokes. The horses were attached, as bullocks

are now, to the pole on which the driver stood.

Shurapadma, scorning the more common-place

horse, has tamed the lion, which is repre

sented as yoked to his war chariot. In all these

eight hundred years, no change has been made

in the pounding of rice—the same sort of mortar

and pestle is now used.

In the upper and larger frieze, where every

Hindu god finds a place, and which consists in

all of some 300 figures, is to be seen one which—

from its peculiar Assyrian-like look—cannot fail

to attract attention. In his right hand he holds

a disc, in his left a wand. The fingers of both

hands are adorned with rings. His dress, a

simple long robe descending below the knee, is

thrown back showing a Brahmanical cord. What

* Beal's Travels of Fah-Hian and Sung-Yun, Buddhist

Pilgrims, p. 139. Compare Julien's Voyages de Hiouen

Thaang tom II. p. 101, and Cunningham's Anc. Geog. of

India, pp. 521-525. It is not at all probable that the Po-lo

yu of Fäh Hian was Elora, but some place considerably to
the S. E. of it.—Ed.
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appears of his hair under the hood, which is one

with the robe, is curly. His features are by no

means Ethiopian. The attitude is easy and his

tout ensemble, when compared with his bedecked

and bejewelled companions—the gods, pleas

ingly simple. A peculiarity, observable both in

this and the lower frieze where underdelinea

tions of the same figure are to be found, is—that

he is always in attendance upon, or attended by,

a perfectly nude woman, whose only covering is a

few snakes 7 She wears sandals of uncommon

pattern, and has large earrings. Her hair is

curly but her features by no means of the negro

type. The fact that her companion wears a

hood would support the idea that he was an

inhabitant of a cold climate, but her want of

dress and being entwined by snakes would lead

one to think she was some unknown goddess or

religious devotee. All enquiries from natives

and search among authorities fail to show by

what right or title these figures take a place

among the gods.

The building was originally protected by

curtains of cloth hung all round. These have

long ago disappeared, but the carvings have in

no way suffered by the atmosphere ; and if

they had not been wilfully mutilated, would have

been as clear and perfect as the day they were

finished.

In front of each of the eastern doors and un

der porticos supported by massive, beautifully

turned stone pillars, are splendid specimens of

Shiva's vehicle—the Bull. The larger is oppo

site the upper door, and like its companion, is re

presented in a lying position watching its mas

ter's emblem—the Linga. They are each carv

ed out of a single block of stone. So natural

is the position, and so well proportioned the

parts, that one does not fully realize the size un

til the dimensions are examined. The larger,

formed of stone similar to that employed in the

construction of the temple, is sixteen feet long,

ten feet high, and seven broad. The stone

used for the other bull is finer and admits of a

marble polish. “It seems, also, to be potstone

or perhaps a talc impregnated with horn

blende, and contains small irregular veins of a

green shining matter. Its general colour is

black with a greenish tinge.”

The general effect of the inside of the temple

is somewhat marred by pillars, which evidently

formed no part of the original plan, and which

were subsequently erected to prop up some cross

beams where the stone has unfortunately crack

ed. Judging from these pillars, as compared with

the original ones, it is clear that architecture,

so far as finish is concerned, had already dete

riorated. If proof were wanting that the De

partment of Public Works of to-day either wants

the means or skill to produce works equal to

those of former ages, we have only to turn to the

pillar recently erected by that department. It

is a single slab of undressed granite which ekes

out its length and strength in a rough bed of

brick and chunam. The walls inside are cover

ed with inscriptions, in old Kánadá, comemorat

ing donations given at various times by differ

ent persons.

Jakanācharyā is the reputed architect of this

magnificent building, but he is also credited with

having built all the temples, similar in style,

throughout the district. The number of these

is so great, that—even if we allow him the lakh

of masons tradition says he always employed—it

would be difficult to believe he could have su

perintended the building of all. A man of the

same name is said to have built the temples at

Madurá. Jakanācharyā was a prince who, hav

ing accidently killed a Brahman, employed twen

ty years of life, with the hope of washing away

this great sin, in rebuilding temples between

Kási and Rāmeshwara (Cape Comorin), so says

tradition. The engineers of the Belála kings

did not confine their attention to building alone,

but irrigation works were also taken in hand.

Tradition has it that the waters of the Yagachi,

which flows through a valley distant 10 miles

and divided by a range of hills from the Hala

bid Valley, were brought by a channel to

supply the capital with water and fill the neigh

bouring tanks: a deep cutting on the Hasan

Bailur road at the 16th mile, marks the spot

where the channel crossed the saddle of the hills.

It is difficult, when looking at this fine tem

ple, to believe that the builders of the neigh

bouring mud huts are the descendants of the

great masons whose brains planned, and whose

hands fashioned, this monument of their skill

and taste. What has become of them, and where

have they gone, are questions which, though hard

to answer, are none the less interesting, and

may well form the subject of antiquarian research.

* Buchanan's Journey, vol. III. page 392.-Ed.
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ON TWO COPPERPLATES FROM VALABIII,

BY PROF. RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR, M.A.

THE following are translations of the second

halves of two copperplate grants sent to the

Editor from Bhaunagar. The second and small

er one, 12 inches by 8}, is greatly damaged; and

the letters are indistinct in many places. The

other is 12#, inches by 10% and is in a better

state of preservation—the right hand edge only

being broken off. -

The grantor in No. I. is Dh a r a sena IV.,

the same as in the one translated at page 14.

The date is also the same, viz. 326, the month

being Māgha instead of Ashādha. The first

nine lines and a half have not been translated, as

the description of the kings in them is in almost

every respect the same as in the corresponding

portion of the last and other Valabhi grants.

The grantor in No. II. is Shiládity a I., the

son and successor of Dhar as en a II., the king

in Mr.Wathen's first plate. The figured date is—

rpool;
The first figure, having only one side stroke,

represents 200. The value of the second we

know from Dr. Burn's Chālukya and Gurjara

plates to be 80, and the last stands for 6 ; so

that the whole is 286. But the date usually

assigned to the father of S h il 4 dity a from

Mr. Wathen's plate is 332. I have shown”

that this date has been misread and misinter

preted. The first figure in it stands for 200, and

the value I have assigned to the second from

the evidence available is 70. The date there

fore is 272.

These two plates, broken and mutilated as

they are, are very interesting. Those hitherto

discovered record grants of land to Bráhmans ;

but both these record grants of land to Buddhist

monasteries or vihārds. In the larger plate the

village of Yo dh á v a ka is assigned to a

Vihárá constructed by the minister Sk a n

d a b h at a, who appears to have been a pious

Buddhist. We see from these, that the Valabhi

kings patronized the Buddhists as well as the

Brähmans: Buddhism flourished at the time

* In a paper recently read at a meeting of the Bombay

B. R. As. Society. Wide inf.

+ Pinda-pâta, is explained as āfāſāf fºſſa Hi-T

Iſrāzſa. Pinda is a ball, i.e. of rice in this case, and

páta is dropping; hence it means the dropping in of a

side by side with Brähmanism, and the worship

of images formed part of the religion.

The genealogy of the Valabhi dynasty has

been given at p. 17. The dates gathered from

the copper-plate grants I know of are given

below. I believe, for reasons elsewhere given,

that the aera used in these grants is that of the

Shaka King.

Dharasena II................272 Sh. or 350 A.D.

Shiláditya I................286 Sh. , 364 A.D.

Dharasena IV. (2 grants) 326 Sh. , 404 A.D.

Shiláditya II. (2 grants) 356 Sh. , 434 A.D.

PLATE I.

Shri D h a r a se n a, the great M & he sh

v ar a, the great lord, the king of kings, the great

ruler, the universal sovereign, who meditates on his

grand-father's feet, enjoying good health, commands

all whom it may concern :—Be it known to you that

for the increase of the religious merit of my mother

and father I have [assigned] to the assembly of the

reverend mendicant priests of the M. a hå y á n a

(school) coming from the four quarters to the

monastery constructed by Di v i r a-p a ti Sk and a

b h a ta in the village of Yo d h a v a ka in

He st a v a p r a h fi r a in Surāshtra, the four

divisions of the same village of Yo dh á v aka —

viz., three for the purpose of [providing] clothing,

food,f [means of] sleeping and sitting . . . . and

medicine; for the purpose of [providing] the means

of worshipping and washing the glorious Buddhas,

viz., fragrant ointment, incense, flowers, and oil for

lamps, and for executing repairs to the monastery

(lit. for putting aright the broken parts); and

the fourth part of the same village for the further

digging, clearing or repairing of the tank dug at

the same place by D i v i r a pati Sk and a b h at a,

and thus for providing water just at the door, (lit.

at the root of the feet). In this manner, by pour

ing water, the village is assigned as a charity

grant to the monastery, and the tank along with its

appurtenances, and whatever is on it, with the

creatures living therein, the revenue in grain or

gold, the defects” in its condition, and whatever

may grow in it spontaneously. The grant is ex

clusive of whatever may have been given to gods

or Brahmans before ; is not to be interfered with

by the officers of the king ; and is to last on the

principle of a hole” in the earth, as long as the moon,

ball of rice in the Bhikshu's bowl.

* To the list of expressions the senses of which are not

accurately known, given by Prof. Dowson, I might add

Hääiſqºſh H which occurs in several plates. I have

however translated it as in the text.
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sun, ocean, earth, rivers, and mountains endure.

Therefore, no one shall obstruct the reverend men

dicant priests in the act of ploughing the land,

causing it to be ploughed or assigning it over [to

some person], in virtue of this its condition

as an assignment to gods. All future kings, whe

ther of our race or others, bearing in mind that

power is transitory and humanity frail, and know

ing the good fruits ordinarily arising from grants

of land, should recognize this our grant and con

tinue it. It is said, &c. (the rest as in the transla

tion of the plate at page 16.) The prince Dhru

vasen a is executive officer here.

Engraved by Divirapati Skandabhata, the

son of D i v i r a pati V a tra (?) bh at ti, minister

for peace and war. S. 326, the fifth day of the dark

half of Māgha.

My own hand.

I’LATE II.

Transcript of the second half of another grant to a Buddhist Monastery, found in the ruins of

Valabhi.

HHHTā’īāāſīsāqāīrū’īqāſāſ Tºniſław: áſ-Taſ ...

...{{#if:{{{...HEI-Iſ...{t+=HT ...

...{{Aſsiſqqā-āºiſºri Tºſſ HT Hſiſſii (Hºnſ) qqāſq ... ...

#Rafigº fºſſa-HäRTHHſiºſigº iſãºſiº’s Tāāſāāſhā ...

Trºſºfi ſãºiſir Hääſ IFWHTT-IſāqātºāzīqīāHI’ſ HERT-I taugºſzäHää

**RTT qfzārūzā [?] (3-H [2] Th Tiriz ... ... ...

ää Tiſſºit......................................................&# 6.

| ||

I? I

|2|

|2|

|A|

|t|

|\s#§

Wiſłſº &c. [The rest as usual, a word or two only differing].

### [:] HIziſłążII: ſzſää iſºfºr

...........................# *z, *ſū &ll ... ... ... ...

*#if Hú.

Shri Shila . . . the great Māheshvara, whose

other name, procured for him by the enjoyment . . .

was Dharm āditya, commands persons in office or

holding commissions. . . . . great [and small] and

others. . . . . “Be it known to you, that for the in

crease of the religious merit of my mother and father,

I [have assigned a field named. . . . . on the north

ern side of the river, in the village of Raksha

ra-putra [?] in Pal a tir ol a h m a [?]; and

also a field. . . . in the village of Ud rap a dra ka,

to the assembly of the reverend mendicant priests

coining from the four quarters, and residing in the

|*|

... I hºl

monastery constructed by . . . . for [providing]

clothing, food, and [the means of) sleeping and sit

ting . . . . and for the purpose of [providing] fra

grant ointment, incense, flowers, oil for lamps for

the glorious Buddhas, and for the repairing of the

in onastery [lit. Putting aright the broken parts].

These fields are granted by pouring water, along

with their appurtenances, &c. &c.” [the rest as

usual].

The son Bhatt i di ty a -y a shah is execu

tive officer here. Written . . . . . 286 on the 6th

day of Vaishâkha vadya. My own hand.

MANDARA IIILL.

By BABU RASBIHARI BOSE, BANKA.

This hill stands in the midst of a large plain

near Baus it which was lately the head quarters

of a sub-division of the district of Bhāg a 1 pur

in Bihar. It is of granite and almost devoid of

vegetation except near the summit and on one

side where it is generally overgrown with low

jungle. The ascent has been rendered easy by

x: #ſºrrºſiſ —This expression Bhumichchhidra

myāya, which occurs in a great many copperplates, and which

no one has yet attempted to explan, may have some refer

ence to the circumstance that holes in the earth are not per

manent but are filled up in the course of time. That this

fact was often the subject of thought and remark is shown

by the story (in the Taitt. Sam. 11.5, and in the Bhāgavata

VI. 9 and other works) that Indra transferred the sin

he incurred by killing Vishvarūpa, the son of Tvash

tri–among other objects and persons—to the earth, and in

steps cut in the rock, which run up about two

thirds of the way ; but as the hill is upwards of

700 feet high, and is extremely steep and rugged

near the top, very few persons can reach the

summit without halting in the middle of the

journey.

This hill occupies a large place in the ancient

consideration of her having taken it, gave her a boon, that

all holes made in her would be filled up in time. The sense

of the sentence then is-that ‘a grant is to last as long as the

sun, the mºon, &c. shall endure on the principle of holes

in the earth (ny a ya means a principle cf. the T a kra

IS a und in ya and other n y á y a s) that is, as holes in

the earth are filled up in time and the earth is whole again

and so unchanged, so a grant should survive all revolutions

&c. and last unchanged for ever.

# It is on the east side of the river Chandan, 2) miles N. of

Bausi and 29 S. Bhagalpur in Lat, 24°50′ N, Long, si- 0. E.-Ed.
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mythology of the Hindus. It is even mention

ed in the accounts of the great deluge, when

V is h n u floated on the waters in a state of pro

found slumber. The Purānas state that a giant

of enormous stature then sprung from the secre

tions of his ears, and having advanced to destroy

Brahma, V is h n u, and S h i v a-the Hindu

Triad, who had been produced from other parts

of his body, V is h n u gave him battle and, after

a protracted struggle of ten thousand years'

duration, succeeded in cutting off his head : but

the giant's headless trunk having proved equally

powerful in the work of destruction, V is h n u

was obliged not only to pile M and a r a over it,

but to keep the hill pressed under his foot, that

it might not rise up again to destroy creation.

V is h m u is therefore supposed to be always

present in the hill under the title of Madhu -

stid an a so-called from M a dhu ka it a b a

the name of the giant thus killed.

The hill is also believed to be the one that

was used by the gods and Asurs in churning the

ocean. This, as recorded in the Mahābhārata,

was done partly to obtain the Amrita which

confers immortality, and partly to recover the

goddess of Fortune who, in obedience to the curse

of a sage, had forsaken heaven and descended

into the bosom of the sea. The great serpent

who supports the earth on his thousand heads

having, on that occasion, consented to act as a

string, M and a r a hill was selected as the only

churning-rod that was capable of withstanding

the mighty movement.* The learned are divided

as to this hill being identical with the gigantic

M and a r a that is compared in their books

with the fabulous Sum eru which supports the

heavens on its head, the earth on its navel, and

the nether world on its base, and round whose

sides the sun, moon, and stars roll in their ac

customed orbits. But the ignorant pilgrims who

annually flock to the hill entertain no doubt on

this point, especially when they behold with

wonder and awe the coil of the great serpent trac

ed round its enormous girth.

Having such memories associated with the

Hill, the great sanctity attached to it by the

Hindus need not excite wonder. But besides

being a place of pilgrimage, the hill possesses

great value in the eye of the antiquarian, abound

ing, as it does, in interesting ruins as well as in

* See a spirited rendering of this tale from the Mahābhārata

in Griffith's Specimens of Old Indian Poetry, pp. 35-40.-Ed.

+ It is written in the old Bengali character of the Tirhut type

and in the Sanskrit, language. The following is a translation

of it by Babu Rajendralala Mitra :-

natural and artificial curiosities. For a mile or

two around its base are to be seen numerous

tanks, several old buildings, some stone figures,

and a few large wells—which attest the remains

of a great city that has long since disappeared.

A common saying among the people in the

neighbourhood is, that this city contained fifty

two b az a r s and fifty-three streets besides

four times twenty-two tanks. Near the foot of

the hill, there is a building, now in ruins, which

has an immense number of square holes evidently

designed for lamps or Chirags. The tradition

runs that on the night of the Dewali festival,

there were a hundred thousand lighted Chiraſs

placed in these holes by the inhabitants of the

city, each householder being allowed to place

there only a single Chirag.

About a hundred yards from the above struc

ture may be observed a large building of stone,

which is generally ascribed to Rájá Chola. As

the Rājā is said to have flourished twenty-two

centuries ago, the building must be very old. It

is built without mortar, and the walls are made of

large stones laid upon one another. The roof,

which is composed of long and spacious marble

slabs, is supported upon huge stone beams 18

inches by 15, and the Veranda rests upon en

tire posts of the same material. The building

consists of a large hall in the centre, with an ad

joining veranda in front and six dark rooms on the

side—only lighted through small apertures in the

perforated windows, which are of various devices.

The rise of the city, like many other ancient

Hindu cities, is no doubt due to the sanctity at

tached to the place, or the great veneration felt

for Madhu stid an a on the Mandara, which

was not inferior to what is inspired by Krishna

at Math ur à, by Jagannāth at Puri, or by

Ráma at N a sik. It is said it subsequently be

came the capital of Rājā Chola. How or when the

city fell into ruins, it is difficult to say; but popular

tradition ascribes its destruction as well as that

of Madhusºidana's temple on the hill to K & 1 :-

pahār, who is charged, rightly or wrongly, with

the demolition of every sacred relic of Hindu

antiquity throughout the length and breath of

Hindustan. Not far from the building with the

square holes, previously mentioned, there is a

triumphal arch built of stone containing an in

scription in Sanskritt which seems to show that

“The well-disposed and auspicious Chhatrapati, son of the aus

picious Vasudeva, dedicated this pure and nºble place of victory
on earth for Shri Madhusºldana in the Shaka year 1521, when

the noble Brahmana Duhshasana was the officiating priest.

Shaka 1521.' [A. D. 1597.] Proceedings of the is tutic Society

of Bengal for November 1870, page 293, -
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the city was in existence 270 years ago; for

the inscription is dated in the Shak a year 1521,

and records the victory of one C h h a trap a ti

and the dedication of the arch to Madhu stid

an a. This victory evidently marks a series of

struggles between Hindu conservatism and Mu

hammadan fanaticism under which the city must

have been gradually depopulated. This must

have been the work of time, and could not have

been simultaneous with the demolition of

M. a d h us ti d an a ’s temple on the hill to

which K # 1 iſ p a h iſ r's invasion must have been

directed. It may be presumed that Ch ha

tra pati would hardly have thought of

dedicating the triumphal arch to Madhusti

dana for the purpose of swinging, had not

the city been in existence in his time. This

supposition finds corroboration in the well known

fact, that, after the destruction of the temple on the

hill, the image of Madh us tid an a was brought

down to the plains and located in a new temple

built near the arch. The present Zamindars of

Subbalpur, who claim to be descended from Chha

trapati, assert that the image was removed to

Bausi only when the city was wholly abandoned

by the inhabitants. The precise date of this de

population cannot be ascertained ; but it is

clear that though the Muhammadans under Kálá

pahár may have plundered the city when demo

lishing the temple on the hill, it continued to

flourish, though not in its former splendour, for

a considerable time afterwards. It is worthy of

notice that, according to immemorial custom,

the image of Madh us ti dana, continues to be

brought annually from Bausi to the foot of the

hill on the Pau sh-S ank r a n ti day for the

purpose of being swung on the triumphal arch

built by Chh a trap at i.

The removal of the image to Bausi has no

doubt lessened the sanctity of the hill in the

estimation of the Hindus; but on the above

mentioned day there is annually an immense

gathering of pilgrims, ranging from thirty to

forty thousand, who come from different parts of

the country to bathe in a tank at the foot of the

hill. The consequence is a large mela or fair

which lasts for fifteen days. The origin of the

fair is accounted for by the following legend:—

A Rājā of Kan chipur called Cholā was

affected with leprosy, a disease which, according

to the Hindus, visits only thosewho are especially

accursed of heaven. In accordance with this be

lief he paid visits to all the sacred shrines in

India but could nowhere find relief. At last

he came to the M and a ra. Happening to wash

his feet in the water of a spring at the foot of

the hili he was surprised to find his leprous ul

cers disappear. He next washed his hands with

the water, when lo! the disease disappeared from

them also. He then widened and deepened the

spring which was then called Manohar Kunda,

and named it Pá ph a r n i, or what cleanses men

from sin. In commemoration of the event he

instituted the mela or fair which was to take

place on the last day of Paush, because it was

on that day that he used the water of the spring

with such miraculous results.

It is also believed that Brahma spent millions

and millions of years on the top of this hill in

contemplation and prayers to the Supreme.

When it was at last over, he offered, according

to custom, a betel-nut and other things to the

burning pile, but the betel-nut came rolling down

the side of the hill and fell into the spring at its

base. Thus the waters of the Man oh a r - ku º –

da or Pá phar n i became especially sacred, and

had the merit of curing R iſ já Cholā of his lep

rosy. Dead bodies from the neighbourhood are

burnt on its banks, and the bones thrown into it,

as if its waters were as holy as those of the Ganges.

It is indeed cleared at the time of the fair, but

it is impossible for the water to be freed from

the stench arising from the putrefaction of the

half-burnt bodies that are seen floating on its sur

face throughout the rest of the year. In spite of

of this, the immense host of pilgrims on the day

of the fair bathe in it, in the hope of obtaining

salvation in a life to come. Women from the

most respectable families in the neighbourhood

come to perform their ablutions at night that

they may not be the objects of vulgar gaze.

As usual on such occasions, the pilgrims also

offer oblations to the manes of their deceased

ancestors. This is generally done at one of

the Ghâts which is deemed especially sacred

to the memory of Ráma. For this deified hero

is believed to have visited the hill during his

twelve years exile from Oudh, and performed

the funeral obsequies of D as a rath a his

father, at the Ghiſt which after him is called

D as a rath i.

After his miraculous cure, Rājā Chola is said

not only to have fixed his capital in the city near

the famous spring, but to have spent his immense

wealth in beautifying and adorning the hill with

marble figures, stone temples, spacious tanks,

and deep reservoirs. To him is also attributed

the pious fraud of tracing the coil of the great
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serpent round its sides, so as to induce the be

lief that the hill was used by the gods in churn

ing the ocean. This, as well as the steps cut in

the rock, must have cost enormous sums. But

an inscription at the side of the steps which

has lately been deciphered" seems to show that

they were the work of a Buddhist king named

U grab hair ava. It is however probable that

the inscription does not refer to the steps cut in

the rock, but, as supposed by the decipherer,t

commemorates the dedication of a statue. Though

there is at present no statue near the inscription,

there are still to be seen many Buddhist and

Hindu images lying here and there on the left

side of the steps, which have evidently been

transported from their original places and muti

lated and disfigured by Muhammadan bigotry.

There is also a Buddhist temple near the sum

mit of the hill which is held in great veneration

by people of the jaina. But even if the

honour of cutting the steps in the rock really

belongs to Ug r a b ha i r a va—as a Buddhist,

he could not have traced the coil of the great ser–

pent on the body of the hill in order to keep up

the memory of a Hindu superstition.

The steps do not go much higher than Sí tá

kun d a. This is the name of a beautiful oblong

tank, about 100 feet by 50, excavated in the

body of the rock, nearly 500 feet above the sur

rounding plain. Every hot spring in India is

known by the name of Sí ták und a, it being

supposed that S it à bathed in it after passing

through the fiery ordeal to which she was sub

jected by her husband with a view to test her

purity, and thereby imparted to its water the

heat which she had imbibed in the flaming pile.

But the water in the S it à k und a on the

Mandara is almost as cold as ice. Whether

there was formerly a hot spring, the heat of

which has become extinct, it is not easy to

say. The M and a r a Mahātmya, an old

Sanskrit work which gives an account of the

hill from a religious point of view, describes

several springs existing at the place which

appear to have been subsequently amalgamated

and converted into a tank by R & ja Chol 4.

That the S i t à k u n d a has undergone

extensive changes within the memory of man

is apparent from Col. Francklin's account of

it. For when he visited the hill in 1814,

there was a cascade or waterfall from the Sit #-

ku n d a to the Pá ph a r n i (which he calls Pou

phur).f. The passage of the cascade may still

be clearly traced a few yards from the steps

by the smooth surface, abrupt declivities, and

deep gorges left by it on that portion of the hill

where it fell. But at present the S it à ku m da, in

stead of overflowing, is scarcely full even during

the rains. The pilgrims who visit it are persuaded

to believe that it has derived its name from S it {

—who used to bathe in it during her stay in the

hill with her husband when banished from Oudh.

On thenorthern bank of the S it 4 kund a, stood

the templeofMad h us tid a na, said to have been

built by Rájá Cholé, now entirely in ruins. The

temple appears to have been pulled down, its stones

hurled down the sides of the hill to the plain,

and the image of Madh us ti d an a reduced to

dust by Muhammadan fanatics. But according

to the Brähmans, K iſ lä p a hár could not destroy

the image of Madh us tid ana, for it leaped into

the S it 4 k und a on his approach, and cutting a

subterranean passage, proceeded to the large tank

at Kajr ili near Bh ágalpur, where it remain

ed concealed for many years. At length Madhu

stid an a appeared to a Punda in a dream and

told him of the place of his concealment, whence

it was accordingly conveyed back to the Man

déra and located in a new temple at the foot of

the hill. But the Zamindars of Subbalpur, by

whose ancestors the new temple was built, affirm

that the image of Madhusudana, after its plunge

into the Sitakunda, went direct to P a ch it, and

thence appeared to one of their ancestors in a

dream, and that it was not till they had waited

in vain upon the Rájá of that place for recovery

of the image, that M ad h us tid a n a condes

cended to appear in the tank at Kajrá li.

. A few feet above the S it 4 kund a is another

spring which is called Shankha Kun d a from a

monster Shankha or oyster reposing beneath

its waters. The Shankha, to judge of its size

by the impression left on the bank, where it was

formerly kept, is about 3 feet by 1%. It is said to

be the same identical Shankh a that is designated

in the Mahābh ár at a as Panch ajanya–

whose sound used to fill the ranks of the enemy

with dismay. The Shankha Kund a is believ

ed to be very deep. It has been very irregularly

excavated, not presenting the appearance of any

symmetrical figure, but rather resembling the

shape of the oyster which is preserved in it; and

* Wide page 54, Tnote f.

f It is just to state that at the time of deciphering, he was not

aware that the inscription occurred near the side of the steps.

t Wide his Inquiry concerntng the Site of Ancient Palibothra.

Part II.-As Francklin's work is now scarce, his account is

appended in full.–Ed.
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at the surface it is hardly four times the size of

the oyster.

A perpendicular ridge of rock rises abruptly

from the Shank haku n da and stretches to

wards the north and east. On the north-west

cornerof this ridge, about five feet from the base,

is a small cave hewn out in the solid rock. It

is about four feet square and high enough to

allow a person to sit at his ease in it. It is just

like one of the rock-cut caves to be met with in

different parts of India, where Buddhist as

cetics used to retire for the purpose of contem

plation and prayer. But from an inscription on

a large cave in the neighbourhood, to be pre

sently noticed, it appears doubtful whether it

does not rather owe its origin to Hindu devotees.

Further north, about half way to the summit

of the ridge above mentioned, is situated a spring

named Aké s h g a fig ó, meaning the Gañg:

of the sky. The only approach to this is by a

wooden ladder about 15 feet high. The water,

which is contained in a cavity in the shape of a

cone, cut in the body of the rock, is only about

three feet deep, and is so transparent that the

smallest objects at the bottom appear distinctly.

This cavity, to which no rain-water can find ac

cess, fills itself as often as it is emptied, being

supplied from a source which no eye has ever

Seell. -

The following legend accounts for the exist

ence of the sacred G a fi g 4 at Mandara.

The M and a r a having been blessed by the

presence of all the principal deities, was anxious

to have Shiva also. With this object, it offered

prayer to the sage Nära d'a, who thereupon un

dertook a journey to Kail ís a for the purpose.

On his way he met an ascetic who, having propi

tiated Shiv a by his prayers, had just been pro

mised the sovereignty of B an à res. N &rad a

told him he was a fool to desire the sovereignty

of B an är es as long as Shiv a himselfwas there,

since the latter would be considered the real

Rújá and the ascetic only so in name. So under

the guise of friendship, N &rada advised him to

go back and ask Shiva to leave Banāres as long

as he reigned. The ascetic did so; and Shiva,

being unable to refuse the prayer of a devoted

votary,consented to leave Banāres; and as Ná

rada happened just then to prefer his own prayer,

towards the accomplishment of which he had

played so deep a game, the deity agreed to spend

the time on Mandara. He would not go however

unless he had the water of the Gamgá to drink,

in order to quench the irritating sensation occa

sioned by the poison in his throat. At N 3 r a

d a 's suggestion he went to Brahma, and hav

ing brought some water from his famous basin

in which the G a fig & is said to have taken its

birth, deposited it on M and a r a for his own

use.

On the left side of the A käs h g ang 4, is the

colossal figure of Madhu ka i tab a traced on

the rock. This, according to the Mandara Ma

hátmya, was done by R & m a during his residence

on the hill. About 15 feet below, is a vaulted

cave, cut into the body of a smaller ridge of

rock which rises like an inclined plane from near

the base of the perpendicular ridge before men

tioned. The chamber is about 15 feet by 10,

and, like the veranda of a bangala, gets higher as

it recedes from the entrance, owing to the incli

nation of the vaulted roof with which it is cover

ed. On this roof there is an inscription in large

letters which has not yet been deciphered. The

only approach to the cave is by a small door

which just enables a person to enter in a

sitting posture, but does not admit sufficient

light to perceive what it contains. The ascetic

residing on the hill, who has his cottage con

tiguous to the cave, however, assists pilgrims

with lamps to observe the representation of one of

the incarnations of W i s h n u—carved in stone—

on the middle of the floor. The image in the cen

tre, is that of Wish n u in the shape of the man

lion, its eyes almost glaring with unearthly lus

tre and its claws tearing into pieces the body of

a Titan thrown over his thigh, while a child

stands underneath with half-shut eyes trem

bling at the fearful scene. There are other fi

gures such as those of Lak s h m i, Sar as v at i,

R 4 m a, &c.; but the cave goes under the name

of the central image—to which it is principally

dedicated.

The following is the legend to which the cen

tral image alludes. There were two brothers

A sur as or Titans by birth who by the favour

of S h i v a, became very powerful and, expelling

the gods, usurped the throne of heaven. In the

pride of victory the elder brother, named Hira

ny akha, thought himself even equal to Vishnu

in power, and so sought him in the nether world

to give him battle, but was killed in the en

counter. The younger Hir any a k as hip a

therefore hated Vishnu so intensely that he

could not even bear to hear his name pro

nounced in his presence. But in course of time a

son was born to him, who became a devoted fol

lower of his antagonist, and who, forsaking the
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studies and pursuits suited to his age, began to

pray to Vishnu night and day. The king be

came highly incensed, and finding it impossible

to shake his son's belief, or make him forsake

his devotion, ordered him to be put to death.

But though Prahlāda, (for so the son was

named) was successively hurled to the earth

from the summit of a high hill, put upon a flam

ing pile, thrown into the sea with weights fas.

tened round his neck, and trampled under the

feet of an elephant, yet he escaped uninjured 7

The monarch then asked his son how he had

survived such fearful perils, to which Prahlāda

answered that Vishnu had preserved his life.

“But where is your Vishnu ?,” demanded the

king in a rage. “He is,” replied the son, “pre

sent everywhere.” “Is he present in that im

pervious and solid body,” asked Hiranyaka

ship a, pointing with his finger to a large crys

tal globe that stood before him. “Yes, father”

replied Prahlāda. “He must be there, since

He is omnipresent and nothing can exist with

out Him.” Scarcely were these words uttered

when Hir any a k as i pa’s scimitar descended

like a thunderbolt and broke the crystal into a

thousand fragments; but at the same instant, a

terrific figure, with the head and fore-claws of a

lion and under part of a man, issued out of the

broken crystal, and throwing H i r u n y a ka

sip a over his thigh, tore him into pieces. This

took place at the twilight. He was killed in this

manner, becauseby the blessing of Shiva,he was

not to die by the hands of god or demigod, of

man or beast, in the water or in the sky, during

the glare of day or during the shades of night.

The three caves above mentioned are situated

on the left of the S h an k h a ku m d a and on

the eastern bank of the S i t à ku m da, while

the way to the summit lies just over the right

margin of these two springs. Beyond S h a n

kh aku I) (la, it runs for a considerable distance

over a slightly inclined plane till it reaches the

base of a conical ridge of rock which leads to

the summit. By the side of this road, about

ten feet above the S h an k h a ku m (la, there is

an empty temple, now the abode of bats and

mice, in which Shiva is said to have resided

during his self-imposed exile from B an are s.

Probably the original image having been reduc

ed to dust by K & 1 & p a h 4 r, was not replaced

by another, owing at first to the frequent incur

sions of the Muhammadans, and afterwards

to the removal of M ad h us tid an a ’s image

to B a us i. - -

Far to the right, separated by a waterway

through which the rains falling on the summit

find their way to the foot of the hill, is the

temple of the Jain s already mentioned. From

Shiva's temple up to the base of the conical

ridge, there is nothing else to arrest the atten

tion. Thence to the summit, the ascent is very

difficult owing to the rugged and uneven rock,

loose and disjointed stones, abrupt precipices, and

thick jungle that obstruct the way. On the

highest summit of the hill, stands a very old

temple of stone, said to have been built by R 4 m a.

It contains only the footprints of V is h nu,

thereby indicating that he still holds the hill

over the headless giant, with the weight of the

universe embodied in his divine frame.

COL. FRANCRLIN’S ACCOUNT OF MANDARA HILL.

(From his “Inquiry concerning the Site of Ancient Palibothra,"Part II., pp. 13-26 and 72-78.)

(November 22, 1814.) Moved at 20 minutes past

7, quitted the Chandan, and proceeded on into

the interior, to visit Mandara hill E. by N., Chan

dan river W.......... Passed the village of Beliya,

which stands on elevated ground, the surrounding

scenery beautiful and fertile, the cottages of the

inhabitants very neatly and compactly built, in

patches detached from cach other : Mandara hill

N., passed several talaws (or large tanks of water):

Masudan Math, a Hindu place of worship, N. At 5

minutes past 9, reached the village of Bausi near

Mandara, at a spacious taláv with high banks.

Mandara hill N. Berbari hill S., Malido SE. Dis

tance 8 miles 5 furlongs.

(November 23.) Halted and visited Mandara

hill. The south side of tihs hill presents on the

approach to it a singular appearance, it consisting

of a range of five distinct hills rising one above the

other, till they are terminated by the summit of

Mandara, which is of an oval form, and very much

resembles the Gola at Patna ; the summit is sur

mounted by a stone math whither the idols that

are seen in the plain below, at a math of the

same name, are carried at the annual pujas, two

in each year, to be worshipped in the temple.

At the south foot of the hill is a spacious taláv,

called by the natives Pouphur [Pápharni], the

descent to which is by a stone staircase of seven

steps, each step being 14 feet in length by 13 in

breadth. Near this flight of steps are great quanti

ties of broken stones of different dimensions, muti

lated idols, fragments of pillars, and other ir
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regular masses. The circumference of the talav, as

measured by a perambulator, is 4 furlongs 40 yards.

Three sides of it are covered with trees and jungle;

the fourth embraces the south-eastern base of the

mountain, which is cut away in a sloping direction.

A stone channel or watercourse, formed from a

natural fissure in the rock, runs in a direction from

NW. to SE. along the centre of the hill, which

it divides into two parts. The sides of this channel

are very steep, and formed of hard black rock, having

a coal-like appearance resembling the crater of a

volcano ; the channel itself is deep and hollow. From

this channel, in the rainy season, a torrent of water

pours down, and is discharged into the tank in the

plain below. It is called by the natives Patalakan

dara, and perfectly answers to the description of

that place, as detailed by the learned Wilford

in the Asiatic Researches ; though he has applied

the circumstances to the neighbourhood of Rái

mahāl, and the Motijhorna, or pearl cascade at

that place.” -

The mountain Mandara, though in its general

features, barren and rugged, is yet occasionally inter

spersed with trees and jungle growing out of the

fissures on its rocky base and sides.

(Nov. 24). The ascent to Mandara is by a

winding road or staircase cut in the rock, with land

ing-places of rock at intervals. Near the first stair

case is a small stone image of the bull Nandi, not

badly executed : the head is broken. About 300

yards from the foot of the hill is a heap of ruins, ap

parently the remains of a small temple. Adjoining

to this the second staircase, consisting of 67 steps,

continues the ascent. All these stairs are excavat

ed from the rock, 3 feet 7 inches in length and 1

foot 8 inches in breadth. On the right hand of the

second flight is a colossal figure of Mahākāli cut

in the rock. The goddess is bestriding a demon,

whom she has subdued in combat ; she is armed

with a battle-axe in one hand and a sword in the

other, and has three faces and ten arms, with a

mála or necklace of human skulls. .

A short distance from this place, continuing the

ascent, you meet with a sight extremely beautiful :

a natural cascade, which issuing from the spring

called Sitá Kunda, flows over the black and rug

ged surface of the rock, and discharges itself into

the Patala Kandara, or channel below, from

whence it is conveyed to the taláv of “Pouphur,

at the foot of the mountain. From this place

you ascend the third range of stairs, being a

flight of 39 steps, and presently after, the fourth

which has 101 steps, and then a fifth of 35 steps:

the whole forming, as it were, a magnificent natu

ral ladder.

In our road up we observed many images and

fragments of stone lying scattered on each side

of the way, the latter appearing to be the

remains of small temples, to be visited by

the pilgrims in progressive ascent to that on the

summit. From the last landing place the Chir

Nala on the left bore E., the river Chandan on

the right W., the mountain Mandara being in

the centre between the two. From hence you pro

ceed up the sixth range of stairs 11 in number,

when, turning round a corner to the N. W., you

come to a beautiful enclosure of mango trees, and

behold the cistern called Sita Kunda, or well of

Sita, being a square enclosure faced on three sides

with large stones, the scarp of the rock forming the

fourth, and containing sweet and transparent water.

This water, issuing from apertures in the rock,

flows down the side of the mountain, and is finally

discharged into the talaw at the bottom, and from

the brightness of its appearance it may truly be

called a moti jhorna, or pearl-dropping spring.

Here the scenery is romantic and picturesque, the

green and flourishing trees forming a most remark

able contrast to the black and barren rock near

which they grow.

A short distance from Sitá Kunda is another

well or cistern, called “Sunkur' Kunda, of a trian

gular shape, cut between two parts of the rock,

which divides at this place. On the side of this

cistern future travellers may recognise a figure

of Shankha cut in the rock. Close to Shankha

Kunda commences the seventh series of stairs,

consisting of 23 steps, after passing which you

come to the well or cistern called Lakshman

Kunda, or well of Lakshman.t. This is situated

in a nook of the rock to the eastward; beyond

which, by an ascent of 37 steps, you are conducted

to the summit of the mountain and the Musudan

Math (or temple) dedicated to Mahādeva. The

Patal Kandara, or channel, so frequently men

tioned, runs along the north-west side of this

temple, and preserves the same features as at

the bottom of the mountain, viz. a deep rug

ged channel of coal-black rock, of volcanic

appearance. Here a magnificent prospect bursts

upon the view; the whole range of hills in the

Jangal Terai extending from S.E. to N.W.,

the Chandan river and its numerous arms or

malás, and the dark and impervious forests

stretching towards the south as far as the eye can

reach, altogether form a picture that at once contri

butes to warm the imagination and to elevate the

mind. Though we viewed the prospect to disad

vantage, the weather being hazy, yet the coup-d'oeil

made an impression on our minds that will not be

easily eradicated. Descending from the summit we

returned to Shankha Kunda, and from thence

proceeded to view some figures cut in the rock

on the north-west side of the hill ; their appear

anee was singular. After descending a range of

16 steps, we entered the rocky bed of a watercourse,

* See Asiatic Res. vol. W. t See note p. 53.
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extending along the side of the mountain, and pre

sently reached an assemblage of projecting rocks

that overhung us. In the centre of this assemblage

was a huge and hideous figure, or rather its head

only, for the body does not appear below the neck;

it is of larger dimensions than life, cut out of the

rock, which has been hollowed on both sides for

the purpose, and a flight of stone steps leads up to

it from the channel below. The native pandits

who inhabit the mountain, as likewise some

pandits whom we brought from the Masudan

Math in the plain below, informed me that the

figure was a demon, and was called in their Purā

mas by the name of Madhu Raksha. It is stated in

the Markandiya Purána, that this demon was pro

duced on the mountain Mandara from the ears of

the god Vishnu at the creation of the world, and

having shortly after his birth attempted the

life of Brahma, or the creating power, was,

together with another demon, punished for his

presumption, and driven from the world above

to the depths below. The figure now seen was

* The following are the names of the Kundas (or cisterns)

that adorn this singular mountain.—

1. Gambhira Kunda. 7. Akdsh Gangdi.

2. Kichera Kunda. 8. Kamala Kunda.

3. Huma Kunda. 9. Suraj Kunda.

4. Lukshman Kunda. 10. Nath Kunda.

5. Kali Kunda. 11. Shankha Kunda. -

6. Sita Kunda. 12. Pouphur [Papharni) Kund

f Extract from the Mandara Mahatmya, or Ercellencies

£ºJrom the Warāha Purána, or Legend of

the Fourth Incarnation of Vishnu.

After salutation and obeisance to Krishna it is asked by

Skanda, son of Mahadeva, “O Bhagawan, thou hast spoken

already of all things, of Tirtha (place of pilgrimage)

and Hari Tirtha, Banarasya Tirtha {{...i. ofº
tha, of Prayaga, and of Chakra Tirtha. I am now desirous

to learn from thee the nature and situation of Mandara:

relate this at full lººth, O chief of the Devatas, for thou

art worthy to relate it !”

Shri Maheswara, the divinity, replied, “O son, who art

acceptable, by this inquiry thou wilt gratify thy heart.

Know then that amongst the places of worship, Mandara is

the greatest in the world. It is the place of residence of

(various) holy persons of pure dispositions; of Lakshmi,

with eyes like the lotus and heart-attracting. This place is

the end or destruction of the malignant demon Madhu,

whose fall was celebrated with songs of joy from the holy

Vedas by all the Devatas, therefore noº of worship is

superior in sanctity to Mandara : Mandara covered with

beautiful flowers, the place where the Deratas reverence

the footstep of thee, O Vishnu / Where Brahma himself

was produced from the lotus, and where he paid worship

and adoration at the feet of Mahdidera and Vishnu. There

also dwells the goddess Devi, beautiful as the flower of the

lotus, and delicate as the plant thereof. Kapila Muni, after

reciting the praises of d. mountain, has here taken up

his abºde. Freely enquire thou of everything, O my son,

and ask thy desire. The praises of Vishnu are a thousand

fold. , Kapila Muni, sitting in the esteemed place, perform

ing his reverence to the asylum of the world (Vishnu), the

prince then says, “Q Bhagarán (Mahādeva), by strenuous

exertions, aided by those of my own family, I have subdued

the whole world, and brought its seven dirisions under

obedience. The works which I have performed would be

difficult to detail. Those deeds which I have made mani

fest are inscribed at the palace gate. Often have the

princes of my family, ...]". bright armour, destroyed

their enemies; they have punished the presumption of the

princes of the earth. Now I am growing old and infirm,

ºnd...am therefore desirous of worshipping th footsteps,

Q Vishnu . . From decay of myº I have i. that ac

tivity which I was wont to possess; my accustomed sense

cut to represent this occurrence, but by whom

I could not learn. Near the figure of the demon

is another large figure cut in the rock, called by the

natives Váman; it is connected with one of the

Hindu anatáras, or incarnations of the divinity,

which is named from the dwarf, whose form Wi

shnu had assumed. Another figure, lower down the

rock, is also to be seen, called Narasimha.

About 20 yards eastwards of Madhu Raksha

is an excavation in the rocks, forming one of the

Kundas or cisterns, which abound in this singu

lar mountain * : it is called Akásh Gangá (or

sky river). In it is a perpetual spring of clear

and sweet water, but of shallow depth. The natives

affirm that it is never dry, but that, if it be com

pletely emptied, it will fill again of itself : a curious

circumstance, if correct ; for the bed of the nearest

river must be at least a thousand feet from the place

where this cistern is found. The name is emphatic,

meaning in Sanskrit “sky river” Near this cistern

is a cave on the side of a rock, in which a faqir

[yogi] constantly resides.f

of hearing, as likewise my eye-sight, have failed me, and

neither wisdom nor understanding remain; my body is

wasted and my flesh and blood decay ! Acquaint me

therefore, O Brahman, in what manner I shall obtain relief

from these infirmities.”

Bhagarán replied, “Know, O Rajá, that there is a heart

attracting place of worship, where the wind blows with

violence on all sides; a temple as yet hidden from the view

of mankind. It is Mandara, the greatest in the world;

there Vishnu resides for ever : he who destroyed the well

known malignant demon Madhu. It was Bhagavān who

cast him under ground, and without difficulty placed the

mountain Mandara on his head, an everlasting burden'

Therefore, O Raja, is Vishnu the sovereign of all the

Decatas. Masudan Math is also well known; it is per

manent on its own mountain of Mandara : the sinner and

the sin shall find equal absolution at Mandara.

“Whoever, O Raja, shall in future visit Mandara with

reverence, that person shall be acceptable to the god, and be
absolved from his sins by the grace of Vishnu. In Jambuli.

wipa there are many places of worship. Bhagavan pene

trates everywhere: he resides in no particular place;

neither here in Mandara, nor in Koil, nor Prabhās, nor

Gaumati, nor Dwaraka, nor in Prayag, but everywhere. At

this place the spirit of Bhagavan was produced, where he

assumed the form of Rāma, the omnipotent in the house of

Dasaratha : here he released imprisoned souls from their

sins and slew the demons. Repair thither, O Rajá, for

thine own benefit.”

The Raja answered, “O Bhagavan, in what manner shall

I reside there 2 Relate this to me at length, thou who art

the protector of those who reverence thee.”

Bhagarán replied, “Mandara is conspicuous for a spaciosu

reservoir, situated at the foot of the mountain, wherein those

who bathe shall become united to Vishnu. ...The water flows
from the rock of holy quality, glittering like light derived

from one source... O Raja, that reservoir is manohar (heart

attracting). At that place, sinners who bathe therein, shall,
with their relatives and descendants, be absolved from sin

and sickness; fast therefore, O Raja for one day, and then

bathe, and be united to Vishnu. The act of ablution at this

place is equivalent to the Pacrifice of an Aswamedha yuga at

the place where Rama mourned his deceased father. Here

is, half way up the mountain, another reservoir, whose waters

litter like gold ; at sight of that water grief is dispelled

rom the heart. It flows from the mountains. Whenever

thou visitest this mountain, be thou abstemious in thy

soul, O. Raja, and bathe therein before the great guar

dian of mankind (Jagat guru), whose residence is on
the summit on the south side of the mountain. He

who shall yield up his soul at this place shall be

absolved from his sins; and he who shall voluntarily

relinquish the pleasures of this world, shall acquire

-
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At 11 A. M., reached our breakfast tent at the foot

of the mountain, highly pleased and gratified with

this day's work. It may be better imagined than

described what an appearance the collected waters

of these respective reservoirs, when overflowed at

the period of the solstitial rains, must present to the

view, traversing the sides of the mountain in all.

directions, flashing with a violence totally irresisti

ble, over the surface of the rocky declivities and

other parts, until their final discharge into the ‘ Pou

phur' and other receptacles in the plain below.”

Kamdhenu or the Parent Cow.—About a mile to the

east, on the skirts of the hill, stands the Kamdhenu

Math or pagoda, being a small square temple built

of stone with a roof of brick. The temple contains

the figure of Kamalhemu, or the parent cow of the

Hindus, well known in Sanskrit records to have

been one of the fourteen ratnas (or gems) produced

by the churning of the ocean in the white sea, in

which operation the mountain Mandara served as a

churning-staff.

The figure of the cow is in height 3 feet 4 inches;

in length, from the forehead to the tip of the tail,

6 feet 3 inches; in girth 5 feet. Round the hump

of the animal is a necklace of flowers by way of

ornament; two small calves, in stone, are taking

milk from the mother. The figure is cut out of a

solid block of light grey stone, and stands on a

pedestal; its execution, though proportionate in its

parts, is rude, and evidently of high antiquity. The

temple is now mouldering fast to ruin.

Near this temple is another in ruins, which con

sists of large blocks of stone: the emblem of Mahā

deva is to be seen in the remains of a small stone

chamber. The building is called Kamdhenu Nath,

and is connected with the worship of the other tem

ple. To a considerable extent around the mountain

are the remains of ruined temples, which in ancient

times, and during the splendour of the Hindu Go

vernment, must have greatly contributed to enhance

the beauty and amenity of the situation of Mandara

hill. The tradition prevalent asserts, that there was

a large city in the neighbourhood. East of the Math

Kamdhenu is a mutilated image of the goddess

Kali, of blue stone, near 7 feet in height. Though

the principal figure in the centre has been destroyed

by bigot hands, the head only remaining, several

of the figures of smaller dimensions on the sides

remain entire : some of them are well executed.

A thick forest encompasses the hill Mandara on

three sides : it is only accessible from the south

east. I conjecture its circumference to be about 4

miles, and its height from the base to the summit

1 mile 2 furlongs.

Near “Pouphur' taláv, a short distance up the

rock to the N.W., are several very large inscrip

tions cut in the rock, but in a character of which I

could procure no accountt...... There are other

inscriptions to be seen, both above and below, in

different parts of the mountain. I should suspect,

if they are ever deciphered, that they will be found

to relate to the worship of the temple called Masu

dan Math. The natives call them Devata Khat or

the character of the gods.

- a

NOTES ON THE GONDS MET WITH IN THE s.ATHPURA HILLS, CENTRAL

PROVINCES.

By MR. C. SCANLAN, ASSISTANTSURVEYOR.

THE S 4 th pur à s extend to a mean breadth

of about seventy miles. They are inhabited by the

G on d s and Kirk us, who are a shy, ignorant, and

very primitive race of men ; their predilection for

hilly and forest ridden tracts is so great, that I

think nothing could induce them to leave their

abodes. The Kirk u is a perfect Hindu, though he

indulges in fowls; while the G on d, who styles

himself a Hindu, is a hybrid between him and a

Musalman, for he appretiates his beef. The Gond

a true knowledge of the divine being. The Gandharras,

or heavenly choristers, then approaching, bathed there

in, near its seven fountains, an act superior to the triple

excellence jatra bhin gundmata [satajuna, tamaguna, and

Tajagunal. At this place, turning your face to the east

ward, bathe and worship Vishnu; at which act the three

worlds (tri loka) will rejoice, and every desire will be ful

filled. He who shall worship in this manner shall not re

turn to earth again. So commanded Vishnu. The Gan

dhart as then commenced a melodious concert, singing and

praising the deity. Then go, Q Raja and casting away

all cares and passions, repair to the quadrangular reservoir

| Lakshman Kund], beautiful as Lakshmi of divine form :

there fast thou for five days, since whoever bathes therein,

after bathing shall become courageous and worthy to assume

sovereign authority. Whilst traversing the sides of this

reservoir should he (the penitent) perceive Vishnu sitting on

his throne, grief shall then be dispelled from his heart.

Finally, O Raja whoever shall perform the funeral rites of

his deceased ancestors or relatives at this place, their souls

shall thereby be gratified for a hundred years.” |

* Of these Kundas the first six are on the sides and near

the summit of the hill, the others are below.

# The author here gives “a fac-simile on a smaller scale

than the original for the investigation of the learned.” Of

this inscription, Babu Rajendralala Mitra remarks, that

‘judging from its character and subject, he is satisfied that

it was a Buddhist record and commemorated the dedication

of a statue or a chaitya. The character is intermediate be

tween the Gupta and Kutila, and was inscribed probably

in the sixth century of the Christian era. The 5th letter of

the 3rd line was doubtful, so were the last two letters of the

last line, but he read the record as follows:–

Parambhattār

ka mahārajádhirā.

ja shri ugrabhai (?) ra.

vasya deyichaya (?) or deya dharmma.

“The highly venerated, the great king, the king of kings,

Shri Ugrabhairava dedicated this."—Proc. Asiat Soc. Ben.

Nov. 1870, pp. 294, 295.-Ed.
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claims his descent from a deity. It is said that

while a Rājput prince was once out hunting, he

espied a goddess perched on a rock enjoying the

wild scenery of the country. They became ena

moured of each other, and were blessed with a son.

From this man the G on dis are supposed to be de

scended, and since he claimed his origin from a

goddess and a Rājput prince, they style them

selves Raj-G on d s and G on d-T h a kurs. Both

the men and women, especially the latter, have

a peculiar cast of countenance, which is broad and

high-cheeked, with oblique eyes and a rather flat.

tish nose. They appear to be of a very lively dis

position, and are honest and well-behaved to us.

During the Holi festival, the women throw off all

reserve, and do not scruple to detain for bakshish

any one going through their villages or encamped

near them ; they will surround him and keep danc

ing and singing in a ring till their claims are com

plied with. On a moonlight night both men and

women assemble round their village fires and enjoy

themselves by discoursing music.

The B hum k as are the constituted priests of

the Gonds and Kirkus, and preside at all their reli

gious ceremonies. Each village has its Bhumka.

These men have their special Lares and Penates,

which are called the Bhum ka and Ph at a k D e

v a s—the latter being the gods they place in a road

over which visitors to shrines pass, and through

these tutelar deities, they levy a sort of black-mail

on all who go that way. The chief gods of

the people appear to be B a r a Deo, Maha

deo, Näräy and e o, M at à, and Khan da

r a o ; in fact, almost every hill-top has on it

the stone individuality of some one of their many

mythological powers. To them are offered up

the narial, khajur, sindur, pach-khaja, chandal,

incense, eggs, limes, and fowls. The last named

god plays a prominent part during the Holi festival.

He is to be seen in almost every village, represented

by a long red-coloured pole, which is driven verti

cally into the ground. A ladder leads to the top of

the pole, a few feet below which is a platform made

of bambu work, on which two men can take their

places. On the extremity of the pole is placed a

cross-piece which revolves round: to the ends of it

men and women allow themselves to be attached

and swung round—fanatics submitting to the hook.

This is what they call the G 3. l. At the foot of this

pole are placed stone or earthen images, which are call

ed Kham and Kham i, the former being the male,

the latter the female representation. As I said before,

it is during the Holi this god calls his votaries in

large numbers, when they bring their offerings, which

are alway cocks and hens—men presenting the for

mer and women the latter. The Bhum k a deca

pitates them ; the offerertakes the trunk and sprinkles

the posts and stones with the warm blood, when,

from a basket, little pieces of cake are broken and

put before the deities. On the G & 1 day each village

sends out its men and women in procession, the

men ahead beating their drums, and the women

behind singing—the former Iustily carolling totally

different airs. When they reach Khand a rāo

and his wife, the men sit down in a ring and keep

chaunting on, while the women form their usual

are of a circle and gyrate round the pole.

The birth ceremonies of the Gonds and Kirkus

are alike, both give a dinner; but in their death

ceremonies they differ. I can best draw the distinc

tion by describing each. The G on d s burn their

adults and bury their children. After a few days

they offer up to their memory a bull or cow, which

they place right over the threshold and knock over

with a blow from the blunt end of a hatchet. This

they call the Pat. The widows are not allowed to

marry without the consent of the P a tia, who is

the high priest of the B a r a de va, and one is

attached to every Got [gotra], which I shall here

after describe. The Patia, in technical language,

sells the widow for five rupees to the man seeking

her hand : in other words, five rupees are used in

the ceremony.

The Kirkus, like the Gonds, burn their adults and

bury their children. They offer goats and fowls to

their G at a-Peris—which are their Lares and are

made of wood—supposed representations of the de

ceased, who are thusincorporated into theirpolytheis

tic category. The ceremony itself is called Sido lior

Phuljh a ri. On the day appointed, friends are

invited, a great deal of eating, drinking, dancing,

and merry-making is gone through. From the

cross beam of the roof a thread is suspended, and its

lower end hangs directly over a small cup of brass

or clay, and to the upper end a finger-ring is at

tached so as to run down at the slightest oscillation ;

after a short time it begins to move and drops into

the receptacle below, with a clanging sound, then

the wandering spirit is supposed to have returned to

his former haunts, and ceases to molest any one:

for so long as his relations do not propitiate him,

the restless spirit, they say, will annoy them

—either sickness, want, or ravages by wild animals

on their cattle will keep afflicting them.

When Gonds marry, a dinner is given, and the

food consists of dal and kutki. The bride gets,

as a present, a cloth and a pair of anklets. When

a man makes his overtures and is accepted, if able,

he gives the bride's parents 9 rupees, 160 sers of

kutki, 40 sers dal, 160 sers kodo; if not able to

supply these, he makes terms of servitude for a

period of 5, 7 or 12 years, and though he may soon

get married afterwards, still he goes on working at

his father-in-law's house. This is called lam

jhana.

When among the Kirkus a marriage is settled

on, the asker gives a good supply of liquor to the

bride-elect's father ; this binds the contract. If he

cannot give 20 rupees or their value (if he be a

widower Rs. 40, or their equivalent), he is obliged
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also to do lamjhana. At the marriage, the

bridegroom gives the paternal aunt and the mother

of the bride a cloth each, and the paternal uncle a

pagri. Among both the Gonds and Kirkus, the

money is not given to defray the expenses of the

marriage cheer and paraphernalia of the bride but

for the marriage contract.

The Kirk us are divided into four chief divisions

of caste : The Bap cha, Ba oria, Rumba and

B on do i ,—the last being the highest. These

castes do not intermarry, eat, drink, nor smoke the

huká amongst themselves.

The G on dis divide into two sections, which call

themselves Raj-G on d s and Kh a to 1 a Wala

G on d s—the latter wearing the Brahmanical

thread or janvi across the shoulder. These two

divisions hold nothing common among them.

The Gots which I have alluded to above, I find

to be clans, something after the manner of those

among our Scottish brethren, and in no instance

is intermarriage permitted between men and women

of the same Got, but cousins are permitted to marry

each other. How this finds sanction I shall ex

plain : I shall instance a brother and sister of the

Wika G ot. The sister marries, say, a Dhurw a .

She accordingly becomes of the D hur w a clan,

while her brother, of course, still retains his

clanship; thus the sister's children being Dhur was

and the brother's Wik as, they can intermarry.

From this precise explanation it will at once be seen

that the marriage of two brothers' children is iu

terdicted, because they are of the same clan.

I was not successful in collecting the names of

many of the G on di Gots worth recording, but I

think I have got a good number of the Kirku

clans which are as follows:—Kasda, Bethe, Chuthar,

Maosi, Busum, Dharina, Sakoma, Ataker, Akhundi,

Tota, Bhendra, Tandil, Kolsa, Suvati, Selu, and

Atkom.

This year I met with no archaeological remains

which invited my attention ; there is only one

place which has its local tradition.

I have briefly attempted to enter into the chief

points of interest regarding these wild tribes, with

out detailing the many other minutiae which relate

to them, such as their dancing, their dress, their

villages, and many of their customs.-Report on

the Topographical Surveys for 1868-69.

EXPLANATION OF WEDIC WORDS.

BY PROF. TH. AUFRECHT.

(Translated from the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft Bd. XXIV.

pp. 205-6.)

I. N. 1 s h T U R.

Nish tūr is found in the Rigveda only in the

two forms n is ht ure and n is hit u ra h. The

pad a divides thus, nih-ture and nih-turah,

and thus it is regarded as compounded of tur and

the preposition n is. Roth takes this view, and

translates it, “He who has no conqueror (the un

vanquished one).” He forgets that this translation

yields no sense in VIII. 32, 27, and that no passage

occurs in the Veda, in which the root tar is com

bined with n is. In my opinion it should be resolv

ed into n i-stur, which I derive from n i star, to

strike to the ground, prosternere. In the former

passage nish tur is active, “felling to the ground";

in the latter, passive," to fall to the ground.” VIII.

32, 27.

“To the mighty conqueror, to the unvanquished

victor cries

Your god-suggested hymn.”

VIII. 66, 2.—

“Then spake to him Çavasi : the deadly hater, the

cloud-son

My child, these cast to ground do thou.”

This interpretation receives confirmation also

from a n is h trita in VIII. 33, 9.—

“The gallant, never-vanquished hero, fearlessly

equipped for fight,

Hears Indra gladly the singer's call, no longer

tarrying he draws nigh to us.”

Also from the use of ni star, II. 11, 20.—

Asyā suvānāsya mandinas tritāsya ny àrbudam

vávridháno astah |

“Arbuda, the enemy of this lavish, joyous Trita,

he violently strikes down.” VII. 18,11.—

ékam chayé vinºatim cha gravasyā vaikarnáyor

jānān rājā ny àstah |

“As the king from desire for fame slew one and

twenty men of the two Waikarna.”

2. A q va B U D H y A.

This word occurs three times, and indeed only in

the first Ash taka. Roth translates it, “notable

on account of horses—distinguished," and Benfey,

“recognisable by horses.” This interpretation, in

which budhya is derived from the root bud h,

is unsatisfactory both etymologically and with

reference to the sense. Etymologically, because the

analogous formations brahim a cháry a, p fºr bhi

dy a , p r a k film Ó dya, bra h m Ó dya, bra h

m a v š'd y a, man tra ºr út y a , a dim as ādya,

talp as ā dya, r a jas ti y a, devah iſ ya, and

others, have the accent on the last portion. As re

gards the sense, because in 92, 7 the distinction

between a vab udhya and go agra is un

mistakable. The true account of the matter is, that
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budhya is either directly a corruption from

bud h nya or it comes from a form bu dha—no

longer extant, but corresponding in meaning

to the word bu d'h n a. A vab udhya means

“grounded (established) on horses depending on

horses.” I. 92, 7.-

prajávato nriváto dºvabudhyān āsho

góagrán tipa mási väjän

“Aurora, bestow upon us, together with posterity

and sons, possessions which shall have their founda

tion in horses, and their summit in cows.” Agra

and budhna are also opposed to each other in

III. 55, 7, X. 111, 8, 135, 6 and Agni in I. 96,6,

is called the foundation of all property and the

procurer of treasures. In I, 92, 8 we have—

tishastām aºyám yagásam suvīram

dásápravargam rayim éºvabudhyam |

“O Dawn, may I attain to the glorious prospe

rity which is accompanied by excellent sons and

numerous slaves, and is supported on horses.”

I. 121, 14.—

prá no väjän rathyö 4ºvabudhyān

ishé yandhi ºrávase singitāyai |

“Give us possessions accompanied with chariots,

supported on horses, for power and renown and

delight.”

REVIEWS.

THE DASARATHA JATAKA, being the Buddhist

Story of King RAMA. The original Pāli text, &c.

by W. FAUSBöLL. Copenhagen : 1871. 48 pp. 8vo.

Prof. Weber's essay Uber das Rá māyana,

published about a year and a half ago, proved almost

beyond doubt that the well known Indian epic,

the Rāmāyana, is based on a Buddhist legend,

and drawn up in its present form, not more than

1600 years ago, chiefly under Greek influences.

This result of his researches must have startled

many, and though the argument is supported by

vast learning and copious quotations, it must be a

great satisfaction to all interested in Indian liter

ature to see the authentic text critically edited and

translated by so wellknown a scholar as Dr. Fausböll.

The original Rám a-saga forms one of the nu

merous Játak a stories which Buddha is said to

have related in illustration of his doctrine, and

which get their name from the events related

having occurred during former existences of Bud

dha. In this case Buddha had existed as Rāma.

Among the Játak as are to be found most of the

legends we meet with in Sanskrit literature, and

even tales which exist in the Sanskrit Panch a

tan tra; the value of the collection is thus very

great, and especially because these tales here occur

in a much older and less corrupt form than can be

found elsewhere.

This Buddhist Ráma-saga forms a striking con

trast to the complicated and perverted version of the

Rāmāyan a with its supernatural trumpery. Dasa

ratha is here said to have had three children,

Rāma, Lakkhana, and Sít à by his first, and a

son Bhārata by a second wife. By intrigues in

in favour of Bhārata, the second wife gets Ráma

banished for twelve years. His brother and sister

attend him and serve him dutifully. In the ninth

year D as a rath a dies, and Bhārata, refusing to

profit by his mother's wickedness, goes in search of

Rāma, and tells him thenews of his father's death.

The philosophic Rám a displays the apathetic dis

position assigned to him in the Rāmāy an a, but

breaks the news gently to Lakkhan a and Sit 4

who give way to grief. Bhar at a asks Rām a the

cause of his indifference, and is answered by some

Gathas, which are evidently intended to be sung

to a simple accompaniment, and thus to relieve the

monotony of the prose recital for a popular audi

ence. One cannot help comparing the Jātakas to

the Arabic romances of 'Antar, &c., which may be

still heard in Cairo and Algiers, and which, like

the Jātakas, are essentially popular as opposed to

the exclusive spirit of the general literature. The

most striking, perhaps, are—

3. “What cannot be preserved

by man, even if much bewailed.

for such a thing's sake why should the in

telligent (and) wise (man)

distress himself.”

5. “As ripe fruits

always are in danger of falling,

So born mortals

always (are) tending to death.”

6. “In the evening someare not seen (any more),

(although) in the morningmany were seen ;

(and) in the morning some are not seen,

(although) in the evening many were seen.”

7. “If by lamenting

The fool, who (only) injures himself,

gains anything,<-

let the wise (man) do the same too.”

8. “ (But) he (only) becomes lean (and) sallow,

(while) injuring his own self,

(and) the dead are not saved,

lamentation (therefore) is of no avail,” &c."

Lakkh an a tries to persuade Rám a to return

as king; he, however, refuses to do so before the end

of the twelve years, and sends his straw shoes which

are placed on the throne, and by their striking to

gether the ministers knew when injustice was done.

At the end of the twelfth year, he returns, is thron

ed as king, and makes his sister his queen. The

statement that S it 4 was at once R 4 m a' s sister

* Compare Yajnvalkyasmriti, iii. 8–11, where similar 94thds occur.
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and wife is a striking proof of the authenticity of

of the Buddhist Săga, and agrees entirely with the

results of recent research regarding primitive

marriage.

It is thus evident that the Rāmāyan a consists of

an original saga as above, with the addition of a

mythological fiction chiefly consisting of the rape

of S it a and war with R & van a. As the paltry

results of the euémerist interpreters are based on

the last part, they deserve but little attention ; if

the original saga has any historical basis, the addi

tions are certainly recent and spurious. It is much

to be regretted that Orientalists habitually content

themselves with a far lower standard of historical

evidence, than their fellow-students who occupy

themselves with Classical and European antiquities.

Few in the East have got beyond the long exploded

euêmerism, and they have not spared the two

Indian epics. To extract history out of them at

present, when the texts and recensions have not been

critically edited, is at least premature, even though

the inferences were legitimate in method ; but

recourse to a vicious system is inexcusable when

means are at hand, such as Professor Weber's

essay and the work now noticed, by which the

historical development of the Saga may be studied.

Though Professor Weber has been able to fix

pretty nearly the oldest date for the redaction of

the Rāmāyana, it is by no means so easy to say

how late this may have occurred.

The story of Rāma is told in a number of works, of

which Professor Weberhas noticed several(p. 53ffg):

but in every case, it is the Rāmāy an a version.

The Kathá-sar it - Ságara (12th cent.)and the per

haps still older Brihatka thé of Kshemendra

evidently copy the Rām é y an a with the Utta

rak and a. The Tamil Rāmāy an a of Kampan,

assigned to the 11th cent. by Dr. Caldwell (Compa

rative Grammar, p. 88) is divided precisely like the

Sanskrit poem. The story must, therefore, have been

thus told before the 10th cent. but the remark in

the Katak a commentary (the oldest we now pos

sess, but which is certainly by no means an old work)

that “the nectar of the tirth a of the Râmây an a

has been made muddy by the dust of unsuitable

comments"—proves that a difference of text was

early noticed. The author of this, being a Telugu,

cannot be put earlier than the 11th century. He

follows the usual Southern text,” but does not in

clude the Uttar a k in d a. The number of verses

he puts at 24,000. It is remarkable that there is no

allusion to R 4 m a in Hiouen-Thsang, except

the name Rá ma-gr 4 m a be held to refer to the

hero of the saga.

Dr. Fausböll has added an admirable critical

commentary, to justify his renderings of the many

difficulties in the text. To his remarks (on p. 25)

regarding lanch a, it may be added that this is

probably a Dravidian word ; it is current every

where in the South of India with the meaning of

tribe.

Short as Professor Weber's essay and Dr. Fausböll's

D as a rath a-Játaka are, it would be difficult to

mention two more important contributions to a cri

tical study of Sanskrit literature since 1861, when

Professor Goldstücker's P4 n in i appeared.

A. BURNELL.

THE SAPTAshATI or CHAND1 PATH, being a portion of

the Márkandeya Purán, translated into Gujarati from

the English Version of Kavali Venkat Rámaswämi

Pandit. 78 pp. sm. 16mo. Bombay : 1871.

THE Sapta Shati is held in great esteem by the

devotees of Kāli, and was translated into English

and published at Calcutta in 1823. From this ver

sion it has now been rendered into Gujarati by a

Parsi–Merwanji Nushirwanji Wādia, who does not

seem to be aware of the Gujarati poetical version

made long ago by the famous Ranchodji Diwān of

Junágadh.

THE ASIATIC SOCIETIES.

“Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1870-71.”

This part of the Journal contains:–1, A paper “On

methods of taking impressions of Inscriptions,” by

T. W. Rhys Davids, C. C. S.; 2, A Prose Translation

of the Introductory Stanzas of the ‘Kusa Jātaka’

by Lionel F. Lee, C. C. S., 3, Notes on a Sannas,

by the same. This Sannas, the writer says, is a

copper-plate 15 by 4 inches, with an ornamental

border of silver, having the sun and moon in

the margin on one side and the royal sign Shri

between them, and on the other side the figures

of the lion and leopard. Among the interpretations

assigned to the leopard “the most remarkable

seems to be that the figure stands for the word

diwi, signifying ‘life' as well as ‘leopard.' The

interpretation then of the four figures would be “as

long as the sun and moon endures, and as long as

life remains to the Royal Lion race.' The Shri or

royal sign, is of gold, and so are portions of the

other figures.” The translation runs thus :-

“The commandissued from the grandeur and light

of divine knowledge and benevolence of our most ex

cellent, most gracious, and most high lord, anointed

king of all men. “Whereas Vijiasundara Rájá Ka

runayaka Herat Mudiyannehé has from his earli

est youth remained most true and faithful to the

most high royal family, and has also contracted

• The South Indian MSS, agree with one another far more than those from other partsof India, and differ but little from Schlegel's text'
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an auspicious marriage in obedience to our royal in

structions, with the view of perpetuating hereafter

the Kshatriya caste, of which the line has remain

ed unbroken since we established our sovereign

ty over men at Shriwardanapura, formerly Senkada

Sila, the most prosperous and wealthy of all cities;

and whereas Vijiyasundara Rájakarunayaka Herat

Mudiyannehé is descended from the "Brahman Shri

Wánea Chandraya, who was a descendant from the

Brahmans summoned from Dambadiva by the King

Dapuhessenam, and was afterwards called by his ma

jesty Bhuwanéka Bahu who reigned at Dambadéniya,

after having built the temple of Vishnu at Alut-newara,

and removed there the divine image from the city of

the gods, and was appointed Basnayaka Nilama of the

Mahá-dewala, as instructed by Vishnu in a dream,

after having received a grant of land and a she-ele

phant and various offices of state, together with lands

at Lewuke, and having married a lady of the family

of Widagama Terunnánse—a favourite of the great

and victorious Shri-Prákama-Báhu on account of his

faithful services, and the recipient of many emolu

ments and offices, lived at Lewuke to be (here follon,

the names of the lands and their boundaries) possessed

by Mudyannehé and his children and grand-children

from generation to generation free of all taxes and tolls.

‘This copper sannas was granted in the Shaka year

1665, in the month Medindina on the fifth Wednesday

after the full moon, Mars being in the ascendant.”

Next follow—4, “Notes on the Geological ori

gin of South Western Ceylon, together with its

relation to the rest of the Island,” by Hugh Nevill,

Esq., F. Z. S.; 5, “Inscription at Waeligami Viháre :

text, translation, and notes,” by T. W. Rhys Davids,

C.C. S. At Wasligama—the half way village be

tween Galle and Mátara, there are two Viháres :

“one called Agra Bhodi—a fine Viháre on the top

of a hill, whose founder is unknown, and which has

a Galsannas of very modern date ; the other is

called Waeligama Gane Viháre aud is on the plain.

There is a very ancient Bó-tree and large Dahgoba

at this place, but for a Viháre only a small modern

building, corresponding to the wording of the

sannas, which speaks only of a Sakmana or covered

corridor for priests to walk in-corresponding to

the ancient colonnades. From this Sakmana is

derived the name of the village of Hakmana. The

inscription is on a stone built into the wall round

the dahgoba, and is translated by Mr. Davids as

follows :-

“In the sixth year of the revered Lord Emperor

Siri Sangabo Siri Bhuwanaika Báhu,” the minister

named Kalu Parákarama having given wages to the

workmen, and having given in perpetuation the four

gifts to the two priests who reside economizing in this

(cloister) common to the priesthood; and also

—in order that the gifts might be given for a day to

the reverend priesthood coming from the four direc

tions—(having given) ten amunas sowing extent of

paddy-field which he had bought and a fruit-bearing

* It is uncertain “which Bhauwanaika Bahu this was :

but judging from the form of the letters it must be either

the sixth, who came to the throne, according to Turnour, in

cocoa-nut garden, and ten slaves and a yoke of oxen,

and round torches and go blets with spouts, and a row

of lamp-stands (for illumination) and palanquins,

doli-kunan) and leather, and cushions, and mat

tresses, and cloths woven with silk and hemp to

spread over (seats for guests), and tubs and iron basins

together with other things of this kind proper for the

priesthood . . it is proper for all good men who

in the future shall be, to maintain without dispute

this cloister (Sakma na) or wiháre, improved by the

king's family, which (cloister) has been made to add

merit to the revered king Bhuwanaika Báhu who

brought me up, and (thus) to obtain the bliss (mok

sha) of release in heaven.”

6, “Dondra inscription No. I, Text, Translation

and Notes,” by the same. This inscription was on

an upright slap of granite resembling a gravestone,

and standing under the cocoanut palms on the sea

shore at Dondra. It was removed by Mr. Davids

to a place of safety. The translation records the

grant of lands “in Náwadunne (now Naot

tunne) and Pátegama, and the produce of Bat

gama, where the Atupatto Arachchi made the dam,”

that it might continue for ever as the places “now

included in the Parawāsara” (now Parawehera) to

the Nagarisa Nila (Vishnu) temple in Dondra, by

Siri Sangabo Siri Vijaya Båhu in the Shaka year

1432.”

7, “On the second species of Zosterops inhabit

ing Ceylon,” by W. W. Legge, Hon. Sec.; 8, “Further

notes on the Ornithology of Ceylon,” by the same ;

9, “On various Birds of the Western Province,” by the

same; 10, “On the Origin of the Shri-Páda or Sacred

Foot-print on the summit of Adam's Peak,” by W.

Skeen, Esq. This is an elaborate paper of fifty pages

11, “The Romanized Text of the first five chap

ters of the Bālāvatāra, a Pali Grammar, with trans

lation and explanatory notes,” by L. L. Lee, C.C.S ;

12, “Specimens of Sinhalese Proverbs, " by Louis

de Zoysa, Mudaliyar. These are one hundred in

number, from which we may give as specimens :

“Like the mad -woman's basket of herbs,'—an ill

assorted mixture; ‘Cannot drink as it is hot, and

cannot throw away as it is Kanji'—an unpleasant

dilemma ; ‘The idle man has divine (prophetic,)

eyes'—forbodes and magnifies difficulties no one else

sees; ‘He murders saints but drinks water after

straining'—straining out a gnat and swallowing a

camel; “When the deer trespasses on his fleld, he

comes home and beats the deer's skin'—not able to

punish the real offender he vents his anger on the

inoffensive ; ‘ One pats on the head to pluck out

the eyes'—flatters to injure ; ‘If the dog bite your

leg would you bite his 2’ ‘The rat who was re

turning home drunk with toddy, said, if I meet a

cat, I will tear him to pieces;’ “If one personates

a dog he must go where he is whistled for * * Like

placing a ladder to the jumping monkey’; ‘Even

1464, but according to Buduguna lankara (quoted in Alwis's

Sidat Sangārāwa pp. 92,200) in 1469 –or the seventh, who

came to the throne in 1534, and was shot by accident by

a Portuguese sportsman.”
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when a dancer misses his step, it is a sommersault';

‘Why feel with your finger the bag that you will

have to open 2'

13, “Translations of certain Documents, Fami

ly and Historical, found in the possession of the

descendants of M. Nanclars de Lanerolle, French

Envoy to the Court of Kandi" contributed by

L. Ludovici, Esq. These documents are :-(1)

an account of the French embassy to the Court

of Kandi in 1685 and some particulars of the

De Lanerolles Ceylon—translated from the Sin

halese ; (2) Extracts of a Resolution passed in the

Council of Ceylon on the 24th September 1765,

granting sustenance to the descendants of Laisne

de Nanclars de la Nerolle, followed by a most

amusingly sarcastic endorsement by the late Mr.

O'Grady, Government Agent of Galle, on a petition

presented by one of the Lanerolles (a police Vidahn

at Kattaluwa) applying for the rank of Mohan

diram ; (3) A letter from Holland giving an ac

count of the siege of Vienna in 1683; (4) Letter

from John Sobieski, King of Poland, to the Queen

informing her of his victory; (5) The muster roll of

the Turkish Army ; (6) The spoil of the Turks

carried into Vienna; and (7) a letter relating to

trade in Amsterdam. These last five were proba

bly intercepted at Trinkomali on their way to the

Dutch Governor at Colombo by the emissaries of

Raja Sinha, and, translated into Sinhalese for his

information.

Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society.

THE OLD SANSKRIT NUMERALS.

At the monthly meeting of the Bombay B. R. Asia

tic Society, held Thursday, 11th January, Prof. Ram

krishna Gopal Bhandarkar, M.A. presented a Devanā

gari transcript of a Valabhi copperplate grant," with a

paper of considerable length on the reading of the

ancient Indian numerals. The following is an abstract

of his remarks :-

In this copperplate, put into his hands, he said,

by Mr. Burgess, the date is given in figures thus—

ºG5
The first figure in this was formerly understood to

signify 300 in all cases; but Mr. Thomas found varia

tions in the form and number of the side strokes,

whence he inferred that the value of the symbol was

in some way modified by them.t The exact signifi

cation of these was given by Dr. Bhau Daji, t—

who has pointed out that this symbol without the

right hand strokes represents 100; with one stroke,

it signifies 200 ; and with two, 300. His conclusions

are based chiefly on the numerals found in the Nāsik

cave inscriptions. He (Mr. Bhandarkar) had examined

Mr. West's copies of these, Š and was convinced of the

truth of thisopinion, which is also confirmed by the

numerals on the Surāshtran coins. And in thefac-simile

of one of Dr. Burn's Gurjara plates, given by Prof.

Dowson," in which the date 385 is given in words as

well as figures, the first symbol has a loop at the lower

end similar to that in the present plate. For thesereasons

the first figure in the present case stands for 300.

Now, as to the value of the second figure :—We

know the symbols for 10, 40, 80, and 90. Dr. Bhau

Daji quotes an inscription from Kárlén in which

a symbol somewhat resembling the second in this plate

is given with its value in words as “twenty’; and

it occurs twice in the Nāsik inscription No. 25.”

which is considered to be a deed of sale, executed at the

orders of Gotamiputra in some year represented by

this and another symbol. In another inscription (No.

26), in which Gotamiputra's exploits are enumerat

ed, his wife assigns the cave in which it occurs for the

use of religious mendicants in the 19th year of Padu

mayi. And as these events took place shortly after

each other, the symbol most probably stands for 20.

The same figure occurs on a coin of Vishva Sáh, the

15th king in Mr. Newton's list,f while the second figur

on his other coins we know represents 10, the whole

date being 217,-the other symbol, therefore, must

stand for 20. The last figure in this grant resembles

our modern é = 6, and that has generally been consi

dered its value.” The date of the present grant is

therefore 326. -

This grant is by Dhar a sena IV., the great grand

son of Dhar as en a II. ; but the figured date

*

7.2%
on the copper plate of this latter monarch as deciphered
by Mr. Wathen, was considered by Prinsept and Mr.

Thomast as equal to 300+ some undetermined qua"

tity, and the Rev. P. Anderson thinks it to be 330. ś Dr.

Bhau Daji! has given five dates from Valabhi plates,

but none of them resembles the date in any of the three

known grants, though one, which somewhat resembles

that on Mr. Wathen's plate, is interpreted by him as

332, while in another paper," he assigns to Dhar*

sena II. the dates 322 and 326. If, then, the date in

the present case is correctly interpreted, these reading”

would make Dhar a sena IV. to have reigned four *

sic years before his greatgrandfather, or in the same yº"

or only four years after him. But on examining Mr.

Wathen's plate in the Bombay Asiatic Society”

Museum, it is found that the figure representing hu".
dreds has only one side stroke. ** It thus appears that

the first figure in the grant of Dhara sen a II: *

presents 200. Now the same minister Sk and * :

bhata executed thegrant of Dharase n a IV. "

- * tººlmie and translation of this grant has been given at

pp. 12-17.

t Jour. R. Asiat. Soc., Vol. XII., pp. 35, Note 1.

f Jour. Bom. B. R. As. Soc. Wol. VIII., pp. 225-231.

§ Ib., Vol. VII., pp. 37-52. | Ib., Vol. VII., pp. 27-28.

* Jour. R. As. Soc. N. S., Vol. I. p. 247.

**Conf. Jour. Bomb. B. R. As. Soc., Vol.V., p. 46 ; and Vol. VII.

p. 228, where the second occurrence of the same symbol appears

to have escaped Dr. Bhau's attention, though he remarks the

second symbol as 4.

+ Jour. Bom. B. R. As. Soc., vol. VII., p. 28, and Mr. Thom”

Jour. R. As. Soc., Vol. XII., p. 59. -

• jour. B. B. R. Assoc, vol. viii. p. 229, under' cave No. *

f Jour. As, Soc. Beng., Vol. VII., p. 349.

t Jour. R. As. Soc., Vol. XII., p. 5, Note.

§ Jour. Bom. B. R. As. Soc., Vol. III., p. 216.

| Ib., Vol. VIII., p. 230. * Ib.,Vol. VIII., p. 245.

** Jour. As. Soc. Beng., Wol. WII., p. 349.
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the present one ; and we now know the values

of the symbols for 10, 20, 40, 80, and 90. The

second figure in Mr. Wathen's plate which resembles

none of these, must then be 30, 50, 60, or 70, and,

as the last figure in it consist.ng of two simple

strokes clearly represents 2, the most probable date

would be 272—giving a value of 70 to the second sym

bol. A tenure of 54 years would not be too long for a

single holder of a hereditary office. The symbol too

bears a sufficient resemblance, making allowance for

the difference of age, to that for 70 in Rudra

Dama's Girnar inscription, in which the date 72 is

given in words and figures.”

Mr. Wathen's second plate, in the Museum of the

Bombay Society, resembles Dr. Burn's No. 4: the

grantor in both cases is the same—S h i lá d it y a II.,

the third king after Dhar as en a IV. and the date

in bothf is the same, viz.-

T &
The first figure is equal to 300, and the second symbol

has generally been taken for 70—a value just assigned

to a different one. Now the minister who prepared

Shi lád it ya’s deed was Mad an a Hala, the

son of Sk and a b hat a: but there is probably

no instance in history of a father and son holding

an office for 104 years, which period the date 376

here would place between Dhar a sena II, and

Shi là di tya II. ; and the only tens now avail

able for the symbol are 30, 50, and 60. Now 30 would

limit the duration of three reigns to ten years ; 60

would give too long a period to Skandabhata's son ;

but if not, the dates on the Sãh coins support the in

terpretation of the symbol as 50 rather than 60. For

after Rudra Sá h, the 12th in Mr. Newton's list,t

reigned his two sons W i s h va S in ha and A tri

Dáma, then W is h va Sá h the son of Atri D ima,

and, afteran interval, Rudra Sáh's third son, Ash a

Dáma. One of Rudra Sáh's coins is dated 197, one

of Atri Dáma's 214, one of Wishva Sáh's 227, and one

of Asha Dáma's a date, the second symbol in which is

the one under consideration. The value of 30 has been

rejected on other grounds; 50 ranks next in probability,

asö0would render Asha Dáma's reign too longand make

him live at least 33 years after his second brother,

The date on Mr. Wathen's 2nd plate and of Dr. Burn's

thus appears to be 356. The conclusions here drawn

are—that AJ stands for 50, and for 70 ; that

the date of the grant of Dhar as en a II. discovered

by Mr. Wathen is 272; of Dhar as en a IV, 326; and

of Shiláditya II. is 356. The interval between Dhara

sena II, and Shi lád it ya II. is thus 84 years, and

there is no impossibility in the circumstance of a

"Jour. Beng. As Soc., Vol. VII., p. 334 lith. ; Jour. Bom. B. R. As. Soc., Vol. I., p. 149, lith. 4; and Vol. VII., p. 118, lith.

f Jour. Beng. As. Soc., Wol. VII., p. 849.

father and son holding between them the office of

minister to all the kings for 84 years.

Mr. Thomas and Dr. Bhau Dáji think the aera used

in these dates is the Shaka, and we find the words

Shaka-Kāla used in those records of the period

in which the aera is specified; and the name Shaka

nripa-kāla and the very existence of such an epoch

show that there was a great king from whom it

originated and who belonged to a tribe known as

S h a kas. Now from cave inscriptions and coins,

it appears that Gujarāt and a great part of Mahārāshtra

were for about three centuries governed by kings calling

themselves K s h a trap a s—a name of foreign origin,

and the same as the Persian word S a trap. The

earliest known of these is N i hâp a na, the K s h a

trap a of a king named Kshah a rāta, and another

was called Chash t a na—all three names of foreign

origin, as is also the name S 4 h of the Satrap dynasty of

Surāshtra. Nâ h a p an a, or his sovereign, or whoever

conquered this part of the country, and established the

dynasty, must have been the Shaka king with whom the

aera originated. And U S h a v a data, the son-in-law

of Nāhāpana, is called a S h a ka in one of the Nāsik

inscriptions.S. When the Satraps were superseded by

the Walabhis in Surāshtra, the same aera must have

continued in use. From what has taken place in later

times, after the Marathas succeeded the Muhammadans,

we should also expect to find the Walabhis and the

Chālukyas using the aera of the Satraps whom they

succeeded—especially when they had no other.

And if we refer the V a lab h i dates to the aera of

the Shaka king, we arrive at an intelligible starting

point for the V a lab h i aera itself, ascertained by Col.

Tod to have commenced in 319 A.D. If the date 272 of

the grant of Dharasen a II. be referred to the Shaka

kāla it corresponds to 350 A.D., and shows that he was

reigning in the 31st year of the family aera. Now

Bh a tär ka and his first son did not assume the

title of king, but were called Sen ap at is or ‘com

manders of forces.' Dr on a-s in h a the second

son is the first to whom the title of Mahārāja

is given in Mr. Wathen's first plate, and he is

spoken of as having been crowned by “the only

sovereign of the whole world'—whoever he may

have been. The independence of the Walabhi kings

therefore dates from this event. Dr on a-sin ha also

must have received the title of Mahārāja some years

after he succeeded his brother; and therefore 31 years

is a sufficiently long period for a portion of the reign

of Drona-sinha and the reigns of his two brothers

and Guhas ena.

The conclusions then are, that the date of the

grant of Dharasena II. discovered by Mr. Wathen is

272 Shaka, or 350 A.D., that of the present grant is

326 Shaka, or 404 A.D., and that of those of Shil

āditya II. is 356 Shaka or 434 A.D.

t Jour. Bom. B. R. A. Soc., Wol. VII, p. 28.

§ No. 14, Jour. Bom. B. R. A. Soc., Vol. VII., p. 52.
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THE HILL TRIBES OF THE NORTH-EAST

FRONTIER,

It will not be out of place perhaps to give some account

of the various wild tribes that inhabit our North-East

frontiers, regarding whom very little is known by many.

We will commence with the tribes occupying North Kachar

and the hills round Munipur. This tract, which lies

wholly within the watershed of the Brahmaputra on its

left bank, is bounded on the North, East, and West by

large branches of that river, and on the South by the

Barél, a ramifiation of the great mountain chain which

stretches from Asām to Cape Negrais. The whole coun

try is one vast jungle of bamboos, called Muli or Tola

with a few patches of cultivated ground, on which some

of the tribes temporarily establish their villages. The

Barél has several enormously high peaks, the summits of

which are cloud-capped, and through the gorges of the

whole range a strong southerly wind generally blows over

North Kachar. In the lower ranges and the valleys, dense

fogs and mists are common, and there is a general dampness

throughout the year. The consequence of this is that

malaria, breeding the most deadly epidemics, makes them

the most insalubrious places in India. The jungle through

out the country abounds with apes, buffaloes, elephants,

tigers, bears, leopards, and hyaenas; there are snakes in

infinite variety, and leeches, gnats, and flies, in swarms.

In North Kachar, there are several wild tribes, but

they are all supposed to be the branches of the prin

cipal ones called Cacharis, Kukis, Luhupas, Mikirs,

and Nagas. It is, however, a curious fact that several of

the smaller tribes, or clans, not only differ from each other

in manners and customs, but also in language. In the

valleys of the Brahmaputra alone, there are no less than

twenty different clans, each speaking a dialect unintelligi

ble to the others, as among the wild tribes of Africa. The

Kacharis differ little from the Asamese not only in appear

ance and customs, but also in dress and ornamentation,

except in remote parts where both are rude and scanty. The

Kukis are subdivided into two classes, the Old and the

New. The Old Kukis, physically the most powerful in

Kachar, dress decently, and affect a modesty unknown to

the other tribes. They are very fond of ornaments, and

wear rings, bracelets, armlets, necklaces, and ear-rings in

great numbers. Instead of boring the ears, they, in common

with two or three clans of the New Kukis, cut off a piece

of flesh in a circular form from the lower lobe, and insert into

the hole thus made an elastic shave of bamboo, so as to

form a powerful spring acting equally on all sides of the

hole, which is thus gradually enlarged until it is made to

reach enormous dimensions,—the outer flesh and skin of the

lobe being sufficiently stretched out to admit of a brass or

silver ring four or five inches in circumference. The ear is

also turned round so as to make the ear-ring lie at right

angles to the side of the head, and both through the ear and

the ring, are hung other ornaments. Among the Old Ku

kis, marriage is as much a religious as a civil rite. The

Ghalim or headman of the village must be present, and in

the presence of the congregation he blesses the young cou

ple, who stand with a foot each upon'a large stone in the centre

of the village. The custom of entering into bondage

in the house of the parents of the bride before marriage, is

also prevalent among them as among the New Kukis.

Courtship is well understood and delicate y managed. When

wooing has gone on for some time, the lover sends a friend

to the parents of the damsel with a stoup of liquor ; if they

quaff it, the omen is favourable ; if they decline, the senti

mental lover must give up all hope and seek his bride else

where, a fact which demonstrates that parental authority

is a natural law, as distinctly defined and understood among

these savages as amongst the most civilized nations. It is

superfluous to state that early marriage is unknown among

the wild tribes. Old Kukis have a long list of deities,

many of whom are malignant. The feeling against the

gods is intense; they are mere objects of terror, and if the

savages could only get a chance, they would most likely

betake themselves to beating the gods. New Kukis are

a short sturdy race, the women more squat even than the

men, but strong and lusty. The face as broad as it is long ;

the cheek bones high, broad, and prominent; the eyes small

and almond-shaped ; and the nose short and flat, with wide

nostrils. New Kukis differ slightly in manners from the

Old Kukis. Their marriage costs the poorest two or three

years of bondage, or about thirty rupees in gifts. There

is a solemn marriage ceremony preceded by feasting and

games, especially among the rich. The parties, clothed

in their best, both drink from a stoup of liquor, that

being the common mode among these tribes of pledging

truth and fidelity. A stoup is presented to the couple by

the thempu or priest, who mutters over them some words

in an unknown tongue, and ties round the bride's neck two

small threads of cotton, and one round that of the bride

groom. The threads are allowed to wear out, and are never

replaced. After the threads are put on, the thempu pre

sents the happy pair with a small comb each, again mutters

something in the unknown tongue, and the marriage is com

plete. A New Kuki can put away his wife though she

be faultless, but in such a case, she is allowed to take away

all his property, except his drinking vessel and the cloth

round his waist. Wives, however, are generally the slaves

of their husbands, and may be sold or pawned at the will of

the latter. A husband will even sometimes sell or pawn his

wife to purchase a trifle. This practice extends to all the

North-Eastern Tribes, even among the Manipuris, As

amese, and Maghs. New Kukis believe in a future state

The dead amongst them are supposed to assume their forms

again, and continue their lives in a land lying to the North;

there the good men of the tribes are said to congregate, and

it is their heaven. The leading joys in it are those of war

and the chase, and in which rice grows without cultivation,

and the jungles abound in game. In this particular, the

New Kukis much resemble the North American Indians.

The practice of burial prevails in all countries where

the belief of the resurrection is entertained. Among the

New Kukis, Buthen is the Supreme Deity, the author

of the universe. His wife is named Nangi, and his son

Thila. Thila's wife is named Gamu, and she has the

power of causing slight distempers, such as headache,

toothache, &c. As their system of medicine is closely connect

ed with their theology, the physician is generally the priest,

whose business it is to offer sacrifices in addition to adminis

tering medicine. The Luhupas, who reside near Mani

pur, are not very savage. They are of superior stature to

the tribes around them. They shave off their hair on both

sides of the head, leaving a ridge on the top like that of a

helmet. In war, they wear a head-dress like that of the

Tangkuls, and as ornaments, tresses of women are allowed

to dangle on all sides. They use unusually long spears, in

wielding which they are very expert, being with these and

shields more than a match for all the neighbouring tribes

with their spears, bows, and poisoned arrows. The name of

the Luhupas spreads terror even into the far Burmese ter

ritories. In other respects, they nearly resemble the Mikirs

and the Munipuris. The Mikirs wear moustaches, and

have a peculiar dress. It is a sack put on like ashirt, con

sisting of two pieces of cotton cloth, each about three feet

long by one and a half broad, dyed with red stripes

and fringed at both ends, sewed together like a bag

with holes for the head and arms. They look upon

marriage as a matter purely of civil contract, unconnect
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ed with any religious rite, a feast to all the villagers being

the chief part of the ceremony. The Nagas, so called from

the phrase naga or naked, are a lazy and savage race.

They go almost undressed, their sole covering being a small

piece of cloth tied round the waist. They load themselves,

however, with ornaments made mostly of brass wire, shells,

or cowries. An armlet which they wear is peculiar to them

though it has now been adopted also by the Kukis. It is

a brass rod twisted some eight or ten times in the shape of a

wire-spring, and fitting tightly on to the flesh between the

shoulder and the elbow. They all wear ear-rings of brass

wire, and their chief weapon is the spear. They have a

great many deities, one of whom is blind, and he is system

atically cheated by his worshippers. He is worshipped at

cross-roads, where the Nagas place large baskets with small

offerings in them, trusting that he judges of the quantity

of the contents from the largeness of the receptacles. It is

supposed that the population of the hills in North Kachar

has accumulated from the successive waves, from the north

side, of fugitive Tatars; and from the south and west sides

from similar waves, of the inhabitants of Chitagong and

Tipera, and the plains of India, giving place to conquerors,

and retreating into the hills and jungles before them. They

would appear to be either of pure Tatar origin, or an inter

mixture of Tatar and Malay. Such are the hill tribes of

North Kachar and the Barél.—Bengal Times, Dec. 30.

THE MINES OF MEWAR.

SoME twenty miles from Udepur, towards the south,

you enter the beautiful Valley of Jowara, more famed for its

mineral wealth than for its natural beauty. Yet, in truth,

rarely does one see a more magnificent vale than this. In

the rains a foaming river roars past a ruined town, temples

of hoar antiquity, and many a spot hallowed by associa

tions of past heroism and glory. Here it was that the noble

Pratāp Singh, the saviour of his country, paused awhile

to recruit his strength, ere he made a burst upon the foe,

which was as unexpected as it was irresistible; and, as the

result, to plant the new standard of his race in the new

capital—the beautiful city of Udepur. Around Jowara,

hills, clothed with verdure, rise to a great height on every

side ; and the eye is attracted by a picturesque fort, temple,

or cenotaph on almost every prominent elevation. Yet,

though there are so many indications of a large population,

life is wanting ; for Jowara was deserted when the fortunes

of the country fell. At the south corner of the valley

stands a temple dedicated to a Devi, a goddess (so her

votaries say) of wonderful power; but some are found to

own that they have their doubts as to her being present in

this particular shrine in these days of degeneracy and dis

sipation. The high priest is there, than whom it would be

difficult to find one of more clerical cut. But he, with

doleful countenance, because of glory departed, will assure

you, in trembling accents, that the goddess has withdrawn

her patronage from the caste of miners, hence they have

forgotten their business. Be this true or not, the miners no

longer exist—probably enough because they fled when the

war-cry of the Maratha invader re-echoed through the

land. There remains inJowara a temple which is well worth

examination. The dome of the anti-chamber is of considera

ble beauty, and the carving is in wonderful preservation,

although the building is close upon three hundred years old.

But this is not the oldest temple. At the north-east

of the valley stands a temple older than this by a hundred

years, and it, too, though standing amid the ruins of

the town, is in a good state of preservation. Râmnáth

and Bhairavnáth occupy the most prominent positions

whilst Hanuman, Ráma's monkey-general, is placed in

front, in a posture of adoration. A noble tank, surround

ed by smaller shrines, spreads out in front of the

principal entrance. All around lie ruins of temples and

houses. The walls of the latter must have been constructed

of the earthen pots used by the smelters, and the slag re

maining after the ore had been extracted.

But let us to the mines, which may yet be again laid

under contribution by the rulers of Mewar. Giant heaps

of refuse point the road to the principal of them. The path

leads through the thickest and most beautiful jungle, over

rivulets, through defiles, through thickets which electrify

the botanist, and dense jungle which afford the huntsman

true earnest that royal game is well within reach of

his rifle. The mines themselves are mere clefts in

the solid rock—apparently natural, yet doubtless, super

ficial. In some places, attempts at regular work appear

to have been made ; but, as a rule, the miners were

contented with boring only far enough into the hill

to obtain ore without trouble, never venturing where the

natural solidity of the stone would not suffice for the support

of the rock above. Weins of almost pure lead ramify through

the primitive rock; whilst beautifully coloured ores of the

mineral sparkle overhead. Silver is obtained in small

quantities, whilst gold has been found, it is said, on several

occasions. A very short time sufficed to find numerous

valuable specimens; no doubt more extended research would

have shown that these mines could be worked with profit.

A hundred years ago, in 1760, Jowara alone poured two

lakhs of rupees into the Maharāna's treasury. About the

beginning of this century an attempt was made to re-work

these mines; but it failed—it may have been from an

imperfect knowledge of the science of mining, or from the

fear that increase of wealth would attract the spoiler from

the plains. Such a feeling still exists. When these mines

were visited, with a view to obtaining some little material

for this letter, they had not been visited by any native for

five or six years, although the hill is almost entirely per

forated. There the tiger had its lair, and the panther its

habitation. Towards the south there are smaller mines,

which are better known.

A steep and rugged path winds up the great hill

overlooking the Temple of Kali, crosses a wall of

stone of enormous thickness, and finally is lost in

a plain which is surrounded by a girdle of other hills,

wherein are dug the mines. Traces of walls are to be

found all round, and ruins of forts on every promi

ment spur. It was here that Pratāp Singh held out

when driven from his capital, and here he lived with those

trusty followers who still preferred patriotism to ease, un

til the dawn of better days. Aided they were by the trusty

Bhills, lords of the Passes and Monarchs of the Wood. In

these caves there were preserved, for generations, the rings

and bolts to which the cradles of Pratāp Singh's children

had been attached ; and even now, the inhabitants of the

village on this elevated plain speak of their being there

still. Shafts and mines are innumerable. There are traces

of steps, walls, and outlets for water which show that more

attention had been paid to the working—probably because

the ore was not so abundant. Perhaps Pratāp himself open

ed the mines when in exile here. However that may be,

the extensive ruins show that he must have had a large host

with him.

The highest point on the hill commands a magnificent view

of the country for many miles around; but more magnificent

and grander far is the view from the summit of the Hill of

Prasād—ten miles farther south. To the north-west and

south stretch ranges upon ranges of “everlasting hills.”

Dungarpur, the capital of the Aharia Prince of Dungarpur,

the head of the eldest branch of the royal race of Mewar,

is distinctly visible. Salumbra can also be seen, the chief

town of the descendant of the elder son of a former Rana,
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who gave away his birthright to a younger, and, as yet

unborn brother, to please an imbecile father. You can also

see Chawand, another home of Pratāp. The paiace on the

mount at Debar, and many an ancient place, seem to lie at

one's feet when he stands on the peak of Prasād. Dense

jungle clothes hill and dale, and affords shelter to many a

wild beast and shade to thousands of cattle—the property

of the valiant Bhill, whose hand is against every man, and

against whom all are prepared to fight; for this hardy

mountaineer levies rakwali, or black mall, upon all who

pass through his territory, and who are unable to protect

themselves—a difficult matter, seeing that the Bhill's war

cry will bring an armed man from behind every bush

and rock :—

“Wild as the scream of the curlew,

From crag to crag the signal fiew—

Instant, thro' copse and heath, arose.

Bonnets. and spears and bended bows;

On right, on left, above, below,

Sprung up at once the lurking foe.”

Not sooner sprang the kilted clansman into view at the

whistle of Roderick Dhu than answers the Bhil to his

brother's call.

At Jowara we lived in temples, the delicate tracery of

whose ornamentation would afford a model for more than

one architect.—Times of India, Jan.

DISCOVERY OF FORGOTTEN RECORDS.

A cuRIOUs discovery of neglected and forgotten

Records has lately been made by the Commissioner

of the Bardwan Division, and, singularly enough,

the treasure has been unearthed in a collectorate,

the records of which had already been searched by

Dr. Hunter. While inspecting the Collector's office,

Mr. Buckland found a number of old English manu

script books lying in an open rack in the clark's

room, where they had been exposed for an un

known period to the ravages of time and white-ants,

and undisturbed by any previous explorer, having

by some accident been left out of the treasury

almirahs. Among these, the most neglected, have

been found what are probably the oldest records

of Birbhum ; for Mr. Keating is mentioned in

the “Rural Annals” as the first Collector of that

district whose records survived, and here we have

the correspondence of Messrs. Foley and Sherburne,

the former of whom was Collector in November

1786, two years before Mr. Keating, and the latter

in April 1787. Indeed, the correspondence contains

a complete account of the eighteen months' admi

nistration of the latter officer, and furnishes a clue

to the cause of his removal and subsequent trial.

The letters of Mr. Foley's time are chiefly between

that officer and the Board of Revenue. One of

them is remarkable as presenting an early existence

of recourse to the sale of land for arrears of revenue,

and showing that the step was most reluctantly

taken. In 1787 wild elephants were so numerous

in Birbhum that the whole district was in danger of

being overrun by them ; and shikaris were sent

from Silhet and Chittagong to aid in their cap

ture.—Englishman.

QUERIES.

Mode of Dating in Orissa.

2. IN Orissa, it is the custom in all Zemindary ac

counts, receipts, leases, and other documents to

denote the month by the sign of the Zodiac, instead

of by the familiar names of asterisms used by the

whole Aryan race in India. Thus—

Baisakh is called..... àw... Mesha. Aries.

Jesht .................. #T ... Wrisha. Taurus.

Ashārh ............... #44. Mithuna Gemini.

Shraban ............... 3,353ſ. Kakada. Cancer.

Bhādrab ............... fäg... Sinha. Leo.

Asin..................... 3.74ſ... Kanya. Virgo.

Kártik.................. H+... Tula. Libra.

Márgsir (Agrahan).. ſhe'ſ... Bichhá. Scorpio.

Paush (Pās.)......... WH. ... Dhanu. Sagittarius.

----- JTFU...Makara. Capricornus.

Phágun ...............5* .. Kumbha. Aquarius.

Chaitra ............... #TT ... Mina. Pisces.

I should be glad to know if this curious custom

prevails in any other part of India. The singular

thing is that the months are lunar, although thus

indicated by solar names. Weber, in a valuable

essay on the Vedic Nakshatras, reprinted from the

Journal of the Berlin Scientific Society, points out

the existence of several systems of names for the

months, which I have hitherto believed to be obso

lete. It may be, however, that some of them are

still preserved in remote corners of India. Chand,

in one of his earlier chapters, speaks of the month

of Sahas (858), which I believe to be Kārtik. As

I am writing from camp I cannot give the reference

either to Chand or Weber.

Balasore, January 15th, 1872.

JOHN BEAMES.

Clearing Inscriptions.

3. In deciphering inscriptions on stone tablets, my

efforts have often been completely frustrated by a

practice that the natives have of smearing the

stones with oil. The oil forms a cake on the stones,

often a quarter of an inch thick, thus obliterating

all traces of the writing underneath.

Can you or any of your readers inform me of any

application by means of which the oil may be suc

cessfully removed without any risk of injury to the

inscribed tablet 2

25th January 1872. F.

All oils and oxidized oils may be removed by

Benzine, and were the crust nothing more, that

solvent would answer ; but no doubt contact of

lime, red-lead, &c. has converted it almost into a

mineral incrustation, and the best plan would be to

apply carefully either concentrated acetic or nitric

acid—having first ascertained that the stone will

not be acted on by these. Constant application of

a mixture of turpentine and benzine is very good

for searching out and removing traces of oil. But

if the stone could be kept for some time in a hot

solution of washing soda or pearl ashes, it would

take out almost anything. D. S. K.
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SKETCHES OF MATHURA.

By F. S. GROWSE, M.A., B.C.S.

I.--THE BRAJ MANDAL.

HE modern district of M at hur à is in its

form the result of political exigencies, and

consists of two tracts of country which have little

or nothing in common beyond the name which

unites them. Its outline is that of a carpen

ter's square, of which the two parallelograms

are nearly equal in extent, the upper one lying

due north and south, and the other at right

angles to it, stretching eastward below. The

head-quarters of the local administration are

situated on the line of junction, and are there

fore more accessible from the border district of

A ligarh and the independent state of B ha

r at pur than from the greater part of their

own territory. Yet the position is the most

central that could be determined in an area of

such eccentric outline.

The eastern parallelogram, comprising the

parganas of Jal e s ar,” S 'a d a b a d,t and half

of M a hå-b a n, is a fair specimen of the ordi

nary character of the Do a b. Its luxuriant

crops and fine orchards indicate the fertility of

the soil, and render the landscape not unpleas

ing to the eye; but, though far the most

valuable part of the district for the purposes of

the farmer and the economist, it possesses few

historical associations to detain the antiquary.

On the other hand, the western parallelogram,

though comparatively poor in natural products,

is rich in mythological legend, and contains a

series of the master-pieces of Hindu architec

ture. Its still greater wealth in earlier times

is attested by the one solitary specimen which

has survived the torrent of Muhammadan bar

barism. Yet widely as the two tracts of coun

try differ in character, there is reason to believe

that their first union dates from a very remote

period. The Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang,

who visited India in the seventh century after

Christ, describes the circumference of the king

dom of Math ur à as 5,000 li, i. e. 950 miles,

taking the Chinese li as almost ; of an English

* Ja 1 e s ar, a slight modification of the original form

J aſ es' war, “Lord of water,” is very appropriate to the

position of the town, which stands between two branches of

the river Sarsa, on an artificial hill formed by excavation

of the surrounding country. Hence in the rains it is often

a complete island. The fort, which rises from its centre, is

locally said to date from the time of Kutb-ud-din (which

should probably be corrected to Ala-ud-din), and to have

been founded by the Ráná of Chitor, (the then capital of

Mewar,) who, being vanquished by the Muhammadans in his

mile. The soil, he says, was rich and fertile,

and specially adapted to the cultivation of grain

and cotton, while the mango trees were so

abundant that they formed complete forests.

The fruit was of two varieties; the smaller

kind turning yellow as it ripened, the larger re

maining always green. From this description it

would appear that the then kingdom of M a

t hur à extended east of the capital along the

Do a b in the direction of Main puri, for

there the mango flourishes most luxuriantly and

almost every village boasts a fine grove, where

as in western M at hur à it will not grow at all,

except under the most careful treatment. In

support of this inference it may be observed

that, notwithstanding the number of monasteries

and stüpas mentioned by the Buddhist pilgrims

as existing in the kingdom of M at hur à, no

traces of any such buildings have been discover

ed in the western half of the modern district,

except in the immediate neighbourhood of the

capital. In M a in puri, on the contrary, and

more especially on the side where it touches

M at hur à , fragments of Buddhist sculpture

may be seen lying in heaps in almost every vil

lage. In all probability the territory of M a -

th ur à, at the time of Hwen Thsang's visit,

included not only the eastern half of the modern

district, but also some small part of Agra, and

the whole of the S h i koh a b a d and Must a -

fă b a d parganäs of Main puri; while the

remainder of the present Main puri district

formed a portion of the kingdom of S a n k is a,

which extended to the borders of K an auj.

But all local recollection of this exceptional

period has absolutely perished, and the mutilat

ed effigies of Buddha and Mayå are replaced on

their pedestals, and adored as Brahma and Devi by

the ignorantvillagers, whose forefathers, afterlong

struggles, had triumphed in their overthrow.

It is only the western half of modern M a

thur à , considered as the birth-place and abid

own country, fled into these parts across the Jamunā near

Mahá-ban, routed Saiyid Ibrāhim, the local Governor, in a

pitched battle, and took possession of the town. The tomb
of Saiyid Ibrāhim, who fell on the field, is still shown and

venerated as a sacred shrine, an annual fair called ‘the

urs mela being celebrated at it in the month of Shabán.

+ S'ad & b & d was founded by an eminent historical char

acter, S'adullah Khán, the able minister of the Emperor

Sháhjahán. He died in 1655 A. D.

-
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ing home of Vaishnava Hinduism, that forms

the subject of the present papers. It is about

42 miles in length, with an average breadth of

30 miles, and is intersected throughout by

the river Jamunā.

the stream are the parganas of Kosi " and

Chh a tâ,t so named after their principal towns,

with the home pargana below them to the

south ; and on the left bank the united parganas of

No h-jhil; and Mā tS with half the pargana

of M a h a b an as far east as the town of B al

de va. This extent of country is almost abso

lutely identical with the Braj-m and a l of

Hindu topography, the circuit of 84 kos" in the

neighbourhood of Goku l and B r in dá-ban,

where the divine brothers Krishna and Balaram

grazed their herds. On the west a low range

of sandstone hills forms a barrier between Eng

lish territory and the independent state of

B h a rat pur; and one of the twelve sacred

woods, viz., Kä m b a n, is beyond the border.

To a very recent period almost the whole of this

large area was pasture and woodland, and to the

present day many of the villages are environed

by broad belts of trees variously designated as

ghaná, jhāţi, rakhyā, ban, or khandi. These tracts

are often of considerable extent; thus the Ko

kila-b an at Great B at h a n covers 723 acres;

the r a k h y á at Kām a r | more than 1000,

On the right bank of

and in the contiguous villages of P is a yo” and

Kar he la f the rakhyā and kadamb-khandi

together amount to nearly as much. The year

of the great famine Samvat 1894, that is, 1838

A. D., is invariably given as the date when the

land began to be largely reclaimed ; the im

mediate cause being the number of new roads

then opened out for the purpose of affording

employment to the starving population. Al

most every spot is traditionally connected with

some event in the life of Krishna or of his my

thical mistress Radha, sometimes to the pre

judice of an earlier divinity. Thus two pro

minent peaks in the B h a rat pur range are

crowned with the villages of N a n d g a ſi w

and B a r s an a, of which, the former is vene

rated as the home of Krishna's foster-father

Nanda, and the latter as the residence of

Rādhā’s parents Brikhabhān and Kirat.: Both

legends are now as implicitly credited as the

fact that Krishna was born at M at hur à ;

while in reality the name N and g a fi w, the

sole foundation for the belief, is an ingenious

substitution for Nandish war, a title of Mahā

deva, and B a r s an a is a corruption of Brahma

sdnu, the hill of Brahma. Only the Girir à j

at Gobardhan was according to the original

distribution, dedicated to Vishnu, the second

person of the trimurti, who is now recognised

* Kosi is a populous and thriving municipal town on

the high road to IDelhi, with the largest cattle market in

that part of the cºuntry. The name is said to be a corrup

tion of K us as th a li; though it may be surmised to have

rather some connection with the sacred grove of Kotban

which is close by.

+ The local pandits, who are determined to find a refer

ence to Krishna in every name throughout the whole of

Braiderive Chhātā from the Chhattra dhāranalila, which they

say the god celebrated there. But the town has no genuine

tradition nor reputed sanctity, nor appearance of antiquity,

and more probably derives its name from the stone Chhatt, is

which surmount the lofty gateway of the Imperial Sarai,

and form prominent objects from a very considerable dis

tance.

t Noh - jhil is a decayed town about 30 miles from

Mathura, situate on the borders of a very large jhil, some

6 miles in length, which is said to have been the original

bed of the Jamunā. The banks of the river are now some

4 or 5 miles distant. The name of the patriarch Noh may

have been given to the place with a reference to its flooded

appearance. There is a ruinous Fort with high and massive

earthen ramparts constructed by the Jats, and also a Muham

madan dargah which includes in its precincts a covered

colonnade, consisting of some 20 or 30 Hindu pillars, the

spoils of an older temple.

§ M a t, though the head of a parganà, is merely a small

and meanly-built village on the left bank of the Jamunā,

a little above Brinda-ban. It is one of the stations in the

ban-jitra, and is the reputed scene of Krishna's childish

frolic in upsetting Jasoda's milk-pails (mát). Close by are

the more famous tirthas—Bhandir-ban and Bhadra-ban :

both mentioned in all the Vaishnava Purānas.

* The number 84 seems originally to have been selected

as a sacred number in consequence of its being the multiple

of the number of months in the year with the number of

days in the week. Its connection with the Braj-mandal is

therefore peculiarly appropriate, if Krishna be regarded as

the Indian Apollo. Thus the magnificent temple in Kash

mir dedicated to the sun under the title of Martand has a

colonnade of exactly 84 pillars.

|| K film a r in the Kosi pargana is still a populous Jät

town, but in the early part of last century was a place o

much greater wealth and importance, when a daughter of

one of the principal families was taken in marriage by

Thakur Badan Sinha of Sahar, the father of the famous

Suraj Mal, the first of the Bharatpur Rajas. On the out

skirts of the town is a large walled garden with some monu

ments to his mother's relations, and in connection with it

a spacious masonry tank filled with water brought by aque

ducts from the surrounding rakhyā. At a little distance is

an artificial lake with unfinished stone ghats, the work of

the Rājā ; this is called Durvasas-kund, after the irascible

saint of that name, but there is no tradition to connect him

with the locality.

* B h a k h o p is a y o is, in the local patois, a common

expression for hungry and thirsty ; and Pisayo is said to

be so called because Radha one day met Krishna there

fainting with thirst, and relieved him with a draught of

Water.

+ K a rhel a is locally derived from kar hilna, the

movements of the hands in the Rås lila. At the village of

Little Bharna a pond bears the same name—Karhela kund

—which is there explained as karm hiſna equivalent to pºp

mochan. But in the Mainpuri district is a large town

called Karhal—the same name in a slightly modified form

—where neither of the above etymologies could hold. In

each case the name is probably connected with a simple

natural feature, there being at all these places dense

thickets of the karil plant.

t Kirat is the only name popularly known in the locality,

but in the Brahma Vaivarta Purana it is given as Kalāvati.
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a

as the tutelary divinity at all three hill places.

A similar displacement would seem to have

occurred at another locality in yet earlier times;

for one of the twelve sacred woods, mentioned

even in the Bhāgavat Purána, viz., Bhadrab an

betrays, in the name, its original dedication to

Mahādeva, but now acknowledges the presence

of no god but Krishna. Again, Bhangänw, on the

bank of the Jamunā, was clearly so called from

Bhava, one of the eight manifestations of Shiva ;

but the name is now generally modified to Bhay

gååw, and is supposed to commemorate the alarm

(bhay) felt in the neighbourhood at the time when

Nanda,bathing in the river, was carried off by the

god Varuna. A masonry landing-place and

temple on the water's edge, called Nand-ghat,

dating only from last century, are the founda

tion and support of the locallegend. The village

names of Bhadāwal and Bisambhara may also

be quoted as shewing that Mahādeva was once a

more popular divinity in the country than at

present. Of a still more obsolete cultus, viz.

snake-worship, faint indications may be detected

in a few local names and customs. Thus at Jait,

on the high-road to Delhi, an ancient five-headed

Nāga, carved in stone, rises beside a small tank

in the centre of a low plain, to the height of some

four feet above the surface of the ground, while

its tail is supposed to reach away to the Kāli

mardan Ghāt at Brinda-ban, a distance of 8 miles.

A slight excavation at the base of the figure has,

for a few years at least, dispelled the local super

stition. So again at the village of Paigailw, a

grove and lake called respectively Pai-ban and

Pai-ban-kund, are the scene of an annual fair

known as the Nāg-mela. The name is probably

derived from the large offerings of milk (payas)

with which it is usual to propitiate the serpent

god.

It was towards the close of the 16th century

A.D., under the influence of the celebrated Ben

gali Gosains at Brind a ban that the Vaishnava

cultus was first developed in its present form,

and it is not improbable that they were the

authors of the Brahma Vaivarta Purána,” the

recognised authority for all the modern local

legends. It was then that every lake and grove

in the circuit of Braj received a distinctive

name, in addition to the some seven or eight

spots which alone are mentioned in the earlier

with the title

Puránas. In the course of time small villages

sprung up in the neighbourhood of the different

shrines bearing the same name though perhaps

in a slightly modified form. Thus the khadira

ban, or acacia grove, gives its name to the village

of Kh a i r a, and the anjan-pokhar, on whose

green bank Krishna pencilled his lady's eyebrows

with anjan, gives its name to the village of

Ajn ok h, occasionally written at greater

length Aj no k h a ri. Similarly when Krish

na's home was fixed at N a n d g a fi w and Rä

dhá's at B a r s à n a, a grove half way between

the two hills was fancifully selected as the spot

where the youthful couple used to meet to enjoy

the delights of love. There a temple was built

R à d ha-R am a n, and the

village that grew up under its shelter was

called San k et, that is, the place of rendez

vous. Thus we may readily fall in with Hin

du prejudices, and admit that many of the

names on the map are etymologically con

nected with events in Krishna's life, and yet

deny that those events have any real connection

with the spot, inasmuch as neither the village

nor the local name has had any existence for a

longer period than at the most 300 years. The

really old local names are almost all derived

from the character of the country, which has

always been celebrated for its wide extent of

pasture-land and many herds of cattle. Thus

Gokul means originally ‘a herd of kine’;

Gob a r d h a n, “a rearer of kine’; M at is so

called fom mat, ‘a milk pail’; and D ad hi

g a w, (contracted into D a h g a fi w,) in the

Kosi Pargana, from dadhi, ‘curds.” Thus

too Math ur à is probably connected with the

Sanskrit root math to churn,' the churn form

ing a prominent feature in all poetical descrip

tions of the local scenery ; and “ Braj' in the

first instance means ‘a herd' from the root vraj,

‘to go,' in allusion to the constant moves of

nomadic tribes. In many cases a false analogy

has suggested a legendary derivation, thus all

native scholars see in M at hur à an allusion

to Madhunathan a title of Krishna. Again the

word Bath an is still current in some parts

of India to designate a pasture-ground, and in

that sense has given a name to a very extensive

parish in Kos i ; but as the term is not a fami

liar one thereabouts, a legend has been invented

* The Brahma Vairarta Purána is, as all critics admit;
*.essentially modern composition. Prof. Wilson believed

* to have emanated from the sect of Wallabhácháris, or

*ains of Gokul, about four centuries ago. In so writing

he was probably unaware of the exact date of the Mathurá

ropaganda. #. popular Hindi authority for Rādhā's

}. and Loves is the Braj Bilās, a poem written by one

Brajbāsi Däs in the year 1743, A.D.

-
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in explanation, and it is said that here Balarium

sat down (baitha) to wait for Krishna. The

myth was accepted; a lake immediately outside

the village was styled Bal bh a dra Kund,

was furnished with a handsome masonry ghāt

by Rūp Rām, Katāra of Barsāna, about the

middle of last century, and is now regarded as

positive proof of the popular etymology which

connects the place with Balaram. Of Rüp

Ram, the Katāra, further mention will be made

in connection with his birth-place B a r s an a.

There is scarcely a sacred site in the whole of

Braj which does not exhibit some ruinous

record in the shape of temple or tank of his un

bounded wealth and liberality. His successor

in the fourth descent, a most worthy man, by

name Lakshman Das, lives in a corner of one

of his ancestor's palaces, and is dependent on

charity for his daily bread. The present owners

of many of the villages, so munificently endow

ed by Rūp Rām, are four cousins, residents of

Calcutta, the representatives of a Bengali Kayath

founder.

by name Krishan Chandra, but better known

as the Låla Babu, who, in the year 1811, made

a disastrous visit to this district, and by an

affected regard for the holy places and assump

tion of the character of an ascetic cajoled the

old Zamindars out of their landed estates, in

several cases purchasing them outright for a

sum which is less than the rental of a single

year. Property so lightly acquired is, it seems,

lightly esteemed; and its present condition point

edly illustrates the evils supposed to be insepa

rable from absenteeism.

As might be inferred from the above sketch, the

country possesses no relics of hoary antiquity.

Excluding for the present any reference to the

four large towns, M at hur à, Br in d a ban,

Gobardh an and Mahā ban, the earliest build

ings are probably the three Sarais, along the line

of the Imperial road from Agra to Delhi; at

Chaum uh fi, Ch hat à, and Kosi. These are

generally ascribed by local tradition to Shirshāh,

whose reign extended from 1540 to 1545 A.D.:

though it is also said that the one at Kos i

was built by Itibar Khān, and that at Chh at à

by Abd-ul-Majid, better known by his honorary

title of Asaf Khān. He was first Humayun's Diwān

and subsequently Governor of Delhi under Ak

bar. The style of architecture is in exact con

formity with that of similar buildings known to

have been erected in Akbar's reign, such for

example as the Fort at A gra; and, on other

grounds also it may be inferred that the whole

series is due to that monarch rather than to his

predecessor Shir Shāh. For at the entrance of

the civil station of M at hur à is a fourth

Sarai, now much modernized and of somewhat

inferior character to the other three, though

probably of the same date. This, with the

little hamlet outside its walls, is known by the

name of Jalal pur in honour of Jalāl-ud

din Akbar, who was therefore, presumably, its

Similarly the Ch a u m u_h a Sa

rå i is always described in the old topo

graphies as at Akbarpur.

now restricted

This latter name is

application to a village

miles distant; but in the 16th

century hocal divisions were few in number and

wide in extent, and beyond a doubt the founda

tion of the imperial sarài was the origin of the

in

some three

local name which has now deserted the actual

spot that suggested it. The formation of

Cha u m u_h a into a separate village dates from

a very recent period, when the name was bestow

ed in consequence of the discovery of an ancient

sculpture, supposed by the ignorant rustics to

represent the fourheaded (Chaumunhã) god

I3rahma. The stone is in fact the base of a Jaina

pillar or statue, with a lion projecting at each

corner and a rude figure in each of the four inter

mediate spaces. The upper margin is rudely

carved with the pattern commonly known as the

Buddhist rail.

From the description given by John de Liet,

in his India Vera, written in the year 1631, we

find these saràis were managed precisely as our

modern Dák Bangalàs. He says—“They occur

at intervals of five or six kos, built either by the

king or by some of the nobles, and in them

travellers can find bed and lodging : when a

person has once taken possession he may not be

turned out by any one.” They are fine fort

like buildings, with massive battlemented walls

and bastions, and high-arched gateways. Thongh

primarily built merely from selfish motives, on

the line of road traversed by the imperial camps,

they were at the same time enormous boons to

the general public ; for the highway was then

beset with gangs of robbers, with whose vocations

the law either dared not, or could not interfere:

and on one occasion, in the reign of Jehāngir, we

read of a caravan having to stay six weeks at

Mathura, before it was thought strong enough

to proceed to Delhi, no smaller number than

500 or 600 men being deemed adequate to en
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counter the dangers of the road. Now, the soli

tary traveller is so confident of legal protection,

that, rather than drive his cart up the steep ascent

that conducts to the portals of the fortified

enclosure, he prefers to spend the night unguard

ed on the open plain. Hence it comes that not

one of the saràis is now applied to the precise

purpose for which it was constructed. At

Chh it ā one corner is occupied by a school,

and another by the offices of the Tahsildar and

local police, while the rest of the broad area

is nearly deserted ; at Ch a u m u ha, the solid

walls have in past years been undermined and

carted away for building materials ; and at

Kosi, the whole area is occupied with streets

and bazars forming the nucleus of the town.

Till the close of the 16th century, except in

the neighbourhood of the one great thorough

fare, the country was unreclaimed wood-land,

with only here and there a scattered hamlet.

The tanks and temples which now mark the

various legendary sites were either constructed

by Rüp Rām of Barsāna, about the year 1740,

or are of still more recent date. Many of the

sacred groves however, though occasionally dis

figured by the too close proximity of the village,

are pleasant and picturesque spots; one of the

host striking being the Kokila-b an at

great Bathan. The prevalent trees are the pilu,

ber, chhonkar, kadamb, pasendu, papri, and other

species of the fig tribe, which are always inter

mingled with clumps of Karil, the special pro

duct of Braj, with its leaf-less evergreen twigs

and bright-coloured flower and fruit. Somewhat

less common are the arni, hingot, aján, rukh, gondi,

barna and dho; though the last named, the

Sanskrit dhava, clothes the whole of the hill

side at B a r s an a. In the month of B had on

these woods are the scene of a series of melas,

where the ris-lila is celebrated in comme

moration of Krishna's sports with the Gopis ;

and the arrangement of these dances forms

the recognised occupation of a class of Brahmans

very numerous in some of the villages, who are

called R is dh ár is, and have no other pro

fession or means of livelihood.

The number of sacred places, woods, groves,

ponds, wells, hills and temples, which have all

to be visited in the course of the annual per

ambulation, is very considerable; but the twelve

bans or woods and twenty-four groves or upa

bans are the characteristic feature of the pil

grimage, which is thence called the Banjätra.

Further notice of this popular devotion must be

reserved till our next chapter.

(To be continued.)

0N THE IDENTIFICATION OF WARIOUS PLACES IN THE KINGDOM OF

MAGADHA VISITED BY THE PILGRIM CHI-FAH-HIAN.

By A. M. BROADLEY, B.C.S., BIHAR.

(Cotinued from page 21.)

PART II.

“LEAVING the south side of the city and pro

ceeding southwards four li, we enter a valley

between five hills. These hills encircle it com

Pletely like the walls of a town. This is the site

of the old city of king Bimbisara.” This valley

is clearly identical with the narrow tract of

country surrounded by the five mountains of

Rajgir, alittle less than a mile due south of the

fortifications previously described. This spot is

of the greatest archaeological interest. Here once

stood, according to tradition, the impregnable

fortress of Jarāsandha, outside whose walls was

fought the celebrated battle of the Mahābhārata;

centuries later the valley was the scene of many

of the episodes in the life of the Tathâgata; and

lastly—during the palmiest days of Muhammadan

rule in Bihăr—its solitudes became the abiding

t place of Makhdum Sharif-ud-din, one of the

greatest saints amongst the faithful in Hin

dustän.

These five hills are by no means solitary :

they form a portion of a rocky mountain chain

stretching nearly thirty miles from the neigh

bourhood of Gayå, north-west as far as Giryak

in Bihār. Their sides are rugged and precipitous,

and are mostly covered with an impenetrable

jangal, broken only by irregular pathways over

grown with brushwood, which are yearly trodden

by hundreds of Jaina pilgrims from Murshidābād,

Banāres, and even Bombay, who throng to

Rajgir during the cold and dry seasons to do

homage to the sacred charanas or ‘foot-prints'

of their saints enshrined in the temples which

crown the mountain tops.

* Beal's Fah Hian, Chapter xxviii. p. 112.
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The north side of the valley is bounded by grass, broken only by some protruding escarp

Mount Baibhār-a rocky hill running three or

four miles north-west, and terminating at its

eastern side in the hot wells of Rajgir. Here

the valley is entered by a narrow ravine

through the midst of which the Sarasvati rivulet

forces its way into the low country to the north

of the hills. On the eastern side of the stream

rises the lofty ascent of Mount Vipula, a

branch of which runs as far as Giryak, a dis

tance of six miles. Hardly a quarter of a mile

from the western side of the hill it is joined at

right angles by a third mountain running from

the north called Ratnagir. This hill is of in

considerable length and terminates in a narrow

ravine branching away to the east. On the op

posite side of this ravine rises Mount Udayagir,

a less important hill, running due south and

terminating in the ancient wall and fort of

Bångangă-the southern gate of the ancient

capital of Magadha.

is the fifth and largest hill—Mount S on ar. It

first takes a course to the west, then turns north

wards, and finally, exactly opposite the narrow

valley between Mounts Ratnagir and Udayagir,

stretches away to the west, and forms the south

ern boundary of this natural fortress, being only

separated at its western extremity by a narrow

ravine from an offshoot of Mount Baibhār,

commonly called the “Chhata'. These five hills

are called in the Mahābhārata”—Vaihāra,

Varāha,Vrishābha, Rishigiri, and Chaityaka ; and

in the Pali annals of Ceylon–Gijhakuta,

Isigili, Webhāro,f Wepulo, and Pandawof

Speaking of the valley, Fah-Hians goes on to

say : “From east to west it is about five or six

li, from north to south seven or eight li.” It is

evident Fah-Hian excluded from his computation

the eastern and western bifurcations of the valley,

and even then its dimensions are slightly under

stated.

The north side of the valley is watered by two

streams, both bearing the name of Saraswati,

which rise, the one at the foot of Ratnagir, and

To the west of the torrent

the other at the western extremity of Mount

Sonár. These rivulets join a short distance to

the south of the ravine which forms the entrance

to the valley. The sides of the hills and the

plain at their feet are covered mostly by a

tangled mass of flowering shrubs and wild tulsi

* Mahābhārata, II. 20 v. 7:19,800.

+ Lassen suspects the reading Vaihhára by Turnour to

be incorrect and proposes to read aihira in accordance

with the Mahabharata. “It is surprising, he adds, that

the first and last names are Buddhistic, and we may, there

ment or the white cupola of a Jaina pagoda in the

one case, and in the other, by heaps of bricks—

the ruins of temples and topes, and the huge piles

of stones which still mark the ancient ramparts

of the city. The form of the walls can, with a

little difficulty, be traced with tolerable accuracy.

Strictly speaking, these ramparts formed an irre

gular pentagon about four miles in circumference.

One side faced the west, and was about a mile in

length, extending along the western branch of

the Sarasvati; a second ran south to the foot of

the Sonargir; a third east to the entrance of the

ravine between Udayagir and Ratnagir ; a fourth

north, towards the junction of the streams; and

the fifth and smallest joins the first and

fourth. A road seems to have run through the

city from the new town to Bângangå. The

northern side of the city, facing the ravine, ap

pears to have been protected by a lofty tower

composed of stones of irregular shape, placed

one upon the other (not squared and arranged

in courses as in the walls of new Rajgir). Near

the stream appears to have been another tower

of great height and of similar appearance, and

close under it an outer gate towards the north.

From this place an enormous wall, 18 or 20 feet

thick and 15 or 16 feet high, stretched itself to

the summit of Mount Vipula, and protected the

city from attacks on the mountain side. There

were doubtless similar fortifications on the side

of Mount Baibhār, but their traces are very

faint, whereas those on the western slope of

Mount Vipula are remarkably perfect and dis

tinct. Over the whole surface of the interior of

the city is spread amass of débriscovered by brush

wood and shrubs, and here and there are piles

of bricks and stones, denoting the site of some

house or temple. Near the south-west corner of

the city is a lofty tumulus, somewhat higher

than the ruins of the eastern entrance. This

is covered by a small Jaina cupola of brick and

plaster. The sides of the tumulus are strewn

with bricks and fragments of granite pillars. I

also discovered some pieces of cornice covered

with representations of Buddhas and Nāgas.

I made an excavation on the north side of the

tumulus, and uncovered a considerable portion of

the northern side of a Buddhist building, of

which the entrance seems to have faced the

fore, suspect they were given to these mountains only after

the time of Buddha-Alterth. vol. II. p. 79.-Ed.

I Turnour, in Jour. Beng. As. Soc. vol. VI. p. 996.

§ Beal's Fah Hian, ut sup. Chapter xxviii. p. 112.
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north—a feature I have not before met with in

any similar ruin, for the numerous temples

which I have seen at Rajgir and other places

are, without exception, approached from the east.

A staircase of brick, with walls on either side,

led to the inner hall. The walls appear to have

been strengthened, and the roof at the same

time provided with supports, by the erection of

gray stone pillars, about four feet apart, with

plain square bases and capitals. This passage

led to a room about 12 feet square, containing

twelve pillars similar to those in the staircase—

ten of which are imbedded in the brickwork and

two support the roof in the centre of the

chamber. The centre hall is directly under

neath the Jaina temple, and it consequently

has been impossible to uncover it. I think the

precise nature of the original building is

doubtful; the position of the entrance leads

me to the conclusion that it was most likely

a house or tower—not a religious edifice.

The doorway seems to have been surmount

ed by a long basalt slab containing figures

twelve inches high. I brought away two pieces

of this to Bihār. Several other figures were

found in this place years ago, when it was

pierced by an avaricious road-contractor in the

hope of finding treasure. If he ever learned the

Jaina traditions connected with the place, his

hopes must have been high, for they make out

the tumulus to be the ruin of the house of

Daniji and Sathadrāji, two seths or bankers, in

whose honour, they say, a small temple still exists

on the eastern slope of Mount Baibhār. If the

priests made their story known to this enter

prising scion of the Department of Public Works,

they cannot solely blame him for the disaster

which followed on his researches, namely, the col

lapse of the stucco pagoda and its sacred ‘cha

rana,' towards the end of the succeeding rains.

About a mile to the south-east of the mound is

a long piece of rampart known as “Barghāont.”

In the centre of this was the southern gate of

Ku să garapur a-lanked by two towers.

The view from the top of the ruin is very

striking, for you see at once both entrances of
the Valley and all the five hills. A little to the

"est of this, at the foot of Sonár gir, is a ridge

of rock called the wrestling ground of Bhim,

*d various indentations in its surface are point

ed out as the marks of the feet of the combatants.

Beneath this, to the west of the city walls, and

sºY. sur les Contrées Occidentales traduit du

*** *u Chinois en ran U18 A.D. par Hiouen Thsang,

the heads of tigers or lions.

between Mounts Baibhār and Sonár is Rain

b h u m, the traditionary scene of the great battle

of the Mahābhārata.

A rugged path leads from this place to the

southern outlet of the valley at Băng a fi ga.

Certain marks on the stones are considered by

Captain Kittoe to be inscriptions, but if this be

the case, the letters are far too imperfect to admit

of being deciphered. The valley terminates in

a rocky ravine of the most inconsiderable width,

having Sonárgir to the west and Udayagir to the

east. The Bângangă torrent, which rises at the

foot of the former, rushes over the slippery

rocks into the southern plain of Hisua-Nowada.

The pass is literally only a few feet wide, and its

entrance was jealously guarded by fortifications

of enormous strength, which will be fully de

scribed when I come to speak of the antiquities

of the hills.

The first mountain I ascended was Baibhār

to the north-east of the northern entrance of the

valley. At the foot of the hill runs the Sarasvati,

from the banks of which a large stone stair

case leads to the sacred wells and temples, which,

though still venerated by the Hindus of Bihār,

yield but a scanty subsistence to the numerous

Brahmans who attend them. The wells are

vaults of stone, about 10 feet square and 12 deep,

approached by steps ; and the temples are

quite modern, and of the poorest proportions

and workmanship. Most of them contain frag

ments of Buddhist idols, mouldings, cornices,

&c. and here and there I noticed a chaitya, now

doing duty as a linga. All of these carvings,

however, are very inferior to those found by me

in the mounds of Bargãon, Rohoi, and Kalyān

pur. The wells at the foot of Baibhār are

seven in number, and are all clustered round

the great B r a h m a-ku º () which is larger,

deeper and more highly esteemed than the rest.

The one nearest the ascent of the mountain is

the Ganjū-Jamunſi–Kund. The water is warm,

and enters the vault by means of two stone

shoots, the ends of which are carved to represent

They remind one

strangely of the gargoyles of early English

Architecture. These pipes were clearly men

tioned by Hwen Thsang in the narrative of his

travels. He says “à toutes les ouvertures par

où s'échappe l’eau des sources, on a posé des

Tantôt on a figuré des tétes

Below this are the Anand

pierres sculptées.

de lions, etc.”

et du Chinois en Français par M. Stanislaus Julien, Paris.

1837. Tom. II. p. 23.
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to these comes the Salt durira—a vault some 60

feet long by 10 feet wide, which receives seven

distinct streams on the west side, from the

mountain above. Several of these springs enter

the reservoir through “tuyeaux suspendus,”

and at the south end is a small subterranean

temple containing rude and, apparently, very

modern images of the ‘Seven Rishis.’ At the

east side of the Sit dwóra is the celebrated

Brahma kund. The temperature of the water

is about 105 deg. Fahr. It is in this that several

hundred thousand persons bathe at the recur

rence of every thirty-first lunation. Below this

is the Kasi tirth, which is in reality a mere outlet

for the waters of the Brahma kund, which escape

which covered it during the rainy season, I

failed to find it. General Cunningham, how

ever, was fortunate enough to light on it

during his recent visit, and I have since com

pletely cleared and excavated it. It is of oval

shape, and has an opening to the east. Its

floor was eonsiderably below the surface, and

was reached by a flight of eight or nine brick

through it, still warm and steaming, into the

Saraswati below. Climbing a distance of 276

feet to the south-west of the Mārkanda kund, one

arrives at an enormous stone platform projecting

from the face of the hill. It is composed of

huge masses of unhewn stone piled one upon

the other, and is about 50 feet square and 28

high. At its base there are a number of small

grottoes six or eight feet square, of which two

are in the eastern and five on the northern side.

These were evidently caves or chambers of

meditation, and are up to this day inhabited at

times by ‘nāgas' or ‘sadhus,’ a jogi whose body

is perpetually smeared with ashes, and whose

wardrobe seems to consist merely of a very small

waistcloth, a tattered umbrella, and a necklace

of enormous beads. These beggars flock in

thousands from all parts of India to Rājgir

during the great fair, and are fed by the Mahants

or abbots of the monasteries of Rājgir and Rājā

vali, who alone exercise the jealously-guarded

right of raising their crimson standards during

the month in which the gathering takes place.

To return to the stone platform : It is general

ly known as the Jarásandha-ka-baithak, and on

its summit are three Muhammadan tombs, one

of which is said to be that of Rája Kamdar Khán

Mai, whose life and adventures during the end of

the 17th and beginning of the 18th centuries

form the subject of many a rude ballad and

story in Bihār, and which occupy almost the

same place in the heart of the people as

the tales of Robin Hood and his followers do

at home. Behind this platform is a large

cave. I searched for it in vain in September,

but owing to the dense brushwood and jangal

steps, several of which I uncovered almost en

tire. The chamber measured 36 feet from east

to west, and 26 from north to south. The roof

(most of which has fallen in) was 18 or 20 feet

high. The whole was lined, as it were, by a

brick wall about 2 feet thick. In the midst of

the rubbish which filled up the bottom of the

cave I found a very perfect standing figure

of Buddha in black basalt. I can, I think, satis

factorily identify this cave and platform

with the account of Fah-Hian and also with that

of Hwen Thsang. Fah-Hian says—“skirting

the southern hill” (and it is to be noted that this

part of Baibhār runs almost due south) “and

proceeding westward 300 paces, there is a stone

cell called the Pipal Care, where Buddha was

accustomed to sit in deep meditation after his

mid-day meal.”f

This corresponds exactly with the position of

the cave in question, and this view is supported

strongly by the succeeding sentence,—“going

still in a westerly direction five or six li, there

is a stone cave situate in the northern shade of

the mountain, and called Che-ti.” This de

scription applies with singular accuracy to

the Som-bhāndār Cave in the northern shade

of Mount Baibhār, and almost exactly a

mile from the baithak of Jarāsandha. Hwen

Thsang's account is still more striking, “A

l'ouest des sources thermales, on voit la maison

en pierre du Pi-po-lo (Pippala). Jadis, l’honor

able du siècle y faisait son séjour habituel. La

caverne profonde qui s'ouvre derrière ses murs

était le palais des 'O-sou-lo-Asouras”f [of

Jarāsandha?]

Pushing 800 feet further up the mountain

side, I found another platform or baithak, almost

identical in size and shape with that of Jarā

sandha. The Rājwar call it Sitámuri, but I

could discover no special legend concerning it.

Leaving it and climbing up a steep ascent to

the west for a distance of about 1300 feet, one

comes, quite suddenly, on a small Jaina temple

built some few years ago by one Hakumat Rai.

* Idem.
+ Beal's Fah-Hian, Ch.,xxx. p. 117. i Memoires, Tom. II. p. 24.
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Between the last baithak and this temple

there are marks of an enormous wall 14 or

15 feet thick, and this forms the pathway

which leads up the mountain side. The Rājwars

—the almost sole inhabitants of the wild of Rāj

gir—call it Jarāsandha's staircase, and tell you

that he built it in a single day to assemble his

troops on the mountain tops on the approach of

his enemies from the west. The temple contains

(besides the usual charana or footprints) two very

fine and perfect figures of Buddha. The first is

three feet high. Buddha is represented sitting

on the lotus throne (padmasana) in the attitude

of meditation. Beneath this, the Sinhasana

is divided into three compartments—the two

Outer containing lions and the middle one the

‘Wheel of the Law,’ (very elaborately carved,)

supported by two shells. The second figure is a

smaller one and is surmounted by a canopy.

Eight hundred feet to the west of this temple

is a similar building containing nothing of in

terest. Twelve or fourteen paces to the south

of it, I found the ruins of a very small Buddhist

temple covered with the densest jangal. It

appears to have contained twelve gray stone

columns about six feet high. The entrance was

to the east, and in digging out the centre I found

a very curious image of Buddha—very rough

ly carved. The main figure was surrounded

by smaller ones, each depicting some chief

episode in his life. Piercing the jangal 400 feet

to the south-west of this ruin, I found the re

mains of a very large temple almost perfect.

The cupola had fallen down on all sides, forming

a mound about 500 feet in circumference and 16

or 17 feet high. The entrance to the east

is about 6 feet wide, and leads to a passage

some 14 or 15 feet long, the roof of which was

formerly supported by gray stone pillars about

6 feet high. This leads to a square chamber or

hall some 23 or 24 feet square. Its roof is sup

Ported by twelve columns in the chamber, and

eighteen more let into the brick work. These

columns are each 7 feet high, with square bases

and capitals and octagon shafts. They rested

ºn a detached square plinth a foot high. A

*-capital, separate from the shaft, and cruci

form in Plan, supported the roof which was com

Posed of enormous granite slabs laid transversely.

**om this room a massive doorway and a flight

**steps leads to the inner chamber—some

what less in size than the other, but consider

ally loftier—the total height of its roof being

**. The columns are of the same descrip

tion as those in the outer hall, but more lofty.

The detached capital are each a foot high, the

base is 2, the octagonal shaft 6, and the second

capital 3 feet in height. The lintel of the door

way is 2 feet broad and is carved with a rude

moulding. In the centre of the lintel, is a figure

of Buddha. I found no images in the temple,

but it is by far the most perfect building of

the kind I have yet seen. Its situation is

magnificent, commanding at once a view of the

highly cultivated plain of Bihār, the “solitary

rock,” the topes and temples of Nālanda, the

walls of new Rājgir, the five hills, and the valley

of Kusénagarapura.

A short distance to the south of this is a

very small Jaina temple dedicated to Dharma

nātha and Shantinātha, the 15th and 16th Tār

thankaras. It contains two images and a cha

rana, with an inscription about 200 years old.

The pujdri has corrupted the names to ‘Dhā

naji' and ‘Sathadraji', and describes them as two

wealthy bankers who lived in the house at the

Nirmul Kund, i. e. the mound in the south-west

corner of the ancient city.

Continuing to ascend the eastern slope of the

hill for nearly a quarter of a mile, we arrive at

a Jaina temple of very considerable dimensions,

It is square in form, and is surmounted by four

handsome minarets and a cupola. It was

built by one Pratāp Singh of Murshidābād,

and a passage (pradakshiná) encircles the

central shrine. There is also a small octagon

chapel containing charanas at each corner.

The doorway has been taken from a Bud

dhist temple, and is covered with exquisite

carving. The temple is 51 feet by 58. Some

two hundred yards to the west of this is the

largest temple of the group, built by one Mánik

chand Seth in the middle of the last century.

Mänikchand was a well known character in

Calcutta, and his dedication is recorded on the

charana. The building consists almost entirely

of Buddhist materials. It has a vestibule, the

roof of which is supported by pillars some

what smaller in size, though of the same

shape as those in the temple I have described

above in detail. At the north side are the re

mains of a Buddhist temple, probably larger

than any other on the hill. Its pillars, &c., lie

about in all directions, and it seems to have

served as the quarry from which Mánikchand built

his. A quarter of a mile further on, and near

the crest of the hill, I had the good fortune to

find another Buddhist temple in the jangal, about
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five paces to the north of the path. Its details

resemble very much those of the great temple

below, but a figure of Buddha still occupies the

centre, and the foundations of a court-yard can

still be traced.

Proceeding still westwards for nearly half a

mile, the highest peak of the hill is gained, where

is an enormous tope, covered with brushwood,

and crowned with a Jaina temple. The view

from the top is magnificent, especially towards

the valley, the whole of which Baibhār com

mands.

Descending the almost precipitous southern |

face of the mountain, I arrived at the Son

bhāndār cave, which is situated in the “northern

shade” of the hill, as nearly as possible a mile

to the south-west of the hot wells. I have

little difficulty in identifying this with the

Sattapänni cave spoken of both by Fah-Hian and

Hwen Thsang. In doing so it must be borne in

mind that the Baibhār hill runs due south-west—

not ‘west,’ and that the Sonbhāndār is near the

northern end of the mountain. Fah Hian" says,

that“going in a wresterly direction five or six lis”

(i. e. from just above the hot-springs) “there is

a stone cave situate in the northern shade of the

mountain, and called Che-ti. This is the place

where 500 Rahats assembled after the Nirvºna of

Buddha to arrange the collection of sacred

books.” This coincides exactly with the posi

tion of the Sonbhāndār cave, and it also agrees

with Hwen Thsang, f who places it five or six li to

the south-west of the Karandavénuvana clump

ofbamboos, which both authors represent as being

close to the hot-spings, The words of Hwen

Thsang are as follows—“au sud-Ouest du Bois

des Bambous, it fit cinq à six lis. Au nord d'

une montagne située au midi,” (this I have pre

viously explained) “au milieu d'un vaste bois

de bambous ily a une grande maison en pierre.

Ce fut là qu'après le Nirvâna de Jaulai, le

venerable Mahā Kāshyapa et neuf cent quatre

vingt-dix-neuf grands Arhats formerent la col

lection des trois Recueils sacres. En face de

cette maison, on voit encore d’ancients fonde

ments. Le roi Ajatashatru avait fait construire

cet édifice, &c.”

The cave appears to have been formerly ap

proached from the south by a staircase or slop

ing path, which has now almost entirely disap

peared, and to have been faced by a broad

platform nearly 100 feet square. This space

was occupied by an extensive hall, the rafters

supporting the roof of which rested in cavities

in the rock that still exist. Piles of bricks and

stones lie in all directions. The face of the

cave has a naked surface of rock, as smooth and

even as if built of brick. It is 44 feet in length

and 16 feet high, and is bounded on the west by a

protruding rock and on the east by a narrow

staircase of twenty steps cut in the cliff. The

rock is pierced in the centre by a door 6 feet

4 inches high and about 3% feet wide. The

thickness of the wall of rock is exactly 3 feet.

At 11 feet 10 inches west from the door, and in

a line with it is an opening in the cliff 3 feet

high by 3 feet wide, which serves to light the

vault. The interior is a vaulted chamber 33

feet long by 17 feet wide, with a semicircular roof

16 feet high. The floor has been spoiled by the

water which constantly falls from the roofs.

Outside the door, and three feet to the west of it,

is a headless figure of Buddha cut in the rock,

and close to it an inscription, in the Ashoka

character, recording the visit of some holy man

to the cave in search of quiet and solitude.

There are also some Devanāgari inscriptions

inside. Inside there is a square “chaitya” three

and a half feet high, on each side of which is a

figure of Buddha and various emblems.

Leaving the cave and going a mile to the

north-east one again comes to the banks of the

Saraswati and the hot-springs.

(To be continued.)

THE JUNGLE FORTS OF NORTHERN ORISSA.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., MAGISTRATE OF BALASOR,

(Continued from Page 36.)

The date of the building of these forts is, like

that of every building in India which has no

marked architectural features and contains no in

scriptions, very uncertain. In the present case,

however, the uncertainty is to some extent limit

ed by considerations derived from their geogra

phical position. If it be assumed that they were

the work of kings of Orissa,—an assumption which

I shall consider immediately,–then there are only

two brief periods within which they could have

* Beal, u. s. p. 118, f Memoires, Tom. II. p.32.
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been built—those, namely, in which the limits of ly another reason for assigning those forts to

the Oriyā monarchy extended so far to the north

ward as the banks of the Subarnarekha river.

The general absence of historical data in India

prior to the coming of the Muhammadans is, in

Orissa, relieved by the scanty and untrustworthy

panji or daily record of occurrences kept in the

national temple of Jagannāth,-the omissions or

inaccuracies of which may occasionally be cor

rected or supplied from the pānjis and Vansâvalis

kept in the minor temples and monasteries

throughout the province, and by one or two con

nected histories written on palm-leaf, which are

in the possession of private families.

The chief interest of Oriyā history centres

round the great cities of the southern part of the

province–K at a k, Jajpur, and Puri. North

era Orissa is seldom mentioned. Only twice in

the annals of the country is it asserted that its

boundaries extended beyond the Kā i s b a n s, a

small stream near Sohroh at that point where

the hill-ranges trend eastward to the sea. The

long narrow slip between the Kān s b a n s and

Sub a r n are k h fi appears to have been for

centuries a forest. This supposition is confirmed

by the frequency of names of places in which

the word ban (Sansk: vana) occurs as B a n -

ch as, i.e. “forest-tilth,” Ban āhār, i.e. “forest

enclosure,” B a m p a d d a , i. e., B a n-pa d d a

—“forest-clearing,” B an k a t i-" forest-cut

ting,” and the like.

In the reign of G ange s h war Deb (A. D.

1151), the Orissan monarchy is said to have ex

tended from the Ganges to the Godāvari. By the

Ganges is here of course meant, as always in

Oriyā history, the branch which flows by Hugli.

Whether this is merely an exaggeration or not we

cannot tell; it probably is so, as in the cele

brated speech of his great-grandson A n a ng

Bh im Deb, the most illustrious prince of the

Gañgåbańsi dynasty (A. D. 1196), recorded by

Stirling, the king is reported to have said that

he had extended the boundaries of his kingdom

on the north from the Kāāsbäns to the D at à i

Burh i river (the modern Budā Balang, which

flows past the town of Balasor). The Gangā

bañsis were great builders, and their temples,

palaces and tanks still adorn the southern part

of the province. I do not think it probable that

they would have been contented with so com

paratively clumsy and inartistic forts as those

now under consideration. I shall show present

a much later epoch.

In 1550 the throne of Orissa was occupied by

a prince from the Telugu or Telinga country,

celebrated under the name of Te ling a

M u kund Deb. He was the last independent

sovereign of Orissa, and of him again it is re

corded that his sway extended to Tribeni Ghat

on the Hugli river, where he built a temple and

bathing-steps. In his reign northern Orissa

became for the first time important, for then

the invasions of the Musalmans, hitherto few

and far between, just began to be constant and

successful. “Sulimán Gurzani, the Afghan King

of Bengal,” waged a long war with M u kund

D e b, who, to oppose him, built a strong fort

in a commanding position in the northern

frontier. This fort, or chain of forts, I appre

hend to have been those we are now discuss–

ing. No more commanding situation could well

be found than R a i b a niy an on its laterite

ridge overlooking the passage of the Sub arm a

re k h a, and backed by the impenetrable forest.

This position too is on the edge of the country

inhabited by the Oriya-speaking race. The situa

tion of the main entrance, and the much greater

strength of the fortifications on the northern side,

seem to show that it was from that direction

that the danger came. Seven miles west of

R fi i b an iy an is the fort of D e ill g a on

“temple-village” which—as will be seen from the

appendix—is in still better preservation than

Rai b an i y a n, and, as evidence of its date,

contains the two stone horsemen so celebrated

in Orissan legend. It is related that when

Rājā Pu r s h o t t a m Deb was march

ing (circa A.D. 1490) southwards to the con

quest of Kanjiveram (Kānjikaveri), his army

was preceded by two youths, one on a black

and the other on a white horse, by whose auspi

cious aid he gained the victory. The youths

then disappeared after declaring themselves to

be Krishna and Baladeva.” The fort which con

tains these two images cannot well be older than

the legend which they preserve.

Further, it may be urged that, in the early

times of Gangesh war Deb, there existed no ne

cessity for strong forts on the northern frontier,

which was then inhabited only by wild forest

tribes, and whose possession seems to have been

little cared for by the Rājās themselves. It

was not till the encroachments of the Musal

* The similarity of this legend to that of the appearance

ºf “the great twin-brethren,” Castor and Pollux, so vivid

ly related in Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome, must strike

every classical reader.
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mans of Bengal rendered some resistance neces

sary that forts would be built and garrisoned

so far away from the capital, nor in the earlier

times had the Oriya race penetrated so far to

the north as to have settlements on the banks

of the Sub a r n are k h a.

On the other hand, if we cannot place the

date of the erection of these forts earlier than

1550, we cannot assign to them any later date.

After the ravages of the terrible Kālāpahār"

Orissa sank into a condition of anarchy and dis

organisation. Neither the invaders from Bengal

nor the national rulers had any interest in keep

ing up forts at a place which was no longer im

portant to either, and we find the Afghans in

mediately afterwards, and for a long period,

firmly established at the strong post of G a rh -

p a d d a, fifteen miles to the south of Räibaniyan.

An important result follows from the above

considerations, namely, that the Oriya language

is not—as a certain party among the Bengalis

would persuade us--an offshoot of their own tongue,

but an independent variety of Aryan speech.

We have every reason to believe that the march,

or frontier between the two provinces, was oc

cupied by a dense forest peopled by non-Aryan

tribes, and that there was absolutely no commu

nication between Orissa and Bengal in that

direction; when the forest was penetrated and the

communication opened, the Oriya language was

already formed, and Up en dra B hanj and

D in Krish n a D as had written many of their

still celebrated poems. Orissa had more inti

mate dealings with her southern neighbours, and

one at least of her dynasties came from the

banks of the Sã n-G ang a or God a vari.

Even to this day the course of trade from the

ports of Orissa tends more towards Madras than

Bengal.

APPENDIx.

After returning from Räibaniyan I received the

following note from the Revd. J. Phillips, the

well-known missionary to the Sonthals, whose

settlement is at Sāntipur, two miles south of

Räibaniyan :-

“Camp Baládshihá, Dec. 11, 1871.

“On the 2nd instant we were at D e ill g a on,

about 7 miles to the north-west of Sán tip ur,

where are the remains of an old stone fort. It is

75 paces long and 60 broad inside the walls. The

walls are 12 feet in height composed of the common

laterite, hewn as are the stones in Ră i baniyan.

The walls are perforated on all sides with loopholes

near the top, and there were entrances on the four

sides with bastions over the gateways. In one corner

of the enclosure there is a small tank and a walled

up well in the opposite corner.

A large laterite stone was pointed out to me as

containing inscriptions, but if such ever existed, it

had become quite too much defaced to be at all

legible. Two large stone images of horses with

their riders, cut from solid blocks of the “Mugani”

stone (chlorite), stand near the centre of the fort.

When we were there two years ago these lay par

tially covered with rubbish, but have since been ex

humed, and now they receive some attention, though

I did not discover signs of their being worshipped.

The natives told us that these were living animals in

the Sātya Yug, and engaged in battle, and pointed

out scars and bullet marks on their mutilated

bodies. The fact of gunpowder being a modern

invention seemed no obstacle to their theory as far

as I saw.”

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF GRANDEES OF THE MUGHUL COURT.

By H. BLOCHMANN, M.A., CALCUTTA MADRASAH.

THE greater part of the following notes, which

I hope to continue, are taken from a Persian work

entitled Madsir ul Umará, or the “Deeds of the

Amirs,’ by Shah Nawāz Khán of Aurangābād,

whose family had come, during the reign of

Akbar, from Khawāf in Khurásán. The work

underwent several editions. The original com

pilation was enlarged by the renowned Ghulām

'Ali A'zād, and the third edition, which contains

the lives of 730 nobles, was written in A. H.

1194, or A. D. 1780, by 'Abdul Hai Khān

Çamgám-ul Mulk, son of Shah Nawāz Khán.

MSS. are very rare. The library of the Royal

Asiatic Society of London possesses one

|

(No. CIII. of Morley's Catalogue); the Asia

tic Society of Bengal has two, of which one

(MS. No. 77) is very excellent. It is so free

from errors and so carefully corrected, that it

looks like an autograph. “The biographies,”

says Mr. Morley, “are very ably written, and

full of important historic detail; and, as they

include those of all the most eminent men who

flourished in the time of the Mongol Emperors

of the house of Timur, down to A. H. 1194

(A. D. 1780), the Madsir ul Umará must always

hold its place as one of the most valuable books

of reference for the student of Indian history.”

There are but few notices of the Amirs who

* Wide ante p. 47.
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served under Bábar and Humáyūn; most

of them refer to the period between the

reigns of Akbar and Farrukh Siyar. Many of

the biographies, however, are not merely bio

graphies of one grandee, but of his whole family.

The last edition, which is the only valuable one,

“enumerates no less than thirty histories and

biographical treatises, from which 'Abdul Hai

has drawn the materials for his own portion of

the work;” he has also added numerous inci

dental notices from inscriptions on tombs and

family histories.

The biographies of the Amirs who served

under Akbar have nearly all been given in my

translation of the A'in. I shall therefore select

biographies of the Amirs that belong to the

subsequent reigns.

The grandees of the Mughul Court were di

vided into two classes, of which the first com

prised the Umard i kibár, or great Amirs. The

emperor's service was strictly military, and the

titles of the several ranks indicated the strength

of the contingent which each Amir had to fur

nish. As commanders of contingents the Amirs

were called Mançabdārs. The lowest mangab,

or command, which entitled an officer to the

title of Amir, was, under Akbar, a command of

Two Hundred, and from the time of Sháhjahán,

a command of Five Hundred. Commanders of

Two Thousand and upwards were looked upon

as ‘great Amirs.' The highest command was

that of Five Thousand ; but the princes, several

Mahārājahs, and grandees related to the em

perors, heldhigher commands. The princes often

held commands of Thirty Thousand. Under Ak

bar, commands of Seven Thousand were given to

a few, as to Mánsingh and Mirzá Sháhrukh.

Under Sháhjahán the highest command was that

of A'caf Khán, the father of Mumtéz Mahall,

Sháhjahán's wife who lies buried in the Tájat

Agrá. He held a command of Nine Thousand;

but on his death, no grandee was promoted to

his post. Jai Singh held, only towards the very

end of Shájahán's reign, a command of Seven

Thousand. The weak emperors after Aurangzib

again conferred high mangabs.

During the time of war, many grandees kept

up much larger contingents than their rank

indicated. Thus A'gaf Khán I., the conqueror

of Gondwana, had under Akbar for some time

a contingent of 20,000 men, recruited by him

self. In times of peace, the rule was to main

tain only the fourth part of the nominal com

mand, so that a commander of Five Thousand

kept up 1250 men. On account of the frequent

rebellions of powerful Amirs, the emperors con

tinually lowered the actual commands, and in

creased the strength of the standing or imperial

army. Thus Shāhjahán, during the Balkh war,

lowered the strength of the contingents from

one-fourth to one-fifth. The troops of the Amirs

were called tâbindin, or followers. Cavalry alone

was counted. The recruiting and officering of

the contingents rested entirely with the Amirs.

The men of the standing army of the emperor

were called Dikhili troops. For the payment

of their contingents the Amirs received lands

as tuyºl, or jågår. The former term is generally

restricted to lands held exclusively for military

purposes; the word jáſár has a more general

meaning, and refers mostly to lands granted as

rewards to distinguished officers. Hence we

often find in histories that Amirs held certain

lands as tuyºl and other lands, often far away,

as jęgłr.

The contingents of the Amirs consisted mostly

of troopers who joined their service with one

horse each. Troopers who furnished two horses

were called duaspah, and such as came with

three, sihaspah. This will explain such titles as

Panjhazārā, chahár hazár suwär, sihastiré duaspah

sihaspah, “a commander of five thousand, four

thousand horse, three thousand Duaspah and

Sihaspah troopers,' which means that the Amir

held a personal rank of 5,000, with a contingent

not exceeding 4,000 horse, of which 3,000 should

be troopers with two and three horses. Horses

killed when on service were replaced by the

state. -

When grandees were old, they were excused

attendance at court (tak{{f bair); they lost

their tuyūls, and were sent to their jagirs, or re

ceived pensions in cash. At death, their whole

property lapsed to the emperor.

There are several other points of interest con

nected with the salaries, promotions, and titles

of the Amirs, and certain court-ceremonies,

which will be described hereafter.

I now commence the biographical notices with

I. SHAIKH DAGD QURAISHi,

Shaikh Dáid was the son of Bhikan Khán,

and belonged to a family of Shaikhzādahs settled

in Hiçár Firüzah. The word “Quraishi' signifies

‘tracing his descent from the Arabian tribe of

Quraish,’ to which the Prophet belonged; but

the term is often applied in this country to

Hindú converts to Islám. Dáild's father had
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been in the service of the renowned Khán Jahān

Lodi, and was killed in the beginning of the re

bellion of his master, in the fight near Dholpur.

Dáild entered the service of Prince Dárá Shikoh,

and distinguished himself in the field and in

council. In the 30th year of Sháhjahán's reign,

when the executive of the government was in

Dárá's hands, Dáild was Faujdar of Mathurá,

Mahāban, Jalesar, and several other districts.

On the death of Sa'dullah, he was put in charge

of the Prince's tuyºl, and received orders to

guard, with two thousand horse, the roads be

tween Agra and Shahjahānābād. In the same

year, at the request of the Prince, the emperor

made him a Khán ; hence he is best known in

history as Dávid Khán. At the outbreak of the

war between Dárá and Aurangzib, Dáild held

an important post and, together with Satr Sāl

Hárá, commanded Dárá's vanguard. In the

first battle, which was fought near Samogar,

9 miles east of Agra, (6th Ramazán 1068, or

28th May 1658, A.D.) Dáild's brother Shaikh

Ján Muhammad was killed. Dárá was defeat

ed and retreated to the Panjāb, and ordered

Dátīd to guard the Guzar i Talwan, a well

known ford of the Satlaj south of Jálindhar:

but when Dárà fled from Láhor to Multān,

Dáuid crossed the river, burned and sunk

the ships, and joined the Prince. Seeing that

his cause was hopeless, he left him near Bhak

kar, and went through Jaisalmir to Firüzah, his

ancestral home. He had not been there long,

when Aurangzib sent him a khil'at, in order to

win him over to his party. Dáild accepted it,

and, on Aurangzib's return from Multán to

the capital, paid his respects at Court, when

he was appointed to a command of Four Thou

sand with 3000 horse. He served immediately

afterwards in the war with Shujā’, and pursued

that Prince under Mir Jumlah. When Shuja'

had fled, Dáild was sent to occupy Patna,

and during his stay there was appointed Gover

nor of Bihár. For some time he continued his

operations against Shujā’, who was forced to

retreat from Tāndah, near Gaur, to Eastern

Bengal; but when the Prince had withdrawn

beyond the frontiers of the empire, Daud re

turned to Patna, and prepared to subject

several refractory zamindårs of Bihár. He also

received orders to invade Palámauñ, which he

finally conquered in the end of December 1660.*

Dáild had scarcely returned from Palámauń

to Patna, when he was called to Court. On

his arrival, he was appointed, together with

Mirzā Rajah Jai Singh, to take the field

against Sivā Bhojislah. Aurangzib also rais

ed him to the rank of a commander of

Five Thousand, with 4000 horse, 3000 duaspah

and sihaspah troopers, and made him governor

of Khándesh. He conquered Fort Rudramál, and

marched with Jaisingh to Fort Purandhar,

during the siege, devastating Sivā’s country

with 7000 horse, especially the districts of Rāj

garh and Kundanah. Returning from his ex

cursions to Jai Singh, he took the command of

the right wing of the Imperial army, and

attacked Adil Shah of Bijápur.

In the 9th year of Aurangzib's reign, he was

recalled from Khāndesh to Court, but was in

the following year sent as Governor to Barár,

and not long afterwards to Burhānpur. In the

14th year, he went again to Court, and was ap

pointed Governor of Ilāhābād.

‘The date of his death is not recorded.”—Madsir.

His son Hamid Khán also distinguished him

self as a brave soldier. He died in the 25th

year of Aurangzib's reign (beginning of A. H.

1093, or A. D. 1682). The Bibl. Indica edition

of the Madsir i 'A'lamgiri calls him (on p. 217,

l. 8) H d mid Khán, and in the last line,

Jam s h ed. A h 4 n.

Colonel E. D. Dalton lately favoured me with

a short biography of Daud Khan, written by

one of Daud’s descendants. According to that

biography, Dáid is the son of Kabir Khān, son

of Farid Khān, and the (younger) brother of

Bhikan Khán. The Madsir ul Umará makes

Bhikan Khán Dáild's father. The paper con

tains no notice of the various services which

Dátid performed ; but it mentions that the town

of Dáudnagar in Bihár was founded by him in

A. H. 1083, or 1672–73 A.D., and that he died

at Rohtasgarh on the 19th Zil Hajjah 1084, or

17th March 1674. It concludes with a few

verses in the long hazaj metre, the last of which

contains the Tárikh of Daud’s death.

Chuján bispurd u imán burd dar rāh jarán mardi,

Bat drikhash khirad gufta ba-imán raft mardinah.

As he gave his life, but carried off his faith, on the

road of valour.

The mind (of the poet) selected as firikh the words

‘Ba-imán raft mardinah (he left the world bravely

and piously.)

The values of the letters in the last three

words, when added up, will be found to give 1084.

* The details of the couquest are given in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1871, p. 127.
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Dáild's descendants exist in Bihár to this day.

Colonel Dalton speaks of a large fresco in Dáiid

nagar representing the battles fought by Dáild,

especially the conquest of Palámauñ. There

is also a series of family portraits taken from life.

Dáidnagar is thus mentioned in Thornton's Ga

zetteer. “It lies on the banks of the Son, forty

miles west of Gayå. About eight miles lower

down the Son from Dáiidnagar, there is a con

siderable village, called Shamshernagar, found

ed by Shamsher Khān, a nephew of Dáud Khán,

and a very pleasing structure built by him as

his tomb. It is now rapidly falling to pieces,

although still in possesion of his descendants.”

THE INDIGENOUS LITERATURE OF ORISSA,

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., BALASOR,

THERE is a general impression abroad amongst

scholars that the modern Indian vernaculars

are mere jargons which suffice for the colloquial

needs of imperfectly civilized races, but that

they possess nothing which can fairly be called

a literature. Even those who are better informed

are prone to disparage the mediaeval poems which

are to be found in most, if not all of these

languages, though in Panjābi and Sindhi they

do not rise above the rank of ballads. Now,

before a judgment is delivered on this class of

books, it may fairly be demanded that they be

read. I fancy very few European or Indian

scholars have any practical acquaintance with

the real middle-age literature of the Hindus. In

fact the very names of the books themselves are

hardly known. Three characteristics are com

mon to them all, and deprive them of much of

the interest that would otherwise attach to them.

Firstly, they are all of inordinate length ;

secondly, they are mere repetitions, more or less

embellished, of the old fables of the Brahmanical

religion,-rechauff's of the Purānas and Mahā

bhārata; thirdly, they are all in verse. But

with all these drawbacks they are often valu

able for the light they throw on the growth of

the languages in which they are written. They are

in many cases still intensely popular in rural

districts, and a study of them will often supply

the key to curious and apparently inexplicable

peculiarities of native thought and manners.

Some few indeed possess higher merits, and may

be read with pleasure for the beauty of their

poetry, their stores of history and geography,

or the purity and loftiness of their morality.

Under the first head come such works as Tulsi

Dás's Rāmāyana, and the Satsai of Bihári Läl,

under the second Chand and the other Rajput

bards, under the third Kabir, Mamdeva, Tukarām,

and occasionally Vidyapati and other writers of

the Chaitanya school.

w

On the whole, then, it may be said that this

literature is worth preserving. It shows us the

people as they are and were, not as the English

schoolmaster would have them be-and possesses

a value even in its faults, quite above and apart

from the spurious unnatural literature composed

of works written to order by Fort William

pandits and mulavis; such as the Prem Ságar,

a farrago of nonsense in equal parts of bad

Hindi and disguised Gujaráti.

What we want is, first to find out what books

exist in the various languages; secondly, to have

them read with a view to finding out which are

worth preserving and printing ; and thirdly, to

get scholars to edit such as may be worth the

trouble.

We should then be able to place in the hands

of the student real genuine native works from

which he could learn what the language he was

studying really was, instead of, as at present,

misleading him by trash like the Bagh-o-Bahar

or Baital Pachisi, composed in a language which

no native ever speaks, and which he can with

difficulty understand. The change which this

would cause in, and the impetus it would give

to, the study of Indian languages would pro

bably be comparable only to the new life which

was imparted to the schools of Europe when

Virgil and Cicero first began to supersede, as

text books, the crabbed Latin of Cassiodorus

and Erigena.

As a contribution to the above objects I here

append a list of works known to exist in Oriya,

and propose, as opportunity offers, to read the

most celebrated, and see what they are worth,

and to report my discoveries from time to time

through the medium of the Indian Antiquary.

I am aware that Oriya holds a low place in its

group of languages, but this is owing chiefly to

its obscurity. I consider it in many respects

one of the most interesting languages of the

* From Mr. T. F. Peppe's Report, Proceedings As. Soc. Bengal, December, 1871, p. 262.
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Aryan group, especially because, owing to its long

isolation from the rest, it has preserved words and

forms which have perished from them, and exhibits

at times very singular developments of its own.

The following list is the result of much en

quiry, and is believed to be nearly, if not quite,

exhaustive. The IRAsARALLol, A or “Waves of

Delight” by Dinkrishna Däs, a work of the early

part of the sixteenth century, is the most cele

brated Oriya poem, and is still well-known ; its

songs are even now frequently heard at village

meetings, and most educated Oriyas know whole

cantos by heart. I propose to give some notices

of it at a future time.

List.

[N.B.-The following ancient Uriya works are

known to be in existence, and copies of them written

on talpatra or palm leaf, may probably be procured

in different parts of the province. Those markedº

can be obtained in Balasor, but Puri and Katak are

better places to search for them in, especially Puri.]

1* Subhadrā parinaya An epic poem,

2* Rasa mañjari do.

3* Prem sudha nidhi A tale.

4* Rasapañchak do.

5* l'asikhârâvali Poem.

tº Subarnarekhâ do.

7 Shobhavati do.

8 Chitrakavya Alliterative poem.

9 Kamakautuk Poem.

10* Iouppai Couplets.

11* Shappai Verses.

12* Nappai do.

13° 1)hwani mańjari Rhetorical essay in verse.

14 Shabda mala A sort of dictionary.

15 Shad ritu Poem on the six seasons.

16* Baidehisha-bilāsa Epic poem.

17* Labanyabati do.

18° Kolibrahmānda sundari do.

19 Kalākautuk Poetry.

20 Subhadrāsār do.

21 Purushottam Mahātmya Religious poem on Krishna.

22 Trilokyamohini Religious poem.

23 Chitra lekha do.

24 Hemamañjari do.

25 l'asalekha do.

25 Kamakalā do.

27 Premalatā do.

28 Bhababati do.

2: Muktabati ... do.

30 Gitabhidan Dictionary

The above thirty works are by the celebrated

Upendra Bhanj of Gumsar.

31* Rasakallola Poem on Krishna by Dinkishn Däs,

32 Anańgarekhâ do. do.

33* Bhagabata–The well-known Purāna by Jagannāth Dás.

34* Mahābhārata, by Săradá Dàs - -

30+ do. Kishn I)as Vºl. of the

36 do. Chintamani great Epic.

37* Bragavadgità Gundicha Debi { ersºn. of the

-
Sanskrit poem.

83* Harivaisha Nārāyan Dás do. -

* ----------. - - Version of the
a-k -39* Ramāyāna Balarām Dás { Sanskrit Epic.

- -- - Version of the
* -40* Padmapurána Nilambar Das Sanskrit.

41* Kārttika Mahātmya Shib Das Religious poem.

42 Magha Mahatmya Kishn I)as do.

43* 134isakha Mahatmya Achat I as do.

44 Ekadashi Mahatmya Dibakar I as do.

45 Gaiga Mahatmya do. do.

46* 13harataharivaisha Balaram Dăs do.

47 A ratihvafishana Nityanand I as do.

48 Yugalrasamrita Surjyavarma do.

49 13auñri and Chauiri -- Poetical selections

50* Bidagdha Chinta- Abhimana Sa- -

mani mantasinha Erotic poem.

- - - - - - - - Epitome of the
*

-

51* Bichitra Itämāyana, Bishi Sanskrit Epic.

52* Aratatrâna -- jºr
- natha.

53 Gajastuti Jagannāth Dás Hymn to do.

54 liariuastuti do. do.

55 Dridha bhakti or Poem on IIindu

Iºarataº Balarám Pás '...

56* Gunasazara do. do.

3. * Mathura mañgala do. do. h

- -
Version of the

+ x

58* Lakshmi Purana do. Sanskrit.

Story of the

conquest of

59 Kālīchi Kāveri unknown Conjeveram

by the King

of Orissa.

60 BrajalMihări do. Youth of Krishna

61 Raghunathabilasa Dhananjaybhanj History of Haina

62 Katakautuka Ghan Bhanj A poem.

Commentary

63 Amarakosha tika Nārāyan Bhanj on the Sans

- - krit work.

64 Chintãmani Unknown Poems.

65 Rasalata do. 0. ial Ob

- - - "eremonia66 Darhyarasāmrita do. {Cº

- -
Extract from

67* Kapotapāshā do. Mahābhārata.

68 Rasikamañgal do. l'oein. -

69 Alankarbuli Dinkrishna Das Poem on rhetoric.

70 Nabakeli Unknown Erotic poem.

7 1 Jayamunibhārata Nilambar Dās Epic poem:

72 Saralastuti lºam Nayak Hymn to Durga.

73 Rudrastuti Nilambar Das Hymn to Siva:

74 Dhrubastuti Jagannāth Das Hymn to Krishnº

75 Namaratnagitā Kishna Dás Hindu law.

76 Itihasa Purana Jagannāth Dás A Purāma

77 l) wadashi Mahā- - -77 Iwº Mahā } Madhab Das Religious work.

- it n n- i- Life of Chaita

78 cºlºur } Kishna Dās nva fromthe

inTita - -

- Bengali.

79 Prempanchamrita Bibhupati Religious poem:

SātkhandiaMahā- --

" **ś" | Ashton, from the sº
- History of the

81 Dārubrahmana { idol of Jag

annāth

- --- - - version of the

82 Gita gobinda Dharanidhar { Sanskrit."

TRANSLATION AND REMARKS ON A COPPER-PLATE GRANT

DISCOVERED AT TIDGUNDI IN THE KALADGI ZILLA.

By SHANKAR PANDURANG PANDIT, M.A., ACTING PROFEssor of sanskrit, PUNA.

The following inscription is engraven on three

thick rectangular sheets of copper, each 12, by

9% inches, strung together by a ring about the

middle of one of the shorter sides, and weighing

in all a little more than seven teen pounds:

The ring passes through the handle of a solid

hemispherical seal, about the size of half of *

ordinary orange; and upon the flat side of the
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seal are the figures, in distinct relievo, of a lion,

the sun, a half moon, the palm of an expanded

hand, a cobra di capella with its hood expanded,

a swastika cross, a palm tree, and what appears

to me to be a spear. The inscription is engraved

on four of the six sides, the two outer ones be

ing left blank.

This copper-plate grant was found about

twelve years ago, by a Māng in tilling his field, at

the village of Tidgundi,about twelve miles to the

north of Bijäpur, in the district of Kalādgi. It

was shown about by the Măng in hopes that it

might be decyphered, being supposed by him to

relate to a hidden treasure; but not finding

any one who could read and explain it, though

it was taken as far as Nipâni and Kolhãpur, he

pawned it to a Mārvādi at Managoli in the

Bägevādi Taluka. When I accidentally heard

about it,” it had changed hands several times,

and I had not a little difficulty in getting posses

sion of it, by finding out the several persons

through whose hands it had passed, and by satis

fying the claims of all concerned. The set of

plates is now in my possession. The inscription

is well preserved, except in one or two places at

the edge of one side, where a few letters are

somewhat worn out, though they offer no diffi

culty to the reader.

Translation.

Victory to that body of Vi.hnu, which was mani

fested in the form of a Boar, that agitated the

ocean, and on the tip of the right tusk of which,

raised for the purpose, rested the world. Victory

to that Hari,f who, when he attempted to crush

the body of his enemy, and the latter crouched in

the hollow of his (Hari's) nails lest he should be

destroyed, looked in all directions, surprised at

his disappearance—and who shook off his hand in

disappointment, and then laughed, seeing the

Demon,f his foe, fallen before him on the ground

like a grain of dust. HeS who has a throat re

sembling a white lotus, perched upon by a line of

bees, that one, wearing a garland of human skulls

—may he confer prosperity upon thee.

Welfare At the time when the victorious

reign of Shri Tribhuvana Malla Deva, the Refuge of

the whole world, the Lord of the Earth, Mahārāja

among the Mahārājas, the Parameshwara, the Bhat

taraka, the flower of the race of Satyāshraya, the

ornament of the dynasty of the Chālukyas is, from

the long-standing city of Shri Kalyāna, protecting

the earth, six years of the era of S h r i Vik

r a m a having passed, and there having commenced

the seventh by name Dundubhi, on the first day

of the Shuddha fortnight of the month of Kārtika

of that year, being Sunday. Dependent for his

subsistence upon his (Tribhuvana Malla's) lotus

like feet, the ancestor of king Munja, the ruler

of four thousand pratyandakas of land, sprung

from the race of Sinda, and of incalculable dread

in the fields of battle, (is) by name Bhima. His

eldest son, by name Sindarāja, of renowned fame,

dear to great victory won on battle fields. Of his

son King Munja the series of titles is :—Prosperity

(scasti), He who has obtained the fice great words]

Lord of the great circle," Lord of the city of Bhoji

rati, descendant of the king of the Snakes, flower

of the race of the Snakes, delight of the Sinda race,

like the sun to the lotuses, destructice like the sub

marine fire to the Gunakas,” the Mandalika, adorned

by a series of names that purifies the world, f Lord

of the great circle.

This is a benediction on king Shri J/unja Rāja :—

This king Munja is not [like] that Vāmana, who,

for the purpose of entrapping king Bali, assumed

poverty though for a time, but he is the crown-jewel

of all kings. Nor is he [like] him that acted the

Boar, when destruction from its enemies threatened

the world. He, the lord of earth, victorious among

numbers of resplendent kings—may he be victo

rious ! It is strange O king Munja, that though

the hearts of your enemies are always exceedingly

heated, your Fame, who is your consort, loves to

wander among them (the hearts) dreadful as the

deep ocean £ But ah! yes, I see the reason. There

resides in you the power of the knowledge of mak

ing fire and poison harmless. $ Hence it is that

she incessantly roves among your enemies living

between the Himälaya and the Bridge.

* The writer was then District Deputy Collector in the

Kalādgi Collectorate.

t Here there is a play upon the word Hari, which means both

Vishnu and a lion, and the alusion is to the Man-lion avatara

of Wishnu.

1 This was Hiram fakashipw, to destroy whom Vishnu became

incarnate as the Man-lion or half man and half lion.

§ This refers to Shiva, who attempted to swallow the poison

churned out of the ocean, by which his throat was blackened

| Samadhiqatapanchamahāshahdah : It is usual to render

this to mean ‘who has obtained the five great sounds, viz.,

9f certain musical instruments. But it seems more pro

bable that Mahā Shabda refers to certain five titles, though

I am not certain what these titles were. The word Maha

shabda appears to refer to five words or titles beginning with

Mahā, such as Mahārāja, Mahámandaleshcara, &c.

§ Mandala is the circle of the vassals and chiefs paying

tribute to a king.

* Guſukavadavánala in the original. It is not certain

whether Gunuka is the name of an individual or of a people.

The translation given above is a guess.

f The original is Jagatpipandmävalisamálankrita, which

appears to bea mistake forJagatpácanandmiralisamálankrita.

The original has clearly tadvå—mbudhibhikare. The

letter omitted is clear, but I have not been able to decypher

it. It may be dha.

§ Shikhirishſistambhádividyāhalam,_Shikhistambha means

an art or magical power, whereby the effects of fire are

averted, and by the help of which one may rush into fire

and come out unscathed. And so also of vishtistambha,

which is applied to the magical powers supposed to be

possessed by snake-charmers.

| The bridge here referred to is the bridge-like range of

rocks connecting Lanka or Ceylon with India, supposed to

have been built by the hero of the Rāmāyana. “From the

Himalaya to the bridge” is ordinarily used to signify

“from one end of India to the other.”
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By him. In the circle of his vassals [there is

Kanna Sámanta] whose titles are Prosperity, he

who has obtained the fire great words, the Mahāsā

manta, belored of cictory, death to the forces of his

enemy, disperser “ of hostile fellow-rassals as a gust

of wind is of the clouds, a lion among his elephant

like inimical Sámantas, the Bentekāra,+ Magarakirti

navasāra, the Bantarabhāraş deroteeſ of Rerana,

............" pure in his family, the chief friend of the

good worshipper of Truth like the son of Yama,”

Turagarevata,fit brave as a lion, propitiator of the

feet of Shrimat TribhuvanaMalladera, -Kanna Sáman

ta [to wit]. This is a benediction for him:-Victory

to Shri Kanna Sámanta, devoted to the worship of

the feet of Hara, who manipulates the breasts of the

Princess of the Låtas, and who is ever death to his

enemies.

To him are sold{# for the full consideration and

delivered (literally given) the twelve villages of

Váycad (, the village called Takkaliká being ex

cepted from them. His (Munja's) ministers [being]

Shri Khambhayya Náyaka, Madhukari Näyaka the

minister entrusted with War and Peace, Bhammay

ya Nayaka, Nimbaya Nāyaka, in their presence,

having caused this copper-plate grant to be written

by Nannapai, the assistant to the Minister of War

and Peace, King Shri Munja by his own hand deli

vered it to Kanna Sámanta. [Now] that stanza :

“Whoever should resume land whether given by

himself or by others lives as an insect in filth for

sixty thousand years.'

Remarks.

At first sight the words Shri Vikramakála Sam

vatsareshu shatsu atiteshu saptme dundubhisainwat

sare prarartamáne might be supposed to indicate

the Samrat era of Vikrama, and the inscription

states that the 6th year of the era having passed, and

the seventh having commenced on the first day of

the Shukla half of the month of Kārtika, the grant

was made on that day. Now the Samvat year

commences from the first of the Shukla half of the

month of Kārtika; further more this day falls

on Sunday in the seventh year of the era, and

Dundubhi is also the name of the seventh year of

the cycle according to the method of naming the

an assured by Prof. Keru Lakshman Chhatre that

the calculations by which he arrived at these results

were carefully inade, and admit of no doubt as to

their accuracy. If, then, the date given in the grant

be according to the old Vikraina era, it corresponds

to the 30th of September 51, B.C. (N.S.) But to set

against this coincidence, there is, in the first place,

the appearance of the characters which is decidedly

unodern. In fact with the exception of the letters

3, UT, VH, IT, ºff. ST. g., UT, T, T. F., and I,

and as many compound letters, the whole of

the inscription may be read with little difficulty

by any one acquainted only with the modern form

of the Devanāgari alphabet used in the Dekhan. I

have seen, in the district of Kalādgi, several inscrip

tions in Devanāgarī characters about ten or eleven

centuries old, and I invariably found the characters

present a much more ancient appearance than those

in the present inscription. Of course it will not

always be safe in assigning dates to ancient inscrip.

tions and documents, to be guided entirely by the

appearance of the characters, when it is often

found that one and the same alphabet presents con

siderable variety in the shape of its letters as used

in different parts of the country even at the same

time, and that individual peculiarities of a writer's

or engraver's style of writing may account for a

good deal of variety of form. But the forms of the

letters in the stone inscriptions of the seventh, eighth

and ninth centuries after Christ, still extant in

the Kalādgi district, which formed part of the

Chālukya territories, are so much more ancient than

those of the present Devanāgari alphabet, and even

than those of this copper-plate, that if the latter

really belonged to the first century before Christ,

its letters should be of far more ancient forms

than those of the stone inscriptions.

In the second place, the King of the Chá

lukya dynasty, in whose reign the grant is stated

II. or Kali

cycle of years followed north of the Narmadá. I

to have been made is well known, and belongs

to the branch of that dynasty, which reigned

at Kalyāna from about the end of the tenth

to near the end of the twelfth century of

the Christian era. Mr. Elliot's paperS on Hindu

Inscriptions mentions a King Vikram fi ditya.

Vikrama, or Paramādirāya, who

assumed the title of Trib h u v an a Malla,

* The original distinctly reads Sabhatasſimantaghasapa

talarighatana prabhanjanam, of which the translation given

above is an approximate guess, but is open to cor

rection. If the epithet is not corrupt, it seems difficult

how Sabhata should mean inimical. It is possible that

ghasapatala may be a mistake for qhanopatala.

+ This is an ancient Canarese word, the modern form of

which is beſigára or beſikāra. It means a sportsman, a

hunter.

t I do not know what this epithet means. Literally it

signifies the new essence of the fame of an alligator.'

§ Bantarabhāra–Banta is a Canarese word, and means a

hero. Bantara is its genitive plural, and with the Sanskrit

honorific bhāva, the epithet seems to mean the honourable

hero,” or rather ‘the essence (bhava) of the heroes, i. e. the

greatest hero.

| Revanadevana in the original, which may be a mistake

for Reranaderatum, and if so, Revana must be the name of

some local deity. Revana is not infrequently a proper name

among the lower classes in the Karnātaka.

* Here there occurs a long expression which I read as

Karapatihitºchayánachalitadhairya, but which I cannot

translate intelligibly.

** The original Dharmadharmatmajasayarádheya appears

be a mistake for Dharmadharmálm jasutyurádheya or Dhar

madh Irmitmajasatyarādheya. The son of Yama is Dharma,

the eldest of the Pandavas. Yama is also called Dharma.

++ Rich in horses?

it The original Krayad inapárrakammātmiyamanneya

(angeya º for anyadiya)-sånyam is rather doubtful if not

corrupt. The letters, however, are perfectly clear in the

inscription.

§ Published in the Journal Royal Asiatic Society, vol. IV.
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and the date of his accession to the throne is given

as Shaka 998. This Kali Vikram a is describ

ed in one of Mr. Elliot's inscriptions as having set

aside the ancient Shaka, and established the

Vikrama Shaka in his own name,” &c. Tribhu

vana Malla, therefore, mentioned twice in this

grant is most probably the same as that of Mr.

Elliot's list, and the Vikrama Samvat of the

grant is the era established by that prince. From

the fact that he called himself Vikramāditya, gave

the name of Vikrama Samvat to the era he estab

lished, and lastly, that he began it on the first tithi

of the Shukla fortnight of Kārtika, the day on

which the year of the old Vikrama epoch com

mences—one of two inferences may be drawn. He

may have set his era in opposition to that of the

Shaka King, Shālivāhana, which was then, as now,

prevalent in the Dekhan, and attempted to super

sede it the more effectually by giving his own the

appearance of a revival of the older era of Vikrama,

the great rival of the Shaka King, i.e. by calling

himself Kali V i krama or Vikrama of the Kali

or modern age, and commencing it on the same

day of the month of Kārtika as the older era of

Vikramāditya. This is probable from the fact, that,

according to Mr. Elliot, he is described in an in

scription as “rubbing out the Shaka,” and institut

ing the Vikrama Era in its stead. The other in

fe ence is, that wishing to perpetuate his own me

mory by the establishment of a new era, he set him

self in oppºsition to the older Wikramāditya, and

attempted to blot out the older era. But whatever

might be his object, the fact of its institution is

placed beyond all doubt by some of the inscriptions

collected by Mr. Elliot.

Referring then the date given in the grant to

the era commenced by Tribhuvana Malla, we

find that the cycle year Dundubhi, which is men

tioned in the grant as falling in the seventh year of

the ra, falls in Shaka 1004, according to the Dekhan

or Telingana method of calculation; but in that year

the first of the Shukla fortnight of Kārtika falls on

Tuesday. The coincidence of Sunday on the first

tithi of Kārtika takes place in 1005, but the year

Dundubhi cannot be made to agree with the Shaka

year 1005. As, however, the coincidence of the day

of the week with the tithi of the month is more

important, as not being likely to have been wrongly

stated, than the coincidence of a given year of any

era with a certain year of the Bârhaspatya cycle,

which, at different courts of kings, has from time

to time been subjected to different methods of cal

culation,-it may safely be assumed that the grant

was dated upon the first tithi of Kārtika of the

Shaka year 1005, or 15th of October, 1083, N. S. The

choice of Shaka 1005 as corresponding with the

seventh year of the new Vikrama epoch of the

Chālukya prince is strengthened by a statement

* Gadega inscription No. 7, VII, p. 235 of Mr. Elliot's

collection.

that, according to Mr. Elliot, appears to be contained

in an inscription at Galaganātha,t that the Shaka

year 1003 corresponds with the fifth year of his

reign, in which “he overcame Ball a v ar àja of

the Palav any a or Pal a race.”

The inscription purports to record a grant of

twelve villages made by Mu nj a Mahi pati, or

King Munja to K a n n a Sām a n ta. Bhim a

is the first mentioned ancestor of King Mu nja, and

is described as born of the race of the Sind a

kings. His eldest son was Sind a Rāja. His

son Munja Rāja is the grantor of the Shasana.

The grant accordingly makes mention only of the

father and the grand-father of M unja. B him a

is further described as being pratyandakachatu%

sahasradeshādhipatih, about the meaning of which

I am not quite certain. Pratyandaka might be a

square measure of land, and the epithet may mean,

‘lord of four thousand pratayndakas of land.”

One of the titles of Mu nja is ‘Bhogavatipura

parameshwara,'—‘lord of the city of Bhogávati.”

As no other place is mentioned that appears to have

been his capital; but I have not been able to identify

this city with any town in the Dekhan. Another

epithet of King Mu nja is Phanindraramīshodbhava,

or ‘born in the family of the serpents' or the

‘Nāgas.' B h ima, the grand-father of Munja,

is described as depending for his subsistence on the

lotus-like feet of King Trib h u v an a Mall a

Deva, from which, as also from the manner that

that prince is mentioned in the grant, it appears

that he was a chief under, or a Raja paying tribute

to, Tribhuv an a M. all a Deva.

The grantee is K a n n a Sá m a n ta, one

of the chiefs subordinate to King Munja,

and is also described as being a worshipper

of the feet of Tribhuvana Malla Deva, from

which it appears, that, besides being subordinate

to Munja, he also owed allegiance to the Chālukya

king. He is further described as a devotee of

Shiva and was married to a daughter of the

Lá t a s. The grant is silent as to the country or

residence of Kanna Sámanta, though he probably

belonged to the Karnātaka, as some of his titles

are taken from the Canarese language.

The grant records the conveyance by sale of

twelve villages which, if I am not mistaken, went by

the collective name of Vä y v a da, which appears

quite distinct in the plate. Out of the Vây v ad a

villages, the grant states that one village named

Takk alik Å is excepted. It is interesting to

note that there is still a village called T âk a l k i

in the B fi ge v di Tāluka of the Kalādgi

district, not far from the place where the copper

plate was discovered. There is also a village called

Täkli on the northern bank of the Bhimä about

fifteen miles north of Tid g undi, and near the

village of D h (, l k h ed.

+ Noticed by Mr. Elliot in his paper on Hindu Inscrip

tions, printed in the Journal Royal Asiatic Society vol. IV.
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However strange it might appear, from the in

scription being a mere deed of sale—if the interpre

tation of tasmai krayadanapürrakammatmiyaman

neyasamyan Wayradadvädasha gram dattagh be

correct—it appears that the grantor was mºre than

a mere chief; otherwise the mention of his Minis

ters, and among them a Minister of Peace and War,

could hardly be satisfactorily explained. It is pro

bable, however, that the grantee Kanna Så man

t a was no more than a petty chief.

DARDU LEGENDS, PROVERBS AND FABLES.”

By G. W. LEITNER, M.A. Ph. D.

I.—DARDU LEGENDS.

A—DEMons—YAch.t

DEMONs are of a gigantic size, and have only one

eye which is in the forehead. They used to rule

over the mountains and oppose the cultivation of

the soil by man. They often dragged people away

into their recesses. Since the adoption of the

Muhammadan religion, the Demons have relinquish

ed their possessions, and only occasionally trouble

the believers.

They do not walk by day, but confine themselves

to promenading at night. A spot is shown near

Astor at a village called Bulent, where five large

mounds are pointed out which have somewhat the

shape of huge baskets. Their existence is explain

ed as follows. A Zamindār at Grukót, a village

further on, on the Kashmir road, had with great

trouble sifted his grain for storing, and had put it

into baskets and sacks. He then went away. The

Demons came—five in number—carrying huge

leather sacks, into which they put the grain. They

then went to a place which is still pointed out and

called “Gué Gutumé Yacheyn gau boki,” or

“ the place of the demons' loads at the hollow"—

Gué being the Shina name for the present village

of Grukót. There they brought up a huge flat

stone—which is still shown—and made it into a

kind of pan (tawa) for the preparation of bread.

But the morning dawned and obliged them to dis

appear ; they converted the sacks and their contents

into earthen mounds which have the shape of

baskets and are still shown.

1.—The Wedding of Demons.f

“A Shikari was once hunting in the hills. He

had taken provisions with him for five days. On

the sixth day he found himself without any food.

Excited and fatigued by his fruitless expedition, he

wandered into the deepest mountain recesses, care

less whither he went so long as he could find water

to assuage his thirst, and a few wild berries to allay

his hunger. Even that search was unsuccessful

and, tired and hungry, he endeavoured to compose

himself to sleep. Even that comfort was denied

him, and, nearly maddened with his situation, he

again arose and looked around him. It was the

first or second hour of night, and at a short distance

he descried a large fire blazing—a most cheerful

welcome to the hungry, and now chilled, wanderer.

He approached it quietly, hoping to meet some

other sportsman who might provide him with food.

Coming near the fire, he saw a very large and

curious assembly of giants, eating, drinking and

singing. In great terror he wanted to make his

way back, when one of the assembly who had a

squint in his eye, got up for the purpose of fetching

water for the others. He overtook him and asked

him whether he was a “child of man.” Half dead

with terror, he scarcely could answer that he was,

when the Demon invited him to join them at the

meeting which was described to be a wedding

party. The Shikari replied, “You are a Demon and

will destroy me:” on which the spirit took an oath

by the sun and the moon, that he certainly would

not do so. He then hid him under a bush and went

back with the water. He had scarcely returned

when a plant was torn out of the ground and a

small aperture was made into which the giants

managed to throw all their property, and, gradually

making themselves thinner and thinner, themselves

vanished into the ground through it. Our sports

man was then taken by the hand by the friendly

demon, and, before he knew how, he himself glided

through the hole and found himself in a huge apart

ment, which was splendidly illuminated. He was

placed in a corner where he would not be observed.

He received some food and gazed in mute astonish

ment on the assembled spirits. At last he saw

the mother of the bride taking her daughter's head

into her lap and weeping bitterly at the prospect

of her departure into another household. Unable

to control her grief, and in compliance with an old

Shin custom, she began the singing of the evening

by launching into the following strains :—

Song of the Mother.

Ajeyn Birdinil me palise, shikk sané,

(Thy) mother's Birani my little darling ornaments will wear,

Inne Buldar Buche angai tapp bey hani,

[Whilst]here at Buldar Büche the heavens dark will become,

Nāgari Phal Chache Kani mirani in,

The Nagari (of race) Phal Chache of Khans, the prince will

come,

* Committed to writing for the first time in 1866 from the

dictation of Dards. This race has no written character of its

own.” + “ Yach” means “bad” in Kashmiri.

# This Legend and that of the origin of Ghilgit have appeared

before, but without annotations.

| The father's name was Mir Khan ; the daughter's name

was Birani; the bridegroom's name was Shadu Malik of Nagyr

of Phal Chache race; and the place of the wedding was Buldar

Buche.
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Tyn Mirkón málose ché gum bagéy,

Thy Mirkan father from, new corn will be distributed.

Satti Yabeo vey bot Shadu Malik bojum theum.

Seven rivers' water be Shadu Malik a going will make,

Tey Mirkan malo che gi bage,

Thy, Mirkan, father, now ghee will distribute.

Translation.—“Oh Biráni, thy mother's own ;

thou little darling wilt wear ornaments, whilst to

me, who will remain here at Buldar Büche, the

heavens will appear dark. The prince of Lords

of Phal Chache race is coming from Nāgyr and

Mirkan thy father, now distributes corn [as an act

of welcome.]

“Be (as fruitful and pleasant) as the water of

seven rivers, for Shadu Malik [the prince] is deter

mined to start, and now thy father Mirkan is

distributing ghi" [as a compliment to the departing

guest.]

The Shikari began to enjoy the scene, and would

have liked to have staid, but his squinting friend

told him now that he could not be allowed to

remain any longer. So he got up, but before again

vanishing through the above mentioned aperture

into the human world, he took a good look at the

Demons. To his astonishment he beheld on the

shoulders of one, a shawl which he had safely left

at home. Another held his gun ; a third was

eating out of his own dishes ; some had his many

coloured stockings on, and another disported him

self in Pijamas [drawers] which he only ventured

to put on on great occasions. He also saw many

of the things that had excited his admiration among

the property of his neighbours in his native village

being most familiarly used by the Demons. He

scarcely could be got to move away, but his

friendly guide took hold of him and brought him

again to the place where he had first met him. On

taking leave he gave him three loaves of bread.

As his village was far off he consumed two of the

loaves on the road. On reaching his home, he

found his father who had been getting rather

anxious at his prolonged absence. To him he told

all that had happened and showed him the remain

ing loaf of which the old man ate half. His

mother, a good housewife, took the remaining half

and threw it into a large granary, where, as it was

the season of Sharó (autumn), a sufficient store of

flour had been placed for the use of the family

during the winter. Strange to say, that half loaf

brought luck, for demons mean it sometimes kindly

to the children of men, and only hurt them when

they consider themselves offended. The granary

remained always full, and the people of the

village rejoiced with the family for they

were liked and were good people. It also

should be told that as soon as the Shikari came

home he looked after his costly shawl, dishes, and

clothes, but he found all in their proper places and

perfectly uninjured. On enquiring amongst his

neighbours he also found that they too had not lost

anything. He was much astonished at all this, till

an old woman who had a great reputation for

wisdom, told him that this was the custom of

demons, and that they invariably borrowed the

property of mankind for their weddings and as

invariably restored it. On occasions of rejoicings

amongst them, they felt kindly towards mankind.

Thus ends one of the prettiest tales that I have

ever heard.

2.—The Demon's Present of Coals

turned into Gold.

Something similar to what has just been related,

is said to have happened at Doyur on the road from

Ghilgit to Nagyr. A man of the name of Phúko

had a son, named Laskir, who, one day, going out

to fetch water, was caught by a Yach who tore up

a plant [reeds 2) “phurú” and entered with the

lad into the fissure which was thereby created.

He brought him to a large palace, in which a

number of goblins, male and female, were divert

ing themselves. He there saw all the valuables

of the inhabitants of his village. A wedding was

being celebrated and the mother sang:—

Güm bagé, déy Budulé Khatüni.

Güm bagé déy, huhā huhă I

Gi bagé déy, Buduló Khatünise.

Gi bagé déy, huhā huhā

Motz bagé déy, Budule Khatüni.

Motz bagé déy, huhá' huhā

Mò xx 35 xx &c., &c.

Translation.

Corn is being distributed, daughter of Budul.

Corn is being distributed, hurrah hurrah (Chorus.)

Ghi is being distributed, &c. &c. (Chorus.)

Meat is being distributed, &c, &c. (Chorus.)

Wine is being distributed, &c. &c. &c. &c. (Chorus.)

On his departure, the demon gave him a sackful

of coals, and conducted him, through the aperture

made by the tearing up of the reed, towards his

village. The moment the demon had left, the boy

emptied the sack of the coals and went home, when

he told his father what had happened. In the

emptied sack they found a small bit of coal

which, as soon as they touched it, became a gold

coin, very much to the regret of the boy's father

who would have liked his son to have brought home

the whole sackful. -

B.—BARA1—PERis of FAIRIEs.

They are handsome, in contradistinction to the

Yachas or demons, and stronger; they have a beauti

ful castle on the top of the Nanga Parbat or

Dyarmul (so called from being inaccessible.) This

castle is made of crystal, and the people fancy

they can see it. They call it “Shel-batte-kót” or

“Castle of Glass-stone.”

1.—The Sportsman and the Castle of the

Fairies.

Once a sportsman ventured up the Nanga Parbat.

To his surprise he found no difficulty, and venturing

farther and farther, he at last reached the top. There

he saw a beautiful castle made of glass, and pushing
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one of the doors, he entered it, and found himself in

a most magnificent apartment. Through it he saw

an open space that appeared to be the garden of the

castle, but there was in it only one tree of excessive

height and which was entirely composed of pearls

and corals. The delighted sportsman filled his

sack in which he carried his corn and left the place,

hoping to enrich himself by the sale of the pearls.

As he was going out of the door he saw an

innumerable crowd of serpents following him. In

his agitation he shouldered the sack and attempted

to run, when a pearl fell out. This a serpent

at once swallowed and disappeared. The sports

man, glad to get rid of his pursuers at any price,

threw pearl after pearl to them, and in every case it

had the desired effect. At last, only one serpent

remained, but for her [a fairy in that shape?] he

found no pearl, and, urged on by fear, he hastened

to his village–Tarsing, which is at the very foot of

the Nanga Parbat. On entering his house he found

it in great agitation ; bread was being distributed

to the poor as they do at funerals, for his family had

given him up as lost. The serpent still followed

and stopped at the door. In despair, the man

threw the corn-sack at her, when lo! a pearl glid

ed out, which was eagerly swallowed by the ser

pent which immediately disappeared. However,

the man was not the same being as before. He

was ill for days, and in about a fortnight after the

events narrated, died,—for fairies never forgive a

man who has surprised their secrets.

2.—The Fairy who Punished Iſer

Human Lover.

It is not believed in Astor that fairies ever marry

human beings, but in Ghilgit there is a legend to

that effect. A famous sportsman, Kilá Lori, who

never returned empty-handed from any excursion,

kept company with a fairy to whom he was deeply

attached. Once in the hot weather, the fairy told

him not to go out shooting during “the seven days

of the summer,”—the “Caniculars"—which are called

Barda, and are supposed to be the hottest days in

Dardistan. “I am,” said she, “obliged to leave you

for that period, and mind you do not follow me.”

The sportsman promised obedience and the fairy

vanished, saying that he would certainly die if he

attempted to follow her. Our love-intoxicated

Nimrod, however, could not endure her absence.

On the fourth day he shouldered his gun and went

out with the hope of meeting her. Crossing a range

he came upon a plain, where he saw an immense

gathering of game of all sorts and his beloved

fairy milching a “Kill” [markhor], and collecting

the milk in a silver vessel. The noise which Kibá

Lori made caused the animal to start and to strike

out with its legs, which upset the silver vessel. The

fairy looked up, and to her anger beheld the dis

obedient lover. She went up to him and, after

reproaching him, struck him in the face. But she

had scarcely done so when despair mastered her

heart, and she cried out in the deepest anguish, that

“he now must die within four days.” “However,”

she said, “ do shoot one of these animals, so that

people may not say that you have returned empty

handed.” The poor man returned crest-fallen to

his home, lay down and died on the fourth day.

C.—DAYALs—Wizards AND WITCHEs.

The gift of second sight, or rather the intercourse

with fairies, is confined to a few families in which

it is hereditary. The wizard is made to inhale the

fumes of a fire which is lit with the wood of

the chili" (Panjābi, padam) a kind of firewood

which gives much smoke. Into the fire the milk

of a white sheep or goat is poured. The wizard

inhales the smoke till he apparently becomes in

sensible. He is then taken on the lap of one of the

spectators who sings a song which restores him to

his senses. In the meanwhile, a goat is slaughtered

and the moment the fortune-teller jumps up, its

bleeding neck is presented to him, which he sucks

as long as a drop remains. The assembled musi

cians then strike up a great noise and the wizard

rushes about in the circle, which is formed round

him, and talks unintelligibly. The fairy then ap

pears at some distance and sings, which, however,

only the wizard hears. He then communicates her

sayings in a song to one of the musicians who

explains its meaning to the people. The wizard is

called upon to foretell events and to give advice in

cases of illness, &c. &c. The people believe that in

ancient times these Dayals invariably spoke cor

rectly, but that now scarcely one saying in a

hundred turns out to be true. Wizards do not now

make a livelihood by their talent which is con

sidered its own reward.

D.—HISTORICAL LEGEND of THE ORIGIN of

GHILGIT.

There are few legends so exquisite as the one

which chronicles the origin or rather the rise of

Ghilgit. The traditions regarding Alexander the

Great, which Vigne and others have imagined to

exist among the people of Dardistan are unknown

to, at any rate, the Shiná race, excepting in so far

as some Munshi accompanying the Mahārājá's troops

may, perhaps, accidentally have referred to it in

conversation with a Shin. Any such information

would have been derived from the Shikandarnāma

of Nizāmi, and would therefore possess no original

value. There exist no ruins, so far as I have gone,

to point to an occupation of Dardistan by the

soldiers of Alexander. The following legend, how

ever, which not only lives in the memories of all

the Shin people, whether they be Chilásis, Astoris,

Ghilgitis, or Brokhpa–ſthe latter, as I discovered,

living actually side by side with the Baltis in Little

Tibet], but which also an annual festival comme

* Elsewhere called “ clai.”
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morates, is not devoid of interest either from an

historical or a purely literary point of view —

“Once upon a time there lived a race at Ghilgit

whose origin is uncertain. Whether they sprung

from the soil or had immigrated from a distant

region is doubtful ; so much is believed that they

were Gayupí, i. e., spontaneous aborigines, un

known. Over them ruled a monarch who was a

descendant of the evil spirits, the Yach, who

terrorized over the world. His name was Shiri

badat, and he resided at a castle in front of which

was a course for the performance of the manly

game of Polo.

every one of his actions his fiendish origin could be

discerned. The natives bore his rule with resigna

tion, for what could they effect against a monarch

at whose command even magic aids were placed 2

However, the country was rendered fertile, and

round the capital bloomed attractive gardens.

“The heavens, or rather the virtuous Peris, at

last grew tired of his tyranny, for he had crowned

his iniquities by indulging in a propensity for

cannibalism. This taste had been developed by an

accident. One day his cook brought him some

mutton broth, the like of which he had never

tasted. After much inquiry as to the nature

of the food on which the sheep had been

brought up, it was eventually traced to an old

woman, its first owner. She stated that her child

and the sheep were born on the same day, and los

ing the former, she had consoled herself by suckling

the latter. This was a revelation to the tyrant.

He had discovered the secret of the palatability of

the broth, and was determined to have a never

ending supply of it. So he ordered that his kit

chen should be regularly provided with children of

a tender age, whose flesh, when converted into

broth, would remind him of the exquisite dish he

had once so much relished. This cruel order was

carried out. The people of the country were dis

mayed at such a state of things, and sought slight

ly to improve it by sacrificing, in the first place, all

orphans and children of neighbouring tribes | The

tyrant, however, was insatiable, and soon was his

cruelty felt by many families at Ghilgit, who were

compelled to give up their children to slaughter.

“Relief came at last. At the top of the mountain

Ko, which it takes a day to ascend, and which over

looks the village of Doyur, below Ghilgit, on the

other side of the river, appeared three figures. They

looked like men, but much more strong and hand

some. In their arms they carried bows and arrows,

and turning their eyes in the direction of Doyur,

they perceived innumerable flocks of sheep and

cattle grazing on a prairie between that village and

the foot of the mountain. The strangers were

fairies, and had come [perhaps from Nagyrº) to

this region with the view of ridding Ghilgit of the

His tastes were capricious, and in .

monster that ruled over it. However, this intention

was confined to the two elder ones. The three

strangers were brothers, and none of them had been

born at the same time. It was their intention to make

Azru Shamsher, the youngest, Rājā of Ghilgit, and,

in order to achieve their purpose, they hit upon the

following plan. On the already noticed prairie,

which is called Didingé, a sportive calf was gainbol

ling towards, and away from, its mother. It was the

pride of its owner, and its brilliant red colour could

be seen from a distance. ‘Let us see who is the

best marksman, exclaimed the eldest, and saying

this, he shot an arrow in the direction of the calf,

but missed his aim. The second brother also tried

to hit it, but also failed. At last, Azru Shamsher,

who took a deep interest in the sport, shot his arrow,

which pierced the poor animal from side to side and

killed it. The brothers, whilst descending, congra

tulated Azru on his sportsmanship, and on arriving

at the spot where the calf was lying, proceeded to

cut its throat and to take out from its body the

titlits, namely, the kidneys and the licer.

“They then roasted these delicacies, and invited

Azru to partake of them first. He respectfully de

clined, on the ground of his youth, but they urged

him to do so, “in order,’ they said, ‘to reward you

for such an excellent shot.’ Scarcely had the meat

touched the lips of Azru when the brothers got up,

and vanishing into air, called out, ‘Brother you

have touched impure food, which Peris never should

eat, and we have made use of your ignorance of this

law, because we want to make you a human being”

who shall rule over Ghilgit ; remain therefore at

Doyur.” Azru, in deep grief at the separation, cried,

‘Why remain at Doyur, unless it be to grind corn ?

“Then,' said the brothers, go to Ghilgit.” “Why,"

was the reply, “go to Ghilgit, unless it be to work

in the gardens º' ‘No, no,' was the last and con

soling rejoinder ; “you will assuredly become the

king of this country, and deliver it from its mer

ciless oppressor.' No more was heard of the de

parting fairies, and Azru remained by himself, en

deavouring to gather consolation from the great

mission which had been bestowed on him. A

villager met him, and, struck by his appearance,

offered him shelter in his house. Next morning he

went on the roof of his host's house, and calling

out to him to come up, pointed to the Ko mountain,

on which, he said, he plainly discerned a wild goat.

The incredulous villager began to fear he had har

boured a maniac, if no a worse character ; but Azru

shot off his arrow, and, accompanied by the

villager (who had assembled some friends for pro

tection as he was afraid his young guest might

be an associate of robbers, and lead him into a trap),

went in the direction of the mountain. There, to

be sure, at the very spot that was pointed out,

though many miles distant, was lying the wild

* Eating meat was the process of “incarnation.
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goat, with Azru's arrow transfixing its body. The

astonished peasants at once hailed him as their

leader, but he exacted an oath of secrecy from

them ; for he had come to deliver them from their

tyrant, and would keep his incognito till such time

as his plans for the destruction of the monster

should be matured.

“He then took leave of the hospitable people

of Doyur, and went to Ghilgit. On reaching the

place, which is scarcely four miles distant from

Doyur, he amused himself by prowling about in the

gardens adjoining the royal residence. There he

met one of the female companions of Shiribadat's

daughter—(goli in Hill Panjābi, shadrój in Ghilgiti)

fetching water for the princess. This lady was

remarkably handsome and of a sweet disposition.

Her companion rushed back and told the young

lady to look from over the ramparts of the castle at

a wonderfully handsome young man whom she had

just met. The princess placed herself in a place

from which she could observe any one approaching

the fort. Her maid then returned and induced

Azru to come with her to the Polo ground—the

Shararan—in front of the castle; the princess was

smitten with his beauty and at once fell in love

with him. She then sent word to the young prince

to come and see her. When he was admitted into

her presence, he for a long time denied being any

thing else than a common labourer. At last, he

confessed to being a fairy's child, and the over

joyed princess offered him her hand and heart. It

may be mentioned here that the tyrant Shiribadat

had a wonderful horse, which could cross a mile at

every jump, and which its rider had accustomed to

jump both into, and out of, the fort, over its walls.

So regular were the leaps which that famous animal

could take, that he invariably alighted at the distance

of a mile from the fort, and at the same place. On

the very day on which the princess had admitted

young Azru into the fort, King Shiribadat was out

hunting, of which he was desperately fond, and to

which he used sometimes to devote a week or two

at a time. We must now return to Azru, whom we

have left conversing with the princess. Azru

remained silent when the lady confessed her love.

Urged to declare his sentinents, he said that he

would not marry her unless she bound herself to

him by the most stringent oath ; this she did, and

they became in the sight of God, as if they were

wedded man and wife.” He then announced that

he had come to destroy her father, and

asked her to kill him herself. This she

refused ; but as she had sworn to aid him in every

way she could, he finally induced her to promise

that she would ask her father where his soul was.

* Refuse food,” said Azru, “for three or four days,

and your father, who is devotedly fond of you, will

ask for the reason of your strange conduct ; then

say, ‘Father, you often stay away from me for

several days at a time, and I get distressed lest

something should happen to you ; do reassure me

by letting me know where your soul is, and let me

feel certain that your life is safe.' This the prin

cess promised to do, and when her father return

ed refused food for several days. The anxious

Shiribadat made enquiries, to which she replied by

making the already named request. The tyrant

was for a few moments thrown into mute astonish

ment, and finally refused compliance with her pre

posterous demand. The love-smitten lady went on

starving herself, till at last her father, fearful for

his daughter's life, told her not to fret herself about

him as his soul was [of snow?] in the snors, and

that he could only perish by fire. The princess

communicated this information to her lover. Azru

went back to Doyur and the villages around and

assembled his faithful peasants. Then he asked to

take twigs of the fir-tree or chi, bind them together,

and light them—then to proceed in a body with

torches to the castle in a circle, keep close together,

and surround it on every side. He then went and

dug out a very deep hole, as deep as a well, in the

place where Shiribadat's horse used to alight, and

covered it with green boughs. The next day he

received information that the torches (talen in

Ghilgiti and lººme in Astori) were ready. He at once

ordered the villagers gradually to draw near the fort

in the manner which he had already indicated.

“ King Shiribadat was then sitting in his castle ;

near him his treacherous daughter, who was so soon

to lose her parent. All at once he exclaimed, ‘I

feel very close ; go out, dearest, and see what has

happened.' The girl went out and saw torches

approaching from a distance ; but fancying it to

be something connected with the plans of her

husband, she went back and said it was nothing.

The torches came nearer and nearer, and the tyrant

became exceedingly restless. “Air, air,’ he cried,

‘I feel very, very ill ; do see, daughter, what is the

matter. The dutiful lady went and returned with

the same answer as before. At last the torch

bearers had fairly surrounded the fort, and

hiribadat, with a presentiment of impending

danger, rushed out of the room, saying ‘that he felt

he was dying.' He then ran to the stables and

mounted his favourite charger, and with one blow

of the whip made him jump over the wall of the

castle. Faithful to its habit, the noble animal

alighted at the same place, but alas ! only to find

itself engulfed in a treacherous pit. Before the

king had time to extricate himself, the villagers had

run up with their torches. ‘Throw them upon

him, cried Azru. With one accord all the blazing

wood was thrown upon Shiribadat, who miserably

perished. Azru was then most enthusiastically

proclaimed king, celebrated his nuptials with the

* The story of the famous horse, the love-making between Azru and the Princess, the manner of their marriage, and

other incidents connected with the expulsion of the tyrant, deserve attention.
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fair traitor, and, as sole tribute, eracted the offering

of one sheep, instead of that a human child, annually

from every one of the natives.” This custom has

prevailed down to the present day, and the people

of Shin, wherever they be, celebrate their delivery

from the rule of a monster, and the inauguration

of a more humane Government, in the month pre

ceding the beginning of winter—a month which

they call Dawakió or Daykiö—after the full moon

is over and the new moon has set in. The day of

this national celebration is called ‘nos chili,' the

“feast of firs.' The day generally follows four or

five days after the meat provision for the winter

has been laid in to dry. A few days of rejoicing

precede the special festivity, which takes place at

night. Then all the villagers go forth, having a

torch in their hands, which, at the sound of music,

they swing round their heads, and throw in the

direction of Ghilgit, if they are at any distance from

that place; whilst the people of Ghilgit throw it

indifferently about the plain in which that town,

if town it may be called, is situated. When the

throwing away of the brands is over, every man

returns to his house, when a curious custom is ob

served. He finds the door locked. The wife then

asks: ‘Where have you been all night? I won't

let you come in now.' Then her husband entreats

her and says, “I have brought you property and

children, and happiness, and anything you desire.'

Then after some further parley, the door is opened,

and the husband walks in. He is, however, stop

ped by a beam which goes across the room, whilst

all the females of the family rush into a inner apart

ment to the eldest lady of the place. The man

then assumes sulkiness and refuses to advance, when

the repenting wifelaunches into the following song:

Mà têté shabilès wº rajó tolyá.

Mà têté shabilès w8 ashpa panu.

Mà têté shabilès w8 tumák ginu.f

Mú tºté shabilès w8 kangar ginu.

Má têtê shabilès wo iehapan banu.

Mú titté shabilès sha mul déginum

Mú tuté shabilès, w8 gamy tshino.

Shabilès shà mul de ginum

Mù tuté shabilès, w8 gićy loto,

Shabilès sha mul de ginum.

Translation.—

Thou hast made me glad ' thou favourite of the Rajal

Thou hast rejoiced me, oh bold horseman

I am pleased with thee who so well usest gun and sword

Thou hast delighted me, oh thou who art invested with a

mantle (of honour)

Oh great happiness! I will buy it all by giving pleasure's

rice.

oº: [nourishment to us] a heap of corn and a store of

heel

bºa will I buy it all by giving pleasure's priceſ

* Possibly this legend is one of the causes of the un

founded reputation of cannibalism which was given by

Kashmiris and others to the Dards before 1866, and of

which one Dardu tribe accuses another, with which,even if

it should reside in a neighbouring valley, it may have no

Me hast thou made glad O ghi ball !

Rejoicing, pleasure's price giving, I will buy.”

“Then the husband relents and steps over the

partition beam. They all sit down, dine together,

and thus end the festivities of the ‘Nos.' The

little domestic scene is not observed at Ghilgit ;

but it is thought to be an essential element in the

celebration of the day by people whose ancestors

may have been retainers of the Ghilgit Rājā Azru

Shemsher, and by whom they may have been dis

missed to their homes with costly presents.

“The song itself is, however, well-known at

Ghilgit.

“When Azru had safely ascended the throne, he

ordered the tyrant's place to be levelled to the

ground. The willing peasants, manufacturing

spades of iron, (killi,) flocked to accomplish a grate

ful task, and sang whilst demolishing his castle –

Kºro teyto Shiri-ga-Badat jé kuró

[I am) hard said Shiri and Badat |f why hard

Dem Singa Khotá kºro

Dem Sing's Khotó [is] hard ;

Na chumare kille tº rake phala them

[With] this iron spade thy palace level I do.

Chaké ! tuto Sachó Malika Dem Singe

Behold I thou Shachó Malika Dem Singh's.

Ahot) kuró na chumare killéyi

Khotó hard ; [with] this iron spade

Tº rake -ga phalatém, chaké !

Thy palace very I level, behold

Translation.

“‘My nature is of a hard metal,' said Shiri and

Badat. “Why hard 2 I Khoto, the son of the pea

sant Dem Singh, am aloue hardy; with this iron

spade I raze to the ground thy kingly house. Be

hold now, although thou art of race accursed, of

Shacho Malika, I, Dem Singh's son, am of a hard

metal ; for with this iron spade I level thy very

palace; look out ! look out!’”

During the Nauroz [evidently because it is not

a national festival] and the 'Id, none of these na

tional Shin songs are sung. Eggs are dyed in dif

ferent colours, and people go about amusing them

selves by trying which eggs are hardest, by striking

the end of one against the end of another. The

possessor of the hard egg wins the broken one.

The women, however, amuse themselves on those

days by tying ropes to trees and swinging them

selves about on them.

E.—LEGENDS RELATING TO ANIMALs.

1.—A Bear and a Corpse.

It is said that bears, as the winter is coming on,

are in the habit of filling their dens with grass, and

hat they eat a plant called aftali, which has at

narcotic effect upon them and keeps them in a state

intercourse. I refer elsewhere to the custom of drinking a

portion of the blood of an enemy, to which my two Katirs

confessed.

+ Evidently a modern interpolation.

† Elsewhere called “Shiribadat” in one name.
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of torpor during the winter. After three months,

when the spring arrives, they awake and go about

for food. One of these bears once scented a corpse,

which he disinterred. It happened to be that of a

woman who had died a few days before. The bear,

who was in good spirits, brought her to his den,

where he set her upright against a stone, and

fashioning a spindle with his teeth and paws, gave

it to her into one hand, and placed some wool in

the other. He then went on growling “mā-mū-mü”

to encourage the woman to spin. He also brought

her some nuts and other provisions to eat. Of

course, his efforts were useless, and when she, after

a few days, gave signs of decomposition he ate her

up in despair. This is a story based on the playful

habits of the bear.

2.—A Bear Marries a Girl.

Another curious story is related of a bear. Two

women, a mother and her little daughter, were one

night watching their field of Indian corn (makkay,)

against the inroads of these animals. The mother

had to go to her house to prepare the food, and or

dered her daughter to light a fire outside. Whilst

she was doing this, a bear came and took her away.

He carried her into his den, and daily brought her

to eat and to drink. He rolled a big stone in front

of the den, whenever he went away on his tours'

which the girl was not strong enough to remove.

When she became old enough to be able to do this

he used daily to lick her feet, by which they be

came swollen and eventually dwindled down to

mere misshapen stumps. The girl who had be

come of age, had to endure the caresses of her guar

dian by whom she eventually became enceinte.

She died in child-birth, and the poor bear, after vain

efforts to restore her to life, roamed disconsolately

about the fields.

3.—Origin of Bears.

It is said that bears were originally the offspring

of a man who was driven into madness by his in

ability to pay his debts, and who took to the hills

in order to avoid his creditors.”

4.—The Bear and the one-eyed Man.

The following story was related by a man of the

name of Ghalib Shah, residing at a villege near

Astór, called Parishing. He was one night look

ing out whether any bear had come into his tromba

(field)f He saw that a bear was there, and that he,

* The scrupulousness of the Gipsies in discharging such

obligations, when contracted with a member of the same

race, used to be notorious.

f Tromba—to be made eatable must be ground into flour,

then boiled in water and placed in the “chamúl” [inſº
or “popush” ſº a receptacle under the hearth, an

has to be kept in this place for one night, after which it is fit

for use after being roasted or put on a tawa [pan] like a

Chapáti [a thin cake of unleavened bread] barāo or chitti

barão—sour bardo [moro bardo–sweet barão.]

t Almost every third man I met had, at some time or

other, been kidnapped, and dragged off either to Chlás,

Chitral, Badakhshan, or Bukhāra. The surveillance, how

with his forepaws, alternately took a pawful of

tromba, blew the chaff away, and ate it hastily. The

man was one-eyed (sheo blind; (my Ghilgiti used

Kyor which he said was a Persian word, but which

is evidently Turkish) and ran to his hut to get his

gun. He came ont and pointed it at the bear. The

animal, who saw this, ran round the blind side of

the man's face, snatched the gun out of his hand

and threw it away. The bear and the man then

wrestled for a time, but afterwards both gave up

the struggle and retired. The man, after he had

recovered himself, went to look for the gun, the

stock of which he found broken. The match-string

by which the stock had been tied to the barrel had

gone on burning all night and had been the cause

of the gun being destroyed. The son of that man

still lives at the village, and tells this story which

the people affect to believe.

5.—Wedding Festival among Bears.

A Mulla of the name of Lal Muhammad, said

that when he was taken a prisoner into Chilas,the

and his escort passed one day through one of the

dreariest portions of the mountains of that inhospit

able region. There they heard a noise, and quietly

approaching to ascertain its cause, they saw a com

pany of bears tearing up the grass and making

bundles of it which they hugged. Other bears again

wrapped their heads in grass, and some stood on

their hind-paws, holding a stick in their forepaws,

and dancing to the sound of the howls of the others.

They then ranged themselves in rows, at each end

of which was a young bear; on one side a male, on

the other a female. These were supposed to cele

brate their marriage on the occasion in question.

My informant swore to the story, and my Gl ilgiti

corroborated the truth of the first portion of the

account, which he said described a practice believed

to be common to bears.

6.—The Flying Porcupine.

There is a curious superstition with regard to an

animal called Hargin which appears to be more

like a porcupine than anything else. It is covered

with bristles, its back is of a red-brownish, and its

belly of a yellowish colour. This animal is sup

posed to be very dangerous, and to contain poison

in its bristles. At the approach of any man or ani

mal, it is said to gather itself up for a terrific jump

into the air, from which it descends, on to the head

of the intended victim. It is said to be generally

ever, which is exercised over prisoners, as they are being

moved by goat-paths over mountains, cannot be a very

effective one and, therefore, many of them escape. Some of

the Kashmir Maharájá's who sipahis invaded Dardistan, had

been captured and had escaped. They narrated many

stories of the ferocity of these mountaineers; e.g., that

they used their captives as fireworks, &c., in order to

enliven public gatherings. Even if this be true, there can

be no doubt that the sepoys retaliated in the fiercest man

ner whenever they had an opportunity, and the only

acts of barbarism that came under my observation, during

the war with the tribes in 1866, were committed by the

invaders.
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about half a yard long and a span broad. Our

friend Lal Muhammad, a saintly Akhunzada, but

a regular Munchausen, affirmed that he once met

with a curious incident with regard to that animal.

He was out shooting one day, when he saw a stag,

which seemed to look intently in one direction. He

fired off his gun, which, however, did not divert the

attention of the stag. At last he found out what

it was that the stag was looking at. It turned out

to be a huge Hargin which had swallowed a large

Markhor with the exception of his horns ! There

was the porcupine, out of whose mouth protruded the

head and horns of the Markhor / / My Ghilgiti,

on the contrary, said that the Hargin was a great

snake “like a big fish called Nang.” Perhaps, Har

gin means a monster or dragon, and is applied to

different animals in the two countries of Ghilgit

and Astor.

7.—A Fight between Wolves and a Bear who

wanted to dig their Grave.

A curious animal something like a wolf is also

described. The species is called Kó. These animals

are like dogs; their snouts are of a red colour, and

are very long ; they hunt in herds of ten or twenty,

and track game which they bring down, one herd or

one Kö, as the case may be, relieving the other at

certain stages. A Shikari once reported that he

saw a large number of them asleep. They were all

ranged in a single long line. A bear approached,

and by the aid of a long branch measured the line.

He then went to some distance, and measuring the

ground, dug it out to the extent of the line in length.

He then went back to measure the breadth of the

sleeping troop, when his branch touched one of the

animals, which at once jumped up and roused the

others. They all then pursued him and brought

him down. Some of them harassed him in front,

whilst one of them went behind him and sucked his

stomach clean out ab ano. This seems to be a

favourite method of these animals in destroying

game. They do not attack men, but bring down

horses, sheep, and game.

II—BUJONI-RIDDLES, PROVERBS

AND FABLES.

A.—RIDDLEs.

1. The Navel.—Tishkóreya ushkūrey halól."—The

perpendicular mountain's sparrow's nest—the body's

sparrow's hole.”

2. A Stick.-Mey sazik heyn, süreo peréyn, bas

darre pató bija.”—“Now listen' My sister walks

in the day-time and at night stands behind the

door;” as Sas, sazik also means a stick, ordinarily

called kunali in Astori, the riddle means: ‘I have

a stick which assists me in walking by day and

which I put behind the door at night.”

3. The Ghilgitis say “mey kákte tré pay; dashtea”

—'my brother has three feet; explain now," This

Imeans a man's two legs and a stick.

4. A Radish.-Astori mió dédo dimm déwa-lok;

dutyn sarpa-lok, buja. My grandfather's body [is]

in Hades, his beard [is in] this world ; [now]

explain

This riddle is explained by “a radish,' whose body

is in the earth and whose sprouts, compared to a

beard, are above the ground. Remarkable above

all, however, is that the unknown future state, re

ferred to in this riddle, should be called, whether

blessed or cursed, “Dáwalok” [the place of gods]

by these nominal Muhammadans. This world is

called “Sarpalok,”—the world of serpents. “Sarpe”

is also the name for man ; lok is “place,” but the

name by itself is not at present understood by the

Shins.

5. A Hooka-G. Méy Dadi shishéji agór, lápenu,

– My father's mother on her head fire is burning.’

The top of the hooka is the dadi's or grand-mother's

head.

6. A Sword.—Tetáng gotéjo riſi nikai–“ Dark

ness from the house, the female demon is coming

out,’ i.e. : “out of the dark sheath the beautiful,

but destructive, steel issues.” It is remarkable that

the female Yach should be called Rái.

7. Red Pepper.—Lolo bakuro shé chd lai hā—

būjal “In the red sheep's pen white young ones

are many—attend l’ This refers to the redpepper

husk in which there are many white seeds..

B.—PRoverBs.

8. Dotage.—To an old man people say,+Tú

jarro móto shūdung:—thou and old brains delivered.

“You are old and have got rid of your senses.”

Old women are very much dreaded and are accused

of creating mischief wherever they go.

9. Duties to the aged—(Gh.f.) Juwani keneru

digasus, jarvelo bechumus.-In youth's time I gave,

in old age I demand. “When young I gave away,

snow that I am old you should support me.”

10. A burnt child, &c.—Ek dam agdru dádo

dugúni shang the 1–0nce in fire you have been

burnt, a second time take care l

11. Evil Communications, &c.—Ek khach láchek

bilo bádo donate she.—One bad sheep if there be,

to the whole flock is an insult.—“One rotten sheep

spoils the whole flock.”

12. Ek khacho manājo budote sha;- one bad

man is to all an insult.”

13. Advice to keep good company.—

A mishto manitjo—kachi beyto, to mishto siché.

Kacho maujo—kachi beyto, to kacho siche.

When you [who are bad PJ sit near a good man

you learn good things : When you sit beside a bad

man you learn bad things. This proverb is not very

intelligible, if literally translated.

* Words inviting attention, such as “listen,” “explain,”

&c., &c., are generally put at the end of riddles.

# The abbreviation “G.” and “A.” stand respectively for

“in the GEilgiti dialect” and “in the Astori dialect.”
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14. Dimmi con chi tu pratichi, &c.—Tús mate

rá; mey shughulo ro hun, mas tute ram : tu ko

hanu.-"Tell me—my friend is such and such a

one, I will tell you who you are."

15. Disappointment.—Sháharé kéru gé shing

shém the konn chini tey chini teyanu.-“He went

to acquire horns and got his ears cut off."

16. How to treat an enemy Di dé, puch kih–

“give the daughter and eat the son," is a Ghilgit

proverb with regard to how one ought to treat an

enemy. The recommendation given is “marry

your daughter to your foe and then kill him,”

by which you get a male's head which is more

valuable than that of a female. The Dards have

sometimes acted on this maxim in order to lull the

suspicions of their Kashmir enemies.”

C.—FABLEs.

17. The woman and the hen.—Ek chákeyn kokoi

ek asilli ; sése soni thal (hané) deli ; sechey

se kohoite zamma láo wii ; tule du dey the , seekenu

lang bili ; kokoi dér pay mily.—A woman had a

hen ; it used to lay one golden egg ; the woman

thought that if she gave it much food it would lay

two eggs ; but she lost even the one, for the hen

died, its stomach bursting.

Moral.-Anesey maná ant hant. Láo arem the

apejo lang bilo. To gain much the little is lost.

18. The Sparrow and the Mountain.—“Shunutur-se

chishe—sati pºſija dem the ndre go. A sparrow how

tried to kick the mountain himself toppled over.”

19. The bat supporting the firmament.—The bat

is in the habit of sleeping on its back. It is be

lieved to be very proud. It is supposed to say as

it lies down and stretches its legs towards heaven.,

—“This I do so that when the heavens fall down I

may be able to support them.”

Tilteo rate suto to pey hunte angai

A bat at night sleeping its legs upwards heaven

wari theun ; angúi wati to pey gi

ward does ; the heavens when falling with my feet

sanarem theun.

uphold I will.

20. “Never walk behind a horse or before a

king”—as you will get kicked in either case.

Asphe patani né bo; rajo muchani ne bo.

Horse behind not walk ; raja in front not walk.

21. Union is Strength.-" A kettle cannot bal

ance itself on one stone ; on three, however, it does.

Ey pitch / ek gutur-ya déh ne quriye in ; tre+

Oh son l one stone on a kettle not stops ; three

guturey a dek qureyn. *

stones on a kettle stop.

The Ghilgitis instead of ya—“upon,” say ja.

Gutur is, I believe, used for a stone [ordinarily

btt] only in the above proverb.

22. The Frog in a Dilemma.-"If I speak, the

water will rush into my mouth, and if I keep

silent I will die bursting with rage.”

This was said by a frog who was in the water and

angry at something that occurred. If he croaked,

he would be drowned by the water rushing down his

throat, and if he did not croak he would burst with

suppressed rage. This saying is often referred to

by women when they are angry with their hus

bands, who may, perhaps, beat them, if they say

anything. A frog is called manok.

'os them—to dize—jya £ wey boje; me them

Voice I do—if month in water will come ; not do,

to py anatos

then bursting I will die.

23. The Fox and the universe.—When a man

threatens a lot of people with impossible menaces,

the reply often is—"Don't act like the fox Loyn

who was carried away by the water.” A fox one

day fell into a river: as he was swept past the

shore he cried out, “The water is carrying off the

universe.” The people on the banks of the river

said, “We can only see a fox whom the river is

drifting down.”

24. The fox and the pomegranate.—

Loyn danu me uchatte somm

The fox, the pomegranate not reached on account

chamm thu tsaurko hanu.

sour spitting it is sour.

“The fox wanted to eat pomegranates : as he

could not reach them, he went to a distance, and

biting his lips [as chamm was explained by an

Astori, although Ghilgitis call it chappé] spat on

the ground, saying, they are too sour.” I venture

to consider the conduct of this fox more cunning

than the one of “sour grapes” memory. His biting

his lips and, in consequence, spitting on the ground,

would make his disappointed face really look as if

he had tasted something sour.

REVIEWS.

RUDE Stone MonumENts in all Countries; their Age

and Uses. By James Fergusson, D. C. L., F. R. S.,

V. P. R. A. S., F. R. J. B. A., &c., with 234 illustrations,

559 pp. 8vo. London: John Murray, 1872.

For more than a quarter of a century Mr.

Fergusson has been an indefatigable worker in the

* Not very many years ago, the Albanian robbers in at

tacking shepherds used to consider themselves victorious if

they had robbed more sheep than they had lost men.

t “Tré”—“three” is pronounced ike “che.”

history of the architecture of all ages and countries,

and so thoroughly has he made this branch of in

vestigation his own, and so well has he unravelled

the principles of its development, that almost single

handed he may be said to have founded the science

of Comparative Architecture. Indian Architecture,

f. Ae-(Ghilgiti) mouth ; aru—in the mouth ; azeju–

against the mouth.

§ Aze-(Astori) mouth : ázeru—in the mouth; azeju–

against the mouth.
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as a study, owes almost everything to him, and

since the publication of his “Illustrations of the

Rock-Cut Temples of India” in 1845, to the present

day, his interest in it and his zeal for its thorough

investigation has steadily increased. But few of

the many contributions he has made to the cause

of his favourite science promise to be more in

portant in their ultimate issues than the service he

has just rendered by the publication of his “Rude

Stone Monuments.”

The age of the Monuments treated of has long

been a mystery, and of late the tendency has been

to relegate them almost without exception to “pre

historic" times. Mr. Fergusson, however, is justly

dissatisfied with all the theories on this point

broached during the last two centuries. Stukeley,

as he remarks, “cut the vessel adrift from the

moorings of common sense, and she has since been

a derelict tossed about by the winds and waves of

every passing fancy, till recently, when an attempt

has been made to tow the wreck into the misty

haven of prehistoric antiquity. If ever she reaches

that nebulous region, she may as well be broken

up in despair, as she can be of no further use for

human purposes.” Further, as he remarks else

where, some of these remains cannot belong to

prehistoric, while the others belong to the historic

period —“all belong to the one epoch or to the

other. Either it is that Stonehenge and Avebury

and all such are the temples of a race so ancient as

to be beyond the ken of mortal man, or they are

the sepulchral monuments of a people who lived so

nearly within the limits of true historic times, that

their story can easily be recovered." And if the

author has proved any point, it is that most of the

European remains of this class have been erected

since the Christian era, and most of those in Eng

land, at least, between the fifth and tenth centuries.

Stonehenge, for example, belongs to the period of

the struggle between the Saxons and the Britons

under Ambrosius, and most probably to the years

466 to 470 A. D. The argument he advances is

backed by the results of extensive reading, and from

the cumulative character of the evidence becomes

very powerful. And it perhaps deserves all the more

attention because the results are not those of

predilection:-" When I first took up the subject,”

says Mr. Fergusson in his preface, “I hoped that

the rude stone monuments would prove to be old,

—so old, indeed as to form the “incunabula' of

other styles, and that we might thus, by a simple

process, arrive at the genesis of styles. Bit by bit

that theory has crumbled to pieces as my knowledge

increased, and most reluctantly have I been forced

to adopt the more prosaic conclusions of the present

volume. If, however, this represents the truth,

that must be allowed to be an ample compensation

for the Joss of any poetry which has hitherto hung

round the mystery of the Rude Stone Monuments."

Regarding these monuments—whether Tumuli,

Dolmens or Cromlechs, Circles, Avenues, or Men

hirs, Mr. Fergusson sets himself to prove—1st, that

they “are generally sepulchral, or connected di

rectly, or indirectly, with the rites of the dead ;

2nd, that they are not temples in any usual or ap

propriate sense of the term ; and lastly,–that they

were generally erected by partially civilized races

after they had [in the west] come in contact with

the Romans, and most of them may be considered

as belonging to the first ten centuries of the

Christian Era."

It is not to be expected that all that the author

advances will stand the test of a rigid criticism, or

be confirmed by future discoveries, but this book has

the great merit of, for the first time, presenting a

distinct and positive view of the age or use of these

megalithic remains, and if suggestions on many

minor points have been offered, which it might be

difficult to establish by proof, he avows he has put

them forth—“because it often happens that such sug

gestions turn the attention of others to points which

would otherwise be overlooked, and may lead to

discoveries of great importance ; while if disproved,

they are only so much rubbish swept out of the path

of truth, and their detection can do no harm to any

one but their author.” We need scarcely add that

a writer who has added so much to our knowledge

can afford to be corrected if it should turn out that

on some minor point he has not divined the truth.

We cannot attempt to follow the author over the

whole of the British Isles, Scandinavia and North

Germany, France—so rich in these remains, Southern

Europe, Northern Africa, the Mediterranean Islands,

and Western Asia, in all of which regions such

monuments are found ; but we must pause at India

to make a few brief extracts.

“The number of rude-stone monuments in India,”

says Mr. Fergusson, “is probably as great or even

greater than that of those to be found in Europe,

and they are so similar that, even if they should

not turn out to be identical, they form a most im

portant branch of this enquiry. Even irrespective,

however, of these, the study of the history of

architecture in India is calculated to throw so

much light on the problems connected with the

study of megalithic monuments in the West that,

for that cause alone, it deserves much more attention

than it has hitherto received.”

The first tribe noticed as erecting rude-stone

monuments are the Khassias, in whose country they

“exist in greater numbers than perhaps in any,

other portion of the globe of the same extent. All

travellers who have visited the country have been

struck with the fact and with the curious similarity

of their forms to those existing in Europe.” . . . . .

“The natives make no mystery about them, and Inany

were erected within the last few years, or are being

erected now, and they are identical in form with

those which are grey with years, and must have

been set up in the long forgotten past." The top of

one dolmen “measured 30 feet 4 inches by 10 feet

in breadth, and had an average thickness of 1 foot,”
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—this great stone weighed 23 tons 18 cwt., and

another is described as still larger, probably weigh

ing about 40 tons, and others are of nearly the same

dimensions. These “are frequently raised some

height from the ground, and supported on massive

monoliths or pillars.

“While this is so, we need not wonder at the

masses employed in the erection of Stonehenge or

Avebury, or any of our European monuments. Phy

sically the Khassias are a very inferior race to what

we can conceive our forefathers ever to have been.

Their stage of civilization is barely removed from

that of mere savages, and their knowledge of the

mechanical arts is of the most primitive descrip

tion. Add to all this that their country is moun

tainous and rugged in the highest degree. Yet with

all these disadvantages they move these great

stones, and erect them with perfect facility, while

we are lost in wonder, because our forefathers did

something nearly equal to it some fourteen centuries

ago." -

In Western India “there are some groups of rude

stone monuments similar to those found in the

Khassia hills, and apparently erected for similar

purposes. They are, however, much less perfectly

known, and are described, or at least drawn, by only

one traveller.” The most conspicuous of these is

one near Belgäm. It consists of two rows of thir

teen stones each, and one in front of them of three

stones—the numbers being always uneven, as in

Bengal—and on the opposite side four of those

small altars, or tables, which always accompany

these groups of stones on the Khassia hills. These,

however, are very much smaller, the central stone

being only about 4 feet high, and falling off to

about a foot in height at the end of each row.”

When we turn to the sepulchral arrangements of

the aboriginal tribes of India, the analogies to those

of western Europe “are so striking that it is hard

to believe they are accidental, though equally hard

to understand how and when the intercourse could

have taken place which led to their similarity.”

The examples adduced by the author are certainly

very remarkable.

As the writer remarks—“ nothing would tend

more to convey clear ideas on the subject of Indian

dolmens than a map of their distribution, were it

possible to construct one . . . The following sketch,

however, is perhaps not very far from the truth

regarding them. They do not exist in the valley

of the Ganges, or of any of its tributaries, nor in

the valleys of the Narmadā or Tàpi, not, in fact, in

that part of India which is generally described as

north of the Vindhya range of hills. They exist,

though somewhat sparsely, over the whole of the

country drained by the Godaveri and its affluents.

They are very common, perhaps more frequent than

in any other part of India, in the valleys of the

Krishna and its tributaries. They are also found

on both sides of the Ghâts, through Koimbator, all

the way down to Cape Comorin ; and they are also

found in groups all over the Madras presidency, but

especially in the neighbourhood of Conjiverain.”

To help towards clearing up the question as to

the race of the Indian dolmen builders, as well as

to throw light on other points connected with the

history of Indian architecture in all its stages, we

need to know more than we do of the Haidarābād

territory. As Mr. Fergusson states, “ In so far

as the history or ethnography of the central pla

teau of India is concerned, or its arts or architec

ture, the Nizam's dominions are absolutely a terra

incognita. No one has visited the country who

had any knowledge of these subjects, and the

Indian Government has done nothing to enquire, or

to stimulate enquiry, into these questions in that

country. Yet, if I am not very much mistaken,

the solution of half the difficulties, ethnological or

archaeological, that are now perplexing us, lies on

the surface of that region, for any one who will

take the trouble to read them. Till this is done,

we must, it is feared, be content with the vaguest

generalities.”

Leaving these extracts, to speak for themselves,

we commend this beautiful and most instructive

volume to all who have any real taste for the

scientific study of antiquities, in the hope that it

will give a fresh and powerful stimulus to research

in a field almost new in India and of uncommon

interest.

RUINs of the NALANDA MoxAsteries, at Bargãon, Sub

division Bihar, Zilla Patna. By A. M. Broadley, Esq.,

Assistant Magistrate and Collector, Patna. 24 pp. 8vo.

Calcutta, 1872.

Mr. Broadley is an enthusiastic and energetic

archaeologist, and is, by good fortune, located in the

district which, beyond all others, is the richest in

India in historic associations and ancient Buddhist

remains. His contributions to our pages testify to

his earnestness and ability, and this little brochure

illustrated with two plans—of an excavated temple

at Bargãon, and of a sketch plan of the ruins there,

with two lithographs of inscriptions—is further proof

of the extent and thoroughness of his researches.

Printed unfortunately at a distance from its author, it

is disfigured by many typographical errors. The

account of the excavations undertaken by Mr.

Broadley occupies little more than 10 pages, and is

followed by the description of fully seventy Hindu

and Buddhist sculptures found in the ruins ;

then follows an inscription on a door, in his remarks

on which we fear Mr. Broadley has been misled as

to a date, which his translator seems to fancy is

concealed in the words agni-rágha-deara, and which

* Colonel Forbeskº. Races of Scotland, vol.

II. plº lviii, lix, lx. They have also been described by Dr.

Stevenson, J. R.A. s. vºl. v. pp. 192 et seqq. It would be

extremely interesting in an ethnographic point ºf view, if

some further information could be obtained regarding these

stone rows.
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he makes 913 of the Samvat of Vikramāditya. The

date is probably either the 1st or 11th of the reign

of Shrimat Mahipála Deva of Bengal. We hope

the examples of Mr. Broadley and the late Mr.

Boswell of the Madras Civil Service will be followed

by many others, each in his own province adding

somthing to our knowledge of the antiquities of

the country.

MISCELLANEA.

THE SEA OF MEWAR.

IT is not often that a white face is seen on the band at

Debar, albeit that marble structure possesses no equal,

as historians say. The main road through Mewar

leads not past Debar, hence the limited number

who see those fine piazzas in which the breezes revel,

or those placid bays in which sport fish of no

great flavour but of enormous size, and alligators

said to be possessed of an unbounded stomach.

Travellers wishing to visit the Debar Lake must

leave the Ahmadabad and Udepur road at Prasād,

a small pal, or village, some twenty miles from

Khédwada. From Prasād to Debar the way is rough,

but on every hand beautiful jungle and beautiful birds

fascinate the eye of the artist and the sportsman. A

long and narrow nal, or pass, winds round the foot

of the great hill at Prasād, one of the stations of the

Trigonometrical Survey of India. Then theroad opens

out to the plain of Chapan, the South-West Province

of Mewar. Chaond, the principal village, is reached

at about an hour and a half from Prasād. Chaond is

perhaps hardly worthy of being remembered, except

for the circumstance that it at one time afforded re

fuge to the great Pratāp, the patriot Rână of Udepur.

At Chaond he lived, after having been driven from

the hill fort of Komalmer, by the treachery of the

Thakur of Mount Abu. At Chaond, Pratāp cut in

pieces the army of Khan Ferid, the trusted general

of Akbar, rolling back the tide of invasion towards

the plains, and proving to the great Emperor of Dihli

that some valour yet remained in the hills of the

Rajput. The ruins of an old palace and fort rise

from a ridge a short distance from the village, and

here and there stands a fine chabutra, or temple, to

shew that a large population once occupied the place.

Ten or twelve miles from Chaond, towards the north

west, is the Debar Lake. A few ruined houses,

palaces, and temples beyond the village of Jharol

are first noticeable, and then the fine palace overlook

ing Debar itself rivets the eye. The whole of the

northern side of the plain is bounded by an immense

rocky natural wall; towards the east end alone can

you descry a break. Across this, a massive barrier of

stone has been thrown to keep the waters of the Lake

within the bounds prescribed for them by the machi

nations of man and nature combined. A great pool

always existed towards the North : its waters escaped

by a large and noble stream through the “fault” in

the range. Jesingh, the ruler of Mewar, about the

year 1681, when all his resources were taxed to

the utmost, and while Aurangzeb pressed him hard,

still found means of executing this splendid work.

The name “Jaya-Samudra,” or “Sea of Victory,”

which he gave to the former pool of Debar, served

a double purpose : it served alike to celebrate the

triumph over the forces of nature, and to immortalize

the designer. The enormous proportions of the grand

wall strike the observer with wonder and admiration.

The outer embankment, 350 paces in length, and some

sixty or seventy feet in height, rises abruptly from the

plain. A road cut on the left side of the hill leads to

the top. Massive stones, one piled above the other,

form the wall ; yet time has not been idle.

It is a long pull to the top of the inner band. But,

once you are there, a view opens out before you which

well rewards your toil. You stand upon a magnificent

rampart : below you, steps stretch away to the water's

edge : right and left, are rugged hills, crowned with

ruined forts and palaces ; and far away before you,

stretches the lake until it touches the outlying spurs

of the mighty Aravalis. Islands and hills covered

with verdure, sweet bays silent beneath the glori

ous sky, marble temples, piazzas, and terraces on

the band itself, with the water dashing underneath—

where could you look for a more lovely scene " Yet

how seldom has an English eye gazed upon it! Thirty

seven steps, by three flights, descend to the water.

Piazzas of marble stand at each end of the bund, their

roofs supported by thirty-two columns. In the space

between the two, rises a splendidly carved quadrangular

temple ; the building has never been completed, yet

it is magnificent even now. Eight small chabutras,

once surmounted by domes, fill up the intervening

paces, each of these buildings standing upon the

uppermost of a tier of platforms. Elephants rise up

near the piazzas ; their mouths are some twelve or

fifteen feet above the level of the water. The natives

say that when the water in the lake rises so far as to

lave these elephants' tusks, an opening in the hills

allows the overplus to escape towards the east, upon

the plains beneath. In ordinary seasons the rainfall

would appear to be some five or six feet below the

greatest capacity of the lake. The numerous platforms

on the band have carved upon them, in bas relief,

figures of elephants vanquishing wild beasts; and all

around lie loosened stones upon which the images of

the gods, in good condition, are engraved. Every

stone in the band bears upon it the name of the

master mason. In a niche below the great temple

is beautifully represented Narayana, or Vishnu,

resting on Shesha; the god Brahma springing from a

lotus, which rises from his navel, whilst Lakshmi is

seated at his feet. It is as though Jesinha had said

—“By the power of the gods this great work has

been accomplished ; by Vishnu the Preserver, and

it shall remain.” Yet, alas ! as remarked above,

neglect bids fair to destroy the noble structure ; mas

sive stones have been forced from their places by the

roots of the numerous trees and shrubs which spring

from every crevice on the steps. The tiger, the pan

ther, and the boar haunt the gardens and palaces of

the Lion of Victory, whilst the very lake itself seems
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anxious to burst its bounds, caring not, apparently, to

retain the splendid distinction of being the largest

artificial sheet of water in the world.

At the south-west end rises the steeper of the

two hills which the embankment unites ; on the

summit of this hill stands the splendid palace built

by Jesińha for his favourite wife, Umalá Devi,

a princess of the Pramara race, strangely also called

the Ruta Rani, or “testy queen.” She and the

elder queen, mother of the heir apparent, naturally

quarrelled ; and, to make peace, or rather to prevent

domestic “scenes,” Jesinha himself retired with his

favourite to Debar, and lived in seclusion some years

of in glorious ease, until the misconduct of his regent

and heir-apparent at Udépur compelled him to re

sume the reins of government. The principal building

of the palace rises abruptly from the rock ; domes sur

mount the building, and from these magnificent views

can be obtained. Numerous rooms and courts, small

and inconvenient, are crowded together. Upon the

walls of the apartments devoted to the Rani are

paintings still in fair preservation—scenes from the

Ramayana, the Great War, &c. A wall of stone sur

rounds all the attached buildings, as well as the palace

itself. On a higher eminence arising from the eastern

margin of the principal arm of the lake stands another

palace, from the walls of which the grandest view of

the lake can be obtained. The greatest length of

Debar is from east to west, whilst the principal, and

deepest arm, runs towards the bund, from the north.

This arm is comparatively narrow, so that from the

embankment the great mass of water cannot be seen,

especially as the view is limited by the presence of a

large island stretched across its opening. Away to the

north, the waters extend, during the rains, almost to

the foot of the hills, leaving, as they subside, immense

tracts of the finest rice land in Rajputana. In

the summer small streams can be seen meandering

through the plains, to lose themselves in the lake itself

Twelve villages are dotted along the banks, the inha

bitants of which support themselves by cultivation of

the soil and fishing, which last is a lively occupation.

Casting the eye far away to the south, one can

see Salumbra, the home of the most powerful

chief present at darbar to do honour to His High

ness of Mewar on his installation, and the hereditary

councillor of Mewar, whose symbol, the lance, must

be borne before every state document that bears his

signature.
-

FAMED RIKHABNATH.

Although Debar Lake is so seldom visited, this is

not the case with the famous shrine of Rishabanátha,

ten miles south of Prasād, on the Udepur and

Ahmadabad road. Thither flock thousands upon thou

sands of Hindus from Gujarat, Mewar, Marwar, and

all Rajwada, to pay their devotions to the shrine of the

protecting lord. Rikhabnath is a walled village in the

midst of the hills; it contains numerous houses, and a

large dharmashala for the accommodation of strangers.

The temple, the centre of attraction, is surrounded by

a large stone rampart, and is shut off from the town by

enormous gates. Tradition states that, nearly a

thousand years ago, a husbandman one day found in

his field one of his cows giving forth milk lavishly and

s

spontaneously. Upon observation as to why thi

waste, it was ascertained that it occurred only over one

spot. There the spade and pick-axe were manfully

plied, and there they discovered a statue of the god.

Afterwards it was revealed to the priest that it was

the wish of the deity to found a home at Rishabanáth.

A small temple was first erected ; and, as worshippers

increased in number, other and more magnificent

buildings followed, until the pile is now large, beautiful,

and exceedingly wealthy. The Bhill swears by the

god, and hence one is led to believe that this is only

a temple where Krishna is worshipped under one of his

many forms. A large and ancient naubatkhāna (room

for musicians) overhangs the great gate. The temple

itself is made up of a series of templets, all connected;

in each are images of the Jain a lords. Of course the

great image is there. The inner shrine is shut off from

the rest of the building by gates plated with silver.

Each full moon from the bhandar, the high priest

brings forth a dress valued at a lakh and a half of rupees,

wherewith to deck the god, whilst gold and silver ves

sels are used in puja. All day long devotees lie pros

trate before the shrine, whilst others offer saffron upon

pillars, upon which are supposed impressions of the feet

of the god. All the rulers in Rajputana send gifts to

Rishabnáth—saffron, jewels, money; and, in return,

receive the high priest's blessing.—Abridged from the

Times of India.

A NEw JAINA TEMPLE AT PALITANA.—About

three years ago when Mr. Kesavji Nayak, a Bhattia

merchant of Bombay, was at Palitáná, he contri

buted #1,50,000 for the erection of a temple there.

The temple has now been completed, and the cere

mony of opening performed last month.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Note on Query 2, p. 64.

With regard to Mr. Beames's enquiry as to

whether the custom of denoting the months by the

signs of the Zodiac prevails in other parts of India,

I find that in this part of the country (Hasan Dis

trict, Mysore) it is the custom among astrologers

always to use in documents drawn up by them in

addition to the usual month and date, that of the

corresponding month according to the “Sankrama"

style. For instance the 15th February would be

given as the 7th day of the bright half of Māgha,

and the 5th day of the month “ Kumbha,’’ the

“panchanga" or native almanack gives both styles.

J. S. F. MACKENZIE.

Hassan, 15th Feb. 1872.

Query 4.

MANy figures of Buddha holding the bhikshu's

bowl, have on the base a monkey making an offer

ing, while another is disappearing, head foremost

down a well or bucket ! (See plate Jour. Beng. As.

Soc. vol. XVI p. 78) What does this mean or allude

to 2

Bihár, Feb. 9th.
A. M. B.
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TAMIL POPULAR POETRY.

By ROBERT CHARLES CALDWELL, M.R.A.S.

First Paper.

HE number of Europeans in South India

possessing a fair knowledge of common

Tamil is not inconsiderable. Yet I have always

remarked with wonder how few of these have

thought it worth their while to make themselves

acquainted with one or two of the popular Tamil

poets, just to gain thereby a little insight into

Hindu customs, Hindu characteristics, Hindu

fancies, and Hindu creeds. Now I feel certain

that popular Tamil poetry would be far more

widely studied by such Tamil-speaking Euro

peans, were it not for two considerations. In

the first place, it is supposed that these poems—

merely because they are Tamil poems—do not

possess such inherent beauty of thought, fan

cy, or expression, as we Europeans understand

beauty in literary compositions, to repay the

labour of their perusal by a cultivated reader

acquainted with the splendid and sublime liter

atures of Europe. In the second place, it is

imagined that to peruse, so as to understand and

appreciate these poems, is a matter of great diffi

culty, and that these popular lyrics are couched

in the same difficult language as nearly all the

great poetical works in Tamil are.

With reference to the latter of these two

suppositions, I beg to submit that popular Tamil

poetry is written, as a general rule, in clear,

plain, mellifluous Tamil. Stanzas here and there

may be met with, containing verbal difficulties.

But supposing, in the first place, the reader is

bent, not upon a critical study of such poems,

but upon a lighter course, and merely wishes to

run through them for his amusement and in

formation,-then, in the majority of instances,

he will find these poems intelligible on their first

perusal. Indeed, I have repeatedly noticed that,

with scarcely any exceptions, stanzas in the

works of popular Tamil poets are most beauti

ful in the thoughts they contain, when the

language in which these thoughts are ex

pressed is simple and not stilted. Poets, such

as Siva WAKKIYAR, PATTANATU PILLA1, and

PUTTIRA GIRIYAR generally—as far as it ap

pears to me—betake themselves to difficult

phraseology and intricate involutions of style,

when they are giving utterance to some trite or

trashy sentiment. It seems as if consciousness

of poverty and weakness in matter, had the

direct effect of urging them to adopt a strained

and affected manner.

In the second place, I can assert with con

fidence, and I trust I shall be able to prove, in

this and in a subsequent paper, that Tamil po

pular poetry is full of really beautiful fancies,

similes, metaphors, aphorisms, and thoughts.

And I hold—and I trust I shall be able to con

vince the reader that I am right in holding—that

Tamil popular poetry contains gems of art of

which any European language might be proud.

In this introductory paper my aim is to prove

a portion of this thesis to the best of my ability,

without entering at any length into the very

wide field of discussion which will present itself

in connection with my subject. I shall only

take a few—a very few—instances of the beautiful

thoughts embodied in poetical language to be

found amongst the immense stores at every

Tamil scholar's disposal. The difficulty which

meets me when about to treat of this subject is,

not what specimens of Tamil poetical writing

I ought to select, but what striking examples I

ought not to select. The abundance of materials

at my disposal makes me hesitate and almost

wish that the garden were smaller from which I

have undertaken to cull a few flowers.

But,before proceeding further, I wish the read

er to consider one important point regarding my

subject. It must be remembered that I am trans

lating ; and that upon which I base my argument

is translated poetry. Take up the best transla

tions the English language possesses; take up

Chapman's Homer, Connington's Virgil, or Cary's

Dante,_suppose these translations had appeared

as original poems in English, would they have be

come celebrated 2 Perhaps as literary curiosities

they might, but would they have passed into the

household literature of England and left such a

mark upon English literature as their originals

have upon the literatures of Greece and of Rome?

It is impossible to answer this in the affirmative.

And the reason for this lies in the very nature

of the case.

In the first place, the subject of such poems

is of no national interest to Englishmen. It

is like olives—it requires a trained taste in

an Englishman to appreciate it, whilst a Greek,

or an Italian, might take to it naturally, as it is
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a natural product of his fatherland. A certain

course of education is necessary before an

Englishman can appreciate the ‘ox-eye' of Ath

ena, before he can see any force in AEneas

being styled ‘father,’ and before he can be

lieve in the existence of an Il Purgatorio.

And I hope the reader will reflect that if

the themes of the poems of Homer, Virgil

and Dante do not possess many fascinations for

Englishmen, how much less likely are the sub

jects of the poems of a rude non-European

nation to do so. In the second place, the

language of Chapman, Connington, and Cary,

though undoubtedly very fine, cannot be well

supposed to be as good English as Homer's

language was good Greek, Virgil's good Latin,

and Dante's good Italian. And in my own

case, I have keenly and constantly felt, whilst

engaged in translating from Tamil popular

poems, how utterly impossible it was for me

to reproduce the infinite harmonious iteration

of sound and sense of the original. I therefore

have to ask the reader to judge merely of the

poetical thoughts in Tamil popular poetry from

my translation ; for, if he wishes to ascertain

the beauty of the language, he must go to the

original and to that alone.

But it has sometimes been considered that

there is one certain advantage, amongst many dis

advantages, resulting from thejudgment of a poet's

writings being based upon their accurate transla

tion, and not upon his writings in the original.

Without adopting any of the various defini

tions of poetry, let us consider for a moment

what pleases us in any writing and forces our

intellectual discriminative faculties to pronounce

it poetry. The prime source of pleasure always

ought to be the thoughts contained in the writ

ing—“ thoughts that shake mankind,”—origi

nal, deep, suggestive, and sublime thoughts,

thoughts fanciful, playful, or grotesque,

thoughts that cheer or thoughts that elevate,_

thoughts that in any way exercise a vis medicinæ

on the mind of the reader. Such ought to be

the prime source of pleasure : but in a great

measure it is not. Englishmen now-a-days

seem to prefer sound to sense. If a man can

dress a trite thought in a novel manner he is a

poet. The mysterious utterances of the Del

phic Oracle of the past were nothing to the

ambiguous phraseology patronized by the Ros

settis and Swinburnes of the present. Extra

ordinary involutions of style, bristling with me

taphor and glittering with rhyme, constitute

‘ poetic diction.” It appears to be the aim of

most modern English poets to say a thing

“not only as it never has been said before,

but as no one else would have been likely to

think of saying it.” Even a real thinker, like

Browning, often clothes his thoughts in language

which is anything but plain English. Thus

the vicious taste is daily gaining ground in

England of regarding the dress more than the

person, poetic phraseology more than poetic

thought.

But let one of our English poets be translat

ed into a foreign language, or better still, into

English prose, and the real value of his writings

will be at once apparent. In the crucible of

translation all petty adornments of rhyme and

rhythm are separated, like dross, from the pure

precious metal of the thought. The thought

remains, and the reader is obliged to judge by

it, and by it alone, of the value of the poet's

work, and his real position as one of the sweet

singers of the world. “Dryden said of Shakes

peare, that if his embroideries were burnt down,

there would be silver at the bottom of the melting

pot.” Göethe says:—“I honour both rhythm

and rhyme, by which poetry first becomes

poetry; but the properly deep and radical

operative—the truly developing and quickening

—is that which remains of the poet when he is

translated into prose. The inward substance

then remains in its purity and fulness ; which,

when it is absent, a dazzling exterior often

deludes with semblance of, and when it is present,

conceals.”

But, on the other hand, it cannot for a mo

ment be denied that poetic expression is a great

gift, a gift necessary to a poet. When beautiful

thoughts are couched in beautifullanguage, there

is an additional beauty which springs from the

amalgamation of the two. The thought appears

lovelier because of the musical language; the

language appears lovelier because of the pleas

ing thought. There is a reflection of bright

beauty from one to the other, and this reflection

doubles the brilliance which emanates from

both. And this is especially the case, so far as

regards the thoughts and expressions in the

popular poetry of an Asiatic people like the

Tamilians. Ardent thoughts are expressed in

glowing language : the thoughts breathe of a

tropical sky; the words burn with all the fire

of oriental imagery.

With these prefatory remarks, I beg to draw

the attention of the reader to the following
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translations from the poems of two Tamil popular

poets, SivavAKRIYAR and PATTANATTU PILLAI.

I have shown these translations to several

Tamil scholars. One of the most eminent of

such scholars in this Presidency has assured

me that, in his estimation, my translation

is almost absolutely accurate, although I

have written in rhyme. I do not however

SIWAVAKKIYAM.

Pandu nãn parit' erinta

Pan malargal ettinei ;

Pålilé jebittu vitta

Mantirangal ettinei :

Tendanāy vilunt’ urundu

Konda kålam ettinei ;

Tër ilukka, vår aleitu,

Mār adittat' ettinei:

Mindanäyterinta pétu

Ireita nirgal ettinei ;

Milavum Sivālayangal

Sūlntu vantat' ettinei :

Andarkön iruppidam

Arint’ unarntagnanigal,

Kanda kövil děvam endru

Kei yeduppat’illeiyê.

I would draw the special attention of the

reader to these verses. The musical flow of

them and their sonorous Homeric conclusion

cannot be caught in any translation. The beauty

of the thoughts they contain, however, must

shine through any language. That there may

be no misapprehension I shall now give the ex

act verbal translation of the original.—

“How many various kinds of flowers did I of yore

cull and scatter.

How many mantras have I said in vain.

SIWAWAKKIYAM.

Nattu veitta dévarum

Nadämal veitta dévarum,

Suttu veitta dévarum

Sudāmal veitta dévarum,

Kattu veitta dévarum

Katt' avilka vallarò 2

Ittuveitt'idattilé

Kidapat' andri, yen Seyvär 2

desire the reader to lay any stress whatever

upon this. But I would draw attention to the

fact that, in parallel columns with the stanzas of

my translation, I have placed the Romanized form

of the Tamil text from which I translate. Thus

if my translation be in any particular unfaithful,

the scholarly reader will be able at once to detect

the flaws.

THE SHEPHERD OF THE WORLDS.

A Detached Piecefrom the Poems of Sivavakkiyar.”

How many various flowers

Did I, in bye-gone hours,

Cull for the god, and in his honour strew ;

In vain how many a prayer

I breathed into the air,

And made, with many forms obeisance due.

Beating my breast, aloud

How oft I called the crowd

To drag the village car; how oft I stray'd

In manhood's prime to lave

Sunwards the flowing wave,

And circling Saiva fanes, my homage paid.

But they, the truly wise,

Who know and realize [will ne'er

Where dwells the SHEPHERD of THE WoRLDs,

To any visible shrine,

As if it were divine,

Deign to raise hands of worship or of prayer.

How often, with obeisance, falling, rolling round

I assumed the manifestation (of a devotee).

How often have I, beating my breast, called the

village to drag the car.

How often, at prime of life, whilst in my wan

derings, have I upraised water.

How often have I kept encircling Saiva temples.

The wise who have known and inwardly realized

the dwelling place of the Shepherd of the Worlds.

To visible temples, as if they were divine, lift

their hands—never !”

EXTRACTS FROM THE POEMS OF SIWAVAKKIYAR

Gods set up, Gods not set up,

Lords baked, and unbaked Lords,

And Deities bound securely

(To sacred cars) with cords.

Say, are these even able

To free themselves when tied ?

When placed somewhere, what can they

But in that place abide 2

tº: the beautiful epithet Shepherd of the Worlds 1

i." Andarkón is often simply rendered Monarch of

*but I have taken the more magnificent rendering,

—a rendering which represents the inner spirit of , the

original, and which, by the way, has the sanction of my

father, the Rev. Dr. Caldwell.
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Nattu kallei dévam endru

Nālu putpam satturir,

Suttri vantu, minu-min' endru,

Sollum mantram étadā 2

Nattu kallu pésumé, 2

—Nātan ulirukkeiyil ;

Sutta satti sattuvam

Kari suvei ariyumö 2

Osei pettra kallei nir

Udeitt urukkal seygirir,

Pujeiº pettra kal atil

Pāvum nirum satturir :

Väsalil puteita kal

Malungavé metikkirir :

—Isanukk’ uganta kal

Irandu kallum allavé !

Dévar dévar endru nindru

Tédukindra mudarkål,

Dévar yāvar endr'arintu

Tédavum arikilir :

Mūvar dévar endru nir

Molintatena 2 Gnánamó 2

Mēvatāka ummullé

Viritunarntu kollumě.

Kalutei katti, Ömum sétål,

Kalutei annam akumö 2

Palutei kattra mántarkāl

Parama Sivan karttanó?

Mulutumāna gnána råba

Mūrti nindrat' appuram,

Yelutum fiti yantamum

Itayamum kadantat6.

ARIUM alla, AYANUM alla,

ARANUM alla, appuram,

Karumei, semmei, venmeiyum,

Kadantu nindra kāranam ;

Peritum alla, siritum alla,

Pennum finum allavé,

Duriamum kadantu nindra—

Dúra diura dāramé !

Sātuvâna Tattuva

Sadangu seyyum timeikâl,-

Dévar kallum avarð 2

Siripat' andriyen seyvön 2

With flowers of bush and creeper,

Tank-flowers, and flowers from boughs,t

Why deck ye stones, and round them

Stand, paying mumbled vows?

Can idols speak, though in them

The Omnipresent dwell ?

Say, of the curry's flavour

Can the pot's ladle tell ?

Stones resonant ye fashion

To idols; then adore,

With flowery wreaths adorn them

With ashes smear them o'er:

The stone before your threshold

Grows worn out, being trod;—

But of these two stones, neither

Affords delight to God!

Fools! with continual searching,

“The gods, the gods,” ye cry;

Even the way ye know not

To seek for them whereby.

Tell me, is it religion

To say “the gods are three”?

To attain to God, within you

Your search for him must be.

The tether'd ass, becomes it

A swan if God's adored ºf

Ye sinful fools, can Siva

Become the one true Lord 2

A wholly spiritual Object

In the Henceforth He stands,

The Original, the Endless,

Whom no mind understands !

Not Vishnu, Brahma, Siva, -

In the Beyond is He, º

Not black, nor white, nor ruddy,

This Source of things that be :

Not great is he, not little,

Not female and not male,_

But stands, far, far, and far, beyond

All beings' utmost pale 'S

Dumb fools, whom physical principles,

The six-and-ninety, guide,

Shall I not laugh when ye tell me

Of deities petrified ?

* The Tamil scholar will notice an emendation of the text

here, which seems to me absolutely necessary. The stanza,

as it stands in all editions of Sivavakkiyar, presents a

strange grammatical medley. The alteration I have adopt

ed, though but a slight one, seems sufficient.

+ Literally—the four kinds of flowers. Tamilians divide

all flowers into flowers that grow on low bushes, flowers of

creepers, flowers that grow on trees, and flowers that grow

in water.

f Literally—“By the offering of burnt offerings.”

§ The poet here uses the Saiva-siddhanta word Duriam.

This term signifies a high state (for the highest) of exist

ence. God, he says, stands beyond Duriam, far, far, far away.

According to the Saiva-siddhanta philosophy there are five

states of existence:—1. The state of vigilance and activity.

2. The state of suspended mental condition, like that of

dreams. 3. The state of inactivity like that of deep

dreamless sleep. 4. The state of entire quiescence. 5.

The state of supreme quiescence completely free from cor

poreal entanglements. This stanza is the most beautiful

and the most famous one in the writings of Sivavakkiyar.

| The literal translation of the words in the beginning of

this stanza is as follows:–“O ye dumb persons, who perform

the perishable Tattura laws." Taturam primarily signifiesthe

essential nature of things. According to Tamilians there

are ninety-six properties of things, or physical principles.

There is a good deal of difference of opinion amongst Tamil

authors regarding these in detail, although the total number

ninety-sir is generally agreed to. The knowledge of all

these ninety-six physical principles is required in a man

who professes to be a genuine ascetic. In other words, the

true ascetic must know the Tattura Sadangu, or Hindu

Physiology, in all its modifications, and ninety-six divisions.

Sivavakkiar, who is a passionate writer delighting in strong

epithets, calls this in the text before the reader “perish

able.” I apprehend he thereby desires to show his utter

scorn of Hindu physics, ontology, and natural philosophy.

And certainly the reader would agree with him were I to

enumerate the ninety-six divisions of this science.
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Mūvarālum ariyonáta

Muttolir pagapporul,

Kävaláka ummulé

Kalant' iruppat’ unmeiyê.

Indra máqu tan kaluttil

Itta pottanangal pål,

Mândru nãlu sileiyei

Mudint' avilkum mudarkål,

Mândru lögamum kadantu

Mutti nindra Sóthiyei

Undri, findri, nir mudinta

Unmei yenna unmeiyê 2

Védamittu mani kilukki,

Mikka tubamittumé,

Tédi veitta sembellām

Tiralpadapparappiyé ;

Adu kondru, pangu veittu,

Arattru maru pélavé,

Pödu putpum, itta pujei,

Pujei yenna pujeiye 2

Tantirangal ettinei !

- Davangal seytunirkinum,

Mantirattei fidaruttu,

Mandapangal tedinum,

Antirattil nindra Joti

Yāvarum arintilár,

Sin teiyil ttelin ttidil

Siva patangal séralām

Pāvum nirum yen manum ;

Poruntu kóvil yen ulum ;

Avi pida lingamāy

Akandatengum anaté ;

Mévukindra eivarum

Vilangu tiba tâbamäy,

Adukindra kuttanukkör

Andi sandi illeiyê.

Idangal panni sutti seytó

Itta pida mitilé

Adanga nirum puje seytu

Arun davangal pannuvír

Odungukindra näthanār

Utikkum Gnanam evidam 2

Adangukindra tºevitam 7

Arintu pujei Seyyumé.

He who createth all things

Preserveth, layeth low,

The Indivisible Substance,

Whom the Triad cannot know,

Himself to thy hearts safe keeping

He truly can bestow.

When cows have calved, with bundles*

Their throats ye idly deck;

Thus, fools, your oft-wrapt lingas

Ye carry round your neck.

Intent, heart-fixed, thus can ye

Enkerchief, and sustain

The Light whom earth and heaven

And hell cannot contain!

Your garb, your bells' quick tinkle,

Your incense floating far,

Your copper gods, that by you

Array'd in order are—

As men arrange in markets

Mutton in lumps, and bawl l—

The flowers ye cast-this worship

What is it after all ºf

How many your devices !

Although ye mortify

Your bodies, go through mantras,

To temple-choultries hie,

Ye will not know the Splendour

Who hath in space his seat ;

They with minds cleared can only

Reach the true Siva's feet.

My thoughts are flowers and ashes,

In my breast's fane enshrined,

My breath too is therein it

A linga unconfined :

My senses, too, like incense

Rise, and like bright lamps shine,

There too my soul leaps ever

A dancing-god divine !:

Clearing a place, an altar

Ye raise upon the site,

And heaping ashes on it

Perform ye many a rite :

Austerities perform ye;

But tell me this I pray

The god whom ye thus limit,

Where dawns his wisdom's ray ?

How localized this wisdom ?

Know this—then homage pay.

º I know of no such custom, but content myself with

islating the Tamil word pottanum literally. I am inclined
think the word charms is meant. Conch-shells are fre

§y tied round the necks of bullocks as charms to ward

is the effects of the evil-eye, one of which supposed effects

shei.” the flow of milk. I have made enquiries of

shell •rds, and find three kinds of charms are in use, viz.:-

. * pieces of leather perforated in the middle, and pieces

...nºt shell, but of any “bundles” thus used, I could
tain no information. -

w This stanza will be noted as one which describes the

*hip of gods in some ordinary little village temple briefly

*very flicitously,

f This, in my opinion, is one of the finest stanzas penned

by Sivavakkiyar. The drift of it is this —You popular

Hindus, you haveyour temples, you have your flowers and

sacred ashes,<-you have your phallus, or emblem of divine

creative power-you have also your incense and lamps, and

you have your divine dancer, Siva.-I too have my flowers

and ashes, but they are of the mind I too have my linga,

but it is my breath or spirit ! I too have my incense and

lamps, but they are my five senses And I too have my

deity leaping in divine sport within me, but that is my soul.

In a word, mine is the true spiritual worship !
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“Kási, Käsi" endru nir

Kal kadukka vodurir,

Kási Ödi ādinum

Karuppu vellei akumö 2

Aseibasam vittu nir

Eivarum odunginal,

Kási nirum ummulê

Kānalākum unmeiyê.

PUTTIRAGIRIYAR PULAMBAL.

Manatei woru villákki,

Vân poriyeinänäkki,

Yenatarivei ambākki,

Yeyvatu'ini—Yekkālam 2

Ayum kaleikal ellām

Arāyntu pārttatinpin

Ni andriyondrum ilā

Nisang känbat'—Ekkālam 2

Ganjā abin mayakkam

Kallundu vădămal

Panjā vamirtam ni

Pagaruvatum—Ekkālam 2

Pattrattru niril

Padar Tâmarei ilei pôl

Suttrattei nikki manam

Dúra nirpat’—Ekkālam 2

Angåramum adakki,

Eimbulanei suttaruttu,

Tângămal tăngi

Sugam peruvat'—Ekkālam 2

Māyā piravi

Mayakattei fidaruttu

Kāya puri köttei

Kei kolvat'—Ekkālam?

Sattirattei suttu

Sathur mareiyei poy fikki

Sūttirattei kandu

Sugam peruvat"—Ekkālam 2

Sattirattei katti

Sathur mareiyei poyakki

Süttirattei kandu

Tuyararupat'—Ekkālam 7

* Kasi, this is the Tamil name for Benares.

+ The Tamilians speak of five bodily organs just as we

do. 1. The feeling—of the surface ofi.i. 2. The

taste—of the mouth. 3. The seeing—of the eye. 4. The

smelling of the nose. 5. The hearing—of the ear.

Literally—Ganja, a plant with narcotic properties.

It is supposed that ambrosia contains the following five

delicacies :-Milk, ghi, sugar, curds, and honey.

| The author alludes to a supposed natural fact. Al

though the leaf of the lotus lies outspread on the surface

of the water, yet water adheres not to it, nor interpenetrates

it., Water poured upon the leaf leaves no apparent moisture

behind. The Tamil scholar would do well to compare with

this stanza one in the Nalvari beginning-" Ellāppadiyā

umenninălivvudambu,” &c.

To Kasi, still to Kasi º

Ye haste in foot-sore plight,

Although you go and bathe there

Will black be changed to white 2

If, all allurements shunning,

Your senses be repressed,

The sacred wave of Kasi

Will well within your breast !

STANZAS FROM THE LAMENTATION OF

PATTIRAGIRIYAR.

When, ah when,

Shalt thou, O Lord, bend as a bow, my mind;

And like a string, thereto, my sensest bind ;

That all the arrowy thoughts within my heart

To thee alone, by thee impelled, may dart?

When, ah when,

Shall I perceive, after that I have pored

O'er all the wisdom in all writings stored,

The truth—that nothing is, save thee O Lord 2

When, ah when,

To me, whose lips narcotic drugst have stain'd,

Who have eat opium, and have spirits drain'd?

Wilt thou, that I may without withering live,

The five-fold sweetnessS of thy nectar give 2

When, ah when,

Like lotus-leaves, which o'er the water grow

Yet to the water no adherence show,

From those who my own kith and kindred are,

Shall I in mind stand separate and far 2

When, ah when,

Will the blest time of bliss attained arrive

When I annihilate these senses five,

Suppress my pride, and my tir’d being steep

In that existence which is sleepless sleep 2

When, ah when,

Cleaving through all this birth's illusions vain

Shall I to my last spiritual state attain P

When, ah when,

Burning the Shastras, deeming the Vedas four

Mere lies, shall I the Mystery explore,

And perfect bliss attain for evermore ?'ſ

When, ah when,

Laying aside,bound fast,” the Shastra's lore

Wholly distrusting, too, the Vedas four,

Shall I the Mystery know, and grieve no more?

* This is the most famous of all Puttiragiriyar's

stanzas. In one edition of his Lamentations occurs the

same verse in an altered form, the translation of which

I also give. (See the subsequent stanza, and notice that he

is made to say not that the Shastras should be burnt, but

that they should be bound up.)

* This expressiºn is the Tamil equivalent for our Eng

lish phrase “shelving a book.” The Tamil book is writ

ten on palmyra leaves: these leaves are strung together

by a cord. When you open the book, you first undo that

portion of the cord which is bound round the whole. When

you close it, you reverse this operation. Thus when Patti

ragiriyar speaks of “binding up the Shastras,” he means,—

close and shelve them as useless in your search after the

great Mystery of Future Existence.
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Kuralneriya näl Védam

Kūpitum kānāta

Parama rakasyattei

Pärpat’—Ekkālam 2

Túriyin min pèl

Sulandru, manam vádámal,

Ariyanei tedi

Adipanivat'—Ekkālam 2

Penninallár asei

Pirameithanei vitt'olintu,

Kunnirundu màdi,

Kalant'iruppat'—Ekkālam 2

When, ah when,

Though I the Vedas four may hoarsely” shout,

The secret of the heavens shall I find out?

- When, ah when

Shall this poor soul, within this body set

Disquieted like fish within a net,

Find the true Priest, and offer as is meet

Perpetual homage to his sacred feet.

When, ah when,

Will all my carnal lusts have utter end,

And I, with eyelids dropt, to heaven ascend,

And with God's being my own being blend.

ON THE NON-ARYAN ELEMENT IN HINDI SPEECH.

- By F. S. GROWSE, M.A., OXON, B.C.S.

The precise character of the relationship

which connects the modern Braj Bhāshā with

the ancient Sanskrit of the Vedas and the medi

aval Prākrits of the classic dramatists, and

how far its vocabulary has been adulterated by

the introduction of a foreign element, are matters

regarding which a considerable diversity of

opinion still exists among the most eminent

philologists. Lassen says:—“The few words in

Prākrit which appear to be of extraneous origin

can, for the most part, be traced to Sanskrit, if

the investigation is pursued on right principles,”

an opinion which Colebrooke has stated in equal

ly emphatic terms by declaring that “nine

tenths of the Hindi dialect may be traced back

to the Sanskrit.” On the other hand, a third

writer maintains that “the line taken by Pro

fessor Lassen of treating all Prākrit words as

necessarily modifications of Sanskrit words is

one which he has borrowed whole from Vara

ruchi and Hemachandra, and however excusable

in those ancient commentators seems unworthy

of an age of critical research.” Dr. Muir, in

the second volume of his Original Sanskrit

Terts, republished within the last few months,

holds, as is usual with that most impartial of

critics, a middle course between the two ex

treme views. He says:—“Lassen may not un

der-rate the number of purely indigenous words

in the Prākrits, as they are exhibited in the

dramas, polished compositions written by Pan

ºils, men familiar with Sanskrit ; but his re

"arks are not certainly correct if applied to the

*dern vernaculars, in which words not derived

from the Sanskrit, and which must have come

"h to them from the vernacular Prākrits, are

*y numerous.” For my own part, a resident

of Braj, and writing of the Braj Bhāshā, the

typical form of modern Hindi, which I hear

spoken about me, I discover every day stronger

arguments for agreeing to the very full both

with Lassen and the ancient commentators.

The maxim “stare super antiquas vias' is one

which has often proved sound in application,

and is never rashly to be discarded. After a

lapse of 1800 years the sūtras of Vararuchi, if

rightly handled, seem to me as accurate an ex

ponent of the variations from classic form which

characterise the modern dialect as they were of

the peculiarities of the vulgar speech at the

time when they were first enuntiated. No more

satisfactory proof could be desired of the essen

tial identity of the Indian vernacular from its

Vedic birth to its present rustic degradation.

Out of Sanskrit arose the Pāli, from that the

Sauraseni Prākrit, and from that again the

Braj Bhāshā; each supplanting its predecessor

so imperceptibly that neither contemporaries

were conscious of the transition, nor can critics

at the present day determine its period.

I specially omit from the above table of de

scent the language of the Buddhist Gāthas, which

appears to be entirely exceptional. Used by the

early teachers of Buddhism, men for the most

part sprung from the lower orders of the people,

it is described by Bābu Rājendralāla Mitra, who

is of all men best competent to speak on the

subject, as differing from the Sanskrit more in

its neglect of the grammatical rules of the

latter than from inherent peculiarities of its own:

“it professes to be Sanskrit, and yet does not

conform to its rules.” A fitting and indeed a

singularly close parallel to such a style is afforded

by the barbarous Latin of some of the mediaeval

* Literally—“Shout till I strain my throat.”
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ecclesiastical historians. Take for example the

following passage from a chronicle of the tenth

century:—“Otto rex veniente Italico regno, tanta

pene multitudo gentis in Italia, que sic imple

verunt faciem terre, sicut situle. Habebat antem

secum gentes nationes quorum lingue non

agnoscebant gentis. Insuper hac habebat gens

que Guinula vocabantur, sarcinas et carros et

machina portantes. Erat enim aspectus eorum

orribilis, et curbis properantes, carpentes iter et

ad prelium ut ferro stantes.” To use the very

words of the learned editor of the Lalita Vistara,

it professes to be Latin and yet does not conform

to its rules: though at the same time the simi

larity is sufficient to render the meaning of the

barbarous jargon tolerably intelligible.

In my present remarks I do not propose an

exhaustive discussion, but merely to suggest—

1stly, an answer to a prominent argument; 2ndly,

to deprecate prima facie conclusions on the part

of the non-Aryan school; and 3rdly, to indicate a

mode of illustration which I conceive may be

employed with great effect in support of the

opposite theory.

It is asserted that the earliest native gramma

rians distinctly recognise the presence of a des'i

or non-Aryan element in the different Prākrits;

as for example, the line in the Kāvya-chandrikā :

Tadbhavam, tat-samam, desity, anekam prakritam

viduh, upon which the scholiast's remarks are as

follows: “ Tadbhavah Sanskrita-bhavah, khag

gādi s'abdah,” “Tad-bhava means derived from

Sanskrit, as Khagga for Khadga, and so on.”

Tatsamah Sanskrita-prakritayoh samah, hindira

handi ity/idi s'abdah. “Tatsama means the words

which are alike in Sanskrit and Prākrit, as

hindira, a cuttle fish bone, hande, a mode of

address, &c.” Des'i iti maháráshtriyādi. “Desi is

the name of the Mahārāshtri, &c.” We may

confine our attention exclusively to the above

passage, since it appears to be the original

authority upon which the comments of all later

writers have been founded. The text is generally

understood tomean that Prākrit words are of three

kinds; 1st, tad-bhava, derived from the Sans

krit; 2ndly, tatsama, identical with the Sans

krit; and 3rdly,–des'i, i.e. provincial, or rather—

to obviate all ambiguity of expression—non

Aryan ; since in the sense of local corruptions of

correct speech the tad-bhava words are consider

ed to be provincial. But the illustrations given

by the scholiast appear to me to necessitate a

very different conclusion. It may be presumed

that in his time no Sanskrit word passed into the

Prākrit without undergoing a change ; the

large number of purely Sanskrit words in the

modern vernacular, and which I imagine the

non-Aryan school of philologists would de

signate as tat-sama, never entered into the

scholiast's imagination as an element of Prākrit

speech, being all of very recent introduction. The

two examples that he gives of tat-sama words

are such as it would be difficult to connect with

any Sanskrit root. The one is the name of a

natural object, the other a colloquial exclamation;

and both would appear to have been borrowed

not from the Sanskrit, but by the Sanskrit from

the dialect of the vulgar. In fact they are really

what would now be ordinarily called des'i ; only

with this material difference, that although of

vulgar descent they have been formally adopted

into the Sanskrit family. Thus it will be ob

served that the scholiast does not, as with the

other two classes, give a word as an explanation

of the term des'i, but a dialect, the Mahārāshtri.

Hence I infer that the original text of the

Kāvyachandrikſi involves two orders of subdivi

sion, the one of words into tatsama and tad

bhava, the other of dialects as Mahārāshtri,

Sauraseni and the like, according to the country

(des') in which they prevailed.

To sum up, there are in all Prākrits two

kinds of words ; the one called tad-bhava,

corruptions from the Sanskrit ; the other called

tatsama, words of vulgar origin, and mostly

signifying local customs or productions, adopted

into Sanskrit from the want of any exactly

equivalent terms in that language. Thus medi

aeval and ecclesiastical Latin, after it had be

come a dead tongue, like classical Sanskrit,

borrowed from the popular dialect, itself a cor

ruption of Latin, many technical terms, which

would be unintelligible to a Roman of the

Augustan age, while they have also ceased to

correspond with the current forms of every-day

speech. Thus if the division is exhaustive, every

Prākrit word, though not necessarily derived

from the Sanskrit, still exists there ; allowance

being made in the modern vernacular for the

fact that a Prākrit term, when once transferred

into Sanskrit composition, was stereotyped, while

in current speech it continued subject to the

influence of progressive phonetic decay. The

above considerations clearly explain why it is

that Lakshmidhara in his Shad-bhāshū-chandriká

treats only of tad-bhava and tatsama terms;

since a third division with the title of desya

had never been recognized. Thus much in
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answer to the argument drawn from the lan

guage of the ancient native grammarians in sup

port of the view that the Indian Prākrits contain

a large non-Sanskritic element. Their language,

it is shown, is capable of an exactly opposite

interpretation, and rather indicates that the

classic and vulgar speech were both confluents

from two identical sources. But again it is

said all argument and theory may be dismissed

as unnecessary, since it is a positive fact, and

one obvious at a glance, that the Hindi voca

bulary is, to a large extent, essentially different

from the Sanskrit. Thus Dr. Muir writes:—

“There are in Hindi words which have no re

semblance to any vocables discoverable in San

skrit books, such as bâp, father; betá, son ;

per, tree ; chauki, a chair; chuk, a blunder ;

khirki, a window; jhagra, a dispute ; bakhera,

a dispute; átá, flour; chatai, a mat, and a mul

titude of other instances.” A few pages further

on he gives a tabular list of such Prākrit words,

with their modern vernacular equivalents, as are

not found in classical Sanskrit or are of doubtful

origin. This list is composed of the ten words

above mentioned, together with fourteen more,

viz., gor the leg; pet, the belly ; chhinál, a har

lot; khonta, a peg; johna, to look ; thartharána

to tremble; barna, to sink ; dubna, to sink;

dhakna, to cover; gharna, to fabricate; ghunt

na, to gulp ; sip, a shell ; chamakna, to glitter;

and thokar, a blow or stumble. To this total of

24, he is careful to add at the end of a long

comparative vocabulary of Pāli and Prākrit, ex

tending over 14 pages, two other supplementary

words, viz., os, dew, and dhona, to carry a load,L

thus increasing the specification to 26. Now I

am far from asserting that there are not in

Hindi many more than 26 words, which it would

be difficult, if not impossible, to connect with any

Sanskrit forms; but from the pains with which

Dr. Muir has made up even so short a list, it

may be concluded that “the multitude of in

stances” did not readily occur to him ; and se–

condly, even though the connection may not be

discoverable, it is rash to assert positively that

no such connection ever existed ; witness the

extraordinary manner in which, at the present

day, English names are distorted by Indian pro

nunciation beyond all possibility of recognition.

Even among the 26 words, so carefully selected,

I detect several that, at a glance, appear to betray

their Sanskrit origin ; and I cannot doubt that

a rigorous scrutiny would yield further results

in the same direction. Thus I would connect

os ‘dew' with the Latin ros, the Greek 3:42,

the English drop, and the Sanskrit drapsa from

the root dru or dram, “to run.” Again the deri

vation of pet, ‘the belly, from the Sanskrit

peta, “a basket,' appears to me by no means in

conceivable, when we have the English slang

term “bread-basket' applied to that part of the

body. Bakhera, again, which also occurs in the

verbal form bakherna, “to scatter,’ as in the

phrase bij bakherna, “to sow seed,” is, I think,

almost beyond a doubt derived from the Sanskrit

kship with the prefix vi. So too, chauki would

seem to be connected with chatur, ‘four,” a seat,

being ordinarily of square shape ; while an

‘ outpost' (chauki) is most conveniently situate

at a quadrivium or chatvara; and a man may be

called chaukas, ‘vigilant, who keeps a good look

out on all four sides. Again, chhinál is unques

tionably the same word as chhina, ‘perforata,'

from the root chhid; and equally certain the

Prākrit hire for ‘a dog, is connected with the

Kashmiri hân, the English hound, the Greek …,

Latin canis, and Sanskrit swan. Nor do I see the

slightest improbability in the suggestion which

Dr. Muir himself makes, that gharna or ghadna

is from the root ghat, since Vararuchi express

ly recognizes the substitution of d for a non

initial t. But, without labouring to establish

any further identification, we are justified in de

claring that the system of hermeneutics adopted

by Lassen, in conformity with the ancient gram

marians, is an eminently judicious one, and less

likely to result in error than the hasty assump

tion of the non-Aryan school that every un

familiar form in vernacular speech is necessarily

of barbarous extraction.

A skilful dissection of the village names that

prevail in Upper India would probably illustrate

in a very interesting manner the successive

changes which the language of the country has

undergone. And perhaps no district is better

adapted for such a purpose than Mathurá. A

mere glance at the map proclaims it to be of

almost exclusively Hindi character. In the

two typical parganas of Kosi and Chhātā there

are 173 villages, not one of which bears a name

with the familiar termination of -ábdid. Not a

score of names altogether betray any admixture

of a Muhammadan element, and even these are

formed with some Hindi ending, as -pur, -nagar,

or -garhi ; for example Shāhpur, Shernagar, and

Shergarh. All the remainder, to any one but

a philological student, denote simply such and

such a village,buthave no connotation whatever,
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and are at once classed as barbarous Hindi. Yet

an application of Vararuchi's rules will, in many

cases, without any great exercise of ingenuity,

suffice to discover the original Sanskrit form,

and explain its corruption. Thus Maholi is for

Madhu-puri ; Parsoli for Parasurāma-puri,

(Parsa being the ordinary colloquial abbrevia

tion for Parasurāma) Dham-sińha for Dharma

sińha," Báti for Bahula-vati; and Khaira for

Khadira. So far as I am aware, the true ex

planation of these common endings-oli, -auli,

-auri, -ávar, has never before been clearly stated.

They are merely corruptions of -puri or -pura,

combined with the prior member of the com

pound, as explained by Vararuchi, in Sūtra II. 2,

which directs the elision of certain consonants,

including the letter p, where they are simple and

non-initial; the term ‘non-initial’ being expressly

extended to the first letter of the latter member

of a compound. The practical application of the

rule was first suggested to me by observing

that two large tanks at Barsâna and Gobardhan

were called indiscriminately in the neigh

bourhood, the one Kusum-Sarovar or Ku

sumokhar (for Kusuma-pushkara), the other

Brikhbhān-pokhar or Bhān-okhar. As the

rule was laid down by Vararuchi 1800 years ago,

I can only claim credit for its practical resusci

tation ; but it is of great importance, and at

once affords a clue to the formation of an im

mense number of otherwise unintelligible local

names.

The foregoing considerations demonstrate the

soundness of the proposition laid down at

the outset, viz., that the proportion of words

in the Hindi vocabulary not connected with

Sanskrit forms is exceedingly inconsiderable ;

such fact appearing—1st, from the silence of

the early grammarians as to the existence of

any such non-Sanskritic element ; 2ndly, from

the discovery that many of the words hastily

set down as barbarous are in reality traceable

to a classic source ; and 3rdly, from the uncon

scious adherence of the modern vernacular to the

same laws of formation as influenced it in an ad

mittedly Sanskritic stage of development.

ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF WARIOUS PLACES IN THE KINGDOM OF

MAGADHA VISITED BY THE CHINESE PILGRIM CHI-FAH-HIAN,

IN A. D. 415.

y A. M. BROADLEY, B.C.S., ASSISTANT MAGISTRATE IN CHARGE OF SUB-DIVISION BIHAR IN PATNA.

(Cotinued from page 74.)

PART III.

SINCE writing the last part of my notes, I have

paid another visit to the Som-bhāndār cave,

and carefully examined the chaitya I found there.

It appears to me so curious that I propose to

describe it more particularly. Its form is square

with a conical top surmounted by a large knob.

Each side is 1 foot 10 inches broad, and its total

height is 4 feet 9 inches. On each face there is

a pillared canopy, underneath which is a stand

ing figure of Buddha on a lotus-leaf pedestal,

with a miniature attendant on either side, each

holding a torch. The hair on the head is knot

ted, and the body is covered by a long cloak.

The hands, instead of being raised in the usual

attitude, are held down close by the side. The

attendant figures are elaborately dressed and

ornamented. At each corner of the arch of the

canopy are figures holding scrolls. In the cen

tre of the canopy, and immediately above the

head of Buddha, rises a pipal tree surmounted

* This bare adoption of a personal name as a local

designation is uncommon, but is paralleled by the name of a

village in the Chhātā Pargana, which is called simply

kund.

by three umbrellas. The bases vary in design ;

on either side, beneath the pedestal, is depict

ed the Wheel of the Law, supported on one

side by elephants, on another by caparisoned

horses, (with saddles of almost European shape),

on the third by elephants kneeling, and on the

fourth by bulls. The conical top of the chaitya

resembles the cupola of a temple.

To return to Mount Vipula. This hill rises

about three hundred yards to the east of the

hot springs previously described. Its direction

is due north-east. The northern face of the

mountain is a rugged cliff, and its western slope

is but a little less precipitous. At the foot

of the hill there are six wells, some of which

contain hot, and some cold water. They

resemble in shape those of Mount Baibhār,

and are called respectively Nānā-kund, Sitä

kund, Sómakund, Ganeshakund, and Rāma

Nearly a quarter of a mile from these

Umrāo, while another village in the Kosi Pargana has the

fuller form Umrārau, for Umrao-pura.
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wells is a spring immediately under the north

ern face of the mountain. It is surrounded

by a large enclosure, and its water is tepid.

Passing through a courtyard, the visitor arrives

at a small stone cell in the rock, and imme

diately above this a flight of some eighty steps

leads up the side of the hill to a platform paved

with brick. This is the celebrated Makhdum

kund of the Muhammadans, and Sringgi-rikhi

kund of the Hindus. This well is held in ex

traordinary veneration alike by Hindus and

Musalmans, and is thronged by pilgrims all

the year round. The spot is celebrated as

the residence of Makhdum Shah Shaikh Saraf

ud-din Ahmad, a saint, not only revered by the

Muhammadans of Bihār, but by the followers of

the Crescent all over India. The date of his

sojourn at Rājgir was, as far as I can ascertain,

about 715 A.H. The stone cell is said to be

his “hujra,” i.e., the scene of a forty days'

meditation and fast [ver: chillah], and the plat

form above, the place of his morning and even

ing prayers. General Cuningham has been led

into a strange error about this spot, and states

it to have been the dwelling of Saint Chillah, a

converted Hindu. I trust at a future time to

be able to give a complete history of the life

and writings of Saraf-ud-din, in connection with

the history of Muhammadan rule in Bihār.

About two hundred feet from the foot of the

hill, almost immediately above the northern

gate of the ancient city, and nearly half a mile

south-west of the Makhdum-kund, are the

remains of an enormous brick Stupa or “tope,”

now surmounted by a small temple of Mahā

deva. There is a similar ruin opposite this at

the foot of Baibhār, and the bed of the ravine is

also strewn with débris. I clearly identify these

ruins with the description of Hwen Thsang";

“En déhors de la porte septentionale de la ville,

ily a un Stoàpa. . . . au nord-est de l' endroit

où fut dompté l'éléphant ivre il y a un Stoàpa.”

Leaving this place, and going some few

hundred yards to the north-east, one arrives at

two small Jaina pagodas, built on a peak of the

hill. The first is dedicated to Hemantu Sādhu,

and the second to Mahāvira, the 24th Tirthan

kara of the Jainas, who is said to have lived,

and died at Pawapüri, eight miles north-east of

Rājgir. Continuing to ascend the western face

of the hill, one looks down on a rocky defile

which separates Mount Vipula from Ratnagir.

There is little difficulty in identifying this from

the remarks of Hwen Thsang as well as by

those of Fah-Hian. The former says,t “Au

nord de l'endroit oti Che-li-tseu (S’āripouttra)

avait obtenu le fruit du Saint (la dignité

d’Arhat), tout prés il y a une fosse large

et profonde à côté de laquelle on a élevé un

Stoºpa. . . . . . . Au nord-est de la fosse ard

ente, à l'angle de la ville entourée de montagnes

ily a un Stoºpa. En cet endroit, le grand mé

dicin Chi-po-kia (Djivika) bâtit en faveur du

Bouddha, une salle pour l’explication de la loi.”

Fah-Hian writes: “To the north-east of the

city in the middle of a crooked defile, Djivika

erected a Vihāra. . . Its ruins still exist.” Ibe

lieve these places to be identical with the remains

which I shall presently describe.

Nearly a quarter of a mile to the east of the

pagoda of Mahāvira one arrives at the summit

of the hill, which is exactly above the centre of

the “crooked defile.” At this place is an enorm

ous platform 130 feet long by 30 wide, and

about 6 feet above the surrounding rocks. It is

constructed almost entirely of the materials of

Buddhist buildings [I counted more than 30

pillars in the floor alone], and this is easily ac

counted for by a large pile of ruins at either end

of the platform. The mound to the east is

nearly 30 feet high, and its surface is bestrewn

with pillars and stone slabs. The ruins to the

west are undoubtedly those of a temple or vihāra,

and several gray stone columns are still erect.

The modern Jaina temples on the platform de

serve some notice, as all of them abound, more

or less, in Buddhist ornamentation. The first

of the series of four is only about 10 feet square,

and is surmounted by a simple semi-circular

cupola. It is dedicated to Chandraprabha, the

8th Tirthankara. The doorway is a fine speci

men of Buddhist art. In the centre is a figure

of Buddha under a canopy, and three parallel

rows of exquisite geometrical pattern run

round the sides. Above the door, a large orna

mental slab, about five feet long and eight inches

wide, is inserted in the masonry. It is divided

into seven compartments. The first of which,

on either side, contain figures of elephants, and

the remainder—groups of figures in the attitude

of the dance. This is almost identical with the

ornamentation of a very beautiful doorway exca

vated by me from the mound at Dapthu, and

which is now in my collection of Buddhist sculp

* Mémoires, tom. II. p. 16. f Mémoires, tom. II. p. 18-19. † Beal's Translation, chapr. xxviii. p. 113.
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tures. The next temple is divided into two

chambers, and is of considerable size. It is dedi

cated to Mahāvira, and both the inner and outer

doors are very fine. The cornice of the latter

is divided into nine compartments, in the first

of which a man is represented in the act of

dedicating a chaitya. The others are filled

with the usual Buddhist devices. The top of

the temple is pyramidal in shape. The next

pagoda is faced by an open court, to the right

and left of which are two slabs, the one covered

with the representation of the ten Incarnations

of Vishnu, and the other with those of the Nine

Planets. The vacant space at the base of the

carving is covered with a modern inscription in

Nāgari. The doorway is surmounted by a com

paratively plain moulding. This temple is dedi

cated to Munisuvrata—the 20th Jaina Tirthan

kara, who is said to have been born in Rajgir.

Inside the fourth temple are four charanas—two

of them being of white marble. They are dedi

cated respectively to Mahāvira, [or Wardha

mâna] Pårshwanātha, Shanthanātha, and Kun

thunātha-the 24th, 23rd, 16th and 17th Tir

thankaras respectively.

Leaving the temples and skirting the north

side of the ravine, you cross a narrow ridge

which brings you to Mount Ratnagir. The

summit is crowned by a temple decorated with

some small black basalt columns, elaborately

carved. From this a stone staircase or pathway

leads down the western slope of the hill to the

plain beneath.

Between Ratnagir and Udayagir lies a narrow

valley covered with jangal, situated, as nearly

as possible, due north-east of the ancient city,

and stretching away as far as Giryak—a dis

tance of six or seven miles. I shall now pro

ceed to establish if possible an identification of

this valley, connected with the writings of both

the pilgrims. Hwen Thsang writes as follows”:

“Au nord-est de la ville, il fit de quatorze a quin

ze li” [2} or 3 miles], “et arriva au mont Ki-li

tho-kiu-teh'a (Gridhrakoúta Pârvata) qui touche

au midide la montagne du nord, et s'élève isolément

à une hauteur prodigieuse. . . Le roi P'in-pi

so-lo (Bimbisara), voulant entendre la loi, leva un

grand nombre d’hommes; puis, pour traverser la

vallée et franchirles ravins, depuis le pied de la

montagne jusqu'au sommet, il fit assembler des

pierres, et pratiqua des escaliers larges d'environ

dix pas, et ayant une longueur de cinq à six li.

* Mémoires, Vol. II. p. 20-21

Au milieu du chem in, il y a deux petits Stoºpas:

---------... Le som met de cette montagne est

allongé de l'est à l'ouest, et resserré du sud au

nord.” He then proceeds to speak of a vihāra

to the west of the mountain, a colossal stone

once trodden by the sacred feet of Sakhya Muni,

a Stâpa to the south, and a second on the sum

mit of the mountain. Fah-Hian's description?

is far less minute, but he gives exactly the same

distance [viz. 15 li] and speaks of two caves

on the hill—the colossal stone—the Wihāra,

and the lofty peak.

On the 20th January, I made an attempt to

explore the valley. Clearing the dense brush

wood and jangal as I advanced, I skirted the

foot of Ratnagir for about a mile from the old

city, and then struck across into the centre of

the valley, and pushed on two miles further to

the east. I then saw that to the east of Ratnagir

there is another mountain terminating in a lofty

peak, which towers above the summit of the

surrounding hills. This mountain is called

Devaghāt, and I unhesitatingly identify it with

that mentioned in the text of Fah-Hian and

Hwen Thsang. It adjoins the southern side of

Vipula. In the middle of the valley a stone

terrace or staircase, about 20 feet broad, runs

due north, towards the foot of the hill, for a

distance of 900 feet. At this point it branches

off to the east up the mountain side. At the dis

tance of 300 feet from the plain I found a small

stúpa in the very centre of the staircase about 8

feet square, and in front of it three or four steps

are still almost intact, each step being about 18

or 20 feet wide and a foot high. Near this place

under a great heap of débris I found three images

of Buddha almost perfect, but of the rudest

workmanship. They are uniform in size, and bear

inscriptions. From the stûpa the staircase

continues to traverse the mountain-side for

a distance of 800 feet. At this point I discovered

a second stipa and a large quantity of images,

pillars, &c. Of these, the most remarkable are

a figure of Buddha seated on a lion, a large

seated Buddha with the usual lotus throne, and

a standing figure of Buddha with a long in

scription. All these idols have been removed

to Bihār, and merit a much more detailed de

scription. The terrace now becomesmore broken,

but its traces are visible up to the peak. From

its commencement in the valley up to the

summit of the mountain it measures, as

f Beal's Fah-Hian, Ch. xxix. p. 114.
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nearly as possible, one mile. The south and

west side of the hill are covered with the débris

of houses, &c., and the solitary peak which

crowns the hill is surmounted by an enorm

ous brick stupa. Though there is no natural

cave in the southern face of the hill, as might

reasonably be expected, the other features it

presents are so remarkable as to put its identi

fication beyond a doubt, and everything tends to

show that the caves and grottoes of Rajgir

were mostly artificial.

Parallel with Ratnagir and Devaghāt runs

Udayagir. Two ramparts or walls seem to have

traversed the valley. The first to the west now

ealled the Nekpai-bänd, and the second stretches

from the foot of Devaghāt, as before described, to

the centre of the valley, and this seems to have

been continued as far as the foot of the Udaya

hill. The slopes of this hill are more gradual

than any of the others, and this accounts for the

fortifications which surmount it. The steepest

side of the mountain is towards the west, and it

is through a narrow ravine at the foot of it, that

the valley is entered from the south. The

passage is very narrow, and in the centre runs

the Bângañgå rivulet, which rises from beneath

Sonárgir. The pass was strongly fortified, and

the ramparts and bastions are still remark

ably perfect, although they have been exposed to

the devastations of the rain and sun for many

centuries. Just within the valley are the ruins

of the two towers, and at the entrance of the

pass, where the width of the ravine is little

more than twenty feet, two forts of considerable

size—one on the slope of Udayagir, and the

other facing it, at the foot of Sonárgir. The

former measures 111 feet from the north to

south, and 40 from east to west. From

this point a massive wall, 16 feet thick, (and

still having an elevation of some 10 or 12

feet), stretches in a direct line due east to

the summit of the mountain. I measured it to

a distance of 4,000 feet from the commence

ment, and it thus appears to continue its course

for more than two miles on the crest of the

hill, then to cross over towards the north, and

finally to pass down the northern slope, and

into the narrow valley between Udayagir and

Ratnagir, just opposite the staircase of Bimbi

sâra, which leads to the summit of the Devaghāt

hill. The wall is composed of huge stones on

either side, closely fitted together without cement,

the centre being filled up by a mass of pebbles

and rubbish. There are traces of Buddhist ruins

on the top of the hill, and I found several images,

and the remains of two large stûpas, and

one temple similar to that on Baibhār. There

is also a large enclosure containing five modern

Jaina temples—the centre one square and the

others triangular in shape. Each of the small

ones contains a figure of Buddha bearing the

creed, “ye dharma hetu etc.” There are large

numbers of gray stone columns at the foot of

the mounds abovementioned, and the spot has

evidently been once the site of a Vihāra.

Although five hills are stated both in poetry

and history to have surrounded the ancient

capital of Magadha, this can hardly be consider

ed literally correct, and to maintain the old

description, several peaks must be considered

as forming part of the same mountain. Thus the

rocky cliffs of Chhata or Chhakra must be deem

ed the eastern extremity of Baibhār, and the va

riousparts of Sonárgir must be considered as por

tions of one great hill. Sonárgir, the most exten

sive, though the least lofty of all the hills, begins

at the south-east corner of the valley, and runs

due east from this point till it reaches the centre

of the valley just above the plain of the Ran

bhūm. From this point three branches stretch

eastwards; the first inclining slightly towards the

north, and forming the southern boundary of

the valley of the five hills, the second runs due

east and forms the western side of the ravine

which leads into the Hisua-Nowāda plains,

and the third turns first south, then again almost

due east, and finally terminates, as I have before

described, in the rocks and torrents of Bângañgå.

This was evidently the weakest point in the

natural defences of the city, for an enemy who

had once gained the entrance of the valley,

(which appears to have been still further pro

tected by a semi-circular wall outside it,) could

easily pass up the gentle slope between the two

last mentioned branches of the hill, and descend

by an equally easy road on the northern side

of the hill into the very heart of the valley. I

-ascended the hill on this side, and soon gained

the summit, which, like that of Udayagir, is

occupied by an enormous pile of ruins, and a

modern Jaina temple. Inside the pagoda is a

large figure of Buddha, bearing the creed, and

also a comparatively modern inscription on the

unoccupied portions of the pedestal. Several

columns are lying about, and also portions of

cornice and other ornamental carving. This

was once, evidently, the site of some great

vihāra or temple. Thirty paces south of the
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pagoda, one comes quite suddenly on the great

wall—almost unbroken and entire. It is uni

formly sixteen feet thick, but its height differs

at various places. It commences in the Ran

bhūm plain, and then runs in a direct line to

the summit of the hill, a distance of 2300 feet.

From this point an enormous embankment runs

across the valley to the foot of Baibhār, and

now bears the name of Jarāsandha's band. At

the top of the mountain the wall turns to the

east, following the crest of the central branch

of Sonargir, which now takes an almost semi

circular form, to a distance of 4100 feet. The

wall at this point runs down the ravine, crosses

it close to the source of the Bângañga torrent,

then ascends the slope of the southern branch of

the hill, and passes first along its ridge and then

down its western slope till it ends in the

foot to the west of the stream, as nearly as

possible 12,000 feet from its commencement in

the Ranbhūm plain. The fort at which it ends

is about half the size of the one on the opposite

side of the torrent. I have thus succeeded in

tracing the great wall which formed the artifi

cial defence of the valley, but strange to say,

popular legends, so far from connecting it with

any such purpose, make it the evening walk

of the Asura king—the spot where he used to

enjoy the cool mountain air after the fatigues of

the day.

Before giving some account of the wild ravine

to the west of the valley, it may be interesting

to say something of the Jaina pagodas which

still adorn the hills. They are maintained and

repaired by subscriptions collected all over

India, and are yearly visited by thousands of

pilgrims from Gwalior, Bombay, Calcutta and

Murshidābād. They all contain charanas, or,

impressions of the sacred feet of the Tirthan

karas—generally carved in black basalt, but

sometimes in marble, and invariably surrounded

by a Nāgari inscription. I have taken copies of

the whole of them, but many have become very

indistinct, on account of the oil, ghi, &c. with

which they are annointed. The following are

specimens of them.” In the temple dedicated

to Munisuvrata, on the Vipula-hill, I found the

following :-" On the 7th of the waxing moon in

the month of Kārtika, Samvat 1848, the image

of the supremely liberated sage who attained

salvation on the Vipula mountain, together with

his congregation, was made and consecrated by

Sri Amrita Dharma Văchaka.” In another

of the series of temples :—“On the 9th

of the waxing moon in the month of

Phalguna, Samvat 1504, by Santha Sivarāja,

&c. of the noble Jatada race.” On Sönárgir :—

“In the auspicious Khadatara Fort [garh), the

image of Sri Adinatha, &c.” The other inscrip

tions are similar, and the dates 1819, 1823,

(on Udayagir) 1816, (Ratnagir) 1830 Samvat

occur. I will only give one other at length. It

comes from Vipulagir, and runs as follows ;-

“On Friday, the 13th of the waxing moon, in

the month of Aswina, when the Saka year 1572

was current, Samvat 1707, [A. D. 1650], Suy

ama and his younger brother Gobardhana, sons

of Lakshmidasa and his wife Vananihälä, of the

Vihára Vastüvya family, of the Dopada gotra,

caused certain repairs to be done to.........in

Rājagriha.” Bābu Rajendralala Mitra remarks,

that in this inscription all the proper names

have the title ‘sangha' prefixed to them, and

this shows that the individuals in question be

longed to a Buddhist congregation.”

In one of the temples at the summit of Wi

pulagir I found the following :—“on the 7th

of the waxing moon in Kärtika this statue of

Mukhtigupta, the absolutely liberated sage, was

made by Sri Sanga, on the “Sri Vipulachala hill,

and consecrated by the preachers of salvation.”

The Charana on Ratnagir bears the following:—

“Om, Salvation. On the 6th of the waxing

moon in the month of Māgha, Samvat year

1829, Shā Manikchand, son of Bulakidasa of

the Ganghigotra, and Osa family, an inhabitant

of Hugli having repaired the temple on the

Ratnagiri hill in Rajagriha placed the two lotus

like feet of the Jina. Sri Pârşvanātha there.”

I conclude with the oldest inscription, which is

on Sonárgir—“On the 9th of the waxing moon

in the month of Phalguna, in the Samvat year

1504 . . . . of the Jātada Gotra, Rāmamāla

Varma Dasa, son of Sangha Manikadeva, son

of the wife of Sangha . . . barāja, son of San

gha Búnarāja, son of Sangha Devarāja.”

The most recent of the inscriptions is dated

on late as Samvat 1912, or A. D. 1855.

I purpose in the next part to trace the route

of Hwen Thsang amongst the hills and valleys

to the west of Rājāgriha.

(To be continued.)

* These readings and translations were made by Babu Rajendralala Mitra, for whose valuable assistance I cannot be

too grateful.
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ON THE CHANDIKKSATAKA of BANABHATTA.

By G. BUHLER, PH. D.

IN the learned preface to his edition of the

Vásavadattá, Dr. Fitz-Edward Hall gives (pp. 8

and 49) extracts from two anonymous Jaina com

mentaries on the Bhaktamarastotra of Māna

tunga, which contain curious details regarding

the life of Bán a b h atta, the famous author

of the Kādambari and of the Harshacharitra.

Amongst other matters, it is stated there that

Bâ na and M a y á r a, the author of the

Sūryas'ataka, were related to each other by

marriage, and that each of them composed a

Sataka or century of verses in honour of a patron

deity and obtained thereby liberation from great

evils. M a y á r a, it is said, who had suddenly

become a leper, was cleansed of his disease by

St rya, whom he propitiated with the Sūrya

s'ataka. B fina, jealous of this feat of his brother

poet, thereupon cut off his own hands and feet,

composed a Sataka in honour of C h and i kā,

and through her favour obtained the restora

tion of his limbs.

Dr. Hall, in giving this story, observes that,

whatever its absurdity, it may have an histo

rical basis in making M a y á r a and B an a

contemporaries, and that it deserves attention

for that reason. This surmise has also been

confirmed by B & na’s own statement in the

Harshacharitra, where he names M a y ár a k a

amongst his friends. I have lately found that

it contains another element of truth, viz. that

it is right in ascribing to B an a b h a t t a the

composition of a Chandikás'ataka.

Not long ago, Iacquired for the Government of

Bombay abook bearing this title, which, according

to its colophon, had been composed by a Ma

h à k a v i S'r à v an a or Sri v an a b h a t t a.

As no great poet of this name was known to

me, and Dr. Hall's Jainas attributed a Chan

dikás'ataka to B an a, I at once concluded

that Sºrāvana or Srivana must be a mis-spell

ing for Sri Bà n a. This surmise was fully

confirmed, shortly afterwards, when I obtained

a copy of the commentary mentioned by Dr.

Hall at p. 49 of his preface: for the latter

work quotes the first verse of Bâna's Chandi

kás'ataka, which agrees with the beginning of

the soi disant S'rāvana's production.

The manuscript of the Chandikás'ataka ac

quired by me is written on nine folios. Besides

the text, which consists of 102 Slokas, it

contains a short commentary on S'lokas 1-84,

written on the margin of each page. It has

been written by a Jaina Lekhak, who, unfortun

ately, was neither careful, nor a good Sanskrit

scholar. Though clerical errors and even omis

sions are frequent, still it is possible to re

store the text of most verses.

B an a’s address to Ch a n dik fi is composed

in the Sárdūlavikridita vritta and its style, as

becomes a poet like the author of the Kā

dambari, is made to harmonise with the diffi

cult metre. The tortuosity of the construc

tion, the double-entendres and puns, and the

quaint similes in which it abounds, will make it

dear to the heart of every true Pandit. But these

qualities make it rather an object of serious

study than of enjoyment on first hearing or

reading, and they render it improbable that Eu

ropean critics will accord to it the epithet of

“uttamä kavitā,”—“first rate poetry,” which—

according to the opinion of my learned native

friends, to whom I showed the poem—is its due.

It is somewhat difficult to give an exact ana

lysis of the contents of the Sataka, as the poet

himself seems to have followed no fixed plan in

its composition. Every stanza contains an

allusion to, or a description of an incident from

Ch a n dikå's great battle with the buffalo-shaped

demon M a h is h a sura, and winds up with a

prayer to the goddess to protect the hearers or

readers from evil, to bless them, or to destroy

their enemies.

That a Chandikás'ataka should celebrate the

victory of the goddess over Mahisha, is no

more than might be expected ; for the Purānas

state that the Chandikā form of Siva's wife, or

Sakti, was expressly created for the destruc

tion of that demon. In the Devīmāhātmya,"

the story of Chandikå's creation, and of her con

test with Mahisha and his army of fiends, is

narrated at great length. According to that

authority, the gods over whom Indra rules, were

driven by Mahish a out of heaven. They

went to Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva to complain

and to ask for help. On hearing of the Asura's

boldness, these deities were moved by anger and

emitted from their bodies a gre at lust re.

That lustre, united with the flames which Indra

* Márkandeya Purāna, Adhy. 80 seqq.
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and his followers emitted, and filled the whole

world. It then assumed the shape of a three

eyed female, Chand ika-Devi. The gods, select

ed her to do battle with Mahisha and provided her

with arms for the combat. Siva drew a new

trident forth from his own favourite weapon,

Vishnu produced a new Chakra from his Chakra,

V a run a gave a conch-shell, Agni a spear,

Wäyu a bow and arrows, and Indra a thunder

bolt forged out of his own Vajra. The Hima

lay a presented a lion to be the Vāhana of the

new deity. When Devi had thus been honour

ed with presents by all the gods, she uttered a

great cry which shook the universe. The gods

answered it with a shout of victory. Alarmed

by the noise the A sur as sallied forth from

Heaven and prepared at once to do battle with

their newly created foe. After a furious fight

the army of the demons was routed with great

slaughter by Ch and ika. Next the goddess

had to undergo a series of single combats with

Chiksh ura, the general of the Asura host

and other leaders. When they had all been

slain, Mah is h a himself came forward. He

assumed his buffalo-shape, attacked the Pra

m at has, who accompanied Ch a n q i kā and

routed them. Emboldened by this success, the

Asura attempted to kill Devi's Vahana,

the lion. The goddess met his onslaught by

entangling him in her Pás'a, or snare. He

then turned himself into a lion. But De v i cut

off his head, upon which he assumed human shape.

Pierced by the arrows of the goddess, the demon

assailed her in the shape of an elephant.

Punished again by the loss of his trunk, he

returned to his buffalo form and tried to bury

Ch a n dik fi under the mountains which he up

rooted with his horns. The mountains were

rent to pieces by the arrows of the goddess.

But, before attacking him more actively, she

rested and refreshed herself by repeated draughts

of nectar. Thus fortified, she jumped on the

monster, drove her trident into his neck and

finally cut off his head. The remainder of the

Daitya army fled, the gods re-obtained posses

sion of Swarga, and sang the praises of Ch a n

dika, humbly acknowledging her power and

supremacy.

It would seem that B an a, when writing his

Chandikás'ataka, had this legend, or some very

similar story before him. He mentions the

flight and helplessness of the gods, the cir

cumstance that the goddess jumped on Mahi

sh a and pierced him with the trident, and

similar incidents; but he does not describe the

combat with M a h is ha at full length. He

contents himself with taking out some of its

most prominent features, and with placing be

fore the mind of his hearers, again and again,

the final tableau, where the victorious Devi

appears standing on the body of her vanquished

enemy. This picture gives him repeated op

portunities of exalting the miraculous power of

Chandiká's feet, and of recommending to his hear

ers the adoration of those limbs. A translation ofa

few verses will, however, give a better idea of the

character and contents of the poem than the

most minute analysis. I subjoin, therefore,

some of the first Slokas as well as the con

cluding one.—

Tert.

Mābhānkshir vibhramam bhrāradhara vidhu

rată keyam asyāsya rāgam.

pâne pränyeva nãyam kalayasi kalahaáraddha

yā kim trisulam |

ityudyatkopaketún prakritim awayawān prä

payantyeva devyā -

nyasto vo milrdhni mushyānmarudasuhrida

sún sanāharann anghrir amhah || (1)

Humkåre nyakkritodanvati nudati jite Sinji

tair nüpurasya

Šlishyachchhringakstatātpraksharadasriji” ni

jálaktakabhrāntibhāji |

skandhe windhyādribuddhyā nikashati mahi

shasyahitosúnahārshid

ajñānādeva yasyāścharana iti Śivam sá šivă

val, karotu || (2)

Jähnavyāyā na jatānunayapariharakshiptayá

kshālayantyá

núnam no nüpurena glapitašasiruchā jyot

snayå vä nakhānām

tälii Sobhām adadhānā jayati nijam ivālakta

kam pidayitvá

pādenaiva kshipanti mahisham asurasādāna

nishkāryam aryā. (3)

Mrityos tulyati trilokim grasitumatirasän

nishkritāh kimi nu jihvāh

kim vä krishnānghripadmadyutibhirarumitā

vishnupadyāh padavyah |

prăptăh samdhyāh smarāreh Svayam uta

nutibhistisra ityūhyamānā

devair devitrišūlāhatamahishajusho

dhārājayanti |

rakta

(4)

* The MS reads, slishyachhringakshitepi, but I am unable to extract any sense out of this reading.
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Datte darpät prahãre sapadi padabharotpishta

dehâvašishtām

Šlishtāmā Śringasya kotim mahishasuraripor

nāpuragranthisimni |

mushyādvah kalmashāni vyatikaraviratävä

dadānah kumâro -

mātuh prabhrashtalilākuvalayakalikākarnapū

rádarena || (5)

Trailokyátankanāśye pravis'ati vivaše dhātari

dhyānatandrām

indrädyeshu dravatsu drawinapatipayah

pālakālānaleshu |

sparsenaivätra pishtvá mahisham atirusham

trăsayantam jaganti

pātu tvåm pancha chandyāścharananakham

ime nāpare lokapalāh || (9)

Kunte dantairniruddhedhanushi vimukhitajye

vishānena múlal

lāngülena prakoshthe valayini patite tat

kripáne svapāneh" |

šūle lolánghrighâtair lalitakaratalát prachyute

düram urvyām

sarvānginam lulāyam jayati charanataš chan

dikā chūrmayanti || (102).

Translation.

1. “O brow, do not interrupt thy coquettish

play ! O lip, what mean these contortions ! O

face, throw off the (expression of) passion! O

hand, why brandishest thou the trident in ex

pectation of strife . He is no longer alive.”

Speaking thus De v i reduced, as it were, to

their natural state her limbs that showed signs

of rising anger. May her foot that stole the

vital spirits of the enemy of the gods, being

placed on your heads, take away your distress.

2. Whilst his bellowing of defiance, that

surpassed the roar of the ocean, was conquered

by the jingling of her anklets, and whilst the

blood, flowing from the wound inflicted by his

encircling horn, was mistaken (by the goddess)

for the lacdye of her foot-soles, she placed, by

mistake, her foot on the shoulder that resem

bled a touch-stone, and took the life of Mahisha.

May that female Siva give you happiness.

3. The worshipful goddess assumes, through

her anklets that make the hare-bearer's bright

ness fade, or through the moon-like brilliancy of

her toe nails, such a splendour, which Jahnu's

daughter, who was flung into her course by the

affection of a son and who certainly purifies us,

* Langulena prakos'the valayite tatkripanasya pāneh.

—MS. against metre and sense.

+ Though the commentator does not mention his name, or

time, it is very probable that he lived at the beginning of the

does never wear, Glory to her, who crushed

with her foot M a h is h a like the lac-dye of her

soles and who threw him away, when he had be

come worthless through the taking of his life-juice.

4. Glory to those jets of blood that issued

from M a h is ha, when he was struck by Devi's

trident, and that made the gods ask themselves

in perplexity, ‘Has Death, greedy to swallow

the three worlds put forth his three tongues at

once Or are the roads, which Vishnu steps

on, lit up by the brilliancy of Krishna's lotus

feet? Or have the three Sandhyás appeared

(at once) in consequence of the devotions of the

enemy of Cupid 7"

5. When M a h is ha, the enemy of the gods,

struck out of pride, the tip of his horn, which

became the sole remnant of his body, that was

crushed by the weight of (Devi's) foot, became

entangled in the knot of her anklet,_May

Kumara who at the end of the combat took

it up, supposing it to be the bud of a lotus fallen

from his mother's ear, take away your sins.

9. May the five toe-nails of Ch a n di—not

these other guardians of the world—protect you,

since by their mere touch they crushed the over

furious Mahisha, who made the worlds tremble,

while the Creator, who was to be exiled for the

torment of the world, helpless entered weary

meditation, and In dra, with the other gods,

the Lord of Wealth, the Guardian of the Ocean,

Yama and Agni, took to flight.

102. His teeth held firmly the spear, his horn

had entirely unstrung the bow, his tail, like a

bracelet, encircled the elbow, from her hand,

her sword had fallen, by the spasmodic blows

of his feet the trident had been flung from her

graceful hand, far away on the ground—Glory

to Ch a n dika, who (then) crushed all the

limbs of the buffalo with her foot.” -

As the story of the Jaina commentatorf has

gained a fresh interest by the recovery of the

Chandikó Sataka and as it is not improbable

that other statements which it contains may

prove of use of students of Sanskrit literary his

tory, I give in conclusion a translation of the

introductory Kathá which describes the origin of

the Bhaktāmarastotra, as far as it relates to

M a y ár a and B fin a. It runs as follows:—

“Formerly there lived in Amarávati Ujjayini,

Sri Ujjayini, a Pandit, named Mayāra, who had

15th century, as he names S'rítilaka Sūri as the predecessor

of the reigning Pattadhári Gunachandra, in the Vamsävali,

at the conclusion of the book. S'ritilaka of the Abhaya

devavamsa was the teacher of Rajas'ekhara, who wrote the

Prabandha Kosha in 1347.
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studied the Săstras and was honoured by the

elder Bhoja. His son-in-law was Bāna. The lat

ter also was clever. The two were jealous of each

other, for it is said,

‘Donkeys, bulls, steeds, gamblers, Pandits, and

rogues cannot bear each other and cannot live

without each other.”

One day they were quarrelling. The king said

to them, ‘Ho Pandits, go to Kashmir. He is

the best whom Bhārati who dwells there, con

siders to be the better Pandit.t

They took food for their journey and set out.

They came on their road to the country of the

Mādhumatas (Kashmir). Seeing five hundred

oxen which carried loads on their backs, they

said to the drivers, ‘What have you got there ''

The latter answered, ‘Commentaries on the syl

lable OM. Again they saw, instead of five hun

dred oxen, a herd of two thousand. Finding

that all these were laden with different new ex

planations of the syllable OM, they lost their

pride. They slept in some place together. Ma

y (, r a was awakened by the goddess Saraswati,

who gave him this ‘thema' for a verse, “The sky

filled with a hundred moons.’ He half raised him

self, bowed and gave the following solution,--

• Chāhuramalla, stunned by the blow of Dāmo

dara's hand, saw the sky filled by a hundred moons.”

The same question was addressed to Băna.

He growled and worked the thema in the follow

ing manner :—

* In that night, on account of the lotus-faces

that moved to and fro on the high terraces, the

sky shone as if filled by a hundred moons.'t

The goddess said, ‘You are both poets who

know the Sºdistras. But Băna is inferior, be

cause he growled. I have shown you that quan

tity of commentaries on the syllable OM. Who

has ever attained a complete knowledge of the

dictionary of the goddess Speech. It has been

also said, “Let nobody assume pride saying,

‘I am the only Pandit in this age. Others are

ignorant. Greatness of intellect is only com

parative.'

Thus Saraswati made friendship between the

two. When they arrived at the outer wall (of

Ujjayini) they went each to his house. One

after the other they paid their respects to the

King as before. It has been also said, -“Deer

herd with deer, kine with kine, steeds with

steeds, fools with fools, wise men with wise ones.

Friendship (has its root) in the similarity of

virtues and of faults.”

Once Bana had a lover's quarrel with his

wife. The lady, who was proud, did not put off

her pride. The greater part of the night pass

ed thus. Mayúra, who was taking his constitu

tional, came to that place. Hearing the noise,

made by the husband and his wife through the

window, he stopped. Bāqa fell at the feet of

his wife, and said, “O faithful one, pardon this

one fault, I will not again anger thee.” She

kicked him with her foot which was encircled

by an anklet. Mayāra, who stood under the

window, became sorry on hearing the sound of

the anklet, and on account of the disrespect

shown to the husband. But Båna recited a

new stanza–

“O thin-waisted one, the night that is nearly

past, escapes swiftly like a hare; this lamp nods

as if it were sleepy ; O fair-browed one thy heart

also has become hard on account of its vicinity

to thy breasts, so that, alas, thou dost not put

off thy pride and thy anger at the end of my

prostrations.”S

Hearing this Mayāra said—“Don’t call her

fair-browed but passionate, (chandi) since she is

angry.” Hearing this harsh speech that faith

ful wife cursed her father, who revealed the

character of his daughter saying, “Mayest thou

become a leper by the touch of the betel-juice

which I now have in my mouth.” At that

moment lepra-spots appeared on his body. In

the morning Băna went as formerly to the Court

dressed as a Varaka and made with reference to

Mayúra, who also came, the following speech con

taining a pun, “The Varakodhi has come.” ||

The King understanding this, and seeing the

lepra-spots, sent (Mayāra) away, saying, “You

must go.” Mayúra fixed himself in the temple

of the Sun, sat down, keeping his mind concen

trated on the deity, and praised the Sun with

* Na sahanti ikkamikkam na viná chithanti ikkamikkena

rásahavasahaturagājūyārá pandiyádambhā.

t A journey to Kashmir and a presentation of books to

Sarasvati is frequently mentioned as a test for poets by

the Jaina authors.

t Jágarito mayúro ványá s'atachandram nabhastalaim

samasyapadain vadantyá ardhotthitena natena

Dámodarakarághatavivhalikritachetasa.

Drishtam chánuramallena satachandrain nabhastalam |

Iti samasya púrità || Bánopi tathaiva prishtah I huānkārain

kritva tenapi kathità

Tasyam uttungasaudhágravilolavadanambujaih |

Virarāja vibhāvaryām satachandram nabhastalam."

i. kris'atanu sas'iyata iva

radipoyaſil nidrāvasam upagato ghūrnata iva |

Pranamánte manan tyajasi ma yathâtvam krudham aha

Kuchapratyāsattyá hridayam api te subhru kathinam ||

| I am unable to translate the term Varaka. The words of

the text are–Varakavastram, paridháya sametam mayāram

prati (āvauvarakodhi) iti s' lishtam vachauvacha.
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the text.” In this legend the Ikshv 3 k u king,

Amb at thar ájan, to please ayoung wife, exiles

all his elder children, four sons and five daughters.

The young princes, when they have reached the

forest, intermarry with their sisters, with the view

of providing a mutual safeguard against the

degeneracy of their race through mésalliance ; and

they instal their eldest sister Pi y á in the place of

mother. When, after a time, the latter is stricken

with leprosy, they remove her to another part of

the forest ; and there she is found by a king

R ima, who has also been driven by leprosy into the

forest but has recovered; and by him she is cured and

wedded. Now, whatever points of difference the

legendherepresents,the mutual relations of these three

forms of thestory cannot be mistaken. In the Daša

rathafátaka, in addition to the reasons for the exile

and the intermarriage of the brothers and sisters,

we find mention made of the names D a 3 a rath a,

Lak s h m an a, B h a rat a, and S it à ; and

R à ma is spoken of, not as a prince who was un

acquainted with the exiled family, but as one of

their number and occupying the chief place among

them. And the poet of the Rāmāyana, following

the main idea of the story thus presented, has not

only represented R 3 m a and Sí tá as lovers, but,

what is most important, has added the rape of

S it ā and the expedition to La ſika. He

has also changed the home of the exiles from

V 4 ran a si to A y o dh y á, and, on the other

hand, he has shifted the scene of the banishment

from the Him a vant to the Dekh an (Dan

daka forest, &c.)

Now, when we consider this question of the

change of locality, it becomes evident that the re

moval of the place of the exile to the Dekhan can

easily be explained by the poet's intention to de

scribe an expedition to Lañká; while the alteration

of Váránasí into Ayodhyá is perhaps connected with

an older form of the Saga, and one no doubt cur

rent at the time of the Dasaratha jataka,

according to which both Brahm ad atta and

A m b at th a rājan lived in Várán as ſ, but

the exiled children of the latter, or at least their de

scendants, the Sák ya and Koliya, settled in

K a pil a pura (Kapilavatthu) and Koliya

* Vide, Monatsherichte der K. Ak. d. W. 1859 p. 330ft.
Ing Ætta. W 415 ºf Ind. Streiſen. I, 235 f., and Rogers,

Buddhaghosa's Parables” p. 175. The legend had already

been made known by Turnour, Csoma Körösi, and Hardy,

if not textually, at all events in substance. See also Emii

jºintwell, Die Könige von Tibet (München, 1866) p. 13

t In the Mahāvanso, p. 184-185, mention is made of a

place, Rómagama on the banks of the Gangá (with a sacred

stºpg) as existing in the time of Asoka, and as belonging

to the Koliya (Cf. also Bigandet, § of Buddha p.

346.) Contemporaneously therewith Fa-Hian (Chap. 22, at
the end,) and later also Hwen Thsang mention a land

bordering on, Kapil a vast u called f a n m o ; which

Stan, Julien (II., 325) and Beal (Fa-Hian p. 89) translate
by R tº m a grai m a.

f “By Kiº. said to come from the mountains of

Nepal, and after uniting with the Mahanada to fall intthe Rapti, near Gorakhpur.”—Hardy. Into

pura, on opposite banks of the river Rohini if

and thus we are brought into the immediate neigh

bourhood of Ayodhyá.

And now with regard to the expedition to Lanka.

In opposition to the hitherto received view $

that the poet intended under this representation

to depict the spread of Aryan civilisation toward

the south, and especially to Ceylon, Talboys

Wheelerſ has recently given to the world his

opinion that the account of this expedition only

gives expression to the hostile feeling entertained

by the Brahmans toward the Buddhists of Ceylon,

who are to be identified with the Rakshasa of the

poem. This view receives support from the fact

that Rá v an a and his brothers are represented as

having themselves sprung from the Brahmanical

race," and as having by their penances won

the favour of Brahma, Agni and other

gods ; and in this representation there may lurk

an allusion to the Aryan origin of the royal race of

Ceylon.” And it is at least quite as consis

tent with the circumstances (if not even more so)

that an Indian poet writing about the begin

ing of the Christian era (and the work of

Vālmīki can hardly date earlier than this, as we

shall presently see) shouldhave taken as the subject

of his representation the conflicts with the Bud

dhists, which were by that time being fiercely

waged, and have depicted a conquest of their chief

seat in the South—as that he should have selected

for his theme an idea so abstract as a picture of the

“spread of Aryan civilisation.” The Monkeys of

the poem, too, which are undoubtedly to be regarded

as the representatives of the aborigines of the

Dekhan, appear throughout (with the single ex

ception of Bálin) as the allies of R 4 m a, and

therefore as already brought completely within

the influence of the Aryan culture. This holds true

also of king Gu h a with his N i s h & d a. And

though Wheeler certainly presses his theory too far

when, for instance, he talks of the molestations

which the sages of Chitrak it a and of the Dan

daka-forest suffered at the hands of the Rák sh as a

and to save them from which R 4 m a took them

under his protection, and makes these refer solely

to the Buddhists;f yet it must be allowed that

§ Wide Lassen, Ind. A. K. I. 535 and my Worles, liber

Ind. L. G., p. 181. - --- . . .

| In the ‘second volume of his History of India (Ion

don 1869), a work which can hardly indeed, be said to

correspond to its title, but which notwithstanding its ex

travagant Euhemerism, is rich in valuable views and sug

gestions.

* As grandchildren of Pulastya, I. 22, 15, 17. IV. 10, 13.

* In the Uttarakanda it appears pretty certain that
in the quite decided separation of the Rakshasa ºf lººk t

into the Paul a stya and the Sălakatamkata (? VIII.

23 24) or Sălamkatamkatá (? IV. 20, 23), we are to recog

mise the double peopling of Ceylon by aborigines and by

ans of the Brahmanical stock. -

while the special description of these Rikshasa, for

instance in Ram, III, 1, 15 f., points unmistakably, not to the

fuddhists, but to hostile aborigines, who wºre still leading a

sayage life. Wide Muir, Orig. S. Texts, II, 426ff.; Monier

Williams, Ind. Epic Poetry p. 10.
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Sí tá's speech in favour of the ahinsa”, es

pecially the protest which she raises against the

attack on the R & k sh as a as inconsistent with

R 4 m a's character as a devoteef may be fairly

regarded as a reflex from an old Buddhistic legend

embodying this idea that: a Kshatriya was not

justified “in interfering in the disputes between the

Brahmans and the Buddhists,” so long as the latter,

that is the Rákshasa of the poem, have not shown

towards him any feeling of hostility. There is

nothing, however, in the representation of the town

Lanka and its inhabitants that can be regarded

as having a direct reference to Buddhism ; on the

contrary, the same gods; are invoked alike

by R & van a and by R 4 m a, just as is done by

the Greeks and the Trojans in Homer. The red

turban and the red garments of the priests who

officiated at In drajit's magical sacrifice|

remind us also of the magic ritual of the Sama

veda"; and they are consequently not to be con

nected with the yellowish-red garments of the

Buddhists (kashaya, raktapata). And finally, the

solitary passage in which Buddha is directly,

referred to, and then indeed only to be likened

to a thief,” has been pointed out by Schlegel as

being probably a later interpolation. Any one,

therefore, who may be disposed, notwithstanding

the preceding considerations, to adopt Wheeler's

view must be prepared to draw this further conclu

sion, from the great caution with which the poet

has veiled his intention to depict the struggle with

and the conquest of the Buddhists of Ceylon, that

he himself lived under a Buddhistic power, and

therefore found himself compelled to conceal his

real purpose—and that besides, to secure his own

safety, he just took an old Buddhistic legend, and

modified it to suit the object he had in view

In addition to this tendency, whether it be spe

cially political or having reference to the history of

cultivation in general, which unquestionably runs

through the Ramayana, and secures for it its

character as a national Epic, it has still another

purpose which may be said to lie on the very sur

face, namely, to represent R 4 m a as an incarnation

of Vishnu, and to confirm the supremacy of this

god over all the other gods. With respect to this

matter, however, it is difficult to decide in how far

Valmiki himself had this purpose in view, or whether

it may not have been introduced in later additions

* III, 13, 2 ft.

f rakshastīnám viná vairam bédho vira na yujatel|22.]

aparádhád rite ná 'pi hantavyaſråkshasis twayá.

; Wheeler vol. II. p. 219, 230, 20, 26.1.
Wide Muir, IV, 349 ft.; Cf. also Rim. V, 16, 41

Gorr., where Hanumant in the morning in Lan k d -

S had a ng a vedavidushåm krat up ravarayåjinam |

susrava brahmaghosham. . .

| WI, 19, 40, 52, 21.

* Wide Ind. Stud. I, 51, 52, borrowed no doubt from

the Vratána.

** II, 109, 33, Ed. Schl.

+ Vide Lassen, Ind. A. K. I, 488-489; Muir, Orig.

S. Terts IV, 142 fr. 377 ff.

to the poem. On account of the loose connec

tion in which the portions that bring out this idea

stand with the general structure of the work, it is

well known that the latter view has been most

generally adopted. But if Wheeler's opinion

as to the anti-Buddhistic tendency of the poet

should be positively established, then the view of

those who believe that he had himself given this

Vaishnava complexion to his worki would un

doubtedly receive no inconsiderable support, inas

much as this view so completely harmonises with

the anti-Buddhistic theory. As a matter of fact,

at least, the result was that by means of the

Rāmāyana, and especially by means of the

Vaishnava elements in it just referred to, assistance

of the most important kind was rendered to the

efforts of the Brähmans, which were directed, by

the clothing of their divinities and of the worship,

of their gods with new life, to the recovering of

the ground which Buddhism had won among the

people. And it is at all events a remarkable

phenomenon that the old Buddhistic Saga of the

pious prince R 4 m a., which glorified him as an

ideal of Buddhistic equanimity, should have been

cast by the skilful hand of Valmiki into a forms

which, whether in accordance with his own plan or

through the introduction of subsequent elements,

has so powerfully contributed to the suppression

and overthrow of Buddhism—the Buddhistic elements

so favourable and gratifying to the popular spirit

being preserved, and merely clothed in a garb

subservient to the Brahmanical pretensions.

In addition to the Buddhistic legend, it is beyond

question that Valmiki must have had access to

other materials for his work, which enter into its

composition, and which must from the very first

have secured it a favourable reception among the

people. It is very obvious, for instance, to trace a con

nection between R 4 m a, the hero of his work, and

the agricultural demi-god of the same name, the

R 4 m a Hal a b h r it of the Brahmans. I have

already called attention to this elsewhere, and

have laid special stress on this point, that in the

versions of the Rāma-Saga which are found in the

Mahābhārata, and some of which are of consider

able antiquity", a special prominence is given

almost throughout to the fact that the reign of

R 4 m a was a Golden Age, and that cultivation and

agriculture were then vigorously flourishing. The

Gorresio, vol. X. p. xlvii, is at least undecided.

This Buddhistic germ of R & In a 's personality is

still in fact apparent enough in the Ramayana in its present

form; and in opposition to Monier Williams, who supposed
that we were to find here later Christian influences, had

already pointed out this fact in my treatise on the Rāma

Tip. Up. p. 276 (1864,) even before D'Alwis had made us

acquainted with the contents of the Dasarathaſataka.

| Cf. Ind. Stud. I. 175, 277. II. 392, 410. Vorles.

iber Ind. Lit. Gesch. p. 181. Rama Tapan. Upan. p. 275,

(where at the same time I have made mention also of the

Rāman hwäsſtra of the Avesta, that genius of the air

who as the friendly genius of taste, but also as a brave hero

is represented as wearing golden armour.

* Wide infra.
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exile of R 4 m a seems intended to represent the

winter-time, during which the activity of Nature,

and especially the operations of agriculture, are

at a stand-still. Any other direct evidence, how

ever, of such a connection between these two is not

in the meantime forthcoming. But on the other

hand, as regards R 4 m a 's wife Sí tá, there are two

points that are all the more deserving of notice —

namely, first, her mythical character itself ; second

ly, and specially her relation to the similarly named

goddess of the Vedic ritual, the symbol of the

field-furrow (sitá); and indeed the significance of

both these points should be so fully recognised as that

it could hardly be called in question. The accounts

in the Rāmāyana regarding her being born from

a ploughed field” and regarding her return into

the bosom of her Mother Earthf; the name of

her sister U'r m i lá, which can be explained as

“waving seed-field :" finally, the surnamef of

her father Janak a Sira dhvaja “bearing a

plough on a banner :” are alone decisive of her

mythical, symbolical character. Fortunately, be

sides, for the working out of the conception, there

was available the glorified representation of the

similarly named spouse of Indra or Parjanya in

the grihya texts, which picture her appearances

in such plastic youthful beauty that the pencil of

the poet needed only to add a few touches here and

there. || Endowed with these characteristics of the

national goddess, the representation of the wife of

* Ram, I, 66, 14, 15, (27) Schl: atha me krishatah

kshetram, lángalád utthitá tatah || kshetram sºdhayatá

labdhá námná S i t e ti vis'ruté, b h it a 1 & d utthitti sã tu,

vurdha máná mamá ‘tmajá viryas'ulketi me kanya sthāpite

ayonijá || b h it al ād utthitam tăm tu..

f First mentioned indeed in the Uttarakanda.

! First, so far as I have been able to discover, in the

Uttara Ramacharita.

§ Cf. my Abh. iiber Omina und Portenta pp. 370, 373.

| Sºriyam tvá manavo viduh are the words used so

early as in the Kaus'. 106, naturally, however, without any

reference to the later position of Sri as the wife of

W i s h n u, or to the identifiation of S ſta, as the wife of

Rá m a, with the later.

"I Was it Walmiki's finding of the two names, R & m a

and Sítá united in the Buddhistic legend, that suggested to

him the idea of making use of them for his contemplated

work, which had for its object the restoration of the national

gods 2 Or may we conjecture that he made such a use of

these names with the intention of lowering the estimation

in which Buddha was held, by glorifying his ancestor

Rám a 2–a question which it is natural to ask, especially

if Wheeler's view be adopted, with reference to the legend

regarding the origin of the i. race. Whether we

are also to maintain, with regard to these Buddhistic legends

of Ráma the progenitor of the Sãky a, and of R a m a

and S it i as children of D a sºar at ha, that there is such

a connection between them on the one hand, and R & m a

Halabh r it and the S it i of the grihya-ritual on

the other, as I have assumed regarding the representations

: Válmiki :—this seems to me to be at least very question
able.

* Wide Akad. Worles. tiber Ind. Lit. p. 182.

t The Sopeithes, king of the Knxso, who waited upon

Alexander the Great in person, is evidently only the ana

lºgue of As’vapati vide Lassen, Ind. Alt. I, 300 n. II, 161.

Kašaiz the name which his country also bears, I connect

(let me say in passing) with Katha, the name of the Vedic

Yajus-school. The practice of infanticide is mentioned

in the Kathaka 27, 9 (Cf. Ts, WI, 5, 10, 3. Nir. III, 4. Ind.

Ráma must have awakened the widest interestſ;

and this conception of her was admirably

fitted either for purely poetical uses, or for the

purpose of bringing back the hearers to their

allegiance to the Brahmanical gods. Vālmīki has

besides introduced an additional element into his

representation of Sítá, by making her the daughter

of the pious Videh a king, Jan a ka, highly

honoured on account of his relations with Yājna

Valkya in the Brahmana of the White Yajus, and in

various legends of the Mahābhārata, a circum

stance which is no doubt partly due to the desire

of giving, by means of this paternity, a decidedly

Brahmanical colouring to her descent, and which

in fact may easily be understood as in some

measure favouring an earlier conjecture of my own”

namely, that Valmiki himself belonged to that

part of India which corresponds to the king

dom of Kos' a 1 a, bordering on the region of the

Videha, and standing in the closest relations with

them—in the chief city of which kingdom, A yo

dhyā, the scene of Vālmiki's work is laid. It is also

deserving of notice that As v ap a ti, the king of

the Kek a y a , f who appears in the Rand

!yana as the brother-in-law of Dasaratha, is men

tioned in the Brahmana of the White Yajus f

as being nearly contemporary with J an a ka. §

And the name of S it à herself occurs in a

Yajus-text as even then in use as a proper name :

though the bearer of it appears there in a relation -

Stud. IX, 481); it was permitted to expose new-born female

children, but not males: tasmat striyam jätäm partisyanti,

na pumánsam.

I 10, 6, 1, 1 (Chand. Up. VII, 11, vide Ind. Stud. I, 179,

216, 265.)

s' With regard to this special reference to glorified

names in the White Yajus, it should be added that Valmiki’s

own name, as is well-known, appears aunong the teachers

who are mentioned in the Taittiriya-Prat. And indeed it

appears in one passage (I, 9, 4) as coming next to that of

gnives ya, vide Ind. Stud. I, 147, where I have called at

tention to the fact that a Rāmāyana is also ascribed to one

A’g n iv e sºa. It is apparently, to be sure, quite a modern

performance (pide Aufrecht, Catal. Codd. MSS. Sanskrit,

1216,) bearing the name Rāmachandracharitrasſiram, and

composed in 102 sardillarikridita-verses ; but the indicat

ing of this name is certainly significant, especially when we

consider that Bhavabhuti Jätukarnºputra (for the form of

this name vide Satap XIV.9,4,30) who celebrated Rd ma's

exploits in a dramatic form, belonged to a Brahmanic

family which studied the Taittiriya (in the Bhag. Pur.

IX, 2, 21, ed. Burnouf, p. 191 Jatūkarna–Agniresya); that

further there exists a drama called mahanátakan (vide

Taylor, Catalogue of Or. MSS. I, 11. Madras 1857) composed

by Bodh a y an a ch a ri (Baudhaiyanāchārya º in sºloka

and corresponding to the first six kanda of the Rāmāyana ;

and that, finally, the names of the Sages, B h a rad v iij a

and Atri, which are so remarkably prominent in Valmiki's

description of the exile, appear also among the teachers of

the Taitt. Veda. From all this, then, it appears to be

fairly presumable that the Rama-Saga was very carefully

preserved among the followers of the Yajus, especially of

the Taitt, Veda ; though this is perhaps to be accounted for

only on the ground that Valmiki, the first who made a

poetical use of the Saga, was one of themselves, and bore

a name peculiar to them. According to the tradition of the

Adhyatma Rimayana II, 6,64 f., vide Hall in the Ind. Strei.

fen II, 85 and Wheeler p. 312, Valmiki was “of low caste”

But neither in his work itself nor in Bhavabhuti is there any

thing to be found that bears out this assertion.

| Taitt, Br. II, 3, 10, 1-3.
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quite different from that which is found both in the

gri hya-ritual and in the Rāmāyana, namely, as the

daughter of Savit ar, that is, of Prajá pati, and

as enamoured of the Moon, who on his part looked

with loving eyes on another of the daughters”

S r a d dh á (Faith); by the help of her father,

however, she succeeds in winning his love.t. It

seems to me that in this Saga, too, we may find an

element that has been made use of by Válmiki : in

so far only, however, as the garlandf with which

her father decks her browsy (accompanying the

action with the recitation of various sentences,) and

on account of the virtue of which, as a love-charm,

the whole legend has been narrated, may probably

have served as a direct model for the angaraga

(philter) which An as ū y á, the wife of A tri,

pours out in the form of an ointment, over the

limbs of S it 4. A still further parallel is indeed

offered here to zealous mythologists. For since

R 4 m a is, at a later period, called also R 3 m a

ch a n dra" and indeed is called also by the name

Chan dra itself,” the mildness, which is so

prominent a feature in his character may, per

haps be explained in this way, that originally he

was nothing more than a Moon-genius, and that

consequently the Saga found in the Taitt. Br. re

garding the love of S it à (that is, the field-furrow)

for the Moon actually represents the first germ out

of which the Saga of the Rāmāyana has grown—

that the angarāga—ointment of the Rāmāy a na,

the sthäkara alamkára of the Taitt. Br., is just the

fragrant vapour or the dew which rises out of the

furrow, and in which the Moonlight is reflected.

This would be indeed genuinely poetical, and per

haps also quite possible, if it were not that the de

signation of R 6 m a as R 4 m a ch a n dra, or

simply as Ch a n dra is only found for the first

time at so late a date, that rather the converse as

* Of... sºraddhá vai sùryasya duhitá, S'at. XII. 7, 3, 11.

+ This is no doubt only a variation of the older legends,

wide, for instance, Sankh. Br. 18, 1. Nir. 12, 8, that S a v i t a r

gave his daughter S i r y á in marriage to the Moon; Cf.

also the marriage of S a v any ti, who bears twins (ded

mithund) to her husband Viv as v ant (Rik X. 17, 1-2 Nir.

XII. 10, 11) just as Sí tºà does to R 4 m a.

i Sthagara alamkará (sthågard nama kas'chit sugan

dhadraryanis'eshah, tam pishted tatsambandhinam alum

karam mandanavis'esham . . . . schol.)

§ Sthagara-pishtena tasyāh Sītāyāh mukhe tilakā

dyalamkaram chakāra, schol. Wide Gobh. 4, 2.20 patni

barhishi s'ilám nidhayd sthagaram pinashti; and Cf. the

similar use of sthakara as denoting a love charm in the

Kaus'. 35 (Ind. Stud. V,262.) It cannot be precisely

identical with taqara (Kaus'. 16), seeing that both words

occur in the Kaus'; but perhaps the meaning is something

similar. In the Karmapradipa II, 8, 5 sthagaram surabhi

jneyam candanddi vilepanam, the word sthagara is used

quite generally as the name for fragrant ointments, such as

sandal-oil and the like (sugandhi vilepanárham chandanádi

dravyam sthagarasamjnakam jnátavyam | #dis'abdād agurv

adini, A's' irka).

| Ram. III, 3, 18 anqarāgena diryena raktāngi.. wicha

rishyasi, and 19, adyaprabhriti bhadram te mandalam khalu

s'asſ catam anulepam cha suchiram gatran na 'pagamishyati.

- * First, so far as we yet know, in Bhavabhuti (for

instance, Maharirachar. 111, 18 (Calc. 1857), also in the

Padmapur. Adhyatma-Ram., in the Ramatap., Adbhutot

tarakanda, in the title given to Agnives'a's work

sumption is far more probable, namely, that a poeti

cal spirit among the Bráhmans connected R 4 in a

with the Moon just on account of the gentleness of

his characteri ; though by this view a reflex

reference by the learned to the Sitá-Saga of the

Taitt. Br. is by no means excluded.:

(To be continued.)

EXCURSUS.

As the version of the Attanagaluransa by

D'Alwis is rarely to be met with, I subjoin an

extract from that work (p. 176 ft.), containing the

substance of the Dasaratha-Jätaka. This is evi

dently based, in part at least, on a metrical version

of the story; and the verse quoted at the close

about the 16,000 years that Rāma reigned after his

happy return from exile has an almost exact coun

terpart in the Rāmāyana itself (though the number

of years there is only 11,000), as well as in several

of the Rāma legends in the Mahābhārata. And it is

very possible that an acquaintance with the whole

of the Pali text, which is therefore greatly to be

desired, might bring to light still further coincidences

of a similar nature.

“In aforetimes there was at B a ra n e s a king

named D as a r a tha. He reigned righteously,

free from the four causes of agati (favour, anger,

fear, and ignorance). His queen-consort, who was

at the head of 16,000 wives, became the mother of

two sons and a daughter. The eldest was called

Ram a p and it (Doctor), the second was named

Lakkh an a, and the daughter S it a-d evi. Some

time afterwards the queen-consort died. Upon

this event the king was afflicted for some time;

and being consoled by his ministers he performed

what was necessary to be done, and married another

queen. She bore him love and affection, and in

process of time conceived and bore him a son

p. 9. n. &c. Although according to the accounts in re

cent Burmese writings, the names R a m ch and r a and

Ram as in h a are found among those of the last princes

of S' ri k she tra, which town is said to have been de

stroyed in the year 94 A.D., yet Lassen, II. 1037 probably goes

somewhat too far when from this circumstance he infers

“with tolerable certainty that subsequent to the beginning

of the Christian era, W i s h n u was honoured there under

the name of R a m a.” On the contrary, these names, which

are evidently understood as having some relation to the

R a ma of the Ramayana, may be supposed rather to enter

a very emphatic protest against the authenticity of these

Burmese accounts, and especially against their having any

validity with regard to the period in question.

** Wide Rāmatiip. p. 333.

+ In Bhavabhuti l.c. he is addressed “apannavatsala

jagaijanataikabandho "

: In the Bhagavata Purāna, for instance, it is well known

that many similar learned reminiscences can be point

ed out. That the disciples of the Taittiriya-Veda have even

to the most recent times bestowed a remarkable amount

of attention on the history of R a ma is, (as we have remark

ed in note p. 123 referred to above,) evident enough.

And when, as we find it stated in Wheeler, “ the ointment

given by A n a sui y á to S i t ti, which was to render her

ever beautiful, is supposed by some pandits to mean piety

or faith in R a ma, which renders all women beautiful,” it is

probable that we are to look here also for a faint reflection

of the Saga in the Taitt, regarding the love of the Moon

for Sr a d dha.
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(laddhagabbhaparihárá). He was named prince

Bhar at a.” From the love which he bore to the

son, the king said to the queen : “Dear (bhadda),

I shall confer a boon; accept (it).” Behaving as

having accepted it,f or as if she were pleased at it,

she (was silent for a time) and went up to the

king (one day), when the boy was seven or eight

years of age, and said to the king : “Please your

majesty, a boon was conferred by you upon my

son; give it to him now.” “Dear, take it,” replied

the king. “Sire, give the kingdom to my son.”

The king snapping his fingers wrathfully said :

“Wretch (vasali), I have two sons as resplendent

as two flames of fire, and doest thou wish me to kill

them and give the kingdom to thy son 2" (Where

upon) terrified, she quietly entered her bed-cham

ber. On subsequent days (nevertheless) she re

peatedly asked the king to bestow the very king

dom (on her son). The king, still refusing her

the boon, and reflecting, “ that women were un

grateful and envious, and that either by means

of forged writings (katapanna); or by means of a

dishonest bribe (kittalancha), the queen might

procure the death of his sons,” caused them to be

summoned (to his presence), communicated the

same (his misgivings) to them, and said :

“Children, some calamity might befall you if

you live here; go (therefore) to a foreign country

or to the woods; return at the time of my funeral

obsequies (dhümakále), and assume the sovereignty

to which you are lineally entitled.” So saying, he

sent for astrologers (nimittaka), and enquired of

them how long he would live; and having learnt

that he would live a further period of twelve years,

said: “Sons, return after twelve years from

hence, and ascend the throne.” The princes saying :

“Well,” saluted the king, and went down the

mansion weeping. S it 4-d e v i (hearing this)

said: “I too will go with my brothers,” saluted

the king and proceeded with them weeping.S

These three persons, accompanied with a large

retinue, left (the city), and dismissing them

(after they had gone some distance,) gradually

reached Him a van ta, and built a dwelling

in a locality which had the advantage of water

and herbs, and abounded with various fruits;

and living on them they dwelt there. P and it

[sic!] Lakkh an a and his sister S it 4 sup

plicated Ráma, and obtained his consent (to the

following proposal) : “You stand to us in the po

sition of a father, therefore tarry you here, we shall

fetch herbs and fruits and maintain you.”

* D'Alwis has Baratha throughout.

+ yahitan (gah-?) katvá ſhapetrá- behaving as if

(she had) accepted it; i. e. inducing him by her manner to

believe that she would accept the offer hereafter,” (the

erund, thapetrá has usually the meaning, praeter : proper

y, “putting aside.”

t With reference to this word, conf. Ind. Streiſen, II.

337-9. In addition to the passages quoted there regarding

letters and the like, numerous proofs are to be found in

From thence R 4 m a was altogether at home and

the others nourished him with herbs and fruits.

Whilst they were thus dwelling, king D as a rath a,

owing to the grief for his sons, died (a premature

death) in the ninth year (after the departure of

his sons). His queen, after the rites of cremation,

said : “Give the kingdom (chatta) to my own son

prince B h a rat a.” The ministers saying—“ those

who are entitled to the kingdom are in the forest,”

did not comply. (Whereupon) prince B har at a

(resolving)—“I will bring my brother R 4 m a

from the woods and will set him upon the throne,”

proceeded with four-bodied army and the five-fold

royal insignia (pancha rājakakudhabhánda) to the

locality where Rá m a dwelt; and pitching their

tents near it, B h a r at a with several ministers

went to his residence at a time when Lak kh an a

and S it ā had gone to the woods. He met

R 4 m a at the door of his residence, in the enjoy

ment of health, and quietly seated like a firm golden

statue. Having accosted him and taken his respect

ful distance, Bh a rat a informed him of the

news regarding the king, and wept with his minis

ters falling down at the feet of Rá m a. But

R 4 m a neither wept nor sorrowed. In him there

was not the slightest emotion." In the evening,

whilst B h a rat a was (yet) weeping, the other

two returned with herbs and fruits.

Whereupon R 4 m a thus pondered :-"These are

children. They have not, as I have, the wisdom

of pariganhana.” If at once it be said to them :

your father is dead, unable to bear the grief, their

hearts will be rent. I shall (therefore) by some

device get them to descend into the water, and

shall then cause the intelligence to be conveyed

(to them).” He then, pointing to a pond opposite to

them, spoke in a couplet thus: “You have come

very late, let this be a punishment for you. Get

down into this water and stand. Lakkh an a

and S it à come ye both (ettha Lakkhana Sitā cha)

and descend into the water.” They at once de

scended and stood (as desired); when, communicat

ing to them the (sad) intelligence, R A m a gave ut

terance to theremaining couplet:—“This B h a rat a

says thus:– King D as a rath a is dead’.” The

moment they heard the intelligence of their

father's death they became insensible. It was again

conveyed to them, and they again became insensible.

When they had thus fainted for the third time, his

ministers raised and lifted them up from the water,

and set them down on the ground. After they

had recovered, all of them reciprocated their grief,

Buddhaghosa's commentary on the Dhammapada : vide

Fausbüll, p. 217, 221, 235, 240, 245, 245, 265–8, 417.

§ In this respect the demeanour of the Mádri-devi in the

Vessantara-Jataka (vide Hardy : Manual, p. 117) corres

ponds much more closely with the account in the Rāmāyana.

| Conf. Fausböll, Dhammapada, p. 222 (where rſijakakuda

bhanda). Contrast Rámay. II. 103, 3ff.

* The wisdom of taking things easy, of accepting all

.#.with complaisance, of submitting to every condition
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and wept and bewailed. Bh a r at a (however)

pondering, “this brother Lakkh an a and sister

S it 6, from the moment they heard the intelligence

of their father's death, are unable to restrain their

grief ; but Rám a sorrows not and weeps not ;

I shall, therefore, enquire of him the cause of his

non-sorrowing”—uttered the second stanza for the

(purpose of) that enquiry :—

“Having heard the death of a father, sorrow

distresses thee not (na tan pasakati) * Ráma. By

what power (pabhāva) doest thou not grieve for

that which should be grieved for ?”

R 4 m a then addressing him explained the rea

son why he sorrowed not :

1.—“If a person by great grief cannot protect

(pālitum) a thing, wherefore should a wise (winnu)

and discreet (medhārī) man distress himself 2

2.—“The young as well as (dahard cha) the old,

the ignorant as well as the wise, and the poor as

well as the rich—all are (alike) subject to death

(machchupardyanā).

3.—“The ripe fruit is ever in danger of dropping

down (papataná) ; so likewise man that is born

(of a woman) is always in danger of death.

4.—“Many people are seen in the morning (of

whom) some disappear in the evening (savam)

(and again) many people are seen in the evening

(of whom) some disappear in the morning.

5.—“If a stupid person, who weeps afflicting

himself, can derive any profit (kimchid attham)

then indeed should the wise man do the same

(kairamenan [?] richakkhana).

6.—“He who torments himself (attinam attano)

(by sorrow) becomes lean and (colourless) cheer

less ; by sorrow (tena) the dead are not saved (na

palenti), it is vain (miratthā) (therefore) to weep.

7.—“As a house (saranam) involved in flames is

extinguished with water, so likewise the steady,

well-informed, intelligent and learned man speedily

destroys the sorrow that is begotten (the felt sorrow)

as the wind (drives away a tuft of) cotton.

8.—Alone is man (eko' wa machcho) born in a

family—alone does he depart ; the chief end of

the enjoyment of all beings is their very associa

tion together (for a time) samyogaparamattho va

sambhogai savvapāninam).

9.—Wherefore the heart (hadayam manam cha)

of the wise and well-informed, who sees both this

and the world to come (passato imam cha param

cha lokam), and who knows the dhammat (annaya,

i. e. djuiya dhammam) is not inflamed even by ex

ceeding sorrow.

10.-Thus I know exactly what should be done

shall, seeing and enjoying (so 'ham dassam cha

bhokkham cha) nourish (my) relations, and protect

all the rest.”

º o *- o -> o o º º

The attendants who heard this sermon of Pandit

Rá m a, declaring the transientness of things,

were consoled. Afterwards prince Bhar at a,

saluting R 4 m a, said: “Accept the kingdom of

B 4 r à n a s i.”

“Child, take Lakkh an a and S it ā and rule

the kingdom.”

“ (Why not) your Highness?”

“Child, my father said to me: “Assume the king

dom by returning after twelve years. If I go now,

I would not be acting up to his word. I shall

therefore go after the expiration of the remaining

three years º'

“Who will reign until then 7"

“Do ye.”

“We cannot.”

Then (saying):—“Until I come these shoest will

reign,” he took out his shoes made of grass (straw),

and gave them (to Bharata.) Those three people,

taking the shoes, and saluting the pandit, went

with their retinue to Bárán as i. The shoes

reigned for three years. The ministers placing

the straw shoes on the throne, administered justice.

Whenever they committed an act of injustice, the

shoes struck each other. From that warning

(sign) they reheard the case. But whenever they

adjudicated justly, the shoes remained silent.

The P and it, after the expiration of three years,

left the wood, and, having reached Báránasi, en

tered the royal park. The princes learning his

arrival entered the park attended with ministers,

installed Sitá (in the office of) queen-consort,

and performed the ceremony of consecration on

both. The M a h is atta, who had been thus con

secrated, ascended an ornamented carriage, entered

the city with a large retinue, and after receiving

reverential salutation, ascended the upper storey

of his magnificent mansion called Suk and a ka.

From thence he reigned righteously for 16,000

years and went to heaven.

das a vassasahassānī satihim vassasatani cha |

kambugivoš mahābāhū Raimo rajjam akārayi" |

Budd h a having delivered this sermon, applied

* With pasakati compare parisakkati, Fausbøll, Dhammap.

331, 3, 6 and Vshnakk in Westergaard; especially my

treatise on Hala. Appendix W. 51.59.

t Nature of all things, epecially the eight realities of

life; namely—

Lāhho alihho ayaso yaso cha nindá pasamsá cha sukham

cha dukkham. | -

Ete cha dhammé manusesu nichcham. . . .

* Wide Răm. II. 112, 21 ff. Schl., 123. 16ff. Gorr, Zeit. d.

Deut. Morge.nl. Gesellsch. XVI, 267, 268.

§ “Of golden neck"; here kambugivo means ‘a neck like

golden drum, kambu being used to express gold (!); for

the true explanation see Böhtlingk-Roth, s. v. As an epithet

given to Ráma in the Rām. I. 1, 11. V. 32, 10.

* The Sanskrit form of this verse differs only in the third

pſida, and, as already remarked above, in this respect also,

that only ten hundred years are spoken of, instead of sixty

hundred (making therefore altogether only 11,000 years

instead of 16,000); but as regards the remainder, there is

perfect identity. In the Sanskrit version the sentence runs

as follows:–

das a varshasahasrāni das'a varshas'atánicha |

...... Rámo rājyam akārayat. ||

This is how it occurs in the last chapter of the Ra
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(samodhánesi) the jataka to the matter in hand:

and after the explanation of the four verities, the

husbandman” attained the path. D as a rath a

of that period is now king Su d d h o da na, the

mother (of Rama)—M a h 4 m a y á, Si tā–Rā

hulam étá—Bh a r at a, An and a, Lakkh ana

Sárip utta, the retinue—theattendants of Bu d

dha, and Rá m a [am] I.”

CORRESPONDENCE, NOTES, AND QUERIES.

Dinajpur, 16th February 1872.

I SHOULD be glad if some of the readers of the

Indian Antiquary would supply some information

as to the history of the district of Dinajpur. The

only work to which I have access on the subject is

Dr. Buchanan's Report, and the writer unfortunate

ly omits to state from what authorities his informa

tion was derived, so that I am able to form no esti

mate of its value. There are scattered about the

district numerous pieces of carved stone, horn

blende I think, some of them highly ornamented,

and apparently of about the same date, which local

tradition declares to have been brought from Bán

nagar, a place now a jungle, but said to have been

the royal residence of Rája Bán, or Wan, mention

ed in the Mahābhārat. Bān-nagar is situated about

sixteen miles south of the town of Dinajpur, on

the Purnabhoba river, and four or five miles further

down is the mart of Kordoho (“hand-burning”),

said to derive its name from the burning of 998

of Bána's thousand arms by Krishna. I know of

the remains of at least four highly carved door

ways, and some plain ones, besides numerous stones,

generally hewn on one or more sides, often with

mouldings, and the marks of metal clamps for

holding them together. There are also, in different

places, some score of pillars, of similar workman

ship, though by no means uniform pattern. Four

of them are set up at the four corners of the tomb

of Sultan Shah, in the middle of the Bán-nagar

jungle, where there are also a number of the carved

stones to which I am referring, though evidently

not in the position for which they were cut, but

taken by the Musalmans from some earlier building.

Some time ago I sent to the Bengal Asiatic

Society a transcript of an inscription on a pillar,

more richly carved than any of the others that I

have seen, now lying at the Rajbari Dinajpur, and

to which I hope to find the fellow, as it is said to

have been broken when in course of removal in con

sequence of some alterations,thirty or forty years ago.

The inscription,t in three lines, is as follows:–

Durvvárári-varáthini-pramathane déne cha Vidyā

dharaih sá nandam divi -

yasya márgganagana-gráma-graho giyáte | Kām

bojánvayajena Gauda-pati

ná tenendu-maulerayam prásádo niramáyi kuri

jara ghata varshena bhābhūshanah. ||

Babu Rájendralála Mitra has been good enough

to send me the following translation :-

“By him, whose ability in subduing the forces

of his irresistible enemies, and liberality in ap

preciating the merits of his suitors, are sung by the

Vidyādharas in celestial spheres, by that sovereign

of Gauda, by him who is descended from the

Kambojan line. This temple, the beauty of the

earth, was erected for the selene-cephalous (Shiva)

in the year 888.” Babu Rájendralálafurther remarks:

—“The figures I derive from the words kunjara

ghata, kunjara being equal to 8, the eight elephants

of the quarters, and ghata three-fold or plural.

The two dots at the end might be allowed to re

main to make it correspond with the masculine

prasadah, though the word bhūshana does not take

the masculine affix. This appears to me to be the

true meaning. But if the word varshe be a mis

lection of varshmano, it would mean a temple which

has many elephants carved on it.” The pillar in

question has eight elephants carved upon it, two

on each face, crouching each under a tiger, or some

similar animal, which is rampant upon it. The

Bábu afterwards told me that the date 888 must refer

to either the Samvat or the Shaka era, and would be

either A. D. 833 or A. D. 967, more probably, judging

from the style of writing, the later, and that he at

tributed it to one of the Shaiva dynasty of Bengal.

This, if correct, shows that the remains can

have nothing to do with Bána, whose story is told

mayana (Book VI) in A. (pāda 3; vitas'okabhayakro

dho) in C. (pada 3: evamgunasamāyukto), and in the

Bombay edition, VI, 130, 104, in which, likewise, strange to

say, only pádas 1 and 4 are found); it does not occur

in Gorr. at all. Further, in the Mahabhar. VII, 2244

Páda 3: sarvabhātamanahkānto). XII, 954 (pāda 3: Ayo

dhyádhipatir bhūtvá). Hariv. 2354 (pāda 3: Ayodhyāyam

ayodhyāyām). In the Mahābh. III. 11219, the second

hemistich runs somewhat differently ; rajyam káritavān

Rámas tatah sva(r)bhavanam gatah.—The first hemistich

occurs also in the first chapter of the Rām., and indeed in

the whole of the texts, in Schlegel (I. 1,93) and Gorr. (I.

1, 100), also in the editions of Serampore (I. 1, 114) and of

Bombay (I. 1, 97), and in ABC.; and it is found in
combination with the following second hemistich, which, in

accordance with the context in which it occurs, is regarded

as prophetic :—

Rámo rājyam upásyá 'sau brahmalokam gamishyati.

The various readings in which are—for up is ya—

upásyeha Ser., upásitvá, Schl. Bomb.; rājyam upás'rityá

'sau, B. sec. m. for b r a h m a lo k a m—vishnulokam ABC.

Ser', brahmalokán Bomb, and for gamishyati—prayásyati
Schi. Bºm.

* This refers to Buddha's telling the story of Ráma (as

the introduction of the Jataka informs us) for the comfort

of a husbandman who had lost his father, and who “over

come with grief, left off all his avocations and began to

lament”; the story is told as an example from the olden

time:—“wise men of old, who knew the eight realities of

life (attha lokadhamma) did not at all sorrow on the death

of a parent.” We are W.". to find here therefore “a

test of true Buddhism” (Max Müller on Buddhist Nihilism).

This subject was undoubtedly a favonrite theme in Bud

dhistic preaching; compare on this point the legend (in

Fausb üll, Dhammap. p. 359, 360) of the father mourning

over the death of his son, as also the legend of Kistigotami

f See Plate VII.
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in the Mahābhārat, and I should like to know more

about the Shaiva dynasty, and its connection with

the district of Dinajpur.

I think it quite possible that the original temple

to Shiva, of which these are fragments, was erected,

not in Dinajpur, but in Gauda, the capital of its

founder, and that its fragments were thence brought

by the Muhammadans who had a large frontier

post at Bán-nagar, or thereabouts, not being in

possession of the country to the north. One reason

for thinking so would be that there is no tradition

of any such great rāja as the founder of this

temple would be, or of any important personage

between Bána and the Muhammadan conquest.

On the other hand, it is from Bán-nagar that the

fragments have been distributed over the district

of Dinajpur, and if it had been a Muhammadan,

and not a Hindu building, which was there

constructed of them, we should scarcely find, as we

do, that the Muhammadans had plundered it for the

decoration of the tomb of Sultan Shah. It appears

to me possible that in Buchanan's time, 1805, tra

dition may have confused some Shiva-worshipping

Bán-raja, or “King of the Forest,” with Bána of

the Mahābhārata, and that the date of the former

may have been about A. D. 900, or not very long

anterior to the Mnhammadan occupation. The ab

sence of all written history renders such confusion

possible. Then further explanation is required,

why a king of Gauda, of the Kambojan race,

should have set up a costly temple to Shiva at

Bán-nagar, forty or fifty miles north-east from Gaur.

Buchanan tells a curious story of a stone which

lay in one of the sacred pools at Bán-nagar, and

which was said to be a dead cow thrown in by the

infidel Yavans, to pollute the water. He had it

pulled out, and it proved to be an image of the

bull Vrishabha, usually worshipped by the Shaivas.

In another place he says that by the protection of

Shiva, and the assistance of jungle fever, Bán-raja

was enabled to repel the attacks of Krishna, who

had a family quarrel with him, but that afterwards

Krishna sent the Yavanas, eaters of beef, whom

Buchanan believes to have been the Macedonians

of Baktria, to attack Bána, and that they succeeded

in defeating him, after defiling his sacred ponds by

a bit of beef tied to the foot of a kite. This legend

of the beef, and the other of the dead cow, corres

pond curiously with the fact of the finding in 1805

of the image of Vrishabha, and I think point very

clearly to the overthrow of the worship of Shiva,

and to its previous existence at Bán-nagar. Buch

nan says that the story rests on the authority of

one of the Purānas attributed to Vyāsa, and I find

from Small's Handbook of Sanskrit Literature, that

the earliest date ascribed to the Purānas is the 8th

or 9th century, while some are as late as the 16th.

If Babu Rajendralala Mitra's date is correct, the

Shiva temple at Bán-nagar was erected, and pre

sumably the worship of Shiva was at its height,

about A.D. 950, and the Muhammadan conquest

was in A.D. 1203, or only 250 years later. The

image of Vrishabha cannot have been allowed to

remain dishonoured, while Shiva worshippers were

in the ascendant, and therefore must have been

pitched into the water after the erection of the

great temple. Who, then, were the Yavanas to

whom tradition points as having defeated the

Shiva-worshippers, and thrown the image of the

sacred bull into the water? Can the author of the

Purána have so confused tradition as to indicate

by the Yavans the Muhammadan conquerors 2 or

was there a conquest before that of the Muham

madans, - and yet subsequent to A.D. 833 or

A.D. 967, whichever date is selected for the Bān

nagar temple? E. VESEY WESTMAcott,

Bengal Civil Service, Dinajpur.

Note on the above.

Bābu Rijendralāla gives no authority for taking

gh a fi as equivalent to threefold; and supposing

that were its meaning, ‘threefold eight' would

be 24. But the instrumental v a r s h en a is a

serious objection, I think, to his interpretation of

k un jar a-gh a t à-v a r s h ena, for if the last

word of the compound meant the “ year, and the

other two 888, v a r s h a ought to be in the loca

tive case. When a noun denoting time is in the

instrumental case it indicates the period occupied

in doing a thing (Pan. II. 3, 6), and thus the sense

of the above expression, if it referred to time,

would be “the temple was constructed in 888 years,'

or at least that it took the 888th year to be con

structed. But the construction is awkward, and

if it represented a date the compound would be

difficult to separate grammatically. I think the

expression means “he who pours forth an array of

elephants', or, if the va is to be taken as dha

which is not unlikely,– the defier of the ranks

of elephants.' V a r s h m an o does not agree

with the metre and is consequently inadmissible :

besides the compound would be ungrammatical. The

word has two forms v a r s h m a and v a r s h m an :

if the former be taken, the final word of the nomi

native singular of the compound would be

v a r s h m o, if the latter v a r s h m fi, but in

neither case v a r s h m an o, but even were it

not so—the meaning would be “a temple in which

there are bodies or carcases of many elephants.”

The idiom of the language does not admit of such

a word as “carved” being understood, except when

a double sense is intended. R. G. BHANDARKAR.

Gonds and Kurkus.

Pardi, 24th Feb. 1872.

I would beg to offer a few remarks in reference

to a notice of the hill tribes of Gonds and Kurkus,

which appeared in the Indian Antiquary, pp. 54-56.

I have given some account of these tribes in my

Settlement Reports on the Baitul and Chindwará dis

tricts of the Central Provinces. Just now I wish
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Only to touch on certain general points as regards

these tribes. The Gonds and Kurkus are radically

distinct, almost as much so as Hindus and Musal

mans. Their languages are quite different, and

have hardly anything in common, as I shall show

by some examples. In the main, too, they inhabit

different localities though they do intermix a good

deal along the frontier line. The proper habitat of

the Kurku is in the wild country between Asirgarh

and the Pachmari hills. Westward of Asirgarh he

is replaced by the Bhill. The chief seat of the

Gonds is in the Baitul, Chindwara, and Seoni dis

tricts, mostly east of the Pachmari hills; further

east, he is replaced by the Baigars of Mandlá, a

cognate, but still quite distinct, tribe. As regards

religion the Kurku is a Hindu, a worshipper of

Mahādeva and the Linga, a venerator of the cow,

conforming to certain Hindu usages, and claiming

descent from a Rajput race. On the other hand, the

Gond admits none of the Hindu divinities into his

pantheon, and is moreover bound on occasions of

death to slay a cow and pour its blood on the grave

to ensure peace and rest for the manes of the de

parted. In nuy experience, Gonds almost always

bury their dead. Sometimes in the cases of Gonds

of good position, who rather ape Hinduism, burn

ing is practised.

The Gond deities are numerous ; hill tops deified

are the favourite objects of adoration. The whole

race is primarily divided into classes according to

the gods whom they worship; those of seven, six,

and three gods; it is doubtful if there are worship

pers of four or five, but it is very difficult to get

any accurate information, as even the Pradhāns, or

Gond priests, seem to have little knowledge on the

subject. These primary divisions are again sub

divided into numerous gots or clans which do not

intermarry. There are said to be 12} gots, after

the manner of the Hindu castes, but the number

actually existing is very much larger. I have

been given the names of upwards of thirty. One

god seems common to all the Gonds, viz., Buralpen,

or the great god, though he is known by different

names in different places.

The Gonds were once a powerful nation, and

the Gond Rājā had his seat on the hill of

Deogarh in the Chindwara district ; being ousted

by the Mará has of Nāgpur, he became a sort

of pensioned prisoner, and he still remains a

pensioner of the British Government. In former

days the Gond Rājā averted complete subjugation

at the hands of the Delhi Emperors by adopting

Muhammadanism, and to this day the Rājā is ap

parently a Musalman ; he sends for a pure Gond

wife from the Chindwara hills, and she conforms to

the religion of her husband. It is common to hear

of the Gonds as divided into Rāj Gonds, viz. those

of the royal stock, and common Gonds, but this I

believe to be a fanciful distinction; but, on the

other hand, there are two well recognised original

branches, viz., the Dhurwas and Wikas; each of

these has its got sub-divisions and its distinctions

of worshippers of distinct gods.

With the Kurkus, the sub-division into gots is by

nomeans so well established a fact as it is among the

Gonds, and the idea was probably derived from the

latter. As regards religion, that of the Kurkus is

essentially one and the same, the same deities being

worshipped under various forms as is the case with

all Hindus. Both Kurkus and Gonds worship the

manes of their deceased ancestors, and both perform

ceremonies analogous to the Sºráddha of Hindus.

But it is undoubtedly true that customs vary im

mensely in different places, and what may be a

true account of a Baitul Gond would not be equally

true of one from the Seoni district, and it is also

true that where the Gonds and Kurkus are in imme

diate juxtaposition, they have mutually borrowed

Some of each other's customs. And again the Gond

Thäkurs of the Chindwārā hills have adopted many

Hindu customs quite unknown to their wilder

brethren of the Baitul forests, hence it may be .

that notices of the tribe may vary very much, and yet

each present a true picture of the varying circum

stances. The social customs of these people are very

peculiar, but I cannot enter into an account of them

now. As an example I append the numerals up to

ten in Gondi and Kurku.-

Gondi Kurku.

1. Wandu (Undi)"............... Miyā

2. Runa (Rand) .................. Bariyā.

3. Mund.................... - - - - - - - - - - Aphigă

4. Nâlum (Nalung)............... Uphanyá

5. Siyum (Seiyung)............... Munyà

6. Sārum (Sarung) ............... Turyá

7. Yerum (Yedung)............... Eyá

8. Irmul (Yermud) ..... - - - - - - - - - . Tiārya

9. Anma .............. - - - - - - - - - - - - - Arrya

10. Pad .............................. Gulya

Some Kurku words are undoubtedly of Aryan origin

as Bap (father), Mai (mother), Betya (son), Bete

(daughter), gai (cow), almost pure Hindi words, but

these are exceptional. The corresponding Gond

terms are radically different as Dào (father), Yerá

(mother), Choná (son), Turí (daughter), Tále

(cow). W. RAMsAY.

MSS. of the Atharvaveda.

IN Lunawādā (Revākānthā) is a small colony of

Atharvavedís consisting of three families, who are

in possession of the books belonging to their Veda.

They have already furnished some MSS. to Rao

Bahadur Gopalrao Hari of Ahmadabad, who, about

two years ago, placed a copy of the Gopātha

brahmana, procured from Lunawada, at the dis

* The names added in parentheses are those given in Hislop's Vocabulary as the Gondi names of the numerals.-Ed.
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posal of the Bengal Asiatic Society. This copy is

one of those used for the edition of the Gopātha in

the Bibliotheca Indica. I have now obtained the

consent of the owners of the books to have them

catalogued, and the promise of a copy of the

Atharvaveda Pratisakhya. The copy at Lnnawādā

is the third known to exist,-one being in the

Royal Library at Berlin and one in the Government

Collection at Bombay ; the latter I obtained last

year at Bharoch.

One of the Lunawādā Atharvavedís says that a

commentary on four kandas of the Atharvaveda

exists in this Presidency, and that he has seen it :

he also asserts that a commentary on eight kandas

is in the possession of one Punākar, a pensioner of

Sindhia's at Lashkar. Is there any of the readers

of the Indian Antiquary about Gwalior who can

verify this latter statement 2

Feb. 26, 1872. G. BUHLER.

Note on Query 4, page 96.

THE allusion apparently is to an incident in

Buddha's life, mentioned by Hwen Thsang in con

nection with one of the Mathurá stāpas. It is said

that while Buddha was pacing the margin of a

tank near that city, a monkey came and offered

him some honey, which he was graciously pleased

to accept. The creature was so delighted at this

act of condescension, that in his delight he fell

over into the water and was drowned. In his next

birth, as a reward, he assumed human shape. The

supposed scene of the event is within 100 yards of

the spot where I am writing.

Mathurá. F. S. GROWSE.

Note on Valabhi.

Lunawada Feb. 24.

SIR-On a late visit to Walleh, the supposed site

of the ancient Valabhipur, I obtained from one of

the officers of the Thakur the accompanying Mu

hammadan coins, which had been dug up on the

morning of the day preceding my visit (Dec. 19,

1871), by the Kolis searching for Choras in the

ruins. I am not sufficiently acquainted with Mu

hammadan coins to fix their age myself, and trust

that you will find among your contributors some

one able to tell us their exact date. As you are

aware, the destruction of Valabi is an event

around which there hangs more than one mystery,

and the question when it happened is one of the

most difficult to decide. The turning up of Mu

hammadan coins among the ruins of the city ought

to help us to clear away some of the myths regard

ing its fall. Besides these coins, I brought away

some other relics, one of which, at least, is im.

portant from its bearing on the chronological

question. This is a small circular seal of clay,

that bears on one side the impression of the Bud

dhist Creed Ye dharma hetu prabhava hetún, &c,

On the other side the seal shows a distinct impres

sion of the human epidermis. It would seem from

this that the maker held the soft mud in the hollow

of his hand while stamping it. About three years

ago I was shown three similar seals by Mr. Richey,

who obtained them also from Walleh, and all of

then bore the same inscription. The Walleh offi

cials state that they occur among the ruins in great

numbers, and I have seen many in the possession

of gentlemen in Kathiawad.

We know that Valabhi was a seat of Buddhism,

and the frequent occurrence of these little seals or

madrás is therefore easily explained, as they were

most probably amulets worn by most Buddhists.

But the most interesting point is, as Mr. West (who

describes similar seals, obtained at Kanheri) cor

rectly observes, that the letters imprinted on them

belong to the 9th or 10th century. (Wide Jour.

Bomb. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. VI. pl. LVII.). Does

not this shew that the ruins at Walleh were inha

bited down to a much later date than is usually

supposed ?—I have, &c. G. BUHLER.

Query 5.

CAN any reader oblige me with the correct bota

nical names of the following trees, all common in

the Mathurá district, viz., the pilu or dungar,

chhonkar, pāsendu, papri, arni, hingot, aján-rukh,

gondi, barna and dho? The names given are the

Hindi terms in common use.

F. S. GROwsE.

Pilu or Dungar is Salvadora Persica.

Chhonkar is Prosopis Spicigera.

Pasendu is Diospyros Cordifolia.

Păpri is Holoptelaea integrifolia. It is also the

name of Pongamia glabra.

Arni is Clerodendron phlomoides.

Hingot is Balanites AEgyptiaca.

Anjan rukh is Hardwickia binata ?

Gondi is Cordia myra and species.

Barna is Crataeva Rorburghii.

Dho is Conocarpus latifolia.

16th March 1872. NARAYAN DAJI.

The pilu is mentioned in the Amarakosha, Bk. II.

ch. iv. sec. 2 sºl. 9,-with the synonymes Guda

phala and Sransi, and, according to Wilson, is the

name applied in some provinces to the Careya

arborea of Roxburgh, in others to the Salvadora

persica. The Barna is also mentioned in the second

half of sloka 5, of the same section—

Varuno varanah setus tiktas'īkah kumârakah

and is translated as the Crataeva tapia or Cap

paris trifoliata.

In sºloka 57, we have the karil,—

..., karire tu krakar-granthilāv ubhau | .

and in sºl. 15, the Gondi,

Seluh sleshmātakah sita uddálo vahuvārakah

Ed.
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SKETCHES OF MATHURA.

By F. S. GROWSE, M. A., OXON, B.C.S.

II.-THE BAN-JATRA.

HOUGH the number of bans is invariably

stated as twelve, and of upabans as twenty

four, there is often considerable difference in the

specification, and probably few of the local pan

dits, if required to enumerate either group off

hand, would be able to complete the total with

out some recourse to guess work. A little Hindi

manual for the guidance of pilgrims has been

published at M at hur à, and is considered to

embody the most authentic traditions on the

subject. The compiler, however great his local

knowledge and priestly reputation, has certainly

no pretensions to accuracy of scholarship. His

attempts at etymology are as a rule absolutely

grotesque ; as for example in the two sufficiently

obvious names Khaira and Shergarh, the one of

which he derives from khedma, “to drive cattle,”

and the other, still more preposterously, from

sihara, “a marriage wreath.’ The list which he

gives is as follows, his faulty orthography in

Some of the words being corrected :-

The 12 Bans: Madhu-ban; Tāl-ban ; Kumud

ban ; Bahulā-ban ; Kām-ban ; Khadira-ban ;

Brindå-ban ; Bhadra-ban ; Bhāndir-ban ; Bel

ban; Loha-ban ; and Mahā-ban.

The 24 Upabans: Gokul, Gobardhan, Barsāna,

Nand-gānw, Sanket, Paramadra, Aring, Sessãi,

Māt, Uncha-gānw, Khel-ban, Sri-kund, Gand

harv-ban, Parsoli, Bilchhu, Bachh-ban, Adi

badri, Karhela, Ajnokh, Pisáyo, Kokila-ban,

Dadhi-gānw, Kot-ban and Räval.

This list bears internal evidence of some anti

quity in its want of close correspondence with

existing facts; since some of the places, though

retaining their traditionary repute, have now

nothing that can be dignified with the name

either of wood or grove: while others are known

only by the villagers in the immediate neigh

bourhood, and have been supplanted in popular

estimation by rival sites of more easy access or

greater natural attractions. But first to take

in order the twelve B an s :—

Madh u-b an is situate in a village, now

called M a holi, some 4 or 5 miles to the south

west of Mathurá. This forest, according to the

Purānas, was the stronghold of the giant

Madhu, and from him derived its name. On

his decease it passed to his son Law an a, who,

inflamed with the lust of universal conquest, pre

*umed to send an insolent challenge to the

most powerful monarch of the time, the great

R a ma, then reigning at A y o dhyā. The

god-like hero disdained the easy victory for

himself, but sent his youngest brother Sa

trugh n a to Madhu-vana, who vanquished

and slew the monster, hewed down the wood

in which he had trusted for defence, and on

its site founded the city of Madhu-puri.

This is uniformly regarded by native scholars

as merely another name for Math ur à, re

gardless of the fact that the forest is several

miles from the river, while M at hur à has

always, from the earliest period, been described

as situate on its immediate bank. The confusion

between the two places runs apparently through

the whole of classical Sanskrit literature ; as

for example in the Harivans'a, (canto) 95, where

we find the city founded by S at rugh n a dis

tinctly called, not Madhu-puri, but Mathur à,

which, it is said, B him a subsequently annexed,

B him a's own original capital being, according

to this isolated legend, Go bar d h a n. -

Ś a trugh no La v an a m hatwā chichchheda

sa Madhor vanam

Tasmin Madhu-vane sthäne purim cha Ma

thurām imām

Nivesayāmāsavibhuh Sumitrā-mandi-varddhanah.

Paryāye chaiva Râmasya Bharatasya tathaiva

cha

Sumiträ-sutayos chaiva präptayor Vaishnavam

padam -

Bhimeneyam puri tena rājya-sambandha-kāranāt

Svavanśe sthāpitä púrvam svayam-adhyāsità

tathâ.

But there are many very clear indications

that the writer of the Harivans'a was a com

plete stranger to the country of Braj, the

scene of his poem ; for almost all the topogra

phical descriptions are utterly irreconcileable

with facts. Thus he states that K r is h m a and

B a lar am a were brought up at a spot select

ed by N and a on the bank of the Jam u n a

near the hill of Go bar d h a n (canto 61.) Now

Go bar d h a n is some 15 miles from the river,

and the neighbourhood of Gokul and Ma

h a b a n, which all other written authorities

and also ancient tradition agree in declaring

to have been the scene of Krish na’s infancy,

is several miles further distant from the ridge

and on the other side of the Jam u nã.
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Again, Tāl-b an is described (canto 70) as

lying north of Gob a r d h an:—

Go v ar dd h an asyottarato Yamunā-tiramasri

tam

Dadrišāte tato virau ramyam Tala-vanam mahat.

In the Bhāgavat it is said to be close to

Brind a-b an ; while in fact it is south-east

of Gob a r dh an and, with the city of Ma

thur à, half-way between it and Brin dà-b a n.

So also B h a n dir-b a n is represented as being

on the same side of the river as the Kāli

mar dan Gh āt, being in reality nearly oppo

site to it.

But to return from this digression; it is clear

on etymological no less than topographical con

siderations that Math ur à and Madhu

puri were always distinct places; for M a holi,

the traditional site of the Madhu-v a na, is

simply the Prakrit corruption of the Sanskrit

Mad hu-puri. By Vararuchi, II. 27. h is

substituted for dh, (as bahira for badhira, ‘deaf")

which gives us Mah up uri; and by Sūtra

II. 2, the p of puri is elided (the initial letter

of the last member of a compound being con

sidered non-initial for the purposes of the rule),

and thus we get Mahuri, easily convertible into

M. a holi. Some faint reminiscences of its

ancient importance would seem to have long sur

vived; for though so close to M at hur à, it was

in Akbar's time and subsequently for many years

the head of a local division.

wood is a pond called Madhu-kun d, and

a temple dedicated to Krish n a under his

title of Ch a tur - bhuj, where a mela is held

on the 11th of the dark fortnight of Bhādon.

T âl-b a n is about 6 miles from Mathurà on

the road to B h a rat pur. The village in

which it is situate is called Târs i, probably in

allusion to the ancient-wood, though locally it is

referred only to the name of the founder, one

Tārā-chand, a Kachhwāhā Thakur, who, in quite

modern times, moved to it from S a to ha,” a

place a few miles off. The annual mela is held

on the 11th of the light fortnight of Bhādon, in

By the sacred

commemoration of Balarāma's victory over the

demon D he nuk, who, as described in the

Puránas, attacked the two boys in the form of an

ass, as they were shaking down the fruit from

the palm trees.

Kumud-ban and Bahula-ban are in close

proximity to each other, the one at Un cha

g aſ w, the other at B a ti, a contraction for

Bahu la-v at i. The former has no special

legend attaching to it, and the latter is only

said to have been the scene of a terrific en

counter between a cow and a lion, in which the

cow came off victorious. There is a pond call

ed Krish n a-kun d, with a temple dedicated

to Bahulā Gäe on its margin. Käm-b a n is

by the town of Kām a, the head of a Tahsili in

the Bharatpur territory, 39 miles from Mathurā.

K had i r a-b a n is some 4 or 5 miles from

Chh at à, immediately outside the village of

Khaira, which derives its name from it ; the

letter d, when simple and non-initial, being elided

in accordance with Vararuchi's rule (II. 2,) as for

examplet ber for badara, the Zizyphus jujuba.

The wood is at present of small extent, and

consists of kadamb, pilu and chhonkar trees with

out a single specimen of the khadira, i.e., the

acacia. Hence probably the popular misconcep

tion of the name, which is unusually spelt Khidr,

and derived from the Hindi root khedni. Ad

joining it is a large pond called Krish an

Kun d, with a temple of Baldeva, and in the

village another temple dedicated to Gopinath,

said to have been founded by the famous

Todar Mal of Akbar's reign. Bh a drab an

occupies a high point on the left bank of the

Jamunā, some 3 miles above Māt. With the

usual fate of Hindi words under the present

Muhammadanizing regime, it is transformed in

the official map of the district into Bahádur-ban.

It is the traditional scene of the Dāvānala, or

forest conflagration, which Krishna is described

The neighbouring village is called B had a ma,

i. e. Bhadra-pura. Close by, in the hamlet of

* At S a to ha is a sacred tank called S fin tan

kun d, after king Såntanu, who, it is said, for many years

practised the severest, religious austerities here in the hope

of obtaining a son. His wishes were at last gratified by a

union with the goddess Gangă, who bore him

of the famous heroes of the Mahābhārat. Every Sunday

the tank is frequented by women who are desirous of issue,

and a large mela is held there on the 6th of the light fort

night of Bhādon. The tank, which is of very considerable

dimensions, was faced all round with stone, early last cen

tury, by Sawai Jay Sinh of Amber, but is now somewhat
dilapidated. In its centre is a high hill, connected with

the mainland by a bridge. The sides of the island are

covered with fine ritha trees, and on the summit, which is

approached by a flight of 50 stone steps, is a small temple.

hishma, one

Here it is incumbent upon the female devotees, who would

have their prayers effectual, to make some offering to the

shrine, and inscribe on the ground or wall the mystic device

of the Sathia. Raja Santanu is mentioned in several of the

Purānas as the father of Bhishma by the river Gangă, and

his name also occurs in the Nirukta ; but the legend there

related of him has nothing to do with his desire of progeny.

The local superstition has probably arisen from a confusion
of the king's name Santanu with the Sanskrit word for

‘children,' santina. Satoha is absurdly supposed on the

spot to be derived from Sattu, as that was the royal ascetic's

only diet; it is really a corruption of Santanu.

t This illustration has not the authority of Vararuchi,

who most unnecessarily, as it would seem, invents a special

rule to explain the formation of be r from b a da ra.

in the Bhāgavat as miraculously extinguishing.
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Chháhiri, is B h a n dir-b a n, a dense thicket

of her and hins and other low prickly shrubs. In

its centre is an open space with a small modern

temple bearing the title of Bihāri Ji, and a well

and rest house; and at the distance of a few

hundred yards outside is a venerable Ficus Indica,

called the Bhāndir-bat, with a small shrine

under it, dedicated to Sridāma. This was the

favourite tree for the herdsmen’s children to

meet and take their midday repast under, and

derives its name from the cups and plates

(bhánda) used on such occasions. One day,

according to the Purānas, the boys had made it

their goal in a race, when the demon Pralamba,

disguised as one of themselves, came to join them,

and getting Sankarshana to mount on his back,

ran off with him in hopes to destroy him. But

the sturdy lad so crushed him with his knees

and belaboured him with his fists that he soon

brought the monster lifeless to the ground, and

in commemoration of his prowess he was ever

afterwards known by the title of Bala-Rá m a,”

or Rāma the strong.

Bel-b a n is on the left bank of the Jamunā in

the village of Jahāngir-pur, part of the endow

ment of the Bengali temple of Sringār-bat in

Brindå-ban,—that town being just on the other

side of the water. Loh a-b a n, in the Mahā

ban Pargana, some 3 miles from Mathură, across

the river, probably derives its name from the

lodha or lodhra tree. On the spot it is said to com

memorate Krishna’s defeat of an otherwise un

known demon called Lohāsur. In consequence

of the similarity of sound, offerings of iron (loha)

are always made by the pilgrims. Of the two re

maining bans—Brin dà-ban and Mahā-ban

more detailed notices will be given hereafter.

All the twelve bans are mentioned by name in

the Mathurá Māhātmya, and most of them, it

will be observed, are connected with the Pauránik

legends of Krishna and Balarāma. . On the

other hand, the twenty-four upabans refer main

ly to Rādhā’s adventures, and have no ancient

authority whatever. Of the entire number only

three were, till quite recent times, places of any

note, viz., Gokul, Gobardhan, and Rādhā-kund.

Of these, Gokul in all classical Sanskrit lite

rature is the same as Maha-b a n, which is

included among the bans; Go bar dh an is as

much a centre of sanctity as Mathură itself, and

is only for the sake of uniformity inserted in

either list; while Rādhā-kund, as the name

* Balarāma, under the title of Belus, is described by the

Greek and Latin historians as the Indian Hercules, and said to

goddess derives her modern reputation.

denotes, is the one primary source whence the

We

propose to pass them all briefly in review, except

ing for the present the four first—Gokul, Gobar.

dhan, Barsāna and Nand-gānw, which will each

in turn form the subject of a separate sketch.

5, San k et, ‘the place of assignation,’ is half

way between Rādhā's home B a r s an a and

N a n d-g à fi w the residence of Krishna's foster

father Nanda ; 6, P a r a m a dra is an obscure

point in the Bharatpur hills. 7, Aring is a

small town on the high road from Mathură to

Dig. Till 1868 it was the head-quarters of a

tahsili, though only 9 miles distant from the

capital of the district. At the present time

there is no vestige of any grove, and the

only spot accounted sacred is a pond called

Kilolkund. 8, S e s sai, for Sesha-saya, is a

village in the Kosi Pargana, where Krishna

and Balarāma are said to have revealed them

selves to the Gopis under their heavenly form

of Nārāyana and Sesha. This is a good illus

tration of the disregard for ancient authorities

which characterizes the modern cycle of local

legends; since the transfiguration in question

is described in the Purānas, not as worked for

the benefit of the Gopis, but as a vision vouch

safed to Akrür, on the bank of the Jamunā, the

day he fetched the two boys from Brindăban

to attend the tourney of arms at Mathurā.

S ess à i ought then to lie between these two

towns, whereas it is in fact far away to the

north of them both. 9, M a t.—In the town

itself there is nothing whatever of interest

or antiquity, though the two sacred woods,

Bh a n dir-b an and B had ra-ban, are both

on its borders. 10, Unch ä-gáñw is the old

village site not far from the foot of the

hill, the crest and slopes of which are now

crowned by the temple of Larliji and the com

paratively modern town of Bar sån a.

Unch a-g à w, corresponding to the Eng

lish Higham, must originally have included

in its limits the hill whence it derives its

name. 11, Khel-ban is not far from the

town of Shergarh. 12, R a dhā-kun d, or

as it is occasionally called Sri-ku n d, i. e.

Holy Well, is a small town adjoining Go

bard h a n, 15 miles to the west of Mathurā.

It has grown up on the margin of the sacred

lakes, prepared according to the legend for

Krishna's expiatory ablution after he had

be one of the tutelary divinites of Mathură, a proof that the

local cultus hasa higher antiquity than is sometimesallowed it.
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slain the bull Arishta. To avert the conse

quences of so ill-omined a deed, all the sacred

streams and places of pilgrimage, obedient to

the summons of the god, assembled in bodily

form at the foot of the Giri-raj and poured from

their holy urns into two deep basins, excavated

for the purpose, now known as Krishan-kund

and Rādhā-kund. There Krishna bathed, and—

by the efficacy of such concentrated essence of

sanctity, was washed clean of the pollution he

had incurred. And still, at midnight on the

8th day of the dark fortnight of the month

Kārtik, the same spirits renew their visit to the

auspicious spot; and every devout Hindu who

then plunges beneath the wave acquires by the

single act as much merit as if he had laboriously

made a separate pilgrimage to each of the shrines

there represented. The town which has arisen

on the margin of these two famous lakes is of

considerable extent, and is crowded with religi

ous edifices, the pions foundations of princes and

pilgrims from the most remote parts of India.

One temple in particular may be mentioned as

erected by the Rājā of Manipur from the far east

of Bengal. The two lakes are only parted by

a broad stone terrace, and are both supplied on

all four sides with long unbroken flights of

steps of the same material. Ordinarily the

water is so abundant that it washes nearly the

highest tier, being the whole drainage of the

adjoining ghaná, or woodland, a tract of very

considerable extent; and the charm of the

broad and brimming basin is much enhanced

by the unusual care that is taken to preserve

it from all pollution. Till the beginning of this

century the two reservoirs were simply as nature

had designed them ; the present stone Ghâts were

completed in the year 1817 at the sole cost of

the Lālā Bābū, whom we have before had

occasion to mention. The whole quarter of the

town most immediately adjoining is exclu

sively occupied by a colony of Bengalis.

The 13th on the list of upabans is G andharv

ban, of which the precise locality is uncertain.

14, Par soli, near Go bard h a n, is styled

on the maps and in the Revenue Roll, Mahmūd

pur, a name barely recognized at all on the spot.

On its borders is the Ch and r as a row ar, a

fine octagonal sheet of water with stone ghâts,

the work of Rājā Nahr Siâh of Bharatpur.

Here Brahma, joining with the Gopis in the

mystic dance, was so enraptured with delight,

that all unconscious of the fleeting hours he al

lowed the single night to extend over a period of

six months. 15, B il chha, 16, Bach h-h a n,

and 17, Adib a dri are obscure places on the

Bharatpur border. 18, K a r a hla, or Kar

he la in the Chhātā Pargana, has been already

mentioned for its magnificent Kadamb-Khanqi.

19, Aj no k h or Ajn o k h a ri, derives its

name from the Anjan-pokhar, but is now often

corrupted, both in writing and pronunciation, into

the unmeaning form Ajnot. 20, Pisáyo, 21,

Kokil a-b an in Great Bathan, and 22, D ad hi

g a n w or D a h-g a n w have already been in

cidentally mentioned. 23, Kot-b a n, beyond

the town of Kosi, is the most northern point in

the modern perambulation, and from the name

would appear always to have been so ; the ex

treme limit of a series of holy places being ordi

marily designated Koti. Thus the city of Ma

th ur à has twenty-four tirthas along the bank

of the Jamunā, the highest up the stream called

Utt h a r-ko ti, the lowest simply Ko t i

ti rath. 24. Rá val, (for rājā-kula) Rādhā's

reputed birth-place, according to a half obsolete

legend, is a small village in the Mahāban Par

gana, with a temple of Larliji, the sanctity of

which has been entirely eclipsed by the greater

pretensions of its more modern rival at Barsāna.

In the Váráha Purdina, or rather in the inter

polated section known as the Máthurá Māhātmya,

the Mathurā-Mandal is described as 20 yojanas

in extent.

Winsati yojanānāmcha Máthuram mama man

Qalam

Yatra yatra narah snåto muchyate sarva-pâta

kaih.

And taking the yojana as 7 miles, and the kos

as 13 miles, 20 yojanas would be nearly equal to

84 kos, the popular estimate of the distance tra

versed. In computing the length of the way, full al

lowance mustbemadefor the constantins and outs,

turns and returns, which result in the ultimate

perambulation of a comparatively circumscribed

area. It is however sometimes said that the

circle originally must have been of much wider

extent, since the city of M at hur à, which is

described as its centre, is some 30 miles distant

from the most northern point Kot-b a n, and

only 6 from T âr si to the south. Elliot more

over quotes in his Glossary the following cou

plet as fixing the limits of the Braj-m and a 1:

‘It Bar-hadd, ut Sona-hadd, ut Sūrasen kā

gååw,

Braj chaurási koš meſ. Mathură mandalmääh.”

According to this authority, the original area

has been diminished by more than a half; for
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Bar is in the Agra district; S on a , famous

for its hot sulphur springs, is in Gurgååw; while

the ‘S i r as en kä gānw’ is supposed to be Bate

sar, a place of some note on the Jamunā below

Agra, the scene of a very large horse-fair held

on the full moon of Kartik. But the lines above

quoted cannot be of any great antiquity, seeing

that they contain the Persian word hadd; the

exact locality of an ideal centre need not be very

closely criticized ; and certainly all the places of

legendary reputation fall well within the limits of

the modern pari-kr a m a.

Attempts have been made to establish a con

nection between the earlier chapters of St. Ma

thew's Gospel and the legends of Krishna as com

memorated by the ceremonies of the Ban-jätra.

There is an obvious similarity ofsound between the

names Krishna and Christ ; Herod's massacre

of the innocents may be compared with the

massacre of the children of Mathurā by Kańsa;

the flight into Egypt, with the flight to Gokul;

as Christ had a fore-runner of supernatural birth

in the person of St. John Baptist, so had Krishna

in Balarama; and as the infant Saviour was

cradled in a manger and first worshipped by

shepherds, though descended from the royal

house of Judah, so Krishna, though a near kins

man of the reigning prince, was brought up

among cattle and first manifested his divinity

to herdsmen.” The inference drawn from these

coincidences is corroborated by an ecclesiastical

tradition that the Gospel which St. Thomas the

Apostle brought with him to India was that of

St. Matthew, and that when his relics were dis

covered, a copy of it was found to have been

buried with him. It is, on the other hand, ab

solutely certain that the name of Krishna, how

ever late the full development of the cycle of

legends, was celebrated throughout India long

origin.

before the Christian era. Thus the only possible

hypothesis is that some Pandit, struck by the

marvellous circumstances of our Lord's infancy,

as related in the Gospel, transferred them to his

own indigenous mythology, and on account of the

similarity of name, selected Krishna as their hero.

It may be added that the Harivañsa, which pos

sibly is as oldt as any of the Vaishnava Puranas,

was certainly written by a stranger to the country

of Braj; and not only so, but it further shews

distinct traces of a southern origin, as in its de

scription of the exclusively Dakhini festival, the

Punjāl; and it is only in the south of India that

a Brahman would be likely to meet with Christian

traditions. But after all that can be urged, the

coincidences though curious are too slight, in

the absence of any historical proof, to establish

a connection between the two narratives. Pro

bably they would never have attracted attention

had it not been for the similarity of name; and

it is thoroughly established by literary criticism

that the two names had each an independent

Thus the speculation may be dismissed

as idle and unfounded. To many persons it will

appear profane to institute a comparison between

the inspired oracles of Christianity and the

Hindu scriptures. But if we fairly consider the

Indian legend, and allow for a slight element of .

the grotesque and that tendency to exaggerate

which is inalienable from Oriental imagination,

we shall find it not incongruous with the

primary idea of a beneficent divinity, manifested

in the flesh in order to relieve the world from

oppression and restore the practice of true re

ligion. As to those wayward caprices of the

child-god, for which no adequate explanation can

be offered, the Brahman may regard them as the

sport of md/d : in western phraseology—sapien

tia ludens omni tempore, ludens in orbe terrarum.

ON THE TREATMENT OF OXYTONE NOMINAL BASES IN SANSKRIT

AND ITS DERIVATIVES.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., MAGISTRATE OF BALASOR,

The following remarks are intended to direct

attention to a hitherto neglected point in the

formation of nominal bases. It has been observ

ed that the -a base in Sanskrit, as in nara, putra,

* Hindu pictures of the infant Krishna in the arms of

his foster-mother Jasºodă, with a glory encircling the heads

both of mother and child and a back ground of Oriental

scenery, are indistinguishable, except in name, from repre
sentations of Christ and the Madonna. -

&c., divides itself into two separate sets of bases

in the mediaeval and modern Aryan languages,

and investigators seem to have been puzzled by

this fact. Dr. Trumpp, writing on Sindhi, in the

# It is quoted by Birüni (born 970, died 1038 A.D.) as a

standard authority even in his time.

f Conf. Trench, Hulsean Lectures, 1846, Lect. III., 4th ed.

1859, pp. 203-4, &c.—Ed.
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Journal of the German Oriental Society, thus

expresses the difficulty: “The old Prakrit end

ing in -o has, in Sindhi, been split up into two

great classes, one of which has corrupted the

Prakrit -o into -u, the other has preserved it un

changed. No rule seems to have influenced this

separation, at least I have not yet discovered

any, but daily usage seems to have decided in

favour of the one or the other ending. It is

however noteworthy that many words which in

Sindhi end in o, in Hindi end in d, the same re

mark holds good of Marăthi, Bengali, and Panjā

bi, while on the other hand the short final u in

Sindhi has in those languges been thrown away,

or become quiescent.”

The rule which Dr. Trumpp professes himself

unable to discover appears to me to be this.

A Sanskrit noun in -a which bears the accent on

the last syllable, or, in other words, is oxytone,

generally ends in the mediaeval languages in au,

and in the moderns in o or d ; while a noun in a

which has its final syllable unaccented, or is

barytone, ends in the mediaeval languages in u,

and in the moderns in u, or a, or entirely rejects

the final vowel.

With regard to the practice in each language

—Hindi, Bengali, Panjābi, Uriya, and Marathi

take 6 in oxytones, Gujarāti and Sindhi take o.

It cannot however be said that every oxytone

substantive in Sanskrit gives rise to a noun in a

or o in the modern languages. On the contrary,

the exceptions to the rule are as numerous as

the illustrations of it. This leads to a further

definition of much practical importance. The

class of words called early Tad b h a v as is, as

a rule, faithful to the accent. This class consists

of those words which were in existence in San

skrit, and continued to be used in Prakrit, and

have uninterruptedly retained their position in

the mouths of the people down to the present

time. These words may be recognized by their

appearance. They have undergone the regular

and usual phonetic corruptions and abrasions

of all Prakrit words, and are often now only

recognizable as of Sanskrit origin by the

application to them of the rules of Vararu

chi or other Prakrit and Pali grammarians.

Inasmuch however as their use has been con

tinuous, and as they were derived from the

Sanskrit at a time when it was still spoken, they

have always, so to speak, been pronounced by

ear, and were so long before they were committed

to writing. Consequently they have retained

the accent which they bore in the older language.

In late Tadbhavas however the case is

different; late Tadbhavas are those words which

had entirely dropped out of use, and were only

resuscitated and brought into vogue again at a

period when Sanskrit had ceased to be known to

the people. Being revived from books, they

were spoken by the eye, if such an expression

may be permitted; that is to say, they were

pronounced as they seemed destined to be, the

accent generally lying on a syllable already long

by nature or position. These words are recog

nizable by the much smaller amount of corrup

tion they have undergone, and by the corrup

tions which do exist being of a different nature

from those demanded by the rules of Prakrit

Grammar.

Moreover, these late Tadbhavas are gene

rally words which are synonymous with already

existing earlier words. They are the grand,high

flown words of the language, not so frequently

used or so expressive of simple ideas as the

early Tadbhavas.

The proportion of these two classes to each

other varies in the different languages. In those

which have been less cultivated, and which have

been most under Muhammadan influence, they

are not so frequent as in the more cultivated

and more Brahmanical languages.

There are many other collateral and sub

sidiary considerations which further complicate

this difficult question, a question which is ren

dered all the more difficult by the absence of

continuous literature. When the mediaeval

poets began to write, the languages were already

so far fixed as to have passed the stage of

formation of either early or late Tadbhavas, and

to have got into the stage when the vast crowd

of Tatsamas began to make its appearance.

The line of investigation thus briefly sketched

in outline is of the utmost importance in the

elucidation of the origin and formation of the

modern noun, and I hope on a future occasion to

give examples and illustrations.

It will be seen that it is in the determination of

the treatment of the oxytone -a base that the

real crux of the question lies, because the bary

tones naturally lose their final vowel, and thus

fall under the the same head as the late Tadbhava

oxytones, except in Sindhi, where they retain the

obscure final-u for masculines, and-afor feminines.

* Journal of Germ. Or, Soc, vol. XVI, p. 131.
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THE CAVE OF THE GOLDEN ROCK, DAMBULA, CEYLON.

By T. W. RHYS DAVIDS, C.C.S., ANURADHAPURA,

SIR EMERson TENNENT has eloquently and yet

very justly described this wonderful hill of stone

“underneath which the temple has been hol

lowed out, which from its antiquity, its magni

tude, and the richness of its decorations, is by

far the most renowned in Ceylon.” He has

given two woodcuts which afford a good idea of

its front and its entrance, but fail altogether to do

justice to the effect created by its enormous

size: and he has all the more strongly, because

inadvertently, testified to the curious success

of the paintings within, when he states that

“the ceiling of this gloomy vault is concealed

with painted cloths,” for what seemed, even to

so educated an observer, to be cloths is, in

reality, the rock painted in fresco, and this

is the more remarkable as those paintings

were undoubtedly executed hundreds of years

ago.t

Sir Emerson Tennent mentions one inscrip

tion which was translated for Turnour by Mr.

Armour,f but I have discovered eleven others,

and believe that still more would reward a care

ful search, and I venture to submit the oldest

and for some reasons the most interesting.

From this inscription it may be considered

proved that the temple was originally founded,

not by Walagam Bâhu about 86 B.C., as stated

by Tennent,$ but in the time of Dewänam

piya Tissa (B. C. 246)|| the ally of Aśoka and

the friend and patron of Mahindu who intro

duced Buddhism into Ceylon.

It is possible that Walagam Båhu repaired

the temple, and it is certain that he built the Soma

dăgoba, in honour of his queen," in the plain

to the south of the sacred hill; but the autho

rity adduced by Tennent for his statement that

that king first endowed it is of little value, be

ing merely Upham's translation of the Rāja

Ratnākari, a grossly inaccurate translation of a

very useful but late and unreliable work. The

ignorance of the translators having been so

cruelly exposed by Turnour,” I quote the words

• Sir E. Tennent, Ceylon, vol. II. pp. 575-578, 2nd edition.

A detailed account of the Dambulla temple is given in

Forbes's Eleven Years in Ceylon, vol. I. ch. xvi. pp.367-376;

and by Mr. Knighton, Jour. As. Soc. Ben. vol. XVI. (1847)

pt. i. pp. 340-350.-Ed. -

+ The engraving in Forbes's Eleven Years in Ceylon,

Frontispiece, Vol. II. is a striking but inaccurate view of one

of the interiors.

f Appendix to Turnour's Epitome, p. 95, and Forbes,

Ceylon, Vol. II. pp. 327, 350.

§ Loc cit. p. 578.

| I have ventured to substitute this date for B. C. 306

of the original on the point in question. Uphamt

says:—

“He (Wattagāmini, in Sinhalese Walagam Båhu)

afterwards caused to be built the temple Dambooloo,

and a monument 140 cubits high, and five tem

ples : he also caused many hundreds of stone houses

to be built, and did many other things of public

utility.”

The original words are: * * * * naewata

Dambulu willāraya da karawā, nae wata Soma

nam ek siya hatalis riyan maha weherak karawá,

nawata pas maha willărayak da karawá, boho

siya ganan gal-lenawal katára kotawā, anikudu

boho sasanopakari wiseka :—which literally

translated is—

“And furthermore having made the Dambulu

wihāra, and also having made the great Dáhgoba

140 cubits high called Soma, and also having made

five large wiháras, and having cut ledges in many

hundred stone caves, he was of great assistance in

other ways also to ‘the Doctrine.’”

It is difficult to find the source from which

Abhayarāja, the author of Rája Ratnākara, de

rived the first statement, for nothing is said

either in the Maháwanso or in the Dipawansa

about Dambula Wihāra being made by Watta

gämini although in the formerS the names of

five, and in the latterſ the names of seven com

paratively unimportant ones, made by his eight

strong men, are given: but nothing is said

about it in Rájawaliya, although a compa

ratively large space is devoted to that king's

reign.

The inscription referred to is cut in the face

of the rock, in one line, under the ledge or eaves

called “katāra' in Ceylon—formed to cause the

rain to drop off instead of trickling down into the

cave. Owing to this position the inscription is

in perfect preservation, and is only difficult to

read from its great height above the ground,

the katára being half way up a precipice 200

feet high. My copy is therefore only an eye copy

taken with an opera glass: but the characters

being so simple it may, I think, be relied upon.

according to the Sinhalese chronology, by which Asſoka is

placed 60 years before the date usually assigned to him—Ed.

* This building is mentioned in Mahāwanso 206-8, but

it has not been previously known where the dagoba was ; the

Revd. C. Alwis writes to me that it is supposed to contain

the left canine tooth of Buddha, and to be somewhere near

Trinkomali.

* Mahāwanso pp. v. seqq.

+ Sacred and Historical Books, Vol. II. p. 43.

| From the MS. in my possession, verse 50.

§ Page 206, 13.

| Verses 1142 and 1143 of the MS. in my possession.
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The letters are a slight variation of the old Pāli

alphabet deciphered by Prinsep.

The first sign is a symbol consisting of the

swastika and another symbol joined then fol

lows :-

Dawaná piya maha rājasa Gamini Tisasa maha

lene agata anágata chatu disa sagasa dine.

Taking each word separately the first da may

possibly be di : but we should expect neither,

déwanam being the Páli form, and deweni the

Sinhalese; the third letter - E ná may possibly

be H. no, but what appears to be the vowel

stroke before the upright is probably a natural

mark in the rock. Even in regular Pāli the

m at the end of genitive plurals being often

dropt, its absence here needs no remark; and

possibly the long vowel né is in compensation

for the loss of the nasal.

The J y of piya is, at least in Ceylon, an older

form than J, which also occurs here, and is the

only form given in Thomas's edition of Prinsep.

The word rāja is remarkable. In the first

place raja is the more usual form in the dialect

5f Ceylon cave inscriptions in which the vowel is

seldom, I believe never, written separately as

it is here, and the j is the sign given by Prin

sep for the māprána jh : but there is not the

slightest doubt about the reading.

In Gamini Tisa the first letter may possibly

be gu instead of A ga. The Sinhalese form of

the Pāli name Gämini is Gemunu (e to be pro

nounced like English a in hat, gap, &c.). The

name Tissa, so common in Pāli, is now unknown,

except among a low caste of tom-tom beaters

(herawo), and among them only in the Anura

dhapura district, and only in the form Tisarà,

which is probably derived immediately from the

Sanskrit Tišya. Who this Gāmini Tissa was is

not mentioned in the books. He must be some

'relation to Dewänampiya Tissa, or the use of

the genitive would be inexplicable, but it is ex

pressly stated in Mahāwanso" that the king left

no son: as, however, he reigned for 40 years, it

is possible that he had a son who may have

been sub-king of the Dambula district. Duttha

Gämini, Siúhalese Dutu Gemunu, calls himself

in inscriptions Gåmini Abhaya; and uses a later

form of the alphabet.

The sa of the genitive in this word is most

remarkable, and was one of the greatest ob

stacles to a decipherment of the inscription : it

* Turnour, Mahdiwanso, p. 124. + Mahdiwanso, 196. 3.

tºurnal of Ceylon As. Soc. 1870-71, p. 21; and vide ante
p. 99.

is not given by Prinsep, and has not I think

been found in India, but I have since found it

in many places in Ceylon, and there can be no

doubt about the meaning of the sign. There is

a slight mark at the bottom of the letter which

may be a vowel mark for u, if so Sumaha Lene

must be taken as the name of the cave. For

the expression agata andyata, one would expect

dyatóndigata, but I have subsequently found it

in many places, and it is usually agata andgata

the Sinhalese understand the corresponding ex

pression duráut náutiu'ſ in the sense of all those

who have come to this place, and those who

have not come, but it may also mean all—in the

sense of present and future. The expression is

not noticed either in Böhtlingk-IRoth or in

Mr. Childers' Pāli Dictionary. Agataiyatá in

Fausböll's Dasaratha Jātaka, p. 31, means pass

ers by.t

Chatulisa is the form always found on the

caves for chatullisa translated by Turnour:

“who had come from the four quarters of the

globe,” but it seems that the idea “who had

come” is not contained in the word, for in the

Walligama Inscription; the corresponding Sin

halese expression is—s a tara digin w a d an a

(sanghaya wahanse) which gives a present sense.

In sayasa the first sa is the same as the geni

tive of Tisa noticed above, and the genitive

case sa is expressed by the letter given by

Prinsep. These two characters are therefore

interchangeable, and do not represent T and H.

The more usual sign of the genitive is ha, and

in the double inscription at Mānā Kanda at the

Mahānāma Pirievena (built by Agra Bodhi I.

about A. D. 600) sa occurs on one and ha on

the other side of the cave. There is no sign

whatever for the nasal, and I have not found

either the nasal or the aspirate expressed any

where, either in the cave dialect, or in the

later flat rock inscriptions of Ceylon. At first I

thought that sagho in the Mahāwansoš might

be a transitional form, but it must be merely a

misprint, for two MSS. in my possession, one be

longing to Yātrāmulla Unnanse, and the one

in the newly formed Government Library at

Colombo all read sail gho.

It is not easy to state with certainty what

part of the Pāli verb is represented by dine, but

it is probable the p.p.p. In a double inscription

at Diwulwewa in Anuradhapura district, dine

§ Page 207, 6.

...] Whose recent death is an irreparable loss to Oriental

literature, see p. 162.
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in one case is distinctly dini on the other. In

a cave inscription at Embulambe near Dambula

dina is found, and at Koratola in the Colombo,

Tonigula in the Puttalam, and Mihintale in the

Anuradhapura districts, niyate which lookslike the

third person singular present dtmanepadam, is the

corresponding word. If dine be taken as a nomi

native to agree with lene the translation will be—

The great cave of G a m i ni T is a (son) of

De van à piy a T is a is given to the priesthood

present and future of the four quarters (of the

world). -

It is an interesting circumstance that the

courteous and much respected chief priest of the

temple, Giránagama Unnänse, was one of the

leaders in the rebellion of 1848, but after being

many years in hiding, is now a loyal though

perhaps regretful subject of the English Go

Vernment.

Anuradhapura, 26th Feb. 1872.

AN OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTION FROM THE BELGAM DISTRICT.

By J. F. FLEET, C.S.

THE stone tablet from which the accompany

ing inscription has been transcribed stood origi

nally in front of a small and curious temple of

Śankar a deva in the bed of the river Ma

la p r a bhā near Ká dar oli, which is about

three miles from Mughatkhānhubli in the Samp

gām Taluqa of the Belg a m Collectorate.

As the temple is completely submerged during the

rains, and the stone tablet was every year becom

ing further buried in the ground, I have had the

latter removed from its original site to a place

of security in the village of Kādaroli.

The tablet bears at the top the usual Châ

lukya emblems, viz.:-In the centre a Ling a

on its pedestal, with a priest officiating at it; to

the right of it, a figure of Basava with the sun

above it; and to the left of it, a cow and calf

with the moon above them. The average length

of the lines is from 18 to 19% inches, and the

average height of the letters, which are old

Canarese,” and are excellently preserved in spite

of the stone having been so often submerged, is

from one half to three quarters of an inch. The

language, it will be seen, is almost entirely San

skrit, but the idiom and inflections are old

Canarese.

Translation.

Reverence to Sambhu, the foundation-pillar

for the erection of the city of the three worlds,

who is resplendent with his chaunri, which is the

moon that kisses his lofty head.

Hail ' While the victorious rule of the for

tunate Bhuvanaikamalladeva,t—the asylum of

the whole world, the favourite of the earth, the

great king of kings, the supreme lord, the most

venerable, the forehead-ornament of thef Sa

* The accompanying transcript corresponds line for line

with the original, but corrections and emendations are in

serted within brackets. Here and there the requisite marks

of punctuation have been supplied, where they are awant

ing in the original.

- at the

tyāśrayakula, the glory of the Chālukyas,

was flourishing with perpetual increase so as to

endure as long as the moon and sun and stars

might last, he who flourished on the lotuses that

were his feet (was):—

The fortunate prime minister, Somešwara

bhatta, the chief of the houses of Heri, Sandhi,

and Wigrahi, the commander of the forces, who

was possessed of all the glory of the names of

‘The great chief of chieftains who has attained

the five great § a b d as, the bold Dandanāyaka

(commander of troops), the conferrer of happi

ness on good people, he who abounds in fame,

he whose ornament is the welfare of others (or

who labours for the good of others), the moon

of the ocean of affability, he who abounds in the

quality of bravery, he who restrains the fury

of his foes, Nannana-(or, Annana)-gandha

vārana,' and others also.

At his command the fortunate commander of

the forces, Keśavādityadeva, possessed of all

the glory of the names of “The great chief of

chieftains who has attained the five great

Ś a b d a s, the bold Dandanāyaka, he who

confers boons upon Brahmans, he who is pure

of lineage, the best friend of good people, the

granter of all the desires of his relations, the

crest-jewel of good people, he who is terrible

to the forces of his foes, he who is a very

mine for the jewel of truth, the impetuous

Māvanasinga,” and others, in the year of the

Šaka era 997, being the Rákshasa samvatsara,

moment of the conjunction of a

vy a tip at a, with the sun's commencement of

his northward progress, on Sunday, the day of

the full-moon of Pushya, gave as a yearly grant

+ The Chālukya king Somes'waradeva II. S'aka 991 ?

to 998.

1 The Chālukya race ; the name of Satyās'rayakula is

derived from that of one of the early Chālukya kings,

Satyas'ri, or Satyās"raya.
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five golden g a dy à n as of Gaſga in (out of)

the customs of Wadjarāvula" for the purposes

of the an g a b ho g at of the god Sankaradeva

of Kādaravalli.

Whosoever preserves this act of piety, his

reward is as great as if he had, at Vāranāsi, or at

Prayåge, at Arghyatirtha, or at Kurukshetra,

fashioned out of the five jewels the horns and

hoofs of twelve thousand cows of a tawny colour,

and given to Brahmans who are well-versed in

the Vedas the gift called Ubhayamukhidāna.:

But he who destroys this act of piety, commits

a sin as great as if, at those same holy places,

he had destroyed the same number of tawny

COWs.

He who appropriates land that has been bes

towed either by himself or by another is born for

sixty thousand years as a worm in ordure. “This

general bridge of piety, which belongs in com

mon to all rulers of mankind, should at all times

be preserved by you,”—thus does Rāmachandra

make his earnest request to all future kings.

This is the writing of Singaja, the son of Sam

boja, a very bee at the lotuses which are the

feet of the god Sankaradeva. May the greatest

prosperity attend it !

THE HOT SPRINGS OF UNAI.

By W.RAMSAY, BOM. C.S.

UNAI is a small hamlet in the territory of the

Rājā of Bånsdá near the hills east of the Surat

district. It is remarkable for a very copious hot

spring, rising in a stone built tank about 30 feet

square; it is the scene of a large fair held every

year at the full moon of the month of Chaitra.

There is also a temple dedicated to a divinity

locally known as “Unai Mātā.” The water is

too hot for the hand to be held in it for above

a second or two ; yet at the time of the fair

crowds enter it and bathe. A miraculous

agency is of course attributed. On the after

noon of the 13th of the month the god descends

and cools the waters, which remain so until the

day after the full, after which period the heat

returns. The more matter-of-fact interpretation

of the phenomenon is, that the bathers enter the

water in large numbers simultaneously, thus

expelling from the tank the bulk of the water, and

assimilating the temperature of the remainder to

that of the human body. The water is strongly

impregnated with sulphur, but is not otherwise

unpleasant. Cattle drink of the stream that issues

from the tank, and grass and sedges grow on its

banks in unusual vigour. The origin of the spring

as told by the Sādhu or holy man who guards

the mysteries of Unai Mātā was as follows:–

Rāma on his return from the conquest of Ceylon

halted at a place called Pātarwādā in the

hills of Wänsdá, and held a “Jugun” (Yajna)

or sacrifice. No Brahmans however were forth

coming, so the god collecting at once 18,000

men of the hill tribes created them Brahmans.

This done, he commanded them to wash and be

clean, but these new “acolytes,' unused from

birth to the use of cold water save as a drink,

stoutly refused. Rāma promised them hot water,

and thereupon created the Unai spring. Still

another difficulty arose : the men refused to walk

to the bath. This was overcome by Hanuman

taking the whole of the men on his tail, and con

veying them to the spring, whence after the due

performance of ablutions he carried them back to

Pătarwälä, where Rāma awaited them. A Hom

or sacrifice was now offered, a recitation from

the Vedas was made, and a feast given. Last of

all, Rāma told the new Brahmans to go forth

into the world, and to beg after the manner of

the rest of their sect, but to this they had no

mind, and positively refused, so Rāma relenting

gave them permission to go and till the ground,

and this they have done to the present day. Their

descendants are the Anawală Brahmans, so called

from the town of Anāwal in the Wansdá territory.

They are the wealthiest of the cultivating classes

in the Surat district, and are not found in any

other part of India: they are otherwise called

Bhâtelàs or Bhathatila, i.e. cross-grained Bhats,

also Māstān, i. e. proud, overbearing. They are

a corrupt intriguing set, ever at feud among them

selves, and well bearing out the sobriquets they

enjoy. They are looked down upon by other

sects of Brahmans, and are themselves divided

into two sects, who do not intermarry, viz., those

termed Desais or hereditary district officers, and

ordinary Bhātelås.

* It is not clear whether this is the name of a locality or

the name of a particular tax.

t The decoration of the image of the god with clothes,

ornaments, &c.

f Lit. “the gift of (a cow) that has two faces;” this cere

mony is performed by fashioning out of the five jewels,

a diamond, a pearl, a sapphire, an emerald, and a piece of

coral, the image of a cow in the act of bringing forth a

calf, when of course there are two heads to apparently only

one body, and presenting it to a Brahuman.
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OUDH FOLKLORE–A. LEGEND OF BALRAMPUR.

BY W. C. BENETT, B.C.S., GONDA.

Not many generations ago there was a great

Pahlwān in Balrämpur named Bhawan Misr. He

was passing the Sembar tree” to the north of the

town, and broke off a twig. Immediately Mirchi

Dâno, whose home the tree was, attacked him.

For a day and a night they wrestled, and the

demon was finally beaten. He promised his con

queror a män of wheat every day if he would

let him go, on the condition that he would tell

no one whom it came from. On the next day

Dâno left a big bag with a mán of wheat at

the wrestler's house. Now Dāno had a sister's

son bigger and stronger than himself, and was

persuaded by him to leave off the disgraceful

tribute. The wrestler, missing his grain, went

to the Sembar tree, and began to break it down,

challenging the perfidious goblin to interfere.

On this the goblin's sister's son came out, and

offered to fight for his uncle. For two days

and two nights they fought, and the sister's

son was beaten. He bought his liberty by

promising to grind the man of corn pro

vided by his uncle, with the same condition

as to secrecy. For several days the flour was

left at the wrestler's house, and he lived in

great plenty. But he had a foolish wife who

plagued him till he told her how he had got it.

From that time he could neither get his flour

again, nor induce Dâno or his sister's son to

fight. As the Sembar tree is still standing, he

does not seem to have taken his revenge by

destroying that.

Such is the story, reminding one strongly of

Grimm's Hausmärchen, which was told me by a

Kurini of Balrämpur, a town on the Râpti in Gondā

district, as we passed the fabled cotton tree. Dāno

Baitál is a personification of the ignis fatuus. His

st h fins are found in many places along the

crest of the lower range of hills which divides

Gondā from Nepāl, and he is appeased by offerings

of milk and rice. This terrible demon feeds

chiefly on dung beetles, and sallying forth at

dusk with a fire between his lips, tempts un

wary travellers from their path, and destroys their

reasoil.

BHAVABHöTI IN ENGLISH GARB.

BY THE REV. K. M. BANERJEA, HON. M. R. A. S.

BHAv AB H U TI is deservedly reckoned among the

great poets. This is a title which the Sanskrit

Ars poetica (for such in reality is the Alan k fir a

S. à stra) would not allow to be conferred on any

writer as a mere compliment : it must be won, like

an academical honour or diploma, by literary merits

which satisfy certain definite rules.

But though universally allowed to be a great

poet, but little is known of B h a v a b h fi ti's per

sonal history. We have no biographical tradition

or anecdotes abouthim such as we have in the case of

Kālid a sa, Bhart rih a ri, &c. In the preludes

to his two dramatic works, his lineage and parent

age are given, and that is almost all we know of

his personal history. The prelude to the Mahd

Vira Charita informs us “that in the south there is a

city named Padma-pur a ; in it dwell certain

followers of the Black Yajur-Veda, descendants of

Kasyap a, chiefs of their school, making holy the

company, keeping the five fires, holding vows, drink

ing the soma, most excellent, repeating the Veda.

From their illustrious descendant who is highly

esteemed, and makes the V a jpey a sacrifice, and

is a great poet, the fifth in order, the grandson of

one whose well selected name is Bhatta g o p a la,

and the son of the pure in fame Nilakānth a, is

the poet whose appellation is Bhavabh (, ti,

surnamed Sri k a n th a (whose voice is eloquent)

and whose mother is J at flk a r n i, a friend of

ours.” The prelude of the Uttara Rama Charita

gives, the poet's lineage to the same effect but more

briefly. “There is truly a poet of the name of

B h a v a b h (, ti, of the race of K as y a pa, having

as surname, the word Sri kanth a . The Uttara

Rāma Charita will now be represented, composed

by him, on whom being a Brahman this goddess

Speech attends like an obedient wife.”

B h a va bh a ti's reputation is founded on his

works.

The Sanskrit drama, like everything else in that

language, is regulated by prescribed rules. The

first ceremony is the devotional invocation of the

gods for the successful issue of the play about to be

acted. This is performed by the manager in the

theatre itself, before the assembled audience, and

is called N a n di. It is something like the prayers

which precede the business of Parliament, and testi

fies to the sentiment of piety animating the nation

and the age, even though the ceremony itself may

be perfunctorily gone through or indifferently listen

ed to. The sentiment is observed in all branches

of the Sanskrit literature, there being scarcely a

single author who commences his work without a

salutation to some god or supernatural power. And

* In Marathi, Sãmvar or Sămvari, Sans. Salmali, the Bombaz heptaphyllium or ceiba, ED.
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the technical name for this is mangalācharana.

The n a n di being concluded, the manager says

audibly—“Enough, no need of enlarging on this.”

(nándyante stitradhārah alamati vistarena.) He

then commences the p r a stä van ä–or the pro

logue, i.e. the propounding of what is going to be

undertaken. He gives utterance to this not as ad

dressing the audience, but as speaking to his own

actors. The p r a stä van ä gives him the oppor

tunity of manifesting his programme—in which he

gives a succinct account of the author and subject

of the drama about to be acted. After the p r a sta

van ä, commences the actual performance of the

play. But notwithstanding the prast a van ä which

is a general introduction to the whole play, every

an ka or act, after the first, has its own peculiar

prelude called the “vishkambhaka," which pre

pares the audience for what is coming on in the

Act itself. The ‘v i s h k a m bhaka' in this sense

somewhat corresponds to the Chorus in a Greek play.

The Sanskrit ars poetica does not lay down dis

tinct rules for tragedies and comedies. There is,

in fact, no Sanskrit tragedy in the proper sense of

the term. The destruction of Rāv an a and his

host in the Mahá Vira Charita might have been

considered a tragedy, if the actors and auditors had

been Rák s h as a s, but as the play is for the

amusement of the followers of Brahmanism, that

catastrophe of the demon race is celebrated as one

of the most joyous events in Indian history or tra

dition. And except the death of the ethereal bird

J at à yu, there is no other really tragical event to

produce any sensation in the audience.

The late Professor Wilson was the first to intro

duce the Sanskrit drama to the notice of the Euro

pean public, though Sir William Jones had preced

ed him as the translator of Sakuntalā. But Pro

fessor Wilson only gave extracts from the dramas

he summarized, and his translations were too free

- representations of the original.

We are now in a position to congratulate the In

dian public on two translations from Bhavabhāti,

—Professor Pickford's Mahá-Vira-Charita, and Pro

fessor Tawney's Uttara Rama Charita.”

The principle Professor Pickford has observed in

his translation is thus explained by himself —

“Desirable as it doubtless is to give a translation

the best form of which circumstances will allow,

still it would be wrong to give up fidelity to the

original for a specious affectation of elegance. The

sense and character of the author's work must be

retained as much as possible, even at the cost of the

translator's style. The literature of one modern

language may be translated into another with little

difficulty, and the turn of expression retained with

out awkwardness, as it is generally possible to find

words and phrases to denote the same conceptions

and connote the same attributes. To translate a

Greek or Latin author into English is, as every

scholar is aware, a far harder task; yet an essen

tially true rendering may, in most cases, be obtain

ed in good idiomatic English. The chasm is not

too great to be bridged over. Oriental, and espe

cially Sanskrit works, will not, however, admit of

the same kind of treatment.”

Professor Tawney's object was to supply a local

and a temporary desideratum, and, as he states in

his Preface, his object has been “to give the

literal meaning of the original in tolerable English

prose.”

Notwithstanding these modest apologies of the

two accomplished translators, however, we think

that the one has rendered the original Sanskrit quite

as closely as any author has ever translated Greek,

and the other has presented the public with a book

that scholars will value for its abiding merits.

We cannot admit without qualification Profes

sor Pickford's implication that it is easier to give

a literal translation of Greek than of Sanskrit into

idiomatic English ; and we need no other evidence

to justify our dissent than his own Maha-Vira-Cha

rita as compared with an ordinary version of a

Greek play. Elegant as it is, his translation can

not be charged with want of fidelity to the ori

ginal. If disposed to find fault, we might criticise

his views respecting some words and phrases in

the original which we would interpret in a different

sense; but where we have so much to admire we

need not stop to notice what we consider to be a

few errors. One, however, we must notice since it

pervades the whole volume. The translator con

founds the word siddh a with prasiddha, and

has invariably rendered the former in the sense

of “famous:"—that may be the signification of

pr a siddha, but the meaning of siddha is

very different. Its proper sense is perfected. When

applied to persons, it implies the perfection or ac

complishment of the exercises or efforts they had

undertaken. In theology it would denote those

who had been perfected by their devotion, and would

be equivalent to the English Saint. The word

siddh ás r a ma is therefore wrongly rendered

“famous hermitage.” Taking the expression as a

tatpurusha samása, we would interpret it, “the her

mitage of the Saints,” or ‘the sacred hermitage.'

Professor Tawney has in a parallel passage (siddha

kshetre Janasthāne) renderedit, “the holy Janasthā

na.” In another place Professor Pickford has rendered

sid d h a “well-known” (p. 12), but there the con

text itself drove him to explain by a foot note what

he correctly guessed was the true meaning. He says

“the meaning, I think, is—for the family of

Raghu is great already.’” This explanation would

have been unnecessary if the proper meaning

* MAHA WIRA CHARITA, translated into English prose

from the Sanskrit of Bhavabhuti, by John Pickford, M.A.,

Professor of Sanskrit, Madras.

UTTARA RAMA CHARITA, a Sanskrit Drama by Bhava

bhūti, translated into English prose by C. H. Tawney, M.A.

Professor of English Literature, Pres. Col. Calcutta.
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of siddha had been given in the text, thus,

“the excellence of the family of Raghu is indeed

perfected.”

If we take exception to the rendering of another

word, it is to invite discussion as to its proper

representation in English, of the Sanskrit vocable

tap as. This word has been rendered penance by

both translators in their translation of tap o

v an a “penance-grove.' We submit that:—(1) If

tap as be penance then t à p as a must be penitent;

but this derivative has been translated “ascetic” by

both of them. (2) Students are often in the habit

of rendering tap as “penance ;” but should this

rendering be stereotyped in scholarly versions 2 (3)

The Hindu notion of tap as is simply, hard erer

cises of body or mind, or of both—i.e. self-inflictions,

asceticism, the very idea which the translators

have given expression to in their rendering of

täp as a. The root tap is doubtless the same as

the root of the Greek rvºrra, and the radical meaning

is also identical. Where a penitent submits to tapas

(in the Roman Catholic sense) for the remission of

sin, it may of course be called “penance,” but

where a god or a Rishi, held to be sinless and pure,

practises tapas, and mortifies himself, it cannot be

called “penance' according to Hindu notions. It is

then a work of supererogation—prolific of great

merit and high supernatural power. The tap o

v an a was never looked upon as a penitentiary; and

although it might occasionally admit what might

be called penances, yet it was venerated as a holy

site—the scene of self-inflictions and mortifications

in the sense of supererogatory works by which

Rishis of great repute obtained large accretions of

merit and righteousness, calculated to exalt them to

an equality with the gods themselves.

The drama of Maha-Vira-Charita is founded on

the story of R im a concluding with his return to

Ayodhya after the destruction of R i v an a and

the installation of Vibhish an a as king of Lank fi.

The sequel of the story forms the subject of the

Uttara Ráma Charita.

The story of R a.m a down to the death of R i

van a and the recovery of Si tā is so well known

that it is unnecessary to repeat it here. Rāma's

conflict with the demon-chief is recounted by the

Hindus in all parts of India. It has occasioned

the greatest annual festival in Bengal, the Durg fi

pujá, when, for a whole fortnight, all business is

suspended. Even thieves and rogues allow them

selves a vacation at that period, for magistrates

and policemen get but little custom during those

holidays. On the day that the Bengalis consign their

Durgā to the waters, Hindus of other provinces per

form the Ram a -li là, concluding with the death

of Rav an a, of which that day is the anniversary.

The sequel of the story is neither so popularly

known nor are all the legends of it concurrent.

The topic has always appeared to devout Hindus

one of extreme delicacy. The banishment of S it ś,

^

without the slightest fault in her, and while she

was in a condition requiring the tenderest care, is

too solemn a subject for popular merriment or

mimic shows. The description in the Uttara

Rama Charita is equally affecting and graphic.

Rá in a had scarcely returned to A y o dhya and

resumed the reins of government amid the congra

tulations of his relatives, ministers, and spiritual

guides, when R is hy a s ring a proclaimed a great

sacrifice, which took away Vasishtha and his wife

from the capital of the empire. The king received

from them benedictory messages and injunctions—

on the one hand (A run d h a ti pressing the ad

vice) to pay to his queen Si tā all the tender at

tention which a virtuous wife in a delicate state

of health, could claim from a husband, and on the

other hand (V as i s h tha himself laying the com

mand) to govern the kingdom consistently with

popular approbation. R im a was a good king as

well as an affectionate husband, and willingly pro

mised hearty compliance with both the precepts.

Meanwhile, with a view to ascertain the popular

will and the opinion of the public on his measures,

he had employed a confidential emissary to bring

him daily reports of the town-talk in his capital.

He was thunder-struck on learning, immediately

after his receipt and acceptance of V as i s h tha's

commands, that the citizens talked scandal about

Si tā, because of her capture by R & van a and

compulsory stay at Lan k fi. Rāma, a little be

fore this awfully scandalous report reached his ears,

had answered V as is h tha's message by promis

ing to guide himself according to the wishes of

his subjects, to propitiate whom (ārādhanāya lo

kasya) he was ready to sacrifice everything—

“ affection, pity, and happiness,” yea and if fate so

will, the daughter of J an a k a herself, his beloved

queen.

Bhavabh ( t i has represented, with all the

pathos which the refined vocabulary of Sanskrit

could impart, and his own extraordinary genius

could conceive, the distractions produced in R ama's

mind on receiving the report of his Brahman emis

sary to the prejudice of his honoured and beloved

queen. The indignation of posterity has affixed to

the reporter of such a defamatory gossip the appel

lation of “Durmukha,” or foul-mouthed. The poet,

however, represents him as reluctantly and regret

fully communicating the awful intelligence in the

faithful discharge of a disagreeable office which he

had undertaken at the king's own desire. With

inexpressible mental pain, R im a decided on fol

lowing what policy and worldly honour required,

rather than what real justice and conjugal obliga

tions demanded. Pilate-like, he abandoned one

whom he knew to be innocent, and stole away from

a wife sleeping by his side, as guileless, as she was

dutiful, and directed his brother L. a k s h m an a

to conduct her to the woods. Sit à was thus ban

ished to the forests, and left unprotected in the
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midst of noxious animals and “raw-flesh eating”

cannibals, when she was about to become a mother.

By the interference of supernatural agencies, Sí tá

was both preserved and also safely delivered of

twin sons, who were entrusted to the fostering

care of Vál m i ki, the author of the Rāmāyana.

Meanwhile an incident occurred, itself an index of

social manners of the age, which led Rām a to a

second visit of the forests of D and a ka, the scene

of his previous exile. An infant son of a Brahman

expired by an untimely, and therefore an unac

countable, death. His body, together with the

guilt of his death, was laid at Rá m a 's door. It

could not be believed that such a life would be cut

off in its very bloom, without some national sin

pressing on the empire through the king's misrule.

Nor could R ſim a himself disown a responsibility,

which the sense of the age attached to the royal

office. But then where was the misrule 2 What

official neglect could be attributed to a monarch

who had gone the length of sacrificing the wife of

his bosom for the sake of the commonwealth 2

While he was thus musing in his mind, an “aerial

voice” declared that a Sudra of the name of Sam -

b \ k a was practising religious austerities on the

earth. “His head must be struck off by thee O

Rāma' by slaying him, raise thou the Brahman to

life.”

R 4 m a now discovered the cause of the Brahman

boy's untimely death. A Sudra, who should have

devoted his whole time to the service of the twice

born orders, had undertaken religious exercises

which were forbidden to his class. Even a 13rah

man was subject to ex-communication if he per

formed any spiritual services for the benefit of a

Sudra. This invasion of the privileges of twice

born men by Sam b fi ka, was a sin which infect

ed the whole community, and threw the kingdom

under the ban of the divine displeasure. R film a

set out, sword in hand, in search of the audacious

Sudra who was aspiring after heavenly felicity.

This brings the king a second time to the D a n -

d a k a forest, where he found Sam b fi ka in the

act of spiritual devotion, and, having thus caught

him in the fact, struck off his head without a ques

tion.

By an extraordinary combination of circum

stances, brought about through supernatural agency,

and after many painful and tantalizing adventures,

R fi ma at last discovers his much injured wife and

recognizes his princely sons. The drama concludes

with their happy reunion.

The most touching descriptions in this tragi

comic drama are those pourtrayed in the scenes

where the banished S i t à meets, and, herself being

invisible, recognizes R a ma, who hears her voice

and recognizes her touch, but (the supernatural

powers having so managed it) without optical per

ception of her form. His distractions on the oc

casion are vividly—perhaps too vividly described—

for it is impossible to read the description without

the most affecting emotions.

And here we must notice our author's incidental

representation of an ancient Hindu custom which

may surprise some of our readers. The learned

Brahmans knew how to relish beef long before the

English came into the country.

In the Vishkambhaka (or prelude) of the 4th

Act, two Brahman pupils of V a l in i ki are intro

duced—one of whom was an attentive student, the

other, fonder of jests and witticisms than of les

sons, and unable even to speak Sanskrit. The boys

had got a holiday in consequence of the arrival of

Vasishtha on the very day which was to terminate

with the happy re-union of Rāma and Sitā. The

jester asks his more learned companion the name

of “the guest that came to-day at the head of this

great troop of reverend seniors.” He was told it

was Vasishtha.

“Saudhataki—Ah, Wasishtha is his name.

13hāndāyana. Certainly.

S. I was thinking he must be a tiger or a wolf.

B. What do you mean *

S. Why, the moment he arrived he gobbled up

that poor little calf that was only a month old.

B. Householders reverencing the holy text—

“An offering of curds and honey must be accom

panied with flesh”—when a sage, learned in the

Vedas, arrives, slay in his honour a calf, a bull, or a

goat, for that is what the writer on ceremonial law

ordains.

S. Ha! you are caught out.

B. How do you mean 2

S. Why, when V as i s h ta and his companions

came, the calf was slaughtered, whereas this very

day when the royal sage J an a ka arrived, an offer

ing consisting of curds and honey only was pre

sented to him by the Reverend V film i ki himself

and the calf was let go unharmed.

B. Theceremony first mentioned is appointed by

sages for those who do not abstain from flesh, but

the revered J an a ka is under a vow of abstinence.”

Abbe du Bois despaired of the extension of

Christianity in India, simply because he thought

the parable of the prodigal son, exhibiting the kill

ing of the “fatted calf” on the return of the

penitent, would itself disgust the Brahmans,

and close their ears against the preaching of

Christianity. But the Abbe did not know of the

ancient Hindu custom of entertaining reverend

sages in the identical way. The slaughter of a calf

or bull on the arrival of a distinguished guest was

as generally practised in India, as the slaughter of a

horse among the Arabians for the purposes of

hospitality. The custom was indeed so widely

prevalent that go g h na or “cow-killer” passed as a

recognized term for “guest.” Pānini the gram

marian had to give the etymology of “cow-killer"

in the sense of a guest. He did so in the Sutra

(III. 4, 73) Dása-goghnan sampradāne, which is
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thus expounded in the Siddhanta Kaumudi gāī

hantitasmai goghna, atithi, “One kills a cow for

him—hence “cowkiller, meaning a guest.” The

practice doubtless fell into desuetude as the

Aryans occupied the warmer latitudes of the

country, but the litera scripta continues to remind

the Brahmans of what their s an ātana d h arm a

was in the days of their ancestors.

The story of Rāma to the death of Rāvana as

contained in the Mahá Vira Charita is considered

by Professor Pickford as an allegory. He says

in his preface—“either that the powers of night,

Rá v an a and his followers, conquer the bright

powers of day, and put an end to the labours of

agriculture, until the sun with its increasing rays

drives away the darkness, and restores all things as

before : or that winter, from the time that the seed

is sown in the ground, robs the earth of its splendour

until it is dispelled by the glowing sun of summer,

when the grain springs up once more.” The appel

lative n is fi chara or nightstalker, as a synonym

for Rák s h a sa, and the legends of Rá m a's being

a lineal descendant of the Sun, and of Sitä having

sprung from the ploughing of a field, and therefore

identified with the labours of agriculture, are of

course arguments favouring the Professor's allego

rical explanation of the capture ofS it 4 by the chief

of the night stalkers, who was therefore the prince of

darkness, and her subsequent recovery by the might

of the solar hero. But the events of the Rāmāyana

are so intimately connected with the national tradi

tion of the actual conquest of the Dekhan by the

Aryans, that we cannot reconcile ourselves to reduce

the whole narrative to an allegorical myth, re

presenting either the succession of day and night,

or a casual stoppage of cultivation by inclement

weather and its restoration by returning sunshine,

or of the annual rotation of winter and summer.

Night and day, winter and summer, again, are ideas

which must be very different in the latitudes of the

Indian Dekhan from what they are in Southern

º

Europe. Night has the agreeable association of

‘rajani,” which is one of the words expressive of it

in Sanskrit, and summer is called ‘midāgha. The

sun is tapana' or ‘tigmänsu' burning or fierce

rayed, the moon is ‘sudhãnsu' or nectar-rayed, and

clouds are “mudira” or delightful, being looked

upon as causes of hilarity, and eagerly waited

for, both for the relief they afford to exhaustion,

and the growth they give to the fruits of the

earth.*

There is one legend in the story of Râm a on

which we must say a few words before we conclude.

Although we are loath to reduce the Rāmāyana to

a mere allogorical myth, and although we incline to

the theory of its having had a historical substratum,

yet we agree with Professor Pickford that the strug

gle at Lanka, which we believe not to be devoid of

some historical element, “takes the form of a combat

between good and evil in the world. Rá m a is the

champion of holiness, Räv an a the type of wicked

ness, and though the evil is allowed to flourish for

a time, yet his reign is short, and goodness in the

end triumphs.” And we cordially join him in saying

“this, then, is no new story.” We may add that in

this story of Râm a we discover something, embed

ded like a fossil in human traditions of primitive

events, which reminds us of a remarkable prediction,

that in the great struggle between the principles

of good and evil, the seed of the woman, itself bruised

in the heel, would bruise the serpent's head. When

the demon-chief, R & van a, representing the prin

ciple of evil, had become the dread and scourge

of the world, the gods had to deliberate about his

destruction. Brahma said that R & van a had a

charmed life as against gods and demi-gods, and

could only die at the hands of man. Man ex

cepted, he could be in no peril from any other

species. Hecould only be subdued by human agency

and Vishnu (the second person of the Hindu

Trad) was accosted to go down to the earth in

human form and destroy the archfiend. †

REVIEW.

NA'oa’NANDA or the Joy of THE SNARE World: A Bud

dhist Drama in Five Acts. Translated into English Prose

with explanatory notes, from the Sanskrit of SRI-iiAR

sitAdeva. By PALMER Boyd, B.A., Sanskrit Scholar

of Trinity College, Cambridge. With an Introduction by

Professor Cowell. (pp. xii and 100). London, Trübner

and Co. 1872.

THE learned Professor of Sanskrit in the Univer

sity of Cambridge has added an interesting preface

to this translation made by one of his students.

The Nagananda was edited in Calcutta in 1864 by

Mādhava Chandra Ghosha. MS. copies are scarce;

and it is not mentioned in Prof. Wilson's list of

* In the Meghadūta-"Santaptănăm twamasi saranam.”

Again “Twayyayattan Krishiphalamiti."

t The Rāmāyana of Wälmiki says: (Bālakānda 16 Chap.)

untranslated plays. Prof. Cowell, however, with

Dr. Hall's assistance, got two copies from the North

West ; and these with one or two MSS. from Ben

gal enabled him to print an accurate text. Mr.

Boyd translated this text, and the Professor, in his

preface, gives an account of the date and authorship

of the work.

The play is quoted in the Sáhitya-darpana on

pages 89, 184, 189 and 249; also in the Dasa-rápa

on pages 64, 65, 74, and 178. Now the author of

the Dasa-rápa lived at the court of King Munja,

uncle of Bhoja of Dhārā, about the year 993 (see

“Mänusham ripamásthāya Rāvananjahi sanyuge,

Santushtah pradadau, tasmai rākshastiya varam prabhuh

Nánávidhebhyo bhutebhyo bhaya ninyatra manushit

Tasmut tasya bando drishto manushebhyah parantapa.”
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Colebrooke, Essays, Vol. II. p. 53). Other consider

ations show that the Nāgānanda and the Ratnāvali

and king Sri Harsha Deva, who is mentioned as

their author, must be dated anterior to the time of

Bhoja or his uncle Munja. Professor Cowell argues

that the Nāgānanda and the Ratnávali could not

have been produced by the same author, and that

while he agrees with Mr. Hall that Băna wrote the

former, the latter, he thinks, must be attributed to

Dhāvaka. He thinks there can be no doubt that

the King Sri Harsha Deva of these two plays is a

different person from the Sri Harsha who wrote

the Naishadha. His age is uncertain. Bābū Rajen

dralāla Mitra (Jour. Beng. As. Soc. 1864) conjec

tures he lived in the tenth century. “But I find,”

says Prof. Cowell, “from a notice in the first num

ber of the Indian Antiquary (p. 30), that Dr. Bühler

of Bombay has recently fixed his date in the twelfth

century.”

This delightful little volume is beautifully print

ed; and every line of the translation, the preface

and the notes bears the trace of learning and con

scientious accuracy.

In the first act, which has a prologue wherein,

according to custom, some blessing from a deity is

invoked upon the audience, and in which alone in

Sanskrit literature the power thus - invoked is

Buddha, Jimútavāhana falls upon the “tranquil

charms of an ascetic grove.” The basins and fuel

are all right, whilst doubtful passages of the Veda

are constantly discussed by the Munis. “Even

these trees, taught respect for a guest, seem to

utter a sweet welcome, with the murmuring of

bees, and make, so to speak, an obeisance with

their heads bowed down with fruit ; sprinkling

rains of flowers, they present one a propitiatory

offering. I think we shall have peace while living

here.” Then enters the ground Malayavati, daughter

of Visvavasu, who, after some talk with her maid,

begins to sing, whereupon the hero and his friend

begin to peep—the former exclaiming—“If she be

a goddess, the thousand eyes of Hari have all they

can wish. If she be a woman of the Nāgas, then

whilst her face is there, the lowest hell is not with

out its moon. If she be of the Vidyadharas,

then our race surpasses all others. If she he born

of a family of Siddhas, then in the three worlds are

the Siddhas glorious.” His Vidishaka is of a

similar opinion, and love-making immediately pro

ceeds apparently to the satisfaction of all present.

The entry of an ascetic announcing that the head

of the family requires the heroine at the time of

mid-day oblation closes the first act by separating

the sighing lovers. In the second scene both are

in great distress, raving about in love, till they over

hear and matters become worse ; the heroine thinks

the hero is talking about somebody else, and gets a

noose over her neck to hang herself. The hero comes

to the rescue, and a full understanding and the

Gándharva marriage takes place. The third act

gives a very graphic picture of the marriage

merry-makings. The Vidushaka gets very much

pulled about by a Vita or parasite, who is so drunk

that he mistakes him for his sweet-heart. This is

the more ludicrous because the jester is a Brahman.

There is a garden scene which closes with the entry

of Mitrávasu, son of the king of the Siddhas, who

announces to the hero that Mabanga has attacked

his kingdom. The action in Act IV. is stirring. The

hero's companion explains how, lest the whole

snake world should be destroyed through fear of

the furious descent of Garuda, king of birds, the

king of the lower world arranged with his im

placable foe that, at the spot where the scene lies a

Nāga should be ready daily for his dinner. “How

well,” says the hero, “were the snakes defended by

their king Amongst his thousand double tongues

was there not one with which he could say—‘my

self is given by me this day to save the life of a

snake”" and again, on seeing the heaps of Nāga

bones he exclaims. “Wonderful! Fools commit

sin even for the sake of a worthless body, which

soon perishes, is ungrateful, and a storehouse of all

uncleanness. Well, this destruction of the Nagas

will assuredly bring some judgment. Would that

by giving up my own body I might save the life of

a single Nāga " An opportunity easily presents it

self, for hereupon enters a victim Nāga Prince with

his mother and servant, whom no entreaty will

dissuade from assuming the red badge by which

Garuda recognises his daily victim. The scene

between the prince, the old woman, and the hero is

pathetically put, and ends by the prince going to

“walk round the southern Gokarna which is close at

hand,” so as to be better prepared to be born into a

new state. He however leaves the red garment

behind him, and this the hero joyfully seizes, for he

says “through the merit that I gain to-day by

protecting a Nāga at the sacrifice of myself, may I

still obtain in succeeding existences a body to be

sacrificed for others " Natural enough, as Mr.

Boyd observes, for “to escape from the necessity

of future birth and to obtain Nirvana is the supreme

end of the Buddhist system.” Here descends

Garuda in blackness of darkness, and asserts that

he must take the hero, “and ascend the Malayan

mountain, there to eat him at my pleasure,” and the

curtain falls.

The fifth Act is by far the most striking, it opens

with a universal lamentation for the disappearance

of the hero on the part of his parents and wife and

his father-in-law's ambassador and others—with

whom the delivered Nāga prince at last consorts and

explains how matters stand. They all proceed to the

hill home of Garuda where they see “the enemy of

the Nāgas, on a pinnacle of the Malaya, making new

gulliesin the mountain-side as he rubs his gory beak.

The woods around are all uprooted and burnt

by the streaks of flaming fire from his eyes, and

the ground is hollowed round him by his dreadful
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adamantine claws." Garuda has half eaten the

hero whose body is lying before him. Here comes

another series of lamentations joined in by Garuda

himself when he finds he has wronged the hero :

—“What a terrible sin, I have committed,” says

Garuda “In a word this is a Bodhi-sattva whom

I have slain. I see no way of expiating my sin

except by entering the fire.” The king also laments

—“Alas ! Son Jimútavāhana, whence came this

exalted degree of compassion ? How was it that

the thought did not occur to you—Are many to be

saved, or one * For by giving up your life to

save a Nāga from Garuda, yourself, your parents,

your wife—yea, the whole family is destroyed.”

Various lamentations follow, and Garuda wants

to know what he can do. The hero directs

him to “cease for ever from destroying life ;

repent of thy former deeds ; labour to gather

together an unbroken chain of good actions, by

inspiring confidence in all living beings; so that

this sin, which has its origin in the destruc

tion of living beings, may not ripen to bear fruit,

but may be all absorbed in thy merits, as a morsel

of salt thrown into the depths of yonder ocean.”

Garuda promises to do so, nor trouble the Nāgas any

more, and the victorious hero sinks in a dying state.

Garuda thereupon bethinks himself of a way to

wipe out his disgrace—“I will pray to INDRA

and persuade him by a shower of ambrosia to re

store to life not only Jimitavāhana, but all those

lords of Nāgas that have been eaten by me and are

now mere skeletons.” The goddess Gauri now

descends a dea ear machiná, and sprinkles the hero ;

the repentant lord of birds sends his shower of am

brosia; the hero is restored to life, and, in conclusion,

makes a neat little speech wherein he expresses his

unbounded satisfaction in seeing his worthy parents

and wife, in having performed the feat of taming

the lord of birds, and in rendering the Nāgas safe

for ever, and also in being honoured by the bodily

presence of the goddess Gauri.

A. H. B.

ON THE ANCIENT REMAINS IN THE KRISHNA DISTRICT.

(From the Report of the late J. A. C. Boswell, Esq., M. C. S., Offg. Collector Krishna District.*)

THE archaeological remains in this district re

present well the successive periods of the country's

history and civilization, each period having its own

distinct relics. These I classify as follows :-

I.—Natural caves enlarged by the hand of man

and used as dwelling places probably by the abori

gines.

II.-Very ancient sculptures of serpents belong

ing probably to the Takshaks or Dasyus.

III.-Cromlechs, sepulchral tumuli, and stone

circles, the remains of the early Scythic or Turanian

races before the Aryan invasion.

IV.-The rock caves and temples and topes of the

Buddhist era.

V.—The relics of the transition period when

Brahmanism triumphed over Buddhism, represented

by Brahmanical sculptures introduced into the old

Buddhist caves, and sculptured stones taken from

Buddhist buildings and used in the construction of

temples to Vishnu and Shiva.

VI.-Temples of the Brahmanical period, with in

scriptions which purport to be from 300 to 800 years

old.

VII.—Forts illustrating the periods of the Uriya

sovereigns, the Reddi Chiefs, the Bijayanagar or

Royulu dynasty, the Muhammadam conquest, the

rise of Zarnindars, and the power of the Marāthas

and Rohillas.

VIII.—The mahals or palaces of Zamindars con

structed within the last century.

IX.-European remains—Portuguese, Dutch,

French, and English.

I. Aboriginal Caves.—These remains are to be

chiefly found in the Palnad—a wild rocky country,

but sparsely inhabited. The chief caves are those

of Guttikonda and Sanagallu, both within a few

miles of Karsupudi. The one at Guttikonda I visit

ed. It is about two miles from the village of that

name. At the bottom of the hill a large artificial

pond has been made. The ascent of the hill is now

made by a flight of loose stone-steps, and at the top,

facing the approach, a small Shivalaya stands. On

the top is the grave of the late Karnam of the village,

who was a Lingayat, and, at his particular request,

was buried here with an altar-sort of structure over

his remains, and close by, a tombstone with a Linga

carved on it, and an inscription in Telugu. I men

tion these particulars to show how religious associa

tions gradually accumulate and invest with new

ideas an old cave like this. Immediately facing the

grave, is the entrance to the cave, which is high and

wide. On entering, one finds oneself in a spacious

natural chamber, with an artificial dais or altar.

Out of this hall, a gallery proceeds in a downward

direction. The passage is in some places very low,

so that one is compelled to stoop or crawl. The air

is very oppressive, and respiration difficult. Lighted

by torches, the visitor proceeds a considerable way

down, and then the passage gradually ascends. At

the end of about 160 yards, there is a perennial

* This Report, from the Proceedings of the Madras

Government, Revenue Department, of 7th Nov. 1870, con

tains so much interesting matter, that most of it seems

deserving of being reproduced. We do not agree, however

with some of the lamented author's theories; for example

the ethnological and chronological place assigned to the

first three classes of remains does not appear tenable. Some

paragraphs have been omitted (p. 151) as unnecessary :

otherwise the report is given without material altera

tion.—ED.
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spring, filling a large basin in the rock, about

14 yards across. The place is now resorted to

for sacred ablutions. The water is clear and limped,

but there floats on the surface a white powder or

formation of lime, which, when collected in a cloth

and dried, resembles white sand. Beyond this point

the cave has not been penetrated in the memory of

man, but there are galleries running further on into

the rock, and local traditions tell of under-ground

passages to Banares and Rameshwaram. The rock

through which the cave extends is disintegrated, and

readily crumbles away, which will probably ac

count for the natural formation of the cave by the

action of water. It may be surmised that it was used

as a place of habitation by the aboriginal races,

whose descendants we probably see in the Yanadis

and Yerakalas. There is also a tradition that it

was at one time inhabited by a band of recluses,

probably during the Buddhist era. About twenty

years ago a Saniyasi, by name Lakshmi Nārāyan

appā, took up his abode here, and improved the

passage leading to the spring, and revived its cele

brity. Brahmanism found it desirable to give it a

sacred tradition which runs to the following

effect :—Machukandudu was a royal saint who be

longed to the Solar race in the age before Rāma.

Wearied out with his exertions in carrying on a

war with the Rákshasas—a term always used here

as designating the Buddhists—he retired to this

cave, and, like Rip van Winkle, indulged himself

in a sleep for some centuries. Meantime, the war

between the Devatas and Rákshasas continued, and,

in course of time, the Rákshasas beset Krishna, who

took refuge in the depths of this cave and disap

peared. The Rákshasas entering the cave in pursuit

of Krishna, disturbed the rest of Machukundudu,

who arose like a giant refreshed and extirpated the

descendants of his old foes.

The cave at Sanagallu I have not visited, but it

is said to be entered by descending a sort of well.

The galleries are said to run an immense length

into the rock, but the passage is over-grown and has

not been entered for many years.

At Stirugurata there is a rock-spring which

never runs dry, and a natural reservoir. It is much

resorted to on sacred days for bathing.

There are also other caves in the Palnad. I saw

several in the banks of the Krishna, on the Haidarā

bād side, as I came down the river in a boat.

In other parts of the district the only other na

tural caves I have come across are at Mangalagiri

and Undavalli in the Guntur Taluqa. These two

places, seven miles apart, are said to be connected by

an under-ground passage. All that is to be seen is a

passage going into the rock, but it has not been

explored in the memory of man, and is said to be

it fested with snakes.

II. Very ancient sculptures of Snakes, belonging

probably to the Takshakas or Dasyus, or whoever may

have been the races that inhabited the country before

the Scythic or Turanian immigration. Of their

great antiquity I believe there can be no doubt.

They may be found in the enclosures of many

temples. A number of them are either collected

around a tree—very often the Ficus religiosa—af

fording corroborative evidence of the antiquity of

tree and serpent-worship in this part of the country,

•r they are ranged along the outer wall of the ten

ple, and are regarded with peculiar veneration by

the lower classes of the people. In some villages I

have seen an old serpent-stone which has probably

been turned up in cultivating the ground, installed

in a shrine of its own as the popular object of wor

ship. These sculptures are of the roughest and

rudest description ; the forms of the snakes are very

varied, and an interesting collection of photographs

might be made from these stones, which are proba

bly the earliest representations of native art existing

in the country.

III. Scythic remains of Sepulture.—These consist

of cromlechs, sepulchral tumuli, and stone circles,

and are found in several parts of the Palnad, etc.

My researches were made in the neighbourhood of

Karunpudi. I found the cairns much resembling

those in the Koimbatur district and on the Nilgiris.

There is a large field covered with these cairns,

many of which have been opened and examined.

It may be desirable to issue some orders for the

preservation of those that remain, as they are very

interesting relics.

In every instance there is a large flat stone upon

the top of the kist-vaen, which is formed with care

fully selected flat stones placed on edge, so as to

form a square or oblong chamber. In one of the

sides there is often a sort of entrance left. Some

times there is a hole in one of the side slabs, com

municating with an adjacent chamber in which

pottery, etc., is found. The kist-caen is entirely

under-ground, the upper slab being all that is visi

ble. On removing this slab it is necessary to ex

cavate about four or five feet through sand and

stones. Then, if the kist-vaen be a large one, it will

usually be found divided into two or four cells or

compartments. In each of these is found a quan

tity of burnt human bone, and beside them—but not

holding them—a collection of cinerary urns and

vessels of baked clay of various shapes and sizes—

pottery resembling the common chatties of the pre

sent day, as well as vases, basins, and cups of antique

and graceful forms now quite out of use. In some

cases the pottery is burnt red throughout ; in some

burnt black throughout ; in some half burnt : in

some red outside and black within ; and sometimes

it is hand-glazed. These vessels were probably used

to contain offerings or provisions for the dead. They

are generally found in an inverted position. In one

tomb I opened there was a portion of an ivory or

bone bracelet, but I came across no iron implements,

such as I have found in the Koimbatur cairns. The

size of the bones, teeth, etc., show the race of men
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who employed this means of sepulture to have been,

in physical configuration, much on the same scale

as the present natives of the country, and gives no

support to the local tradition, which is, that they are

the remains of an extinct race of Pigmies who,

being threatened with a storm of fire from heaven,

built these stone structures and retired into them

when the anticipated danger arrived, but were over

whelmed, buried, and burnt alive in the surround

ing conflagration. The position in which the bones

are found show, however, also, that the corpse was

first burnt, and the bones collected and heaped in

the stone cells.

It is said that many years ago a ryot dug up in.

this field of tombs a large bell-metal wheel, but he

kept his discovery a secret, and had the wheel

broken up. There are persons still living who say

they have seen pieces of it. This must have been a

Buddhist relic.

The kist-vaens are of all sizes from about three

feet square to twenty feet square. One of the larg

est may be seen immediately behind the District

Munsiff's Court. The converging slab is an enorm

ous mass about a foot thick.

These evidently appear to be the remains of the

Scythian or Turanian race who first conquered the

aborigines and settled in India, and must therefore

be of very great antiquity. We do not know of

any race of a subsequent period in this part of India,

who employed both cremation and interment in

their mode of disposing of the dead.

To the westward of Amravati on the Krishna,

celebrated for its Buddhist remains, and near an

unexplored mound known as kuchi dibba, there are

a great number of rude circles of stone which have

been noticed by Mr. Fergusson in his Tree and Ser

pent-worship. A still greater number of these re

mains are found at a distance of four or five miles

to the south-east, where they cover the roots of the

hills. They range apparently from twenty-four to

thirty-two feet in diameter, and when dug into, have

always yielded cinerary urns, burnt bones, and other

indications of being burning places.

On the left bank of the Krishna also in the Nandi

gāma Taluqa these monuments are to be found in

great numbers, extending for many miles in all

directions, as noticed in a review of Mr. Fergusson's

work in the Edinburgh Review.”

IV. Buddhist remains.—The most celebrated

Buddhist remains in this district are the antique

marble sculptures of Amrāvati, recently brought to

the notice of the public, and illustrated by Mr.

James Fergusson in his Tree and Serpent Worship.

Amrāvati is situated on the right bank of the river

Krishna, about twenty miles above Bejwadá.

These sculptures were first discovered by Captain

C. Mackenzie in 1797. Some years previous to

Captain Mackenzie's visit, the Wasereddi Rāja of

* Vol. CXXX. (Oct. 1869,) p. 501,–Ed.

Chintapalli, attracted by the sanctity of the temple

dedicated to Shiva under the title of Amarashwaras

wāmi, determined to build a town here and a resi

dence for himself. He had recourse for stone to the

walls of Dharanekota, the ruins of an ancient city,

about half a mile to the westward of Amråvati. He

also opened several mounds adjoining the spot,

and among them the one known as Dipavali-dinna

or the Hill of Lights, when the remains of an an

cient Buddhist dagoba were found. Large quanti

ties of the stone he removed and employed in build

ing new temples and palaces, and many of the fine

marble sculptures perished, being burnt for lime.

The Rāja discovered in his excavations a small

relic-casket of stone with a lid—on opening which

a crystal was found containing a small pearl, some

gold leaf, and other things of no value. This was

sent to the Madras Museum.

Captain (afterwards Colonel) Mackenzie, Surveyor

General, first saw Amravati in 1797. He visited

the spot again in 1816, and had eighty drawings

made of the sculptures. He selected a number

of the stones which were forwarded to Calcutta in

1819. Subsequently a number were brought to

Masulipatam, with the view, it is said, of erecting

some building, and they lay there for more than

eighteen years before they were given to Mr.

Alexander, Master Attendant. Some were removed

to the temple of Shivagańgå.

Sir Walter Elliot resumed the excavations at Am

ravati in 1840, and discovered a portion of the monu

ment not before touched. These slabs had, however,

all been probably removed in the twelfth or

thirteenth centuriesfrom their original positions, Mr.

Fergusson surmises, and built into a little chapel,

of which they formed the walls. Sir Walter Elliot

sent a large number of the sculptures to Madras,

where they lay till they were sent home

to England in 1856. In London they were put out

of the way into a coach-house attached to Fife

house, where they were at last discovered by Mr.

Fergusson, who was able to appretiate their value.

Besides the sculptures sent to England, there

were others deposited in the Central Museum,

Madras. Some are to be found in the Bejwadā

Museum, and a few are in the possession of Captain

Maiden, Master Attendant, Masulipatam.t

Such inscriptions as have been found at Amravati

are in Pali, the form of letters being those of the

Gupta alphabet, as used immediately before or after

318, A.D.

Colonel Mackenzie collected a considerable num

ber of coins about Dharanekota, some of these were

Roman and others of the Baktrian Kadphises type

affording additional evidence as to the fact that the

place was of some importance about the Christian

era. Some were gold coins. Small lead coins are

still to be found there in great numbers, and may

* We omit Mr. Boswell's outline

of Mr. Fergusson's restoration of the Amaravati tope, which follows here in the original report.—ED.
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be picked up on the surface of the ground after a

shower of rain, but the impressions are almost en

tirely obliterated.

Coins of a similar description, and probably of

the same period, are also to be found at Gudivādā

about the elevated mound on which a former Col

lector built a bangala. The soil is thickly im

pregnated with broken pottery and bricks. There

are also other places in the district where similar

coins are met with—

(1.) Sakhinala dibba near Bokkevala in Najivid

Zamindari.

(2.) On the mounds in the Dalamarte field near

Marivădă, also in the Najivid Zamindari.

(3.) In the Pati lands in the village of Panu

ganchiprol in Nandigama Taluqa.

(4.) In the Savatapaya and Lavallapalli swamps

of the Pondraka Salt Division.

In connection with these leaden coins, I may

mention that lead is found in considerable quanti

ties near Karempudi in the Palnad, but the mines

are not now worked. Copper is found both in the

Palnad and Winukonda Taluqas.

The next most important Buddhist remains are

the rock caves of Bejwadá on the left, and Unda

valli on the right bank of the Krishná. In 1868,

when several scientific parties visited the Krishna

district to make observations on the great Solar

Eclipse of that year, Mr. J. Fergusson, the author of

the well known work on the Rock Temples of India,

drew the particular attention of the savans to the

cave temples of Bejwadā, with a view to obtain

ing fuller information for the determination of the

question as to their Buddhist origin. These caves

are but little known and seldom visited. Those at

Bejwajá are hollowed out of the eastern side of the

great hill, at the foot of which the town stands, and

from the summit of which the telegraph wire is car

ried across the river Krishna to a hill on the opposite

side, a distance of about 5220 feet, without any

support. At the foot of the hill at the north-east

corner of the town, we come upon a small rock

temple which, in the wet season, is a foot or two

deep in water. At the entrance is a representation

of Venayakudu or Ganesha, showing that, if it had

a Buddhist origin, it has been subsequently trans

formed into a Brahmanical shrine. Further on

there are several solitary caves cut out of the rock,

like anchorite cells, some of which are only large

enough for a man to crawl into. Going on still in

a north-east direction, near the base of the hill, there

is a good-sized mantapam, or porch, cut out of the

rock with solid pillars of stone. Behind the man

tapam, and opening out of it, there is a chamber,

and there are also several other chambers adjoining,

which have been converted into shrines at one time,

but subsequently deserted. In some there are still

images. In the mantapam I found an old man and

two old women had taken up their permanent abode.

Old and infirm, without the means of supporting

themselves, they found here an asylum for which

they had to pay no rent, and which required no

repairs.

Ascending the hill from this spot, there is still

another cave which was lately occupied by a Bairagi,

or wandering devotee. He has divided the cave into

several separate chambers with mud walls. The most

interior one he appears to have devoted to culinary

purposes, which, as it has no chimney, must have fill

ed the other apartments with smoke. The Bairagi in

question appears to have been a species of salaman

der, for his special penance was to sit in the centre

of a circle, about eight feet in diameter having a

trench all round (which is still to be seen), in which

fires were lighted. In this magic circle he

performed his mantras or incantations. He had a

reputation of his own, and was much resorted to by

women of all classes to whom nature had denied

the much coveted joys of maternity. The cave is

now empty, but there is little about it to indicate

traces of its early origin. There is still another cave

about half way up the hill just over the town and

behind a later temple of Shiva.

In the temple of Malleshwaraswämi in the town

itself, there are some figures and columns of much

older date than the temple itself. These appear to

be of Buddhist origin. One capital of a pillar is

quite different from those of ordinary Hindu archi

tecture.

At the Library in Bejwadā there is a colossal

figure of Buddha, cut out of black stone. It is said

to have been discovered buried near the base of the

hill, on the top of which stands a bangala built by

Colonel Orr. This image has, however, lost its fea

tures, which appear to have been wilfully defaced

probably by the Muhammadans in their iconoclastic

zeal. There is another perfect colossal figure of

Buddha in the enclosure of a chaultry at Gudiwádà,

which much resembles the one at Bejwadá. The

features are very fine, the hair woolly, and it has a

seven-headed serpent over its head. There is no

one who claims any property in this image, and it

is well worthy of preservation.

At Gudiwāqā there is a circular mound resem

bling the one at Amråvati. It is known as lanja

dibba or harlot's mound. It is reported to have

been raised by a dancing girl who lived on the top,

and confined herself to one meal a-day, of which

she delayed to partake till she could see the lights

at Akarepalli Pagoda. The mound, however, evi

dently covers the ruins of a Buddhist dagoba. Well

burnt bricks are found in large quantities. As there

is no stone available in this neighbourhood, sculp

tures probably do not exist, but the people tell of a -

stone casket dug up here containing a pearl, some

gold leaf, and other relics. There are several other

mounds in the neighbourhood, on one of which a

former Collector built a bangala. There are said

to have been formerly ninety-nine Buddhist or Jaina

temples here and ninety-nine tanks. There are
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similar mounds also known as lanja dibbalu cover

ing similar Buddhist remains at Ghantasalapalam in

Bandar Taluqa, and Brattirprola in Repalli Taluqa.

There are also a number of copper Buddhist

figures in the Library at Bejwadá. These were

found buried at Budhavani in the Repalli Taluqa—a

place which retains traces of its origin in its name.

There are three images of Buddha, one seated under

a tripple umbrella, two standing with the head

surrounded by a wheel or circle. There are also two

copper shrines of which the images are wanting.

Besides these there are a number of copper images

of the Buddhist saints, varying in size from one to

two feet in height. These are beautifully executed,

and might bear comparison with Grecian or Roman

figures for symmetry and design. Most of the

figures have the caste thread, and the folds of the

dresses are very gracefully represented. Each figure

formerly stood on a pedestal of its own, but I am

informed that, as these pedestals bore certain char

acters, probably the names of the saints, they were

sent to Madras to be deciphered. They have never,

however, been returned. I presume they are in the

Government Central Museum. I would recommend

bringing the figures and these pedestals together

again. Each figure has a spike below the feet to

fit into the pedestal. The features are finely cut,

the hair woolly, and the holes of the ears unnatural

ly extended and pendant. In one of the images the

eyes are of silver. The positions are very natural,

easy, and graceful.

Crossing the river Krishna at Bejwadá, about a

mile and-a-half above and west of Sitánagaram, is

the village of Undavalli, at the foot of a high hill,

along whose base and sides there are the remains

of a considerable number of rock caves and temples,

evidently of Buddhist origin. There is a rock tem

ple of two storeys close to the village which has

been recently utilized as a granary. There are

several hermit cells scattered about with more or

less carved stone about the entrances, in some of

which pigs have taken up their abode. In various

places the figures of elephants and other animals in

the Buddhist style of representation are to be seen

depicted. A pathway along the side of the moun

tain, at some elevation, leads to more of these re

mains. At one place there is a mantapam cut out of

the rock and supported by stone pillars, more soli

tary cells, and, lastly, a rock temple of four storeys

of considerable proportions. The two lower storeys

are completely buried in débris. From the first floor

there runs an unexplored gallery far into the rock,

which is said to be an under-ground means of com

munication with Mangalagiri, seven miles off.

The four storied temple, although it bears many

evident traces of its original Buddhist origin, has

subsequently been transferred into a temple of

Vishnu under the designation of Anantesenu. On

this third storey is a large hall, supported by solid

stone eolumns, and on each of these is represented,

as far as they can be deciphered, scenes from the

history of Rāma. There is the rape of Sità by

Rāvana, her search and rescue by Hanuman, the

fight between Rāma and Rāvana, the defeat of

Rāvana, etc. At one end of the hall is a gigantic

figure repesenting Vishnu as Narasimhaswämi

stretched at length upon the seven-headed serpent,

whose heads rise above his. There are two gigantic

figures at his feet in bas relievo, and a number of

others of smaller dimensions. These appear to have

been originally painted, for there are remains of

paint in spots, representations of flowers between

the figures, which have been exquisitely done with

Pre-Raphaelite minuteness. The only Buddhist

sculpture of figures I could trace was the representa

tion of Buddha seated with a row of disciples on

either side. This, however, the Brahmans affirmed

was a representation of Vishnu and the Rishis.

Leading out of the centre hall, there are other smaller

chambers with more sculpture upon the walls. Many

of these have become quite obliterated owing to

the disintegration of the rock on which they were

cut. Others have been obliterated in modern times

with a free use of whitewash. On the fourth storey

is another hall with chambers leading out of it, with

more sculpture, but all the sculptures here are much

inferior to those of Amråvati, and, with few excep

tions, of the Brahmanical period. The legend of

Rāma and Rāvana is considered to represent the feud

between Brahmanism and Buddhism, and the final

triumph of the former over the latter. Here we

have the storey represented in the living rock. The

winning party,having got these temples of their old

rivals, have sought to obliterate the traces of the

old religion, and have substituted in their place

the symbols and legends of the triumphant form of

worship.

Near the large temple there is an inscription on

a rock in Telugu nearly obliterated with whitewash,

but, from the form of the letters, I infer that it is

not of any very ancient date.

I have alluded to the term Rākshasa as being

commonly used to designate the Buddhists, and

various remains have been traditionally handed

down, associated with these Råkshasas. The chief

traditions of the Palnad relate to the wars between

the Devatas and Rákshasas, and the country is .

spoken of as the land of the Rákshasas. The names,

too, have their own significance as evidence to this

fact. Karempudi is said to be derived from Karra,

one of the Rákshasa leaders, Durgi after his brother

Dusbava. The ancient legends are all localized. Thus

it is said that when Rāma killed the two brothers

Karra and Dusbava, the news was conveyed to Rá

vana, who was in great grief. Then it was suggest

ed to him by Marichudu (from whom the village of

Macherla derives its name) that he should carry off

Sitā, the wife of Rāma, which he accomplished,

transporting her to Ceylon. Rāma first heard the

news of Sitä's rape, it is said, at Winukonda, (the
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Hill of Hearing). Another of the Rákshasa

leaders, Bahayudam, gives his name to a village just

across the Krishna, opposite Satrasala, on the Hai

darābād side. The cave temples are always pointed

out as remains of the Rákshasas, and the people con

tinually speak of Råkshasas and Jainas in connec

tion with each other.

Mr. Fergusson has noticed an extensive excava

tion near Dachapalli, covered with sculpture in a

most masterly style, and another on the road leading

from the river to the Pagoda of Shrishailam. The

former I have not been able to find ; the latter is said

to be in the Karnul district. There are also rock

temples at Itipotula, Jatepallam, Elshwaram, and at

other places along the banks of the Krishna in the

Palnad, of which at present but little is known and

which would doubtless repay investigation.

. V. Relics of the transition period, when Brahma

nism triumphed over Buddhism.—This period is re

presented by Brahmanical sculptures introduced

into the old Buddhist caves, and sculptured stones

taken from Buddhist buildings, and used in the con

struction of temples dedicated to Vishnu and Shiva.

The solar race entered India about 1,000 years

before the lunar race, which was about the thirteenth

century B.C. Both these were Aryans.

From this time till the third or fourth century

B.C., no horde of any race, so far as we know,

crossed the Indus. By this time the blood of the

Aryans had become so mixed and impure that the

Veda was no longer possible as a rule of faith, and

when Shákya Muni attempted to revive, in Bud

dhism, the religion of the aboriginal Turanians, the

call found a ready response. Buddha is ordinarily

reported to have been born at Kapilavastu, a small

principality north of the Ganges, B.C. 623, [and to

have died] at Kusanagara in the same neighbourhood

about B.C. 543. Mr. Fergusson has fixed the first

century after Christ for the building of the Bud

dhist tope at Sanchi between Bhilsa and Bhopal,

Central India.

Amrávati he places in the fourth century, A.D.,

and the caves of Ajanta in the seventh century, A.D.

From this period the decline of Buddhism dates.

Shankara Achárya, the principal teacher of Shai

vism, lived about the eighth or ninth century, A.D.,

and out of Buddhism rose the Jaina and Vaishnava

faiths; these are both direct products of Buddhism;

indeed Buddha is recognized as the ninth Avatar of

Vishnu,

In many parts of this district is to be noticed the

employment of sculptured stones of very ancient

date in the construction of Vaishnava and Shaiva

temples. The sculptures usually represent animals,

elephants, horses, deer, bears, tigers, alligators,

and various sorts of birds and fishes. The anato

mical proportions of these representations are ex

cellent, but in the fabrics in which they are found,

they are quite out of keeping with the more recent

buildings; thus there is at Vinukonda an ancient

mantapam, around whose basement is an entablature

representing all sorts of animals. In the interior

are some of the most beautifully shaped pillars I

have seen anywhere in this part of the country.

The old edifice is full of interest, but it is used as a

common chaultry now by beggars of the lowest

castes, and has been disfigured by the erection of a

modern travellers' bangala with two rooms on the

top. The bangala has in its turn been abandon

ed. One room is used for a school, and the other

has been recently applied for, for a Post Office.

Other instances of the use of stones taken from

older Buddhist structures for the construction of

later temples may be seen at Parachur in the Ba

patla Taluq, and at Gurjala and Piduguralla in the

Palnad. Near the latter village are a number of

mounds forming a sort of large circle, which the

people believe to be the remains of an old fort.

The appearance of these mounds bears, however, a

very strong rosemblance to the deparali dinni at

Amrāvati, beneath which the Amravati sculptures

were discovered. They have never been opened.

Scattered all around are great quantities of broken

pottery, but no coins are known to have been

found here.

A careful examination of existing temples would

lead to the discovery of many ancient relics of

Buddhism ; indeed, one comes across them conti

nually, and the transition from the old to the recent

form of faith seems to be very clearly marked on

the archaeological remains of this district.

VI. Temples of the Brahmanical periods, with

inscriptions which purport to be from 300 to 800

years old.—The number of temples dedicated to

Vishnu and Shiva in this district is very consider

able, and what is strange, we find the most ancient

ones abandoned, and their materials used in raising

new buildings. The people seem to entertain but

few ideas of veneration with regard to the ancient

structures, and brick and mortar plastered outside

is the description of architecture, that finds most

favour for temples in the present day. When we

do find worship maintained in an old temple, we

are sure to find the ancient sculptures and inscrip

tions effaced and disfigured by a thick coat of white

wash, and the images smeared with oil or red-lead.

The principal temples dedicated to Vishnu are at

Mangalagiri, Akiripalli, Shrikakolam, Vedadri, and

Golapalli. Attached to the one at Akiripalli there

are some cave-temples.

The principal temples dedicated to Shiva are at

Kotappa Konda, Bejwada, Kalapalli, Shivagangá

Mopedivi, Chejerla, and Macherla.

I have not personally visited all these, and to

some the priests object to admit European visitors.

I have, however, visited a large number of temples

in the district. An interesting collection might be

made of the stone inscriptions, when such are to

be found, and which, according to the Telugu dates,

appear to extend for about 300 to 800 years back.
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Sir Walter Elliot made, I understand, a collection

of these, but I am not aware what he did with

them. It is a work which will require much care to

select these inscriptions or shasanams, as some are no

doubt spurious, but those which are genuine would

afford much information as to the old dynasties.

Mangalagiri is a town situated about eight miles

south of Bejwada. It has a Vaishnava temple

dedicated to Narasimhaswämi of considerable re

pute. The annual festival or celebration of the

Kaleyana Utsavaru in the month of Phalgunam

draws great crowds. The chief temple is situated

on the side of a high hill. The approach is by

steps cut out of the rock. The old caves are evi

dently of Buddhist origin, and have been trans

formed to suit the worship of Vishnu. At the foot

of the approach is a pillar of black granite with

inscriptions in Telugu on all four sides. This was

blown down some years ago, exhibiting a cavity

in the lower stone or pediment in which coins or

other valuables were probably deposited. The tem

ple is of two stories cut out of the rock, and there

are also many rock-chambers. Sugar-water is the

offering here made to the divinity. It is poured

into a cavity in the rock and disappears. The god

is supposed to take half of every offering and the

other half goes to his priests. Behind the principal

chamber is a passage into the hill, which has never

been explored, but is said to afford subterraneous

communication with Undavalli. In the town of

Mangalagiri is another temple (old), though of

more recent date, also dedicated to Narasimha

swāmi. It has a very high gopuram of ten stories,

but the priests are very exclusive, and will not ad

mit visitors. Some of the carving on the temple

car which is kept outside is good, but much of it is

abominably disgusting. The difference in the style

of work, according as the subject is one worthy or

not the study of art, is very marked. The grosser

representations are evidently the work of inferior

artists. There is a very large koneru or tank, hav

ing four sides of cut-stone steps. This is very

much esteemed, and greatly resorted to for every

sort of purpose, for bathing, for the washing of

foul linen, as a receptable for dirt, and also very

largely for drinking purposes. The tank is very

deep, and never dries up. It has been proposed to

have it cleaned out, but the expense would be great.

It is supposed to have a rich deposit of bangles and

all sorts of native jewellery, which persons have

lost when bathing.

At Macherla in the Palnad there is an ancient

stone temple of much fame. On the surrounding

walls are a series of sculpures representing scenes

from the Mahābhārat and Bhāgavatam. There are

also sculptures in the temples at Senkarapuram,

Gamalapad, and Dachapalli.

At Satrasala also in the Palnad, on the southern

bank of the Krishna, there are a number of stone

temples dedicated to Shiva. Many of them are in

ruins, but worship is still kept up.

At Gurjala in the Palnad there is ancient manta

pam or portico, with regular Muhammadan ar

ches cut in stone, but evidently of a date long be

fore the Muhammadan era. An old temple here is

said to have been built by Nalagama Rājā Nara

simha Raya (Velama), of which many of the stones

appear to have been taken from more ancient

structures of Buddhist origin.

(To be continued.)

THE ASIATIC SOCIETIES.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

A PARTY of draughtsmen and moulders who had

been especially trained for the work by Mr. H. H.

Locke, Principal of the Calcutta Government School

of Art, went to Bhubaneshwar in 1869,” and there

executed casts of the more remarkable of the mould

ings and sculptured figures, which form the decora

tion of the exterior of the ancient temples. Băbu

Rajendralāla Mitra accompanied this field party,

and during the short time he was with them, selected

subjects for their earlier operations. From Bhu

baneshwar he visited the neighbouring rock temples,

or caves of Khandagiri, on which he has since com

municated his observations to the Bengal Asiatic

Society.

A second expedition—also a party of Mr. Locke's

students, this time under his own personal super

intendence—proceeded to Orissa in the end of P*

cember 1ast. Mr. Locke's principal object on this se

cond occasion, was to obtain casts and drawings of

* Wide ante pp. 24, 25.

the best and most characteristic carvings in the

Khandagiri caves. He, however, made use of an

opportunity which occurred to him, to go to Jājpur,

and to procure some photographs of the cele

brated monolithic figures, and column at that

place.

Such expeditions serve the double purpose of

placing, so to speak, original materials within easy

reach of every enquirer, and of taking evidence, as

it were de bene esse, which otherwise might pass

irrecoverably away. This risk of disappearance is

by no means imaginary, for Mr. Locke infers from

a comparison of the sketch of Bhubaneshwar given

in Sterling's paper on Orissa,t with the present

features of the ground, that as many as eight or

ten or even more of the smaller temples have, with

in say the last forty years, sunk into confused mass

es, or ill-defined jungle covered mounds of ruins.

No one will doubt that the tale, which would be

told by the archaic remains of Khandagiri and Bhu

+ Asiatic Researches vol. XI. (1823.)

-
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baneshwar, if they could be rightly interpreted,

would be historically most important. The Khan

dagiri caves bear ample indicia of a Buddhist origin.

But Mr. Locke considers there is also a Greek ele

ment plainly perceptible in the ornament; I do not

now refer to the dress worn by the booted figure

of the Râni's cave, which, notwithstanding its

foreign appearance, Bābu Rājendralāla supposes to

be indigenous to this country, I speak of the con

ventional ornament on the mouldings and friezes.

And then, if we pass to Bhubaneshwar, we find

ourselves in the presence of a type of Hindu art,

which is, at any rate in this sense, archaic, namely,

that the forms assumed by the temples were deve

loped in the infancy of structural resource. The

lofty pyramidal tower, gradually rounded in at the

top, and surmounted by a lotus-shaped crown, is

not at first sight, I think, pleasing to the eye; but

it is easy to understand how it might have grown

out of the exigencies under which the builder work

ed. Without the aid of cement, and in the absence

of any knowledge of the arch, the horizontal sec

tion which could be effectually covered over by

overlapping slabs of stone would necessarily be

small, and therefore it would be by height alone

that the designer could give any imposing character

to his buildings. In those cases where the wealth of

decorative ornament is extreme, a close examina

tion shows that, after all, the whole is little more

than repetition on repetition of certain comparative

ly few forms, examples of each of which appear on

almost every temple.—From the President's Address,

Proc. As. Soc. Beng. Feb. 1872.

“Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society (No. 27), 1870.”

This part of the Journal has just been published

and contains:—(1) a paper“On someSanskrit copper

plates found in Belgäm Collectorate :” by J. F.

Fleet, C.S. No. 9. of these plates is in possession

of a weaver at Băgawādi in the Belgäm taluqa.

It is in three sheets, written in a corrupted form of

the Kāyastha character, and bears on the seal a

figure of Hanumán. It gives us the names of

three kings of the Yádava dynasty,+1. Kanhára,

the son of Jaitugi, the son of Simhana. The date

of the latter is given by Mr. Elliot as Saka 1132 to

1170 ? with a note to the effect that the exact date

of his death has not been ascertained. His suc

cessor is Kandarae Deva, Kandarāya Deva, or

Kanera Deva, Saka 1170? to 1182, who is evident

ly the same as Kanhära of this inscription. The

last inscription of Simhana that Mr. Elliot obtained

bore the date of Saka 1169. In the present inscrip

tion the name of Simhana's son is supplied as

Jaitugi, and, the grant being made by Kanhära

(his grandson) in Saka 1171. Mr. Elliot's conjecture

as to the date of his accession is thereby confirmed.

The remaining plates relate to the family of the

Kādambas. From No. 8, we have the following

list of kings :—

Jayanta or Trilochanakādamba.

An interval during which eighteen asvamedhas

were performed by his descendants.

Shashthadeva.

Jayakesi I. (his son)

Vijayāditya I. (his son.)

Jayakesi II. (his son) ma. to Mailamahādevi.

Permádi or Sivachitta (his son.)

Vijayaditya II or Vikramārka (his brother)

md. to Pattºmahádevi.

7. Jayakesi III. (his son.)

The inscription records a grant made by Jayakesi

III. in the year of the Kaliyuga 4288 (A.D. 1187-8).

The first in the list, Jay anta or Tril och an a

k a dam ba, ‘born from the drops of sweat which

flowed from Siva's forehead to the root of the

Kadamba tree, when he conquered the demon

Tripura,' seems to be a half mythical personage.

He is probably intended for the same as Trinetra

kadamba, who is said to have reigned about K.Y

3210 (A.D. 100, or according to Buchanan, 161-2).

The princess Mailalá, whom Jayakesi II. married,

is described as the younger sister of Soma, and is

given in marriage to king Permádi; and as Jayakesi

I. is spoken of as having formed friendship with the

Chālukya and Chola kings, this Permädi is evident

ly indentical with Vikramāditya II. or Permādi

Rāya of the Chālukya dynasty, whose date Mr.

Elliott gives as Saka 908-1049 (A.D. 1076-1127)

which corresponds very well with the position oc.

cupied by Jayakesi II in this list, and who was suc

ceeded by his son Someswara Deva III. There is also

an inscription at Halsi, dated K.Y. 4270, which agrees

with No. 8 in giving Jayanta as the first king. It

then proceeds to Jayakesi, who made Gopakapat.

tana his capital. To him was born Vijayaditya,

whose son was Jayasiva or Jeyakesi. Jayasiva

married Mallalamahadevi, (?Mailalakádevi) and

begat Sivachitta and Vishnuchitta. Mallalama

hädevi is said to to be the daughter of Vikramárka

“the ruby of the Chālukyas.” -

From plates 1 to 7 is obtained this genealogy of

the Kádamba Kings —

1. Kákusthavarmá (plates 1, 2, 3, 4,)

2. Sántivarmá (his son ; 2, 3, 4).

3. Mriges'a (his son ; 2, 3, 4).

4. Ravivarmá (his son : 2, 4, 5, 6); his brothers

Bhánuvarmá (4); and Sivaratha (7).

5. Harivarmá (son of Ravivarmá; 6).

They belong to the Mānavyagotra and are the

descendants of Háriti; and Palásiká appears to

have been, if not their capital, at least a place of

importance. Palásiká in No. 8 has been corrupted

to Palasika, and in the stone inscription has dwin

dled to Palasi. Unfortunately we have no direct

means of fixing the dates of these kings. Plate 1

tells us that Kákusthavarmá, Yuvaraja of the

Kadambas made a grant in the 80th year, possibly

i
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referring to some local era. If these Kadambas

should prove to be of a different line from the de

scendants of Elliot's Mayuravarmá, they may be

referred to the period before the commencement of

the 10th century when the Chálukya dynasty

emerged from a temporary obscuration. If they

are to be placed before Mayúravarmá, we have the

inscription of Ye-ur, translated by Mr. Elliot, which

speaks of Kádamba kings anterior to the first Chá

lukya king Jayasimha, as “the inimical Kádambas

lofty, powerful heroes to conquer, but not to be

overcome,” &c. Jayasimha, according to in

scriptions, flourished about Saka 400, though

Mr. Elliot prefers , the date Saka 572. All

tradition, too, points to Kadambas amongst the

very earliest dynasties.

(2.) “The shrine of the river Krishnā at the

village of Mahābalesvara ;” by Rāo Sāheb Wisva

náth Nārāyan Mandlik. “A stone temple built

about 125 years ago over the source of the river

Krish na is annually resorted to from all parts of

the neighbouring country, and every twelfth year,

when the planet Jupiter enters the sign of Virgo,

pilgrims from all parts assemble to bathe in the

sacred waters of the Ganges, which river is be

lieved to make her appearance at this shrine at the

beginning of that year and to stay there for a

twelvemonth on a visit to her younger sister

Krish n a.” The Temple stands at the foot of the

hill facing the east. It measures 364 feet in length

by 164 in depth, having an open courtyard in front

62 ft. 3 in. long and 32 ft. 6 in. wide, in which are

two cisterns with steps down to them. Along three

sides of the courtyard is an open cloister 93 feet

deep supported in front on pillars 2 ft. square and

about 7 ft. 3 in. from centre to centre. The whole

is enclosed by a wall 4 ft. thick, with an entrance

door to the east, 4 ft. 9 in. wide, leading into the

court. Opposite the entrance and projecting into

the outer cistern is a pavilion for N a n di. The

temple is formed of two bays separated by four

pillars and two corresponding pilasters with a

portico in front. Each bay is thus divided into

five squares, separately roofed in by domes inside,

but outside finished off in steps running longitu

dinally. The cloisters are similarly roofed. At the

back of the temple and behind an inner wall 4ft.

thick is the main source of the river. Through this

wall, five holes are made to represent the rivers

Krish n 4, We n n 4, Koy an ā, G a y a tri, and

Så vitri. The priests say that two others—the

B h 4 g i r a thi and Sar as v a t i-also flow from

the sides of the other G a ng 4 s or rivers—the

former once in 12 years, and the latter once in

60 years ; the holes through which they issue

being at the N. and S. ends of the temple res

pectively. The water from these five drains flows

into a channel in front, and is thence dis

charged into the inner cistern in the courtyard

through a spout carved to represent a cow's head.

Here the visitors bathe and perform all the con

nected ceremonies. This temple was built by a

Sattara Brahman family named Anagala. But the

first hereditary officer connected with its manage

ment is a Koli or rather a Koli family, from

their connection with it, known as G a ng 4-p u tra,

and, as soon as a visitor has bathed all offerings he

makes belong to these Kolis. What is offered

before bathing only is retained by the Brahmans,

who, of course, press visitors to make offerings be

fore bathing. At the temple of M a h 4 b a lesſ

w a ra also, the Kol is hold a hereditary position,

and the Gur a vas, who worship the L in g a

there, appear more closely allied to the hill tribes

than to the inhabitants of the plains; they have no

connection however with the shrine of Kr i s h m 4,

where the Kol is alone are the principal officers

in charge. “The serpent,” says the writer, “is con

nected with both these temples; and from the

L in g a temples he seems to be quite inseparable.

In the latter, he is represented as being coiled

round the L in g a, while in the temple of the

Krish n 4, a living one is supposed to be guard

ing its sources.” The priests at both these shrines

are primarily the wild or at least Non-Vedic tribes.

Some wear the Linga, and these do not taste food

prepared by a Brahman ; and B r a h m an s are

prohibited from becoming officiating priests at

Saiva temples, and cannot partake of offerings

made there. “There is no doubt that the people

do consider that there is something awkward, if

not obscene, in Linga worship. Because, so far

as I am aware, only young girls who have not ar

rived at maturity, and old ladies who have passed

the period of child-bearing, are permitted to enter

a Saiva temple. Others have to perform their

worship by deputy.”

(3.) “Some further Inscriptions relating to the

Kádamba Kings of Goa,” by J. F. Fleet, C.S. A

large stone tablet in the temple of Narasimha at

Halsi records two grants made by Sivachitta and

Vishnuchitta in the 23rd and 25th years of their joint

reign in K. Y. 4270, and 4272 respectively. The

other inscriptions enable us to add a few names to

the list of the Kadamba family. The father of

Shasthadeva was Gūhalladeva ; and the wife of

Sivachitta was Kamaládevi, daughter of Kāma

bhūpa of the Somavansa and Chattaládevi of the

Pändya race, according to Nos. 1 and 3, though

Nos. 4 and 7 say that Kámabhūpa was of the

Sūryavans'a and Chattaládevi of the Somakula.

“The expression B an avāsip urav ará disºw a ra

would appear to be only a hereditary title and not

meant to denote the actual residence” of the Kadamba

Kings, as their real capital seems to have been, not

H alsi, as I had supposed, but Go a, which is

*Banavāsi is in N. Lat. 14°. 35', E. Long.
7 rºo.

75°; Ptolemy mentions it as Banauasi-ED.
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mentioned under its modern name in the Gulhalli

stone. The Sanskrit inscriptions gives Gopakapat

tanaſor Gopakapuri as its equivalent.” A Sanskrit cop

perplate from Mhansi in the Goa territories* is dated

Saka 1358, and mentions the “Marathas who had

for 12 years usurped the territory of the Kadambas.”

They do not seem to have been independent sovereigns

but rather feudatories of the Chālukyas. With re

spect to the date of Jayakesi III, the large copper

plate of Halsi gives the Siddhārthi Samvatsara, the

53rd year of the cycle of Vrihaspati, as correspond

ing to K.Y. 4288, while the Kittur inscription gives

Durmati Sam. or the 55th year, as corresponding

to 4289 ; this calculation moreover differs by

13 yearst from the method followed in the other

inscriptions and still current in the district. Si

vachitta in K.Y. 4275 had been ruling 28 years, and

Jayakesi would appear to have succeeded in that

year, as K.Y. 4288 is the 13th of his reign A

Canarese inscription from Narendra near Dharwad

records a grant made by order of the Mahámanda

leswara Jayakesideva II. and his wife Mailala

devi, while they were governing the Konkana nine

hundred, the Palasige twelve thousand, the Paye

(?) five hundred, and Kavadidwipa, in the time of

the Chalukya Tribhuvana Malladeva (Vikramāditya

II.) The grant was made in Saka 1047.

(4) “Report on Photographic copies of in

scriptions in Dharwad and Maisur,” by Dr. Bhau

Dáji. This is a series of brief notes on the volume

of inscriptions photographed by Dr. Pigou and Col.

Biggs and printed at the expense of the Committee

of Architectural Antiquities of Western India in

1866. From the 69 plates, 57 inscriptions are noticed.

No. 1, from Iwalli, perhaps of the early part of

the 11th century A.D., mentions king Avanaditya

of the Sindavansa. No. 3, from Iwalli, is dated

Saka 506, K.Y. 3855, and from the Mahābhārata war

3730 (A.D. 584.) “The first named king in it is

Jayasinha ; his son was Ranaraga ; his son Pula

kesi. He ruled at Vatapipuri and performed the

horse-sacrifice. Pulakesi's son was Kirtivarmá.

He conquered kings of the Nala, Maurya and

Kadamba dynasties. After him his younger bro

ther Mangalisã ruled and conquered Revati Dwipa.

Pulakesi the son of Kirtivarmá was anxious to suc

ceed him, whilst Mangalisã appears to have wished to

place his own son on the throne. But Mangalisã

appears to have died suddenly and Pu lakes i II.

succeeded. He conquered the Látas, Málavas,

Gurjaras, the Pallavas, and defeated king H a rsh a.

. He was called Satyasraya (supporter of truth) in

addition to the family title of Prithvi Vallabha.

The inscription also contains the names of the poets

Kali d as a and B h a r a vi, whose fame is com

pared to that of Ravikirti the author of the verses

of the inscription. No. 6 and 7 are the same, viz. a

Sanskrit verse written about the 7th century A.D.—

ºn in Courtney and Auld's Memoir on Sawantwadi,

p. 300.

“Peace. No man so skilful in the construction of

houses and temples as Marsobha lived, or ever will

live, in Jambudvipa.” No. 9 contains the name of

Sri Prithvi Vallabha, Mahārājadhirāja. Parames

wara, Parama Bhattaraka, Satyasraya Kulatilaka,

Chalukya, Bharana, SrimatTribhuvana (Malla.) This

is the Chalukya king who flourished in Saka 1104,

A.D. 1182.; Subordinate was Mahāmandaleswara

Mayuravarma Mahāmahipala, lord of Wanavasi,

which was the capital of the Kadambas. No. 24,

on a stone at Guduk, is dated S. 1104 (A.D. 1182)

and is a grant by Vira Ballaladeva of the Hayasala

line. No. 26, Kirwati Inscribed Stone, is of Tri

bhuvana Malladeva dated in the 14th year of their

eraş (S. 1012) No. 27, Sondati inscribed stone

is dated S. 1151 ; No. 28. Narsapura inscribed

stone, in S. 1104; No. 31, from Hampi or Bija

nagar, in S. 1121 ; No. 32, in S. 1430; No. 33,

from Telauli, in S. 1160; No. 35, Chandanpur, is of

Tribhuvanainalladeva again ; and Nos. 36, and 37,

also from Chandanpur, in S. 1113, 1186 and 1148.

No. 38-43, inscriptions from Harihara dated 1483,

and 1453, 1199, 1332, &c. Scarcely any of them

are translated in their entirety, and from many only

the proper names are picked out.

Journal Asiatique, No. 67, Oct.-Dec. 1871.

This part contains (1) Ertracts from the Paritia,

the text and commentaries in Pali by M. Grimblot,

with introduction, translation, notes and notices by

M. Léon Feer. The Paritta, (vulgo Pirit) from

which the Sūtras are extracted, is itself a collec

tion of texts selected from different portions of the

Sutta-pitaka. It forms a special book well known

to the Sinhalese, but appears to be known also to

the other southern Buddhists. Seven suttas are

given : (1, 2) Chandra and Surya-sătra ; (3) Mahá

Mangala Sūtra, or of the highest blessing—already

translated by Gogerly and Childers; (4) Parabhava

suttra, or of diminution ; (5, 6) Metta Sutta and

Metta-Anisansa, or of love, and the advantages of

love ; and (7) Karaniya-Metta-Suttam translated

by Childers in the Kuddaka-Patha.

(2.) The Royal Chronicle of Kamboja by M.

Francis Garnier. This is a brief chronology of the

kings of Kamboja from Prea-reashea-angca-prea

borom-nipean-bat who ascended the throne of

Angkor in 1346 A.D., till 1737.

(4.) Memoir on the Ancient History of Japan,

according to the Wen-Hien-Tong-Kao of Ma-tuan

lin, by the Marquis D'Hervey de Saint Denys.

(5.) A notice by B. de Meynard of the Bibliotheca

Geographorum Arabicorum, Pars I.-Via Regnorum,

auctore Abu ishac al-Farisi, al 1stakhri, of M. J. de

Goeje, now publishing at Leyden.

(6.) Assyrian Tablets, translated by M. Oppert.

(7.) Notice of A. Paspati's Etudes sur les Tchin

ghianº ou Bºhémiens de l'Empire Ottoman.

f See Thomas's Prinsep, vol. II. Useful Tables, p. 160.

f Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 277. § Wide, aute p. 83.
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NOTES ON THE BHARIAS.

By MR. C. SCANLAN, ASSISTANT SURVEYOR.

I HAD the pleasure of contributing a few fugi

tive notes on the Gonds and Kurkus of these hills,

but this season I have come across a new branch

of this family called the Bh a rias, concerning

whom you will perhaps find the following interest

ing. I have not been able to determine anything of

their origin, but I do not hesitate to place them in

the great Gond family, of which they form a sub

division. In their language and in some of their

customs they differ totally from the Gonds, with

whom they neither eat nor drink nor intermarry.

I find, however, they acknowledge the law of

lamjhana, which I described last year as imposing

a servitude of a certain number of years on a man,

who, wishing to marry into a family, could not

afford to make the usual marriage settlement, and

give certain presents to his bride's relatives. In

their caste prejudices, they assimilate with the

Gond in a hybrid sort of manner to the Hindu ;

and so they will not eat the cow nor wild buffalo,

but do not hold back from making food of the pig,

the deer, nilgai, and all such wild animals. In their

marriage ceremonies they follow suit with the other

hill people, and impose certain dues on the man mar

rying ; for instance, a dowry from the husband

consists of 200 sérs kodo, 25 sérs dal, Rs. 7, a

pagri 12 hands long, 2 saris and 2 cholis, and

further, when the wife goes to take possession

of her future home, her relations have to be

entertained with a feast of gur or a deep potation

of liquor to the amount of Rs. 2,-the latter in

variably, if to be found. When a marriage is about

to be celebrated they proceed to prepare an especial

shade in front of the house where the ceremony

will take place. A pole of Salai-wood (frankin

cense) is buried, and around it, so as to form a

convenient square, are raised eight other props, on

which rests the roof, crowned with garlands of

leaves and flowers. The middle pole of Salai is

called bhaura. Notice is given to all friends when

the marriage is to be consummated, and then it is

that the bride to be, comes to her intended's village,

and takes up her residence opposite to the house

he occupies. It will be remembered I explained

last year that the villages in these hills are always

built in two rows. Both of them are well besmeared

with haldi, a custom which I found extensively

practised in the Dekhan among all classes of the

native population. The woman's friends make it a

rule to arrive in the morning and the haldi is kept

on till evening, but any time during the day the

couple to be united are summoned and made to walk

round the Bhaura seven times with their clothes

knotted together. After this, the girl's father gives

her a dowry, when the ceremony is supposed to be

over. At night, all present are entertained to a

dinner, which is called Bhaura-ki-roti; Sagai-ki-roti,

being the first held after arrangeinents have been

entered into to accept the suitor's proposal; the

third being called Chikla Mandi-ki-roti, given on

the morning immediately after the marriage when

the girl's relations depart, and it is only after this

third feast that the husband gets possession of his

wife. It is strange that when the newly married

are blessed with an addition to their family, they

never even invite the young mother's relatives to

come and see the child, but allow them to visit if

the wish takes them naturally.

They burn their dead, and bury those killed by ac

cident or wild animals ; but those killed by a tiger,

they will not even so much as touch. They put their

relatives out of caste, but re-admit them on their

giving a panchayat dinner. While worshipping

the other gods of the Gonds, they hold the Saj

tree as the impersonation of their chief deity. If

you want to test the truth of a Bharia's word,

break a leaf of the Sāj, put it on his head, and ask

him to repeat his assertion; if it be true he will at

once speak it again, if not, nothing will induce

him to do so; at least thus spoke my deponent.

N a ray a n Dev a is represented by a copper ring

about an inch in diameter; Sakra i Dev a by a

twisted ring of iron about 2 or 3 inches in diameter;

Kh a u ri a Kh a tarp a 1 by a very diminitive

stool, about an inch square with four legs and about

1} inches high. Dulh a Dev a Durga is made

of iron, and supposed to be figurative of a peacock :

it is hollow, and about 1% inch long. Khutia

B him se n exists only in name.

When Gonds, Kurkus or Bharias start together

in their tilli crops, they take with them some

ashes and Indian corn seeds, and as they go along,

they keep making circles with the ashes, and place

in their centres the seeds of the corn. This prac

tice is supposed to keep away all the bad will of the

Devas. Their women usually dress like the Gon

dis, but if they can afford it, like the generality of

Hindu women, and do not wear the ponderous

brass ornaments in vogue amongst the former.

These hill people will not let the Lamjhana sleep

in the same house where his intended lives, nor do

they let them converse more than is good for them ;

if before they are married, they go astray, they are

turned out of caste, and the marriage ceremony is

not gone through at all ; but on their giving a

feast after the expiration of three days to their

Panchayat, they are re-installed among their bre

thren as a wedded couple.

The Bharia Gots, or clans, number eighteen. Tha

karia, Chalthia, Angária, Bhardia, Dariolia, Nahalia,

Bagotia, Rothia, Gangia, Paria, Méhenia, Pāchalia,

Kurmia, Bijilia, Bagdaria Khamarea, Gaulia, Bag

dia, Amoria. º

Relating to the Khapa or Balkagarh Jagir, the

following was narrated to me —The Gond dynasty
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was established at Devagad under Jatwa Rāja, who

was formerly a servant of the two Gauli brother

princes, Ramsur and Ghansur. By treason he

deposed them and took possession of the Gadi,

and then, to his assistance, came the three brothers,

Aha Bankha, Phonj Bhankha and Mahā Bankha,

with a force of 2,000 men. During the conflict

carried on between the opposing forces, Aha and

Mahā died, and the surviving brother, Phonj Bankha,

received as a reward for his services the Balkagarh

or Khapa Jägir. After affairs had been settled, and

Jatva made quite secure on his usurped throne, he,

together with his ally Phonj Bankha, proceeded to

the Nizamat Haidarābad, and tendered their con

joint aid to him. They were directed to join the

attack on Golkonda or Bhāgnagar, whose Rani

revelled in the euphonious name of Nakti Rani

Ching Moji Sang Moji. They took her possessions,

and for this good turn, Jatva received in marriage

the Nizam's daughter. He of course turned Muham

madan, and acquired the new title of Bakht Buland,

when he returned to Devagad, and assurned the

regal purple. His descendant, Suliman Shah Bad

shah, known as the Gond Rāja, now resides at Nāg

pur, while Gopal Sing, the descendant of Phonj

Bankha, is the present Rāja of Khapa, and is

put down as in the 14th generation.—Report of the

Topographical Surveys for 1869-70.

- NOTES, QUERIES, &c.

NATIVE TRIBES OF SIK III.M.

THE following account of the principal native

tribes inhabiting the hilly country of the Darjiling

territory, we get from the local News. The moun

tainous country from 1,500 to 4,000 feet above the

level of the sea, is inhabited by a warlike, beard

less, Mongolian race, named Limbus, who are by

turns Hindus, Buddhists, or Polytheists, according

to circumstances or convenience.

From 4,000 to 6,000 feet, the upper limit of cultiva

tion, the Hills are inhabited by Lepchas, Bhotias,

and Murmis. The Lepchas, who are the aborigines

of the Darjiling mountains, are a fair and beardless

race, Mongolians, Buddhists, omnivorous, and an

amiable and cheerful race of people. They have a

written language in their own character. The

Bhotias are principally from Bhutan, east of the

Tista river; they are a phlegmatic, heavy, quarrel

some race when compared with the Lepchas, many

of them have beards and moustaches ; they are

Mongolians, Buddhists, are omnivorous, have a

written language in the Thibetan character ; they

are an agricultural and pastoral people, depasturing

with herds of Yaks on the grassy mountains imme

diately under the perpetual snow in summer, and the

forests in the warm valleys during the winter.

They raise crops of rice, buck-wheat, barley and

vegetables.

The Murmis are a pastoral and agricultural people,

depasturing with flocks of sheep and goats on the

grassy mountains near the perpetual snow; they

live on the summits and sides of mountains from

4,000 to 6,000 feet, in stone cottages thatched with

grass. They are Buddhists, Mongols, and they

speak a dialect of Thibetan.

The summit of the great Singaloda spur separat

ing Darjiling on the west from Nepal, is occupied

during the summer months by a Hindu pastoral race

from Nepāl named Garangs, who from 9,000 up to

14,500 feet depasture their extensive flocks of sheep

(which are guarded by large savage black dogs)

upon the luxuriously grass-covered summit of this

high range. This tribe has not yet settled in the

Darjiling district.—Delhi Gazette, Dec. 30.

MAULMEIN CAVES.

To one curious in geology or antiquities, there

are some interesting natural caves in some lofty

limestone rocks, across a river, at the distance of

about 10 miles eastward of Maulunein. The rocks

extend for two or three miles, and rise perpendicu

larly to the height of about 500 or 600 feet or even

more from the alluvial plain. A few lofty posts

were placed in front on the plain, such as are seen

sometimes in front of Hindu and Buddhist

temples, possibly for hoisting flags. The caves

are at a distance of 20 or 30 yards from the foot of

the rocks, and extend about that distance into the

mountain. The height is very irregular, and in

some places may be 30 or 40 feet, with here and

there large stalactites hanging down. I struck

one of these a smart blow with my stick, and the

ringing noise that it gave out made the guide and

myself start. This cave is nearly filled with Bud

dhist images, some are eight or ten yards long, in a

reclining posture, but most are sitting. The larger

are all of brick and chunam, and the smaller, some

of which are not more than two feet high, are of

wood, and formerly all were whitewashed. Nearly

all are now defaced and in ruins. The breasts of

most of the larger had been opened in the hope of

finding money or other valuables. A second cave at

about a quarter of a mile distant on the N. E. side

of the rock is empty of images, and appears never

to have had them. This cave extends some 20 yards

into the rock, and is 30 or 40 feet high in its highest

part. Torches or candles were necessarily used in

viewing both these caves, which, whatever they may

once have been, are now only the abode of bats.

The place is a most lonely one, and is said not to be
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free from tigers. The only animals seen on my visit

were the monkeys, playing and chattering on the

trees and rocks near the entrances of both caves,

and a large flock of huge storks, nearly as tall as men,

which were stalking in the midst of the nearly

ripe paddy.—Abridged from Times of India, Jan. 8.

- RISE OF THE KUKA SECT.

RAM SINGH was originally a carpenter, residing in a

small village named Bhaini, situated about seven

miles south-east of Ludhiana. He served, however, in

the Sikh army as a soldier, I believe, in 1845, but after

the breaking up of the Sikh Raj, he retired to his native

village, and resumed his occupation as a carpenter.

We next hear of him as having undertaken a contract

for making the road or a portion of it from Rawal

Pindi to Mari. On completing this, he retired again

to his village, and is reported to have seen a vision

We next hear of him as the Guru called to purify

the Sikh faith. In the begining his ideas were modest,

and his following as slender as his ideas were modest.

As the Sikhs have ten gurus, so have they ten points of

faith—five affirmative and five negative. The first are

called five Ks, and are—

(A) Kard, Kachh, Kerpal, Kaughi, Kes.

Iron ornaments, short drawers, iron quoits or wea

pons, the comb, and hair.

That is to say, they are not to be effeminate nor to

shave, and to be always ready for fighting.

The negative points or moral precepts of the faith

are contained in the following formula :-

(B) Nari-mar, Kuri-mar, Sri Katta, Sumnet Katta, Dhir

Malia.

That is to say, they are not to smoke, not to kill

their daughters, not to consort with or trust the crown

shorn, nor the circumcised, nor the followers of the

Guru of Kartarpur.”

It is of some importance to bear these precepts in

mind as they show (although most of them date only

from Guru Govind Singh) that the Sikh faith is hostile

to both Hindu and Moslem,-naturally much more

so to the latter than the former, in consequence of

cow-killing.

Ram Singh, however, did not content himself by

adhering to the tenets of the faith as left by the last

Guru. His endeavour appears to have been to bring

it back rather to the form in which it took life under

Guru Nanak with some modification of his own.

Thus the Kukas reject altogether the Hindu Shastra,

have separate forms of marriage and burial services,

do not drink, do not eat meat, and never eat before

bathing ; wear the turban above and not over the ears ;

bathe twicea day; are required strictly to speak the truth;

never to eat from the hand of any but a Kuka ; and,

above all, to preserve sacredand inviolate the Cow. The

ceremony of initiation consists of the investiture with

the sacred string of knotted wool, bathing and the giving

of a pass-wordnever divulged except to a brother Kuka.

This pass-word or phrase is said to be “Satnam Karta

purkh,” which are the first words of the Adh granth;

but hitherto the sect have observed the secrecy of the

free-masons, and no certainty prevails on the point.

Women are admissable to the sect and to their as

semblies ; and dancing is not only allowable, but

justified on the ground of the following text from the

Granth:— -

- Nachan Kudan Man da chao

Nanakjivan man bho, unham man bhao.

They are consequently noisy in their assemblies, re

viving to some extent, it would seem, the ecstacies of

of the howling dervishes of Egypt and the dancing

dervishes of Constantinople, for so excited do they

become that some have been known to fall down in a

state of hal or coma. At first, votaries of the new re

ligion came in slowly, and Ram Singh had not any

difficulty in initiating and baptising all the weavers

and carpenters who were prepared to accept him

as their Guru ; but, by degrees converts grew more

numerous, and he was obliged to appoint lieute.

nants to aid him in the work. He himself, too, as

sumed a more important rôle. He rode about on

horseback, surrounded by a noisy and numerous

following, who continually shouted Akal / Akal /

clear the way ! Ram Singh comes. Akal /

Akal / &c., &c. Finally Ram Singh conceived the

idea of becoming the tenth Guru of the Sikhs,

or, if not, the first Guru of as powerful a religious and

political association. He increased the number of

his Subahs to twenty-two, the same number as the

king of Dehli had ; and commenced a very active

system of propagation in the cis and trans-Satlaj

States and throughout the Sikh portion of the

Panjab. Almost all the carpenters, masons, and

weavers joined the new religion, and many Jats ;

but the body of the Sikhs fought very shy of

Guru Ram Singh and his followers, and the Chiefs

set their faces dead against them. The Sikhs

like good meat and strong drink when they can

get them, better than shouting akal, and danc

ing and singing and telling the knots on a

woollen string ; and the chiefs are not at all in

favour of transferring any of the allegiance their sub

jects owe to them to the Guru Ram Singh, the Guru

of Kartarpur, or any other Guru now living or yet to

be born. It is quite possible that Ram Singh was at

first merely a religious enthusiast; but if so, there can

be no doubt that his success turned his head, and that

for some years past he entertained visions of becoming

the leader of a national movement the ultimate

aim of which was power. The Government of the

Panjab took little notice of the Guru's proceedings

for some years, or, indeed, until the movement had

made such progress that it would have been

difficult to check it. In 1867, however, or when

Sir Donald McLeod last visited Ludhiana, he

sent for Ram Singh, and demanded from him an

explanation of his proceedings. He disclaimed all

idea of aspiring to political power, declaring his sole

object to be the revival of the Sikh religion in a form

more pure thanithadattained under any previous guru,

or at any time in the history of the Sikhs. The tenets

of the new faith were no doubt calculated to affect a

great moral regeneration, and the strictness with which

• This guru is a dissipated man who has been bankrupt twice, and is again over head and ears in debt. He has an original

Granth of Govind Singh, and has still a following.
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the Kukas observed the injunction to speak the

truth soon attracted the attention of the courts of

law. Sir Donald was satisfied. Ram Singh was dis

missed, and continued directly and through his Subahs

to make converts so fast that their number was soon es

timated at 100,000 more or less. Still, though no overt

act was committed, there was a certain mystery or se

crecy about the proceedings of the new sect that

discouraged the idea of the movement being purely a

religious one ; and gave it the semblance rather of a

society such as that of the Carbonari of western cele

brity. Such, too, seems to have been the view of the

local authorities for instructions were issued to watch

them. Orders were given also not to enlist any more

of them in the army : these orders were, however,

subsequently withdrawn, but reinforced about eight

or nine months ago. The Rájá of Yashmir also find

ing the Kukas in his service troublesome turned about

400 of them out of his army.—Times of India.

BEGGARS.

THE Lawrence Gazette gives the following description of

he different classes of beggars to be found in the Panjab :—

Dori-walds, so called from their practice of spreading a

dori, or rope, before shops, just like a measuring chain.

The shops coming within the length of of this rope, they

collect money from first, and then proceed to other shops,

repeating the same process. In case of any one of the

shopkeepers refusing to comply with their demands, they

form the rope into a noose and threaten to hang themselves,

in order to excite his compassion, and compel him to pay

something.

Tasmi-uralas, so named from their binding a strap of

leather round their necks as if in the act of strangling

themselves, and then lying on their back on the ground

till they are paid, all the while fluttering their hands and

feet Hike one labouring under the agonies of death. -

Dandi-walas, who, in case of a shopkeeper objecting to

meet their demands, blacken their face, and with small

bats (dandas) in their hands, which they strike together,

curse and abuse him in the most scurrillous language, till a

crowd of persons gather round the shop to view the sight,

thereby interrupting the shop-dealings, which at last com

pels the owner to satisfy their request.

Uri-mars, or mendicants, who obstinately take their

stand before shops, and will not leave them until their

demands have been satisfied, even though they should have

to stay from morn till eve.

Gurz-mars and chhuri-mars, that is, fadirs who carry

a knife or a club armed with spikes, with which they would

themselves in order to extort alms from the people. in case

of any one happening to stand in their way, they sometimes

inflict blows on him in a fit of rage.—Englishman, April 12.

Mr. WHITLEY STOREs, Secretary to the Govern

ment of India in the Legislative Department, has

presented to the Bodleian a copy (recently made at

Benares) of the Kausika Sūtra of the Sāma-veda.

It has been ascertained that no other copy of this

sfitra exists in Europe. Mr. Stokes has also present

ed to the University Library, Cambridge, a Persian

MS., containing the Qacidahs of Naziri of Naishapūr,

the Diwan of the same poet, and the largest eollec

tion yet found (about 800) of the celebrated Quat

rains (rub’aiyat) of Omar Khayyam. This MS, has

unfortunately lost a leaf at the end, but seems to be

about 200 years old. It formerly belonged to the

late Nawāb of the Carnatic, whose seal is on the

recto of the third leaf from the beginning.—Trib

ner's Literary Record, Mar. 7.

SANSKRIT MSS.—Pandit Ramanatti, Librarian to

the Sanskrit College at Benares, has collected during

the last eighteen months the necessary details about

more than a thousand Sanskrit manuscripts. In a late

ly published report on education in the North-West

Provinces of India, it is stated that the learned

Pandit has visited the districts of Azimgarh, Gorakh

pur and Mirzapur, and has found good libraries at

Lahhima (district Gorakhpur), and at Dabka

(district Mirzapur). The Pandits entrusted with

the care of the libraries put all possible difficulties

in his way, believing that the country would, sooner

or later, be deprived of its manuscripts. In order

to get admission to a library belonging to a Swa

midchi, Pandit Ramanatti was obliged to serve the

proprietor during several months as a pupil, with

ashes on his forehead. In another case an old rich

Brahman tried to induce him to buy a number of

old account books as a library. The villages

Kakhima and Dabka, in which the most valuable

treasures seem to be stored, are in the possession of

those Pandits who have inherited the libraries.—

Ibid.

YA/TRAMULLE UNNA’NSE. -

THE death of the Buddhist Priest Yātrāmullé Dha

mmārāma, of Bentota in Ceylon, will be severely felt

by Pāli scholars. He was not only one of the most

learned of the Buddhist priests, but he held such

advanced philological views that his assistance

was perhaps more valuable to the English Pāli

student than that of any other monk in Ceylon. A

fellow pupil of his was the founder of the now

rapidly spreading Ramanna Samāgama, a sect

which strikes to restore the old purity of life among

the Buddhist monks. The following is abriged

from a notice Yātrāmullé by Mr. Childers in

Tribner's Record:—

Though far junior to many of the most eminent

Pali scholars of his native country, his erudition

was perfectly astounding, and his opinion on

points of scholarship was treated with universal

respect. He lent to the great Synod of Palma

dulla,” held for the revision of the Tripitaka, all .

the aid which his immense range of reading

and his critical acumen rendered invaluable to

it ; and he was a leading promoter of the Tri

pitaka Society, organized for the purpose of

printing the entire Buddhist Scriptures—a scheme

which, it is to be feared, will hardly survive his pre

mature death. Yātrāmullé shrank habitually from

publicity, and seldom quitted the retirement of the

provincial monastery of his choice, in which he

lived a simple and blameless life. Those who have

* Wide ante p. 31, and conf. p. 140.
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had the good fortune to know him personally will

recollect the singular fascination he exercised upon

all with whom he was brought into contact. During

the last three or four years he was repeatedly pros

trated by the attacks of a torturing malady, to which

he had long been a victim, and to one of these

attacks he has succumbed after protrated suffering.

“The Sthavira Yātrāmullé Dhammarama, of the

Wanavāsa monastery, on the 28th day of this month

of January, in the last watch of the night, passed

away to another world.” Yātrāmullé, at the time

of his death, cannot, have been more than fifty

years of age.

MR. W. SKEEN.

WE regret to hear of the sudden death of Mr. W.

Skeen, the author of “Adam's Peak,” and who had

in preparation an elaborate work on the history of

the Tooth Relic of Ceylon, which could scarcely

have failed to throw much light on the history of

Buddhism, both in India and Ceylon. His loss to

the Ceylon Asiatic Society will be irreparable.

White and Black Yajur Vedas.

IT is worth noticing that the followers of the

Black Yajurveda are almost confined to Southern

India while the predominant or only Veda among

the Gaudas of the North is the White Yajur. The

Gujarat people have got a trace of one Sákhá only of

the former, the Maitrayaniya Among the Maráthas,

the Chitpavana Brahmans are nearly equally divided

between the Rigveda and the Black Yajurveda ;

while the Desasthas are Vájasaneyins (followers of

the White) and Rigvedis. Whether this is to be

accounted for by a revolution or some such event

enabling the followers of the White Veda to drive

their rivals to the South, or by the supposition of

that part of India being the country of the origin

of the Black Yajur is not determined. But

there is a prophecy in the Agni Purána which re

presents the White Yajurveda as a conquering or

triumphant Veda, saying that the only Veda that

will prevail in the latter part of the Kaliyuga will

be the Vájasenayaka"; all others being lost, and the

pur o hit a or priest of Kalki, the King that will

overthrow the Mlechchhas, who will have over

spread the earth, will be Yājnavalkya.f This latter,

part of the prophecy occurs in other Purānas also.

Yájnavalkya is the founder or first teacher of the

White Yajurveda.

Why should not a census be taken of the several

Vedas and Sákhás, and of the most important sects

of Theosophy or religious philosophy?

Publication of Chánd.

MR. G.RowsE, during the latter part of the rainy

season of 1871, had begun an edition of Ch a n d

* Dasyavas silahináscha vedo Vajasaneyakah. . .

+ Kaiki Vishnuyas'ah-putro Yájnavalkya-purohitah.

founded on the Agra MS., when his attention was

directed to the Baidla MS. as the only one “which

the noble families of Rájputána considered to be of

any authority.” Finding that he would be unable

to do anything towards preparing it for the press

before March or April 1873, he wrote a letter to the

Secretary of the Bengal Asiatic Society on 3rd

February 1872, from which we extract the follow

ing :—

“I am convinced that in an editio princeps of a

work of this peculiar nature, which is mainly in

teresting to the philologist, it is imperative on an

editor, having once secured a good MS., to adhere

to its psissima verba, without the slightest attempt

at alteration or correction. If I continue editor,

I shall simply make a faithful transcript of the

Baidla MS., adding at the foot of the page the

various readings which I find in the Agra copy.

Now such a task, though laborious, is purely

mechanical, requires no special knowledge and can

be equally well performed by any one who can read

the character. I would therefore suggest to the

Philological Committee the desirability of having the

two MSS sent down to Calcutta and there made

over to a native writer without engaging any re

gular editor, but simply having some trustworthy

corrector for the press to add the variae lectiones

and compare the proofs with the MS. . .

I am convinced that the adoption of the plan which I

havesuggested above, will obviate all cause for delay

and secure a result in all respects as satisfactory

as if the work had remained under my super

vision.”

The Philological Committee has resolved to

recommend to the Council of the Society “ that

for the present the edition of Ch and be de

ferred ; but they have recommended also that on

receipt of the Baidla and Agra MSS. a sum of about

Rs. 200 be devoted to the collation of both MSS., the

variae lectiones of the Agra MS. are to be entered

on the margin of the Society's Baidla MS.” But the

Committee do not think that it would be of much use

to print any portion of Chand in the manner which

Mr. Growse suggests, without separating the words,

which is of course the greatest difficulty.

Note on ‘Arachotis' p. 22.

PROFEssoR Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar doubts

if Archotis ought to be rendered in Zend Hara

qai ti or in Sanskrit Sar as v at i. He has the

more reason for this doubt because Arc hot is does

not belong to the Indo-European system at all, but

conforms to the great group of ancient river names.

Where these have any meaning in Sanskrit, as

Za dud rus, for instance†, it is accidental. The

river names belong to an older group, and that of

Arc hot is to a well defined class of roots in

f Zadudrus is called in the Vedas Sutudri, which in

Sanskrit has no satisfactory Etymology.
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DKR or KRD, the root letters being at that

epoch interchangeable.

London, 23rd Feb. 1872. HYDE CLARKE.

Query 6—about Tobacco.

Could any of the readers of the Indian Antiquary

assist me in obtaining certain Sanskrit 'slokas re

garding the use of tobacco. I saw the 'slokas several

years ago, but unfortunately took no note of them.

Their object was to prove not only that the tobacco

plant is indigenous to India, but that the know

ledge of the properties of the plant and its use

have been known for centuries.

In my lexicographical studies I came, some time

ago, across the following passage in the well-known

dictionary of modern Persian, entitled Bahár i

'Ajam, by Munshi Tek Chand, who lived about the

middle of last century, and though a Hindú, is one

of the best Persian scholars that India has produced.

He says—

“ Tambúkit. It is known from the Maisir i

Rahimi that the tobacco came from Europe to the

Dak'hin, and from the Dak'hin to Upper India,

during the reign of Akbar Shāh (1556-1605), since

which time it has been in general use. You say in

Persian tambikä kashidan, “to smoke,'—to which

the Ghids ullughat adds, “it is quite wrong to say

tambúki, noshidan ; for this is a literal and unidio

matic translation of tambakº piná.

The ‘Maāsiri Rahimi' is very rare. It contains

the life of Mirzá `Abdurrahim, Akbar's third

Khān Khánán, and was written about 1616. I

looked over the copy in the Bengal Asiatic Society's

Library—a volume of over 1,200 pages—but have

not yet found the passage alluded to.

I do not think that Abulfazl says anything re

garding tobacco in the Akbarndmah, and we may

infer from his silence that the plant must have been

introduced into Upper India, after his death, in the

very end of Akbar's reign.

Tek Chand's remark seems to imply that it was

the Portuguese who introduced tobacco from Europe

into Southern India; and it is in accordance with this

supposition that the Persian Dictionary entitled

Burhā m i Q it i, which was written in the

Dak'hin about 1660, is the first Persian Dictionary

that mentions the word tamb a k i, (underdūdkhear,

smoke-eater').

The Nafáis ullughāt, an excellent Hindústáni

Dictionary explained in Persian, states under “tam

bākū' that the author of the Dárd Shikohi–a book

not known to me—says, “the tobacco came to Upper

India in the very end of Akbar's reign.” He men

tions 914, but this is a mistake for 1014 A. H. The

same book adds, “The Arabians pronounce tambá kit

with a u, or call it tutum ; and Hakim 'Ali of Gilán

mentions that tobacco is heating and dry, but some

doctors look upon it as cooling and dry.” Medical

authorities, therefore, very early held conflicting

opinions.

This Hakim 'Ali of Gilān, on the Caspian Sea, died

on the 31st March, 1609, and is the same whom

Jahāngir accused of having poisoned Akbar (A'in

translation, p. 446).

If tobacco came to Upper India in 1014, or

A. D. 1605, it must have rapidly found favour ; for

Jahāngir, in 1617, forbade smoking by an imperial

edict. He says in his “Memoirs' (Sayyid Ahmad's

Edition of the Tuzuk, p. 183).-

“On account of the evils arising from t a m b d-

k tº, which has now found favour with so many,

I gave the order that no one should henceforth

smoke, just as my ‘brother Shāh ‘Abbās of Persia

recognized the bad consequences of tobacco and

forbade it in I'rán.” He then mentions that one of

his nobles, Khān ‘A’lam, could not exist a moment

without smoking.

Shah ‘Abbās's anti-tobacco Edict must, therefore,

have been given in Persia, before 1617, but both

edicts proved as useless as the well-known Papal bull

against the weed.

That smoking was not introduced from Persia

is almost proved by the history of the word

h u q q a h, which is only in India used in the sense

of a pipe. The Persians use g a l yán ; in fact

the whole Persian tobacco phraseology differs

from that of India.

Old John Fryer, M. D., Cantabrig., who travelled

in India and Persia between 1672 and 1681, has the

following curious passage on p. 8 of his Travels,

(London, 1698), regarding his visit to the Island

of St. Iago, one of the Cape Verde Islands,-" They

invite us with an Hubble-bubble (so called from

the noise it makes) a long Reed as brown as a Nut

with use, inserted the Body of a Cocoe-shell filled

with Water, and a nasty Bole just pressing the

water, they ram Tobacco into it uncut, out of

which we may suck as long as we please,” &c. And

further on, he uses the words ‘hubble-bubble' and

tom-toms, when he describes India. Is it possible

that even hubble-bubble should be a Portuguese

onomatopoetikon 2

The Portuguese introduced several other things

into India. During Akbar's reign, they brought

from the Eastern Archipelago the An an ās, or

pine-apple ; and in 1612, the first turkey found its

way from Goa to Agrah, and surprised Jahāngir

so much that he devotes a whole page to the de

scription of this rara aris.

H. BLOCHMANN,

Query 7—about Gunpowder.

CAN any of the readers of the Antiquary supply

any information as to Gunpowder was first used in

India, and in what native literary work it is first

alluded to or mentioned ? In old Canarese diction

aries it bears the partly tad bhara names: b a la

m a r d, strong powder, and a n k a da a w s h dha,

drug of mark.

Mercara, 12th April, 1872. F. KITTEL,
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THE MUHARRAM.

A SHIAH HOUSE OF MOURNING IN MADRAS.

BY CHARLES E. GOVER, M.R.A.S., &c. .

HILE the outward signs of the Muhar

ram, as they are noticed by a European,

are those of the extravagant festivity of an

Eastern Carnival, it is known that the Shiahs,

to whom the occasion properly belongs, observe

it as a fast and as a time of the deepest mourn

ing. The Muharram to them is the anniversary

of the foul murder of their revered Imāms, who

were cut off at Kerbela by a ruthless usurper.

The mourning is both public and private ; public

at the mosque and in the procession, which,

where the Sunnis permit, passes through the

streets from Imāmbarah to Imāmbarah.

Many persons have seen the procession; few

have been permitted to be present at the mosque

services. The writer has been honoured with the

friendship of influential Shiahs, and was permit

ted to view the Muharram rites in every detail,

both public and private. The latter were most in

teresting on account of their novelty and the peep

they afforded into the domestic celebrations of a

community which is perhaps the least known in

all India. The service takes place on the last day

but two of the feast, and is kept strictly private,

probably because at this one season alone

does the dignified Muhammadan divest himself

of the solemn decorum which is so marked a

habit of the more respectable followers of Islam.

My presence was only permitted after consid

erable discussion, and on the distinct under

standing that no alteration whatever in the

mode of conducting the service should be made

in supposed deference to the feelings of a Christ

ian stranger.

The place chosen for the ceremony is an

ordinary native house, selected for the purpose

because of its unusually large courtyard and

deep verandas round it. Enter then with me

this house of mourning. The door is guarded

by fierce followers of the martyrs, whose busi

ness it is to see that none but those who love

the Imāms are admitted. We are challenged,

but a guide pacifies the guards, and leads us with

in, not into the court where the people are as

sembled, but into a close and dingy room from

whence we may see the whole proceedings. This

portends a terrible evening for ourselves, and we

ask permission to sit with the people in the

court. A glance at our shoes and the remark that

their people are very prejudiced, tell us the

reason of our imprisonment. We protest that

boots are removeable, that we are unwill

ing to hurt the feelings of a houseful of

people merely because our rules of politeness are

somewhat different from theirs. This wins the

day. In our stocking feet we enter the court,

pass into the middle of the assembly, and wait

for our chairs. Then we learn that chairs are

also tabooed in a sacred place. So down we sit,

tailor-fashion on the mat and carpet that cover

the floor of the court.

The court-yard is large, some thirty feet

square. On the East side is a deep double

veranda, on the other three sides ordinary single

verandas. The walls are draped with black

cloth—even the very well in the centre of the

court has its wall draped. On the north and

west sides the funeral cloth hangs from the

front of the veranda, enclosing behind it a sort

of long narrow room, where the women hide from

the men, though able to hear all and see much

of the proceedings. On a sort of frieze that

passes round the walls and also conceals the

rugged tile edges of the veranda roof, are

written in large characters verses from the more

favourite songs in honour of the martyrs; while

on the east wall there hangs a frame enclos

ing the names of the martyrs, their children,

their mother, and grand-father. This frieze

greatly relieves the dim blackness of the place,

and is aided in this respect by two long narrow

strips of paper, on which are painted pictures

of the greater tombs of the martyrs in the

Shiah cities of the East. On the northern side

of the double veranda is a pulpit, if so it may

be called, where the preacher merely sits, and

has no front board. We might better call

it a sort of rude throne; this too is covered

from top to bottom with black cloth. In the

centre of the east wall is the punja or standard

of the martyrs. It is of peculiar form, having an

immense brass head in the shape of a heart up

side down, and from the apex project the five

spear heads which give the standard its name.

In the centre of the brass heart is written a

sentence from the Koran. The lower part of the

punja is also hidden in black cloth. Right

opposite, in the centre of the west side, is a
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stand adorned with coloured glass globes, can

dlesticks with glass drops, handsome water

jugs, and everything else that can make it look

tempting and gorgeous. On this stand are vessels

of water and sherbet, sufficient to relieve the

thirst of a couple of hundred people. With

these exceptions the room is quite bare.

One of the most beautiful features of the Mu

harram is the charitable and free distribution of

water and sherbet to all comers. In every

street in Triplicane (the Musalman quarter of

Madras) during the ten days of the feast, there

were water pandals, to which any thirsty passer

by might go and drink to his heart's content.

During the evenings, when the streets are

crowded with eager sight-seers, these water

stands are much frequented, and are of great

service. It will be seen that the martyrs were

greatly tortured by thirst, as they were for three

days cut off from the Euphrates—their only

supply of water. In pity for their sufferings,

the water is thus freely distributed to all that

ask, whatever their creed or nationality.

The court and its verandas are well filled by

men, besides the women we cannot see. They

are friends of the family who have provided the

house. All sit upon the floor in the mode

most comfortable to them. We can see all, for

the place is well lighted with handsome chan

deliers, while two candles are fixed to the pulpit,

and others glisten on the water-stand.

Seated in the middle of the floor is a band

of about six singers. In the centre is the chief

performer, and he is chanting line by line a song

describing the conduct and sufferings of Husain

at the battle of Kerbela. The verses are rather

long, but each is closed by a sort of chorus, in

which all the performers join, the audience

taking no part in the actual song. They have

an important duty, however, the painful and

trying one of listening to the harrowing details

of the death of their beloved chief. With every

passage of the song, come cries, shrieks, and

every sign of deepest sorrow from behind the

cloth that hides the women. How they beat

their breasts and weep, as the more touch

ing passages are recited . The men are less

noisy, but are evidently very deeply impressed.

Just in front of us is an old and weather-beaten

Arab–a most truculent looking fellow. He sits

in an attitude of eager listening, resting his chin

upon his knees. As the singer proceeds, he is more

and more engrossed. At the more touching pas

sages he raises his hand to his forehead, and

gently strikes the open palm upon it—just as I

have seen a European father do when he was

dazed and broken with the loss of his darling

son. There was no display, no shouting, or any

thing else that could invite attention, but it was

plain to see how deeply moved he was.

Presently the singer narrated the death of

Husain, here the Arab's fortitude gave way

altogether, he buried his face in both his hands,

bowed down upon his knees, and wept as if his

heart would break. It was no mean study of

human nature to see this Arab, who would pro

bably think it no wrong to rob and perhaps

murder the lonely traveller in the desert, and

yet he had a place so soft somewhere within

that stormy heart, that he could not listen to

the story—most skilfully related be it remem

bered—of agony and shameful death without

being as much melted as any tender mother.

There were many here more unmoved than we

were and seemed very perfunctory mourners,

but the greater part of the assembly were like

our Arab.

Two songs were thus sung, and then one of

the assembly mounted the pulpit and delivered

an extempore address, dwelling mainly on the

incidents in the life and death of Ali Akbar,

Husain's eldest son. He entered minutely into all

the details with which a loving reverence has

surrounded the story—few of them historically

true probably. But he preached them as if

they were true, and as if he fully sympathized

with every pain that befel his hero. One inci

dent out of many can alone be given here to

show both the kind of myth which has envelop

ed the history and the pathos which renders

it so touching. Ali Akbar went to the fight

by his father's side, and fought, as he had

promised, like ten men. In the tide of battle

he was separated from his father, but fought

on. No water had passed his lips for three

days, a blazing sun burnt overhead, his raging

energy in the fight had increased the torment of

his thirst, and at length he is tired of killing.

Unable longer to lift his wearied arm, he forces

his way back to his father who, too, has for

the moment driven back his foes. Ali Akbar

falls fainting at Husain's feet, crying for

water. In a moment he revives somewhat, and

says, “O father, I said that I could fight for

you and die with you, and see how God hath

helped us this day. No arrow hath hurt me, no

sword has prevailed against mine, I cannot let

them slay me. Yet would God I could, for it is
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better to die in the fight, than to die of thirst.

Father I die with you, I said I would.”

Husain lifts his son, and gently supports him,

saying—“Oh my son, would God that I might

die for you, there is not one drop of water in all

our camp, let us die. Oh God! forgive them that

slay us.” Ali Akbar's youth rebels against

his pain, he cries “Water, water, who will

give me water My tongue is black and

parched, and yet it swells as if it would

fill my mouth. Water, water, or I shall die!

Father, can you not help your son 7” The

father's love cannot bear this, he stoops to his

boy, and whispers, “My son, my Ali Akbar,

have I tried thee too far? there is water, drink

my son.” “Where 2 I see none, and look, the ene

mies approach,” moans the dying youth. “There

is water, come, my son, put up thy mouth to

mine, my mouth is full of water, my tongue is

bathed within, drink! my darling, my son!" The

youth cannot for the moment appretiate the

noble love of his father, and does as he is bid ;

he puts his mouth to his father's, Husain puts

forth his tongue, and the youth sucks it. In a

moment he starts back in horror, “Oh my

father Good God! your tongue is worse than

mine, you are more thirsty than I. Oh that

I should dare to think of myself when Hu

sain can only think of me.” In awful horror

at his own impatience, in deepest affection for so

true a father, he rushes away into the battle,

fighting with renewed strength. It is not for

long ; an arrow pierces him, his sword arm fails.

Fighting to the last like some wounded lion, he

is surrounded and cut to pieces, dying as he had

lived, a brave, noble, and loving youth.

Imagine these lines told with every grace of

action and every sign of fervent faith to a sym

pathetic and believing crowd. We may not stay

to describe the effect of it upon the audience.

Another preacher took the place of the first.

His discourse was mainly upon the deeds and

sufferings of Abbas, Husain's youngest brother.

The three days' thirst had told upon the women

and children in the camp, and his sister-in-law,

Husain's wife, was apparently dying. She begged

and prayed for water, but there was none to

give. In her delirium she called for Abbas.

Seeing their agony, he resolved to bring them

water. Taking a small brass vessel, he started

for the river, the way to which was barred by a

host of foes. Armed with new strength by the

thought of the suffering women, he fought

his way through to the river side. With eager

haste he dipped the vessel in the river, and

raised the life-giving liquid to his lips. Just as

it reached his mouth and before he tasted it, he

thought “What I shall I drink when all the

rest are faint | No 1" He poured the water on

his hands, and dipping the vessel again in the

river, started off on his perilous journey back

to the camp. It had been dangerous before, it

was more so now. Then he had two hands avail

able, for the vessel was in his bosom ; now he

must carry it, lest the water should spill. Fight

ing on, he had almost broken through, when an

arrow pierced his left shoulder. Before the

vessel could fall he had caught it with his right

hand. Another arrow entered his right wrist.

Again he caught the vessel with his teeth, and

pushed on in a mad but defenceless race to the

tents he was never again to reach. His foes dared

not come near him, but poured in their arrows. A

third struck him in the mouth, passing through

both cheeks ; still he held on, until a last arrow

destroyed the vessel, spilling all the water. It

was enough—the gallant soul could strive no

longer, and fell dead upon the sand. In the

course of the subsequent fighting, Husain passed

that way, and learnt the fate of Abbas by seeing

on the ground the two hands of his beloved

brother, which, in their cruel rage, his slayers

had severed from the body.

The regular service now abruptly ends, for the

audience have been so worked up that they spring

to their feet, draw up in a double line across the

court, take off their turbans and upper garments,

and mourn. Now commences the strangest

scene it has been my lot to witness. One cries

“ Husain l’” “Husain ''' and in a moment the air

is rent with shouts of “ Husain '''“ Husain '" As

they shout, they beat their breasts with all

their savage force. They leap into the air, they

madly dance, they gasp for breath, they stare

wildly up to the stars. Ever and anon they

surge backwards and forwards, they stand en

tranced, they fall fainting to the ground. Still

goes up to heaven that dreadful cry—“Husain ſ”

“Husain!” “Ali '" “Ali '" shouted at full pitch

by nearly a hundred maddened men. The

breasts of many are bleeding, completely flayed

by excessive flagellation, with the bare hand,-

every touch on such a spot must be agony, but

still goes on that deep heavy thud, thud, thud,

with which the whole house reverberates. Down

comes the heavy hand on the wound,—no

shrinking, no useless crying, no sign that pain

is felt. “Husain” fills every-mouth, and causes
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every heart to pant in pain for him, and not

for itself. The worst sight of all is when the

frenzied stalwart men fall senseless to the ground

in deathly faint. The contrast between the

ecstatic frenzy and the senseless mass that a

moment before was maddened in the strife and

now lies apparently dead is very awful. For

a moment the beating ceases the hoarse shout of

“ Husain,” “Hassan,” lulls. Two or three

men dart in to carry off the collapsed mourner.

They throw water over him, lay him in the

breeze and wait till he comes to. Then swells

again the bitter cry, the deadened thuds. It

was bad enough to see such things in the crowded

street; it is more horrible now in the retired

house. Husain has had a long mourning.

When all are too faint, when the body will

no longer aid the spirit, this dance of the pos

sessed comes to an end. Water and sherbet are

liberally distributed. The house-owner brings

out his huqah and composes his feelings with

a smoke. The assembly breaks up, and we go

home wondering why Christians, who have a

still more saddening story, as the key of their

hopes, should fail so grievously in realising its

intense interest, should seem to a heathen and

Muhammadan world as if the mystery of their

faith were but a series of empty words.

FOLKLORE OF ORISSA.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c., BALASOR,

Owing to the isolation in which their country

has remained for so many ages, the peasantry

of Orissa have retained old world ideas and

fancies to a greater extent than any other Aryan

people of India. They are shy of imparting

these ideas to strangers, and a man might live

among them for years without finding out the

singular views and original processes of reason

ing on which many of their habits are based.

This shyness arises, I suppose, from the gradual

infiltration of modern ideas. The men are be

ginning to be ashamed of these antiquated fan

cies, and though in their hearts believing in

them, would rather not talk about them, and

would prefer to pass for men of the world, blasé

indifferent free-thinkers to whom all ideas of

religion are childish inventions fit only to be

smiled at. The women however are still bigot

edly attached to the traditions of the past, and

the ruder peasantry are in the same primitive

stage of credulity.

I do not propose to classify these strange

superstitions, but merely to string them to

gether as I hear them, noting here and there

curious parallelisms between them and those

of our own English peasantry. Students of com

parative mythology may draw their own con

clusions, but as I do not feel convinced that

every one we read of in ancient history re

presents the sun, nor that all heathen religions

are “myths of the dawn,” I do not wish to

complicate my simple remarks by plunging into

the misty regions of the early Aryans, or those

of Baal, Bel, Belus and so forth. Human non

sense, like human sense, is very much the same

everywhere, and it is only because in ruling

men one must take their nonsense into consi

deration quite as earnestly as their sense, that

these scraps of folk-lore are worth recording

at all.

Witches abound in Orissa and are called dańani,

(Sanskr. Eſſa'ſ or #-ſit) a word in use in all the

Aryan languages of India. They have the power

of leaving their bodies and going about invisibly,

but if you can get a flower of the pin, or betel

leaf, and put it in your right ear, you will be able

to see the witches, and talk to them with impu

nity. The pân however never flowers, or rather

the witches always cause the flower to be invi

sible, so you are not likely to find it. This is

like the English peasants' belief in the virtues

of fern-seed.

Witches congregate under banian or pipal trees

(in Oriya the first is būr, T3, Skr. Hz, the second

Öshöth sia’ſ, Skr. ***I) which grow on the

margin of a tank, and if you sit under such a tree

in such a position at either of the dawns, that is

in the grey of morning or at evening twilight, you

will come to grief, especially if the day be Satur

day, when the influence of the planet Saturn pre

vails, or Tuesday when that of Mars is strong.

On those days the witches are most powerful, and

you will be struck with sickness, or idiotcy, or

suffer loss of property.

A favourite pastime of witches is to get in

side the body of a person, who then becomes

insensible. In this case you must repeat the

following very powerful mantrö or spell, and

then ask the witch her name, which she will be

obliged to tell you. You may then go to her
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rigines, or with the Buddhists, as Wheeler ima

gines? or has he borrowed the materials for

this part of the poem from some other quarter?

Let me say at once that I consider the latter

alternative to be the true account of the matter,

and that the rape of Helen and the siege of

Troy have served as a model for the correspond

ing incidents in the poem of Vālmīki.” I do

not indeed imagine that he had himself studied

Homer, or even that he must have been aware

of the existence of the Homeric poems. Nor am

I inclined to go so far as to attach importance

(though the idea is by no means far-fetched, as

even Monier Williams admits)f to the apparent

analogies between Agamemnon and Sugriva,

Patroklos and Lakshmana, Nestor and Jämba

vant, Odysseus and Hanumant, Hektor and

Indrajit, analogies which have led Hippolyte

Fauche, who has translated the Ramayana into

French, to adopt the converse theory that Homer

has borrowed the materials for his work from

that of Vālmīki! I pass over the coincidences

also noticed by Monier Williams himself:f

—the consoling of the forsaken Si tā by means

of a dream; the surveying and enumerating of the

hostile troops from the battlements of L a fi kā;

and the appearing of S it à before the army.Š

Nor do I wish to discuss the very wide and far

reaching question,]-In how far an acquaintance

with the Greek epic may have exercised an in

fluence on the development of the Indian one *

I content myself rather with the simple as

sumption that in consequence of the mutual

relations, which Alexander's expedition into

India brought about, between the inhabitants of

that country and the Greeks (and which, in so

far as the Buddhists are concerned, have found

remarkable expression, for instance in the Mi

lindapanha)," some kind of knowledge of the sub

stance of the Homeric story found its way to In

dia. And I feel all the more justified in assum

ing this by the fact that, in addition to the coin

cidences suggested by the rape of Si tā and the

warbefore L a ſika, two other Homeric incidents

are found, not indeed in the Ramayana itself, but

in the Pāli texts of Ceylon:*—namely, the ad

venture of Odysseus and his companions on the is

land of Kirke, in the Mahavanso;f and the Trojan

* Without questioning the possible anti-Buddhistic de

sign in the selection of Laſikā as the scene of the conflict.

f Ind. Ep. Poetry, p. 46. f P. 74, 82, 86.

As Monier Williams (p. 3) assumes that the greater

part of the Rāmāyana, if not the entire work, dates from a

period so early as the fifth century B. C., he regards these

details, as well as those which he imagines are borrowed

from a Christian source (p. 75), as probably only later em

bellishments—that is, if he sees in them anything more

than purely accidental coincidences.

| Wide Ind. Stud. II. 166.

# It is greatly to be desired that this important work

were given to the public with the least possible delay. It

contains the conversations held by the Yavana king of

Sagala, Milinda (Menandros, cf. Ind. Skizzen p. 83, reigned

according to Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 327 and p. xxiv, from

144 B.C.), with the Buddhist priest Nāgasena ; but as yet

we have been made acquainted only with extracts from it,

in Hardy. Cf. Ind. Stud. III. 359.

* Wide Ind. Streifen II, 216. I, 370.

+ Cap. VII. vide Turnour, p. 48. I think it advisable to

give here the Indian version in detail. When Vijaya,

sent into exile on account of his insolence by his father

Sihabāhu, King of Lāla, landed on Laſikä with 700 compa

nions exhausted by the fatigues of the voyage, they imme

diately fell in with the tutelary divinity of the island, the god

Up p a la v. a p_n a (Vishnu), who was sitting, in the form

of a p a rib, b a ja ka (“devotee,” Turnour), at the foot

of a tree, for the purpose of receiving them and§§§
them with a counter-charm against enchantment (Cf. Od. X,

277,287. Lane, Arabian Nights III. 299,307). In reply to

their enquiry, he told them the name of the island, then

besprinkled them , with water out of his pitcher, tied

“ (charmed) threads on their arms” (suttam, tesam hatthesu

laggetvá) and vanished. . Immediately thereafter there

appeared to them a Yaksha female attendantin a canine form.

Although the Prince warned him not to do so, yet one

of the men followed her, saying to himself, “Where you

see dogs, you may look for a village.” And soº
he found himself in the presence of her mistress, the Yak

khini Kuveni (“with bad plaited hair” 2 or “bad, wick

edly plaiting” 2) who (near a tank) was sitting spinning

(Od. X, 220) under a tree, “in the character of a devotee”

(tápasi'viya). . When he saw this tank and the anchoress

sitting beside it, he bathed and drank from it, and collected

(edible) roots, as well as water with lotus flowers. There

upon she stood up and said to him, “Thou art my food

(prey) " Then he stood spell-bound ; but because the

(charmed) thread was tied (on his hand), she could not de

vour him ; and although she begged him to give her the

thread, he would not. She therefore laid hold of him, and

cast him bellowing loudly (Od. X, 241) into an under

ground cave (v. 14 tam gahetvā suruñgåyam rudantam

yakkhini khipi). And in like manner the whole 700 com

panions (of the Prince) were gradually, one by one, caught

and shut up in the cave. Seeing that none of them came

back, Vijay a became anxious, went after them, and also

arrived at the tank. Then he saw that there were no foot

steps of any that had come out (apassi m'uttinnapadam :

mä is probably used here for na 2 Turnour has “he could

perceive footsteps leading down only into the tank”; but

there is nothing of the sort in the text); but he saw the

anchoress, and he thought : “I shouldn't wonder if she has

caught hold of my attendants.” So he asked her : “Now,

hast thou not seen my attendants?” She said : “What are

thy attendants to me, Prince Drink and bathe " Then

he perceived—“She is a Y a k k h in i (enchantress) she

knows my rank :” and, resolved in a moment, bending his

bow and naming his own name, he sprang on her, caught

her by the neck with a näråcha-noose, seized her hair with

his left hand, drew his sword with his right (Od. X, 294,321)

and said: “Slave, deliver up my attendants : or I will put

thee to death.” Struck with terror, she begged for her life:

“Lord, grant me life : I will give thee a kingdom, I will

serve thee as thy wife, and do everything that thou may'st

wish.” In order to avoid the risk of a similar danger being

repeated, he made her swear on oath (Od. X, 299, 343).

Forthwith she restored to him his attendants, and, because

she saw that they were exhausted (Od. X,463), she set before

them rice and other food, and all kinds of ships' stores, once

the property of merchants who had formerly fallen a prey

to her. The attendants prepared the rice, &c., and they

enjoyed, with the Prince, a delicious meal. The Y . .

k . in i also received some of it to taste ; and she was in

consequence so delighted, that she changed her form into

that of a maiden of sixteen. Having adorned her person

with splendid attire, the Māra-wife (Māranganā: Turnour

has erroneously : “lovely as Māranga ..", approached

he Prince, and speedily conquered his heart. Under a trees

the caused a sumptuous bed to arise, enclosed with curtains

as with a wall, and perfumed with the most fragrant odours
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horse (though certainly transformed into an ele

phant) in Buddhaghosa's Comm. on the Dham

mapada.” Just as so many Alºsopic fables have

found a place in the Jātaka-collection, which forms

a part of the sacred Tipitaka,t so also from

various other sources, western tales, Sagas and

other forms of popular thought have found

and Vijay a spent the night with her there (Od. X, 347);

while his companions slept around him outside. While he

was thus with her on the couch, he heard singing and music,

and in reply to his questions, she told him what was the state

of affairs, and gave him such directions as would enable him

to make himself master of the island ; and by means of her

counsel and with her help, he succeeded in this. After a

time, however, he put her away again, when theº
presented itself of winning “a queen consort of equal ran

to himself” in the daughter of the P and a v a-king of

M ad hur à and the Yak k h in i met her death by

the hand of one of her Yakkha relations, enraged at her

on account of her treachery.—With regard to this story,

I remark that the word suruńga (1957% according to

Benfey) used in v. 14, is of itself sufficient to demonstrate,

what indeed requires no further proof, the existence of

Greek influences in the time at which the Mahéranso was

composed : Cf. Ind. Streifen II, 395. Though this coinci

dence cannot indeed be directly made use of for determin:

ing the relations that exist between the above legend and

that which is found in the Odyssey, seeing that the word

avery:, “underground passage” is not used either in the

corresponding portion of the latter work, or elsewhere

at all in the poem, still it is certainly a significant

circumstance that in a story which has so many points of

resemblance with one in the Odyssey, we should find a word

which can be easily recognised as Greek, though altered in

form through the influence of oral tradition. The difficul

ties which prevented Turnour (Introd. p. xliv) from recog

nising in the story told in the Maháranso an echo of the

Homeric Saga certainly do not exist for us.

* Wide Fausböll, p. 158; and in Rogers, Buddhaghosa's

Parables, p. 39. In the same way, too, may be easily ex

plained those correspondences with the Odyssey, which

Schott has pointed out as existing in the later Mongo

lian version of the Saga of Geser Khan (Abh. d. K. 4.

d. W. zu Berlin, for the year 1851, p. 279, or p. 17 of

the separate impression): see also Jilg in the 'er

handlungen der Würzburger Philologen Versammlung (1868),

g 58-71. (A Tibetic recension of the same has recently, (see

Schiefner in the Melanoes Asiatiques of the Petersb. Acad.

V. 47, 1863) come into the possession of E. Schlagintweit :

but so far as I am aware nothing more nearly relating to

this subject has yet been published.) The Indian account,

corresponding to the story of the Trojan horse, of the arti

ficial elephant inside of which a number of warriors were

secreted for the purpose of effecting the capture of king

Udayana, appears to have formed also the subject of a

drama, devoted to the fortunes of this king : vide Sahitya

darpana Ś 422 : yatha Udayanacharite kilińajhastiprayogah.

+ Cf. Ind. Stud. III. 356. In Buddhaghosa, too (Faus

böll, Dhamm. p. 419) an AEsopic fable is found ; that of

the flight of the tortoise through the air (cf. Ind. Stud.

III.339).

On this subject, compare, for instance, what I have

said in the Zeitschr, der Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XIV.

269, in the Monatsberichte der Akademie for the year 1869,

p. 39 ft., and in the Ind. Streifen I, 126. II, 368. Perhaps

we should class also with these materials the parable quoted

by M. Müller in his paper on Buddhist Nihilism, p. 19, from

Buddhaghosa's Comm. on the Dhammapada, of the mother

mourning the death of her only son, whom Buddha com

forted by bidding her bring him as a medicine that would

procure the boy's restoration to life, a grain of mustard-seed

“from a house in which neither a son, nor a father, nor a

slave had died.” The fruitless search brought home to her

the passing nature of all earthly things, and raised her

above her individual sorrow. This parable, which M. M.

calls a test of true Buddhism,” appears in Lucian's Demo

nar, Cap. 25, (Paris : 1840 ed. Dindorf, p. 381), identi

cal in substance, but sofar changed in form, that Demonax,

whom Lucian speaks of as his contemporary, promised the

their way into India by means of that direct

intercourse with the Greeks to which we have

already referred.: The Saga of the kidnapping of

Ganymedes appears indeed to have found admis

sion into an Upanishad belonging to the Rig

veda. § And perhaps we can point to certain ele

ments of the same kind even in the Ramayana

philosopher Herodes, in similar circumstances, that his

child would be restored to life “if he would only name to

him three men, who had never mourned for any one (as

dead)" ( tº ºvoy airw rººs rivas 3,954 rows bro, artis,

anotva ºrors wers, 6xxºras.) Similarly also the emperor

Julian, in his 37th epistle (ed. Heyler, Mainz, 1828, p. 64,

66, 341), in which he seeks to console his friend Ame

rios (var. l. Himerios) on the death of his young wife,

tells the same story, in this form, that Democritus of

Abdera promised Darius to restore life to his dead spouse,

if he should succeed in finding, throughout his wide domi

nions, three names of persons who had not yet been called

to mourn (7:13, &revººrwy bºaxra ; nomina trium quas

memo lurisset, Heyler translates; but according to the con

text, this is is decidedly incorrect). The imperial letter

writer alludes also to the “herb that banishes sorrow"

(: 3;2.2×o, wrºss) in the Odyssey IV, 220-225, which,

mixed in the wine of any one, makes him for an entire day

forget his mourning for mother, father, brother, and son;

and he speaks of his story as being to his friend “probably

not strange, though to the most of people, as he believes,

unknown” (3,850s ºra goºo; a Boy, siriº, ºro, +x^*, qo, e.tv

irws of #4, ov, Tols ratiot, os. &s tºxos 47, watoy). Buddhaghosa

wrote about 420 A. D., consequently about 60 years after

the emperor Julian (d. 363), and some 250 years after Lucian.

If therefore any connection is to be looked for here, which

can hardly indeed be called in question, the probability ºf

the borrowing having taken place from the West is certainly

greater than, or is, at all events, as great asthat of the con

verse supposition ; and this opinion is not materially affect

ed by the circumstance that, according to Mor. Haupt's kind

communication regarding both of these passages, the “De

monax" is really a pseudo-Lucianic work; for the emperor's

letter is certainly genuine, and at the same time it appeals to

the fact that although the story in question was “to most

people unknown,” yet it was “probably not new" to the

person addressed—an evident proof that it had come down

from an earlier time, though to be sure the assertion of the

connection of the story with Darius or with Demperitus

(in whose biography in Diogenes Laertius, according to

Heyler p. 342, nothing of the kind is to be found) has

no claim to be received as true. And besides, as M. M.'s

account is not taken direct from the Pāli text, but from the

Burmese translation of the same, translated into English by

Capt. Rogers (vide p. 100, 101 of his book), it is quite

natural to expect that an investigation of the original might

show that it stands in a still closer relation to the Greek

form of the story (the corresponding section is unfortunately

not given in Fausböll's extracts from Buddhaghosa's Com

mentary: vide ibid p. 289; a legend of similar import, however,

is found at p. 359, 360). In fact we have already seen that

Buddhaghosa shows an acquaintance with Greek elements

from other sources also. At all events, just as the legends

regarding Christ that were current in the ninth or tenth

centuries of the Christian era have little weight with refer

ence to the time at which Christ lived, if they are not sup

orted by evidence from other sources, so these legends of

uddhaghosa's, which occupy, almost throughout, the stand

point of the most credulous superstition, and give evidence ºf

the full development of Buddhist doctrine, have as little

claim eo inso to be regarded as “parables of Mahinda, if nor

of Buddha himself” (an opinion toward which M. Müllet

evidently leans, in his preface to Capt. Rogers' boºk,

p. xvii), so long as this conclusion is not supported by

other evidence out of the Tipitaka itself ; though indeed

they often enough refer at least to the sutta, jātaka, atthaka

tha, &c. That they contain much legendary matter that is

really ancient, and of the highest value, I do not mean for a

moment to deny : and in regard to their antiquity, Fausbøll

himself has pointed out that they seem to be borrowed in

part from an ancient metrical version (l.c. p. 99).

§ Wide Ind. Stud. IX, 41.
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itself. Here for instance seems to be a further

instance of the occurrence of a directly Hom

eric element:—in the first book of the Ramayana,"

we are told how Janaka, king of Mithilä, had

given out that his daughter S it à should be

the prize of the man who should show the great

est prowess (viryasulka), and how R am a won

her hand by bending an enormous bow which none

of her previous suitors had been able to bend;

how these latter, feeling ashamed at their defeat,

laid siege to M it hila, and how Janaka suc

ceeded, by the help of the gods, in conquering

them and driving them away. Such an incidentf

naturally reminds us of the bow of Odysseus ;

and the coincidence gains additional significance

from the fact that we are able to bring forward

another Indian form of the same Saga. This is

found, namely, according to Bigandet, in the

Janaka-jātaka if and it has already been made

use of by Ernest Kuhn S as a proof that there are

points of agreement between the Buddhist writ

ings and the Odyssey. “In a Játaka quoted by

Bigandet,” says Kuhn, “we find an account of one

who is shipwrecked being rescued by a seagod

dess. She carries him to land, into a mango

garden, where he immediately falls asleep. On

his awaking he is, in consequence of a divine deci

sion, saluted as king; and he marries the queen of

the country, when, by bending an enormous bow,

and by other proofs" he has shown that he is

her appointed husband.” The rescuing of Odys

seus by Leukothea seems here to be combined

with the bending of the bow which the other

suitors were unable to bend; and while by this

combining of the two incidents, we are involun

tarily reminded of Homer, the second of them at

once recalls the incident at the court of Janaka,

King of Mithilä, which, as we have seen, is de

scribed in the Ramayana; and with regard to this

latter there cannot be the least doubt, for the

story in this Jātaka, as quoted by Bigandet, is of

a young prince of Mithilä of the same name as

the father of Si tā (Janaka), who set out from

that country in order to win back the throne of

his ancestors, and so met with the adventures de

scribed. If these incidents, then, be really capa

ble of being referred to Homer(and the combining

of the two hardly leaves any room for doubt on

this point), it seems to follow that the scene in the

Ramayana may also beassigned to the same source!

It is true that the evidence thus furnished by Bigan

det is derived only from a Burmese translation;

but since his testimony regarding other matters

has proved to be trustworthy and reliable, there

is no ground for suspecting it in reference to

this question. There can be no doubt, at the

same time, that it would be peculiarly interest

ing to obtain some acquaintance with the Pāli

text of this Jātaka."—The two other appa

rently western elements that find a place in

the Rāmāyana are :—Hanum ant's command

ing the sun, & la Joshua to stand still if and

Rama’s satisfying the ritual requirements of

the horse-sacrifice regarding chastity by sleep

* Cap. lxvi, lxvii, Schlegel.

+ In the Mahabhár., too, the same story occurs pretty

nearly in the same form —D r up a d a 9tters his daughter

as a prize to him who excels in archery (I, 6955); no one is

able to bend the bow, except K a r ) a whom Pra up a di,

however, despises, because he is a sūta (7027), and Arjun a

(7052), who has consequently to engage, in a severe conflict

with the other suitors, in which his brother Bhim a stands

faithfully by him.

f The Life or Legend of Gaudama, first edition, Ran

oon, 1858, p. 228 ft., second edition, ibid, 1866, p. 415 f. In

igandet : Dzaneka-Dzat, which is evidently identical with
Janaka-Jätaka : though in another passage, (p. 372-4). Big

andet gives. Dzaneka as also the equivalent of the

name Chānakya.

§ In the Lit. Centralblatt, 1869, Oct., p. 1246.

| Janaka is the only one rescued out of 700 who were

in the ship : he “seizing the extremity of a log, swam with

all his strength” (vide 0d. W, 371). At last a sea-nymph

seeing “his generous and courageous behaviour, took pity on

him (ibid, v. 336) and came to his assistance. There follow

ed a sort of dialogue.” (ibid v. 339 ft).

“ He was to be able to bend and unbend an enormous

bow, a feat that the united efforts of a thousand soldiers could

scarcely achieve, and find the place where he" that is, the

former king “ had concealed 16 golden cups.”

* The Catalogue of the Copenhagen Pāli, MSS., gives
two Jataka of this name :—a Chūla-Janaka-jātaka, I (VI)

52, and a Mahá-: XXI (LVI) 531.

+ More strictly, “not to rise'; and consequently it must

be allowed, a very different circumstance, so much so as to

make it on the whole questionable whether any real connec

tion is here to be looked for. The same prohibition address

ed to the sun is also found in Buddhaghosa, vide Rogers

l. c. p. 22, 23, and comparé, in Håla, v. 46, the naive request

of the maiden addressed to the night, that it would not

come to a close.—Besides, our only information on this point

as regards Hanumantis derived from Wheeler, p. 369; did he

obtain his from his North-West Recension ? Gorresio's

edition makes no mention of the incident, in either of the

accounts which it furnishes of Hanumant's expedition

(VI. 53 and VI. 83). The Bombay edition, too, which con

tains altogether (and no doubt correctly) only one such ac

count (v1.74.33 ff; cf. VI. 92, 24 f.) is entirely silent on the

point, although it several times refers to the sun's path –

thus 74, 50 àdityapatham as ritya jagāma sa gatassramah ;

74, 55 sabhāskaradhvānam anuprapannas tam bhāskarábham

sikharam pragrihya babhau tadā bhāskarasamnikāso raveh

samipe pratibhaskarábhah. It is exactly the same also in

A (fol. 59a) and in C (fol. 251a). According to a notice in

the Magazin f. d. Lit. d. Ausl. 1870, p. 296, the command of

Joshua, in precisely analogous circumstances, belongs also

to Japan; and the incident is assigned to the year 200 of

our era. “Before the battle was decided, the sun was in

the act of setting. Then the Princess, the consort of the

Mikado Tsin Ai, drew her sword, and waved it toward the

sun, which turned back in its course : and once more it

became mid-day. . .”
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ing with the golden statue of Sitá, whom he

had abandoned in the forest,”—with reference

to which Wilsont has called attention to the

similarf situation in the Alkestis of Euripides

(v. 341–345).S. And in view of what has been

adduced, regarding Western influences, the sup

position that the Sopeithes, king of the Knzio,

who entered into friendly personal relations with

Alexander the Great, may be identified with the

Ašvapati, king of the Kekaya, who is men

tioned in the Rāmāyana as the brother-in-law

of Dašaratha, may not appear, as a mere ques

tion of literary history, so absolutely untenable

as Lassen is inclined to regard it ; though un

doubtedly there seems to be greater probability

in the view (v. supra p. 123) that Vālmiki in

troduced this name into his poem simply because

he found it already in use in the Yajus-text.

Are we able, then, to fix approximately the

date at which the work of Vālmiki was com

posed ? It is known that we have accounts in

Greek writers—first in Dio Chrysostom (in the

time of Trajan), and then in AElian—of an Indian

translation of Homer. I have already expressed

my opinion elsewhere that we must not take

this statement in too literal a sense, but that

we should accept it rather as a testimony, that

at the time when it was made the people of

India, equally with those of Greece, were in

possession of an epic, conceived in the style of the

Homeric poems. And in the same place I have

pointed out that the more detailed statements

of Dio Chrysostom—namely, that the people

of India were well acquainted with the sorrows

of Priam, with the dirges and lamentations of

Andromache and Hekabe, and with the bravery

of Achilleus and Hektor—point to a Greek in

fluence in the Mahābhārata, quite as much as

* First, it must be owned, in the Uttarakanda xcviii.

26, cvi. 8, (vide Wheeler, p. 402), which does not indeed

belong to the Rāmāyana proper, but is a later addition ; it

occurs besides in Bhavabhuti in the Uttararámacharita;

and also in the Jaimini-Bhdrata, xxix. 47, 48. Attention

should, however, be called to the reference to this, so early

as in the Karmapradipa III. 1, 10, Ramo 'pi kritvå sauvar

nim Sitam patnim Yasasvinim, je yajnair bahuvidhaih

saha bhrātribhir arcitah || This work bears the name of

Kātyāyana, and is regarded as a parisſishta to the Sama

Veda ; vide Ind. Stud I, 58. Verz, d. Berl. S. H. p. 81 (I

remark here, in passing, that architah is found only in

Chambers 106, and then, too, only prima manu; it is changed,

on the other hand, secunda manu into achyutah. A'sſarka

rends it thus in his Comm., Chambers, 134 and 370b, explains

this word by Vishnuh. This is evidently a hypercritical

enendation of the text, in which Rāma is regarded only
as a math.

# In the Hindu Theatre, I. 337.

The incident in Euripides however, undoubtedly,

differs in important respects from that referred to here. In

the anguish caused by the approaching loss of his wife,

who is about to die for him, Admetos exclaims—

in the Rāmāyana, and that in fact this may be

seen even in larger measure in the former than in

the latter ; that at the same time, however, the

expedition to the distant Lafikā and the siege

of that city in the Rāmāyana certainly offer a

closer analogy with the expedition to the dis

tant [and similarly transmarine] Troy and the

siege thereof, than is presented by the conflict

on the open battle-field between the neighbouring

Kuru and Paſic hala described in the Mahabh.;

but that on the other hand the absence of any men

tion in Dio Chrysostom of a similarity so strik

ing (and, I ought to have added, the omission of

any reference to the similar origin of the war

in the two cases, the abduction, namely, of the

wife of the hero of the one party by the heroes

of the other) was a convincing proof that under

the title of “the Indian Homer” we were to un

derstand, not a poem on the Saga of the Rāmā

yana, but a poemon the Saga of the Mahabharata.

It may no doubt be said, in opposition to this

opinion, that as Dio Chrysostom proceeds on the

assumption that Homer had actually been trans

lated into the language of India, he would take

it as a matter of course that the origin and

the locality of the conflict were the same, that

he would not think it necessary therefore to

call special attention to this, and that he would

content himself with mentioning only what seemed

to him to be most suitable for the rhetorical

purpose which he had in view. In accordance

with this theory, it would certainly be possible

that his account of the matter was founded on

some actual intimation of the existence of the

Ramayana. Nor indeed do I mean absolutely

to deny such a possibility ; but on the other

hand it evidently does not allow of being used,

even remotely, as a proof of that existence, or

“Thy beauteous figure by the artists' hand

Skilfully wrought, shall in my bed be laid;

By that reclining I will clasp it to me,

And call it by thy name, and think I hold

My dear wife in my arms, though far she dwells.” (Potter).

But he receives her back again alive, through the interven

tion of Herakles, who rescues her from Thanatos.-As the

Greek settlers in the frontier lands of India, for instance in

Bactria, seem to have kept up their acquaintance with the

Greek drama (cf. the accounts from Plutarch in my transla

tion of the Mālavikā, p. xlvi., note 33) it may readily be

supposed that the substance of a passage from Euripides

might easily find its way into India.

We might also perhaps have pointed out with

Wheeler (p. 33.1) the similarity to which he calls attention

“between the seven-walled city of Lankä and the seven

walled city of Ecbatana” (Herod. I. 98). But the editions

of the Itámáyana contain nothing of the kind ; on the

contrary, mention is made in the poem of only one great

golden prákárà (V. 9, 16 Gorr, V. 2, 16, 3, 6 Bomb.), and

besides, in general, only of earth walls and trenches

(yapraib sºvetachayākāraih parikhābhis' cha. Gorr. W. 9,

15).

| Ind. Stud. II. 162.
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of being employed as chronological capital for

determining the time of the composition of the

poem itself.”

And with reference to this part of the subject,

I think it desirable that we should, in the first

place, investigate such data bearing on the time

of the composition of the Rāmāyana as can be

furnished by internal evidence, and that we should

then collect the external data for the existence

of the poem, so far as these are to be found in

Indian literature and elsewhere.

The first point then which meets us in connec

tion with the internal evidence furnished by the

* We are unfortunately unable to determine exactly the

time to which the account given in Dio Chrysostom ought to

be assigned. My own view, which I have stated in the

Ind. Stud. pp. 164 and 165, and which has received the ap

roval of Benfey (Gött. Gel. Anz. 1852 p. 127), that it should

{... to the time after Pliny, who would hardly

have left so important a fact unnoticed, still seems to me

preferable to that of Lassen, (Ind. Alt. II., Anhang p.

xlix), namely, that we are indebted to Megasthenes for

the report in question. But at least I can no longer sup

port my opinion as I endeavoured to do there, by the argu

ment that the account given by Dio Chrysostom in the same

passage, to the effect that the Great Bear is not visible

to the people of India is to be regarded as a mariners' report

brought to Europe (from the South of India), also after the

time of Pliny; for as Lassen has justly pointed out in the

place already quoted, this report is mentioned so far back

as by Onesikritos and by Megasthenes. (On this subject,

see also Ind. Stud. II. 408, 9.) And in any case, the

circumstance that Pliny makes no mention of the Indian

Homer is at least no proof that up till that time no

information on the subject had reached Europe; for he

might have omitted to mention this just in the same way as

he left unmentioned the information regarding the Great

Bear. It must be admitted at the same time that both

omissions are remarkable enough in a man like Pliny.

+ With reference to the various recensions of the

Rāmāyana, we are hardly able to say with certainty at pre

sent, which of them should be considered as most closely cor

responding with the original. The so-called Bengal recen

sion has found its keenest opponent in Hall, who speaks of

it, in his edition of Wilson's translation of the Vishnu

Purána (II. 190), as “a modern depravation,” and even

characterises it as “spurious” (ibid III. 317). Guerin, too,

in his Astronomie Indienne (p. 239 note), refers to it as a pro

duction of the 11th century. 'i. justly describes Schlegel's

edition as “composite;" and, in his opinion, the “genuine

Rāmāyana” is contained only in the editions of Calcutta

(which unfortunately I am acquainted with only through

Muir's extracts), and of Bombay. (He has seen in India no

fewer than seven commentaries “on the real Rāmāyana :”

and one of these was a manuscript nearly 500 years

old. with accompanying text.)—At the same time, I have

made it, I hope, sufficiently clear by the arguments I

have adduced from the Berlin MSS.,-partly in my Cata

logue of the Berlin Sanskrit MSS. p. 119 ft., partly in

the Indische Streifen, II. 240 ft., Fº in the present

paper passim, that these views of Hall's must undergo

considerable modification. These Berlin MSS., written

throughout in Devanāgari, partly correspond to a large

extent with Gorresio's text, and therefore lend it additional

authority ; and partly they represent, as compared with

Gorresio and with the Bombay edition, a perfectly inde

pendent text; in other words they form a recension forthem

selves. And there is no reason to doubt that the same result

will be frequently repeated as further new MSS. are brought

to light and compared with one another. In fact, it could

hardly be otherwise, considering the manner in which so

national and popular a poem must have been handed down,

beyond a doubt merely by means of oral tradition (in the

Uttarakánda mention is made continually and exclusively of

recitation of the poem): the wonder really is that after all

there is so much substantial harmony among the different

versions. And this is the more surprising when we

Rāmāyana (and it is a very perplexing one) is the

great extent of the work, which shows that it

cannot have been the composition of one poet

only, but that centuries must have contributed to

mould it into its present form. The natural re

sult of this has been that the text has been split

up into several distinctly separate recensions.

Indeed we can say with almost perfect truth that

there are as many texts as there are manuscripts

or editions ºf And a further consequence has been

that even within these individual recensions there

have been found numerous contradictions and ob

vious additions, which afford sufficient evidence of

consider also that the different provinces of India had each

their own peculiar styles (riti), which differed from one

another in important respects; and that consequently the

work of Vālmiki, as it gradually spread over the whole of

India, would be exposed to the modifying influences which

such a state of things would naturally exert. For our

earliest and at the same time most detailed information

regarding this variety of style, we are indebted to the

(Karyādar-'a, I. 40–101) of Dandin, who in all probability

lived as far back as the 6th century; and Pandit Prema

chandra Tarkavagis'a, in the commentary with which he

has accompanied his edition of this work (in the Biblio

theca Indica, Calc. 1863), has made a most admirable col

lection of what is known on this subject from other sources,

namely, from the works of Wamana, Bhojarāja, Mammata

(Kavyaprakſis'a, IX. 4) and Visvanātha (Sáhityadar

pana, Chap. IX $ 624–630). Compare on this subject the

detailed statements from the works of the first two of

these authors namely, the Kavyalamkira of Vāmana,

and the Sarasratikanthabharana of Bhojarāja, as found in

Aufrecht's Co alogue, fol. 20, a, 208a; according to 210a ibid.

the same subject is specially treated also in Chap. IX. of

the Alamkarakaustubha ofkº And in this matter

it so happens that the Bengalis (Gauda) play quite

a conspicuous rôle. Dandin recognises only two kinds of

style, that of the Bengalis (Gaudi) and that of the Vidarbha

(Vaidarbhi). Vāmana and Mammata mention also the style

of the Panchāla (Pānchāli), Wis’vanātha speaks of the Lati

style, and Bhojarāja adds to these the Avantikä and the

Magadhi styles. (Instead of Gauda, Dandin uses also the

name, paurastya I., 50, 83, or adakshinatya I. 80; while he

designates the Vaidarbhi style as that of the dakshinātya.

I., 60.) It is greatly to be wished that some one would work

up carefully and thoroughly the details that are furnished

in so rich abundance by these passages; I content myself

with remarking here that the style of the Vaidarbha is de

scribed as having the preference, on account of its being

smooth, simple and universally intelligible, while that of

the Gauda is characterised as having the opposite qualities.

Whether the latter, and especially the detailed statements in

Dandin, &c., are to be understood as having in some way

a reference to the recension of the Rāmāyana edited by

Gorresio, and by him, following the example of Schlegel,

designated as “Gaudana"—and if so, to what extent—are

questions that cannot be answered without further special

research. (The same remark holds good also of the so

called Bengal recension of the Sakuntalā; for the authen

ticity of which, and especially for its being truer to the

original than the so-called Devānagari recension, Dr. R.

Pischel has recently been contending very earnestly, in

what is at all events a very valuable dissertation (Breslau

1870, De Kālidasae Sākuntali recensionibus, pp. 67);

though to be sure Stenzler had expressed his opinion to the

same effect a long time ago (vide Hallesche Literatur

Zeitung, 1844, p. 561 ff.). Gorresio's recension received

the name “Gaudana” on two grounds: 1. Because the

MSS. on which it was founded are written for the most part

in the Bengali character; 2. Because the statement in

Carey and Marshman, I. p. 212 that the text from this

place to the foot of p. 214 [I, 15,69-80 in Gorresto] is to

be found only in the copies of the Gaura Pandits and not

in those of the south or west”—is especially pertinent to

this recension (v. Gorr. I. 19, 1–10), while the verses in

question are wanting in Schlegel (in I. between 18 and 19)
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revisions and interpolations by different hands."

So that though this may no doubt be a proof

of the great popularity of the work, on the

other hand it seriously complicates the critical

questions which arise as to the value of the

constituent elements of which the poem is made

up. And in addition to the hitherto known re

censions,t we have now a new one introduced

by Wheeler, which he calls the North-West (!!?)

Recension, but which is evidently stamped as

quite modern by its omissions and its very re

cent additions. : It is not so easy to deter

mine, in the other recensions, what should be

recognised as original, and what should be re

garded as merely the result of later accretion.

What are we to say, for instance, regarding the

well-known episode of Visvå mitra in the first

book? § It wears an unmistakably antique as

pect, referring as it does to the elevation of a

Kshatriya to the dignity of a Brahman,—a

circumstance which though it is handled with

all possible delicacy as regards the Brahmans,

must yet have been unspeakably humiliating to

the pride of the Brahmanical hierarchy. And

the same difficulty meets us in the story of the

defeat of Rāma Jamadagnya, the representative

and champion of the Brahmanical caste, by his

namesake, the hero of the epic.| Looking at

the tenor of these episodes, we are not justi

fied, in my opinion, in assuming that they

are later additions to the poem," whatever

may be their want of connection with the gene

They are found, it ought to be

observed, in all the existing recensions. But

then, in the episode of V is vam i tra (the sub

stance of which its narrator Satán and a, the

Purohita of J an a ka, describes as having come

down from the olden primitive time) there is

found, as is well-known, that catalogue" of

the Pahlava, of the Saka mingled with the

Yavana, of the Yavana-Kāmboja—that is of

the Kamboja, Pahlava, Yavana, Saka, Varvara,

Mlechhat Tüshara, Hārita and Kirāta, who

were produced, at the command of Vasishtha, by

his cow of plenty in order to defeat the army

of Visvāmitra. And the introducing of these

names in such a connection could evidently be

thought of as possible only at a time when, in

point of fact, the hosts of the Pahlava, Saka,

and Yavana appeared actually almost to swarm

up out of the earth and to swoop victoriously

down upon the Indian Kshatriya, (for they an

nihilate the army of Visvāmitra); $–in other

words, just at the time when the Graeco

Bactrian and after them the Indo-Scythian kings

held sway in the north-west of India.]—And in

perfect accord with what has been now stated,

we find the following notices that are taken

from the fourth book. When Sugriv a sends

out his Monkeys to the four quarters of the

and in the Bombay edition (in I. 18, between 6 and 7)

They are wanting, however, elsewhere also, as far as v. 8–10

Gorr., namely in A B C., see the Verz. der Berl. S. H. p. 120.

The chapter beginning tam tu Rāmah (Ram. II, 101 Bomb.

II. 73 Ser., A. fol. 82a) is, according to Schlegel (vol. I, pag.

xxxiv), noted by a scholiast as being wanting in the

dakshinātyapātha. It is wanting also in Gorr.; at least the

corresponding chapter there (II. 109) has a different begin

ning : but it will hardly do on this account to identify, as

Gorresio seems inclined to do (vol. I. p. lxxviii-ix),

the “Gaudana” with this dakshiºatyapātha. In that case

the connection between the name “Gaudana" and the recen

sions in question must be given up; for the Gauda are

themselves adakshiqatyal And besides, the corresponding

chapter in Schlegel (II. 101) agrees in this respect with

Gorresio's text; it also has a different beginning,-no.

tam tu l'amah.

* Cf., on this subject, Holtzmann Ueber den griech

ischen Ursprung des indischen Thierkreises, p. 34 f.

See, for instance, Muir, Original S. Terts, IV. 148ſf.

378ff. 409, as also my notice of the Bombay edition of

the Rāmāyana, in the Ind. Streifen, II. 235ff. We have to

add to the statements there made regarding the extent of

the work, that from the Uttarakanda CI. 26, according to

which it contains 500 sargas with 25,000 slokas (a round

number 1).
-

f Vide. Wheeler, p. lxxxv, 28, 65, 144, 203.

§ Cap. 51–65 in Schlegel.

| Ibid. Cap. 84–86. -

* They might rather be regarded as ancient fragments,

incorporated by Valmiki into his work.

* Regarding the decisive circumstance in the matter

(namely, that under the name Yavana we are to understand

the Bactrian Greeks, or rather perhaps, by this time their

successors) vide Ind, Streifen, II. 321. The name Yavana

ral narrative.

passed from the Greeks over to their Indo-Scythian, &c.

successors, and finally to the Arabs.

f : May we suppose that the words romakūpeshu

mlechhis cha, Schl. Ser. Bomb. Gorr, mlechhas cha ('s tu

A)º A B C, have possibly a direct reference

toº* * (Conf. Acad. Worles. wher Ind. Lit. G.

p. 226 n.

I Wide I. 55, 18–56, 3, Gorr., I. 54, 18-55, 3, Schlegel

and Bomb., I. 42, 18–27, Seramp., and the relative passages

in A B C ; (by A B C, I mean those manuscripts which are

designated by these letters in my Catalogue of the Sanskrit

manuscripts in the Royal Library at Berlin, p. 118 f :) they

show, in the passage under consideration, a very special

reference to the Gauda recension. In 13 C there is another

verse added, which brings in also the Vahlika and Darada.

[Prof. Weber subjoins here for purposes of comparison, the

texts of all the recensions, taking BC as a basis. These need

not be reproduced.—Ed.] I, 55, 4.5. Schl.

| It is known that this sway extended for a time.

pretty far into India ; at the time of the Periplus. Bary

gaza was the northern limit of Aryan India (vide Ind.

Streifen, II. 271.) The passage in which Sità says to

Rāvana, “between thee and Rāma there is a difference wide

as that between Surashtra and Sauviraka” (Ram. III. 53, 56,

Gorr., cf. M. Bhār. III. 16040) perhaps has reference to this

subject, and illustrates the hatred felt towards the Sauvira

(whº in the M Bhar. also are reckoned among the non-Brah

manical peoples, and their Greek or Indo-Scythian govern

ment, and specially toward their Buddhistic proclivities (vide

Ind. Stud, where however, a somewhat different view is

taken). But also regarding Surashtra as subject to Greek

influences, see Ind. Stud. IV. 269. 270. IX, 3so (! ?). The

Greek feeling of nationality, and especially the Greek culture,

prºbably maintained their hold on the people in the parts
of India referred to for a considerable time after the ºver

throw of the Greek kings.
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earth, that they may search for the lost Sit à,

the various regions are briefly described in

their order, and the description is accompanied

by an enumeration of the inhabitants. Regard

ing the west, for instance, we are told that the

Monkeys are to search through the cities of the

Yavana, the dwelling place of the Pahlava, and,

in the neighbourhood of the same, the whole Pań

chanada (Panjāb), Kashmir, (the Parada, C.),

Takshasilā, Sākala, Pushkalāvati, the Salva,

and the mountain Manimant (Aratta, Kapiša,

Vålhi, in AC.), the country of the Gandhāra &c.;

and with regard to the north they are similarly

directed to explore among the Gândhara and

the Yavana, the Šaka, Odra and Pärada (G.,

China, Paundra, Málava AC.), the Valhika,

Rishika, Paurava, Kitſikara (Rāmatha A.C.),

China, Apara-China (Parama-China A.C.), Tuk

hāra, Varvara, Kāmboja, (and Khasa º C.), also

the Darada, and Himavant.” Here also the texts

to which I have had access harmonise in the

main ; f and it is obvious that such notices f could

belong only to a time in which the Yavana (that

is, the Greeks), the Pahlava, Parada, Saka, &c.

were settled in the north-west of India, and were

consequently neighbours, as specified, of the

Kâmboja, Bălhika, Darada, Gândhāra, &c. In

another passage, in the second book, § the Ya

vana at least appear in the immediate neigh

bourhood of the Saka ; this occurs, however,

in addition to Gorresio, only in A., while the

other texts show a variety of readings.

A second point that calls for examination here

is one that has already been largely discussed,

* IV. 44, 13 ff. Gorr.

+ The Bombay edition alone has nothing correspond

ing to the first passage (in IV. 42, 18 Gorresio's v. 27 comes

immediately after his v. 17); and in the second passage

which fully agrees with Gorr, so far as the matter in ques

tion is concerned, it reads thus: Kamboja-Yavanāńs'

chaiva S'akānām pattanani cha anvikshya Varadáns'

(Daradáns' ') chaiva Himavantam vichinvatha (!) || [The

detailed statements in G A C, taking G as a basis, given

by the author, need not be detailed here.—Ed.]

In Gorresio, vol. IV. p. 526, we find the following various

reading of the verse IV. 43, 20, represented as occur

ring in Cod. G.-

Strilokå(h) Pahlavasthānam Dandāmiträm Arundhatim |

Purúns' chaiva vanānām cha vichinudhvam vanaukasah ||

And here perhaps we may find a still further direct trace

of the Greek dominion. In case the reading which occurs

here, and which is certainly very doubtful [see the Varietas

lectionis given by Prof. Weber—Ed.], should need to be con

firmed from other sources, we might very fairly cite (vide

Ind. Stud. V., 150) the name of the city Dattāmitri, in the

Schol. in Pān. IV. 2, 76, which there appears to have

been founded by the Sauvira-king Dattāmitra, who is men

tioned in the Mahābhārata as the contemporary and the

opponent of Arjuna, but regarding whom Lassen (vide Ind.

Alterth. I. 657n.) seems not disinclined, following Tod's

example, to believe that we are to find in him a trace of the

Baktrian King Demetrius (the son of Euthydemus), who

reigned (according to Lassen, II., 298–308. xxiv.) from

about 205 to 165 B. C. With reference to a conjecture,

namely, the horoscope of the birth of R a.m a and

his brothers: more specifically, the names given

to the zodiacal figures, karkata (with kulina)

and mina. It will be remembered that A. W.

von Schlegel looked on the mention of these

names as a proof not only of the high antiquity,

but even of the Indian origin of the Zodiac."

But since the appearance of Holtzmann's ad

mirable memoir Ueber den griechischen Ur

sprung des Indischen Thierkreises, (Karlsruhe

1841), it is hardly possible for any one longer to

doubt that the truth is quite the other way, and

that the converse position is the correct one.

The evidence brought forward, to use my own

words on a former occasion,” “furnishes only

an additional proof of what has been made

sufficiently clear from other sources, namely, the

late date of the composition of the Ramayana

itself, though certainly only of that recension,” in

which the passage in question occurs. For as

the Zodiac, in the particular form in which it

is found among the people of India, “ was com

pleted by the Greeks only in the first century

B. C., it could not possibly have found its way

into India earlier than this nor, we may be

pretty sure, until several decades later ; and a

considerable time must have elapsed before this

new conception could have so become, as it were,

the possession of the people as that the poet

could refer to it as something perfectly well

known.”f And although the horoscope is cer

tainly wanting : in the Bengal recension and also

in A, B, C, § yet it is found without any mat

erial variations in the Serampur, in Schlegel's,

which certainly receives considerable support from the data

that have just been quoted regarding the city Dättamitri,

since there is mention made also of Demetrius—to the effect

that a city, in Arachosia however, bore his name (Deme

trias), and was probably founded by him, vide Lassen, II.

300. It should be added that inscriptions attest with

regard to the city Dâttmittri that it numbered Yavanás,

i. e. Greeks, among its inhabitants. This has been con

firmed by the mention of a Datamitiyaka Yonaka : vide

Journal Bombay Branch R. As. S. W. 54. Indische Skizzen

p. 37, 82. -

£ A similar use has already been made of these

notices by the Abbe Guérin in a note on the Rāmāyana

embodied (p. 237–40) in his curious book Astronomie

Indienne (Paris. 1847). -

§ II. 2, 10, Gorr.

| I. 19, 2, 8; II. 15, 3, Schlegel.

1,Vide Z. fur die Kunde des Morgenl. I. 354 f.; III.
369 ft.

* Wide Ind. Stud. II. 240, 241. 1852.

+ See my Preface to the translation of Malavika,

p. xxxiv.-v. 1856.

f Wide Kern, Worrede zu Varahamihira's Brihatsam

hita p. 40.

§ All three manuscripts agree here also ; and indeed

the first two verses of the chapter in question, quoted in the

Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit Manuscripts, follow the

closing verse of Chapter 18 in Gorresio.—Conf. the verses

following Gorr, 19.8, in MSS. A, B, & C.
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and in the Bombay editions. It is certainly re

markable, however, that throughout the remainder

of the work, so far at least as I can at present

remember, although astronomical facts are fre

quently mentioned, there is no further reference to

the Zodiac.” And therefore the suspicion natural

ly suggests itself, that the particularsregarding the

horoscope of the nativity were introduced at a

later period by zealous astrologers, who were an

xious both to obtain and to impart exact informa

tion regarding an event of so great importance.t

But even if we refrain, on account of this uncer

tainty, from insisting on the validity of the in

ferences which might otherwise be legitimately

drawn from the mention of the Zodiacal signs,

and do not therefore press their bearing on the

question as to the time, at which the Ramayana

was composed, yet the notices in the poem of

other astronomical matters furnish also at least

some support to the opinion already indicated.

For, besides the mention of the nakshatra,t

there are also frequent references to the planets;

and we know that the Indian astronomers ac

quired their knowledge of the planets at a

comparatively late period—considerably subse

quent, at least, to the dates hitherto assigned

to the Ramayana—the first mention of them

occurring in the Atharvaparis ishta and in Yaj

navalkya [I. 294 f. J.S. And the peculiar rela

tions which exist, just in those oldest passages

in which the planets are mentioned, between

Mars and War, between Mercury and Com

merce, between Jupiter and Sacrificial Ritual,

appear to point with certainty to the fact that

the Indian astronomers were indebted to the

Greeks for their knowledge of the planets;

*. Even in the second passage, although one of the

zodiacal signs is mentioned in Schlegel's edition, and with

reference to the nativity (II. 15, 3, lagne karkatake präpte

janma [sic!]. Rámasya chasthite), yet the Bengal recen

sion has nothing corresponding, but merely (II. 12, 3,

tasminn ahani pushyena some yogam upāgate.)

* It is perfectly evident that we have to do here with

a purely arbitrary guessing at the time and not with an

actual date. Seemy Abh. iiber die Naksh. I. 288. Bentley,

among others, has also attempted to calculate from Rāma's

horoscope the year in which he was born, the result being

the year 940 B.C.—and for the time of the composition of

the , Ramayana the year 295 A.D. (Hindu Astronomy,

London, 1825, p. 14 f.). Guérin, in his Astronomie Indienne,

p. 238, fixes the latter event more exactly as having taken

place in 105 A.D. The notices regarding the horoscope do

indeed furnish a certain groundwork for calculations re

garding the latter event; but they can hardly be used for

this purpose ad amussim, so as to determine exactly the

precise year in question (compare what is said e. g. in the

Ind. Stud. X. 233 ff., regarding what is essentially the same
calculation). Besides, the notices referred to have after

all a bearing only on those texts (that is, manuscripts) in
which they occur—and not on the time at which the Rama

!yana itself was composed.

t Wide e. g. I. 71, 24. 72, 13; II.4, 20, 21, Schl. : V.55, 1, 2,73, 1535, #. Gºr.” ‘’’ “” “ ” ; V

for neither their Indian names, nor the deities

associated with them, afford the smallest ex

planation of such relations.

Reverting now to what I have said under the

first head, regarding the politico-geographical

aspect of the question, as to the time when the

poem was composed, I beg in the third place to

call attention to the fact that in the Ramayana,

Ceylon" is never called Tâmraparni or Siâhala

(or—though it is true that this was hardly to

be looked for—Pálisimanta)," by which names

alone the island was known to the Greeks

(Taprobane in the earliest times, Palaesimundu

at the time of the Periplus, Salike or Sielediba

in the time of Ptolemy and of Kosmas Indico

pleustes),--but that throughout the poem it is

designated only by the name Lañkä, which was

unknown to the Greeks, and which we meet

with (except in the Mahavanso—p. 47, for in

stance) for the first time in an Atharvaparis ishta

(in the Kūrmavibhāga ; and indeed in the form

Laſikāpuri associated with Siúhalást) and next

in Aryabhata, Varāhamihira, &c.—The geograph

ical horizon of the Ramayana (which may also

be referred to here) is naturally more extensive

than that of the Mahabharata, inasmuch as the

original story ofthe latter confines itself to the de

scription of a battle in Hindostan, while the Rama

yana carries us as far south as to Ceylon. But it

has already been remarked by others, that the Ra

mayana shows by no means an exact acquaintance

with the geography of the Dekhan. : It is evi

dent, on the other hand, from passages here and

there, that the poet possessed a special acquain

tance with the North-Westof India. This appears,

for instance, in the episode of Visvāmitra (vide

Cf, however, Manu, I. 24; VII, 121. Regarding

the late period at which mention is made of the planets in

Indian writers, see Ind. Stud. II., 240, 242; IX. 363; X.

240, Omina und Portenta, p. 339, 340; Jyotisha, p. 10. Re

garding the recent origin of the verse in the Yajus-recension

of the Jyotisha, in which the Zodiac and Jupiter are men

tioned, see my Treatise on that work, p. 11, 22; and on a

assage ascribed to Baudhayana, see my Abh. iiber die

Naksh. II. 358.

| Wide Ind. Stud. VIII, 413. X, 319.

* Wide Lassen, Ind. Alt. I. 200-201. Gorresio, Introd.

to vol. I. p. c. -

* The name of the rākshasi Sinhikā, on the island be

tween Ceylon and the mainland, IV. 41, 38, W. 8.1 Gorr,

appears to contain a play upon the name Sinhala.

t Wide Verz. der S. H. der Ber, Bibl., p. 93.

t. An excellent opportunity offered itself for showing

such an acquaintance in the description of the regions to be

visited by the messengers sent out by Sugriva (IV. 40, 17 ff.

Gorr.)—This digvijaya of the Rāmāyana deserves to re

ceive special treatment (cf. Hall's Edition of Wilson's Vish

nup. II, 146 ft.), Gorresio's Text and the Bombay edition

differ materially in this matter: A C follow Gorr., in the

niain; in this respect, for instance that instead of Yavadvipa,

the island of Java, IV. 40, 30 (cf. Kern, Introd. to the

Brihats. p. 40) they read Jaladvipa (A, owing to a clerical

error, has only Jadvipa).
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supra), in Bharata's return journey from his

uncle, and in the journey of the messengers

who were sent to fetch him." In Rāvana's

palace in Lankä, Hanumant seest noble horses

from the North-West: Árattajääs cha Kâmboján

Vålhikān Subhalakshanān, Šukānanáñs cha

turagán . . . ; and the powerful hounds

which Bharata takes home with him as a present

from Ašvapatif re-appear in the accounts of the

Greeks regarding the country of the Kwaio S.

I remark further, in the fourth place, that

although the word samskrita is applied in the

Ramayana| in a manner which shows that

it had not yet come to be used in its technical

meaning as the name of the “Sanskrit.”"

language, yet it is evident that the use of the

latter name was just about to come into exist

ence. And accordingly we find frequent re

ference made to a literature already very widely

developed, and designated by names that are

comparatively modern (Śāstra, for instance, used

throughout as the name for a treatise, both

standing alone,” and as the second part of

compound words, as shown in the examples

given below). Thus, in addition to the Veda,ff

and the vedañga, consisting of six aiiga, if special

ly the Šiksha§§ (mantraib Sikshāksharasaman

vitaih) in addition to the sūtra and bhāshya,"

sūtra and kalpa"", kalpasiltra,” the following are

also mentioned by name : the dhanurveda with

ańga, upāńga, upanishad and rahasya,t the

gandharvavidyā,f astronomy $ (jyotirgatishu

* 1, 55, 18, ff., II. 70, 6, 11–19, 73, 2 f. Gorr. Lassen

Ind. Alt. II. 523.

+ W. 12, 36.

II. 72, 24.

Alexander receives from Sopeithes as a present 150

of such hunting dogs : (vide Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 16).

Wide Ind. Streif, n, II. 53.

As distinguished from the des’abhāshā; I. 51, 3, Gorr.

** E. g. I. 12, 19. II. 109, 30, 63.

++ The praushthapada is the month for the svā

dhyāya of the Sãmaga IV. 27, 10.

if E. g., I. 5, 20. 6, 1, 71. 6, 13, 21. 80, 4. W. 16 41.

§ 1. 13, 18. || I. 11, 6. ** I. 13, 21.

* I. 13, 3. + I. 56, 16. 79, 20.80, 27. W. 32, 9.

f I. 79, 21.80, 4. § I. 80, 29. | I. 12, 7.

nishmātah, ganakāh)| writing and reckoning

(lekhya-samkhyā)," the arthasastra,” and all

kinds of arts (silpatt and kala),if the nātaka, §§

but especially the dharmaśāstram, , the nitisãs,

tram," " the nyāyaśāstram," (cf. naiyāyika,f and

the ānvikshiki buddih.): In this place also

may be noticed the frequent references to the

heretical views of the materialists and the unbe

lievers, laukayātika,S and nāstika. In addi

tion to these, there are direct quotations: e.g.,

the Hastibhir gitāh slokah" (regarding enmity

among relatives), Kanlună gāthās chirodgital,”

(regarding those that pray for help), paurani

gáthá,ff imam puránam dharmasamhitam . . .

Rikshena gito yah slokali: Finally, we may

also refer here to the mention of Dhanvantari as

king of the physicians, SS and father of Sushena,

as also to the representing of Jaimini," Kātyā

yana," Jāvāli and Mārkandeya as among the

royal counsellors,t in Ayodhya.-Although these

literary data, which I have taken, for the sake

of unity, exclusively from the Gaula recension,f

by no means enable us to determine the precise

time at which the poem was composed, yet they

certainly furnish, on the other hand, decisive evid

ence against so high an antiquity as has hitherto

been assigned to the Ramayana.

Nor, fifthly, do the data relating to the

history of religion, which are furnished by the

Ramayana, give any certain evidence that a

high antiquity should be assigned to the poem.

Specially noticeable in this connection is the

* I. 80, 2, 29.

** I. 80, 28. W. 1, 82. In this class also, e. g., hasti

sikshās and rathas'ikshās:—treatises (? or merely : In

formation ?) regarding the management of elephants, and

the preparation (guiding 2 Vide I. 79, 21) of war-chariots;

cf. Kaidambart, I. 67 ; Wilson, Hindu Theatre, I.14.

++ I. 80, 4. II. I. 79, 22.

§§ II. 71, 4, nātakānyapare chakrur (práhur Schl. II,

69, 4) hasyani vividhāni cha; cf. nata in combination with

nartaka I. 12, 7 (Schl. and Gorr.) II. 67, 12 (Schl., not in

Gorr. II. 69).

| I. 79, 20. -

** I. 79, 20. 80, 3, 27. Cf. the reference to the

kåkatáliyam vairam, III.45, 17.

* I. 80, 4. + II. 116, 1.

i II. 109, 30, (in the Kachchit-Sarga, however).

§ II. 109, 29, (also in the Kachchit-Sarga).

| I. 5, 12, Nāstikyam II. 109, 64 (ibid.) 114, 40 (of

Jāvāli (). III. 69, 5. IV., 41, 42.

* V. 88, 6. ** VI. 91, 7.

it VI. 98, 32. §§ I. 46, 30.

** II. 82, 10. * I. 71, 4, WI, 112, 73.

+ Similarly the old Vedic rishi, Vasishta, Vāmadeva,

Gotama or Gautama, Maudgalya, Kasyapa, Bhrigu (1.7 I, 4),

and other names that have merely an etymological signifi

cance, such as Suyajna, Sumantra, Vijaya—are mentioned

among the royal guru or counsellors; the former evidently

only in majorem gloriam Sumiträ, the third wife of

Dasaratha, is even spoken of as the daughter of Vāmadeva

(by a karani) I. 19, 9.-The passages regarding Valmiki's

being contemporary with Rāma are wanting in the Gauda

recension, and are found besides only in some MSS. It is

only when we come to the Uttarakanda (and Bhavabhuti)

that the MSS. agree in recording (49, 47, 51, 1 f.) that Sità

came into his hermitage and there gave birth to her two

sons, whom he afterwards taught to repeat the Râmayana.

Valmiki thus appears to be a new acquaintance of Sita ;

so that those passages in the previous books, which speak

of an earlier meeting having taken place between them,

must evidently have been added at a later period.-In, the

peculiar position which Jāvāli occupies in the Rām., I am

inclined to recognise a slight trace of the pique which

probably animated our poet, a follower of the black Yajus

(vide supra p. 123 b, n.S) against the Jāvāla-school of the

white Yajus.

Regarding the mention of Buddha, in II. 104, 33

(ed. Schlegel), vide supra p. 122 a, n.**

++ VI. 110, 2.

| I. 66, 22.
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absence of any reference to Krish n a or the

Krishna-worship,” though of course the only

legitimate inference to be drawn from this

silence is that we must not push the date of the

work too far back.f. The same remark ap

plies to the absence of any mention of the

Dàkin i and (if I do not mistake) of the Vidy à

dhara. The Vedic gods, however—for instance,

Indra, Vayu, Agni, Rudra—are repeatedly men

tioned, and frequently as taking part in the

action of the poem; but alongside of them, and

decidedly ranking as the principal deities, we

find Brahman, Vishnu (Nārāyana), and Siva ;

and, as we have already seen, one of the chief

tendencies of the poem, in its present form at

least, is a distinctly implied desire to exalt

Vishnu above the other gods. Whether the

legends that specially serve to favour this and

other aims, regarding the pious Savari, and re

garding Šarabhaiga, Kabandha and Virådha, are

to be ascribed to a Christian origin (as Monier

Williams thinks); or to a Buddhist one (which

is my own opinion), S is a question which

must probably be left in the meantime un

decided ; but, in any case, completely to strike

them all out of the original text, and to regard

them only as later additions, would certainly be

attended with considerable difficulties.|

I refer, in the sirth and last place, to the diction

of the work, as exhibiting on the whole decidedly

less of a tendency to take liberties with the gram

mar, than is shown in the earlier parts of the

Mahabharata. There is an important difference

also in the form of the composition in the two

works, and in this the Ramayana is at a disad

vantage, as in it the concluding verses of the

chapters (and the remark holds true of all the

recensions) are constructed in various metres,

more artificial than the single epic sloka-measure.

From this it is quite evident that a more artis

tically correct kāvya-form was aimed at; and

accordingly the Ramayana is frequently desig

nated as mahākāvya:" The title of the chapters,

sarga (not adhyāya), probably furnishes addi

tional evidence in the same direction.

(To be continued.)

ON THE ANCIENT REMAINS IN THE KBISHNA DISTRICT.

(From the Report of the late J. A. C. Boswell, Esq., M. C. S., offg. Collector Krishna District.)

(Concluded from page 155.)

VII. Forts illustrating the periods of the Oriya

sovereigns, the Reddi Chiefs, the Bijayanagar or Roya

lu dynasty,the Muhammadan conquest, the rise of the

Zamindars, and the powers of the Marathas and

Rohillas. The most important forts in this dis

trict are those of Kondavid, Kondapalli, and Bel

lamkonda. These have interesting associations,

and are worthy of preservation. The stones have

been largely removed of late years, and used for

building purposes. I would propose in future only

to allow the loose stones to be removed, and to

preserve the walls and buildings at present existing.

Kondarid—This is a small range of hills about

1,500 feet high about 12 miles to the west of Gun

tur. There are two ghâts, that on the north is

much the shortest, but very steep, there being an

ascent of steps the whole way, the other ghāt is

more circuitous about two miles, but it is not so

steep, and persons can be carried up by bearers.

There are three forts of successive periods, the ruins

of which still exist.

(1.) The Puttakota.-This, the most ancient

fort, is said to have been built by Odiya sovereigns

* Wide Gorresio : Introd. to Vol. I. 1843, p. xciii.

t It ought also to be said that this silence is capable

of explanation by the rivalry of these two incarnations of

Vishnu, or rather by that of their respective followers.

Rāma undoubtedly represents an earlier stage of Vishnuism :

but it is cºrtainly possible that his becoming the deity of

a sect is due to some previous development of the Krishna

worship.

when they held this part of the country. It is

situated in a valley between two spurs of the hill,

and the mouth of the valley was closed by a high

embankinent of earth and stone. A stone wall was

also raised across the top of the valley. The area

of the old fort is overgrown with jungle, but hid

among the bushes and trees are to be found remains

of temples, mantapams, wells, rice-pounding mor

tars of stone, &c. The opening of the valley,

where the wall was raised, faces the north-east.

The whole drainage of the valley was let out

through this wall by a sluice which may still be

seen. The tradition of the place is, that this sluice

having become choked, the heavy fall of rain dur

ing a single night inundated the whole fort, and

drowned all the inhabitants. -

(2.) The Durgam or Kila.-The second fort is

situated on the top of the hill, the longer ghāt is

through the Puttakota, and on the top of the hill

there is a gate known at kattol diddi or firewood

gate, By this ascent all supplies were brought up

to the fort. The gate was originally surmounted

by a building of four stories, each supported on

I Savari, indeed, recalls the “woman of Samaria.”

§ Rām. Táp. Up. p. 276.

| In connection with this part of the subject we may

refer also to S'ambuka in the Raghuransa and in Bhava

bhuti ; differently in the Uttarakanda 82, 3.

* Seemy Acad. Worl. iiber Ind. Lit. G. p. 180, 181.
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rows of stone-pillars, but the two upper stories

have fallen down. The third was in existence

within the memory of those still living. The other

gate known as pedda durwaja is on the north-west

side towards Narsaraupet. It became the princi

pal gate in later times, but there is reason to sup

pose that the other was originally the main gate.

This fort is said to have been built by the Reddis.

On entering the fort by the kattol diddi, there face

one the two bangalas erected by Messrs. Rohde and

Newill, which, however, are both considerably di

lapidated.

The area of this higher fort is very extensive.

There are high towers and battlements, ramparts

loop-holed for musketry along every commanding

eminence, overhanging the edge of deep precipices.

The views from many of these forts looking over

the low country is very fine. One of these points

of vantage has been availed of for the erection of

a colonade or long mantapam known as miriyala

takhta. Tradition says that this was the favourite

resort of one of the old Reddi Chieftain who held the

fort. There are the remains of the old treasury,

magazines, granaries, and all sorts of store

godowns. One of these is a bombproof building, the

interior of which is a well cut in the rock eleven

feet by seven and four feet six inches deep. This

was the receptacle used for the storing of ghee.

Everywhere may be seen the foundations of dwell

ing houses, and the number of rice-pounding stone

mortars is very great, giving evidence that a large

number of persons must have at one time been

quartered in this hill fort. There are many springs

on the top of the hill, and three large tanks, one

leading into the other, so that when the first is

filled, the second begins to receive its supply, and

similarly again the third. There is also the re

mains of a pekota showing that this was the method

of raising water then employed. There are on the

hill a number of temples, but all the images have

been broken, or had their features chipped off

through the iconoclastic zeal of the Muhammadans,"

who have also turned several of the temples into

Mosques. One of these Mosques was transformed

in this way by one Gulab Ghazi, and close beside it

is his dargah or tomb, for the repairs of which there

is an endowment of four Kuchelas of land in a

village in Bapatla Taluq. The holder of the Inam

is bound to look after the repairs of the Mosque

and tomb, and ascends the hill every Friday to light

a lamp, as well as on the occasion of the principal

festivals.

But the time when the Muhammadans gained

possession of this fort was subsequent to the date

when the third or lower fort on the north side was

built. This is known as simply Kota, and owes its

origin to the dynasty of Bijayanagar, better known

as the Royalu. Tradition goes that about the be

ginning of the sixteenth century the race of the

Reddi sovereigns came to an end. The last old

king died childless, and his seventy-two chiefs

could not agree upon the selection of a successor.

Krishna Deva Royalu, the most illustrious ruler of

his race, heard of this state of things, and at once

conceived the idea of acquiring for himself the old

Reddi's kingdom and fort. His strong idea was to

make religion the support of the throne, and his

pious memory is still revered throughout the

Northern Sarkars and Ceded Provinces, as the

founder or restorer of many Hindu temples and

Pagodas. Krishna Deva Royalu's idea on the sub

ject of a union between Church and State was a

worldly-wise policy, and for the protection afford

ed by the sovereigns to religion, he expected as a

return that the priesthood, whom he endowed with

wealth, should use all their influence to carry out

his political views. Accordingly, it is said on the

present occasion, he selected a wily and unscrupul

ous member of the sacerdotal fraternity, as his tool

for the accomplishment of his ambitious designs.

The Brahman was furnished with money, and di

rected to restore a magnificent temple of Gopina

thaswami at the foot of Kondavid. A new image

was to be consecrated and set up, and for the cele

bration of these rites, the presiding priest invited

the seventy-two Chiefs to descend from their hill

fortress. They came—the three score and twelve—

and were all seated in the great hall. From thence

one by one the officiating priest led them to the

inner shrine to view the new representation of deity,

and to bow before the image that the great Krish

na Deva Royalu had set up. As they stepped into

the antaralikam or inner hall, and bowed at the

threshold, two ruffians, who were concealed in the

chamber, stepped forward, and before the victim

had time to raise a cry, precipitated him into a

deep well whose mouth it was impossible to discover

amid the surrounding gloom. One by one each

Reddi Chieftain approached the shrine, and all

shared one common fate, one common grave, and

then all was easy for Krishna Deva Royalu to seize

the fort. He preferred the plain, however, to the

hill, and the third fort, as has been said, owes its

origin to him. It has two entrances known as the

Colepelli Darwaja and the Nadelle Darwaja. The

ramparts of the fort still remain to a considerable

extent, with the gates and streets paved with stone.

There are a number of modern houses in the fort,

and ruins, and blocks of cut stone, scattered all

round. The chief feature of interest, however,

in this fort is Gopnathaswämi's temple. It is a

very large building of stone, and the pillars

are very fine, in some cases a cluster of five pil

lars carved out of a single block. The Muham

madans, however, have destroyed all the images,

and converted the great hall into a Mosque. It

remains as such to this day. To enter the hinder

portion one has to go round to the other side. The

autaralikam is to be seen where the well is said to

have been dug which received the Reddi Chiefs.
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The place is inhabited now by a colony of swallows

which dazzled with the light of the torch as we

entered, fluttered wildly about, and fell with out

spread wings on the ground.

Kondavid hill has a considerable extent of pas

turage which is leased out, and the custard apples

alone fetch some Rupees 300 a-year. The bamboo

grows on the summit, and gives its name to one of

the tanks.

The tradition and history of the place has been

collected, a copy of the Telugu manuscript of

which is in the possession of one of the village

Karnams. Sir Walter Elliot is said to have taken

the original, and left this copy instead.

Kondapilly.—This is an old hill fort which

formerly belonged to the Nizam, it is about ten

miles west of Bejwadá. All along the road and in

the town there are numerous remains of old Mas

jids, Ashur Khanas, Pirla Chawadis, and Muhama

dan burying grounds. Not far from Ibrahimpatam,

on the north of the road, is a well, known as a well

of the Minister of Krishna Deva Royalu who

lived about 1550. The fort is entered through

three successive massive gates at the foot of the

hill, and by the fort walls a considerable space is

enclosed, all thickly over-grown with jungle and

luxuriant cactus. Within the limits of the old fort

were built the English Barracks, which are still

standing, consisting of eight large rooms besides out

houses, all in tolerable order. There was formerly

a detachment sent here from the Regiment station

ed at Masulipatam, but the place is now entirely

abandoned as a military post, and the old barracks

are used by any visitors as a halting bangala.

Opposite the barracks is an English burying ground,

enclosed by a mud wall, but the tombs are all of

comparatively recent date. A few hundred yards

from the bangala, the ascent of the hill com

mences. It is a winding tortuous path between

two hills, and the whole way for about three quar

ters of a mile is a climb by a staircase of stones

placed in position to form steps. The labour of

constructing this must have been great; many of

the stones have the mark of blasting, and many are

cut and trimmed as if they had previously been

used for some other purposes. The ordinary mode

of ascent is on foot, but visitors can be carried up

by bearers. The bearers through practice go up

with their burden very quickly. As one approaches

the summit, the ruins of the old palace appear

perched on a crest between the two hills, on either

side of the Pass. The heights are fortified with

towers, and loopholed ranges of battlemented wall

show how strong the place must once have been.

On every jutting crag and eminence there are works

which completely command the Pass. The upper

fort is entered through three enormous gateways

in succession. This entrance is known as the

Dargah Darwaja. The sides of the gateways, about

fifteen feet high, are single blocks of granite, and

the lintels about twelve feet wide are the same.

The gate derives its name from the dargah or tomb

of Ghulab Shah, who was killed here in fight. It

was endowed with twelve kuchelas of Imam land,

which has been subsequently reduced to eight,

yielding eight kattis of produce. The endowment

is for the purpose of keeping the tomb in repair. It

is a modern looking edifice, plastered white inside

and out, in close proximity to the ruins of an old

Masjid.

Immediately above this stands the Tanisha Mahal

or palace. The fort is said to have been originally

built by the Reddis who once ruled this part of the

country, but this building is purely Muhammadan.

The whole of the ground-floor consists of exten

sive cloisters, supported by stone-built pillars, and

the roofs arched. Between the pillars, in some

instances, partitions have been run up, so as to

form separate chambers. This ground-floor was

probably used as a barrack for troops. The floors

are all paved with stone, and the masonry is ex

ceedingly strong and good. At present these

cloisters are used at night for the protection of

the cattle which are sent up the hill to graze in

large numbers. A small stone staircase leads to

the upper floor, where there is a great hall over

which a thatched roof was lately placed, when a

party of gentlemen came up here to spend the

Christmas Holidays. There are several bath-rooms

with stone cisterns and pipes providing the escape

for the water. There are the remains of a number

of large and small chambers, but all unroofed. The

walls have been originally plastered, and the orna

mental designs are still visible; some in excellent

preservation. There is a balcony overlooking a

large tank, a terrace leading past what was once the

garden to the zenana. These apartinents are sur

rounded by a high wall. There is a court-yard

within having a large stone bath, to which water

was conveyed by pipes, and there are the remains of

various chambers all now unroofed. The walls are

covered with ornamental niches.

Leaving the zenana, a path leads to the great

reservoir, which is supplied by a spring, and where

the water never fails. It is very cold, and said to

produce fever. The reservoir is of great depth.

There are also several tanks on the hill which,

however, dry up during the hot weather, and in the

tanks several wells.

Beyond the reservoir is the granary, a massive

building of stone supported on high arches, and so

constructed that each compartment might be di

vided by stone walls, so as to make a number of

Beparate receptacles for grain. There is but one

entrance below, but each receptacle has an aperture

at the top. The place is now tenanted by millions

of bats which, continually flying about, give forth

the sound of rushing water. Beyond the granaries

are the magazines. All around the hill is strongly

defended by towers and ramparts. Besides the
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Dargah Darwāja, there is another entrance, known as

Golkonda Darwāja, on the other side of the hill,

from which a path leads down towards Jagiapett.

On the hill ferns abound, and many flowering and

odoriferous shrubs. There is a white and purple

creeper (samudrapala the milk of ocean) which is

very luxuriant. There is a good deal of jungle but

no forest. One tree Ponugu chettu grows in consi

derable abundance, and is much used by the Machis

of Kondapali who are celebrated for the manu

facture of figures as representations of all the castes

and costumes. Some of these are very good. On

the hill there are numbers of monkeys (kondamutsu).

There is a Telugu manuscript containing the legends

and history of this fort.

Bellamkonda.-There is an old fort of stone here,

also said to have been built by the Reddis when

they ruled the country. The fort is on the top of

a high hill, and is termed a durgam or durg.

The fortification still remains, and also the ruins of

flat roofed dwelling houses, magazines, granaries,

etc. There is a perennial spring at the top which

supplies a reservoir. The hill is covered with jungle,

and there are tamarind trees, custard apple trees,

and bamboos. There is a pathway formed for

the ascent.

Vinukonda.-This is the Hill of Hearing. Tradi

tion says that here was the spot where, according to

the localized legend, Ráma first heard of the rape

of his wife Sità by Rāvana. On the hill, about 600

feet high—a bare rock without vegetation, there is

a temple of Shiva under the designation of Rāma

lingeshwaraswämi. The ascent is a very steep one,

by steps cut in the rock, and cut stones piled to

form steps. Close to the temple on the summit are

two konerus or artificial reservoirs of water revetted

with cut stone. These never run dry. The larger

one is known as Rāmagundam, and is much resorted

to for bathing. The other, which is much smaller,

is known as Sitágundam, and it would be considered

desecrative to bathe in it, as it is left for the god

dess's private use.

There are three lines of fortification around the

hill, one above the other, but the walls have been

demolished, and the stones aregone for long distances.

The fort is said to have been built when the Red

dis held the country, and there are still to be seen

the foundations of the old dwelling houses on the

hill, magazines, granaries, etc. About a quarter of

the way up the hill there is a large artificial reservoir

with a perennial spring known as Tega Bhavi. At

the foot of the hill there is an old temple dedicated

to Kodandarámaswämi and another to Prasanna

Rámalingaswami ; all around are the ruins of

mantapams, and much cut stone.

There is a curious story attached to a large

representation of Hanuman at the foot of the hill.

It is known as Tappal Anjanayulu, and it is said

that when the country was held by Guntupalli or

Rayani Baskarudu, a Deshapanda, under the Muham

madan Government, he used to deposit his letters

for Haidarabad at the foot of this image, and used

to return the following day and find the answers.

The monkey god is credited with a feat worthy

only of the electric telegraph.

There is another fort with walls of mud and stone

at the foot of the hill. This formerly belonged to

the Malraj Zamindar's family. The fort is entirely in

ruins, and the area has been given up for cultivation.

Dharanekota, Amravati, and Chintapalli.-

Dharanekota is the site of a very ancient town, “the

city of magic” as the name imports. The walls

were pulled down by the late Vasereddi Zamindar

to build the town of Amravati about a century ago.

These buildings have also in time fallen into ruins.

There were two hundred two-storied houses built

for Brahmans, and the Zamindar's palace is reported

to have had gilt and silvered tiles. The whole

place is now a mass of ruins. There are to be seen

the remains of large reservoirs and fountains and

places for pleasure grounds. A long law suit, car

ried through many years regarding a disputed suc

cession, dissipated the wealth of the family. The

estate fell into arrears, and was sold by auction, and

bought in by Government for a nominal sum.

There are two brothers, the present representatives

of this old and ancient Zamindari, who now live

in a ruined tenement where their ancestors were once

high lords, drawing a revenue of thirty or forty

lacs a-year. They are dependent on their mother's

pension of Rupees 150 a-month. The fort at

Chintapalli belonged to the same family, and is now

also in ruins. Also another at Rajapett, which is

in the same condition.

Gurjala.-At Gurjala in the Palnad there are the

ruins of an old fort, the stones of which have been

largely taken by the villagers to build their houses.

It is said to have been originally raised by Raja

Narandrudu, the 4th descendant of the Pándavas

(Kshattrayas).

There are also the remains of other stone forts in

the Palnad, at Tunnekota (this has lately been

pulled down and levelled,)at Kambhampad, Goli

Nayarjunakonda, Tangada, and Karempudi. At the

latter place, outside the fort wall, there are several

two storied mantapams or porticos, which are

said to have been used by an old Rishi in former

days for the performance of his japam (prayers).

He would recite his prayers at different quarters of

the town at different hours of the day, high up in

the second story of these mantapams where his

devotions might be duly observed.

Agnigmedala.-This place, in the Winukonda

Taluq, derives its name from the hot springs which

are said to have existed here, but there are no traces

of them now. The fort here belonged to the old

Malraj family, and is now quite dilapidated, and the

site unoccupied.

In the Winukonda Taluq there are also the ruins

of old forts at Winukonda, which belonged to the
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Sakamuri family, at Tangerala and Gummampad,

the former an Agraharam, and the latter a Mokhasa

village.

In the Nandigama Taluq there is an old Reddi

fort or durgain on the north bank of the Krishna, a

little to the east of Mugetala at Gudemetla, known

as Turangaraidu. There are the ruins of mud

forts built by the Vasereddi Zamindar at Nandi

gama, Rāghavapuram, Irellapad and Magallu ; one

built by Chava Narasaya at Konakanche, and one

built by Cherumamella Venkataramanaiya Veladi.

There is another old fort at Itur, and one at Panu

gancheprol, built about a century ago by the

Muhammadan Governor or Tanisha. The walls of

both have fallen down. Jagiapett is a town of

considerable trade and importance in the Nandigama

Taluq on the borders of the Haidarabad territory.

A band of Rohillas once came here and burnt down

the place. The people then built a square tower

in the centre of the town for protection provided

with narrow loopholes for musketry, but they never

added the staircase to ascend to the top, and the tower

would practically be of very little use as a means of

defence. The town was surrounded by a high wall

by the Vasereddi Zamindar of old time, a consider

able portion of which remains. At each gate was

built a temple. There are also forts in this taluq

at Konakanchi, Dabákupali, Malkapuram, Muka

peta, Anneguntapad, and Shir Muhammadpet.

Also at Lingagiri, Shri Narasimhapuram, Ganuga

banda Sarvavaram, Kalavapalli, Lakhaveram, and

Amaraveram. These villages belong to the Lingagiri

Zamindar. In Munagala, Nalamaru, Madhaveram,

Rapali, Karivarada, Sripuram, Nadegudamala,

Komarabanda, Ankupamula, Barayakudagudam

and Brindavanapuram, villages belonging to the

, Munagala Zamindar there are also forts. In Visan

napett Division there are also forts in the villages

of Tiruvur, Kalagara, Gampalagudem, Venegada,

and Vishnupett. In the last-mentioned village the

fort is not walled, but surrounded by a hedge of

bramble ; it is called Kumpakota.

In the Bejwada Taluq there are two old ruined

forts at Valavadam and Vellatur. At Bejwada, too,

there was a fort; there are no signs of it at present,

and in the Gudiwada Taluq at Kanukolanu, Vama

varapupad, Kaldindi, Venkatapuram, Chigurukota

and Koleru ; but none of them are worth preservation.

In the Devarakota Zamindari of Bandar Taluq there

are the ruins of a fort at Lakshmipuram, built about

200 years ago. There are also forts in this taluq

at Yendapalli, Nungegada, Nagayalanka, and Mare

polam.

In the villages of Najid Zainindari there are

forts at Katur, Medur Kasbah, Nana Kasbah,

Suravaram, Telaprolu, Gollapilli Kasbah, Najid,

Musunur, Vijiaroy Kashah, Rayanepolam, and

Mutanavidu. There are also forts in some villages

of Chatroy, Pentapad, Bahurjali, Gundugol,

Ambarpett, and Elor Haveli Parganas, belonging

to the Nedadavol Zamindari, which was transferred

to Godavari District at the amalgamation of the

late Guntur and Masulipatam Districts.

In the Nizampatam Sarkar of Ripalli Taluq, there

are also forts at Vullipolam, Kadavakuduru, Gana.

paveram, Yalatepolam and Amudalapilli.

There are also forts at Vallur and Gudur belong.

ing to the Vallur Zamindar. One at Avanigadda

belonging to the ex-Divi Zamindar, and one at

Mailaveram belonging to that Zamindar.

There are also ruins of ancient forts in the Palnad

Taluq at Katavaram, Machavaram, Tangeda, Pidu

guralla, Tandutla, Gamalapad, Kamepalli, Petta

Mansursha, Ubbapalli, near Dachapalli, Gottepalli,

Pulbriddegudam, Nāgarjunakonda or Durg, Karun

pudi, Kambhampad, Gali, Pendugal, Pillutla.

In Guntur Taluq at Naukar.

In Narsaraupett Taluq at Chilakallurpad and

Kunkalagunta.

In Repali Taluq at Repali, Nedumurru and

Rachur.

In Winukonda Taluq at Gunadampad, Komala

pad, and Chintalacheruvu, besides a number of

smaller ones, or bastions in the Palnad Taluq at

Mandenapadu, Janapadu on a pagoda, Pedda Gar

lapadu, Konanki, in the centre of the village,

Pinali on a pagoda, Oblinipalli, Kalakota, Madu

kuru, Pattavedu, Gunlapad, Gottepalli, Veldurru,

Royaveram, Pasevamula, Nangalavaram, Oppicherla,

Adigopula, Miriyala, Pedda Kadavagunta, Sunne

galla, Jattepalepu, Pulepad, Rentala, Rentachin

tala, Mandugalla, Pullagunta, Charlagudepad,

Gottennzukuala, Dieta.

VIII. The Mahals or palaces of Zamindars con

structed within the last century.—The best specimens

of these are the palace of the ex-Zemindar of Nar

saraupet, and the palace of the Devarakota

Zamindar of Sallapalli. There are each large piles

of buildings in the Muhammadan style of architec

ture, four or five stories high, There is a very

large hall on the ground floor and a gallery round

it on the second floor, with five ranges of rooms

above. The buildings are of brick plastered, with

high Muhammadan arches. There are ornamental

devices in plaster, and the woodwork is carved and

painted in bright colours. There are extensive

court-yards with reservoirs and fountains and

gardens and shrubberies.

IX. European remains.—Tradition exists of the

sea coast of this district having formerly

been several miles inland of the present shore, and

this is supported by a mark of an old beach along

the eastern road to Masulipatam from China Gan

jam. The black soil here gives place to a belt of

sand from 5 to 10 miles in breadth, covering with

the drift the elevated ridges generally found above

high water mark, and then sloping gradually to the

present coast. The general tradition is supported

by a Dunde kaveli, describing the sea as having

formerly extended nearly to the present town of
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China Ganjam, and stating that as far back as

A.D. 1224, some Frangalu or European foreigners,

probably Portuguese, carried on considerable traffic

with Masulipatam for a time on the coast, and

raised a town called Frangalupatnam, the remains

of which are still to be seen in certain existing

mounds Frangalu dinne. -

The Dutch were the first European settlers in

Masulipatam, but the old Dutch burial ground at

Masulipatam is all that remains to tell of their

connection with the country. The Dutch Chapel

has been converted into a private house, and that

in time has been allowed to fall into ruins. The

old Dutch tombs are finely carved with inscriptions

and coats of arms in relievo letters. The dates of

the tombs are from 1649–1725. In 1621 the

English factory at Bantam attempted to open a

trade with Palikat, but were opposed by the Dutch.

In the following year, however, they succeeded in

establishing a trade at Masulipatam. In 1628

the English were driven from Masulipatam by the

oppression of the native Governors, but five years

subsequently the place was established as a factory

through a Firman of the Nizam of Golconda. In

1689, owing to misunderstanding between the

English and the great Mughal, the latter seized the

factories at Masulipatam and Vijayapatam. In the

following year an imperial Firman permitted the

Company to re-settle in the district, and the follow

ing year the kowle for the Madras settlement, in

cluding the English factories of Masulipatam,

Madapalam, Vijayapatam, etc., within the territories

of the Golconda country, was granted, which ema

nated from Zulfakar Khan, the Mughal General in

the Dekhan.

There is a French burying ground in the Town

of Masulipatam, but the only tomb that has any

inscription left is one to the memory of John Row

land, 1701. The Northern Sarkars were obtained

by the French in 1753, and remained in their pos

session till 1759, when they were transferred to

the East India Company, to whom they were

finally ceded in 1765. The fort at Masulipatam

was built by the English, but the greater part

of the ramparts have, within recent years, been

entirely levelled. It was designed by Sir Charles

Trevelyan to level the walls, and lay out boule

vardes and a people's park, but this idea was

frustrated by the cyclone of 1864 that carried

off some 30,000 souls and depopulated the fort.

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT, &c., AMONG THE DARDS.

By G. W. LEITNER M.A., Ph.D., &c.

CHILAs, which sends a tribute every year to Kash

mir for the sake of larger return-presents, rather

than as a sign of subjection, is said to be governed

by a council of elders, in which even women are

admitted. When I visited Ghilgit, in 1866, it was

practically without a ruler, the invading troops of

Kashmir barely holding their own within a few

yards of the Ghilgit Fort—a remarkable construct

ion which was blown up by accident last year.”

There is now a Thanadar of Ghilgit, whose rule

is probably not very different from that of his

rapacious colleagues in Kashmir. The Ghilgitis

are kept quiet by the presence of the Kashmir

army, and by the fact that their chiefs are prisoners

at Srinagar, where other representatives of once

reigning houses are also under surveillance. Man

sur Ali Khan, the supposed rightful Rája of Ghil

git is there ; he is the son of Asghar Ali Khan, son

of Rája Khan, son of Gurtam Khan—but legitimate

descent has little weight in countries constantly

disturbed by violence, except in Hunza, where the

supreme right to rob is hereditary. The Ghilgitis,

who are a little more settled than their neighbours

to the West, North and South, and who possess the

most refined Dardu dialect and traditions, were

constantly exposed to marauding parties, and the

late ruler of Chitral, Gouhar—Amán, who had con

quered Ghilgit, made it a practice to sell them into

slavery on the pretext that they were Shiahs and

infidels. Yassin was ruled by Mír Wali, the supposed

murderer of Mr. Hayward, and is now a dependen

cy of Chitral which is ruled over by Amān-ul-mulk.

The Hunza people are under Ghazan Khan, the son

of Ghazanfar,t and seem to delight in plundering

their Kirghiz neighbours, although all travellers

through that inhospitable region, with the exception

of Badakhshan merchants, are impartially attacked

by these robbers whose depredations have caused

the nearest pass from Central Asia to India to be

almost entirely deserted. At Ghilgit I saw the

young Rāja of Nagyr, with a servant, also a Nagyr.

He was a most amiable and intelligent lad,

whose articulation was very much more refined

than that of his companion, who prefixed a guttural

to every Khajuná word beginning with a vowel.

The boy was kept a prisoner in the Ghilgit Fort as

a hostage to Kashmir for his father's good

behaviour, and it was with some difficulty that he

was allowed to see me and answer certain linguis

tic questions which I put to him. If he has not been

sent back to his country, it would be a good op

portunity for our Government to get him to the

* The only record is the drawing published in the Illus

trated London News of the 12th February 1870.

+ Major Montgomerie remarks “the coins have the word

Gujanfar on them, the name, I suppose, of some emblematic

animal. I was however unable to find out its meaning.”

The word is Ghazanfar [which means in Arabic: lion

hero] and is the name of the former ruler of Hunza, whose

name is on the coins.
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Panjāb in the present cold weather with the view

of our obtaining more detailed information than we

now possess regarding the Khajuna, that extraor

dinary language to which I have several times

alluded.

The names of Rá, Rāsh, Raja, applied to Muham

madans, may sound singular to those accustomed

to connect them with Hindu rulers, but it is the

ancient name for King at Ghilgit (for which Nawāb

seems a modern substitute)—whilst Sháh Kator in

Chitral, Tham in Hunza and Nagyr, Mitér and

Bakhté in Yassen, and Trakhné, in Ghilgit, offer food

for speculation. The Hunza people say the King's

race is Mughulot (or Mughul); they call the King

Sawwash, and affirm that he is Aishea (this probably

means that he is descended from Aisha, the wife of

Muhammad). Under the king or chief for the time

being, the most daring or intriguing hold office and

a new element of disturbance has now been intro

duced into Dardistan by the Kashmir faction at

every court [or rather robber's nest], which seeks

to advance the interests or ulterior plans of

conquest of the Mahārāja, our feudatory. Whilst

the name of Vazir is now common for a

“minister,” we find the names of the subordinate

offices of Trangpa, Yarfá, Zeytū, Gopā, &c., &c.,

which point to the reminiscences of Tibetan

Government.

I need scarcely add that under a Government .

like that of Chitral, which used to derive a large

portion of its revenue from kidnapping, the position

of a slave-dealer (Diwán-bigi) was a high official

one. Shortly before I visited Ghilgit, a man used

to sell for a good hunting dog (of which the Dards

are very fond), two men for a pony, and three for a

large piece of pattà (a kind of woollen stuff).

Women and weak men received the preference, it

being difficult for them to escape once they had

reached their destination. Practically, all the hill

men are republicans. The name for servant is

identical with that of “companion ; ” it is only the

prisoner of another tribe who is a “slave.” The

progress of Kāshmir will certainly have the effect

of stopping, at any rate nominally, the trade in male

slaves, but it will reduce all subjects to the same

dead level of slavery and extinguish that spirit of

freedom, and with it many of the traditions that

have preserved the Dard races from the degeneracy

which has been the fate of the Aryans who reached

Kashmir and India. The indigenous Government

is one whose occasional tyranny is often relieved by

rebellion, I think the Dard Legends and Songs

show that the Dards are a superior people to the

Dogras, who wish to take their country in defiance

of treaty obligations, and I for one would almost

prefer the continuance of the present anarchy, which

may end in a national solution or in a direct alliance

with the British, to the épicier policy of Kashmir

which, without shedding blood, has drained the

resources of that Paradise on earth and killed the

intellectual and moral life of its people. The

administration of justice and the collection of the

taxes in Dardistan are carried on, the former with

some show of respect for religious injunctions, the

latter with sole regard to whatever the tax-gatherer

can immediately lay his hand upon.

HABITATIONS.

The villages, are situated on the main lines of

road which, as everywhere in Himalayan countries,

generally coincides with the course of rivers. The

villages are sometimes scattered, but as a rule, the

houses are closely packed together. Stones are

heaped up and closely cemented, and the upper

story which is often only a space shielded by a

cloth or by grass-bundles on a few poles, is general

ly reached by a stair-case from the outside. Most

villages are protected by one or more wooden forts,

which—with the exception of the Ghilgit fort—are

rude blockhouses, garnished with rows of beams,

behind which it is easy to fight as long as the place

is not set on fire. Most villages also contain an

open space, generally near a fountain, where the

villagers meet in the evening and young people

make love to each other. Sometimes the houses

contain a subterranean apartment which is used as

a cellar or stable—at other times, the stable forms

the lower part of the house. In Ladak, a little earth

heaped up before the door and impressed with a

large wooden seal, was sufficient, some years ago,

to protect a house in the absence of its owner. In

Dardistan bolts, &c., &c., show the prevailing

insecurity. I have seen houses which had a court

yard round which the rooms were built, but

generally all buildings in Dardistan are of the

meanest description—the mosque of Ghilgit, in

which I slept one night whilst the sepoys were

burying their dead two or three yards away from

me, being almost as miserable a construction as the

rest. The inner part of the house is generally

divided from the outer by a beam which goes right

across.

Water-mills and wind-mills are found. Cradles

were an unknown commodity till lately. I have

already referred to the wine and treasury-cellars

excavated in the mountains, and which provided

them with food during the war in 1866, whilst the

invading Kashmir troops around them were starving.

Baths (which were unknown till lately) are shel

tered constructions under waterfalls ; in fact they

are mere sheltered douche-baths. There is no

pavement except so far as stones are placed where

there are no roads. The rooms have a fire-place,

which at Astor, (where it is used for the reception

of live coals) is in the middle of the room. The

conservancy arrangements are on the slope of the

hills close to the villages, in front of which are

fields of Indian corn, &c., &c.—Indian Public

Opinion, Dec. 1.
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REVIEW.

THE STORY OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA AND HIs CREED:

An Epic by Richard PHILLIPs. Longmans: 1871.

WE rise from the perusal of this elegantly got up

volume with a feeling of disappointment. We had

hoped for a solution of many of the problems which

remain to students of Buddhistical literature ; but

to none of these does the author direct his attention.

His sole object is an attempt to give “a reason

able narrative of Buddha and Buddhism, looking at

these subjects of course from a poetical standpoint.”

These are stated so much better in prose by Hardy

in his “Manual of Buddhism,” that we should

have thought the author would have abstained from

“slaying the slain.” We fully agree with Mr.

Phillips in his notion that “the great Ascetic”

deserves to be better known ; but we cannot add

the cheering hope that the present volume will in

any degree advance the object most to be desired.

The attractive beauty of Buddha's life, and the vast

influence exercised by his creed over more than

one-half of the human race, are in themselves power

ful motives for an attentive study of his career.

But the qualifications demanded for the task of

able exposition are so numerous, that since the

much-to-be-lamented death of Eugene Burnouf, we

almost despair of hearing of an equally able suc

cessor. There are Jaina works, Chinese works,

Tibetan works, Pali works, and perhaps even Japan

ese works, to be carefully mastered before we gain

full and accurate information as to the results of

the teaching of Buddha and his missionaries on the

Eastern races. The wonderful exertions made by

the apostles of Buddhism, can only be likened to

the great efforts put forth by the Jesuits during the

nascent period of that great order; and the extra

ordinary resemblance is heightened by the fact that

both employ only celibates as their agents.

From a careful perusal of this volume, we cannot

in any way learn that the author has the least ac

quaintance with any of the Eastern languages; so

that at the very outset he is prevented from adding

to our store of knowledge. The other course which

lay open to him of presenting in a compact form

the results attained by the many able scholars who

have devoted long years to the study has been ut

terly ignored. So that as far as the inquiring

reader is concerned, he is exactly where he was.

Mr. Phillips tells us that “The poem,” as he calls

it, “is founded upon a theory; but nothing short of

a full conviction of the soundness of that theory

would have led the author to represent Gautama as

a wilful deceiver, beguiling men to virtue ; and

thus by impeaching his moral character to lessen

him in men's eyes. But if his moral character is

lowered by this assumption, as undoubtedly it is,

it must be allowed as a slightly compensating fact,

that his intellectual status is considerably raised

by it.”

The work consists of about 650 stanzas spun out

with uncommon perseverance, with little regard for

rhyme and none at all for rhythm. Thus we take,

entirely at random, a specimen which is no better

than its neighbours :-

“For, unlike many, Sakya-Muni weighed

The Pundit's reasoning, and was not afraid,

Nor did he deem it impious to doubt

The Brahman's doctrines; so he soon found out

The measure of his wisdom ; and discerned

Where lay his weakness: thus he soon had learned,

All he could teach him. Then did he prepare

To seek for wisdom and for truth elsewhere.”

MISCELLANEA, NOTES, AND QUERIES. -

KANGRA.

As Jamu is the chief of all the States on the

other side of the Ravi, so has Kangra always been

regarded as the principal among a large circle of

states on this side. The Katoch, or Kangra family,

sprung from no mortal stock; the first Raja, Bhum

Chand, was created from the perspiration from the

brow of the Kangra goddess ; not born, like other

men, a puling infant, but cast perfect in a mould, a

god-like man, prepared for mighty deeds. This ap

pears somewhat startling, but as it occurred some

eleven thousand years ago, perhaps we may allow

ourselves to believe that things were differently

managed in those days. Coming down to more re

cent days, we find the Greek historians, more than

300 years B.C., alluding to the mountain kings

north of the Panjab. Almost all the noble families

from the Ravi to the Satlaj claim connexion with,

or descent from, the Katoch family.

It is this extreme antiquity which makes Kangra,

and particularly the Kangra Fort, of such value in

the eyes of the natives of the district, who will still

tell you that he who holds Kangra holds the Panjab.

When the Muhammadans held sway in India, they

plundered Kangra of immense treasure ; but the idol

was restored to the temple, and the Hindus again

obtained possession in 1044 A. D. From this time

till 1360 A.D., when Firuz Tughlak again plundered

the temple, the history is uncertain. This Emperor

is supposed by Mr. Burnes, to whose settlement re

port we are indebted for much of this history, to

have resided in the Kangra fort, and to have there

received, twenty-eight years after, Prince Muham

mad Tughlak, who was a fugitive from Delhi.

Ferishtah tells us that the great Akbar, having

subdued Kangra, received the Katoch King, Dharm

chand, with kindness. In this reign the Fort at

Kangra was held by Imperial troops ; and the
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Emperor Jehangir, after whom one of the gates of

the fort is named, was so delighted with the Kangra

valley that he proposed to make it his residence.

The natives, who always sought every opportunity

to rebel in their conquerors' absence, were naturally

much opposed to this scheme, and the present inha

bitants of Kangra will tell you that to prevent the

Empir from setting there, the people collected an

immense crowd of those who were affected with

hideous goitre, and bringing them before Jehangir,

warned him that as this terrible deformity was so

common in the valley, he and his followers could

not hope to escape. This is said to have caused him

to remove to Kashmir.

In 1752 A.D. the Panjab passed from the Mughals

to the Afghans : and from that time to 1764 A.D. it

remained attached to the kingdom of Kabul ; but

Nawab Taefulah Khan, whom the Mughal Court had

appointed commandant of Kangra, had still possession

of the place, even when the hill chiefs resumed their

territories, leaving him nothing but the lands im

mediately under the fort. In 1764 A.D. the Afghans,

defeated by the Sikhs, crossed the Indus, never more

to return, and the Panjab fell into the hands of

the Sikh Sirdars : but Fort Kangra was not reduced

until 1782 A.D. Taefulah Khan, as isolated Mughal

governor, having held it all the intervening years,

with no resources beyond the range of his guns.

This fact proves the value of the fort as a military

post in olden times. Even then it could not be taken

by assault, and cnly fell when Taefulah Khan died

in the siege, and his followers, disheartened by his

loss, surrendered.

Jaya Singh, the conqueror, held the fort for four

years, when he was forced to make concessions to a

combined army of Sikhs and Katoch Rajputs, at

Batala, in the Gurdaspur district, and fort Kangra,

after many centuries, came into the hands of Sansár

Chand, its legitimate chief. From the possession of

this famous fort, Sansār Chand gained the chief

power in the hills, and placed Kangra at the head of

the eleven Jalandar principalities. Here he reigned

for twenty years; but his continued aggressions at

last brought him into trouble. He had attacked the

hill state of Kulur, and its chief, unable to meet him

in person, called in the Gurkhas to his assistance.

This led to the terrible Gurkha invasion so much

talked of even now by the inhabitants of the valley.

The people fled to Chamba and to the plains, not a

blade of grass grew in the Kangra valley; but amid

all the horrors and confusion of the invasion, fort

Kangra remained in the hands of the worsted

Katochas, who were at last delivered from the

Gurkhas by the interference of Ranjit Singh.

The Sikh, taking a large part of the Katoch do

minions as a reward for his assistance, gave Tasár

Chand the fort and a number of villages, which had

always been allotted for the maintenance of its gar

rison ; but year by year he encroached more and

more on the Katoch independence, and in 1838 an

nexed the whole country. In 1839 Ranjit Singh

died, and his disorganised soldiery, invading British

territory, were punished. Lahor was occupied and

the British army obtained possession of the Jalandar

Doab in March, 1846. But even then, in the midst

of a conquered country, cut off from all hope of suc

cour and assistance, the native confidence in the

strength of the Kangra fort was so great that it held

out, in spite of warnings, until a British brigade had

actually invested it, when the Sikh Governor agreed

to evacuate on condition that he and his men were

allowed a free and honourable passage.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the value which

natives set on fort Kangra ; it is a most sacred place,

consecrated by its idols and its antiquity : it is of

the highest political value, for any native chief hold

ing Kangra would be paramount in the hills; and

the native idea of its military importance is high,

and were it unoccupied, it would be immediately

seized as a great prize, in case of any disturbance in

the Panjab.

After it fell into the hands of the British, the fort

was first garrisoned by native troops ; and, when the

country was supposed to be sufficiently quieted down,

they were replaced by a hill corps which was then

formed. But in the same year in which this change

was made, the Multan insurrection broke out, and it

wasthought necessary to replace regular troops in the

Fort. Ram Singh was only prevented from attacking

and perhaps conquering the garrison there in 1848,

by a sudden movement of Captain Davidson's and

Major Fisher's irregular horse to its succour. This

Ram Singh during his short-lived power was joined

by about 400 men, and was only dislodged by Mr.

John Lawrence, now Lord Lawrence, bringing up

reinforcements and driving him out of the Nurpur

Fort.—Panjab Times, Nov 21.

A LAKE LEGEND OF THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

LAKE Taroba in the Chanda district, situated 14

miles east of Segaon, in a basin of the Chimur hills,

at a considerable height above the plain, is believed

by the natives of the surrounding country to owe

its origin to enchantment. It is far from any vil

lage, and though artificially embanked at one point,

has all the appearance of a natural lake. Its depth

is very great and the water is considered to be of

peculiar excellence. In the early ages—so runs

the legend—a marriage procession of Gavalis was

passing through these hills from the west. Hot and

thirsty they sought for water but found none, when

a strange-looking old man suggested that the bride

and bridegroom should join in digging for a

spring. Laughingly they consented, and with the

removal of a few spadesful of earth a clear fountain

leapt to the surface. While all were delightedly

drinking, the freed waters rose and spread into a wide

lake, overwhelming bride, bridegroom, and proces

sion ; but fairy hands soon constructed a temple in

the depths, where the spirits of the drowned are
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supposed to dwell. Afterwards on the lake-side a

palm tree grew up, which only appeared during the

day, sinking into the earth at twilight. One morn

ing a rash pilgrim seated himself upon the tree-top,

and was borne into the skies, where the flames of

the sun consumed him. The palm then shrivelled

into dust, and in its place appeared an image of the

spirit of the lake, which is worshipped under the

name of Taroba. Formerly at the call of pilgrims,

all necessary vessels rose from the lake, and after

being used were washed and returned to the waters.

But at last one evil-minded man took those he had

received to his home ; they quickly vanished, and

from that day the mystic provision wholly ceased.

In quiet nights the country-folk still hear faint

sounds of drum and trumpet passing round the lake.

“She is not dead, she has no grave,

She lives beneath Lough Ullin's water,

And in the murmur of each wave,

Methinks I catch the songs I taught her.”

The old men say that in one dry year, when the

waters sank low, golden pinnacles of the fairy tem

ple were seen glittering in the depths.

“On Lough Neagh's banks as the fisherman strays,

On a cold calm eve's declining,

He sees the round towers of other days,

In the waves beneath him shining.”

The lake is much visited, especially during the

months of December and January ; and the rites

of the god are performed by a Gond. Wives seek

its waters for their supposed virtue in causing fer

tility, and sick persons for health. Fish in the lake

grow to a large size, the skeleton of one which was

stranded some years ago measuring 8 feet in length.

MARCO POLO'S ROUTE FROM YUNAN.

IN his report on Western Yunan Dr. Anderson

seeks to identify the route traversed by the expedi

tion from Bhamo to Momein with that described by

Marco Polo as having been taken by him on his

journey from the Court of the Great Khan to the

capital of Mien or Burmah. So far as any conclu

sions can be drawn from so fragmentary a narrative

as that of the famous old traveller, the supposition

seems probable enough. Marco Polo's route seems

to have been from Yunan (Karazan) ten days jour

ney to Talifu (Yachi); and thence five days jour

ney to Yungchan (Vochang). After leaving this

province, Marco Polo goes on to say, “ you come

to a great descent ; in fact you ride for two days

and a half continually down hill. On all this de

scent there is nothing worthy of mention except only

that there is a large place there where occasionally

a great market is held. * * * After you have

ridden those two days and a half down hill, you find

yourself in a province towards the south which is

pretty near to India, and this province is called

Amein. You travel therein for fifteen days through

a very unfrequented country and through great

woods abounding in elephants and unicorns and

numbers of other wild beasts. * * * And when

you have travelled those fifteen days through such

a difficult country as I have described, in which

travellers have to carry provision for the road be

cause there are no inhabitants, then you arrive at

the capital city of this province of Mien, and it also

is called Amien and is a very great and noble city.”

—(Yule's Marco Polo, II., 45, 52, 70-2.) This pas

sage has presented considerable difficulty to Col.

Yule in his admirable commentary, because, as it

seems to us, he has erroneously counted the 17;

days’ journey from Yungchan. Col. Yule is thus

driven to the supposition that Marco Polo descended

from Yungchan to the Shweli tributary of the Ira

wadi, and performed the rest of the distance by

water. There are many difficulties in the way of

this supposition, a supposition however which is

rendered necessary on the assumption that Marco

Polo's distances are to be calculated from Yungchan.

But it will be observed that Marco Polo speaks

of leaving the province merely and not the town.

This province is called Kardandan, a name however

which is probably only used to designate a portion

of Karazan, a word which Dr. Anderson would con

nect with the Kananzan mountains north-east of Mo

mien, and which probably included most of the

country which now goes by the name of Yunan. Of

Marco Polo's descent of 24 days’ journey Dr. Ander

son writes:–“I do not know of any more correct

description that could be given of the descent from

the Shan states over the Kakhyen hills to Burmah.

* * * Starting from the Shan-Chinese town of

Manwyne at the eastern end of the Sanda valley,

where the descent begins, the journey occupies ex

actly two days and a half. So closely does Marco

Polo's account of the route to Burmah coincide with

the two roads that follow the valley of the Tapeng

over which I travelled, that I cannot but conclude

that it referred to one of them ; but his description

being devoid of details, it is impossible to say which

of the two routes he had in view." Dr. Anderson

would further fix the market referred to at Old Bha

mo, which he says, is distant from the capital of

Mien or New Pagan in a straight line about 250

miles. Dr. Anderson endeavours to strengthen his

position by a reference to certain curious customs

which are mentioned by Marco Polo and of which

he found traces in the Shan states. Such customs

are the use of tallies, the consultation of persons

supposed to be possessed of a devil, the docking

of horses' tails, and the relative values of gold and

silver. But after the lapse of six centuries, we are

not inclined to attach much weight to mere coin

cidences of this nature, at any rate in determining

the line of direction of any particular route. All

that can be said is that Dr. Anderson's supposition

is as probable as any other—he found traces of

a substantial bridged road the whole way from

Bhamo to Momien –and more probable than that

advanced by Col. Yule. We have no doubt that that

eminent sávant will find much in Dr. Anderson's
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report that will serve to illustrate future editions of

his exquisite work on the great traveller of the

thirteenth century.—Indian Observer, Jan. 13.

TEMPLE AT TRIPETTY.

THE Asiatic Journal furnishes particulars of the

Hindu temple of Tripetty, eighty miles from Madras,

the precincts of which had never been “profaned”

by Christian or Muhammadan till the Madras police

invaded it the other day. The exterior even had

not been seen but by genuine Hindus. The temple

is in a village near the centre of a long range of hills

running almost North and South. At different dis

tances round the hills are gates, the last at the top,

and the pilgrims all pass through these on their way

up. The mere sight of these hills so gratifies

Hindus, that leagues off, upon first catching a

glimpse of them, they fall prostrate, calling on the

idol's name. The idol is worshipped by votaries

who pour in from all parts of India, under a

thousand names, but the three principal ones are

Vengataramana Swāmi, or the repeller of evil and

insurer of good ; Surinawasaswami, implying the

habitation of S'rí, the Indian Ceres; Seshachella

wansa, implying the habitation of Sesha, Seshāchalla

being the name of the hills, derived from Sesha, the

king of serpents, and achella a mountain. The

legend is that Vishnu assumed the appearance of a

serpent and transformed himself into the Tripetty

hill. The idol in the temple is an erect stone figure

about seven feet in height, with four arms, personi

fying Vishnu ; one right hand contains a chakra, or

war mace, the other points to the earth, alluding to

the sacred origin of the hill ; one left hand holds

the chank, or holy shell ; the other holds the lotus.

The Brahmans assert that the temple was erected

at the commencement of the kali yuga. This period

is to last 5,000 years, when Vishnu's worship on

earth is to cease, and the Hindus are taught to ex

pect his last and most glorious incarnation in person,

terminating the days of “contention and busi

ness.” We are further told by the historian of the

temple, that it is distinguished by the oblations

which are offered to the idol by Vishnu's votaries

from all parts of India. Princes send their vakils,

or ambassadors, to present their offerings to the

shrine ; whilst the poorer peasant, who may have

little else to offer, wraps up some petty oblation in

a piece of wax-cloth. The cause of these offerings

is as follows. The idol smitten with love for the

blooming Padmavati, daughter of a certain king,

determined to marry her, but wanting money he

had to seek the aid of Kuvera. This god however

directed that the money thus lent should be repaid

annually to the sovereign of the countries lying

between the Pálar and Sonumukhi rivers, and so it

comes to pass that votaries pour in great numbers

during the Brahmantsowin, or nine-day celebration

of the nuptials, and annually, at this period, two

thirds of the usual collections are made. The

Brahmans say that the Hindu rulers allowed the

offerings to be entirely employed on the spot in

religious ceremonies, but the Musalman rulers ap

propriated them. During the early wars between

the English and the French, this source of revenue

was one of the first fruits of our conquests. These

offerings are made generally from interested

motives, and are of every diversity of articles con

ceivable ; gold and silver lamps, coins of all sorts,

bags of rupees, copper money, spices, assafoetida,

the hair cut off the head, frequently vowed from

infancy, and given up by some beautiful virgin in

compliance with her parent's oath. A man who is

lame presents a silver leg; if blind, a silver or gold

eye. The jewels which a woman has worn with

pride from infancy, are voluntarily left before the

idol; she appears with a shabby cloth before the

stone god, and presents a splendid one, which has

never been worn ; she tears the bangles from her

child's legs and prays that the idol will shower down

blessings on her and hers.-Delhi Gazette, 28th

Dec. 1871.

THE SAMLAJI FAIR.

ALMost on the border line between Mahi Kanta

and Mewar, stands the famous shrine of the much

venerated god Sāmlaji. The river Meshwa mean

ders over its rocky bed in the valley immediately

below, and the waters of a splendid natural lake, of

great beauty sparkle amid the well-wooded hills

at the foot of which lies the road (if it can be so

termed) that leads to Bechewada, a village in the

territory of the Rājā of Dongarpur. To this

shrine of Sámlaji there used to collect once a

year, in the beginning of the cold weather, some

seventy or eighty thousand pilgrims and traders.

The shrine has existed for 500 years; but the

fair unfortunately fell into disfavour, chiefly be

cause of the annoying and often heavy black

mail levied by the petty chiefs and thakurs through

whose territories the traders from Rajputana and

Gujarát had to pass. The traders had to part freely

with his money, and got no return in the shape of

roads, and very little return indeed in the shape of

protection. Likewise, trading was impossible during

the troublous times of the Mussalman invasion of

Gujarat.

But Sir James Outram (then Colonel Outram)

when Political Agent in Mahi Kanta, re-established

this important mart. He made arrangements with

all these petty robbers, whereby traders should be

allowed to pass free through their states, due

compensation being given by him in a legi

timate way. For a number of years the fair

flourished and trade increased rapidly, but of late

years it has again begun to decline. The chiefs

have resumed their old habits, especially the

Thakur of Barodra, “a sturdy old man;" and now

the numbers attending the fair do not amount to

more than fifty thousand.—Times of India.
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ORIENTAL STUDIES AT CAMBRIDGE.

THE Syndicate, appointed by Grace of the Senate"

Dec. 4, 1871, to consider the best means of promot

ing the Study of the Oriental Languages, gave in

their report on 12th March, recommending —

That, recognising the intrinsic importance of

Oriental Literature, its special bearing on the theo

logical and classical training of the University, the

close connexion of England with the countries of

the East, and the fact that Oriental Studies have as

yet failed, for want of due encouragement, to take

their proper place in the University System of

Education, they are of opinion that these studies

should be placed on a level with the other studies

of the University by the institution of two Triposes,

one for the Semitic languages and the other for the

Indian languages.

The Syndicate therefore recommend, that—

I. A Semitic Languages Tripos be established,

the first examination to be held in 1875.

All students who shall pass the examination so

as to deserve Honours shall be entitled to admission

to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. No student

shall be admitted to the examination who has

not passed the examination in the additional Mathe

matical subjects of the previous examination.

An Undergraduate or Bachelor-designate in Arts

may be a candidate for Honours in the Semitic

Languages Tripos of any year, if at the time of the

examination for such Tripos he shall have entered

on his ninth term at least, having previously kept

eight terms; provided that not more than ten terms

shall have passed after the first of the said eight

terms ; and, excepting in special cases, no student of

a different standing shall be allowed to be a can

didate unless he shall have obtained permission

from the Council of the Senate.

The subjects at the examination of candidates

for Honours in the Semitic Languages Tripos are—

Translation into Arabic; Selected portions of

the Kor'ān, with Arabic commentary ; Arabic

Grammar, with passages for translation into English

from a selected work of some native Grammarian.

At least four Selected Arabic works. Passages for

translation into English from unspecified Arabic

works.

Translation into Hebrew, and passages for point

ing. At least four selected books of the Hebrew

Scriptures, with a selected Hebrew commentary on

one of the said books. Passages for translation

into English from unspecified books of the Hebrew

Scriptures. Paper on post-biblical Hebrew.

Translation into Syriac ; at least four selected

books of the Syriac Versions of the New Testament.

Biblical Chaldee, and selected books of the Tar

gums and of the Syriac Versions of the Old Testa

ment. Selected Syriac works. Passages for trans

lation into English from unspecified Syriac works.

Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages.

Literary History of the Semitic Languages.

The papers on selected works shall contain pas

sages for translation into English and questions on

the subject-matter and criticism of such works.

The paper on selected Arabic works shall include

specimens of poetry and rhymed prose, with or

without commentary. The Kor'ān and Grammati

cal works shall be excluded from this paper. The

paper on post-biblical Hebrew shall contain pas

sages for translation from at least two selected and

two unspecified works.

The Board of Oriental Studies will publish a

list of books bearing on the subjects of the last

day's examination, and will revise such list from

time to time. Public notice of all the variable sub

jects selected for the examination in any year will

be given by the Board of Oriental Studies before

the beginning of the Lent Term in the year next

but one preceding the examination. No student

will be placed in the First Class, who has not ex

hibited a competent knowledge of two of the three

languages, Arabic, Hebrew, and Syriac, and also of

the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages.

The examination in each year shall be conducted

by four examiners, who shall be nominated by the

Board of Oriental Studies and elected by the Senate.

And that—II. An Indian Languages Tripos be

established, the first examination to be held in 1875,

under regulations similar to those for the Semitic

languages Tripos.

Subjects:—Translation into Sanskrit. Selected

Sanskrit Dramatic and other Poems. Selected Sans

krit Prose works (including a philosophical treatise)

and a selected portion of the Rig Veda with Sāyana's

Commentary. Passages for translation into English

from unspecified Sanskrit works. Paper on Sans

krit Grammar, including a selected portion or por

tions of a work of some native Grammarian.

Selected Persian works, including a portion or

portions of the Masnavi. Translation into Persian.

Passages for translation into English from unspeci

fied Persian works. Persian Grammar, and Arabic

Grammar with especial reference to the forms occur

ring in Persian.

Selected Hindustani works, including the Inti

khāb i Kulliyāti Saudá. Translation into Hindus

tani. Passages for translation into English from un

specified Hindustani works. Comparative Grammar

of the Indo-European Languages. History of the

Indian Languages, Literature and Philosophy.

No student will be placed in the First Class, who

has not exhibited a competent knowledge of Sanskrit

together with Comparative Grammar, or of Persian

(including the Arabic element) together with Com

parative Grammar, or of Hindustani together with

Sanskrit or Persian.

AN EARLY SANSKRIT PRESS AS YET UNNOTICED

BY BIBLIOGRAPHERS.

It is strange that the earliest editions of a num

ber of Sanskrit books should never as yet have been

described, though they were printed in a large town
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of Southern India, and in a part where Europeans

have always been numerous. The first press with

Devanagari type, in Southern India, was started

about 1805, at Tanjor, by Raja Sarabhoji (Serboji),

the well-known pupil of the great German Mission

ary Swartz. His object was to print the books re

quired for the elementary Sanskrit and Marātha

Schools he had established in the Tanjor district.

A small hand press (still in the Tanjor Palace) and

a fount of Devanagari type were procured, probably

from Madras, and this little office received the

rather magniloquent name of Nav avidyāk al āni

dhi. The superintendent was a Brahman named

K up på Bhatta. The first production of the

press seems to have been a Sanskrit-Marātha

P a ſich ä ng a, or Almanac, which was continued

for several years, till superseded by those of the

Bombay lithographic presses. In 1808 (year

vibh a va) was printed an edition of the R a g h u

v am Q a, the 19 sargas of text complete, 97 pp.

8vo. The verses are numbered, and there are two

short perpendicular lines after each half verse. In

other respects it is printed like native MSS. This is

the earliest edition of this poem by several years;

the Calcutta edition (Gildemeister, No. 224) and

Stenzler's were both published in 1832. In 1811

was printed on 8 pp. (transv.), an edition of the

Tark as a ng r a ha. The copy of this which I

have seen is ruled with borders in red ink, and the

close of each sentence has been marked in the same

way by hand, a vacant space having been left by

the compositor for this purpose. On the first page

are two rude cuts of G a n e sa and Siva. In

the same year also was printed an edition of An

n a n n B h a t t a's Comment on the Tar R as a n

g r a ha, similar to that of the text, oblong 22 pp.

In 1812 was printed an edition of the Bhā s h fi p a

rich ch he da (Karikävali), by Panch än an a

Bhatta, oblong 10 pp. In 1813 (year Sri mu

kh a) appeared an edition of the complete text of

Mā g h a's Sisu p a la b a dha, 8vo. 106 pp. In

1814 the Ku m i r a champ ſı, attributed to Sara

b ho ji himself, but really composed by one of his

Pandits, was printed, 25 pp. transv. Two editions

of the Am a r a kosh a (one in 8vo. and the

other in folio") were also early finished ; of the

dates I am uncertain, as I have only seen imper

fect copies. An edition of the Mukt à vali (a

comment on the Bhāsh á p a rich ch he da) was

also begun, but only 454 pp. (transv.) were finished.

Among the Maratha publications of this press is a

translation of Æsop's fables, with rude cuts, in

12mo. The type is very good and clear; each

letter is however separated, as in many MSS. All

the copies I have seen are printed on European

hand-made paper. The texts are tolerably correct,

in some copies errors have been corrected by

hand.—A.C.B. in Tribner's Lit. Rec.

DISCOVERY OF IMAGES.

A NATIVE CHRISTIAN of Velangani (Tanjor) has

made a curious and interesting discovery of five

very ancient copper figures of Hindu deities. The

images were found buried in the man's compound,

but he being a Roman Catholic, objections were

made by the priest to the sale of the images to the

people. It was therefore proposed to break them

up and sell them for old copper, when the matter

came to the knowledge of the Collector (Mr. H. J.

Stokes), who purchased the images for Government

at the rate of four annas per seer, or the price of old

copper. The figures are as follows:–

Pidari, a village goddess, seated, with four arms ;

in one an axe, in one a deer. Height 1 foot 9

inches. Breadth at base of pedestal 1 foot 24

inches. Weight 63 lbs.

Pillayar, called also Ganapati, Ganesa, and

Vighneshvara, son of Shiva and Parvati, and there

fore called Pillayar, son. Height 1 foot 8} inches.

Weight 43 lbs.

Nadesha, figure of Shiva, dancing (Nada dancing,

isha, king), enclosed in a horse-shoe arch, crested

with flames. Shiva, matted-hair, is worked into

an ornamental pattern, with four arms. In one

hand a small drum such as is used by fortune-tellers,

with a ball made of cord and wax attached by a

string to the middle, which strikes each end of the

drum alternately when oscillated. Round one arm

a cobra. In one hand a flame. Dances on a pro

strate Rákshasa. Height 3 feet 73 inches; width 3

feet 3 inches.

Sandikeshara (or Chandikeshvara), a son of Shiva

Is deaf, for which reason worshippers clap their

hands in his temple to attract his attention. Is

placed to the left hand of the figure of Shiva,

facing south. Has hair arranged in ornament at

each side of neck. Figure standing in devotional

attitude. Height 2 feet 2 inches, weight 50 lbs.

Amman, a goddess, standing, Height 2 feet,

weight 36 lbs.

The images are believed to have belonged to a

Shiva temple which once existed at Velangani.

Why or when they were buried is not conjectured,

They were found embedded in sand three feet below

the surface. The images are believed to be very

ancient. They are to be placed in the Museum at

Madras for the present.

HIMALAYAN CUSTOM.

DR. CowRAN, in his “Medical History of the

Himalayas,” speaking of a native tribe in the north

ern district of the peninsula, says, when a mother

goes into a field to work, or is otherwise unable to

take her child with her, she selects some sheltered

spot near a stream, in which she places a little

straw for a bed for her infant, and then directs, by

means of a piece of split bamboo, a current of

* Gildemeister's No. 390 must refer to one of these editions,
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water, of from one to two or three inches in diame

ter, on its uncovered occiput and temples. This

produces a soporific effect, which generally lasts as

long as the water continues to flow. The sleep is

said to be very soothing, and children who have

been much subjected to its influence are known to

have been unusually free from the annoyances in

cidental to the period of dentition.

THE WHITE JEWS OF COCHIN.

IT is not surprising to find the blackness of the

Jews of Cochin adduced in Mant's Commentary as a

proof of the effects of climate, because English

ignorance on Indian subjects never is surpris

ing; but though there are black Jews on the

Western Coast, (descendants of slaves and native

proselytes), the Jews of Cochin—the Jews who

profess to have settled in the country 1800 years

ago, and hold grants dated in the fourth century

A.D., are a handsome and singularly fair race, com

pared even with European Jews.-South of India

Observer, May 9.

ORIENTAL NOTES.

WE learn that the well-known Mūmānsā text

book the Jaiminiya-Nyāya-Mälä-Vistara, of which

400 pages in large quarto were completed by Dr.

Goldstücker, will be completed by E. B. Cowell, Pro

fessor of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge.

The photo-lithographic fac-simile edition of the

celebrated commentary by Patanjali on Sanskrit

Grammar entitled the Mahābhāshya, which the same

worthy and much lamented scholar had in hand,

has only advanced to the 300th page, i.e. only one

half of the book has been done. Whether this will

be completed remains to be seen. As the writing is

very small, the exertion required for editing is

almost too much for the eyes, and therefore we have

considerable doubts about its rapid completion.

Should the work be published, we understand that

the price will be Rs. 500, which will of necessity

place it beyond the reach of most scholars.

Professor Monier Williams' Sanskrit-English Dic

tionary, we hear, is to be published in June.

A Hindustani Grammar will shortly appear from

the pen of Professor Dowson of the Staff College,

Sandhurst.

ON MASTA'N BRAHMANS.

IN the article by Mr. Ramsay on the hot springs of

Unai (p. 142), mention is made of the Māstān Brah

mans. It may be useful to record that in Orissa, also,

the majority of Brahmans do not touch the plough.

Those that do are called Mastān, and are looked

down upon by other sects of Brahmans. They

are often to be found holding the post of Sarba

rahkär, or village headman, and in that case

are called Padhan (i. e. HST'ſ). They are, like all

Oriya Brahmans, a haughty stiffnecked set, distin

guished by the most serene indifference to the

sufferings of their fellow-creatures. As Padhāns

therefore they are highly appretiated by the rapa

cious and tyrannous zamindars, who find them

useful tools in their oppression of the ryots.

Balasor, 11th May 1872. John BEAMEs.

THE Muhammadan coins mentioned (p. 130) by

Dr. Bühler as found in the excavations at Walleh,

are, in the opinion of Mr. Justice Gibbs, not older

than the 16th century A. D. It is probable they

may have been lost or deposited in comparatively,

recent times by villagers whose huts stood over the

site of the buried city.—ED. I. A.

CHESS.

THE Burmese game of chess differs slightly from

the European game, but only where the Europeans

have altered it since they received it from the East,

for it was brought into Western Europe by the

Crusaders, who appear to have altered the Burmese

‘horses' to ‘knights,' and ‘chariots' to ‘castles,'

as now found in the European game. The Bur

mese name chekturen has been defined, “the chief

ruler or leader of an army,” which is not quite cor

rect. The name is derived from the Pali or Sans

krit, chathu, “four,' and enga ‘a member,’ i.e. ‘ the

four members' (of an army), elephants, chariots,

cavalry, and infantry ; and it is the same name

dragged through Persian and Arabic which appears

in the English word chess which Webster refers

to the French. The ‘rook’ of the English game is

the same word as the ratha of the Burmese, being

the Pali or Sanskrit name for a chariot.—Dr. F.

Mason, ‘A Working Man's Life.’

To the Editor of the “Indian Antiquary.”

SIR,-A transcript of the Dinajpur inscription

(page 128) of which a facsimile is published (plate

VI page 140) was sent to me some time ago by

the Assistant Secretary to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, together with a translation by him, for

my opinion as to the meaning of the words which

constitute the date. The appearance of my note in

reply in the I. A. (p. 128), and the comments made

on it by Mr. R. G. Bhandarkar render a few remarks

from me necessary.

The text sent to me was a transcript, carefully

made, but not a facsimile, and I had every reason

therefore to suspect copyist's errors in those parts

which were doubtful. A rubbing since sent to me

by Mr. Westmacott shows the letters to be in an

excellent state of preservation. With this before

me all idea of possible errors must be set aside, and

the reading published by you must be taken as

correct, with the exception of a single misprint in

the second line in which the word “guna' has been

changed to ‘gana.'
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As regards the translation : in the first half of the

sloka there is a double entendre ; the compound

word mārggana-guna grāmagraho meaning “ap

preciation of the sum total of the merits of beggars,”

when referring to dāne (liberality), and “his hold

of the multitude of strings of his arrows,”

when corresponding to the “overthrow of the

irresistible forces of the enemies” (Durvvārāri

varāthini-pramathane). In the second half the

most enigmatical is the phrase—kunjaraghatá

varshena. Word for word it means “elephant,”

“collection,” and “rain,” or “year.” Being in the

instrumental case, if it be taken as an epithet of

Gandapatina, the meaning of the vahuvrihi com

pressed may be, as suggested by Mr. Bhandarkar,

“by him who rains a crowd of elephants.” But the

compound is such an awkward one, it is so far re

moved from its noun, and the raining of elephants

is so unnatural a metaphor, that I feel very unwill

ing to accept this interpretation as correct. The

conjecture about ‘varshena' being a mislection of

‘ varshman' is not supported by the facsimile, and

must therefore be at once rejected. I am driven

therefore to the necessity of accepting ‘ varsha’ to

mean a year, and the two words preceding it for

the figures of the year. Now, ‘kunjara' unques

tionably is equivalent to eight, the elephant regents

of the eight quarters, and ‘ghata' after it can only

imply a crowd or several eights the lowest limit of

which is three, the plural beginning with three, and

is therefore a more fixed quantity than any other

number. In connexion with numerals no other

meaning is admissible, and I do not think it forced

to accept the word for “three-fold,” that is three

eights standing in a row, and not the multiple of

8 by 3. Against this Mr. Bhandarkar urges the

objection that to imply the year in which a

work is completed the locative is more appro

priate than the instrumental which is used to

indicate the total period occupied in completing a

work. But he has himself solved the difficulty by

the alternative meaning he has suggested in the

remark “ or at least that it took the 888th year to

be constructed.” In the absence of all information

- as to the size of the temple I cannot positively

assert that it was completed in course of a year,

but the only grammatical objection to my reading

of the date thus disappears. Were it otherwise

still I do not think the misuse of the instrumental

for the locative by a writer who has clearly sinned

against grammar by using the neuter ‘bhushana' in

the masculine gender, is such as to justify the re

jection of the interpretation. It is possible also

that with a view to indulge in a double entendre,

similar to what occurs in the first half of the sloka,

and make one word–serve both for a date and an

epithet of his royal patron, the poet has submitted

to a slight infraction of the rules of grammar, of

which men of his class are generally much less

mindful than of rhetoric. Anyhow the date does

not appear to be so questionable as Mr. Bhandarkar

is disposed to think. RAJENDRALALA MITRA.

Calcutta, 21st May 1872.

THE JAYA SRI MATIA BODIN WAHANSE IN

CHANCERY.

ALL who have read Sir E. Tennant's charming

work on Ceylon, or have glanced into Turnour's

Mahāwanso, will recollect that the great Bo tree of

Anuradhapara is the oldest historical tree in the

world, and the highest earthly object of veneration

to millions of Buddhists. When it was brought

over to Ceylon more than 2,000 years ago, Dewanam

piya-Tissa, the then king of Ceylon, appointed the

chief who brought it, lord over the district, and

gave him and his heirs the right to appoint for ever

the chief priests of the sacred Bo tree. Like the

best among the Rajpat chiefs the Newara Wewa

family traces itself back through chiefs and rulers

to that memorable time. The last young chief

however died suddenly of cholera, leaving no male

issue : and a man has come forward claiming to be

descended from the last chief but one ; but the

descendants in the female line saying that he is no

Sir Roger and only some Tom Castro or Arthur

Orton, and have elected a rival priest and brought the

estates and the most ancient and honourable “fa

mily living” in the world into the District Court of

Anurádhapura. In historical romance the trial is

likely to be most interesting. The late young

chief's grandfather was beheaded by the last tyrant

of Kandy for marrying a Telugu princess: and his

father was banished to Galle for high treason

against the then newly established English Govern

ment. It is in banishment that he is said to have

married the daughter of another banished chief

and to have had issue the present claimant.

Query 8–Rámes'vara.

SIR,-Can any of your correspondents tell me

who founded the temple of Rámes'wara at Cape

Kumāri, and what has been its history 2 The Ta

mils here say that it was built by Ráma B. C. circa

5000, which wonld be interesting, if probable. On

an inscription at Dambula it is said of Parakrama

Báhu the Great [1153-1188 A.D.] that after his con

quest of South India “as there were then no rivals

“(pratriwalla) left in all the continent of India, he

“staid at Rāmeswara, and filled the hearts of all the

“poor by gifts of his own weight in precious things,

“ and drove not the poor away. Having put up a

“column of victory to endure for many ages, he

“built the déwale called Nissankeswara, and sur

“rounded by his four-fold army returned to Ceylon.”

The name of the king of Pandi at that time is

stated in Sinhalese books (see Turnour, Mahawanso,

lxvi) to have been Kulasekra.

I should be glad to have an explanation of the

words in italics.

Anuradhapura. T. W. RHYS DAVIDS.
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POPULAR TAMIL POETRY.

By ROBERT CHARLES CALDWELL, M.R.A.S.

Second Paper.

HERE are two phases of Popular Tamil

Poetry. SivavAkkiyAR, for instance, has

written nothing, as far as I know, which may not

be classed as popular poetry ; and three-fourths

of the writings of the classic AuveryAR, who

has been called the Sappho of Southern India,

are strictly of this class. But, beyond this,

there is a great deal of difficult and abstruse

poetry in high Tamil, which has been popu

larized. The Rándyanam of KAMBAN, for

example, is an elaborate poem, written in a

highly polished poetical diction ; and yet, if a

Hindu were to be asked to point to the first

Popular poem in the Tamil language, he would,

undoubtedly, point to it. Wandering minstrels

recite it night by night in the streets of every

town in Southern India where Tamil is spoken.

There is a subtle and wonderful charm about

this poem. It contains by far the finest ideal

descriptions of scenery to be found in Tamil

literature. The magic muse of VIBAMAMUNI

was only able to reflect this beauty ; for it is

well-known that BEschi wrote his Tembérani

in direct imitation of KAMBAN's Rāmāyanam.

Besides this, the palm must be awarded to

KAMBAN as the most facile and brilliant of

Tamil versifiers. The Rāmāyanam is written

in a metre called the Viruttam, one of the most

plastic, and perhaps the most harmonious, of

Tamil metres. And the whole poem, lit up

in every part by alliterations, assonances,

mimetic words, and rhymes, leaps and sparkles

like a sun-lit sea. There is a ripple in the

stanza which describes a running stream, there

is a flutter in the verse which depicts a

banneret quivering in the breeze." For seven

centuries KAMBAN's masterpiece has delighted

Hindus of all classes. It is the Folk-Song of

Southern India. And yet, will it be credited

that, unless it were explained to him word by

word, there is not a single stanza in the whole

of the epic, which a common Tamilian labourer

or artizan, upon first hearing it, could understand

and appretiate When, therefore, wandering

“Kavirayar”—i.e., native minstrels, sing the

Rāmāyanam to a crowd in bāzārs, or upon

festive occasions to assem lages in the houses

of Hindus, a running comment is kept up, either

by the singer or an assistant, explaining the

meaning of the verses as they are recited. On

the other hand, the most ignorant of Tamilians

can understand such a popular poem as the Vivéha

Chintánani—a shrewd and plainly-worded poem,

possessing a good deal of real artistic merit.

Thus in Tamil there are two kinds of popular

poems, poems which require a commentary,

and poems which do not. It perhaps may be

advisable, ere passing on, to give one brief

specimen of classic poetry of the highest order

which has been popularized by frequent quo

tation and common use. Here is a stanza from

the Tembávani of ViRAMAMUN1—

Oli nákkodu văn sular pugala,

Oli nákkodu pan manipugala,

Kali nákkodu par pul pugala,

Kamal nakkodu kā malar pugala,

Teli nákkodu nirppunal pugala,

Tinamé pugalappaduvöy ni 2–

Ali nákkodu nān unei pugala,

A riyā mügei unarttayó

It is the most famous verse in a famous poem,

and may be thus translated :-

Whilst Thee, with tongues of splendour, the orbs

of heaven praise ;

Whilst gems to Thee their voices, with tongues

of brilliance, raise;

Whilst unto Thee wood-warblers, with tongues

ofjoyance, sing ;

Whilst wood-flowers Thy sweet praises, from

tongues of fragrance fling ;

* Beschi imitated Kamban in the most elaborate manner,

and gloried in so doing. The aim of the great Italian was

to supplant the R a.m. Å y an a m in a measure. He

wished to present to Christian natives a poem which would

be to them what the R a may an am was to other Hindu

religionists. So Beschi, called by his admirers W i r a -

m a mun i v ar, or “the Heroic Devotee,” composed

his Tem b a van i, a poem which reproduces in a fashion

the Biblical narrative, and the heroes of which are Christ,

the Blessed Virgin, and Joseph. Pursuing his imitation of

Kamban to wonderful extreme-, Beschi gives us, in his poem,

the song of the rice-reapers in Palestºne / ... In the text I

allude to another extraordinary imitation. Kamban, in one

of his stanzas, makes the flags flutter a warning to Rāma,

as if motioning him to go away. Beschi reverses this as

tonishing simile. When the Holy Family are returning from

Egypt, the ltalian poet makes the flags flutter the three

travellers a welcome, waving their folds as it to say ‘come,

come !' I have neither the Rāmāyanam of Kamban, nor the

Te whivani of Viramāmuni before me as I write, or I should

verify by quotation these strange stanzas. As a whole I

consider the Rāmāyanam the greater poem : parts of the

Tembárani, however, are superior to any parts of Kamban's

oem. And Beschi was undoubtedly the greater genius.

These two poets, together with Tâyumānavar and Tiruval

luvar, must be ranked in the very first class of Tamil poets.
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Whilst Thee, with tongues of clearness, the

water-floods applaud :

(Thus, day by day, from all things, dost Thou

receive not laud 2)

Wilt Thou not deign to suffer the tongue Thou

gavest me—

Though I be dumb and thoughtless—to offer

praise to Thee 2

It is, however, impossible in any translation

to reproduce the spirit and melody of the

original stanza. Even those who have studied

Tamil deeply must be struck with the remark

able verbal structure of these eight lines. The

measure in which they are written is very

frequently employed in Tamil popular verse.

In the original, given above in a Romanized

form, note that the first word of the first, third,

fifth, and seventh lines are perfect rhymes

to the Tamilian ear, that the second word in

each of these four lines is identical,—as is also

the last : that the first word of the second line

is a perfect rhyme with the first word of the

first line: that the first syllable of the first

word of the fourth line is an alliteration which

chimes with the first syllable of the third line :

that Tì in “ Tinamé” alliterates with Te in

“Teli”—according to the rules of Tamil Syntax:

and that the same vowel begins the last two lines.

But this is not all,—the last words of the

second and fourth lines are identical, and the

same word occurs in the sixth line. Add to

all this, a subtle continuous assonance, and a

wonderful rhythmic flow,-and the reader may

Nūrāndu palaginum

Märkkar kenmei

Nirkut pâsipól

Vērkkollaté.

Oru nāl palaginum

Periyūr kënmei

Iru nilam pilakka

Vēr vilkkummé.

Rarkei nandré

Karkei nandré

Picchei puginum

Karkei nandré

Kallá voruvan.

Kulanalam pèsutal

Nellinut piranta

Patarā kummè.

have some conception of what an artistic thing

a Tamil V i r u t t a m is when it is the work

of a master-poet. The We n ba, a still more

intricate measure, is also frequently made use

of by popular Tamil poets. There is an old

Hindu story afloat that one of the greatest of

Tamil poets took three years to compose one

short kural ventºſí (i. e., two lines) —and it was

so fine a couplet, that, when it was thoroughly

finished, the poet himself was the only one who

could comprehend it ! Such a story as this is

ridiculous enough to our ears, but it is no

matter for laughter to any Hindu Pandit. I

have often had the pleasure of listening to

natives reciting their own compositions in verse:

upon such occasions the greatest compliment

you can pay is to declare that the poem is

couched in such elegant language that it wholly

transcends your comprehension [*

Popular Tamil Poetry, however, is for the

most part written with some regard to the

patience of readers. The well-known works of

that really great poetess AUVEIYAR (a portion

of which was probably written quite nine cen–

turies ago) contain perhaps the oldest specimens

of Tamil popular poetry extant. And yet, old

as they are, they are written in clear pure

Tamil. There is a great and indefinable charm

about the style of the Valvali and Mudurei. It

is so simple yet so elegant, sailing along so

smoothly, yet freighted with so much weighty

sense. Let us take an instance of Auveiyar's

style from the Vettriverkei :—

The friendship of the worthless

Though for a century tried,

Is like the weed which floateth

All rootless in the tide.

The friendship of the worthy,

Though proved for but one day,

Is like a root which downwards

Through good soil cleaves its way.

Right good, right good is learning !

Though you a beggar be,

The benefits of knowledge

Will still extend to thee;

The unlearned man who boasteth

How nobly he is born,

Is but an empty corn-ear

Sprung up midst fruitful corn.

* It has proved an irremediable curse to Tamil literature

that writers of genius have so generally adopted a Sans

kritised phraseology, and intricate involutions of style,

which are as unnecessary as they are in bad taste. The

writings of Tâyumanavar-who is perhaps really the great

est of Tamil poets, - may be pointed to as an example of

the fact that the highest kinds of speculative and philoso

phical poetry can be written in pure plain Tamil, which

at once satisfies the critical taste, and is thoroughly intelli

gible to the careful reader.
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AUveiYAR is chiefly noted as a poetess for her

unrivalled collection of brief moral aphorisms.

Whilst the genuineness of several of her re

puted works is open to the gravest question,

the authorship of the Attisudi has never been

doubted. This remarkable poem, possessed of

a sublime simplicity, contains the same num

ber of lines as there are letters in the Tamil

alphabet ordinarily in use. Each line begins

with a letter of this alphabet. Thus the first

line commences with an Ana, the next with an

Avana, and so on, the proper sequence of letters

in the Tamil alphabet being strictly adhered to.

It is quite a unique poem, and has been styled

by the learned Beschi as “worthy of Seneca him

self.” The following are the opening lines:—

Aram seya virumbu.

Aruvatu sinam.

Iyalvatu Karavel.

Ivatu villakél.

Udeiyatu vilambel.

Pålum, telitenum pāgum parappum,_ivei

Nālum kalant’ unakku nãn taruvén.

Kólam sey

Tungakkari mugattu, tu maniyê, ni yenakku

Sanga Tamil mundrum tă

Attrup perukkattradi sudumannălumavvá

Luttrup perukkâlulaguttu.

Mettravarkku

Nalla gudipprantár naikurntár ànàlum

“Illei’ yena märttär, iseintu.

Attrang kareiyin maramum arasariya

Vittrirunta valvum vilumandré.

Yêttram

Ulutundu vălvatark' oppillei, kandir,

Palutundu vérôr panikku.

There is a pretty little legend connected with

one of Auvei YAR's most popular verses. The

poetess visited the town of Ambel. It happen

ed that a dancing-girl named Chilambi lived in

this town. On a former occasion the great

KAMBAN had visited Chilambi's house, and the

maiden had given the author of the Ramdiyana a

very large sum of money to write a stanza in her

praise. The sum which the unfortunate girl offer

ed the miserly poet was only half of the sum he de

* Tamil sanctioned by the conclave of learned

Tamilians who used to hold their assemblies in the temple

at Madura. We speak of “Queen's English": “Sanga

Tamil” is a similar expression.

Ukkamatu keividèl.

Enneluttigalel.

Erpat’ igalcchi.

Eiyamitt’ un.

Oppura volugu.

Otuvatoliyel.

Avviyam pèsèl.

Desire to do thy duty. Cool thy heat

Of wrath. What thou can'st give, do not secrete.

Hinder not alms. Of wealth make not a show.

Of perseverance never let thou go.

Numbers and letters scorn not. 'Tis not meet

To go a begging. First give alms, then eat.

According to established custom walk.

From learning cease not. Without envy talk.

All Tamil poems, popular or otherwise, begin

with a formal invocation of some deity. One of

the most famous of such invocations is that pre

fixed to the Nalcali of AuveiYAR. The following

is a translation of this in vocation and of two

subsequent stanzas of the poem :—

Milk and clean honey, sugar and pulse,_these blent,

To thee, O Holy Gem, will I present,

Thou elephant-visaged, graceful, eminent;.

So in return do thou vouch safe to me

Of sanctioned Tamil the varieties three."

*

When the dried rivers sands you hap to tread

Your feet are scorched; yet, ev’n then, in its bed

Lurk springs, by which the neighbourhood is fed.t

Thus men, of good stock born, will never say,

Ev’n when impoverish'd, to a beggar—‘Nay.”

Trees, growing by rivers, fall; and fall, too, they

Who in some monarch's favour flourish gay.

Have ye not seen the truth of what I say?

All else is faulty:—naught compared can be

With Agricultural Prosperity.

manded, so KAMBAN took the money, dashed off the

following incomplete stanza, and went away !—

Tannirum Kävéri

T ârvéndarit Sólan

Mannāvatum Sóla

Mandalamé,

Pennäväl—

Of streams, the stately Kāveri–

Of kings, is Cholan, best;

f This alludes to the well-known native custom of dig

ging small temporary wells in the sandy bed of rivers for

water, after the rivers have been dried up in the hot

80aSQLl,
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And Chola-land the fairest land

On all the earth's broad breast :—

And of all women

Shortly afterwards the poetess Auveiyar

visited Chilambi, and found the poor girl in

tears. She told the poetess of her sorrow—

how she had given Kamban nearly a thousand

rupees, and the poet had scribbled an unfinished

stanza in charcoal on the wall, and had hastily

left her. Upon hearing this Auveiyar rose up,

and finished the stanza as follows:–

Ambar Silambi

Yaravinta tälaniyum

Sempot silambé

Silambul

—Chilambi

Of Ambel is most sweet,_

And the best of golden anklets

Those on her lotus-feet !

Auveiyar for these lines would receive nothing

but a little rice-water, to assuage her thirst.

And to the present day the poetess goes by the

name of Külukkupadi, i.e., “She who sang

for some rice-water.””

One of the most popular poems in Tamil is

the Mudurei. It is perhaps the most wonderful

collection of fine similes, within a small compass,

in any language. The diction is plain, pure,

and extremely beautiful. It has all the marks

about it of having been composed by the au

thoress of the Nalvali and the Kondreivendan.

Indeed the internal evidence in favour of this

is extremely strong. The phraseology, the

rhythmic flow, the copious use of similes and

metaphors, all point to her as its author. But

there is one stanza in the Müdurei which could

not possibly have been written by Auveiyar, viz.,

the one beginning :—

“Kānamayilada, kandirunta Vänkoli,” &c.

In this stanza a comparison is instituted

Siriar kettàlum siriyar siriyaré

Allātār kettālum enāgum ? Siriya

Ponnin kudamudeintal ponnāgum : enágum

Mannin kudam udeintakkal?

Nellukk' ireitta nir väykkal valiyodi

Pullukkum angé pusiumām. Tol uligil

Nallar oruvar eruntal avar porutt'

Ellarukkum peyyum malei.

between the stately peacock and the strutting

turkey-cock. It has been pointed out that the

turkey was introduced into India by the Portu

guese about three hundred years ago.f Auveiyar,

the reputed sister of Tiruvalluvar, obviously

could not have penned the stanza in question.

But on this ground, and it really appears to me

on this ground only, some scholars of great

learning and undoubted critical acumen, have

refused to accredit Auveiyar with the authorship

of any portion of the poem containing the

stanza. A defence has lately been set up, in the

assertion that by “Vankoli” Auveiyar meant a

pea-hen; but nowhere in classic literature is a

pea-hen so denominated. The safest explanation

is to reject the stanza as a spurious interpola

tion. Yet it must be allowed that if the stanza

be a spurious one it is a marvellous imitation

of Auveiyar's style. In the third line a trick

of alliteration, very frequent in the verses of

Auveiyar, is skilfully adopted.

Pollä siragei viritt'—Adinal pá'umé.

The alliteration which, as the stanza is in

the Venbā metre, should occur at the first

syllable of Adinal is kept in suspension till the

last word is reached, without the ear being

offended.

But even if it be allowed that the Mudurei is

not the work of Auveiyar, it does not affect the

main question at issue. Whoever wrote it,

and nothwithstanding that it is but a short

poem, it occupies a foremost place in Tamil

literature as a composition dear to every Tami

lian. It is full of the brightest of Oriental

thoughts, conveyed in language at once chaste

and highly elegant, and on this account it is

perhaps more frequently quoted than any other

Tamil writing. I beg the reader carefully to

weigh the following five stanzas from the Mū

durei, which, I think, must commend themselves

widely to the general English taste :-

Gold vessels, broken, still as gold we prize,

And wise men in adversity are wise:

But worthless men, when ruined, what are they

Vessels of clay, when broken, are but clay !

When the tank's water to the rice field flows,

It feeds the grass which by its channel grows:

Thus for the sake of one good man, on all

In this old world, the gracious rain-drops fall.

* The story is a mere myth. Auveiyar could not possibly have met Kamban, who probably flourished a couple of
centuries after her.

t Wide Dr. Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar, p. 87.
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Attälum palsuveiyir kundrătalavalla

Nattalum nanballár nanballar. Kettālum

Menmakkal menmakkalé, sangu suttalum

Tânmikka venmei tarum.

Nanjudeimei tanarintu nagang karantureiyum

Anjã purangkedakkunir pambu. Nenjir

Karavudeiyār tammei karappar karavār

Karavilla nenjattavar.

Adakkam udeiyar arivillar endr' enmi

Kadakka karutavum véndām. Madei taleiyil

Odum min Öda, oru min varum alavum

Waqi irukkumâng Kokku!

The last of these stanzas has always struck

me, as being a good example of the fact that some

Tamil poets possess one of those “faculties di

vine” which is a sure note of genuine inspiration,

viz:—the faculty of appretiating nature. The epi

thet withered (Tamil, Vādī) is an extremely beau

tiful one,because it is so extremely true to nature.

Anyone will recognize the felicity of this epithet

who has watched a paddy-bird (Kokku) perched

on the brim of a tank waiting, perfectly motion

less, and as if it were but a piece of withered vege

tation, for the rash approach of its finny prey.

PATTANATTU PILLEIYAR PADAL.

Yen pettra täyārum yennei pinam endru

Igalntu vittär.

Pon pettra mätarum på vendru Solli

Pulambi vittär.

Kon pettra meintarum pinwalam wantu

Kuqam uqeittar.

Un pattroliya oru pattrum illei

Udeiyavané !

Sollinum, sollin muqivilum, vèda

Suruti Tilum,

Allinum, māsattra àgåsa tannilum,

Ayntu vittör

Illinum, anbaridattilum, Isan

Iruppatallal

Rallinum, sembilumö iruppänenga!

Kannutalé.

The bad are bad though cherish’d. Yet when

boil'd,

Sweet milk still sweet remains, and is not spoil’d.

And fire but whitens white shells.-Thus we see

Good men remain good in adversity.

The cobra, conscious of its poison, hides;

Abroad the water-snake unfearing glides.

Thus they whose hearts hide guile exposure fear,

But secrecy befits not the sincere.

Esteem not witless, nor with ease o'ercome,

That man whose lips with wise reserve are dumb.

At the sluice-head the stork, whilst fish play by,

All witheredseems—till the right fish comes night

No notice of Tamil Popular Poetry would be

complete without mention being made of

PATTANATTU PILLAI's writings. These are very

unequal: in parts they rise to the level of

Sivavakkiyar, but as a whole they are pro

ductions characterized more by melodious

verbiage than striking thought. The most re

markable poem ever penned by this writer is

one in which he bewails the loss of his mother.

The verses, however, which I have selected

have, as far as I know, never been translated

before. -

VERSES

From various writings of Pattanattu Pillai.

When dead, my mother scorns me

Saying “But a corpse is he,’

My gold-bought wife with weeping

Cries out “depart' to me;

My sons, my pyre encircling,

Their wonted pots let fall;-

There is no love but Thy love

O thou who ownest all!"

In speech, and its conclusion,

And in the Vedas too,

In darkness, and in heaven's

Stainless expanse of blue;

In hearts of true ascetics,

And in each loving mind,

The Lord's unbounded presence

Ye certainly may find ;

But how in stones and copper,

Can ye the God descry,

Who in his forehead beareth

The terrible one eye ºf

* In these remarkable verses, the poet broods over the

time when he shall be a corpse. His mother will esteem

him a useless thing. The wife, whom he obtained by pay

ing (as is the Hindu custom) a large sum of money, she too

with weeping will not desire him to remain by her side

when he is a corpse. His children will encircle his funeral

pyre, advancing from behind on the left side of the corpse,

breaking their vessels of water, as if to say, we thus pay

our last bounden service to you ! Thy love only is ever

lasting, unaffected by life or death, O God "

f Siva.
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Uliyitta kalleium opitta sånteium

Uttei ara

Pulitta sembeium pottrukilén, nyar

Ponennavé :

Oliyitta talirandullé yiruttavat'

Unmei endru,

Veliyitt'adeittu veittén, inimèl ondrum

Wenqilané.

Urumsatam alla, uttrar satam alla,

Uttru pettra

Pèrum satam alla, pendir satam alla,

Pilleigalum

Sirum satam alla, selvamum satam alla,

Tésattilé

Yārum satam alla, nintral satam, Kacchi

Egambané !

Kondrén—anegam uyirei ellām, pinbu

Kondru, kondru,

Tindrén at'andrium tingu seyten, atei

Tirka vendré

Nindrón ninsānnitikkē, atanăl kuttram

Niporuppây

Endré unei nambuvén, ireivā, Kacchi

Egambané.

Nāyāy pirantidanal vettei ädi

Nayampurium

Tāyār vayattrinarāy pirantu pin

Sambannarāy

Kāyā maramum varalām kulamum

Kallavum enna

Iyā manitarei én padeittāy, Kacchi

Egambané 7

Attrödu tumbei anintádum ambala

Vânar tammei

Pöttratāvark kadeialam undô inta

Butalattil

Söttrăviyattru sugamattru Suttra

Tuniumattré

Stones chisell'd, temper'd mortar,

And copper furbish’d o'er

By tamarind,-these ne'er shall I

As thee, O God, adore.

But in the world within me

I’ve planted as is meet—

(Henceforth I lack for nothing,)

Thy twain effulgent feet.

Your habitation fleeteth,

Your friends, they do not stay;

Your fame so dearly gotten,

It too shall pass away;

Your wives remain not ever,

Your offspring leave your side ;

Your comeliness, your riches,

They too will not abide :

Not one in all the country

Of his own life is sure,

But thou, One God of Kacchi,”

Thy feet alone endure.

I slew, I slew and ceased not,

I slew, yea ate the slain

I sinned, to thee Igat me

To cleanse me from my stain :

Therefore wilt thou forgive me;

I trust in thee, O Lord,

Who as a king in Kacchi

Art evermore adored.

One might have aided hunters

Had one been born a hound, -

And thus had not been worthless :

But what good can redound

From men, who're born of women,

Who opulent have grown,

Yet like dried tanks, trees fruitless,

And cows carved out of stone,

Refuse to help the needy ?

Why mad'st thou these, O Lord?

Who at the town of Kacchi

Art evermore adored.

-

To know them who adore not

The dancing-god divine,

(Who's wreath'd with river-blossoms)

Is there no outward sign 7

—Such lack even the odour

Of rice no health have they.

They need a cloth to gird them;

They beg from day to day,

* Kacchi, or Kanji, i.e., Conjeveram. This and the two following stanzas were addressed by Pattanattu Pillai to

the deity (Siva) worshipped at Conjeveram.
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Yêttrălum picchei kideiyamal ékkat

Triruppargalé,

Eri yenakkennum, puluvé yenakkennum,

Inta mannum

Sarriyenakkenum, paruntô yenakkenum,

Tan pusikka

Nariyenakkennum, punnä yenakkennum, in

Narudalei

Piriamudan valartén, itinal yenna

Per enakkē 7

Němangal, Nitteigal, vedangal, àgama

Nitineri

Omangal tarpanam Santijeba mantira

Yöga nilei

Nāmangal santanam venniru púsi

Nalamudanë

Sāmangal dórum ivar seyum pujeigal

Sarppaneiyê

Some of the most popular poems in Tamil

are those of the Sittar (Siddha) school. These

writers are the poetical Quietists of Tamil-land.

A great deal might be written concerning them

and their works, but space forbids. I must

content myself with laying before the reader

Wananguvây jagajóti woruvanāki

Mä nilatti woru nodiyil vaguté mannil

Gunamâna manitareium padeitta pinbu

Kuvalayattil tănutittu Guruvây wantu

Janamána samusaram wondrillāmal

Sanniyási pâliruntu, davattei katti

Anbāna Sittargalei irutti pinbu

Agañda talam sendravarei,-anduvâyê.

One of the most popular little poems in the

Tamil language is the Vivéha Chintámani, a

comparatively recent production. Ignorant Tamil

women, who know almost nothing of any kind

But no one e'er relieves them ;

Hopeless they fade away !

Fire claims me, worms too claim me,

Earth, too, accounts me hers.

Kites claim me too, with jackals,

And despicable curs.

Then wherefore have I cherish'd

This vile ill-odour'd thing,

From this my mortal body

What benefit can spring 2

Vows, austerities, vedas,

Puranas, secular lore,

Burnt offerings, sacrifices

To men that are no more ;

Prayers said in markets, mantras,

Fixed postures, names ye say,

Sandal, and smear'd white ashes,

Ye who, from day to day,

Deeming these meritorious,

Observe such things, do ye

Know that all this is nothing

But God-ward perfidy

the translation of one—perhaps the most famous

—stanza in these writings. This stanza is

from the Gnanam Nuru, a work ascribed to

Agastiyar, the father of the Tamil language.

It is a most remarkable stanza, but certainly

Agastiyar had no hand in its authorship.

Thou shalt adore the World's One Light,

Who at a thought this vast earth framed,

Made noble man, then, dawn-like, flamed

A Priest, upon his sight.

No kin had he of mortal race;

Ascetic-wise hard deeds he wrought;

Then, having made disciples, sought

The Illimitable Place.

of Tamil literature, are fond of learning portions

of the poem off by heart. And yet one of its

most famous stanzas runs thus—

THE FICKLE SEx.

Alakāla Vishatteium

Nambalām

Atreiyum perungättreium

Nambalām

Köla má mata Yāneiyei

Nambalām

Kollum vengei puliyeium

Nambalám,

Rålanār vidum tiltarei

Nambalām

Put faith in the deadliest poison,

In torrent, or hurricane-gust,

And elephants, huge and powerful,

And murderous tigers trust;

Confide in the angels of Yama

The souls of the wicked who fetch,

Place credence in robber, or felon,
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Kallar, vedar, maravarei

Nambalām,

—Sèlei kattiya mätarei

Nambinal,—

Teruvil nindru tiyangi

Tavippare l

Now that Christianity is year by year be

coming more deeply rooted in Tamil-land, a new

class of popular poetry is springing up. Some

of these Christian lyrics, or Kirtaneis, especially

those penned by a late Christian poet of

Tanjor, have attained a wide popularity, even

amongst non-Christian Hindus. But as a whole

these modern Christian lyrics are wretched pro

ductions, and bear the same relation to Tamil

popular poetry of the first class, that Tate and

Brady's effusions bear to Milton's “Ode on the

Nativity.” Common Hindu Labour-songs, too,

are for the most part extremely destitute of

poetic merit.

I must now bring this paper to a close. I

trust I have been able to awaken some little

Or ev’n in some Maravar wretch ;

—But if you believe in a woman

More hopeless your case will be,

You will stand in the street in your anguish,

And wither with agony |

interest in the subject, and I hope I have proved

from the specimens, few as they are, which I

have adduced, that in days gone by, Tamil—the

Queen of the Dravidian tongues—was not with

out sons who possessed, in some measure, the

vision and the faculty divine. It must be

remembered that I have confined myself to cull

ing specimens from a particular class of poetry,

and that not of the highest order. The non

Aryans of Southern India cannot for a moment

vie with their Aryan masters in the mighty

arena of the Epic or the Drama. But I do not

think that any Oriental language possesses a

richer collection of Folk-songs, than that which

is the especial glory of Tamilian literature.

Madras, 16th March, 1872.

ON THE • GAULI RAJ" IN KHANDESH AND THE CENTRAL PROVINCEs.

By W. F. SINCLAIR, Bo.C.S., ASSISTANT COLLECTOR IN CHARGE OF FORESTS.

Throughout Gondwana and Khandesh there

exist traditions more or less shadowy of a Gauli

Raj, which have occasioned considerable per

plexity as to their origin. Mr. Grant in his

Introduction to the Central Provinces Gazetteer,

practically gives the question up as insoluble.

This power, whatever it was, has left no coins,

no inscriptions, nothing but a name attached

to a few old buildings. Enquiry has been made

among the people now called Gaulis; but they

have now no memory of their ancient sovereignty;

(if it was ever theirs,) and the quotation from Sir

R. Jenkins (p. lx. C. P. Gazetteer) is too vague

to be of any use, and may just as well refer to le

gends of Krishna and his companions as to any

thing else.

The past therefore gives us little aid in iden

tifying the Gauli kings, except the rather shaky

story of Asa Ahir, the eponymous chief of

Asirgarh, spoken of by Ferishtah. Under the

circumstances we should, I think, have recourse

to the geological method, and seek in the

phenomena of the present for the explanation of

the past. Is there then in the present day any

dynasty in India deriving its title from a common

trade; and is there any which would, if it were

wiped out to-morrow, leave nothing but its name

to show where it had been 2 Of the first class,

the instant answer is, there are two, and they

are both Gauli Kingdoms, the Gaikwar of Baroda

and the Gurkha (Go-rakh) of Nipăl. To the

second class belong all the Maratha states. The

Gaikwar of Baroda therefore unites the two

qualifications, and stands forth the modern

analogue of the G a ul i Rājās.

The next question is, how did the Gaikwäri

Rāj in Gujarat get its name 7 From the surname

of the ruler. Gaikwär is one of the commonest

surnames in the Dekhan ; and is generally at

tached to the profession of a herdsman; but by

no means of necessity. Its bearers hold them

selves, and are held, pure Marathas :—“ My

name is Gomaji, father's name Timaji, sur

name Gaikwär, trade Gauli, caste Maratha : *

is a heading common enough on depositions in

the Dekham. The surname of Ahir is also con

mon in a small group of villages near the Ané

Ghàt in Taluka Junnar (Jooner) of Poona. Its

bearers are held pure Marāthas and are culti

vators by trade. Now to readers unacquainted

with the Dekhan, it may perhaps be necessary

to explain that the use of surnames there is al
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most the same as in the Highlands; I say

the Highlands—because a common surname im

plies a sort of consanguinity, an identity in

fact of tribe. The other surnames commonest

among Marāthas, the Smiths and Joneses of the

Dekhan,—are Sindé (Scindia), Jädu, Bhojisla,

Powār, and Chauhan. It will at once be re

marked that the 2nd, 3rd and 4th on this list

are the names of noble Rājput races, and the

Bhojislas claim descent from the Sisodias of

Chitor, the oldest family in India. All the more

respectable members of these clans wear the

sacred thread, (“Bammans” to the contrary not

withstanding,) and any one who has met with

the heads of the Powār and Jādu families (the

chiefs of Wadhgaum, Phaltan, and Malegaum)

knows that, in the qualities attributed to high

descent in India, they are inferior to no Rājput

whatever. I shall, therefore, take up the rather

bold ground of asserting my belief that the Ma

rātha clans inherit their names from common an

cestors with Rājputs and other pure Aryan tribes

of Central India. Taking this for granted, we find

that there are Chauhans in Rājputana, Chauhan

princes of great antiquity in Garhā-Mandla,

(Makawati) and Chauhan Marathas in the Dek

han. There are also Powärs or Pramaras at Dhar

and Dewas in Central India, and Powärs in the

Dekhan. The expulsion of the Powärs from their

ancestral seats, their retreat to the Dekhan, and

subsequent return to their own, as Maratha com

manders, is, I think, historical,—certainly based

on their traditions, but I write far from authori

ties. The Yadavas or Jādus hold barren princi

palities both in the great desert and in the Dekhan.

The traditions connecting the Royal house of

Bhojisla with that of the Udépur Rånå are well

known, and we find the family, when they first

came into notice, established as Deshmukhs at

Sind–Khera.

I think, therefore, that the most probable ex

planation of the Gauli Rāj is this, that Gauli

was the surname, or nickname, of a family of

princes (and not of a nation) of Aryan race who

established themselves in the valleys of the

Tapti and Narmadā during the great migration

southward which ended in the colonization of

the Dekhan by the Aryan Marathas. This is of

course mere conjecture, but if it sets more learned

men than myself on a new track it will have

served my purpose. Of this I am quite sure,

that any attempt to connect the Gauli Rāj with

the scattered bands of herdsmen, themselves of

various origin and language, that now roam

through the pastures of India, would be hopeless,

and equally vain any theory of an invasion of

pastoral tribes, “Scythians” or what not, after

the somewhat mythical Egyptian pattern.

–T

AN INSCRIPTION AT SALOTGI IN THE KALADGI DISTRICT, DATED

ŠAKA 867 OR A.D. 945, WITH REMARKS.

By PROF. SHANKAR PANDURANG PANDIT, M.A.

THE inscription, of which a translation is given

below, is engraved on a stone pillar about 4 feet

10 inches in height, 1 foot 2 inches thick, and

1 foot 9 inches broad. It is cut in Devanāgari

characters on three of its four sides, and the

letters are well preserved, except in one place,

where a slip is broken off, and eleven letters

from an important part have unfortunately been

lost. This pillar, and another, also bearing an

inscription, when visited by me two years ago,

were put up at the end of a veranda before the

village entrance-gate that the cattle might rub

themselves against them.

Sālotgi is a village in the Indi Tāluka of the

Kalādgi district, and is about forty miles from

Solapur and twenty miles south of the Bhimã.

It has a Hindu temple, built after the fashion of

a Muhammadan rozah, in which is worshipped

a grave with a chaddar on it like the tomb of

a Muhammadan. Neither Muhammadans nor

the lower castes of the Hindus are allowed to

enter within the outer walls of the temple,

except on the occasion of an annual fair held

in its honour on the full moon of Chaitra (April),

when, within the walls, Brahman, Mahār, Mäng,

and Musalmän, mingle together without scruple

about contamination, and, as at the great Jagan

nātha in Orissa, partake without caste dis

tinction of food cooked for the occasion. In

front and behind the temple there are two large

wells, with steps descending to the water, and

being entirely out of proportion to the size and

importance of the present temple, attest the

former existence of edifices which have disap

peared amidst the many religious and political

revolutions that have passed over the land.

Part of a very much larger well, by the side of

the present one in front of the temple, is now

filled up and a garden cultivated on it, but the

outer edges of the old well are in some places
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well preserved, and two or three small rooms in

them may still be seen.

The villagers can give no account as to

whence the two pillars came. They have a

tradition that the nalla (stream) that flows on

the south of the temple washed away in one

monsoon the side next to the temple, and thereby

discovered the two pillars that were till then

buried in the earth.

At the top of the present inscription is carved

in prominent relief the linga, an image of the

Nandi or Bull sacred to Śiva, and the sun and

moon. At the bottom of each of the first three

sides containing the Sanskrit inscription there

are some lines cut in the Hale or old Canarese.

The Canarese inscription commences at the

botton, of that side of the stone on which the

Sanskrit inscription begins, is continued at

the bottom of the second side, and appears to be

finished on the fourth, the whole of which is

occupied by Canarese. From what I understand

of it at present I can safely say that the Sans

krit inscription is perfectly independent of it,

and it appears that the Canarese one was added

subsequently, and that it also relates to a grant

of land for the same purpose as that recorded in

the Sanskrit inscription, by a Mahámandales'vara.

The college to which the Sanskrit inscription

records the grant of land, &c., as also the vil

lage where it stood are mentioned in the Cana

rese inscription.

The inscription records that in the year Šaka

867 (A.D.945), when king Krish na rāja call

ed A k a lav a r s h a Deva, the son of A mo

gh a vars ha, was reigning at Mān y a Kheta,

Chakr a yudh a, the assistant to the minister,

by name Nārāy an a, of king Krish n a rāja,

established a college and assigned lands for the

maintenance of its inmates and preceptor. The

village at which the college is established is call

ed Pā v i t t age, and is described as situated

in the district of Karnapuri. I have not been able

to identify this name with any modern one, or as

certain what district or districts of our own time

correspond with it, though it is probable it once

indicated a revenue district. But it appears be

yond doubt that the Påvittage of the inscription

is the same as Sālotgi, the village where the in

scription is found. It is possible that Sālotgi is

* Wathen gives either Måndya Kheta or Manya Kheta as

the name of the capital. It appears to me that the optional

form Mändya has its origin in a mislection of the name in

one passage of the Karda plate. In the Devanāgari alphabet

of from the 6th to 12th centuries A.D. the compound letter

*q (nya) was written in a manner that is very like the mo

a corruption from Sălahattagi, or ‘the village

where the college is situate, Săle being the Canarese

word for college, and hattagi meaning ‘village’ at

the end of names of villages and towns. The pre

sent ruins at Sālotgi as well as the fact that the

stone bearing the inscription does not appear to

have been brought from elsewhere, would go a

great way to identify the latter village with Pā

vittage.

Nārāyana, the Brähman minister of Krishna

rāja, is described as living at Kanchina Mudu

vol, which may perhaps be identical with the

modern Mudhol.

Chakrayudha Budha, the donor, the son of

Govinda Bhātta Budha, and lord of the village

of Pāvittage, is described as having gone, accom

panied by two hundred Brahmans, to a place on

the bank of the Godavari, and there made the

grant at mid-day at the time of a solar eclipse.

Unfortunately the stone is broken just at the

place which contained the name of the sacred

spot on the Godāvāri whither the donor pro

ceeded to bathe and make the grant. The name

of the place began with Prá,-and though the

Godāvari is expressly mentioned as the great

river on whose banks it lay (Godāvaryám mahā

nadyām), itmight have really been on the Bhima,

considering that it is not unusual to style small

streams by the name of a more celebrated river

of greater sanctity.

This word Mánya is repeated four or five

times. In Mān y a Kh et a” there can be no

doubt that it is part of the name of Krishna

rāja's capital, which several inscriptions dis

tinctly mention. But as Mánya is applied to the

land, the garden, and the houses or dwellings,

given to the scholars and the Preceptor of the

college, the word would seem to bear a techni

cal signification, and that signification is pre

served to this day in the Mân y am s of the

Madras Presidency. There Mān yam means

nearly the same as Agra h fir a, a gift of cha

rity. In Sanderson's Canarese and English

Dictionary Mányam is defined as “lands either

liable to a trifling quit-rent or altogether exempt

from tax.” In the same place the phrase

Bh a t t a Mān y a m is explained as “a small

portion of rent-free land in a village for the

use of Brahmans.” In this inscription, accord

dern ºſ. The engraver of the plate, by a very ordinary usage

among, scribes, having put a dot over the Hſ, Wathen was

naturally led into the mistake of reading Mandya. In the

Khārepätan plates, as also in this inscription, and even in the

Karda plates, further on than the passage above alluded to,

the name given is clearly and invariably Månya Kheta.
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ingly, Mân y a is clearly used in the sense of

“rent-free for charitable purposes.”

The grant is described as being made in the

reign of Krish na rāja, who bore the title of

Akālavarsha Deva. This Krishnarāja is doubt

less of the family of the Yādava kings, known

also by the name of Rāshtra Kütas, who reigned

at Mänya Kheta, or the modern Mal-Khed in

the Nizam's territory, and whose authority was

subverted by Tailapa Deva of the Chālukya

dynasty about the end of the tenth century" of

the Christian Era.

There would at first sight appear to be some

The Karda plate :

Danti Durga.

Krishna Rāja (his paternal uncle)

Govinda Rāja.

Nirupama (his youngest brother).

Jagat Rudra.

Amogha Warsha.

Akāla Varsha.

Jagat Rudra.

Indra Nripa.

Jagat Rudra.

Amogha Warsha.

12 Krishna Deva.

13 Khodviga Deva.

14 Kākala Rāja.

Prof. H. H. Wilson's suggested that the list

in the Karda grant represents a series of princes

belonging to two different branches of the Yādava

family, reigning concurrently in two different

places. He supposes that the last seven princes

beginning with Jagat Rudra form a separate

branch, and that Kåkala Rāja, the last of the

branch, was probably contemporary with Akāla

Varsha. On this is based his inference that, as

the last, Kåkala, made the Karda grant in Šaka

894, “the earliest vestiges of the Yādavas yet

met with in the Peninsula are to be placed about

A. D. 867:—for an average of fifteen years to a

reign will be rather more than sufficient for the

precarious authority and interrupted succession

of the Hindu Rājas.”

This theory of “two collateral branches”

appears to be untenable. Prof. Wilson's prin

cipal ground for the supposition of “two

collateral branches” is, that in the Karda plate

* See Jour. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc. Vol. I. p. 210ff.

+ By Wathen, Jour. R. As. Soc.. Vol. III. p. 105.

# See Jour. Bomb. Br. R. As Soc. Vol. I. p. 211.

difficulty as to which Amogha Warsha and

Krishnarāja Deva of the lists already published

of the Yadava kings of Mánya Kheta are repre

sented by the Amogha Varsha and Krishnarāja

Deva mentioned in the inscription. The first list

published in 1836f from what is known as the

Kardà (or Kardla 2) copper-plate grant, contains

fourteen princes. In 1842-43 the late Bal Gan

gadhar Shastri furnished to the Bombay Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, from a copper

plate grant found at Khārepåtan, another list

of the same dynasty, also containing fourteen

names. The two lists are as follows:–

The Kharepatan plate:

Danti Durga.

Krishna Rāja (his paternal uncle).

Govinda Rāja.

Nirupama.

Jagat Tunga.

Amogha Varsha.

Akāla Warsha.i
8 Indra Rāja (grandson of Akāla).

9 Amogha Warsha II.

10 Govinda Rāja (brother of Amogha).

11 Baddiga (his paternal uncle).

12 Krishna Rāja.

13 Khotika (brother of Krishna).

14 Kākala (brother's son of Khotika).

to which his remarks relate, Kåkala Rāja the

donor (entitled Amogha Varsha) is described

as “meditating on.” Akāla Varsha’s “feet,”

which he construed to mean that Akāla Varsha

lived in the time of Kākala, and that the latter

was subordinate to the former. Now the words

“meditating on his feet”| do not necessarily

suggest that Akāla Varsha Deva was then alive,

but that Kåkala Deva took Akāla Varsha Deva

as the model for his conduct. In the present

inscription Krishna Deva, who was reigning

supreme, is described as “devoted to the contem

plation of his father's feet,” and yet everything

in the context goes to show that his father was

not living.

Again in the Karda inscription A mogh a

War sha, the 6th of the above lists, is expressly

stated to have had Mán y a Kheta as his

capital ; and further on Kä kala Dev a

Rája is also described as “residing at Sri

§ Journal Royal As. Soc. vol. II., and p. 105 vol. III.

). 393-4.

| Srimat-Akāla-Varsha-Devapādānudhyāta.
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Many a-K he ta-Pura.” Now if Kä kala

Deva Raja, belonging to a different branch of the

same Yadava family, reigned concurrently with

Amogh a V a r s h a (the 6th of the lists), as

Prof. Wilson supposes, they could not have had

the same city for their capital. Besides, in the

Karda inscription there is nothing that would

justify the theory that the list of fourteen princes

forms two branches ofthe Yadava family reigning

concurrently with each other. The mention of

the Chedi family of the Yadavas shows that

the Mânya Kheta princes intermarried with the

former.

Then, since Prof. Wilson made these remarks,

the date of Gov in d a Rāja, the third of the

above lists, has been discovered to be Saka 730

(A. D. 808) from a copper-plate grant found in

the Nāsik district.” Now if Kākala Rāja

Deva was contemporary with A kāla Var

sha, the seventh of the above lists, then the

age of that Akāla Varsh a must be, the

same as that of Kāk a la Rāja, viz., Saka

894, and the date of G ov in d a Rāja being

Šaka 730, leaves an interval of 164 years and

three princes; and even allowing ten years,

the portions of the reigns of Govinda Rāja and

Akāla Varsha, included, we have still an average

of 48 years for the reign of each of the inter

vening princes, which is far too much.

Lastly :—If two branches of the Yādavas had

reigned concurrently, the Khārepātan inscrip

tion would surely have contained some allusion

to this, whereas the list on it is essentially the

same as that contained in the Kardā plate,

It seems clear therefore that the fourteen

princes belonged to the same Yādava family

that reigned at Mān ya-Kh et a, and that

Kä kala Rāja, the fourteenth of the lists,

and the grantor of the Kardà copper-plate grant,

did not live at the same time with A kala

W a r s h a the seventh,

Now there can be no doubt that the Krish na

Dev a of the present inscription corresponds

with No. 12 of the Kardā plate. Krishna Rāja's

title is A k à la War sha, and at first sight,

Amogha Warsha the 6th and Akāla Varsha the

7th of the lists would seem to claim identifica

tion with the two princes of this inscription.

The claim would also seem to be strengthened

by the fact that both the Kardā and the Khāre

pätan platesagree with it in describing Amogha

Warsha (the 6th of the lists) as the father of

* At Wan-Daidori, and published in No. X of the Asiatic

Society's Journal.

Akāla Varsha. But if we identify Akāla Varsha

with the 7th of the lists, the difference between

him and Govinda Rāja, whose date is given as

Saka 730, would be 134 years, a period that is

too long for five princes. The Amogh a Varsha

of this inscription is identical with No. 11 and

Krishna Raja with No. 12 of the Karda plate.

The date of Krishna Rāja Deva being then

Šaka 867, and that of Kākala Raja, Saka 894,

there is only a difference of 27 years, which is

not too long for three princes.

The objections to this identification are—1st,

that the Kardà plate makes Krish na Rāja (the

twelfth) not the son, but a brother, of his pre

decessor Amogh a Varsha, whereas this in

scription describes him as his son; and 2ndly, that

the Khārepātan plate does not mention Krishna

Rāja as Amogha Varsha's successor, but gives

two princes, Govinda Rāja and Baddiga, as in

tervening between them.

The first objection can only be met by sup

posing that the Kardà plate is not quite accurate

in giving Krish n a Deva as the brother of

Amogh a Varsha. This is not very extraordi

nary, seeing that the genealogies of kings have

often-times been at the mercy of the memory of

Sanskrit writers.

As for the discrepancy between this inscrip

tion and the Khārepātan plate, it is possible

that Bad diga, the predecessor, according to the

latter, of Krishna Rāja, might have borne

the title of Amogha Varsha. For Baddiga is

only the name of the king, not his title. And as

No. 11 in the Karda plate is put down as

Amogha Varsha, i.e., by the title, not by the

name of the King, it is possible that No. 11 of

the Karda plate was the same as No. 11 of th

Khārepātan one.f -

The testimony of the Karda plate on the score

of some Amogha Varsha being the predecessor

of Krishna Deva is more trustworthy than the

discredit thrown on that fact by the list of the

Khārepātan plate, first because the latter list was

recorded in Saka 930 (A.D. 1008), or about 40

years after the reign of Kākala Raja, and sixty

six years after the date of the present inscription;

and secondly, because it occurs in a document

relating to a dynasty subordinate to the

Chālukyas, who were antagonistic to, and had

subverted the authority of the Manyakheta

princes.

The Krishna Rāja Deva of this inscription

* The arrangement on page 207 indicates anotherco-ordinating the lists.-ED, way of
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being identified with Krishna Deva, No. 12 of

the above list, it can hardly admit of doubt that

Amogha Varsha, No. 11 of the Karda plate,

must be taken to be the father of Krishna Rāja

Deva as stated by our inscription; which being

dated during Krishna Rāja's own reign was less

likely to be in error regarding the relation be

tween the two princes than either the Karda plate,

which was dated about twenty-seven years, or a

generation after Krishna Rāja, or the Kharepatan

plate, which was given full sixty years after that

prince, and in a district far removed from Mánya

kheta.

It is to be noticed that the inscription makes

mention of Krish I, a Raja being intent upon

making an expedition of conquest upon Kaly

à na, the capital of the Chālukyas, thus confirm

ing what we already know—that the latter were

antagonistic to the Rāshtra Kūta kings of

Manyakheta. The expression “engages in re

ducing the prosperous and great Kalyāna”

might mean that Krishna Deva was the first

of his dynasty who undertook an expedition upon

the city of the Chālukyas during their temporary

bereavement of it, or that the hold of the

Rāshtra Kūta kings "over that city, obtained

long before his time, had been shaken by some

other rival or by the Chálukya family, who must

be supposed to have been attempting at this

time to recover it, since they actually did recover

it about fifty years later under Tailapa Deva.

The solar eclipse recorded in the inscription

was calculated for me by Prof. Keru Lakshman

Chhatre, and found to correspond with the Saka

year 867, in which year, in Bhādrapada, there

did occur a solar eclipse. But as usual in the

Dekhan inscriptions, the Bärhaspatya or cycle

year, Plavanga, mentioned in the inscription, does

not correspond with Šaka 867, in which the cycle

year Viśvāvasu occurred, and between which and

Plavanga there intervene two years. Whatever

may be the proper explanation of this oft-recur

ring discrepancy, the agreement between the

year Šaka 867 and the solar eclipse leaves no

doubt whatever that Saka 867 is the correct date

of the inscription. By Professor Chhatre's cal

* This refers to the great Eagle Garuda, the conveyance

of Vishnu, and the son of Vinatà.

+ Vishnu.

f Sakakalāt. From this it is clear that Saka was regard

ed in the tenth century A.D. as a proper name.

§ Sakakói lód gatábdānām sasāptádhika-shastishu Sate

shrashtasu tératsu samānām ankatopi cha. The words

td rats, samº;ném ankatopi cha show that the figures indicat

ing the number 867 was intended to be put after them. But no

numerals are cut on the stone, doubtless through an over

culations, it has been further found that the new

moon of Bhādrapada in Saka 867 fell upon Tues

day, as mentioned in the inscription.

To recapitulate then what has been said

above regarding the Yādava princes of Mánya

A heta, we find—

1. That the series of fourteen princes given

in the Karda copper-plate grant is made up of

kings of one and the same family who reigned

one after another at Mánya-Kheta.

2. That the date of Go v in d a Rāja, the

third of the lists being Saka 730, and that the

last prince of the list being Saka 894, it is pro

bable that the reign of Dan ti Durga, the

first prince of the lists, might be taken to have

commenced about 40 years before that of Go

vinda Rāja, or A.D. 767, and not A.D. 867 as

supposed by Prof. Wilson, and that consequently

the Mánya-Kheta line of kings covers a period

of about two centuries.

3. That Amogh a Varsha, No. 11 of the

Karda plate, was the father of Krishna Deva,

No. 12 in the same, and that the title of the

latter prince was Akāla Varsha, and that he

was on the throne in Saka 867 ; and

4. That Krish n a Rāja De va, No. 12

in the Karda list, given above, should have

Akāla Varsha added to him as his title, and that

he should be put down as the son of A m o g h a

V a r s h a.

Translation.

PRosPERITY | Victorious is the excellent

child” born of Vinatá, and belonging to Vishnu,

and manifested in [visible] form, carrying him,f

whose body is the three-fold universe, and pre

eminent among those that are possessed of

bodies From: the time of Saka eight hundred

and sixty-seven years having passed, and as

many years in figures, § when the year Plavanga

is current, the people being happy, the country

abounding in wealth of corn of various kinds, the

beloved son of the glorious King A m o g h a var

sh a Param e S v ar a, A kāla V a r s h a |

Deva [by title], the excellent, devoted to the

contemplation of his father's (lit. elder's) feet,

engaged in reducing the prosperous and great

sight of the engraver. In documents of the present

day it is very usual in the vernaculars to give a certain

number in figures, and say also so many in words. The re

version of the order in the inscription is owing to the latter

being entirely in verse.

| The original being Prithirf-pallabhekſilavarsha-Dece,

the title may be Akālavarsha or Kālavarsha, but as previous

inscriptions contain Akāla Varsha as the title of princes

of the Yadava family of Mânya Kheta, I take Akāla Varsha

as the title here.
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Kalyāna, beloved of the world, and pos

sessed of prosperity, is living in virtuous hap

piness in Mánya Kheta, where his army is

stationed, which is full of beautiful palaces,

where the banks are adorned by assemblages of

millions of the wives of warriors, and is always

protecting his subjects: when that compas

sionate king is giving unnumbered articles to

Brahmans and others, whose lotus-like feet

receive the kisses of the crown-jewels of many

kings, when he is shining in glory resplendent,

and possessed of eyes like the lotus—the king

who has rendered his own (i.e., brought under

his sway) the circle (mandala) of his enemies

by means of the exceeding splendour of the power

of his arms (lit. hands), and who has achieved"

victory over the quarters of the world Krish na

rāja [to wit] reigning : Here in the district

called Karnapuri,f the best of [all] districts,

in the beautiful village which is well known by

the name of Pāvittage. Living in the village

known as Kanchana Muduvol in the prosperous

country of Māhisha, belonging to the clan of

Kaundinya and the Sākhā (recension or branch

of the Vedas) of the Vājasaneyins, and studying

the branch of Kanva, is the son of Dāmapūrya,i

rich and liberal, who, full of valour is known

by the name of Ná rà y a na, like another

Nārāyamaš himself; who, full of learning, is

known by the cognomen of Gajānkusa, who is

the minister of Krish n a rāja, and being

his counsellor is [also] entrusted with the affairs

of War and Peace. [Now] he who was

his (Nārāyana's) assistant, beloved like his

right hand, and powerful, employed by him ||

in negotiating war and peace, thoroughly

versed in the sciences concerning government,

dear to the poets, agreeable in his conversation,

and who believing in religion appears like

embodied Dharma" : By him this college has

been caused to be constructed (established),

rich, spacious and beautiful, as by** the crea

tor who by his own will has established this

three-fold universe. And this college full of

intelligencef is resplendent with Brahmans.

Here there are scholars born in various dis

tricts. For these subsistence is [hereby] pro

vided, the details of which as to place and

time shall now be described in order that the

fame of it may be spread.

The lord of this village of Pavittage, born in

the clan of Kasyapa, the chief of the Vājasaneyas,

the flower of the followers of the Kānva Branch,

son of Go v in d a b h a t t a, excellent in his

conduct as a Brahman, pure and possessing the

sacred fire, Chakrāyudh a Budha by name:

possessed of forbearance, chief among those who

can speak, learned in theology, learned in sacred

law, possessed of wisdom, glorious, born to be

obeyed, agreeable in his talk, following the

dictates of the sacred law, and full of splendour

like Pärasara himself-in the currency of the

year mentioned above, and in the good month

of Bhādrapada, on the day: sacred to the

Manes, corresponding with Tuesday, at the time

of a solar eclipse, the sun being in the middle (i.e.,

on the meridian at noon) on the great river

Godavari Ś . . . . . . . . . million

. . . . . sacred places . . . . . which

(or who). . . . . by name Pra . . . . . . .

village . . . . . . , that resplendent

one (Chakrāyudha) of great virtue, accom

panied by two hundred Brahmans, having stood

and bathed in the great sacred spot, and having

performed his religious duties, gave land rent

free to the scholars of the college, in this

village known as Pāvittage, the mine of virtues,

—rent-free land measured by five hundred

nivartanas.| And the excellent son of Go

wind a Budh a piously gave twenty-seven rent

* Krita digrijnye. This means that the king had com

pelled the kings of the earth to pay him tribute, an epi

thet not applied to an ordinary prince, but to an emperor

like Raghu, one of the heroes of Kãlidasa's poem Raghu

Waln: a.

+ 1 ha karnapurí náma wishaye. Karnapuri would appear

literally to be the name of a town, but here it is evidently

applied to a district. This use of the word is not rare in

southern inscriptions and copperplate grants.

1 10amapārqa-suta. The name Damapārya would ap

peir to be a sanskritized form of the Canarese name Da

mappā or Dámappayyā, very common in the Karnātaka.

Vishnu.

}}. original is niyuktas tena tena tejasri. The repe

tition of the instrumental tena is a slip cf the engraver's

hand.

* This may be taken to signify either Religion, or the

god Yama who presides over justice.

** The original though perfectly legible and clear is here

confused apparently through a mistake of the engraver. It

reads : dhatreyam srechchhaya spishti sthāpitidisutrayå.

(ratrayā), which appears to be a mistake for dhatreva srech

chhaya srishti sthapata bhuranatraya.

+ Sala manovativºshā brahmay uktá virájate. It is pos

sible that manorati is here used in the sense of Sarasrati,

the wife of Brahmadeva. The sense would then be ‘ I his

college shines like Manorati united with Brahmi." The

wards Manoratí and Brahma have a double sense ; as ap

plied to the college, the former would mean ‘full of intelli

ence, and the latter united with Brahmins, i.e., having

rahmins for its students. The translation given above is

on the supposition that the reading may be manorati chaishâ.

i Pºtriparrani, i.e., the amarasya, or day of new moon.

§ Here a chip is broken off from the middle of the stone,

and some middle letters of three lines, viz., four syllables

of two lines each and three of one, are destroyed.

| A nºrartana is a square measure of land, equivalent to

two hundred square cubits.
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free dwellings, and half as many more" ; and

also a rent-free flower garden measuring four

mivartanas, and twelve nivartanas [of] rent-free

[land] for lamps. On the occasion of a mar

riage, the [marriage] people, being Brahmans,

shall give to the congregation of the scholars

of the college five flowerst of good money. And

at the time of a thread ceremony shall be given

the same as prescribed above in the case of

marriage. And half of the former and half of

the latterf shall be given at the time of a

tonsure ceremony by those people who perform it.

If for any cause a feast to Brahmans shall be given

in this village, the people shall give a dinner ac

cording to their means to the members of the col

lege. By the magnanimous [Chakráyudha] fifty

mivartanas of rent-free land and a rent-free house

within this college are given to the lecturer.

The earth has been enjoyed by many kings

commencing from Sagara. To whomsoever the

land belongs for the time, to him belongs the

fruit for that time. This bridge of religion is com

mon to all kings. It should be protected by you

from time to time. This Rāma entreats again

and again of all kings that will reign in future.

Whoever shall take away land whether given by

himself or by others, lives as an insect in filth for

sixty thousand years.

FOLR-LORE OF ORISSA.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B. C. S.

(Continued from p. 170.)

No. II.

WitchEs object to be disturbed when in pos

session of a victim, and are apt to turn on the

exorciser and revenge themselves on him.

To prevent this it is advisable to repeat the

following mantra before uttering that men

tioned in the last number:—

Bajra kilani bajra dwār

Chau kuli chau dwār

I)ähäne Dāhānchandi bâme khetrópāl

Age Narsinghö, pachhe ashtó betăl

Mo ange parilă mahāmudrā bajrakapāt

Koti äile goti na chhāribu !

Kāhār āgyä 7

Käuäri Kamakhyār koti agya.

Thunder-bolt bar, thunder-bolt door

Four sides, four doors.

On the right Dahanchandi, on the left Balräm,

In front Narsingh, behind eight demons.

The great seal, the thunder door, has fallen!

on my body,

If a myriad come, do not allow one to enter

By whose order 2

The myriadorders of Kauñri Kamakhya.

I do not attempt to make sense of all this

rubbish. It is sufficient to observe that there

are human beings who believe in its efficacy.

Kaunri Kāmākhyā, Dāhānchandi and some

others are deities who specially preside over

• Nice, andni sãrddhini saptarimsatim édarát l”!”
dattarān manyo, Gorindabudhanandanah. The words stird

ahāni saptavimsatim might also mean “twenty-seven and a

half.'

+ Sºdiáridyārthisamghāya sudravyani dvijátibhih pancha

incantations, and have power over sprites,

hobgoblins, demons, and witches. The first

named is said to reside in Asam.

The following rather diffuse mantra is infal

lible as a cure for snake bites. It is not quite

such nonsense as the others:—

Rajani parbatre Surjyö jyoti,

Kamal pushpa toli göle prabhu Dāsaratha.

Kathaü thoile Krushna Kadambari múle,

Südre sūdre påd barhāīlā Jamunārjale.

Jamunājale thilä ati nágó maye mirhá,

Bharata jamáilá ; sankat kikat kili;

Măilek toli bishögåla dwadasa anguli,

Ketek gårdi jhārilâ gumibar

Tebena suile prabhu chakradhar.

Debtāmāne bichärö arambhile

Kåhiſ achho hol Görur àso ho! bolile ;

Ramyek dwipúre Görur charu thilă

Khāībār āhārö täku lagilá ki pitā.

Tahār charitra köhibijagjità

Mu tête bolóñ ho! khago pakhibar,

Dhusäi pasibu Himagiri parbatar;

Parbate thilă amrutó kundé goti

Berhi khandā Śābal lakhe kandarpå jakhār

thile.

Alpököri Görur denå bistările

Dela amrutó, uthile prabhu bhagwānö.

Sadguru pånöku şikhya köre ànà

Debi Bisti Mäku koti koti namaskārö.

pushpāni devāni ripáhe sati tajanaih. || The translation of
panchapushpāni ‘five flowers, given above, is literal.

f tallarddham chaitadarddham cha. That is half of

what shall be given at the time of a marriage and, half of

that which shall be given at a thread ceremony. The sum

is five.
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Light of the sum on the mountain at night,

The lord Dāsaratha went holding a lotus.

Krishna put his sandals at the root of the

Kadambari tree,

Slowly slowly he advanced his feet in the

Jamunā’s water.

In the Jamunā’s water was a snake foolish

with illusions,

Bharata informed him ; Sankat-kikat-kili ;

He bit holding him the poison went twelve

fingers deep,

The exorciser swept many incantations

Then the lord Chakradhar did not move.

The gods began to consult

Where art thou, ho! Gorur come ho! they said.

Gorup was feeding in the Ramyak island

His food tasted to him like poison.

His history I will tell, conqueror of the world !

I tell thee O lord of birds,

Rushing enter the Himalaya mountain :

In the mountain there was a pot of nectar

With swords and maces ten thousand kan

darpas and Yakshas surround it

Gorur spread his wings a little

He gave the nectar, the lord Bhagwan arose.

Student bring in thy hand a gift to the good

-- guru.

I salute a myriad myriad times Debi Bisti Mā.

“Sankat, kikat, kili” are nonsense words, which

though they are just translateable are stated to

be here used in some mystic sense. Gorur is

the Oriya pronunciation of Garuda, Debi Bisti

is another of the goddesses who have power over

The short Ö is the equivalent of *ſ

and is so pronounced in open unaccented syl

lables, though it sounds a in accented or closed

Ones. -

This spell for snakes is firmly believed in,

while it is being uttered the part affected must be

lightly rubbed by the hand of the exorcist, and

this is what is meant by the expression “the

exorcist swept many spells.” The continued

belief in the efficacy of this spell may be due

to the fact that several of the Orissa snakes are

not deadly, though their bite causes pain and

swelling. This is particularly the case with the

grass-snakes, as well as with the blue and yellow

snake found on the sea-shore which is only really

dangerous when in the water.

demons.

LEGEND OF THE ORIGIN OF THE TUNGABHADRA RIVER,

ONCE upon a time in the remote past, the

earth was carried away bodily to Patala, or the

nether regions of the world, by the powerful

giant Hiranyaksha. The Devas, ever noted for

their pusillanimity, were in consequence deprived

of their legitimate perquisites in the shape

of h a v is, or sacrificial food, and, unable to

redress their own wrongs, went to Kshira Sá

gara, or the milky ocean, and laid their com

plaint at the feet of V is h m u, who was living

in an island called S v ć t a D w i pā. Vishnu

was graciously pleased to grant their petition,

and, incarnate in the form of a boar, conquered

the giant, and rescued the earth from his

grasp. When the earth was unrolled, the deli

verer found that Védapāda Pârvata was the land's

end, and therefore rested on its summit for a

while. While in this posture, the right tusk

of the boar broke [for some unexplained reason],

and presently there gushed forth from it the

river B had ra. From the left tusk, which was

longer than the other, sprang at the same time

the sister river Tun ga. Simultaneously, a third

stream issued from the eyes of the boar, called

N et r a v a ti. The two former, taking different

courses towards the east, unite at Kálli, about

eighty miles from the source, and become thence

forward the compound river of Tungabhadrā.

The last named stream goes in an opposite direc

tion below the ghâts, and unites with another

sea-going river called Ku m fi r a dh ár 6.

• In this manner, the aforesaid rivers, being of

divine origin, exist in the world for the spiritual

(as well as temporal) benefit of sinful mankind.

The foregoing history, contained in the Bha

vishyāttara Purāna, and related to Shanmukha

by his father Rudra, was repeated by Krishna

to Dharmaráya, as having been inculcated to

Kurukutsa Mahārāja by Närada.

The rival rivers Tungā and Bhadrā take their

rise in the same alpine tract of country, in the

extreme west of the province of Maisàr, about 250

miles as a crow flies from Bangalor. The source

is called G a ng a M. f. 1 a, and is scarcely acces

sible for two or three months in the hot weather.

It is however frequented by pilgrims, who seek to

wash off their sins by bathing in the rivers at their

sources. It is certainly no easy task to unravel the

tangled mass ofmystery and superstition involved in

the above legend. But it is suggested that the ear

ly Brahmans, wishing to secure for the region a
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special celebrity and holiness, have endowed the

rivers with a divine origin, in imitation of the myth

which connects the Ganges with the feet of Vishnu.

The hill from which the rivers flow has, from a dis

tance, the faintest possible resemblance to the form

of a boar, and Vishnu manifested himself, accord

ing to the Puranas, in one of his avatārs as a boar.

These two circumstances being put together, can

it be possible that the mystery of the legend

is solved ? The name Gang a Mill a is certainly

suggestive.

W. N. N.

THE SACRED FIRE OF THE PARSIS AT UDw&p3.

By W. RAMSAY, BO. C.S.

THE ancient followers of the religion of

Zoroaster had been reduced by years of persecu

tion to a comparatively small band of fugitives:

giving up all hope of better times in a land in

which they had once reigned supreme, they took

refuge on board ship, and sailing from Ormazd

bandar eventually landed on the isle of Diu, off

the coast of Käthiàwād, where they remained for

some years: but they were not to remain in peace

even here, so again embarking" on board ship the

“Colony” steered for the shores of the Konkan.

A great storm overtook them, and the pilgrims

in their fear vowed a vow that, if spared to reach

the land, they would set up again the sacred fire

which had been lost in their first flight from their

old home. The storm ceased, the sky cleared,

and under a bright sun the wanderers landed on

the shores of what was then the kingdom of

Sanjān, ruled over by a Rāja of Rajput lineage.

The prince received them favourably, and gave

a kol or charter defining their future rights and

liabilities. By this they were debarred from the

use of arms : their apparel was fixed after the

fashion ever since in vogue among them ; and

their various rites and ceremonials, religious and

social, were recorded, and as it were stereotyped.

For 624 yearst the Parsi community went on mul

tiplying and thriving as they do at the present

day, when a Subah of the then Pādshah, one

‘Mahmud Beg,'t invaded the kingdom of Sanjān,

and pressed the Rāja hard. In his distress, he ap

plied to the Parsis, and put arms into their hands.

Three times did the latter under a heroic leader

named Ardeshir beat back the ill-disciplined

levies of Mahmud, but a fourth invasion

was successful, and the Zoroastrians were again

compelled to fly in search of fortune. This

time, however, they managed to preserve their

sacred fire, which, in accordance with the vow of

their ancestors, had been kepteverburning during

their sojourn in Sanjān. The fugitives reached

Bhārat, in the hills above Wānsdá, and there

cherished the holy flame for some years. The

fire had been borne somewhat after the manner

of the ark of the Israelites in the desert : it was

carried by the priests in a sort of a litter, by

night to hide it from the rays of the sun, the

touch of which would be a catastrophe to be

averted by all means, and so covered up as to be

safe from the possible profane gaze of the outer

and uninitiated world. But the fire was not to

burn on in peace, and anon it was moved to

Wānsdá, where it remained 14 years, and thence

to Nausāri, where for 318 years; the flame burn

ed peacefully and without interruption. But

internal dissensions arose, and again a move was

made to Surat, thence after three years, back

again to Nausāri, and thence again to Balsår,

the mystic pot au feu being ever borne in the

dead of night by the trusty guardians of its

mysteries. After a sojourn of two years at Bal

sār, the priests had an interview with the Rāja

of Mândvi, Durgan Singhji, then residing in his

fort at Párdi. Protection was implored and pro

mised, and a choice given of certain villages on

the sea coast for a residence. At Udwada was

found a small band of Parsis and a Tower of

Silence, and here the fugitives fixed their choice

of a resting place. A sanad was given them

conferring certain privileges and immunities.

This is stated to have been in the Samvat year

1799, (A.D. 1742,) or about 130 years ago. A

small temple was erected to shelter the fire ;

some years after a larger temple was built on the

same site which was subsequently enlarged, and

finally about 43 years ago the present substan

* About A.D. 717. See the Kissah-i-Sanjan, of Behram

Kaikobad (A.D. 1599) in the Jour. Bomb. B. R. As. Soc.

Wol I. pp. 167-191.

+ The first Atish-Bahrām is said to have been erected by

the Anjumān of Sanjān, and consecrated by Nereosing Pastur

in Samvat 777, or A. D. 720. See Wilson, Parsi Religion,

p. 557-ED- ---

f This is doubtless Māhmud Begada of Ahmadābād,

who invaded this district in A. D. 1507. See Notes of a

Visit to Gujarat, p. 15. Wilson, Sermon to the Parsis

(1839), p. 9.

§ There is probably an error of 100 years in this period.

Nau să ri is the Nusaripa of Ptolemy.—ED.

| Fryer mentions the Fire-temple at Nausari in 1675,

New Account of East India, &c., p. 117. The present temple

at this place was consecrated by Dastur Sorabji Rustamji

in 1765, and to it all the young Mobeds from Bombay and

elsewhere are sent for confirmation.-
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tial building was erected by the liberality of

Dādabhāi Pestanji Wādia of Bombay.

Such is the story as told by the old Dastur or

Chief Priest of Udwada, a lineal descendant, as he

avers, of the priest who revived the sacred flame

in the kingdom of Sanján. Udwada has a consi

derable population of this priestly caste, but not

all of them actually hold any sacerdotal office. The

priests are divided into nine Bhāgs or families,

who serve the fire by turns for a month at a time,

the members of the bhág specially sanctified to

the office taking their turns to feed the flames,

which burn in a large brazen pot, with sandal

and bābul wood, their only fare.

Udwada has its Parsi school which is well at

tended, and where among other things the Zend

Avesta is taught : but neither teacher nor scho

lars know aught of the meaning of what they read

and recite, nor is there a single Mobed in all the

place whoknows anything more. As is well known,

with comparatively few exceptions, the Parsis

know nothing of the meaning of the prayers they

recite, or of the quotations they make from their

sacred books. The original Zend, I am told,

and not any translation into Pahlvi, is in use at

Udwādā.

THE SANJAN S'LC KAS.

(From ‘Notes of a Visit to Gujarat, by the

- Editor.)

IN connexion with the landing of the Parsis at

Sanjān, in the early part of the 8th century, there

still exist copies of the fifteen Sanskrit Sºlokas,

in which their Mobeds explained their religion

to Jádé Ráná," the Rája of the place, and the

reply he gave them. These Slokas form

the oldest document relating to the Parsis

in India,t and the following version of them may

interest some readers; it is compiled principally

from a translation prepared by Dastur Hosang

Jamasp, the learned High Priest at Puna, and

has been compared with an old version in the

possession of Dr. Wilson. The last two distichs

have been taken from the latter version—the

Dastur’s MSS. being unintelligible. I am in

formed by Dr. Wilson that he has not found

“any two independent copies, either in Sanskrit

or in the Gujarati translations, that agree in

* He is called Jádé Ráná by the Parsis, and Dr. J.

Wilson suggests he may have been Jayadeva or Vana Rāja

of Anahillawada Pattan, who ruled in Gujarat A. D. 745–806.

•–ED.

t As Dr. J. Wilson suggests, these slokas were perhaps

composed ex post facto.

I Wilson, Parsi Religion, p. 210.

words, though they conform to one another in

their general scope.”

Translation of the Sanján Slokas.

1. They who thrice a day worship the sun, the

elemental five—fire, wind, earth, aether, water, the

three worlds, through the Naish Mantras, and the

divine Hormazd the chief of the Suras (or angels),

the highly endowed, the exalted, the merciful one,

—are we—the fair, the bold, the valiant, the athle

tic, the Parsis.;

2. We observe silence, according to our religious

precepts, in these seven situations—in making the

fire oblation, Š bathing, contemplating the divinity,

reading the sacred books, eating, and performing the

functions of nature. The best among us always

give liberally in alms, and adore the splendid fire

with various scented woods, sweet flowers, and the

best fruits : Such are we—the fair, the courageous

the brave, the strong, the Parsis.

3. They who wear the shirt (sadra), and who

have round their loins, of good woollen thread, the

sacred kusti with equal ends, and who cover the

crown of the head with a cap of two folds, are we

the fair, the fearless, the valiant, and athletic Parsis.

4. On marriage and other festal days, and on

usual holidays, we rejoice with song and the sound

of instruments. Our maids, at such times, perfume

their persons with 8'rikhanda Sandal and sweet

scents ; we are firm in our pure religion, which

abounds in good and perfect precepts, and is of

advantage in all its observances: such are we—the

fair, &c., the Parsis. -

5. We keep our houses clean, with plenty of

food, and what is pleasing to the taste ; and water

from tanks or wells we always offer in charity with

clothes and money to deserving mendicants. Such

are we, &c.|

6. As pleasure and pain, ease and trouble, know

ledge and ignorance, virtue and vice, uprightness

and business, health and sickness, light and dark

ness, existence and destruction, are double and

opposite in the system of the world, so we have

opposites in our belief. Such are we, &c.

7. Drinking thrice of gaumutra, consecrated with

mantras and carefully preserved, we purify our

insides ; and thus, after outward and inward purifi

cation, we replace the kusti on our waists ; and

without this girdle we may not engage in silent

meditation, in offerings, or other good acts : Such

is our custom which is ever pleasing ; and such

are we, &c.

8." Intercourse with women of ill-fame is for

bidden. Our parents and ancestors we honour and

§ This fire-oblation is called bog or the performance of

Atash Nydesh, in which the Parsis feed the sacred fire with

sandal wood, &c., five times a day.

| There are considerable differences among the readindifferent copies in the 5th and 6th Slokas. g gs of

* The 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 13th in this version, are the

10th, 11th, 8th, 13th, and 9th respectively of the older version.
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celebrate their Srāddhas ; we pay due respect to

fire; we do not use meat without sacrificing it ;

our females lately delivered or in their courses

spread their bedding on the floor ; our marriages

are celebrated at the most propitious hours, and the

widow who has lost her husband is not considered

pure.” Such are we, the Parsis, observing daily

these religious rites.

9. Till a Parsi woman who has borne a child

has passed forty days, she cannot cook victuals ;

she should be moderate in her talk and sleep ; nor

ought she to bathe (snána) for forty days, to pray or

adore the sun. We always venerate the aether, fire,

earth, water, the moon, the sun, and Yazad : So is

our tribe ever esteemed and acceptable.

10. Only with fuel six months dried (do we feed

the sacred fire); and sandal wood, aloe-wood of

Malaya, and benzoin, we use five times a-day to

perform the Homa (fire oblation), uttering appoint

ed words and formulas [in the Atash Naish] :

The fire is kept under a dome in shade from the

sun's rays. We are ever true and just in our motives,

and never addicted to young women. Such are we

Parsis, &c.

11. As spoken by our guru (teacher) and enjoin

ed by our writings, we preserve round the waist

above the sadra, a woollen kusti, neat, of golden

colour, long and entire like a mekhla (or zone); the

many advantages of wearing it are equal to snána

(ablution) in the Ganges: Such are we, &c.

12. In our minds we ever reflect upon the aether,

the moon, fire, the earth, the sun, and worship

Hormazd as the bestower of victory, religion, and

natural desires. We especially observe graces

(akshare) before and after meals to render them

wholesome. Such are we, &c.

13. Our females are held pure only after passing

seven nights from the commencement of their man

ner, and a month from childbirth, when only they are

pure. We are beautiful in our dress, fair and of gol

den colour, vigorous, and strong : Such are we, &c.

14. For expiation of sin we make confession (?)

and as panchagavya (five products of the cow) is

used, we first anoint our persons with gaumutra,

before washing them with water, and after nine

days we are clean. We constantly keep all the

sayings of our guru, and are happy in observing

his directions for the ablution of our sins. Such

are we—the fair, the bold, the brave, the athletic

Parsis.

15. The inspired sage who appointed these reli

gious observances for the guidance of men, promised

eternal bliss to those who walked according to

them. And we believe their supporters have found

places in heaven. To their sacred memories devout

Parsis strew sandal and pulse upon the ground.

Such, &c.

16. (The Rana's Reply :) Welcome to those who

walk faithfully in the way of Hormazd 1 May their

race increase ! May their prayers obtain the remis

sion of their sins, and the smile of the sun ; also

may abundance of wealth, and the fulfilment of

their desires flow from the liberality of Lakshmi ;

and may the ornaments of person and of mind

which now adorn them continue to distinguish them

among people for ever !

NOTES ON THE RASAKALLOLA, AN ANCIENT ORIYA POEM.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., BALASOR.

THE Rasakallola or “Waves of Delight” is the

most popular poem in Orissa. Its songs are sung

by the peasantry in every part of the country,

many of its lines have passed into proverbs,

and have become “household words” with all

classes. It owes this great popularity in some

measure to its comparative freedom from long

Sanskrit words, being for the most part,

except when the poet soars into the higher

style, written in the purest and simplest Oriya

vernacular.

The great religious revival in India in the four

teenth and fifteenth centuries, with which the

name of Chaitanya is inseparably connected

throughout Orissa and Bengal, turned the cur

rent of popular thought in the direction of the

worship of Vishnu, under his newly-invented, or

perhaps I should say, recently popularized,

manifestation of Krishna. It is to theVaishnavas

in all parts of India that we owe the earliest and

most copious outpourings of poetic thought. In

the majority of instances these poems are mono

tonous, childish, and indescribably indecent vari

ations on the leading features of the Bhāgavata

Purāna. The Rasakallola is one of this class,

and superadds to the usual impurity of Indian

poems on this subject, that special and peculiarly

revolting obscenity which is the distinguishing

characteristic of the Oriya mind.

Fortunately, however, the earlier parts of the

poem, relating as they do to incidents in the

childhood of Krishna, are free from this objection,

and from them we may be able to reproduce ex

tracts which will exhibit the nature and style of

this popular work without offending against

propriety.

* For remarriage 2
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The author of the Rasakallola, Din Krishna

Dás, was a Vaishnava or quasi-religious idler at

the great temple of Jagannāth at Puri. He is

popularly believed to be the son of the god. His

mother was one of the female devotees who live

in the temple, and are, theoretically, chaste and

virtuous. The lady in question, however, one fine

morning, was delivered of a son, to the great scan

dal of the highly virtuous society. Being asked

how she came to do such a reprehensible thing,

she related a long and somewhat confused story

to the effect that one night as she was worship

ping in the temple while all the others were

asleep, the god himself descended from his shrine,

and honoured her with his society. The story so

effectually accounted for the birth of Din Krish

na, and so ingeniously removed all scandal from

the sacred community, that it was eagerly taken

up and bruited abroad. The boy was brought

up as a Vaishnava, and, as far as the Pandits of

the present day know, spent the whole of his un

eventful life at Puri, composing poetry and

dawdling about the courtyards and gateways of

the temple. His date is ascertained approxi

mately by the fact that some verses of his in

praise of the reigning sovereign Purushottam

Deb (A.D. 1478-1503) are still extant. These

verses must have been written after that mon

arch's celebrated expedition to Conjeveram, and

we may therefore place Dinkrishna Dás and his

poem, the Rasakallola, at the close of the fif

teenth century, that is a little less than four

hundred years ago; three hundred years later

than Chand the earliest Hindi poet. Dinkrishna

is contemporary with the first Gujarati poet

Narsingh Mehta of Junagadh, with Nanak Shah

the Panjābi reformer, with Kabir and Keshab

Dâs of Hindustan, and with Vidyapati of Ben

gal. Most of these authors were followers of

the new Vaishnava doctrines, and though Vish

nu, under his form of Jagannāth, had long been

worshipped in Orissa, yet the restoration of his

temple, and we may suspect, his complete iden

tification with Vishnu as the supreme being, only

date from two hundred years earlier, if the an

nalists of the province may be believed. There

is some doubt about the point, as many other

signs seem to show that the ancient Siva wor

ship was prevalent in Orissa till a much later date,

in fact until Chaitanya himself, by his visit to the

province, introduced his distinctive tenets.

Be this as it may, and the subject is one

which cannot be entered into here, it is evident

hat in the poem before us we have the earliest

fruit of the literary instincts which the Vaish

nava creed awakened in Orissa, as it did in all

other parts of Aryan India.

We now turn to the poem itself. It consists

of 32 cantos (chhända) varying in length from 50

to 150 lines. I have not counted the whole

poem, nor in fact have I as yet finished reading

it all through, but from a cursory examination I

should estimate it to contain about four thousand

lines. The metres are generally very light and

graceful, and the poem was intended, as most of

these poems are, to be sung. Indeed the Pan

dits strongly object to our English habit of

reading poetry, and affirm that the full beauty of

the metres cannot be appreciated unless they are

sung, i. e. chanted through the nose in a dolor

ous minor key. To our years this lugubrious

whining, with the harsh voices which all Oriyas

unfortunately possess, varied by an insane howl

and accompanied by the dulcet tom-tom and the

harmonious penny-whistle of the country, is not

on the whole pleasing or enjoyable. Still de

gustibus, &c. when read, the poem is certainly

very pretty, and trips as lightly off the tongue as

an Irish melody or a French chansonette.

The first canto is in a metre called Rāg

Gujari ; and in reading poetry the final short

a of Sanskrit words, which is usually dropped in

prose or in speaking, must invariably be pro

nounced. It sounds however like a very short 5.

In this metre no account is taken of long or

short syllables; each consonant with the vowel

attached to it is regarded as an instant or unit

of the verse (mätra), at the eighth instant there

must be a caesura (jati), and after the caesura

five more instants, the whole verse (charan)

thus consisting of thirteen instants, and the cou

plet (pada) of twenty-six. Thus in the two first

lines we must scan thus (I mark off each instant

by and the caesura by |)—

Ka ra så dhu |ja|na mā |nes |ma | na

ku e Ika”

Ka ra dhi |re | dhyā na | ni lä8 || cha |

la | ná | ye |ka |.

This first canto opens with an invitation to all

good men to meditate on Krishna whose praises

are then set forth. He is declared to be the su

preme god, and even Siva and Brahmā worship

him. The last six lines invoke the protection

of the god on the poet and his poem. They run

thus:—

Karumã Sãgara sågaraja-nāyaka,

Kara abhaya abhayabara-dāyaka

Kashta-mahidhara mahidhara-kantaka
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and beat it into the interstices “by means of a hard

clothes brush.” The impression took well, and the

most favourable results were anticipated, but after

the paper was taken off the impression faded either

from defects in the paper or from damp. Mr.

Grahame does not consider cartridge paper well

adapted for moulding, as it gets pulpy in some

places while in others it remains quite stiff. He re

commends a thinner and tougher paper—a paper

which can be more easily beaten into the irregula

rities of the letters, and yet be tough enough not to

disintegrate under the pressure of blows. Altogether

the mouldings do not appear to have been very suc

cessful. However both Mr. Grahame and Mr.

Harris were successful in making tracings of the

inscriptions. Mr. Grahame also copied the whole of

the inscriptions, letter for letter, so far as he could

make them out.

It is much to be regretted, says the Report, that

these inscriptions were not long ago looked after, and

some steps taken to preserve them from destruction.

As they exist now, far the greater part of the first and

second inscriptions have disappeared bodily, the

rock having lost large fragments upon which the

missing parts of those two inscriptions were carved.

There is a story told by the inhabitants of Jogada,

repeated, too, by the Sub-Magistrate, that about

twenty years ago a European gentleman went to

the place, threw a quantity of hottamarind juice and

water on the rock, and then beat it with rammers,

the result being that he broke off a large portion of

the rock on which the inscription was carved. This

tale reminds one of the story told of the way in

which Hannibal cut his way through the rocky

barriers of the Alps. It may be true, but I, for one,

cannot believe that any one who would take an

interest in going to see an old inscription could act

in so brutish and barbaric a way. I am more in

clined to think that the rock has been gradually

eaten away by the action of the elements, having

been continually for many ages baked by the fierce,

hot, tropical sun, and lashed by furious rains. Mr.

Minchin, indeed, says that when he first saw the

inscriptions, there was then far more of the first

and second than now exists. The third and fourth

inscriptions are regularly worm-eaten away, evi

dently by rain and atmospheric effects. A good

deal of the right hand edges of both has been

almost totally obliterated, with here and there a

letter, or the suggestion of one remaining. If

these remains of inscriptions are to be preserv

ed, it is high time that something was done. The

only step which I think would really preserve

the face of the rock from the corroding effects of

rain and sun is the building of a shed, the roof of

which should slope back well over the top of the

rock so as to throw rain off to the back, and which

should slope forward in front of the rock far enough

to keep rain from beating on it. Mr. Minchin sug

gested that a deep rim should be cut in the rock

running all round the inscriptions, with the idea

that it would act as a channel to carry off rain.

I apprehend that it would act very imperfectly as...an

escape channel for rain running down from the top

and not at all for rain beating on the inscription.

The rock must be roofed in to protect it properly.

The roof would come over the top of the Bairagi's

house, unless, like a pent-house, it came down at a

very sharp angle from the brow of the rock over

the inscription ; but as the Bairagi has no title to

have a house there at all, he should be required

either to remove from the place altogether, or to

acquiesce in the measures which may be taken. Mr.

Minchin made another suggestion worthy of consi

deration, which was, that if a roof be put over the

rock, the Bairagi should be required to look after it

on condition of his house being allowed to remain

there, or he might even receive a rupee or two

monthly to look after it. He would, in the latter

case, have an interest in seeing that the roof was

kept in good order, and that the inscription suffered

no damage. -

I have carefully compared my transcript with

the photographs, and I am certain, that in one, at

any rate, of the latter certain letters are wrong.

This probably arose from the chunam having run

in consequence of rain, and of Mr. Minchin's man

not having attended as carefully as he might have

done to wiping off the superfluous chunam. Owing

to that he has left one or two letters with their tails

turned the wrong way, and altered others. I care

fully compared the moulding of the second inscrip

tion with my transcript. The two are identical.

The characters in the first and second inscriptions

are cut much more deeply and distinctly, and are

larger than those of the third and fourth. The first

two seem to have been much more carefully carved

than the third and the fourth, in which not only are

the characters smaller but there is not apparently

the same careful division of the words.

I have been inform d that there are several old

inscriptions in this division. One is on a stone at

the back of a mosque in Chikakol. I have seen it,

but owing to the rains which prevailed for two

months after my return to Chikakol, and to my

absence from head-quarters, have been unable to

take a copy of it. The mosque was built in Anno

Hej. 1051, about 230 years ago. Formerly there was

a Hindu temple in the place where the mosque

now stands. This temple was destroyed by Sher

Muhammad Khan, and from its materials the mosque

was built, The other inscriptions are in different

parts of the Chikakcl Taluq. I shall examine and

report on them afterwards.

NOTE ON THE G ANJAM ROCK INSCRIPTION.

BY PROF. R. G. BHANDARKAR.

THE Ganjam inscription is in four large tablets,

and each of the four sheets of lithographspublished

by the Madras Government represents one. On
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comparing them with the published transcripts of

the Asoka inscriptions, I find that the first two

sheets contain the celebrated edicts discovered at

Girnar, Dhauli, and Kapur di Giri. Wherever there

are differences in the copies of the inscriptions from

these three places, this agrees, as might be expected,

with that at Dhauli. It is much to be regretted that

it is worn away in many places ; still it will be of

use in clearing up some of the many difficulties at

tending on a correct interpretation of the Asoka

inscriptions.

The Girnar copy of the edicts consists of fourteen

tablets. In the present inscription, each line of

which contains on an average about 52 letters, the

first tablet is entire, and occupies four lines and a

quarter. The second, of four lines, has lost about

twelve letters towards the end in each line. The

third extends over three lines and a quarter, but of

these nearly one half of each line is effaced. Each

of the first five lines of the fourth tablet has lost

one half, while the sixth and seventh have lost more,

and in the eighth line, which ends the tablet, three

words are wanting. What remains of the fifth

tablet is from two to seven letters in the beginning

of each of the seven lines of which it consists,

This ends the first sheet. The sixth tablet at the

head of the second sheet is nearly entire, and

consists of six lines and three quarters, the seventh

occupies two lines, the second of which has got only

twenty letters in the middle, but the first is nearly

entire, having lost only some two or three letters.

Each of the first three lines of the eighth tablet has

got a few letters in the beginning, in the middle, and

at the end. The fourth line ought to consist only of

eleven letters, of which we have ten. But the

transcriber puts down dots after the tenth letter up

to about the end of the line, where he gives the

letters annāyecha, which are the final letters of the

first line of the next tablet, and consequently do not

belong to the eighth ; and in the sheet before us

they occur at the end of that line also. This may

be a mistake either of the original engraver or of

the transcriber. The ninth tablet consists of six

lines all mutilated ; about one-third only or a

little more in one or two cases, being preserved. The

tenth tablet has lost the first halves of the three

lines composing it. The eleventh, twelfth, and

thirteenth Girnar tablets are wanting both in the

Dhauli inscription and in the present one. The four

teenth however, occurs here though apparently it is

wanting at Dhauli; but more than half of each of

the two lines of which it consisted is effaced.

The inscriptions in the third and fourth sheets

correspond to the separate edicts at Dhauli translat

ed by Prinsep and after him by M. Burnouf. The

readings in these have been so unsatisfactory

that the discovery of the same or nearly the same

edicts at Ganjam cannot but be welcome to all

students of Indian Antiquities. But we fear these

sheets will not be of much use in clearing up

the difficulties. The letters in them are in many

cases ill-formed and imperfect; for instance, where

we ought to have Dev in a m piye he vam

fi ha-we have in the third sheet, Dev a lam

piye pevam ha and in the fourth, Dev an a m

n a ye he vam an ha. The first d in this latter

is unlike the usual d or any other known letter.

The small strokes which mark the vowels and dis

tinguish in a few cases one letter from another are

not so carefully copied as is desirable. Mr. Grahame

says —“The third and fourth inscriptions are re

gularly wormeaten away, evidently by rain and at

mospheric effects. A good deal of the right hand

edges of both has been almost totally obliterated with

here and there a letter or the suggestion of one re

maining.” The transcript on the third sheet, how

ever, is more legible than that on the fourth. And

with greater care it is perhaps not impossible to

obtain still better transcripts. It is to be hoped the

Madras Government, which has already exhibited so

laudable a zeal in this matter, will again attempt

to secure better copies.

ASIATIC SOCIETIES. -

Proceedings of the Bengal Asiatic Society, April and May 1872.

At a meeting of the Bengal Asiatic Society on

3rd April, Mr. Blochmann read a paper on ‘Koch

Bihār, Koch Hājo, and Asām in the 16th and 17th

centuries according to the Akbarnāmah, the Padis

hāhnāmah and the Fathiyah i' Ibriyah, in which he

traced the Eastern frontier of Bengal at the time of

the Mughuls from the Phaní River, east of Bhaluah

and Nawāk'hāli, along the western portion of Tipa

rah over Silhat and Látá (or Ládá, as spelt by Mu

hammadan historians) to the southern part of Par

ganah Karībārí, from where the Brahmáputra form

ed the boundary as far as Parganah Bhitarband ;

from thence the boundary passed westward to Pāt

gáon and the north of Pūrniah. Morang, Koch

Bihār, Koch Hájo, Kāmrūp, and Asām did not be

long to the empire under Akbar.

During the reign of Jahāngir, Koch Hájo, which

coincides with the modern district of Gwalpárá,

was conquered and annexed ; and under Sháhjahán

Kâmrūp, or lower Asám between Gwalpárá and

Gauhátí, was also occupied. Towards the end of

Sháhjahán's reign, the Koch Bihár and Asām Rajahs

attacked Koch Hájo, and forced the Imperialists to

withdraw from the province. This repulse was the

cause of Mír Jumlah's expedition to Asám in 1662.

Mír Jumlah invaded Koch Bihár, recovered Koch

Hájo, and occupied Central and Eastern Asām for

fourteen months. The most eastern part to which
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he advanced is marked by the intersection of Long.

95° and Lat. 27°, or the districts east of Sibsagar

and Nazirah. In the expedition to Rakhang (Ara

kan), which was undertaken immediately after Mír

Jumlah's death, the most southern part which the

Mughuls reached, is Rāmū or Rumbá, half way be

tween Châtgānw (Chittagong) and Akyab. Beyond

these two points the Muhammadans did not ad

Vance.

Mr. Blochmann has collected all notes regarding

Koch Bihār, Koch Hájo (the “kingdom of Azo' of

early European travellers in India) and Asām, from

the Akbarnāmah, the Tuzuki Jahāngirí, and the

Pádishāhnāmah. He then gives a free translation

of the Fathiyah i' Ibriyah, or, as the book is some

times called, Tarikh i Fath i Asham (Conquest of

Asām), in 1662 by Mir Jumlah. The author of this

work, a native of Persia, was a clerk in the employ

of Mír Jumlah, and wrote the book in 1662-63, be

cause the official reporters, in Mír Jumlah's opinion,

did not send correct accounts of the progress of the

expedition to court. The author of the A'lamgir

mamah appears to have used the Fathiyah i Ibriyah

for his history. .

Shiháb's work contains many interesting remarks

on Asām and the Asamese, and on several of the

aboriginal tribes. The book ends with the death

of Mír Jumlah, on the 2nd Ramazán, 1073, at Khizr

pár was Dháká.

Journal Asiatique, No. 68, Jan. 1872.

This first part of tome XIX. is chiefly occupied

with the “Report on an Archaeological Mission to

Yemen,' by M. Joseph Halévy. The Académie des

Inscriptions et Belles-lettres, having presented a

scheme for the publication of a Corpus Inscriptionum

Semiticarum to the Minister of Public Instruction,

M. Halévy was charged with a mission to seek for

and copy the Sabean or Himyaritic inscriptions in

Yemen.

From Aden he proceeded first to Hodeyda, whence

he started for the Sefān, one of the three provinces

governed by the Dái, a viceroy of the race of the

Makārémés, the religious and political chiefs of

Nejrán, who have made large conquests in Arabia

during the last two centuries. After much dan

gerous investigation in this Arabic Switzerland he

was disappointed in finding a single veritable

Himyaritic inscription. On arriving at Saná he

fell ill, and was confined to his couch for a month.

Saná, he says, is the most beautiful and most char

acteristic city of Arabia. It is half in ruins. The

quarter Bir Azeb, where were the pleasure houses

and gardens of the late imām, as well as the famous

Qasr Ghumdān, contain almost no inhabitants, and

have been despoiled of inscriptions. Some stones

in certain buildings and on the chief gates of the

city had inscriptions, mostly very short, of which

he enumerates twelve. At Ghāymān, five hours

S.E. from Sána in the territory of Beni Bahlul, he

found vestiges of an ancient surrounding wall and

24 fragments of inscriptions. He left Saná, and

for three days explored the beautiful plains of

Rauda, Zubeyrāt, and Rahaba, forming part of the

Beled-Hårith, where he found some fragments of

inscriptions. At Sirwāh, a large ruin in the territory

of Beni Jebr (Khaulān), a day's journey to the west

of Mareb, he found a great number of Steles, part

standing and others overturned, and bearing long

inscriptions. The principal colonnade is called by

the Arabs 'Arsh Bilgis—' the throne of Bilgis,” the

supposed Queen of Saba, which tradition makes the

wife of Solomon. Here and on a hill near by, he

secured parts of 21 inscriptions, but after his

arrival at Shirā’ in the territory of the Beni Arhab,

he was imprisoned by the Sheikh, who confounded

him with a personage passing himself off as the

Messiah among the Jews of Yemen. He was,

however, set at liberty, and found Shirá to abound

in Sabean monuments, though very many of the

inscriptions have already perished through the care

lessness of the inhabitants who largely prepare lime

and burn whatever stones fall into their hands.

From this place he obtained 25 inscriptions and

portions. His next halt was at El-Medid in Beled

Nehm, fully a day's journey east of Saná, in the

neighbourhood of which he found many inscriptions.

The vicinity of this place forms the rallying point

for the nomad tribes, who bring their flocks to

graze at certain times of the year. The district

between Awdián and Jauf is dangerous and arid,

and M. Halévy had some difficulty in obtaining a

guide, and had to content himself with an Arab

of no reputation, who from the inoffensive ap

pearance of the traveller and his assumed character

of a Qudsi (inhabitant of Jerusalem) was rather

won towards him. On the way they passed many

ruins destroyed by the Arabs, and called 'Adiyyāt—

belonging to the 'Ad, an ancient people to whom are

attributed all the ante-islamic buildings. The

Arabs see in the advanced arts of the ancients a

sign of pride and rebellion against heaven ; so that

in place of being pleased to have for their ancestors

so civilized a people, the inhabitants of Yemen are

vain enough to consider themselves as the true

descendants of Ishmael, and he who would dare to

tell an Arab he was sprung from 'Ad might pay for

it with his life. Even the name of Himyar is hated

in the country, and the epithet Yehud Himyar—or

Himyarite Jew, is the last insult that one of the

faithful in his rage can level at the follower of Mo

ses when he wishes to overwhelm him with oppro

brium and shame. Near Jebel Yam he came upon

many tombs; then he reached Wadi Saba, a cultiv

able tract a day's march in width, on the confines of

the great desert El-Ahqāf.

At Mejzer he was asked by the Arabs if he had

seen the stone called Hajarat el-Waqā‘a, which they

believe is suspended in the air above the mosque of

Omar. This stone descends insensibly but with in
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exorable regularity, and the moment it shall touch

the minarets of the mosque, the earth will shake and

the resurrection take place, and with it the end of

the world. He replied that the holy Ulema alone

had the privilege of seeing the stone which was in

visible to all the profane ; and that consequently

he did not know the exact moment of the end of the

world. His auditors ejaculated “There is no power

but what comes from God.”

Proceeding to the north-east, he visited El-Ghayl

in Lower Jauf, near which he came upon a river

abounding in fish. He had seen it in the plain of

the Beni Ahkåm, Beled Arhab, thence it flows to

Mount Jezra where it disappears at El-‘Ish. Near

the village of Hiabásh, half a day's journey from

Jauf, it re-appears, and joined by the torrent from

Hirrán, it flows towards the ruins of Es-Sud, El

Beyda, and Kamna, and then continues more in an

easterly direction towards El-Hazm and Salāmāt,

where its waters are utilized in watering the fields.

In the Wadi Saba at Medinet Haram or El-Fer,

El-Hazm, and Mein, the old capital of the Mineans,

he obtained 123 inscriptions. In Lower Jauf he

got upwards of 300; and in Beled Nejrán he be

lieves he discovered in Medinet el-Khudud (for

El-Ukhdud) the Nagara Metropolls of ancient

times. According to the information M. Halévy

was able to obtain in this region, the famous Wa

habis are by no means Islamite puritans, but belong

to the orthodox sect of Shawāféi, to which many of

the tribes of Nejrán belong, though the prevailing

doctrine is that of Hanifia.

He now returned southwards to Ez-Zāhir in

Upper Jauf, where, though ruins were very numer

ous, except in the neighbourhood of Mount Silyām,

he found very few inscriptions. Returning to

El-Ghayl he was led by some Jews to Berāqish,

where he found the imposing remains of a Sabean

city, parts of its walls still standing and covered with

inscriptions beautifully engraved. In the inscrip

tions it bears the name Ytul, or Itál. Among other

places visited in the same neighbourhood was In abá,

which naturally recalls the In a pha of Ptolemy.

He next went by the Wadi Rahaba, in which, at

Khāribet-Sé'ud, he found another deserted town,

but was not allowed by his guides to obtain many

inscriptions. At Mareb he was also closely watched,

and the Arabs now persecuted him so persistently

that his labours came to an end at Saná. The total

collection numbers 685 inscriptions and fraginents,

—many of them of course very short, and but few of

any considerable length. J. B.

REVIEW.

PHILOSOPHIA INDICA Expositio, Ad Usum Schola

rum. Bangalori 1868.

WE are not sure that this valuable little work has

been as yet noticed by scholars in this country,

though it is well deserving of their acquaintance.

It is a compilation in Latin by the Rev. A Boute

loup of the Roman Catholic Mission at Bangalor,

fron the larger work by Colebrooke on the “Philo

sophy of the Hindus,” but translated through the

medium of Pauthier's French version of Cole

brooke's Essays, and the author consequently com

plains of his inability to remove all the obscurities

of the French version on which he had to depend in

compiling his own work. The book is a small 8vo.

of 128 pp., and following the arrangement of the

original consists of five parts, with a vocabulary of

philosophical terms appended, giving their equival

ents in Canarese as well as in Sanskrit, in Roman

characters.

The author has supplied foot-notes all through the

volume, in most cases explanatory of terms and ex

pressions used in the text, and in some few others

illustrative or corrective of the statements to be

found in it. Thus in p. 39 there is an interesting

note from Taylor's Lilavati, indicating on the autho

rity of Bhaskara Acharya, that the true laws of

Gravitation were known to the Hindus from the

twelfth century after Christ. So again the note at

the foot of p. 59 calls attention to the wonderful

similarity between the logical process of the

Mimamsa and that adopted by S. Thomas Aquina

in his great Summa. At p. 72 the author gives a

brief account of the controversy between Vans

Kennedy and Houghton regarding Colebrooke's

assertion that the Vedanta affirms that “the Su

preme Being is the material, as well as the efficient

cause of the universe.” Other notes of equal

interest are interspersed.

Sometimes indeed we miss a note where it is

needed. For instance, we find the expression éká

mürtes tray6 dévah (being one person and three

gods), in Colebrooke's Essay on the Sankhya, under

the head of the first product of nature. He attri

butes this idea to the Mythological Sankhyas, and

quotes the expression from a Purana. Yet in a

passage further on, in the account he gives of

Patanjali's Iswara, he shows that Kapila himself

acknowledged a similar Iswara as the first shape of

Intelligence. But it is more than is to be expected

perhaps that such a point should claim a place in

the little volume. Not so however as to another

point. In treating of the Pásupatas, whom Cole

brooke describes under the northern appellation of

the sect, it was of importance, as it seems to us,

that notice should have been taken of their exist

ence and their tenets as found in South India. The

Tamil development of the sect is marked by very

peculiar features, and, in a manual for use princi

pally in this part of the country, information regard

ing it, however briefly given, might attract at
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tention to the subject which is well deserving of

investigation. -

We trust, however, that we have said enough to

commend this unpretending work to the notice of our

readers. It is published anonymously, but may be

obtained, we suppose, on application at the Roman

Catholic Mission Press, Bangalor, at a trifling price.

C. E. K.

MISCELLANEA, NOTES, AND QUERIES.

TIPERA AND CHITTAGONG KUKIS.

THE Kukis of the Tipera hills are divided into

five great tribes, the Umroi, the Chutlang, the Halam,

the Barpai, and the Kochauk Kukis. In their marri

ages, the bridegroom is expected to show his

gratitude for the bride he has won, by making a

present of money to the girl's father. In the case

of every fatherless girl marrying, the Raja claims

the usual money consideration for himself, on the

plea, we suppose, of his being the father of his

people, and especially of all Kuki young ladies left

parentless. The Tipera Kukis bury their dead, but

in the case of Rajas and men of distinction, not

before the corpses have undergone the process of

smoking and drying. When a Raja dies, his house

hold places the corpse on a platform of wood, not

bamboo, elevated from about four to five feet above

the ground ; a moderate fire is kept up underneath

in order to dry up all the humours. After the corpse

has been kept in this wise for at least three months

it is interred, in a horizontal position, in a grave

seven or eight feet deep. The Tipera Kukis wor

ship only one deity, whom they call Lachi. Their

worship consists in fixing in the ground a number

of perpendicular strips of bamboo, about two feet

long, in a rude circle, and one in the centre having

a coarse basket suspended from its head. Within

this basket are placed a little cotton, thread, pādi,

chillies, and other produce of the soil, as offerings of

propitiation, and petitions for plenty. At times a

low strong and covered enclosure is constructed with

the view to keep off wild animals, and within this

the offerings are left. The neck and head of a cock

are often offered to the deity, whilst the body of

the bird is eaten by the people as a treat. But, of

all offerings, a young monkey, killed with one dash

against the ground, and left on the spot, is consider

ed the most acceptable that can be made. There

appear to be no priests among the Tipera Kukis.

Their messages and orders are communicated in a

curious manner. Several peeled strips of bamboo,

between eight and nine inches long, are tied together,

and this bundle is called a Puroi. The upper

portion of the central strip is then split in two,

resembling the two prongs of a fork, to which a

cross piece is tied at right angles. If the prongs

be aligned by holding the Puroi, so that the two

shall appear as one, the missive will be seen to

resemble a cross. The tips of the prongs and the

cross piece being turned in breaks, indicate black

mail to be levied—a rupee for every such break.

If an additional piece having its ends charred be

attached, it implies that the people to whom the

Puroi is sent are to come on even at night with

torches. If a chillie is fixed at the intersection of

the cross, it signifies literally that, disobedience to

the summons will meet with punishment as severe

as the chillie is hot. If both the burnt bit of bam

boo and chillie are attached together, the indication

is that the requisition is extremely urgent and

imperative, and must be forth with complied with ;

whilst, if a piece of plain bamboo or stick is added

to the cross, it means that disobedience to the order

will entail corporal punishment. It will be seen

that the manner of indicating the varying urgency

of requisitions, and the different modes of punish

ment for their disobedience, is simple but highly

suggestive. With the poor Tipera Kukis there

appears no torment so great as that of a hot chillie,

and no fear so potent as that induced by the exhibi

tion of the rod. We cannot help also observing in

their manner of conveying royal mandates a charac

teristic resemblance to the ghiras, chapatis, &c.,

which are for ever troubling the timid-minded of

our population in India. The practice of represent

ing their wishes by means of symbols is common to

all unlettered tribes, and as the chillie means a

tremendous warming by way of corporal punish

ment, and a stick a standing argument of the mode

of application of that punishment, so the circulation

of the ghará may simply be an intimation to house

holders that the approach of the incendiary season

is at hand, and that of the chapati an intimation

that there is a fear of an approaching scarcity of

food.

The Chatagong Kukis are divided into four great

tribes, the Chukmas, Tipuras, Reangs and Susai, and

have but little affinity to the Tipera Kukis. On the

contrary, they are more closely allied to the Benga

lis of the plains than are the savages of the Tipera

hills. The Chukmas speak a sort of mongrel Bengali,

and assimilate more in manners and features to the

Bengalis than the other Hill tribes. The Tiperas

speak Burmese, and are evidently of Burmese de

scent. They profess a corrupt form of the Buddhist

faith, and are the only Hill tribe who have any

religious belief. The Chatagong Kukis are of

middle height, and strongly built. They have no

caste or religion, and they do not believe in a future

state. Marriage is performed by mutual consent,

and the payment of a rather large sum of money to

the relations of the bride. The Diwan of the tribe

has also to be heavily paid, the whole expense

seldom falling short of a hundred rupees, even for
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the pocrest among these Kukis. When a death

takes place, the whole village turns out weeping,

the corpse is washed, flowers are put on his breast,

a dish of rice is prepared, and the wife or nearest

female relative raises the dead man to a sitting

posture, and embracing him places a few grains

of rice between his lips; this done, the body is

carried to the banks of the river, and burnt. A

piece of cloth, curiously punctured in fine holes,

giving it at a distance the appearance of fine

damask work, is suspended on a long bamboo, and

the ceremony of cremation is over. But by far the

worst and most offensive feature of the Kuki people,

especially of those of the Tipera hills, is the amount

of disease with which they are almost universally

infected, and its hideous variety. Hill tribes,

generally, are notoriously filthy in their habits and

entire mode of life, but the Tipera Kukis surpass

them all in this respect. Their excessive filthiness

generates numerous diseases, of which the cutaneous

affections constitute the mildest type. Most of

them are more or less infected with leprosy, ele

phantiasis, cancer, or some other inveterate skin

disease. The elephantiasis prevalent among them

is generally accompanied with grapes at the angle

between the foot and the leg. The universal pre

valence of disease of some sort or other, besides

being attributable, as we said, to want of cleanliness

and indiscriminate feeding, is also due, though only

secondarily, to bad air and bad water. Dogs,

elephants, snakes, poisonous insects, and poisoned

fish are regarded as legitimate food, and even

coveted. There is a certain tree in the jungles, the

branches of which are cut down and thrown into

the first pool of water, natural or artificial, having

fish ; these in a little time die, and both the fish

and the poisoned water are used by the Kukis and

the Tiperas. Although we have no accurate data

to go upon, yet we may safely assume that with a

people like the Kukis, whose filthy habits produce

such ineffably loathsome and hideous disease, it is

not likely that the rules of morality are strictly ob

served. For, daring as savage natures generally are,

and conscious of their physical superiority to the

frail inhabitants of the contiguous plains, the Ku

kis are, nevertheless, a degenerate race, and it is not,

therefore, difficult to understand how vice should

prevail among them to so fearful and unblushing

an extent, as to re-act, with deadly power, upon the

entire population. Nor has any systematic attempt,

that we are aware of, been made to bring civilizing

influences to bear upon their savage state. A great

drawback to any such attempt, we suppose, is the

restless, roving disposition that is constantly urging

them to shift from place to place ; and the very

crude and unsatisfactory mode of cultivation com

mon among them, is but in keeping with their

migratory tendencies. For instance, here stands a

Kuki village to-day ; its relative position is ascer

tained ; it is surveyed, and its name carefully noted

in the map of the country. Two years hence you

look for the village, and it is not to be found. The

twenty, or two hundred souls that formed it have

gone miles away, and built dwellings for themselves

in some new and unknown spot. Grass and bam

boos are plentiful everywhere in the hills, and

a new village requiring little else may be run

up in two or three days. The nature of the

cultivation among these people is quite in

keeping with the uncertain mode of their loca

tion. The bamboo jungle is first felled, and al

lowed to dry in the sun ; this takes about a fort

night; it is then set on fire, after which the

stumps are removed. No sooner has a good shower

of rain fallen than men, women, and children pro

ceed with tools and seed to these plots, which are

generally at long distances from their hamlets.

Their principal tools are daos, with which oblique

cuts are made by single strokes, and in the pits so

formed, which rarely exceed three to four inches in

depth, the seeds are dropped, either paddy by itself,

or paddy, cotton, and corn altogether, in the same

pit, just as the cultivators feel disposed to grow, or

may happen to require. It is our firm conviction

that, to bring these people within the range of civil

lized influence, we must begin, not with an attempt

to teach them to read and to write, but to instruct

them and persuade them to adopt a certain and re

munerative style of cultivation, and then we may

be sure that, the fields on which care is bestowed

will not be readily abandoned for new and untried

spots as now, and the adoption of a settled mode of

life will follow as a matter of course. Our friends

the Lushais have a dialect of their own which is

more or less intelligible all over the hills of Tipera

and Chatagong.—Bengal Times.

THE TRIWYAR FESTIVAL.

At the annual festival, known as the Sabathas

tanam thousands upon thousands of people, taking

advantage of the cheap return tickets granted by the

Great Southern of India Railway, crowd to Trivyar,

a place about eight miles from Tanjor, to take part

in the festivities in honour of Tirunanthi, the presid

ing deity. To estimate the number of visitors and

devotees on such an occasion would be next to im

possible, for not only from Tanjor itself and its su

burbs, but from places far distant do these worship

pers come, to bathe in the sacred waters known as

the Pancha nathi, rendered ten times more sacred

by the occasion, and superstitiously believed to pos

sess all healing qualities. The sacred temple at

Trivyar, in the court-yard of which the sacred tank

containing the Pancha mathi is situated, was built

by a Rishi named Nyamisar, at the divine cost.

This Rishi, we are told, was once doing penance

before a Siva Lingam situated beneath a Vilca

maram, supposed to have existed from eternity, as

no one knew how it came there, for planted it was

not. During his severe penance the Rishi contem
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plated building a costly temple in honour of his

tutelary deity, but one serious impediment lay in

his way: he had not the means of carrying his

pious intention into effect. The gods, however,

ever ready to encourage piety of such a description,

came to his help, and while he was racking his

brains as to where, and how, he could raise the wind,

a voice was heard to tell him that in the vicinity of

the Lingam, towards the north there were three

hoof-prints. If he dug up the ground in these

three places, he would find what he required. He

obeyed the divine injunction, and to his joy, he

found in one place bricks, in another lime and

mortar, and in the third gold. With those he

built the temple now the centre of attraction at

Trivyar.

The legend given us of the origin of the Sabathas

tanam we shall briefly relate. Once upon a time

there lived a Brahman named Tirus'uli. When he

was a child of a few years old, he happened to be

playing in a forest when a Rishi came round beg

ging. Tirusuli in a playful mood and ignorant of

the mendicant's great rank and sanctity, threw a

stone into his vessel in lieu of money. The Rishi

said nothing, but enduring the insult with wonder

ful meekness and humility departed. Tirusuli, when

he attained to manhood, forgot this simple occur

rence of his childish days, and in course of time en

tered, like other men, into the business of the world

and a married life. For years, however, he was

childless ; and becoming apprehensive at what he

could not but regard as an indication of the divine

displeasure, he devoted his wholetime to the exercise

of religion, and the performance of severe penance

and bodily mortification. One night, in a dream,

the form of the insulted Rishi appeared to him, and

something within him rebuked him for what he had

done when he was a child, and told him that in his

present misfortunes he was reaping the fruits of his

wicked behaviour towards the saintly mendicant.

When Tirusuli awoke he was an altered man. The

Jackdaw of Rheims did not exhibit greater signs of

contrition than the repentant Brahman. His course of

life was changed, his daily habits were of the most

austere character, and, to punish himself for the

wicked stone he had cast into the Rishi's vessel, his

diet was changed, and he lived upon stones | Hence

his name wasaltered also from Tirusuli to Silatharan,

or the stone-eater. It was to be expected, of course,

that such acts of virtue would meet with due

reward ; and so one day the god appeared to him,

and told him that, in a certain place indicated he

would find a chest underground, in which was

the child he had so long and so anxiously desired.

This child, in whose honor the festival at Trivyar

is now observed, was no other than Tirunanthi.

The child who had the head of a cow on a human

body, the father dedicated to Siva, and the god

appointed the monster as captain of his guard of

goblins.

In representations of Siva, Tirunanthi is generally

included, as upon him the deity is supposed to ride

on great occasions. Tirunanthi was espoused to the

sister of Wasittan the Rishi. The Pancha mathi, or

five sacred rivers, took their origin at the coronation

of Tirunanthi as chief of the goblins. On his head

were poured (1) water from the sacred vessel in the

hand of Siva, (2) the waters of the Ganges sup

posed to flow from Siva's head, (3) the froth from

the mouth of a cow, and (4) nectar from the moon.

These four flowed from his head into the sacred

tank, where they were speedily joined by a fifth

stream, thus forming the Pancha mathi. Where

this fifth stream came from must be explained.

Near the side of the present town of Shiali,

Indra, in days of yore, had a forest of choice

trees. From want of rain and excessive heat the

forest suffered exceedingly. Indra was afflicted

with much sorrow, and, though a god, was power

less to call down the elements to his aid. In his

distress Närada came to him, and said that, on

Mount Pothyam, Agastiar the Rishi had the waters

of the Ganges in a sacred vessel, and if he applied to

Pillyar, this god would send the water down to re

fresh the forest. Indran besought Pillyar, and the

latter deity, assuming the form of a cow, and, ascend

ing to the summit of Mount Pothyam, capsized

the vessel, and the water flowing down from thence

mixed first with the four rivers in the sacred tank

at Trivyar, and then became the majestic river now

called the Kāveri. After his coronation Tirunanthi

was, according to the prevalent custom, carried in

procession to seven sacred places. The seven Rishis

are said to have been doing penance, as the god, in

procession, visited them severally. Very large do

nations, we are told, were given towards the expenses

of this annual festival by a king named Surada

Maharaja of the Solar race, who lived many years

ago.— Madras Mail.

To the Editor of the ‘Indian Antiquary.'

SIR,--IN reply to Babu Rajendralal I must point

out that he has given no authority for taking

ghatá to mean three : or if it did so, for taking the

expression three eights to represent 888, and not

8 + 8 + 8 or even 8 × 8 x 8. He says he thinks

his interpretation is ‘not forced ;' but is the word

gh at à, which is very indefinite, ever used to

signify figures in this way ? If the writer meant

to express three, could he not have used one of the

many symbolical expressions for it, instead of a

word which simply means ‘a collection'? And

according to the usual way of expressing numbers

in this symbolic way, and to the rule ‘Ankånäm

vämato gatih,' if g h at à meant three, would not

the expression kun jar a-gh at à mean 382 And

what is the necessity of restricting the ‘collection'

to three. It may mean any number, even 9, in

which case, though a row of nine nines, according

to Babu Rajendralal's way of taking it, may not
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refer to any era, still the expression may mean 98.

Altogether the supposition that the expression

represents the date appears to be extremely impro

bable. The grammatical difficulty the Babu thinks

I have myself solved, when I admit the alternative

interpretation that “the temple took the 888th year

to be constructed.” But what one would naturally

expect to find in an inscription is that such and such

a building was constructed in such and such a year,

and not that it took such and such a year to be

constructed. And the phrase that a temple took

the twentieth or any such year to be constructed

is not Sankrit as it is not English. " I admitted

the interpretation only so far as the grammar was

concerned. The writer has not sinned against

grammar in using b h (, s h a na as masculine,

for abstract verbal nouns ending in ana, only are

necessarily neuter, but others signifying the

instrument or place of an action, generally take

the gender of the noun qualified. This is clear

from the lingfinus'asana (Sid. Kaum. Calc. edn.

Vol. II. last page). This appears to be more

especially the case when the verbal noun has what

may be called an Upapada, or another noun de

pending on it. In the Sid. Kaum. under Pan.

3-3-113 and 3-3-117 the instances given are rāja

bhojanāh, Sālayah, idh ma-pravraschanah kuthä

rah and godohani-Sthali, in which nouns in ana

take the gender of the nouns they qualify. Bhu

shana as an abstract noun is neuter, but in the

sense of Bhushyate anema it may take any gender.

Many verbal nouns in ana are used by Sanskrit

authors in this way. In the present case bhābhū

shana qualifies prūsāda, and hence it is masculine.

Babu Rajendralal supposes a double entendre on

the expression in question, but such a double en

tendre appears to be purposeless. For the syntac

tical connection of a word on which a play is

intended is generally the same in both senses, but

here in the one sense the compound becomes

an epithet of Gaudapatina, and in the other it stands

independently,

Babu Rajendralal calls the compound awkward

when interpreted in the way I have done, but he

takes it to be a bahuvrihi, which it is not. It

is what may be called an Upapada compound ; and

is to be dissolved thus :-Kunjarānām ghatá=

Kunjara-ghatā ; kunjara-ghatám varshatiti, kunjara

ghatá-varshah, Pan. 3-2-1. Neither is it farther

from the noun qualified than such epithets are even

in such a simple kāvya as Raghu.

R. G. BHANDARKAR.

Note on Tap.

ALLow me to point out a little slip of the pen in

the Rev. K. M. Banerjea's article “Bhavabhuti in

English garb.” On p. 145a the learned writer con

nects the Sanskrit root tap with the Greek rvºra.

Mr. Banerjea specially “invites discussion,” I there

fore beg to point out that Bopp and other philolo

gists agree in assigning to 53 the original meaning

of “to burn.”

Bopp quotes na tatra sūryas tapati from Bhaga

vad-gitā 11-19, and similar passages. The next

meaning is that of pain in general.

We can readily conceive that to the Aryan race,

natives originally of a cold climate, the excessive

heat of the plains of India would be very distressing,

and the idea of heat and pain would thus grow out

of the same root. In the other Aryan languages

the Latin gives us tepeo, tepidus, the Greek 9xtra

which originally meant to burn dead bodies, but, as

the practice of burying gained ground, was applied

to it, and so lost its first meaning. The Greek rvºr.

means ‘to beat,’ and is connected with a different

Sanskrit root 73. Tapas therefore, like penance, is

originally merely “pain,” subsequently self-inflicted

pain in hope of expiating sin ; or, in the case of al

ready sinless beings, of adding to their merits. And

there is therefore no word which so accurately ren

ders the Sanskrit tapas as the Latin-English penance

from pana.

Balasor, June 11, 1872. John BEAMEs.

-

Query 9—Derivation of Elephant.

Is the word elephant of Dravidian descent 2

Professor Bopp in his Comparative Glossary seems

inclined to think that it is composed of the

Semitic article and Sanskrit ibha. Professor Weber

in his Indian Sketches favours the view of its being

aleph hind, i. e. Indian ox. Of further guesses I do

not know ; but my own impression is that the word

is Dravidian as regards its first part. In the South

Indian languages à ne (often pronounced y áne,

sometimes changed into file) means elephant. This

à n e I consider to be the e le. Do we find this in

Sanskrit I believe it is the airá in airā-vata

The interchange of the liquids n, l, r (cf. Sanskrit

i da, i lá, i r fi) is not uncommon. Initial yá is not

seldom changed into è in Dravidian, and in the

middle of words the vowel 6 is generally pronounced

as yā. Further, the Sanskrit ed a, sheep, for ins

tance, is derived from Dravidian à du (y a du). The

Vriddhi vowel in a ir à ought to raise no serious ob

stacle. Initial vowels are sometimes changed with

out any apparent necessity. Thus air à-v at a means

also “an orange tree"; here the air à is the Dravidian

i le, orange. When air à-v at a conveys the mean

ing “lightning,” the air à is probably the Dravidian

i i (ide), thunderbolt. The v at a, vant (phant)

would be a secondary addition, and from the second

ary composite form air à v at a (air à-van t) ele

phant may have been introduced into the Western

languages. To me it would be most strange, if a ne

had not entered the Sanskrit language at a remote

time ; and I have not been able to discover it in

another word but air à. F. KITTEL.
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THE OLDEST KNOWN SOUTH INDIAN ALPHABET.

By A. C. BURNELL, M.C.S., M.R.A.S., MANGALOR.

HE alphabet shown in the accompanying

table is that used in the Tamil-Malayalam

inscriptions on copper in possession of the Jews

and Syrians at Cochin. There are three of these :

A. A single copper-plate containing a grant

by Vira Rāghava to Iravi Korttan of Kodun

galâr (Cranganore of the maps).

of the Syrians.

B. A document on five plates also in posses

sion of the Syrians. By this one Maruvân Sapir

Iso transfers some ground to a church (?)—

Tarisăpalli—built by one isodātavirai, and con

stitutes the Jews and Syrians trustees.

C. Two plates in possession of the Jews, by

which Bhāskara Ravivarmā grants a principality

to Isuppu (Yusuf) Rabban.

A great deal of vain speculation as to the

dates” has been wasted, but I think the ques

tion may be easily settled. A and C are clearly

the oldest, being the documents by which the

Jews and Syrians were originally established.

Now the style of writing and language shows

that these are of nearly the same date, and

about the date of A there can be little doubt.

It is said to have been executed when “Jupiter

was in Capricornus, the 21st of the Mina

month, Saturday, Rohini asterism.” Strange

as it may seem, no one has as yet taken the

trouble to get the necessary calculation worked

out, even though this date is expressed in usual

and intelligible terms. Some time ago I show

ed the passage to the ablest native astronomert

in Southern India, and in two days he brought

me the calculation worked out, proving that

A. D. 774 is the only possible year.

The date of C has been much discussed ; it

was executed by Perumāl Bhāskara Ravi Varmă,

“in the 36th year against (etir, opposite) the 2nd

year.” Reference has generally been made to

the Quilon Cycle (or rather era) used in Malabar

in order to explain this date, but always with

preposterous results. I can only suggest (after

comparing Tamil inscriptions in which two years

are mentioned) that it means in the 36th year of

the king's age and second year of his reign.f

In possession

B is not dated, it is however remarkable for

two pages of attestations by witnesses which are

in Kufic-Arabic, Pahlavi (Sassanian), and Chal

daeo Pahlavi. Dr. Haug attributes these to the

early part of the 9th century. §

Thus all the means for fixing the date of these

documents point to the latter half of the 8th

and early part of the 9th century, during which

time the glorious rule of the early Abbaside

Khalifs caused Arab trade and enterprise to

spread in a way before unknown, and which

therefore is the earliest and most likely period

for such settlements as those of the Jews and

Syrians near Cochin. These colonies must soon

have extended; the Syrians (rather Manichaeans

than Nestorians) are still very numerous in Tra

vankor and Cochin, and there is a considerable

society of ancient proselytes near Cochin, called

“Black” Jews ; but western meddlesomeness

and bigotry have long done their worst and ruined

the good feeling which once existed among these

different persuasions.

The inscriptions have been critically translat

ed and explained by F. W. Ellis (1819) and

Dr. Gundert." Unfortunately they chiefly con

sist of lists of privileges, mostly obscure and

without importance. Palaeographically they are,

however, of the greatest value, for they are the

oldest inscriptions in Southern India that have

been as yet discovered, and give the oldest form of

the ancient Tamil alphabet. This alphabet was

once used over all the South Tamil and Malaya

lam country, but chiefly in the extreme South. It

appears to have fallen into disuse in the Tamil

country about the 10th century, but was gene

rally in use in Malabar up to the end of the 17th.

It is still occasionally used for deeds in Malabar,

but in a more modern form,” and still more

changed, it is the character used by the Māppilas

of North Malabar and the Islands off the coast.f

Its origin may be guessed with great probability

rather than proved. From the earliest histori

cal times we find a trade with the east by way

of the Red Sea conducted by Phoenicians and

Sabeans, t perhaps by Egyptians, and later by

* e.g. Madras Lit. Soc. Jour. vol. XXI. pp. 30ffg.

. Krishna Josiyār.

Conf. Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar, p. 60, for another
explanation.

". a paper on the Pahlavi language read before the

Royal Bavarian Academy at Munich.

iº into consideration the Kufic-Arabic attestations.

Jour. Madras L. S. vol. XIII. I believe these inscriptions

were first noticed by Anquetil Duperron.

* Given in the 1st edition of Dr. Gundert's Malayalam

Grammar (in Malayalam).

# See M. D'Abbadie's note, ante p. 32.—Ed.

t Conf. Benfey's remarks in Orient und Occident, III.

p. 170. I have heard it asserted that there are Indian in

scriptions in the Wadi Mukattab (near Sinai), but when I

was there in 1868, I looked in vain for them. The natives of

India probably stayed at home always as now.
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Greeks and Romans, Now taking into consider

ation the prevailing winds and currents, sailing

ships from the Red Sea would most naturally

touch on the Malabar coast below Mount Dilli.”

Again at a later period we find intercourse through

Persia and Bak tria by land. Now in the earliest

Indian inscriptions we possess—those of Piyadasi

(Asoka), we find two characters used. In the

extreme North we find an alphabet evidently

derived directly from the Phoenician, but with

peculiar vowel marks added. In the other parts

of India we find a perfectly distinct alphabet

used for the Aśoka edicts, but which has the

vowels marked according to a regular system, and

which the Northern alphabet has copied. It

must therefore be the older of the two. Now

if the Aśoka alphabet be compared with that

given in the plate, it is evidently nothing

more than an extension of this last, though

derived from a slightly different, because older,

form. The origin of this Tamil alphabet will

perhaps never be conclusively proved by older

inscriptions being discovered, but the only pos

sible theory is that it is an importation brought

by traders from the Red Sea, and thence from

Phoenicia, and is therefºre of Egyptian origin

eventually.f. In many respects the old Tamil

alphabet resembles that of the Himyaritic inscrip

tions found in Yemen. In one respect it differs

remarkably from that (Himyaritic) alphabet, but

agrees with the Ethiopic, in that the consonants

are modified by the addition of the vowels.

Whatever may be the origin of the similar pecu

liarity in the Ethiopic alphabet, f it is scarcely

possible to doubt that in the old Tamil alphabet

this is not a relic of a syllabic system of writing

but has arisen from a practice of writing the

character for the following vowel on that of the

preceding consonant (except perhaps with a), and

that the resulting combinations have been in the

course of time abridged. This becomes very plain

if the characters for e and o be compared with

those for ke, ko, no. The existence of a distinct

character for cerebral letters may also point to a

Semitic origin. Such sounds certainly existed

in Egyptian and Hebrew, but not originally in

Sanskrit.

A Phoenician origin of the Indian alphabets has

already been suggested by Lepsius and Weber, but

I have not been able to see their articles; Profr.

Pott, is however unwilling to admit it, § though

Profr. Benfey considers it most probable."

Profr. Westergaard also appears to accept

this theory."

I have taken the letters given in the plate

chiefly from C, as the more extensive and better

preserved of the two older inscriptions. Those

marked with * are from B, which is not so care

fully written as the others. I have given every

letter which clearly occurs in the inscriptions,

and besides the indifferent lithographs in the

Madras Literary Society's Journal, vol. xiii, I have

been able to use reverse impressions of C and

part of B.

SKETCHES OF MATHURA.

By F. S. GROWSE, M.A., OXON, B.C.S.

III.-GOBARDHAN.

GoBARDHAN, i.e., according to the literal

meaning of the Sanskrit compound ‘the nurse of

cattle, is a considerable town and famous place

of Hindu pilgrimage, 15 miles to the west of

Mathurá.” It occupies a recess in a narrow

sand-stone range some 4 or 5 miles in length, and

with an average elevation of 100 feet, which

rises abruptly from the alluvial plain, and runs

* It is surprising that it has never been suggested that Ophir

was somewhere in Travankor or Malabar, Lassen's Abhira

at the mouth of the Indus is most improbable in every way.

On the other hand, Dr. Caldwell has proved that the Hebrew

name for peacock is a purely Tamil word, and that it cannot

be derived from the Sanskrit s'ikhin. In Malabar we find

all the products Solomon imported, for gold is yet found at

Nilambúr. And this (or|. Mysor) is the only part

where sandal grows, if algum really have that meaning ;

but it is impossible to believe that such small trunks as the

sandal has, and so useless for everything but perfumery,

could have been used for pillars. The wood is too brittle

and not even handsome enough for such a purpose, could it

be had in sufficient size.

f The Egyptian origin of the Phoenician alphabet has

been almost conclusively proved by the Vte. de Rougé, but

Ewald, Geschichte des, Volkes Israel, I. p. 79, doubts it. Renan

appears to accept the Phoenician origin of the Sabean

alphabet (Histoire Générale des langues Semitiques, pp.

210 and 329). The difficulty about the direction of the

writing no longer exists since Armand's discovery of

Boustrophedon Himyaritic inscriptions now amply con

firmed. vide von Maltzan's letter in Allq. Złg. March 1st

1871, p. 10-11. Lassen, J. A. K. vol. I (2nd Eun.) repudiates

a foreign origin for the Indian alphabets

1 l)illmann thinks it an Ethiopic invention; Weber that it

came from India to Ethiopia (Renan).

§ Etymol. Forschungen, W. W. II. 2, p. liii.

| Orient und Occident, III, 170.

Does not the fluctuating and irregular spelling of the

Asoka inscriptions point to the recent introduction of

writing 2 and that the alphabet was borrowed from a

Semitic race In Tamil the difficulty of distinguishing

several letters continued till the beginning of the 18th

century, when the famous Jesuit Beschi made some im

provements; v. Grammaire Fran. Tamoule, p. 5.

* Its position is thus marked with unusual accuracy in the

Mathurá Mahatmya—-

Asti Govarddhanam néma Kshetram parama-durlabham

Mathurá-paschime bhage àdurad yojana-dway; m.

Math. Mahdi. xiii.
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north-east and south-west. This is the hill

which Krishna is fabled to have held aloft on the

tip of his finger for seven days and nights to

cover the people of Braj from the storms poured

down upon them by Indra when deprived of his

wonted sacrifices. In pictorial representations

it always appears as an isolated conical peak,

which is as unlike the reality as possible. It is

ordinarily styled by Hindus of the present day,

the Giri-ráj, or Royal Hill, but in earlier litera

ture is more frequently designated the Anna-küt.

There is a firm belief in the neighbourhood that,

as the waters of the Jumna are yearly decreasing

in body, so too the sacred hill is steadily dimi

nishing in height; for in past times it was visi

ble from Aring, a town 4 or 5 miles distant,

whereas now a few hundred yards are sufficient

to remove it from sight. It may be hoped that

the marvellous fact reconciles the credulous pil

grim to the insignificant appearance presented

by the object of his adoration. It is accounted so

holy that not a particle of the stone is allowed to

be taken for any building purpose; and even the

road which crosses it at its lowest point, where

only a few fragments of the rock crop up above

the ground, had to be carried over them by a

paved causeway.

The ridge attains its greatest elevation towards

the south between the villages of Jatipura and

Ánzor. Here on the summit was an ancient

temple dedicated to Sri-nóth. In anticipation of

one of Aurangzeb's raids, the image of the god

was removed to Náthdwara in Udaypur territory,

and has remained there ever since. The temple on

the Giri-ráj was thus allowed to fall into ruin,

and the wide walled enclosure now exhibits only

long lines of foundations and steep flights ofsteps,

with a small, untenanted, and quite modern shrine.

The plateau, however, commands a very extensive

view of the neighbouring country both on the

Mathurá and the Bharatpur side, with the dis

tant hills of Nand-gānw, Barsána and Dig. At

the foot of the hill on one side is the little village

of Jatipura with several temples, of which one,

dedicated to Gokul-nāth, though a very mean

building in appearance, has considerable local

celebrity. Its head is the Gosáin of the temple

with the same title at Gokul, and it is the annual

scene of two religious solemnities both celebrat

ed on the day after the Dip-dān at Gobhar

dan. The first is the ad, ration of the sacred

hill, called the Giri-rāj Pujá, and the second the

Anna-kut, or commemoration of Krishna's sa

crifice. The right to take the lead in the pro

cession has been vehemently disputed by the

priests of the two rival temples, Sri-nāth and

Gokul-máth ; and it is generally found desirable,

a little before the anniversary, to bind both

parties over in heavy sums to keep the peace.

Immediately opposite Jatipura, and only parted

from it by the intervening range, is the village

of Anzor—literally ‘the other side'—with the

temple of Sri-nāth on the summit between them.

A little distance beyond both is the village of

Puchhri, which, as the name denotes, is consi–

dered ‘the extreme limit' of the Giri-ráj.

Kártik, the month in which most of Krishna's

exploits are believed to have been performed,

is the favourite time for the pari-krama or per

ambulation of the sacred hill. The dusty

circular road which winds round its base has a

length of 7 kos, that is about 12 miles, and is

frequently measured by devotees who at every

step prostrate themselves at full length. When

flat on the ground, they mark a line in the sand

as far as their hands can reach, then rising

they prostrate themselves again from the line

so marked, and continue in the same style till

the whole weary circuit has been accomplished.

This ceremony, called Dandavati pari-krama,

occupies from a week to a fortnight, and is gene

rally performed for wealthy sinners vicariously

by the Brahmans of the place, who receive from

IRs. 50 to Rs. 100 for their trouble, and transfer

all the merit of the act to their employers. The

ceremony has been performed with 108 prostra

tions at each step ; but in that case it occupied

some two years, and was remunerated by a

donation of 1,000 rupees.

About the centre of the range stands the

town of Gobardhan, on the margin of a very

large irregularly shaped masonry tank, called

the Mánasi Gangá, supposed to have been called

into existence by the mere action of the divine

will (mdmasa). Atone end, the boundary is formed

by the jutting crags of the holy hill, on all

other sides the water is approached by long

flights of stone steps. It has frequently been

repaired at great cost by the Rājās of Bharat

pur; but is said to have been originally con

structed in its present form by Rájá Mán

Simh of Jaypur, whose father built the adjoin

ing temple of Harideva. There is also at

Banāras a tank constructed by Mán Sifih, called

Mán Sarovar, and by it a temple dedicated to Má

neşvar. Unfortunately there is neither a natural

spring, nor any constant artificial supply of

water, and for half the year the tank is always
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dry. But ordinarily at the annual illumination,

or Dip-dān, which occurs soon after the close

of the rains, during the festival of the Diwāli,

a fine broad sheet of water reflects the light of

the innumerable lamps ranged tier above tier,

along the ghâts and adjacent buildings, by the

100,000 pilgrims with whom the town is then

crowded. -

In the year 1871, as there was no heavy rain

towards the end of the season, and the festival

of the Diwāli also fell later than usual, it so

happened that on the bathing-day, the 12th of

November, the tank was entirely dry, with the

exception of two or three green and muddy little

puddles. To obviate this mischance, several

holes were made and wells sunk in the area of

the tank, with one large pit, some 30 feet square

and as many deep, in whose turbid waters many

thousand pilgrims had the happiness of immers

ing themselves. For several hours no less than

25 persons a minute continued to descend, and

as many to ascend the steep and slippery steps;

while the yet more fetid patches of mud and

water in other parts of the basin were quite

as densely crowded. At night the vast amphi

theatre, dotted with groups of people and glim

mering circles of light, presented a no less

picturesque appearance than in previous years

when it was a brimming lake. To the spectator

from the opposite side of the broad and deep

expanse, as the line ceased to be preceptible

which parts the steep flights of steps from the

irregular masses of building which immediately

surmount them, the town presented the perfect

semblance of a long and lofty mountain range

dotted with fire-lit villages, while the clash of

cymbals, the beat of drums, the occasional toll

of bells from the adjoining temples, with the

sudden and long-sustained cry of some enthu

siastic band, vociferating the praises of mother

Gangá, the clapping of hands that began scarce

heard but was quickly caught up and passed on

from tier to tier, and prolonged into a wild

tumult of applause—all blended with the cease

less murmur of the stirring crowd in a not dis

cordant medley of exciting sound. According to

popular belief the ill-omened drying up of the

water, which had not occurred before in the

memory of man, was the result of the curse of

one Habib-ullah Sháh, a Muhammadan fakir.

He had built himself a hut on the top of the

Giri-ráj, to the annoyance of the priests of the

neighbouring temple of Dán Rai, who com

plained that the holy ground was defiled by the

bones and other fragments of his unclean diet,

and procured an order from the civil court

for his ejectment. Thereupon the fakir dis

appeared, leaving a curse upon his persecutors;

and this has borne fruit in the drying up of the

healing waters of the Mānasi Gangá.

Close by is the famous temple of Hari-deva,

erected during the tolerant reign of Akbar, on

a site long previously occupied by a suc

cession of humble fanes. It consists of a

nave 68 feet in length and 20 feet broad, lead

ing to a choir 20 feet square, with a sacrarium

of about the same dimensions beyond. The

nave has five arches on either side with cleres

tory windows above, and is about 30 feet high

to the cornice, which is decorated at intervals

with large projecting heads of elephants and

sea-monsters. The centre of the roof is flat, but

as it is deeply coved at the sides, and the width

of the building is inconsiderable, it has all the

effect of a vault, and no doubt suggested the

design of the true radiating vault, which we

find in the temple of Govind Deva built by

Bhagawān's son and successor, Mán Siâh, at

Brindéban. The construction is extremely mas

sive, and even the exterior is still solemn and

imposing, though the two towers which original

ly crowned the choir and sacrarium have been

levelled with the roof of the nave. The mate

rial employed throughout is red sandstone from

the Bharatpur quarries. The reputed founder

was Rājā Bhagawān Dás of Multán. His father

Bihari Mall, the first Rájput who attached

himself to the court of a Muhammadan Emperor,

was chief of the Rajáwat branch of the Kachh

wāhá. Thákurs seated at Amber, and claimed

to be 18th in descent from the founder of the

family. The capital was transferred to Jaypur in

1728 A.D., the present Maharājá being the 34th

descendant of the original stock. In the battle

of Sarnāl, Bhagawān Dás had the good fortune

to save Akbar's life, and was subsequently ap

pointed Governor of the Panjāb. He died about

the year 1590 at Láhor. His daughter was

married to Prince Salim, who eventually became

Emperor under the title of Jahāngir : the fruit

of their marriage was the unfortunate prince

Khusru. The temple has a yearly income of

some Rs. 2,300, derived from the two villages

Bhagosa and Lodhipuri, the latterestate being a

recent grant, in lieu of an annual money donation

of Rs. 500, on the part of the Rājā of Bharatpur,

who further makes a fixed monthly offering to

the shrine at the rate of 1 rupee per diem. The
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hereditary proprietors, 17 in number, devote the

entire income to their own private uses, and are

constantly wrangling about its partition, com

pletely neglecting the fabric of the temple and

its religious services. In consequence of this

short-sighted greed, the votive offerings at this,

one of the most famous shrines in upper India,

have dwindled down to about Rs. 50 a year.

Not only so, but some months ago a great part

of the nave roof suddenly fell in, and unless

repaired, the remainder must follow before very

long. Accordingly to prevent accidents and pro

bable loss of life, the customary order was

issued to the guardians of the building, requiring

them, within a certain fixed time, either to restore

it or pull it down. As the nave is not consi

dered sacred, the shareholders are quite indif

ferent as to its fate; and so long as the actual

cella stands and contains an image of the god, be

fore which some brief daily services are performed,

they have no qualms of conscience about appro

priating the endowment. But the European

antiquary can scarcely regard with equal non

chalance the destruction of so interesting an

architectural monument. A very large sum of

money has been lately expended by the Impe

rial Government in taking photographs of the

Mathurá temples. But when the work was com

pleted, it was found that the points of view had

been so badly selected, and the letter-press was

so meagre, that both were worthless for the pur

poses of the student; and to save the Govern

ment the discredit of appearing as patron of

such an abortive production, steps were taken

most judiciously to ensure its absolute suppres–

sion. Now that the actual building is in

imminent danger of falling, no grant can be

made towards its repair, on the ground that it

would be an encouragement of idolatry. Yet

it seems somewhat inconsistent to incur the

most reckless expenditure in publishing illustra

tions of a temple, as a model for architects to

follow, and then to condemn the original to

ruin as an unclean and unholy thing. And the

more so, since there is no doubt that the priests,

for a small consideration, would gladly erect on

some adjoining spot, a new and more commodi

ous shrine for the reception of the ejected

Thákur, and vacate the ancient building in

favour of the Government. It would then

remain a national monument, and at some day

* Hans-ganj, on the bank of the Jamunā, immediately

opposite Mathurá,was founded by this Ráni; in consequence

of a diversion of the road which once passed through it, the

in the future golden age, might be to Gobar

dhan what the Pagan Pantheon is now to Chris

tian Rome; for though originally consecrated

to idolatrous worship, it is in all points of con

struction equally well adapted for the public

ceremonial of the purest religious faith.

On the opposite side of the Mānasi Gangá are

two stately cenotaphs, or chhattris, to the memo

ry of Randhir Sifih and Baldev Siâh, Rājas of

Bharatpur. Both are of similar design, consist

ing of a lofty and substantial square masonry

terrace with corner kiosks and lateral alcoves,

and in the centre the monument itself, still fur

ther raised, on a richly decorated plinth. The

cella, enclosed in a colonnade of five open arches

on each side, is a square apartment surmounted by

a dome, and having each wall divided into three

bays, of which one is left for the door-way, and

the remainder are filled in with reticulated trac

ery. The cloister has a small dome at each cor

ner, and the curious curvilinear roof, distinctive of

the style, over the central compartments. In the

larger monument, the visitor's attention is spe

cially directed to the pannels of the doors, painted

in miniature with scenes from the life of Krishna,

and to the cornice, a flowered design of some

vitrious material executed at Delhi. This com

memorates Baldeva Sīāh, who died in 1825, and

was erected by his son and successor, the late

Rājā Balavant Siñh, who was placed on the

throne after the reduction of the fort of Bharat

pur by Lord Combermere in 1826. The British

army figures conspicuously in the paintings on

the ceilings of the pavilions. Rājā Randhir

Siiih, who is commemorated by the companion

monument, was the elder brother and predeces

sor of Baldeva and died in the year 1823.

A mile or so from the town, on the borders of

the parish of Rádhákund, is a yet more magni

ficent architectural group erected by Javáhir

Siñh in honour of his father Sūraj Mal, the

founder of the family, who met his death at

Delhi in 1764. The principal chhattri, which is

57 feet square, of precisely the same style as the

two already described, is flanked on either side

by one of somewhat less dimensions, commemo

rating the Rājā’s two queens, Hansiyá* and Kis

hori. The lofty terrace upon which they stand

is 460 feet in length, with a long shallow pavi

lion serving as a screen at each end, and nine

two-storied kiosks of varied outline to relieve

village is now that most melancholy of all spectacles, a

modern ruin; though it comprises some spacious walled

gardens, crowded with magnificent trees.
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the front. Attached to Rani Hansiyä's monu

ment is a smaller one in commemoration of a

faithful attendant. Behind is an extensive gar

den, and in front, at the foot of the terrace, is an

artificial lake, called the Kusum–Sarovar, 460

feet square; the flights of stone steps on each

side being broken into one central and four

smaller side compartments by panelled and ar

caded walls running out 60 feet into the water.

On the north side, some progress had been made

in the erection of a chhattri for Javāhir Siâh,

when the work was interrupted by a Muhamma

dan inroad and never renewed. On the same side

the ghāts of the lake are partly in ruins, and it is

said were reduced to this condition, a very few

years after their completion, by the Gosain Him

mat Bahádur, who carried away the materials to

Brindé-ban, to be used in a house that he was

building for himself there. Subsequently he es

tablished an independent sovereignty over a

considerable portion of Bundel-khand, and in

1803 entered into a special treaty with the Bri

tish Government.

Other sacred spots in the town of Gobardhan

are the temple of Chakrešvar Mahádeva, and

four ponds called respectively Go-rochan, Dharm

rochan, Páp-mochan and Rin-mochan. But

these latter, even in the rains, are mere puddles,

and all the rest of the year are quite dry ; while

the former, in spite of its sanctity, is as

mean a little building as it is possible to

conceive.

The break in the hill, traversed by the road

from Mathurá to Dig, is called the Dán Ghāt,

and is supposed to be the spot where Krishna

lay in watch to intercept the Gopis and levy a

toll (dān) on the milk they were bringing into

the town. A Brähman still sits at the receipt

of custom, and extracts a copper coin or two

from the passers-by. On the ridge over

looking the Ghát stands the temple of Dán

Ráe.

Of late years the paramount power has been

been repeatedly solicited by the Bharatpur Réjà

to cede him Gobardhan in exchange for other

territory of equal value. It contains so many

memorials of his ancestors that the request is a

very natural one for him to make, and it must

be admitted that the Bharatpur frontier stands

greatly in need of rectification. It would, how

ever, be most impolitic for the Government to

make the desired concession, and thereby lose

all control over a place so important both from

its position and its associations as Gobardhan.

The following legend in the Harivaïsa (cap.

94) must be taken to refer to the foundation

of the town, though apparently it has never

hitherto been noticed in that connection.

Among the descendants of Ikshváku, who

reigned at Ayodhya, was Haryasva, who took

to wife Madhumati, the daughter of the giant

Madhur. Being expelled from the throne by

his elder brother, the king fled for refuge to the

court of his father-in-law, who received him most

affectionately, and ceded him the whole of his

dominions, excepting only the capital Madhu

vana, which he reserved for his son Lavana.

Thereupon Haryasva built, on the sacred Giri

vara, a new royal residence, and consolidated the

kingdom of Ánarta, to which he subsequently

annexed the country of Arápa, or as it is other

wise and preferably read, Anūpa. The third in

descent from Yadu, the son and successor of Hary

asva, was Bhima, in whose reign Rāma, the then

sovereign of Ayodhya, commissioned Satrughna

to destroy Lavana's fort of Madhuvana, and erect

in its stead the town of Mathurá. After the

departure of its founder, Mathurá was an

nexed by Bhima, and continued in the pos

session of his descendants down to Vasudeva.

The most important lines in the text run thus:

Haryašvascha mahátejã divye Girivarottame

Nivesayá mása puram väsartham amaropamah

Anartam náma tadrashtram suráshtram Go

dhanāyutam

Achirenaiva kálena

pádyata

Antipa-vishayam

shitam.

sampiddham pratya

chaiva vela vana-vibhui

From the occurrence of the words Giri-vara

and Godhana, and the declared proximity to

Mathurá, it is clear that the capital of Haryasva

must have been situate on the Giri-ráj of Gobar

dhan ; and it is probable that the country of

Anūpa was to some extent identical with the

more modern Braj. Anūpa is once mentioned, in

an earlier canto of the poem, as having been bas

towed by king Prithu on the bard Sūta. The

name Ánarta occurs also in canto X, where it is

stated to have been settled by king Reva, the

son of Šaryāti, who made Kusasthali its capital.

In the Rāmāyana IV. 43, it is described as a

western region on the sea-coast, or at all events

in that direction, and has therefore been identi

fied with Gujarāt. Thus there would seem to

have been an intimate connection between Guja

rāt and Mathurá, long anterior to Krishna's

foundation of Dwóraká.
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ON THE DRAVIDIAN ELEMENT IN SANSKRIT DICTIONARIES.

BY THE REV. F. KITTEL, MERKARA.

Letters a, à.

THERE is not the slightest doubt that a great

number of true Dravidian words have been intro

duced into the Sanskrit language anddictionaries.

But native grammarians often try to convince us

of the contrary. Thus, for instance, they say

that the Dravidian Kò li, fowl, is derived from

the Sanskrit kukku ta. The Dravidian root

for kóli," however, is k fi, the loud cry of a

bird, of which the root k fig or k \ k is formed,

the base for Kógil, Kökil (kokila), the crier,

cuckoo: kó li means crier, crower. How na

tural it was for the Indian Aryas to appropriate,

among many others, the following Dravidian

words:

à du (eda), sheep, goat, Root, ad, to play.

Eru me, emme (heramba), buffalo. M in

(mina), fish, star-R. min, to glitter. Bēr, ver,

(vera), root, R. vir, to expand, go into parts.

Ball i, v all i (valli), creeper, R. b a l, v a 1,

to be cnrved, bent; to surround.t Mugu l

(mukura, mukula), bud, R. mug, to be shut up.

(, r (iira), village, R. ( r, to settle. H at ti

(hatta), hamlet,_R. had, to settle down. Kuti,

g u q i, hut ; either R. kud, to take in, gather

in ; or, though improbable, R. kud, to bend (a

bending, a building made of bent canes or

twigs). Ko d a (kuta), a very common earthen

vessel,-R. kud, to take in, receive ; cf. No. 54.

Ko di e (kuthara), axe-R. kad, to cut,

R. kut, to beat. Pette, pet tige (peta,

petaka), basket, box,−R. pid, to hold, con

tain. K at lu (khatvā), bedstead, R. kat, to

join together, bind. Man i, precious stone,—

R. man, earth (manal, sand). Muttu (muktā)

pearl, originally: foremost, best,-R. mun, to

be before. -

In giving the following list of Dravidian

words that occur in Sanskrit dictionaries under

the letters a and ā, completeness is beyond our

reach, and the rules which underlie certain for

mations have not been adduced, though due

regard has been paid to them. We begin with a

combination of some so-called Sanskrit words:—

Aka, aga, sin. Anka, anga, place, side, body.

Anka, heart, mark, cipher, sin. Ankura, shoot,

* In Dravidian languages the vowels e and o, unlike

Sanskrit, are also short; we have therefore : e, e : o, ö.

The italic l represents a letter resembling in sound the

Vedic cº.

# The signification “to appear” given under this root in

intumescence, hair (=growth), water, blood

(=flowing). Anga, portion, depending part :

angana, angana—place or yard of a house.

These find their explanation in the following

Dravidian roots :-

ak, ok, ag (āg), og.

(1) to go in, enter (aga, inside, house, place,

side, mind, soul, body);f to be in, be hidden,

(agadu, inside, belly; ogatu, riddle ; agara,

village); to enter into, to dig (cf. agul, to dig,

dive; aga, agate, ogate, depth); to enter, to

fill, prevail, overflow, flow ; to make go in, to

fix into (anke, mark, cipher; certainty, trust;

command; aga, agadu, self-will, pride, sin).

(2) to beat (angata, a goad); to chew ; to

tremble for joy, fear, or grief.

(3) to be born (age, shoot, young plant, gene

rally explained by “ankura”; aga, anga, agal,

grain, corn; conf. angăţi, angali, corn-selling,

provision shop).

A derivative root is a gal (agal) to be wide

become separated; to make loose (angala, angal,

separated, widely apart; agala, breadth, breast).

The following so-called Sanskrit words are

numbered, and after a sign of equation the cor

responding Dravidian terms introduced :

1. ag ni–V in d u-b in du, drop ; R. bil,

to fall.

2. Anch, ank, ang, to go ; to bend=R. ach,

to move, walk; to bend; anchal, anche, usually

explained by “pathabheda,” running post

anchu—border, shore. The connection of ach

with ag, to enter, seems to be shown by achchu,

receptacle, mould.

3. A t, a th, a n th=R. at, ant, and, to run

after; resort to; cf. R. aq, to move, play; adi,foot.

4. At a viº=a d a vi, a wood ; R. ad, to be.

close, thickset, obstructed, plentiful, etc.; conf.

adavu, thickset, as corn or trees.

5. A t t to transgress; kill–R. att, to drive;

R. aq, to strike, rap.

6. At t a, excess=R. ad, to be plentiful; cf

attadavi, an impervious jungle.

7. Atta, upper-loft=atta, ; R. ad, to put one

thing upon the other.

Sanskrit dictionaries, belongs to R. bel; vel; bil to appear ;

the signification “to increase" to R. bal, bei, to grow ; the

signification “to move,” to R. bal, to be current; etc.

t Cf. náranga, orange=R. nár, to emit scent, and anga,

inside.
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8. A t t a, hatta, hatti"=hatta, hamlet; R. ad,

had, to be, to settle; h-p; cf. therefore pattana,

though also written pattana.

9. Atta, food=atta, cooked substance; R. aq,

to cook, mature.

10. Atta, dried=atta, cooked (by the sun);

cf. atta tengu, dried cocoa-nut.

11. At t a, bed=R. ad, No. 7. The upper loft

is often used as a dormitory. The Tamil,

however, has also adukku mette, a couch with

piled up pillows. (If atta originally has been

hatta, conf. No. 8, we have : patta, hatta, bed;

R. had, to lie down.)

12. Attana, addana, shield=addana; R. aq,

to obstruct; adda, obstacle, fence, covering.

13. A d, add, to strive, occupy–R. at, No. 3;

R. ad, No. 4.

14. A n, to sound=R. al, to cry, weep.

15. A ni, border, frontier–ane, dam ; R. an,

to strike against.

16. A n i, fini, nail=āni, a nail for fastening

together; R. an, to join.

17. A nu, small=anu; R. an, anugu, to de

crease, disappear.f

18. A n d a, ānda—testicle (the sign of a male),

egg,-anda—R. fin, al, to be manly, strong.

19. A t t fi (conf. artikā, elder sister)=ate, a

maternal uncle's wife, etc.; perhaps R. al,—to

love (alti, arti, love).

20, an u-Gun a-guna, rope, quality, further

degree;—R.kud, to join, be joined, to add.

21. Andu, chain=andu ;—R and, ond,—to

join, to reach.

22. Andolay, to swing=R. al, to swing,

and R. Öl, to move about; The and is a parti

ciple of al.

23. a-Poganda (not-) not full grown; (not-)

having a defective member=R. p5, to go, ab

sent; and ganda, manliness;–R. pā, to go; and

gantu, knot, joint. See No. 53.

24. A mb, hamm, to go=R. hamb, harb,-to

run, spread ; cf. No. 8.

25. A mb, to sound=R. an, to speak (amb

adu, speaking).

26. A m bary, to carry together=om, to

gether, and R. bar, to come, of which the tran

sitive is bars ?

27. A yi, aye, oh-ayyá.

28. Ayo-Guda=gundu, amass, ball, stone;

—R. kud, to come together.

29. A ra–ara, are, a moiety, little.

30. A ran i, wood for attrition=ara, a file ;

—R. ar, to grind.

31. A r a ra—ore, orre, sheathi;—R.'ur, to

be, settle in.

(32. A rāla-either aril, aral, mud; orrāla,

resinous exudation; (rädi, turbid stuff, dregs.)

33. A ri-ari, enemy, R. ar, ari, to cut, des

troy ; R. ar, are, to strike with a sword ; R. al,

a'i, to ruin.

34. Arka, elder brother=akka. The gender

of this word is, now feminine—elder sister ; its

form, however, allows also the meaning “elder

brother.” Akkare, love. Root, therefore, pro

bably al, to love; or or, to love; cf. No 87.

35. A r ka, a learned man=R. ar, to know.

It is not impossible that No. 34 is to be referred

to this root.

36. A r ch–R. arush, to roar.

37. A r ti-arti, pain; R. al, to weep, sorrow.

38. A r d ha-Bhotikā-pólige, a cake. This

word is considered by Dravidian grammarians

to be a Tadbhava of sphotaka ; but we have

the true Dravidian pulgi, a mixed mess, of

which pâlige is but another form.

39. A r b, to go=R. harb ; see No. 24.

40. A r b, ary, to kill–R. ar, arumb ; see No.

33.

41. A r bud a, swelling=R. el, elb, to rise;

elbida, elbudu, swelling (e at the beginning

written and pronounced as ya).

42. A 1, to be sufficient, proper=R. al, ditto,

and to knit.

43. A 1, to keep off=R. al., to despise.

44. A la väla, ālavāla=ála-vála, a basin

round a tree; āla, depth, R. al, to be deep ;

vala, curve, R. val, to bend.

45a. Al as a -alasa, weary, lazy; R. alas

to be weary; see Supplement to Al, No. I.

45b. A lar ka, a certain flower–R. alar, to

open, blossom.
-

46. A la n du, a kind of insect=alădu, allāqu,

the shaker, oscillator; conf. Nos. 22,72.

47. A lata, firebrand–oleta, olata, burning;

R. ol, to shine, burn ; ole, fire-place.

48. A lika, displeasing, false=R. ali, al, to

perish, be out of order, effaced.

49. A lika, small=yalya, elya, small.

perhaps that of No. 48.

50. A 1 p a, little=hala, halav, some.

51. a va-Kh a n d an a-R. kad, to cut.

Root

* Atta (kshauma)=hatta, patta, cloth; cf. Tamil—agga,

rope=Kannada—hagga; etc. See Supplement.

f It may be remarked that Dravidian homonymous roots

are sometimes lengthened, and sometimes receive the ter

minations i, e, g, etc. to distinguish them from each other.

# The italic r is an r that is pronounced somewhat like d.
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52. ava-G an a-gana, mass; R. gal, kal to

be thick, strong, excessive.

53, ava-Gan la–gantu, knot, joint; also

k a n, k a nu mean the same ; R. gal, kal,

No. 52 ganda, hero, best-ganda, manly.

54. ava-Gunth a na, hiding, veiling; sweep

ing.

a, gun ºl, gunth, gud, to cover, protect, sweep

| R. kuq gud, 1, to join, gather, assemble, keep

together, contain, (kuluke, receptacle, shell;

kudike=gundaka, small oil-vessel); 2, to take

in, protect, cover (kule, kole, umbrella); 3, to

take covering (gudu, nest); 4, to be covered

(guttu, secret); 5, to take in, to drink; 6, to

cause to join or meet, to give; 7, to join together

make a heap, to sweep.

b, gunq=R. kutt, pound.

55. ava-Ghatta, a pit; and ava-Gh attana,

rubbing off. Both perhaps from the R. ke!,

to fall; or R. kal, to cut off, cut into, hew down;

cf. kade, end. We may introduce here the fol

lowing roots of the Sanskrit dictionary :

a, ghat, to work=R. katt, to build, perform ;

to join together.

b, ghat, to be possible=R. katt in an intran

sitive sense, in which it also is found ; or

R. kiq to be obtained.

c, ghat, to be joined-R. katt, as under b (or

R. kitt, to approach).

d, ghatt, to stir,churn=R.kal, to stir, churn.

e, ghatt, to slip over=R. kal, to pass over,

CrOSS.

56. ava-Pida, pressure=pile ; R. pinſ, to

press; to milk; pińle, pinte (pin la), mass,

lump ; pinqu, that which is milked, herd, flock.

57. a-Vic hi, without waves=vichi, wave ;

perhaps from R. vis, bis, to wave, swing about.

58. a-Vela, denial=probably R. pel, speak;

a-péſ, in the sense of saying “no.”

59. a-v-elá, chewed betel. Betel is betta,

creeper, and ele, leaf-leaf of the creeper, a-v-

ele, betel that is no longer fit for use."

60. A s (though partly vedic)=R.is, es, yas,

to throw ; to shine.

61. A s, to take=R. is, to take. This is

perhaps the causative of R. i., to give=to cause

to be given to one's self, to take; but cf. the

secondary R. esag, to take into one's hands, to

begin.

62. as t hi-Tum da, bone, bill=tuºla, bill ;

R. tuq, to beat; cf. tuli, drum.

63. A h, al, to pervade, fill=R. aq, see

No. 4.

64. (A hallika, prattler 2–perhaps from

hall, tooth ; toothless 2)

65. a k h et a, hunting=If of a root khit,

this would probably be R. kil, to destroy.

66. a njika, a certain Dānava–terrifier 2

R. anj, to fear.

67. at a, a certain serpent=player; R. aq, to

play; cf. 72.

68. a ti, fidi, a certain fish and bird=player.

69. it i kara, bull=play-maker.

70. a 'lam bara-àJum-vare, drum. This

is composed of R. i.), to play, and pare, drum;

pareya, a Pariah, a man of the drum.

71. a lamb a ra, eye-lash-àdum, playing,

and pare, feather. (pare, web)

72. ii lu (as a suffix)=playing with, tending

after ; also in the form āţa ; cf. vächâţa, talka

tive.

73. a 'lú, fitu, float, raft. The two forms

may have arisen from negligent pronunciation.

As roots may be given ål, to dive; all, to play

(on the water); ān, to join ; to recline on

(participle àt).

74. a 'l hya, rich–alhya; R. al., to be strong,

rule, possess.

75. a di, beginning=ádi. This may be a

formation of āda, participle of āg, to become ;

for a Dravidian, when adducing a number of

things in succession, always uses àda together

with modal, beginning, or munte, first, at their

end. For instance : houses, trees, gardens,

modal ada (at first-being) things. In the same

manner adi is used. Why should it not be a

conventional abridgment for modal ada?

76. ii-Bila m-bila, opening; R. bir, to split,

open.

77, a m, yes=ām, which is a contraction of

āgum, it will happen ; R. ag, to happen.

78. a r, to praise=R. ar, to cry aloud, call.

79. a ra-kā t a, brass=a joining or combina

tion of metals; kūta, union; R. kul, kill to join.

80. a ru, crab-êqu, crab.

81. ala, great=āla, possessing, great; No. 74.

82. ala, possessing (as suffix, for instance,

in antarāla, malayāla, mountain-possessing, as

wavāla)=āla, possessing.

83. ali, impure or deceitful disposition=

âLi, deceit; perhaps R. a L, to be deep (hidden).

* After this ought to have come : as 'va-balaya, stallion

and mare. Badawā, mare, is probably connected with ma

qadi, woman 5 R. maq, to lie down, sink, be submissive

The vaqaba in vaqabāgni is=maluvu, depth; R. mad, to

sink, be deep.
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84. ali, ditch=āLi; R. al., to be deep.

85. a lu (=āla, as suffix), possessing=

ălu. No. 82.

86. al u-zálu, water-vessel; R. fil, to poss

ess, contain.

87. a v u ka, father=avva-i-ka. Avva, auva,

uow means “mother,” although its form allows

also the meaning “father;” cf. No. 34. The R. av

means, 1, to hide, put close together, press; 2

to shake; 3, to excel (?).

Supplement to Al.

A very rich Dravidian root (the branches of

which appear, as it seems, in ir, il, ul, ol, oll,

ôl, hol, pol, àr, al, al) is al (āl, fin, all):

I. To go from place to place; to flow; to be

dissolved ; move about, play, be occupied, wan

der about; to be shaken, beaten; to be fatigued

(in body or spirit); to be humbled, poor, disre

spected; (medial: alas, to fatigue one's self, to

be weary.)

II. To sound, cry; (medial: ālis, to make

sound for one's self, to listen).

III. To be complete, sufficient, useful, meat

bright, full, blown, large, extended, abounding

(covering 7), powerful, violent.

IV. (to cover?), to be dark (or shady? conf.

fil-mara or à l'a-mara, extending, outspread

or shady tree, the Banian tree).

V. (to be agitated or expanded with mental

emotion,) to rejoice, be glad, (to be fond of).

VI. (to go into, be attached to,) to join, con

nect, knit, net, (to make meshes or stiches); to

be entangled.

VII. (to be located).

1. A 1 a, āla, spawn, or fluids sputtered out

by venomous creatures*=Tamil fila, water, rain,

(Canarese—ali, file, fine), poison, cf. Tamil—álála

poison ; and Sanskrit—halá, halāhala, hālā, hâla

hála, hālāhala, hālahala.

2. A 1 a, sting of a scorpion; scorpion (also

ali, alin)=the beater or stinger. Here, how

ever, al may have the meaning “to be pointed,”

which meaning may be inferred from alug,

alag, blade or point of a weapon; cf. ala.

3. Al akā, young girl=the playful, bright

or rejoicing female. Alaka, curl=what is knit.

4. A l as a, ālasa, fatigue, indolence.

5. Ali, cuckoo; crow-crier.

6. Ali, bee-hummer; or wanderer (conf.

bhramara.)

7. A lik a, alika, forehead; heaven=expanse

(cf. višâla-bhāla).

8. Alipaka, dog=wanderer; or barker; conf.

the forms under No. 11.

9. A lip aka, cuckoo-crier.

10. Alipaka, bee=No. 6.

11. A lim a ka, alimpaka, alimbaka, frog=

crier; or player.

12. A lim a ka, the stamina of a lotus flower–

Tamil alli. For these two words R. al may be—

R. il–R. nil, to be placed, stand. Cf. Tamil al,

there=Canareseal, alli; Tamil il, there=Ca

narese (il) illi, here; Tulu il, house. A noun of

Dravidian roots is formed by adding to a root al,

ana, ana, probably meaning “state,” the Ger

man “zustand.” For the possibility of 1 being

changed into n, cf. also ani-alankāra.

13. A 1 p a, little=being humbled, depressed

(part-present of al); the possibility, however, of

the word being related to halavu I should not

like to exclude; See No. 50 above.

14. a la–No. 1 (cf. filäkta ?)

15. al āv art an a (āl or āla + fivartana), an

umbrella that is used also as a fan=ála-pattala,

ālavatta, expansion-fan (shade-fan). The transla

tion is given as if fivartana (vartana) were the

mother of pattala and patta.

16. al ā sya, alligator=large-mouth; or (ac

cording to Dravidian āl pidivan, man-catcher)

man-mouth (a mouth that takes a man in).

17. a li–āli, fili, extension, line, lineage.

Cf. Dravidian Óli, line, mass, of which ävali, fivali

may have been derived.

18. fili, bee–āli, fili, No. 6.

19. ali, scorpion=āli, fili, No. 2.

20. ali, female friend=āli, fili. The first

meaning probably “a play-mate.” Cf. No. 3.

21. a lina, ālinaka, lead (though being ex

plainable by ä + li)=ála, fluid, (what easily goes

into the state of a fluid), lead. cf. No. 1.

22. a lu, owl=sounder, howler.

23. alu, bulbous root. In Canarese pota

toes are called ålu-gadde, gadde=lump, bulbous

root; the meaning of this filu, though certainly

Dravidian, I have not been able to ascertain.

People say it is hålu, juice, milk; and the

reason for their saying so is their knowledge,

that Tamulians, when using a Canarese word be

ginning with h, often drop this letter, though

they have the letter p as substitute in their own

language. I am, however, inclined to think that

ălu is, as the Sanscrit goes to show, in its

meaning equal to vér, root, from R. vir, to ex

tend itself–R.al, Nos. I. and III. alu-gadde=

* Has the Dravidian hel pel, ordure, had any influence upon the meaning? $n Tulu p 3 r milk.
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big-bulb, fine-bulb, although “root-lump” is not

to be rejected.

Is it not perhaps possible, that hälu, hâl,

pāl, juice, milk, is the same word as the halá,

etc., water, vinous or spirituous liquor poison,

under No. 1 ? and that a spirit of hatred

(caste) against the Anāryas, combined with the

fact that the milky or vinous juice of many trees,

called hål, is obnoxious and poisonous, has given

it also a bad signification ? From pål the Sans

krit pålana, milk of a lately calved cow, is

derived, but this is probably a recent formation.

The aspirato does not appear at the beginning of

the Tamil and Canarese words under No. 1, and

in the Tamil of the present day “milk” is pāl

(Canarese hāl, pål); but the word without the

h (p. v) may be the original one. It would,

certainly, be strange if hál, pål, the only word for

“milk” in Dravidian, should not have entered

into Sanskrit at an early age.

It is curious that initial h and p, as in Dra

vidian, so also in Sanskrit Tatsamas or Tad

bhavas are used promiscuously. Thus Dravidian

halli, palli, village=Sanskrit palli (which is

not at all connected with puri); Dr. hallu, pallu,

tooth=S. halu; Dr. halli, palli, house-lizard

=S. halini ; Dr. horag (hurage), porag

(purage), without–S. hiruk ; Dr. hud, hūd,

pud, púd, to join together=S. hud, hund, put :

Dr. hul, hūl, pul, púl, to cover=S.hul ;

Dr. hud, pud, hod, pod (bod, bad), to beat

(powder)=S. put, (pud) etc.

Sometimes an aspirate is used in a Sanskrit

Tadbhava where there is none in the original.

Thus Sanskrit her amba, buffaloe=Dravidian

e r u m e ; S. h river a, many-branched root of

the grass Andropogon muricatus=Dr. i r u v eli,

irvéli (R.ir, to go into parts); S. h in gu,

Assafoetida=Dr. h ingu : (ingu may be a foreign

word; if not, we have the Dravidian root ing,

to dry up, evaporate, decoct, which fully ex

plains it). On the other hand Sanskrit a gn i,

fire, has received the form h a g g i in

Canarese.

We have ventured above to find a l again in

hol, pol (pul), to unite, join ; cf. al., ul and pol

(pul), to sound; 6l, völ, pól, hēl, to resemble,

liken ; ali, Öli, pāli, line; remember also that

an initial u sometimes, and an initial o generally

are written and pronounced as if there were a

v at the beginning (ondu, one=vondu or vandu).

If our supposition is right, a spiritus lenis

must, here and there, have originally occurred

where we have now a spiritus asper; and thus

the comparison of āla and hālu, milk, would

become the more justifiable. We could adduce

further instances in favour of this supposition

It is we think worth being well tested.

ON THE RAMAYANA.

By PROF. ALBRECHT WEBER, BERLIN.

Translated from the German by the Rev. D. C. Boyd, M.A.

(Concluded from page 182.)

If the preceding considerations have made it

sufficiently clear that there is nothing either in

the substance or in the form of the Rāmāyana

distinctly inconsistent with the idea that it was

composed at a time when Greece had already

exercised a considerable influence on India, that

on the contrary it is necessary to strike out of

the poem important passages" which clearly

indicate such an influence,—the external testi

monies to the existence of the work, which we

are able to produce from the rest of Indian

literature, are in complete harmony with this

result. If, indeed, Gorresio is right in suppos

ing that the passage in the Rāja-Tarangini I.

116, according to which king Dāmodara was

condemned to wear the form of a serpent “until

he should have heard the whole of the Rāmā

yana, in one day,” decides in favour of at least

the “remota antiquita del poema,” (Introd. to

Vol. I. p. xcvii-viii), inasmuch as king Dâmo

dara lived about the beginning of the 14th cen

tury B. C.,-then, of course, nothing further

need be said . But it is well-known that the

Rāja-Tarangini itself dates only from the begin

ning of the twelfth century of our era (compos

ed about 1125, see Lassen, 1nd. Alt. I.473; II.

18); and we should certainly hesitate to ascribe

such a “remota antiquita” to this epic, merely

on the ground that in it the Rāmāyana is

brought into connection with the bewitchment of a

king, who ispresumed to have reigned 2,400 years

before the date of the poem ' And besides, the

which would be a work of some difficulty with regard to the numerous passages in which the Planets are mentioned
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I)amodara of the Rāja-Tarangini has nothing

whatever to do with the fourteenth century

before Christ. On the contrary he is spoken of

in the poem as having sprung from the race of

Asoka . * (I, 153.): the Indo-Scythian (Turu

shka) kings Hush k a , Jush k a , and Ka

n is h k at are mentioned as his immediate suc

cessors; and consequently he must have reigned

(see Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 275, 408) “after the

overthrow of the Greek rºſj, sometime in the

beginning of the first century B. C.” But how

ever little importance we may attach to this

notice in the Rāja-Tarangini as determining the

question at issue, it is certainly a singular cir

cumstance that the earliest time to which the

Rāmāyana is referred, and then it would seem

as a work that had not yet been completed, is

just a period that lies exactly in the mid

dle between the raj of the Yavana and that

of the Saka—both, with their victorious hosts,

well-known in the Rāmāyana (vide supra, p.

178, 179.)

If we take the testimonies to the existence of

a Rāmāyana in their chronological order, the

first that I have as yet met with is the mention

of a poem of this name in the Anuyogadvāra

sūtra of the Jains (see my Treatise on the

Bhagavatī, I. 373, 374; II. 248,) in which

it takes its place with (though after) the Bhā

rata at the summit of profane literature.

This sutra is indeed considerably later than

the Bhagvatisfitra itself: it is not reckoned

among the twelve sacred ang as of the Jains,

though it undoubtedly belongs to their earlier

texts, standing somewhat on the same footing

with the Sūryaprajnapti; and it is, beyond

all question, considerably older than the Kalpa

sūtra, composed in the beginning of the seventh

century. We cannot, it is true, assign to the work

any ºlefinite date. We are unable therefore to

determine with certainty whether it would not

be more correct to give it the second place in

our list, the first place belonging rather to the

Bhārata referred to in conjunction with the

Rāmāyana in the Sutra, to the various epi

sodes namely, and allusions to the Rāmāyana

* If–let me say in passing—the notices regarding Asſo

ka's son Jaloka in the Rāja-Tarangini did not so directly

characterise him as an enemy of the Mlechha, a friend of

the Siva-worship, &c., it would be very reasonable to recog

nise in his name just a misunderstood reminiscence of the

name of Seleukos. And indeed I find it difficult, in spite of

these notices, to refrain from looking for the Indian name in

the Greek one.

t It is singular that among their successors the following

names re-appear (I, 192 ft) immediately after one another:—

which are found in the Mahābhārata, and

specially to the history of R a ma as that is

treated in the Rāmāyana. The difficulty in

determining this question lies in this, that it

cannot be ascertained whether that text of the

Bhārata which existed at the time of the Anuyo

gadvārasiltra really contained these episodes and

allusions.

At the head of the testimonies to be taken

from the Mahābhārata we have to name the

Rºtmopſikhyana, that lengthy episode introduced

near the end of the third book (15872-16601),

in which the story of Rāma is told almost pre

cisely in the way that Vālmiki represents it, but

at the same time without his name being men

tioned, or even the remotest allusion being made

to the existence of a Rāmāyana. The entire

episode is placed rather in the month of Markan

deya who, after the happy restoration of Krishna

(Draupadi) whom Jayadratha had carried away,

narrates it by way of consolation to Yudh

ishihira as an example taken from the olden

time to show that his was not a singular ex

perience. The substantial agreement, however

in the course of the narrative, frequently even

in the form of expression, is so very marked

that we are involuntarily led to regard it as a

kind of epitome of the work of Valmiki. On

the other hand it must be admitted that there

are also striking points of difference, partly

arising from the fact that various passages which

are contained in our present text of the Rāmā

yana are altogether wanting in this episode,

partly on account of numerous actual deviations,

some of them very important, from the story as

told by Vālmiki. Thus, the narrative begins

with the circumstances that preceded the in

carnation of Vishnu; and it treats with much

fulness of detail of what is mentioned in the

Rāmāyana first in the Uttarakanda only,

though with material variations from the re

presentation there given, namely, the early

history of Rāvana and his brothers. The sacri

fice of Das a ratha, the education of Rāma, his

winning of S it a as his bride, and indeed the

entire contents of the Bālakānda, are left alto

(Gonarda III.) Vibhishana, Indrajit, Ravana, Vibhishana;

see Lassen, vol. II. p. xxi.; and this circumstance, taken in

connection with the Buddhist persuasion (partial as it was)

of these kings of Kashmir, furnishes a curious incidental

support to Wheeler's theory, according to which these names.

occurring in the Ramayana are to be considered as indicat

ing the Buddhist princes of Ceylon. Regarding Gonarda

III., inded, it is stated that he persecuted the bhikshu (I.

189); but regarding his son Vibhishana I. we have nothing

of the kind. Rāvana worshiped Vatesvara (Siva 2).
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gether unnoticed. The narrative really begins,

after the mention of R a ma’s birth and a few

brief words regarding his youth (15947–50),

with the wish of Dašaratha to inaugurate him as

heir-apparent to the throne. Even the Ayodhyā

kånda and a great part of the Aranyakánda are

dispatched in a few verses (15950–90). The

more detailed account begins, in accordance with

the purpose for which the story is told, with the

appearance before R a y an a of the mutilated

Šàrpanakhā(=Rám. III. 36, Gorresio); but

from this point onward the various incidents of

the Rāmāyana are related in essentially the

same order as in that poem, although with many

variations in details. The putting of Kab andh a

to death is told without the alleviating balm of

his restoration to life (Ram. III. 75, 33). The

story of Šavari is wanting. Equally so is the

account of the dream sent by Brahma to comfort

S it a. The dream of Trija tä (Ram. W. 21)

and Rav an a’s visit to Si tā (Ram. W. 27) are

inserted between the installation of Sugri v a

(Ram. IV. 26) and the subsequent summons

addressed to him four months afterwards to come

forth and take part in the battle (Ram. IV. 32);

inserted here, no doubt, because the discovery

of S it a by Hanum a n t, in connection with

which these incidents are narrated in the

Rāmāyana, is only slightly touched on in this

episode, and indeed merely in the brief re

port of it which Hanuman t himself gives to

Rām a.” The god of the Ocean consents here

at once to the building of a bridge under

Nala’s direction (16300), without waiting, as in

the Rāmāyana, V. 93, to have that consent

forced from him by the arrow of Rāma. Wi

bh i s h an a comes over as a deserter only after

the bridge is finished (16314), not before (Ram.

W. 92). Kumbhakarna is killed by Laksh

mana (16426), not by the arrow of Rāma. The

twice-performed sacrifice of Indrajit in

Nikumbhila (Ram. VI. 19, 39; 52, 18) is want

ing. The striking down of Rāma and Laksh

man a by the Šarabandha (arrow-charm) of In

drajit occurs only once (16466), not twice,

as in the Ram. VI. 19, 76; 52, 51; and con

sequently their revival is necessary only once, not

twice (Ram. VI. 24, 2; 53, 2ff.) The herb that

has the power of healing wounds is not fetched

even once (much less twice, Ram. VI. 53 and 83)f

by Hanum ant from G and h a mad a na,

but is found in the hand of Sugri va (16470).

Sit à does not pass through any fire ordeal, but

the gods summoned by her as witnesses, Väyu,

Agni, Varuna, Brahma, all come of their own

accord, and bear testimony to her chastity.

Without doubt, then, this narrative in the

Mahābhārata is in many respects more pri

mitive than that of the Rāmāyana;f and

in fact we are now and then tempted to ask,

whether, instead of an epitome of the latter

work, we may not rather have before us the ori

ginal out of which the Rāmāyana has been

developed 2S. Or ought we to assume only that

the Mahābhārata contains the epitome of an

earlier recension of our text of the Rāmāyana 2

an assumption, however, which would imply,

with regard to the latter, an alteration so serious

in the interval, that we could no longer speak

with any propriety of the identity of the work;

as there would in that case be rather two dis

tinct texts treating of the same subject, and

agreeing substantially in the main, but with

important variations in detail. Or, thirdly,

* It is worthy of notice that a portion of this report recalls

the story of Ikaros—that, namely, which tells that the vulture

Sam på ti singed his wings when, in a race with his brother

Jatayus, he flew too near the sun (16246). Cf. Ram. VII.

38, 79.

# In the Bombay edition the fetching of the herb occurs

only once (VI. 74,33ff); while, on the second occasion of

its being used, Sushena immediately applies the herb, which

is already by this time in his possession (VI, 92,24ff.). And

so it is also in A (fol. 58a and 75a) and in C (fol. 250b

and 287b).

f Thus, the circumstance that Rāma is satisfied with the
oath of Sică and theº of the gods to her innocence

especially appears to me to be more ancient than the re;
presentation in the Rāmāyana, where she is not purified

until she has first passed through the ordeal of fire (VI. 111,

25ff.). It is singular enough that in the Uttarakſinda

also, twice over (48, 67: 104, 3), Rāma speaks only of the

oath of Sità and the testimony of the gods to her purity,

not at all of the ordeal ; so that the latter could hardly

have existed in the Rāmāyana at the time when the

uttarakózıda was composed In the course of time,

even the ordeal was felt to be no longer satisfying; and the

constantly growing feeling of fastidiousness and scrupulo

sity on the part of the people with reference to this matter

sought to satisfy itself by supplementing the story with the

repudiation of Sità, as we find this related in the Uttara

kanda, in the Raghuvansa, in the , Uttararamacharita,

&c. But if they went unquestionably a great deal

too far in their punctiliousness, yet it must be allowed

that in this respect they show throughout a higher moral

tone than we find among the Greeks, in whose epic

Menelaos without any hesitation takes back the beauti

ful Helen as the wife of his bosom, after she has

spent years with her paramour, Paris –In the Mahā

bhārata the Pán d a v as do not make Draupadi herself

suffer on account of her being disgraced by Duhs'āsana, or

of her being carried away by Jayadratha, as she was quite

innocent in the matter (just as S it à was); but they vent

their fury exclusively upon the offender ; and in this re

spect the Mahābhārata unquestionably occupies a more

primitive and more chivalrons stand-point, even as com

pared with what is contained in this episode.

§ Though of course this would not hold good for the

entire narrative in the Rāmāyana, but only from III. 36

onward, as the preceding incidents in Rāma's history, which

were of no importance so far as the purpose was concerned

for which the episode was introduced into the Mahābhārata

are accordingly almost entirely wanting in that poem,
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should these differences be perhaps regarded as

merely emendations which were to be found in

the epitomiser's text of the Rāmāyana, and

which he selected by way of preference 2*—this

consideration only being opposed to such an

idea, that a large proportion of these variations

bear the impress of a greater simplicity and an

tiquity.f Or lastly, as a fourth possibility that

may be advanced, should both texts, the Râmo

pākhyāna and the Rāmāyana, be regarded as

resting alike upon a common groundwork, but

each occupying an independent stand-point,f

and therefore representing the incidents of the

story in accordance with different purposes 2 I

am unable at present to commit myself to any

decision. One thing is certain : with all the

admitted difference, there yet remains a mutual

connection so evident that we are justified in

regarding this episode of the Mahābārata as at

all events furnishing a proof of the existence at

that time of some form of the Rāmāyana. It is

true that we have not succeeded in gaining here

a chronological datum, as we do not know when

this episode became a part of the Mahābhārata ;

this only we can say, that whether or not we

strike out, with Muir (Orig. Sansk. T.I.V.,412-3)

the Vaishnava introduction, the admission of the

episode undoubtedly belongs to a time in which

the Rāmāyana was made use of for Vaishnava—

in other words for anti-Buddhist purposes.

Nor is the testimony of the Mahābhārata

to the existence of poetical representations of

R à ma's history restricted merely to this one

episode : other passages also of the same work

furnish similar testimony. § Thus in an earlier

portion of this same third book, a description

is given of a meeting between Bhima and the

Monkey Hanumant, in which the latter is direct

ly mentioned (11177) as : ‘Rāmāyame 'tivi

khyātah, and in which he himself gives (11197

—11219) a brief sketch of that portion of the

Rāmāyana which follows the rape of Sitā.]

Regarding Rāma it is said in the same place

that he Vishnur mânusharúpena chachāra vasu

dhātalam; he is thus regarded as an incarnation

of Vishnu (compare on this point Mahābhārata

XII. 12949, 12968, where he appears as the

eighth of the ten avatāras of Vishnu).-In the

seventh book also (2224-46, amplified from XII.

944–955) the story of Rāma is given as one of

sixteen proofs" taken from the olden time that

even the noblest are overcome by death, his con

test with Rä van a for the ravished Si tā being

briefly told, the chief stress being at the same

time laid on the wonderful happiness of the peo

ple under his reign. The earlier recension of

this episode, contained in the twelfth book, is

perfectly silent regarding Si tā and R a y a na,

and describes only the happiness enjoyed during

the time of R a ma’s reign, and indeed repre

sents it in the liveliest colours as a truly Golden

Age. This Brahmanical representation of the

Rāma-Saga is therefore that which comes nearest

to the version found in the Dasaratha-Jätaka.

Since, however, it is also perfectly silent re

garding the exile of R a ma, we should cer

tainly be in error if we were to employ it as a

proof that, at the time when it was composed, the

version of Välm i ki was not yet in existence.

It is evidently not at all intended to give a de

tailed account of the incidents of Rāma's life,

but only to describe the splendour of his brilliant

reign ; and in point of fact it does this (as

does also the enlarged form in Book VII) in

essential, partly even in verbal agreement with

the Rāmāyana, I. 1; VI. 113. And besides,

there is nothing said in either of the versions of

this episode (either in Book XII. or in Book

VII.) regarding Rāma's being an incarnation of

Vishnu.—In the twelfth book there is quoted also

a sloka (2086) regarding the indispensableness

of royalty, which reads thus: “pură gito Bhār

gavema mahātmanā | àkhyāne Rāmacharite.”

And this is evidently a direct reference to the

* Compare, for instance, the considerable alterations

which the histories of Kadambari, Das'akumâracharita, &c.

have undergone in the Kathásaritsagara !

+ We can hardly be expected to recognise as original all

the useless repetitions and re-touchings, which he has

judiciously avoided (the space at his command of course

was limited 1) and which served only to increase unreason

ably the extent of the R a may a m a.

t It is noteworthy that the Râmopākhyāna assumes as its

starting-point the incarnation of Vishnu in Rāma, but yet

treats the latter throughout as a merely human hero.

§ We remark, however, in passing that such testimony

affords no materials for deciding the question, which of the

two epics is the earlier ; for none of these passages bel. ng

to the substance of the Mahābhārata proper, but they

are all found in the overgrowth of episodes with which the

original body of the work (8800 slokas, according to I. 81)

is enveloped. Compare on this point my Worles. iiher Ind.

L. G. p. is 1 and Indische Skizzen p. 38.

| It is worthy of notice that here, as in the Rāmāyana

and the Râmopſikhyāna, the history of Rāma closes with his

return to Ayodhya (where he enjoyed a prosperous reign of

11,000 years), and that no mention is made of the puttin

away of Sità (on account of the suspicion of the citizens o

Ayodhya), which is not found even in the Rāmāyana until

we come to the Uttarakāvda.

* These are sometimes very interesting : see Ind. Stud. I.

276-77. The putting to death by covetous robbers of the

prince Suvarnashthivin, who was continually dropping gold

about, recalls the hen or the goose that laid the golden eggs

of our nursery tales, and their similar fate.
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work of Vålmiki, who in the Uttarakſinda

CI. 26, is expressly designated as Bhārgava"

(compare also Verz. der Berl. S. H. p. 121). The

verse is as follows:–

“rājānam prathamam vindet tato bhāryam

tato dhanam |

rājany asati lokasya kuto bhārya kuto dha

mamſ’”

and it occurs, if not in these exact words, yet

with identically the same sense, in the Seram

pore edition, II. 52, 9, and also in the Bombay

one, II. 67, 11 (after II. 67, 9b, Schlegel), as

follows:—

“arājake dhanam ná 'sti ná 'sti bhārya 'py

arājake |"

while the corresponding sections in Schlegel

(II. 67),in Gorresio (II. 69), and in A (fol. 56b)

present nothing directly answering to this.

(This identical verse occurs also in the Hito

pades'a I. 194, see Böhtlingk, Sprüche, 2616.)

And in this connection we may subjoin the

following. In the seventh book, v. 6019–20,

there occurs, placed in the mouth of Sātyaki,

a direct quotation from a work of Vālmiki. In

that passage we find these words:—

“Api châ’yam purägital, slokoV film i k in a

bhuvi :”

and then follow three hemistichs—

“Na hantavyāh striya iti yad bravishi pla

v a mg am a | 19 |

(thus I answer thee) sarvakālam manushyena

vyavasāyavatā sadà |

pilākaram amitränäm yat syåt kartavyam

eva tat || 20 |"

I cannot indeed recall any passage in the

Rāmāyana similar to this, nor can I remem

ber any situation in which such words ad

dressed to a Monkey would have been appro

priate (the affair with Tādakā, I. 27, 28, has of

course nothing to do with what is here quoted);

but yet the passage seems to afford sufficient

evidence of the existence at that time, and in

deed for a long time previous (pură), of a work

composed by Valmiki, in which Monkeys

* Valmiki is usually designated as Prächet a sa; see

Ram. Introduction, v. 5, Schl., Uttarakanda, C. 19; CII. 12,

Raghuvaas'a, XV. 63; Prachetas is a surname of Varuna,

father of Bhrigu. In the Bhagavata Purana, VI. 18, 4

V,a 1 m i k i appears as a son of V a run a by a valmika

(? Charshani Varunasyāsidyasyām jåto Bhrigu h punah |

V a 1 m i ki s' cha mahāyogi valmikād abhavat pură). In

the Samskāra Kaustubha, 183b, W film i ki is represented

as belonging (with P an in i, but after him) to the race

of the B h rig av as (in an account which purports, as it

would seem, to be borrowed from Baudhāyana). fn the

passage from the Mahābhārata quoted above, the designa

tion of Valmiki as Bhārgava is perhaps selected also because

imm 2.iately afterwards, in v. 2089, a verse is quoted from

played a part; and in all probability this was

just a Rāmāyana . In addition to this, Väl

miki is also frequently mentioned in the Ma

hābhārata, and invariably with great honour as

belonging to the old m a harshi, but yet with

out any further reference to his being the au

thor of a poetical work; so that it remains

doubtful whether these passages refer to the

author of the Rāmāyana, to the grammarian

of the Taittiriya-Prătisakhya (vide supra. p.

123n.), or to some other sage of the same

name. Thus (in I. 2110), his skill is extolled

to Janamejaya – Vālm i kiv at te nibhri

tam Svaviryam'; he belongs to the suite of

the sabhā of Sakra (II. 297), as Nārada in

forms Yudhishthira (Vă 1 m i k is cha mahā

tapāh), but also to the worshippers of Kri

shna, XII. 7521 (Asito Devalas tata Băl

miki Ś cha mahātapāh Mārkandeyas cha

Govinde kathayaty adbhutam mahat) and v.

2946, where he is called Vālmīk at (sukra

Närada-Vālmīkāmarutal, Kušiko Bhrigul, | devă

brahmarshayas chaiva Krishnam Yadusukhā

vaham | pradakshimam avartanta sahità Văsavā

nujam ||).

Lastly there are some passages that refer

to the Rāmāyana to be found also in the

Harivańsa, which is regarded as a supplement

(khila) to the Mahābhārata. The autho

rity of this work has recently gained increased

importancef from the circumstance that it has

been ascertained that Subandhu, the author of

the Văsavadattá, who in all probability lived

about the beginning of the seventh century,

was even then in possession of a recension of it,

which actually contained at least a portion of

the work as we now have it (see Ind. Streiſen,

I. 380); and the same may be said also with

regard to the mention made of this work in the

Kādambari of Bà n a, who is to be assigned to

a date not long after that of Subandhu ; see, for

instance, Kadambari, I. 45,80 $ In the first

passage, then, of the Harivajiša that bears on

our subject (2324–59), mention is made along

the Manu Prächetasa. Perhaps it was thought that the

quoting of two Prächetasas, one after the other, might

cause some misunderstanding.

t Under this form of the name he appears in a modern

work among the sons of Chitragupta; see Aufrecht, Catal.

341b. In the Mahabharata itself (W. 3596) Valmiki is

also found among the names of the sons of Garuqa; see

the Petersburger S. Wörterbuch, s. v. -

f. The Kavi translation of the work appears to be of

modern origin; see Ind. Stud. II. 143.

§ h a riv_an s'a katheva 'nekavålakridāramaniyā, p.45

y a du va is a m ivakulakramāgatas'urabhimapurushotta

mabalaparipālitam, p. 89 (or, is what is spoken of here not

the work, but the vais'a itself 7)
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with the other nine avatāras of Wish n u, of his

incarnation also as Rāma, and of this hero's

childhood, exile, contest with Rä v an a, &c.,

(exactly as in the Rāmāyana); and then, after

the return from Ceylon, the splendour of his reign

is described (from v. 2343 onwards) in essentially

the same fashion as in the episode of the sixteen

ancient kings in the Mahābhārata, Books VII.

and XII., and consequently in similar harmony

with the Rāmāyana, I. 1, and VI. 113. The

author states that he relies for his materials

upon “ancient ballads” which treated of his

subject (2352 g a this cha 'py atra gāyanti

ye purānavido jamál, Râme nibaddhāh...).

A very special testimony to the existence of the

Rāmāy an a is borne also by the second pas

sage (8672-4), in which direct mention is made

of a dramatic treatment (nàtakikritam) of the

rāmāy an am mahā kāvy am, without in

deed connecting therewith the name of Vål

miki, but with statements so definite as clearly

to show that, so far as regards its main ele

ments, our present text of the Rāmāyana

existed even at that time, and already in its

Vaishnava form. We are informed, namely,

that the renowned actor, to the eulogising of

whom the passage in question is devoted," re

presents in a drama “the birth of the immea

surable Vishnu for the purpose of fulfilling his

wish to put to death the prince of the Rákshasas.

Lomapāda (and) Dašaratha (in the drama)

caused the great muni R is hy a Śri fig a to be

fetched, by means of Śāntá and the courtesans.

Rāma, Lakshmana and Šatrughna, Bharata

Rishyašriñga and Śāntá were personated by

actors characteristically dressed” (read ‘kritáh’

instead of ‘kritaih'). A third passage occurs at

the close (16232), where, among the verses

that extol the sublimity of the Mahābhārata .

we read : “In the Veda, in the pure R a m fi

y a na, in the Bhārata, Hari's (praise) is every

where sung, in the beginning, at the end, and

in the middle ;” the attributive pun y a shows

the high estimation in which the work was held

at the time when this concluding section was com

posed, though it may no doubthave been only alater

addition. Eulogistic mention of Vålm i ki,

associated with V y á sa, and therefore most pro

bably as the author of the Rāmāyana, occurs also

in v. 5:—tal labhyate Vyāsavachah pramānam

gitam cha Vālmīkimaharshină cha; and in v.

2285 :—“Thou (O Arya () art: saraswati cha

Bălmike(h !) smritir Dwaipāyane tathâ.”

The Vaishnava complexion of the greater part

of these passages from the Mahābhārata affords

unmistakable evidence that they belong to a

time in which the banner of the national gods

had been raised in opposition to Buddhism.

But whether they reach so far back as to the

beginning of this period is, to say the least,

doubtful; or rather we may say that there is

no manner of doubt that it cannot have been the

case with regard to those passages in which a

fixed system of ten a v at à r as is assumed.

Nor does the circumstance that the existence of

a Harivansa in the sixth century seems to have

been ascertained furnish any proof that the whole

of what we at present find in the poem (which

extends, as is well known, to 16374 Šlokas) ac

tually belonged to it at that time.

We descend now from the region of the

Epic which has always been regarded as sacred

(pun ya), into that of profane literature. The

earliest text of this nature in which the story of

Rāma is referred to in such a manner as to furnish

certain evidence the existence of a Rāmāyana is, so

far as yet known,f the M rich hakatika, pur

porting to be the work of a king S a draka.

It is true that the date of this work is also by no

means definitely fixed;f but so much at least is

* The entire narrative in the passage in question is deeply

interesting in its bearing upon the history of dramatic art

in India. The same frenzied enthusiasm which celebrated

actors awaken in our own day appears, from the narrative,

to have been common in India also, with all its seductive

allurements and effects on the female portion of the au

dience, &c.

+ N6 help in this direction is to be got from , Pānini (se

Ind. Stud. I. 147-148); but what about the Mahābhāshya

I have been able to find nothing bearing on our subject

in the portion of this work published by Ballantyne.

f For there were several kings who bore the name

S'il dra ka : cf. Rája-Tarangini, III. 345, and the no

tices in Bâna, pī, Somadeva (Ind. Streifen, I. 354)

Lassen, II. 509. In Is’varachandra Vidyāsāgara's essay on

the “Marriage of Hindoo Widows,” Calc. 1856, there is a

passage (p. 63) quoted from the “chapter of prophecies

in the Skanda Purāma,” according to which king S' l

d rak aº 3290 years after the beginning of the

Kali (3101 B.C.; corresponding therefore with 189 A.D.)

twenty years before the Nandas (3310 Kali ; therefore 209

A.D. () whom Ch a na kaya wished to destroy; while in

the same passage Vikramāditya is assigned to the year

4000 Kali, corresponding to 899 A.D.

trishu warshasahasreshu Kaler yåteshu pårthiva |

tris'ate cha das'anyúne hy asyām bhuvi bhavishyati ||

S’ſ dra ko náma virānām adhipha siddhasattamah I

nripán sarvānº vardhitän yo hanishyati ||

Charvitāyām (?) samārādhya (worshipping the divinity

at Charvita,” Is’varachandra) lapsyate bhābha râpahah I

tatas trishu sahasreshuãº. | -

bhavishyam Nandarājyam cha Châ na kyo yán ha

nishyati |

Suklatirthe sarvapāpanirmuktim yo'bhilapsyate

ta as trishu sahasreshu sahasrābhyadhikeshu ...]
bhavishyo Vikramādityo rājyam so 'tra pralapsyate |

The same !..."; had previously been quoted in the

Asiatic Researches, IX. 107, from the Kumārikakánda of the

Skanda Purima; but it is remarked there that some MSS

read S' tiraka instead of S’ (ld raka.
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certain, that it was composed at a time in which

Buddhism was flourishing in full vigour, and

Rāma-worship or Krishna-worship had not

yet come into existence.—I have not been able to

find any similar reference to the Rāmāyana

in the dramas of Kālid a sa;* but allusions

to it occur in his Meghadūta (vv. 1. 99)

and in the Raghuvans'a, in which latter work

direct reference is made to the ‘Präch et a

sopajnam Rāmāy a nam', and even to V al

miki (XV. 63, 64). Unfortunately, however,

we are met here also by the difficulty that arises

partly from the uncertainty that still exists re

garding the date we should assign to Kālidasa

(third or sixth century of our era: see

my Abh. iiber Krishna's Geburtsfest, p. 319;

Z. D. M. G. XXII. 726ff), partly with refer

ence to the Raghuvais'a, about which there

exists at least some amount of doubt whether

we are right in ascribing it to the author of

the dramas and of the Meghadūta.f We have

to mention besides, in this place, still another

work which undeniably assumes, as its very

groundwork, the existence of a Rāmāyana, and

which at least in recent times (see Höfer, Z.

für die W. der Spr., II. 500ft., Verz. der Berl.

S. H., p. 156, 369) has been ascribed to Kåli

dāsa, namely the Setu b and h aft for the

more recent editors and scholiasts have endorsed

the statement that Kālidasa composed this work

by the command of king Vikramāditya for a

king Pravarasena, that it had been begun by

the latter himself, and that the ambiguous words

‘ahimavarāāraddhā . . metti v.v.a.. nivvodhumi

hoi dukkaram kavvakahá’ in v. 9 of the intro

duction refer to this beginning of the work by

the “new king,” Pravarasena. § In accordance

with this latter statement, Băn a (in all probabi

lity at the beginning of the seventh century), in

the opening of the Harshacharita, ascribes the

composition of the setu to Praw a r as en a ||

see (Hall, Vasavadattá, p. 13, 14, 54, and my

Ind. Streifen, I. 357.) There is a strong tempta

tion to identify this royal author with the re

nowned Kashmir king, Pravarasena II, who

appears in the Rāja-Tarangin?, III. 109, 123,

293 ff. as a contemporary of two Ujjayini kings,

Harsh a surnamed Vikram a ditya and

Prat ā p a $il a surnamed Silāditya, and as

successor of the poet Mā trig up ta, " whom

Harsh a placed on the throne in Kashmir.

And according to this supposition, if this king

really reigned, as Lassen (Ind. Alt. II.[402] 770,

910 fſ., xxiv) holds, from 241-266 of our era,

the composition of the Setubhanda would in fact

date as far back as the third century | Since,

however, Bhàu Dāji has directed attention, in

the Journ. Bombay Branch I. A. S. VII. 208 f.

(1861 Jan.) 223 ff., VIII. 248-51 (1864 Aug.,

published in 1868), to the relations that probably

existed between Pravarasena and Hiwen

Thsang, and especially to the contemporaneous

ness of Harshavardhana, Silāditya, and Hiwen

Thsang,” it certainly seems more reasonable to

* In the Vikramorras'ſ, the subject of which is also the

carrying off of a beautiful woman by a demon, there would

have been an excellent opportunity, especially in Act IV

(see LIV. 5, 13; LV. 1) for alluding to the rape of Sitā. The

words Tsamkü via antaråle chittha, Sákuntala XXIX.

22, ed. Böhtlingk (XLII. 13 ed. Premachandra), refer also

indeed to the Saga which is found in the Ramayana, 1.

60, 31 (Schlegel); but the reference is not necessarily just

to this version of it in the Rāmāyana.

+ Compare also Z. D. M. G. XXII. 710; Ind. Streifen,

I. 312; II. 373. According to the notices in the Pandit,

No. X, p. 141, the work has twenty-six Sargas in the

Dhardnagaranirāsī-Kálidisavans'ya, not merely nineteen.

Is this local difference to be regarded as due to influences

that at least date far back, and as favouring the idea

that the work should be ascribed to Kålidasa, who

lived at the court of the Dhārā-king, Bhoja It is

greatly to be desired that Shank a r l’an it, whose ºdi

tion of the Raghuvans'a (Bombay, 1869, Cantos I–VI :

containing, besides the text and Mallinatha's Commentary,
54 pages of notes and 8 pages of various readings taken

from MSS. and from the Commentaries of Wallabha, and

Dinakara) we have to welcome as the first really critical

work of this kind for which we are indebted to a native of

the country, would furnish us with some further and ful

ler information regarding this point.

A b h in a v a rajã rabdhā or abhinavarăgărabdhā.

Bhojadeva iti kechit, says the scholiast.

At feast it is stated there “that by means of the setu,

the fame of Pravarasena had extended to the further shore

of the sea.” And as the words:—“or who would not be

charmed with the admirable...language of Kãlidasa, do
not immediately follow, but are separated by a verse, from

the foregoing, they cannot be understood as containing the

ground-work of Pravarasena's fame.

* Mátrigupta reigned only five years (Rāja-Tiranoint

III. 268), during which Bhartrimentha (placed by Rāja

s’ekhara between Valmiki and Bhavabhūti ; see Auf

recht, Catalogus, 140a), composed the Hayagrírabadha,

and presented it to the king (ib. 264-268). He abdicat

ed the throne on hearing of the death of his patron,

Harsha, retired to Vărănasi, and in consistency with the

ſº of his disposition (see ib. 259-260), became a

uddhist ascetic (k r it a ka s h a y a samgrahah . .

yatih, ib. 332 : see Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 907-909. Nothing
is known regarding Mātrigupta's poetical works (Bhāu

Dăji's identification of him with Kålidasa does not rest on

any reasonable foundation); on the other hand, the scho

liasts occasionally quote passages from a rhetorical work

in sºlokas bearing his name.

* When Bhàu Daji, in the same essay, connects the Setu

bandha with the building of a bridge of boats which

Pr a v ar a sena, according to the Rāja Tarangin?, III.

356 (Lassen, II. 915), threw across the Vitasta, and accord

ingly asserts (p. 223) “that the construction of this very

bridge is the subject of the Setu Kārya,” he falls into

serious error. That circumstance, however, whether the

poem is to be attributed to the king himself (as Bāna has

it) or to Kālidasa (as the tradition goes; see also Bhàu

Dăji's reference l. c. to Rāmās"rama's commentary on the

Wii, dina, idarpana of Sundara), might well have '...}.

an opportunity for celebrating by song the correspond

ing bridge-building by Rāma, especially as the Rājata

rangini expressly mentions (III. 358) that the king

had direct relations with Ceylon.—From inscriptions,

unfortunately undated, which have been found in Seoni
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regard king Pravarasena II." as contemporary

with, or perhaps as the immediate predecessor

of the Chinese pilgrim, and therefore as belong

ing to the beginning of the seventh or the se

cond half of the sixth century.f Besides, we do

not need this identification in order to make good

that the Setu b and h a belongs at the latest

to this period, seeing that besides being referred

to by Bána, it is expressly mentioned also in

Dandin's Kāvyadarsa, I. 34; and the date of

Dandin’s works ought no doubt also to be as

signed to the sixth century (see Ind. Streifen, I.

312 ft.)

Now, for this period the testimonies to the

existence of the Ramāyana flow in upon us in

great abundance. Passing over the mention of

Rām a as a demi-god in Varāhamihira (505–

587), which takes for granted at least that he

was at that time specially honoured (see my

Abh. iiber die Rāma Táp. Up. p. 279), we in

stance the following as referring to the poem

itself:—the Bhattikāvya, writtent in Valabhi

under king Sridharasena (530—545 according

to Lassen); the Satrunjaya-Māhātmya, written

in the same place under king Silāditya about

598.S.; the Văsaradattá of Sub and hu, written

about the beginning of the seventh century, in

which, among other evidence, express mention

is made of the Sundarakánda as even then

known as a section of the Rāmāyana; and

lastly the Kādambart of Bă n a, which dates from

about the same time or rather a little later,"

and in which also repeated reference is made to

the Rāmāyana (see I. 36, 45, 81). The

Saptas'ataka of Hāla (see v. 35, 316) may

perhaps be also mentioned in the same con

nection (see my Treatise on the same, p. 6 ft.).

—And in the last place, last not least, we have

to mention here also the name of Bh a v a b h

fiti, whose date appears to be fixed by the

Rājatarangin?, IV. 145, as belonging to the reign

of Y a $o v arm a n, the contemporary of Lali

tà dity a, and therefore, according to Lassen,

695–738.*.* It is well known, that he has taken

for the subject of two of his dramas the story of

Rāma with special reference to Vālmīki's Rā

māyana, (see my Abh. aber die Rāma Táp. Up.

p. 279). And indeed one of these, the Uttara

rámacharita, possesses in this respect a deep and

special interest from the circumstance that it

directly quotes some verses from the Rāmā

yana,and thus provides a means of critically

verifying the then existing text of the work.

There are three passages in which this test can

be applied. The first of these occurs in the

second Act (ed. Calc. 1831, p. 27 ; ed. Cowell,

Calc. 1862, p. 26), where the Rāmāyana

I. 2, 18 (Schl., Ser., 17 Gorr. 15 Bomb., also

in ABC), is quoted word for word, and as being

(just as in that passage) the verse which prompt

ed Val m i ki to enter upon the composition of

the entire work :—

mä nishāda pratishthām tvam agamah sás

vatih samāh

yatt krauñchamithunad ekam abadhih kā

mamohitam||

The other two passages occur in the sixth

Act (p. 115-116; Cowell, p. 157-158), the one

closely following the other. The first consists

of two verses which, according to the statement

there given, should be found—bālacharitasyā

'nte ('ntye 2) dhyāye' (sic / not sarge (), conse

quently at the close of the Bālakānda; they

read thus:–

prakrityaiva priyā Sità Râmasya "sin mahāt

manah |

priyabhāvah sa tu tayå svagunair eva var

dhitah|

tathaiva Rāmah Sitāyal, prāyebhyo 'pi priyo

'bhavat

hridayam tv eva jānāti pritiyogam paras

param||

And corresponding herewith, the last chapter

of the Bālakānda in BC, in Schlegel's and in

the Bombay editions, and the last chapter but

one in the Serampore edition, contain respec

tively two verses (LXXXVII, 26, 27, Schl.,

LXIII, 72,73, Ser., LXXVII, 26-28, Bombay),

ºn the upper Narmadá valley, we learn that there

were besides two other kings called Pra v ar a sen a

who reigned there over a region that bore the name,

Wakātaka.: see Prinsep, Journ. As. S. B. 1836, p. 727, ff.

Lassen, Ind. Alt. III. 65-4. Pravarasena II. appears

in these inscriptions as the grandson, by his mother's

side, of a Mahārājādhirāja Dev a g up ta, whom Lassen

places at about 380-400. The seal impressed upon the corres

*ś. grant bears the inscription (in sºloka):—

Vrâkātakalalāmasya kramapráptanripas'riyah |

rājnah Pravarasenasya såsanam ripus'asanam ||

* The grandfather of the same name, Pravarasena I, died

according to the Rāja-Tarangini, thirty-six years be

fore the king mentioned in the text ascended the throne.

f. In Bâna's Harshacharita, Pratāp a sºil a appears

as the father of H a r s h a v ar d h an a and the king who,

according to Hiwen Thsang, corresponds with the latter

himself bears the name Silāditya ; see Hall, Vásava

datta, p. 17, 51 ; Ind. Streifen, I. 354-5.

I See Lassen, Ind. Alt. III, 512.

...” my Abh. iiber das Satrunjaya-Māhātmya, p. 8, 12
, ºv

| See Ind. Streifen, I. 373, 380.

* See Ind. Streiſen, I. 354ff.

* It is not clear what reason Hall has for placing Bha

vabhuti before Subandhu (Introduction to the Văsaradatti

p. 27, 37); see Ind. Streifen I. 355. + yah B. (fol. 65)
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which are the same in substance at least, and

correspond to some extent also in expression ;

they read as follows:—

priyā" tu Sità Rāmasya dārāh pitrikritat iti

gunād rúpagumäch châ 'pi pritiri bhāyo

vyavardhataş ||

tasyáš cha bhartà dvigunamſ hridaye parivar

tate" |

antargatam” api vyaktam akhyātitt hriday

am hridã if| -

In Gorresio there is nothing at all corres

ponding (see I. 79, 45-48); and the chapter in

which the two verses now quoted occur in

Schlegel, &c. is not the last in Gorresio, but

(as in the Serampore edition) the one before

the last of the Bālakānda. There is, on the

other hand, one text at least, namely A, that

gives the two verses quite identically with Bha

vabhāti's text, with only trifling variations:

“abhivardhitah, hy eva, "yogam purātanam”;

and in fact they appear in this text also imme

diately before the close of the Bālakānda : after

them there follow, just as in BC. Schl., only two

other verses, the second of which likewise closes

the book in BC. Schl. §§

The second of the two passages from the

sixth Act (being the third we cite from the

Uttararámacharita) reads thus:–

“tvadartham iva vinyastah siläpädo ’yam

agratah |

yasyā’yam abhitah pushpail, prayrishta iva

kesarah ||’’

The corresponding verse, however, reads thus

in Schlegel (II. 96, 6), in Carey-Marshman

(Ser., II. 70, 5), and in the Bombay edition

(II. 96, 5.6):—

“tvadartham iba vinyastá tv iyam slakshna

samá šilă

yasyāh pārśve|taruh pushpaih prahrishta""

iva kešarah "|

* svayam BC.—t pratikri C., priyakri B.T.: gunē rūpa

gunas' châ pi punar BC–Š "pite dhikāh (!) Cº. pi vard

dhatáh (!) 1. 'bhivardhate, Ser. Bomb.

| punar vahugunam Rāmam C.–M punar bhūyo hidi
sthitāb BC.—“anakhyātam BC.—tt vyākhyati BC.—

if hyidi BC.

§§ These read as follows:–

Sitayā tu taya Rāmah priyayā Saha samgatah |

priyo 'dhikataras tasyā vijahārā maropamah ||

taya sa rājarshisuto nurūpayā, (1) samiyivan (2) uttama

rājakanyaya

ativa Ramah sus'ubhe sukāntaya, (3) yuktah sriya Vishnur

ivā 'parājitah| (4)

1 *bhikāmayå C. Schl.-2 sameyiván B.C. Schl–3

"bhiramaya B.C., mudānvito Schl.—4. vibhuh sºriya

Vishnurivā'mares varah Schlºs'asiva pürnah sahitah

svakåntaya C, s'asſiva pūrno divi Dakshakanyaya, B.

| parsºva, Ser. T" pravishta, Ser. Bomb. *kes'araib,

késaraib, Bomb.
1 potentia terris. . . .

in Gorresio (II. 105, 6) on the other hand :—

“tvadartham iha vinyastal, Šilăpatto 'yam

agratah |

asya pārśve taruh pushpail, pravrishta iva

keśarah ||.”

and in A. fol. Lxxviii” (unfortunately the

second book exists here only in one MS ):—

“twadartham ihavinyastah Silāyām sukhasam

starah |

yasyāh pārśve tarul pushpai(r) vibhrashta

iva kesarail ||.”

If, then, we are to draw any conclusion regard

ing the rest of the text from the differences in

these three examples, it must be allowed that

the result as regards its authenticity, in the form

in which we possess it, will be very far from en

couraging. But with respect to this matter we

are entitled to ask, whether, as matter of fact,

Bhavabhūti made his quotations with such ac

curacy as that they really represent the text then

in existence 2 And when we remember the ex

tremely unreliable way in which Indian authors

are accustomed to make their quotations, we are

fully justified in asking such a question. But it

ought to be considered, on the other hand, that

the quotations here in question were made from a

work that was universally known and esteemed,

that any considerable deviations from it would

therefore have certainly been noticed by the

public before whom the drama was represented,

even though they might not have been possessed

of any great critical acumen, and that conse

quently the poet would not be likely to lay him

self open to the charge of mis-quoting.f. It

must, however, in my opinion, be allowed that

the diversity in the above quotations does not

on the one hand permit us, by reason of their

limited range, to pronounce any decisive verdict

on the question at issue, and that on the other

hand it is not after all so very serious—not in

+ And we learn from the beginning of the Mālatīmā

dhava that Bhavabhūti had some bitter antagonists to

face, probably from among the circle of his own Brahma

nical relations, who reproached him, the Brahman, for not

having given himself “to the study of the Vedas, and to

acquiring a knowledge of the Upanishads, of the Sähkhya

and Yoga,” and for turning his attention instead to the

dramatic art. He treats these opponents of his with

lofty disdain, and appeals from their judgment to the

verdict of futurity and to the world at large —“Those who

are here seeking everywhere to depreciate us, do they really

known anything? This work of mine is not for them" |

“There will arise, yes, even now there lives many a one

like-minded with myself (who is able to appreciate me) ||

for time is boundless and the world is wide" || Bold words

reminding us of Ovid ; quaque patet domitis Romana
t
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any great degree exceeding the difficulties which

we have already encountered, namely, the

variations in the different recensions, the

notices in the scholia regarding interpola

tions, and the contradictions and repetitions

within individual texts.

Bhavabhūti, in fact, furnish rather a most va

luable guarantee that the Rāmāyana, taking

it as a whole, really existed at that time in

essentially the same form as that in which we

at present possess it.—And indeed this further

conclusion may be drawn from what we find

in the Uttararámacharita, that at that time

the stories also which are contained in the

Uttarakānda were already thoroughly esta

blished, in so far at least as they refer to the

repudiation of Sità by Rāma after his return,

to the birth of her two sons, Kuša and Lava, in

the hermitage of Vālmiki, to the latter's edu

cating of the two boys in an acquaintance with

the Rāmāyana which he had himself com

posed, and to the re-uniting of Rāma and Sità.”

The same remark holds good for the Raghuvaſışa

But in the telling of these stories Bhavabhāti

deviates in some degree from the version of

them given in the Uttarakānda (as also from

that of the Raghuvaſsa). He cannot find it in

his heart, for instance, immediately to separate

again the newly re-united pair, but leaves them

in their state of restored union;t while in the

Uttarakánda, CIV. 11; Raghuvansa, XV. 82,

(and in the Adhyátmarándyana, according to

These quotations in

ſ

Wheeler) Sità is obliged to adduce this further

proof of her innocence, that in answer to her

prayer the ground opens, the earth-goddess

ascends out of the chasm, and takes Sità

down with her into the Rasätala.: And

then, further, the first meeting of Ráma with

his two sons, which in the Uttarakönda, C.

1ff. Raghurans'a, XV. 63 ff. (and Adhyātma

rámáyana) follows only upon their chant

ing, at Rama’s sacrifice, of the Rāmāyana

which Vālmiki had taught them, is much more

poetically introduced in Bhavabhūti, namely, by

Lava's defeating of the army sent out for the

protection of the sacrificial horse ; Ś the prowess

of the son proves his legitimacy, and confirms

the innocence of his mother. Whether these

variations in Bhavabhūti are to be credited to

himself, or whether the responsibility of making

them rests on some other recension| of the

Uttarakánda less precise and possibly more

wanting in reverence for the poet of the Rāmā

yana, must in the meantime be left an open

question. The circumstance that the version

given by Wheeler, equally with that in the

Jaimini-Bhārata, harmonises in part with that

of Bhavabhūti, certainly tells against the theory

that these variations owe their origin to the

latter; but yet it wants the force of direct

evidence, inasmuch as both of these versions

may really bear a later date than his, a supposi

tion which is in fact decidedly favoured by the

exaggerations which they exhibit (vide infran.S)

* Neither the Rāmāyana itself, the Râmopākhyāna,

the notices in the third, seventh, and twelfth books of the

Mahābhārata, nor those in the Harivaāsa (ride supra p. )

make any mention of these incidents; on the other hand,

they are all unanimous in relating that Rāma, after his

return, d as ā 's' v a m e d'h an ājahre j ñ r a thy an sa

nirargalān (Ramopſikhyana, Mahābhārata XII. 952. Hari

vans'a, bhūridakshinānºi or, as we find it in

an amplified form in Mhibh. ii. 2332 :—ājahāra . .

| nirargalam sajārūthyam asvamedhas'atam vibhuh.

f Just as in the recension of the Rāmāyana followed by

Wheeler (p. 403), and in the Jaimini Bhārata, xxxvi. 87.

t Very different therefore both from our version of her

“wishing to sink into the earth with shame,” and from the

versions of the Buddhists. For in a Buddhist legend

(Fausböll, Dhammapada, p. 340), the earth opens, the

flames of Aviehi (the hell under the earth) burst forth, and

the slanderess sinks down into them : and in Rogers (p. 158)

several other instances are given of falsehood being simi

larly punished. Compare also Fausböll, l.c. p. 418, Wilson,

Select Works, I. 69, and Bigantlet, Life of Gaudama (1856),

p. 231, according to which Suprabuddha, the father-in-law

of Buddha, seven days after he had calumniated the latter,

sank down through the earth into hell, as a punishment for

his offence. A similar fate befell pevadatta, Fausböll,

l. c. p. 148, Bigandet, p. 252. According to Bigandet, p. 83,

it was a universal custom among the Buddhists to call upon

the Earth as a witness “of the good works they have done

or are about doing ;” and this custom is said to have arisen

from the circumstance that Buddha himself, in his contest

. Māra, appealed to the Earth to bear witness in his
aVOur.

Our “wishing to sink into the earth with shame" occurs

in Sakuntalá, LXXII. 7, ed. Böhtlingk, where Sakun

talá, repudiated by the king, cries out in her despair :—

bhaavadi vasuhe | dehi me vivaram (bhaavadi vasun

dhare dehi me antaram, ed. Premachandra, p. 109,

1). So also in Bhavabhūti's Maharíracharita p. 54, where

Jāmadagnya (Parasurāma), after being defeated by Rāma,

cries out :-bhagavati vasundhare prasida randhradānena

§ This idea is still more fully developed in the Jaimini

Bhārata (Chap. 30–36); and the recension of the

Rāmāyana followed by Wheeler º 402) also agrees with

this version of the story. In the Jaimini Bhārata, Ku s'a

is victorious over his three uncles and even over R film a

himself, after Lava has been taken prisoner by Satru

ghna : the story is somewhat differently told in Wheeler.

| From the Sãhityadarpana Ś 304 (p. 136; see also p. 233)

it appears that the rules of rhetoric not only permitted

the dramatic poets, but even required them both to omit

anything objectionable in the traditional legends which they

made use of, and to select such variations in the stories as

good taste might seem to demand. Thus we are told that

Rāma's slaying of Vāli by means of a stratagem, in the

Rāmāyana, is not mentioned at all in the drama Uditta

Rāghava; and that in the Sugriva-Viracharita the

incident is modified to this extent that Vāli goes forth

to kill Rāma, and then is killed by Rāma. This last re

ference is probably to Bhavabhāti's Mahāríracharita (p. 76

82, Wilson, Hindu Theatre, II. 330, 331) which among other

deviations from the version given in the Rāmāyana,

tºº as a matter of fact, also the one here men

tione
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—With reference to this matter, I remark in

passing, that the whole of this later story about

Ku şa and Lava as sons of Rāma seems to me

to have been invented merely by the bards

and minstrels, kušilava, in order to avert from

themselves the odium attached to the name ku

šilava (see my Acad. Vorles. iiber Ind. Lit. G.

and the St. Petersburg Lericon, s. v.), and to

obtain, on the other hand, the highest possible

consideration for their order.

And, as bearing upon this part of our subject

I draw attention to the additional fact that,

according to the account given by Friederich in

his treatise Ueber die Sanskrit und Kavi

Literatur auf der Insel Bali (see my notice of

this work in the Ind. Stud. II. 133-136), the

Uttarkánda, represented too as having been

composed by Vālmīki, appears also among

the Sanskrit works translated into the K a vi

language; and likewise that the Arjunavijaya,

an independent Kavi poem (see ibid. p. 142),

is borrowed, so as far as its substance is

concerned, from the same work (see Uttara

kánda, 21, 22). We are, however, in the mean

time prohibited from drawing any chronological

conclusion from this circumstance, so long as

we are unable to fix exactly the time at which

the work found its way into Java. The relations

of India to this island have evidently not been

restricted to the circumstances of merely one

immigration, but they extend in all probability

over several centuries; and consequently the

work may have passed over from the mainland

at any particular date during that period.

Lassen has indeed entered his protest(Ind. Alt. II.

1043ff) against Friederich's view that the earli

est of these relations does not go further back at

all events than the year 500 A.D.; but whether

his own views are so perfectly trustworthy has

yet to be proved. In any case, what Friederich

himself states regarding the K a v i translation

of the Rāmāyana—see my remarks thereon in

the place already referred to—is not brought

forward with the view of making out that a high

antiquity ought to be assigned to it: on the

contrary, the conjecture which I have there

expressed, to the effect that the poem referred

to is probably not the Rāmāyana itself, but

only a B a lar a may an a, into which were

* In the Kavi-R a may a na, according to Friederich,

the contents of the first six books of the Rāmāyana are

also divided into twenty-five sargas.

+ The translation by Kamban (with the Uttarakanda) must

certainly date, according to, Wilson, , Maºziº Çollºtion,
I.613,154, as far back as Sake 807=A.D. 885. The Cana

interwoven the latest incidents in the story of

Rāma, narrated for the first time in the Utta

rakānda—this conjecture seems to be borne out

by the fact that recently, and just in Southern

India, quite a number of similar works bearing

the name B a lar a may a fi a have been brought

to light: see Taylor, Catalogue of Oriental

MSS. of the College, Fort St. George (Madras

1857) I. 295, 296,299, 419, 450, 455. These

are, to be sure, designated for the most part

thus:—“A Brief Epitome for Schools (106

Ślokas);” but besides these, mention is also

made, (p. 456), of two separate Sail grah a

Rāmāyanas, a short one in seven sarg as, and

a longer one of uncertain extent (the MS. is

defective; it contains about fifty sargas);

and similarly, (p. 169), of a prasanna-Rāmā

yana in twenty-one sargas.” If we add to

these the numerous translations of the Rāmā

yana that are referred to in the Catalogue,

with or without the Uttarakānda, in almost all

the languages of the Dekhan, in Tamil, (p.

269, 520, 521), in Telugu,(p. 499), in Mala

yalam, (p. 670), in Uriya, (p. 675), in Canar

e se, both in prose and in verse, (p. 595, 597,

604, 605, 665, 666, 602 bālarāmāyana, 603,

606 Rāmāyanaprabandha), we are furnished,

even from modern times,f with a sufficient num

ber of analogues of the Kavi translation of the

Rāmāyana, so that we are under no necessity,

from the mere fact of its existence, to carry it

back to any early date, as long as it cannot be

shown from other sources that it really has any

claim to such an antiquity.

To go beyond Bhavabh (, ti, in order to

obtain testimonies for the existence of the

Rāmāyana, is evidently unnecessary; but yet,

considering the importance of the work with re

ference to the history of literature, there is a

certain interest in such an investigation. And

therefore I will also exhibit here in one view, at

least briefly, such other laudatory notices of the

Rāmāyana and such works directly assum

ing its existence or based thereupon, as I find

ready to my hand. As instances of the former

class, I mention the notice of and panegyric

upon the Rāmāyana, and indeed upon V fil

miki, by Raja še k h a rat who lived about

the end of the tenth century, in the opening of

rese version of the Rāmāyana dates, according to Weigle

(Z. d. M. G. I.I. 278) from about the 14th century,

f Regarding the time at which he lived, cf. Ind. Streifen,

I. §13,314. Rajasekhara lived both before Bhojadeva, who

quotes him in his Sarasvatikanthabharana composed after

Muñja's time; see Aufrecht, Catal. p. 209a, and before
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hisPrach and a p in d a va (Aufrecht, Catal.

p. 140a.), by Dh an a mjay a, who belongs

to the same period,” in his D as a rú p a, I. 61

(Rāmāyanādi cha vibhāvya Brihatkhatām cha),

—by Go v ard h a na, who also lived some

where in the tenth or twelfth century,t in the

opening of his Sapt a § a ti (v. 32, Šri-Rămă

yana-Bhārata-Brihatkathânăm kavin namas

kurmah ; v. 33, sati kākutsthakulonnatikārini

R à m fi y a n e kim anyakāvyena 2), by Tri

v i kr a m a b h a t t a in the opening of his

Dam a y a n tik at h fi (v. 11, namas tasmai

krità yena ramyā Ram fly a n if kathá), by

the Rāja-tarañgini (I. 166, vide supra p. 239)

—finally, by Sir à g a d h a r a $ (kavinduſ

naumi Välm i ki i yasya Rāmāyaniſi ka

thám chandrikām iva chinvanti chakora iva

sādhavah || see Böhtlingk, Ind. Sprüche, 3885;

and Aufrecht, Catal. p. 124°). In the Brahma

va i v art a pur à n a also : “itihāso Bhāratañ

cha V film i k a fi kāvyameva cha’ are mentioned

after the eighteen Upapuranas, (see Burnouf,

Introduction to the Bhagavata Purána, I. 23.)

In the Vishnupurána, III. 3 “Riksha, the

descendant of Bhrig u, who is also known by

the name V film i ki” appears as the Vyāsa

(reviser) of the twenty-fourth dvápara—which

unquestionably refers to Vālmīki's authorship

of the Rāmāyana : (see Wilson, p. 273; Hall,

III. 35.)

In the latter class, we have first of all to con

sider the later epic literature to which the two

great epics gave rise. The literature of the

Pur à I, as , however, which calls for the earli

est attention here, yields comparatively little

that bears on our subject (see my Abh. Iber die

Edma Tãp. Up. p. 281). I take from Aufrecht's

Catalogus the statement that the Agnipurán a

in seven chapters, quae singulorum Rāmāyana

librorum nomina gerunt, contains an epitome of

the seven books of the Rāmāyana (Aufrecht,

p. 7a); and that in the Padm a purána several

sections are occupied with the history of Rāma

(ibid. p. 13, 14). The Skandapurána too appears

to contain a short section on the same, introduced

in connection with the account of the Rāmanava

mivrata." Regarding the section of the Vish

n u purána that relates to this matter (IV. 4),

see Wilson, p. 385, and Hall, in his edition

of Wilson's translation, III. 317. In addition

to these, I have only been able to get from

the Brahmān dapurána a Rāmāyanamáhátmya

Aufrecht, l.c. 30a), and the Adhyátmarāmāyana.”

But we have still to mention here that singular

work which bears the name: ärsham (or firshe

yarachitam) väsishtham mahārāmāyana (see Verz.

der Berl. S. H. p. 187—194; Aufrecht, Catalogus,

p. 354ab.), which is placed in the mouth of Wal

miki, and which against the 24,000 verses of

the ordinary Rāmāyana, seems to represent a

redaction in 100,000 verses,f but really contains

only an exhortation addressed by Vasishtha to

the youthful Râm a regarding true blessedness

and the means of attaining to it, accompanied

by numerous narratives, that are quoted as illus

trative examples.f We have next, directly con

nected herewith, the artificial-epic (dating per

even from the eleventh centuryS), Rāghava

pándariya of Kavir àja, which sums up

at the same time and in the same words the

contents of the Rāmāyana and of the Mahā

bhārata, and which has served as a model

for a whole series of similar artificial works.]

And lastly, as occupying the same ground,

though quite modern, we have to mention also :

—the Rāmachandracharitrastira of Agni ve Ša,

Dhanika, see Hall, Introduction to the Das'ariipa p. 2. The

verse in the opening of the Prachandapſindara, which has

in view the self-laudation of the poet, occurs again, in

precisely the same words, in the beginning of another

drama by the same author, the Bālarāmāyana namely

(I, 16 p. 9, vide infra p. 251), and reads thus:–

babhāva Val m i kabhavah purä kavis, tatah prapede

bhuvi Bhartrimenthatām

sthitah punar yo Bhava bhā tirekhayā, sa vartate

samprati Rajã sº e k h a rah ||

* See Hall in his edition (Calc. 1865) Introd. p. 2. 3.

f See my Abh. iiber Hāla's Saptas'ataka, p. 9. 10.

1 Vyāsa with the Bhārata, Băna and Gunadhya are men

tioned further on.

According to Hall, Introd. to the Văsaradattá p. 48

A. D. 1363.

| And before that of the Harivans'a and the Mahā

bhārata.

In a passage quoted in the Sarradars'anasamgraha,

LXXII. 15 from the Skånda, the müla-Rá m fiy an a

“Original Rāmāyana,” is designated, after the four

Vedas, the B h a rat a and the Pāi, ch a rā tra ka, as also

possessing the character of a sº as tra. And this evident

ly presumes the existence of various later versions of the

Rāmāyana.

* On this work see Wheeler, in vol. II. We alread

know. from Friederich (/nd. Stud. II. 131, 132), that this

Purana is found in Java, on the island Bali, and it would

be interesting to learn whether the Javanese text contains

also these two pieces.

+ When Tāranātha (Schiefner, p. 6) speaks of a Rāmā

yana in 100,000 verses, as little weight, is to be attached

to the statement as when (ibid.) he ascribes 80,000 verses

to the Raghuvans'a

† For the sake of these stories, a more thorough investi

gation of the work would certainly be very desirable. . It is

quoted so early as by S'arngadhara (see Aufrecht, Catalogus,

p. 125a), and it was probably composed in Kashmir.

§ See Ind. Streifºn, I. 352, 269, 271 and my Abh. uber

das saptasatakam des Hálo, p. 6.

| Thus Chidambarakavi in his Bhārata-Ramayana-Bhdga

ratasara treats of the history of these three works at the

same time and in the same words : see Taylor, Catalogue,

. 175, 176 (each verse is therefore “capable of three render

ings"). An analogous literary conceit is the Rāmakrishna

kārya, probably composed by Sūryadāsa whose date falls

about 1540; see Aufrecht, Catalogus, 13.2a.
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(Aufrecht, Catal. p. 121b)-the Rāghavavilása

of Viš van at ha, author of the Sáhityadar

pana (p. 208 ed. Roer)—two works bearing the

name Rāmarilāsa, the one composed by R a ma

ch a r a na, (see Aufrecht, 214b); the other (an

imitation of the Gitagovinda) by Har in a tha,

(ibid. 132a),—the Raghunathabhyudaya of Sri

Rām a b hadr ambá, see (Verz. der Berl. S. H.

p. 154), the Abhirámandmakāvya of Sri Ra

la má ná tha, (ibid. p. 156), the R makutº

hala of G ov in d a, from the middle of the

seventeenth century, (Aufrecht, 198b),—finally,

the revision of the Setubandha in the Setusarani,

from the beginning of the same century, (see

Verz. der Berl. S. H. p. 154-156.)

The dramatic literature, too, that has a bear

ing on this matter is peculiarly rich." At the

head of the list we may name the Prasanna

rāghava of Jay a de va, son of Mahādeva ;f

at the head, because according to Hall (Preface

to the Dasarápa, p. 36), a verse from this

drama is quoted in Dh a nika, and it must

therefore be placed before the middle of the

tenth century. The Mahānātaka ascribed to

Hanum a n tº himself, belongs also to this

period; for, according to Aufrecht, (Catal.

209a), it is quoted by Bhoja de va, the author

of the Sarasvatſkanthābharana which dates pro

* Cf. supra p. 244, the earliest notice of the kind that bears

upon the subject from the Harivatis’a. According to the

Sahityadarpana,S 277 p. 126 the substance of the Rāmā

yana forms a particularly suitable subject for nātaka.

+ Aufrecht 141b. It is certainly doubtful whether this

Jayadeva is identical with the author of tho Gita.govinda,

as Hall believes ; see my Abh. iiher Hāla's Saptas'ataka, p. 10.

According to the account in Bholanath Chandar's Travels of

a Hindu, (Lond. 1869) I. 57, the author of the Gitagovinda

lived so late as the end of the fourteenth, or rather the

beginning of the fifteenth century, and was an adherent of

Rāmānanda. Compare also the account in Wilson, Select

Works, 1.65 f. Now, considering the strong bias of the Gfta

govinda in favour of Krishna worship, we should not

readily infer that its author belonged to the Rāma sect.

1.#. appears also in the Uttarakanda, XL. 18, as

rammarian. According to the account of the

scholiast Kataka, he was the ninth vyākaranakaratā (see

Muir, Sanskrit Teacts, IV. 417, 418). It is probable that

a grammarian actually bore this name; and that his work

was then imputed to the illustrious first bearer of the

name (and there is a work ascribed to him, on the ten ava

tăras of Vishnu : see Aufrecht, Catalogus, p. 23.2a.).-Quite

analogously, the name of R a vana is quoted as that of a

king of Kashmir (vide supra p. 240 m.); and it is told of the

Laſikā prince himself (see }.} Stud. W, 161, Ind. Streifen,

II. 202), that on one occasion, on the Chitrakūta, he wrote

upon stone the bhāshya of Patañjali, &c., and by that means

preserved it from being lost. According to Hall's com

munications in M. Müller, Rigvedas. vol. III, p. xiii, there are

also ascribed to R a van a , or at least to some one of , that

name,a Rigbhāshya and a commentary “on one of the Sákhās

of the Yajurveda,” both of which are said still to exist.

Similarly a Rāvanabhāshya to the Sámaveda” (Rost in

Ind. Stud. IX.176). A parisishta belonging to the Sáma

redº, bears the name; Rāranabhait; see Burnell's valuable

Catalogue of his Vedic MSS. in Tribner's Record, Jan 1870

. 651.
P s in this writing “on the rocks” (see also the preceding

note)we have evidently a testimony to the existence of the

a great

bably from the end of the tenth, or it may be

from the beginning of the eleventh century:

Šár fig a dhara also (Aufrecht, 125°) quotes

it occasionally ; and with this, too, accords

exactly the venerable tradition (see Wilson,

Hindu Theatre, II. 372-3), which ascribes

the composition of the work to the Monkey

H a nu m a n thimself.f who first “engraved

or wrote it on the rocks”S and then, to please

Välmiki, cast it into the sea, lest his Rāmāy

ana should be thrown into the shade; in

Bhoja's time, however, some portions came again

to the light, and at his request, were arranged

by Miśra-Dāmodara; (see further Aufrecht's

notices in the Catalogus, 142b, 151a; Tay

or's Catalogue, I. 146). In Taylor (I. 11) men

tion is made also of a second drama of this

name, but as having been composed by “Bo

d h a y a n a chari” (vide supra, p. 123 note).

The Ch a m pur à ma y an a, by Wid ar

bh a rāja, “otherwise Bhoja rāja” in five

a fi ka s, also claims (Taylor, I. 175, 455) to

date from the time of Bhoja. Similar claims to

belong to the middle or the end of the tenth

century are set up by the Băl a rāmāy a na,

a somewhat tasteless drama by Raja š e

k h a ra, and by two dramas that are also

quoted by Dhanika in the scholium to the

“rock inscriptions” of Piya das i, and specially the

Brahmanical conception of that fact. Compare º, this

also the account in the Foe Koue Ki, Chap. 28, regarding the

forty-two questions which were addressed by§§ to

Buddha and written with his finger on a rock. As regards

moreover the well-known tradition of Hanumant's being

prior to Walmiki, is it not probable that we should look for its

origin in the fact that the Rāma legend was chanted in the

dialects of the people before it was clothed in Sanskrit by

Valmiki 2. As a matter of fact the first account that we

have of Rāma is in Pāli, and even then composed in a par

tially metrical form. The statement too in the Adhyitma

Rāmāyana (vide supra p. 123n.) that Walmiki was “of low

caste” may perhaps be considered as pointing in the same

direction. Compare as analogous with this the statement

that the Brihatkathá was originally composed in Pais'achi,

in the language of the bhūtas (Dandin's Kūryādars'a, I. 38

see Ind. Streifen, I. 314).

| See Hall, Preface to the Das'aritpa p. 30, 31. The

Balarámayāna has recently been published in Benares

(1869) by Govinda Deva S'astri, first in the Pandit news

paper, and afterwards in a separate form. It consists of

ten acts (pp. 312), and exhibits a remarkable absence of

poetic feeling. There is much that is interesting, however,

in the account contained in the opening of the poem re

garding Rājasekhara. From this it appears that Mādhava

was quite in error when he described him, in the San

kararijaya, as king of Kerala (see Aufrecht Catal. 25.45

ff., Ind. Streifen, I. 314). According to the account given

here, he sprang from a Yāyāvarakula (see the St. Peters

burg Lexicon, s. v.), and was the guru, or rather upādhyāya

of a king Nirbhaya or M a he n d rap a la, of the Raghu

family, who is designated as his pupil. The same verse in

laudation of the poet which, according to Aufrecht (vide

suprap, 249b, n. t), is found in the opening of his drama

Prachandap(indara, and which extols him as a newly

arisen Vālmiki, Bhartrimentha and Bhavabhūti, turns up

again here, being put in the mouth of a Daivajna ; and

this is immediately followed by another similar laudatory

estimate of the poet's talents, which is given as that of a
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D as a r ſ p a, namely, the Udditta-Răghava"

and the Chhalita-Ráma (Hall, p. 36). All three

are quoted also in the Sáhityadarpana. In addi

tion to these we have still to mention the follow

ing dramas that bear upon our subject:-the

Anargharāghava of Murari (quoted as early as

by S a r fig a d h a ra, Aufrecht, 124b; according

to Wilson, II. 383, dating from the thirteenth

or fourteenth century), the Krityá-Rávana,

—the Jánaki-Rághava—the Balibadha—the Rá

ghavābhyudaya, the Rámacharita (or is Bha

vabhūti's work here meant 2), the Rāmābhi

manda, and the Rāmābhyudaya.f The Rāma

chandrachampá of K a vic h and y a was not

composed till after the date of the Sáhitya

darpana (Aufrecht, 2.11b). The Abhirama

maninétaka dates, (according to Wilson, II.

395, Aufrecht, 137b), from the year 1599

A.D. The Dútángada of Śri-Sub hat a

appears also (Wilson, II. 390; Aufrecht, 139b)

to be a modern production, composed by

order of the Mahārājādhirāja Śri Tribhuva

napāladeva for the pilgrimage to the temple

of Deva-Śri-Kumārapāla. Hall (Introduction to

the Das'aripa, p. 30) mentions also a drama

called Amogha-Rághava, which he had found

quoted from, and one called Chokk an āth a 's

Jánakºparinaya, which he had himself looked

into. The Itámchandradaya of Purus hot

tama (Aufrecht, 201a) probably also belongs to

this category.

I might now mention also, in conclusion, those

works which, in a greater or less degree, treat

of the worship of the Rāma sects. But I

will not go into this part of the subject, partly

because I am able to refer, for information on

it, to my Abh. iiber die Rāma-Tapaniya-Upani

shad (Berlin, 1864), Š and partly because a full

treatment of the quite modern literature of this

description, which is connected with the names

of Rám a nuja and R 3 m an and a , would

certainly lead us too far a-field. I will men

sabhyasya S'ankaravarmanah. In the third Act there is in

serted a nätaka of Bharatāchārya, called Sittisvayamvara

(p. 58–85), which is represented by Kohala's troupe in

resence of Rāvana, with the object of diverting his mind

rom the contemplation of his love-sorrows. Regarding

the Síºdswayamvara, see the account in the Sahityadarpana,

$279 p. 127.

* Quoted also by Hemachandra in his Prakrit Grammar,

IV. 283; See Aufrecht Catal. p. 180a.

+ The Rāmābhyudaya is quoted as early as by Dhanika

(Das'artípa p. 42); also a Hanumannataka (ibid. p. 61), which,

however, is perhaps only another name for the Mahdnataka.

There is still another of the dramas quoted in the Sahitya

darpana that may be included in our list, namely the Bala

charita, as in the quotation made from it in that work

(§ 346. p. 148), according to the account in Ballantyne's

translation (201), Bhārgava speaks to Rāma.

tion here only the Adabhuttotarakānda (see Verz.

der Berl. S. H. p. 123–127), since it clearly

makes a direct reference to the Rāmāyana.

Let us briefly sum up the results of our in

vestigation.

1. The earliest indigenous testimonies to the

existence of a Rāmāyana date from about the

third or fourth century of our era.

2. Considering the present extent of the

work about 24,000 slokas), and the great diver

sity found in the numerous recensions, it is im

possible to pronounce a judgment, with any

thing approaching to certainty, regarding the

original condition of the text. In the existing

condition of the text, however, we find un

mistakeable indications that the influence of

Greece upon India was already firmly estab

lished. -

3. Seeing that the earliest form of the story

told in the Rāmāyana, as we find it, namely,

in the Buddhist legend," knows nothing of the

abduction of Sità by Rāvana, or of the siege of

L a fi ka, it is possible that, in the addition of

these two elements by Vál m i ki, we should

recognise the influence of an acquaintance with

the Homeric saga-cycle, just as other stories.

belonging to the cycle have found their way

into the Buddhist legend.

4. It is uncertain whether the Vaishnava bias

which characterises the Rāmāyana, as we possess

it, and which has done so, according to the testi

mony of the literature on the subject, for a long

time back, belonged to the poem originally ; but

it is clear that the presence of this bias is due to

the endeavour of the author to avail himself of

national legends and the heroic figures of national

tradition, and to make use of these, in the inter

est of the Brahmanical theology, as an antidote

to Buddhism.

5. It is certainly at least possible that

Wheeler is right when he refers the conflict with

1 In that treatise (I.47) the version of the Ramacharita

closes with the return from Lańka to Ayodhyā : no notice

is taken of the later incidents in Rāma's history till his

final entrance into heaven with all that belonged to him

(I. 93; conf. Uttarakanda, 114 and 115).

§ About the middle of the twelfth centuryT. date

1127 A.D.), according toWilson, Select Works, I. 35ff : Auf

recht, Catalogus p. 285b. 286a.

| End of the fourteenth century, Wilson, Select Works, I.

46ff.

* The circumstance that in this legend Sità appears as

the sister of Rāma, and becomes his wife only at the close

of the exile, probably finds its counterpart in the Rāmā

yana in he representation that during the entire period of

the exile (and in fact throughout the poem) she remains

without children. It is only when we come to the Uttara

kanda that we hear of her being a mother.—For a different

and singular view of this circumstance: see Wheeler, p. 652
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the Rákshasas in Ceylon to anti-Buddhist ten

dencies.

6. It is uncertain in how far the story

of Rá m a and S i t à, as contained in its

earliest form in the Dağ a rath a-Jä taka,

may have a historical germ, or whether

even that earliest version may not also have had

as its ground work, in addition to such a germ,

what W film i ki has undoubtedly interwoven

into his representation of the story, namely, the

adoration of a demi-god, bearing the name of

R ima, and regarded as the guardian of agri

culture, but hindered in his beneficent activity

by a temporary exile (possibly the Winter 2),

and also of the field-furrow deified under the

name of S i t à.

7. The extreme mildness, which is the pro

minent feature in Rāma's character as represent

ed by Vālmīki, is in this form an inheritance

from the Buddhist legend.” It is possible that,

in the course of time, Christian elements may

also have found their way into the representa

tion (Šabari, Sambuka &c.)

8. Vālmīki appears to have belonged to a

school of the Yajurved a, the sagas of which

The has interwoven into his narrative (añgarāga,

Janaka, A š V a pati); and we may conclude

that his birth-place was probably somewhere

in the neighbourhood of A y o d h y á.

Note.

Professor Weber contributes to the Literarisches

Centralblatt of 30th Dec. last, a notice of “The Dasſa

ratha-Jātaka being the Buddhist story of King Rāma;

the original Pāli text, with a translation and notes by

V. Fausböll, Kopenhagen, 1871." In this notice,

referring to the fact that the account furnished by

D'Alwis had already shown that one of the verses

of the Dasaratha-Jätaka was reproduced in the

Rāmāyana, Weber quotes his own conjecture (ante

p. 124), that “an acquaintance with the whole of

the Pāli text might bring to light still further coin

cidences of a similar nature.” This conjecture, he

here says, has been fully confirmed. According

to Fausböll, there are two other verses in this Bud

dhist version which are found also in the Rama

yana ; for although the parallel is not so close as

to be a word for word reproduction, yet the verses

are identically the same in substance as those in the

Pāli text. These are, v. 5 of the Dasaratha-Játa

ſea found in Râmâyana, II. 105, 15 (Schlegel and

also in the corresponding chapters in Gorresio and

Carey-Marshman); and v. 10 in Râm. II. 108, 3

(Schlegel, and in both the other editions). And it is

further worthy of notice that both the remaining

portion of Röm. II. 105 contains several additional

distinct allusions to the words of the Pāli text, and

that the verse of the Ramayana which corresponds

to the 10th verse of the Dasaratha-Jūtaka is put

into the mouth of Jābāli, who is represented in

the Brahmanical poem as the representative of the

n à stika-wisdom, and whose words give occa

tion to Rāma's sharp retort and to his well-known

attack upon Budd ha

yathá hi corah sa tathâ hi Buddhas, tathâ- .

gatam nāstikam atra viddhi.

It is true, says Weber, that Schlegel has cast suspi

cion upon the authenticity of this passage; but whe

ther he was justified in doing so appears at least ques

tionable in the light of the new information we have

on the subject. At all events the whole of this

section of the Ramayana has now acquired special

importance ; and a collation of all the available

manuscripts of the same is therefore greatly to

be desired. -

ARCHAEOLOGY IN BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

(Ectract from the Administration Report for 1870-71.)

THE materials collected from an examination of

the ancient temple of Ambarnath, by the party of

artists sent to that place in 1868, and mentioned in

the Administration Report of that year, have been

utilized. Six sets of the casts and photographs of

the termple have been completed, and one set of

architectural drawings made. One of each of the

former and the single set of drawings were sent to

England for the last International Exhibition, to be

eventually handed over to the Secretary of State

for India. Out of the remaining photographs and

casts, two sets have been already ordered to be sent

to England and one to each of the museums at Cal

* The circumstance, too that the Rāma-worship has never

degenerated, either like that of Krishna into sensual excesses,

or like that of S'iva into bloody orgies, is undoubtedly due

cutta and Madras. It has been proposed to cause

copies of the architectural drawings to be made in

England, by the carbon or other process for distri

bution among learned persons and institutions and

Illu Sellins. -

At the request of Government Mr. Burgess drew

up, in August 1870, a Memorandum on the Survey

of the Architectural and other archaeological re

mains in the Bombay Presidency and surrounding

territories, appending amongst others “a list of

places chiefly in the Nizam's territory, at which

Himadpanti or other remains are said to exist.”

At a subsequent date the same gentleman addressed

to the earnest moral tone which as a beneficium ab origine, it

preserves as a heritage from the same source,
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a letter suggesting that enquiries be made as to the

description and extent of the remains mentioned in

the list, and that “ lists be collected of all remains,

rock temples, ancient shrines, monasteries, wells,

forts, &c. &c., with such accounts of each, how

ever fragmentary, as informants may be able to

supply.” A copy of Mr. Burgess' letter with the

Memorandum and lists referred to, and extracts from

despatches from the Secretary of State bearing on

the subject have been forwarded to the Resident at

Haidarabad, with a request that he will move the

Nizam's Darbār to collect and communicate such

information as it may be able to obtain regarding

the archaeological remains in His Highness the

Nizam's territory. Intimation has been received

that this information has been called for from the

local authorities by the Nizam's minister.”

A grant of Rs. 3,000 from one per cent Income

tax balances was made during the year under re

port for the conservation and restoration of the

Muhammadan buildings at Ahmadabad, and the

money was expended on the palace at Sarkhej:

the total expenditure from first to last at Sarkhej

has been Rs. 10,231. The Harim, which was half

ruined and fast becoming wholly so, has been re

stored as far as is apparently necessary to retain the

original architectural effect. Much attention has

been paid to make the new portions an exact copy

of the old work. All the fallen stones that could

be found have been replaced in their proper posi

tion, and the new carving has been accurately

copied from the old.

The municipality of Bijapur have expended in the

past year a sum of Rs. 480 in repairs to the following

old architectural buildings of the place,—Ibrāhīm

Rozah, Gáli Gumbaz, Bhagi Mahal, and Taj Bavadi.

General Tremenheere, Political Resident, Aden,

having reported that an Arab had brought to him

from the interior a very interesting inscribed stone,

orders were given to purchase the stone for the

sum of Rs. 150 ; and the stone has been forwarded

to the British Museum from Aden.

ASIATIC SOCIETIES.

Bengal Asiatic Society.

At the meeting of the Society on 5th June, Capt.

W. L. Samuells, Assistant Commissioner, Mânbhūm,

read a paper on the legend of Bāghesar, current

among certain clans of Gonds, descended from a

family of fivebrothers named Kūsrú, Sárſ, Markām,

Netia, and Sársfin, that once upon a time a tiger cub

was born to Küsrú. As it grew up, the young

tiger made itself very useful in keeping predatory

animals from its father's crops, and in consequence

the greatest affection existed between them. To

Kúsrú's intense grief the cub died, but shortly

afterwards his wife gave birth to a daughter who

in due time became marriageable. The marriage

ceremonies had been completed, and the party were

about to enjoy themselves with feasting and

dancing, when suddenly a frightful sound is heard

proceeding from one of the company who had be

come possessed with a demon. On interrogation by

an exorcist the demon is recognised by Kūsrú to be

the spirit of his lost tiger-son. The demoniac is

appeased with the sacrifice of a live kid which he

tears in pieces after the manner of a tiger, and after

being presented with three cupfuls of liquor and

somemouthfuls of fine ghí, disappears. The appear

ance is considered a most happy omen, and Küsrú's

tiger-son is thenceforth deified, and worshipped un

der the name of Bághesar by the five clans.

To this day among the descendants of the five

brothers, during their marriage ceremonies it is

usual for one or two of those present, generally the

officiating priest and a looker on, to feign being pos

sessed with the soul of a tiger, and in that state to

kill and tear to pieces a live kid. The demons

are afterwards appeased by the bride's father

with an offering of three cupfuls of liquor and a

mouthful of ghi. No marriage ceremony in these

five clans is considered complete without the appear

ance of Bāghesar and the attendant rites.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Nos. 174,

175, 176, for 1872.

Nos. 174 and 175 contain the papers on Physical

Science. These are :—Part IV of a ‘Monograph

of Indian Cyprinidae, by Surgeou F. Day; ‘Zoo

logy of Sikkim, by W. T. Blanford, F.G.S., C.M.Z.S.;

‘Notes on the Ornithology of Kas'mir, by W. E.

Brooks, C.E. : ‘Note on various new or little known

Indian Lizards, by Dr. F. Stoliczka ; ‘On the Osteo

logy of Triaenops Persicus,' by G. E. Dobson, B.A.,

M.B.; ‘Third list of Birds from the Khasi and Garo

Hills, by Major H. H. Godwin-Austin, F.R.G.S. ;

‘On Differential Galvanometirs, by Louis Schwen

dler, Esq.; and “On Birds from Sikkim, by W. T.

Blanford, Esq.

The first paper in No. 176 is a ‘List of Words of

the Nicobar language as spoken at Kamorta, Nan

kauri, Trinkutt, and Katschal, by E. H. Man, Esq.

The next is on ‘Buddhist remains in Orissa,' by

J. Beames, B.C.S., Balasor. At Chhatiã 16 miles

north of Katak, the writer says “I came to a flat

surface of laterite closely resembling that at Kopa

ri. At the foot of a small hill was a square plat

form, about 40 feet square, of hewn laterite stones,

from which rose twelve pillars, octagonal and with

* Since the Report was published a “Translation of a List

of 108 buildings in Indur, Bir, Yalgandal and Shorapur' has

been received; but it contains no “remains' but what are

described to be “in gºod condition :”—genuine ruins have

been carefully excluded, and it is a mere list, no descrip

tions of even the briefest sort are attempted.—ED,
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rounded capitals, but much worn by the action of

the elements, and covered with grey lichen. To the

west of this was a rude square building composed

of the same stones, roughly put together without

mortar. This had evidently been constructed from

the stones of the older structure, as there were

pieces of mouldings, capitals of pillars and sculp

tured stones, some upside down, and all evidently

out of place. Inside, smeared with vermilion and

turtneric, were numerous portions of statues, heads,

arms, a multilated trunk or two, few of which bore

any resemblance to the traditional figures of Hindu

mythology.

“The images unfortunately are so smeared with

vermilion and oil, that it is difficult to make out

all the details. There seems to be a serpent's hood

over the head of one, but it is too much worn to

admit of any certainty.”

Again at Dharmsala on the Brahmani, 31 miles

north of Katak. “One mile to the west of the road,

at the foot of a little hill, on a small promontory

jutting out into the river, stands a temple of Siva,

under the name of Gokarnesſwara Mahādeva, or as

the peasants call it, Gok'ns'r Mahadeb. This is one

of the usual Siva temples of the melon or ninepin

shape, so common in Orissa. It faces the east, and

in front of it is a square platform of laterite stones,

surrounded by pillars exactly similar in design to

the Kopari ones; they are twelve in number, three

at each corner of the platform. -

“The Mahadeb temple has been built of stones

taken from some part of this ancient structure,

thongh the fact is concealed by its being entirely

covered with a smooth coating of plaster. The

Hindu statues of late date surrounding this temple

are of remarkable beauty and fineness. The prin

cipal figure is called by the people Saraswati, and

represents a smiling woman with four arms hold

ing a conch and lotus, with many female attendants

with laughing faces grouped round the principal

which is not in relief, but has the stone cut away

at the back of the figure.

“This image was found in the river some years

ago, and the others were found in the jungle close

by, or as the attendant Brahman states, suddenly

appeared out of the rock, and ordered themselves

to be worshipped '''

From “ Notes on a Visit to the Tribes inhabiting

the Hills south of Sibsagar, Asám, by S. E. Peal,

Esq., we make the following extracts —

“Our ignorance of these various tribes, their

many languages, customs, and internal arrange

ments, seems to be only equalled by their complete

ignorance of us, our power and resources. The

principal of clanship is here carried to the extreme ;

not only are there numerous well marked tribes

inhabiting considerable tracts, as the Butias, the

Abors, Singphis, Nāgās, but these again are cut up

into small, and usually isolated, communities, who,

among the Nāgās at least, are constantly at war

with each other. Their isolation is often so coma

plete, that their resources lie wholly within their

limited area.

“There seems good reason to suppose that the pre

sent state of things has existed for a considerable

period. Not only are the languages spoken by

contiguous tribes often mutually unintelligible, but

the still better evidence of strongly marked physical

variation holds good. And to these inferences of a

long period must be added that tangible fact, that

at their villages, or ‘changs,’ and not elsewhere in

the hills, there are numerous Jack trees, many of

them very large, and not less than 400 years old, I

should say, as the Jack is a slow growing wood.”

“We now saw forthe first time how they weed the

‘dhán,' commencing at the bottom of the slopes

and working upwards, in parties of ten to twenty.

The dhán stalks seem far apart, and they use a bam

boo loop to scrape up the earth, removing the weeds

with the left hand and throwing them in little

heaps. Each house or family seems to have its dhán

marked out by sticks, stones, or weed heaps, and

neighbours combine to work in batches. The rate

at which they got over the ground was astonishing,

the work being well done. The dhān was not in

ear, and this was their second weeding. I was told,

it was enough for this year.

“The labour they are put to for a scanty crop is

almost incredible. They seldom cultivate the same

piece of land for more than two years in succession,

as grass comes up rapidly the second year, and they

have no way of eradicating it, the only implement

used in cultivation being the dhao. After the se

cond year, they let the land go into jangal, and

make fresh clearances for their dhán. The hills

are thus in all stages of jangal and forest, now all

grass, as Borata, Ulú, and Hamorá ; or ground

deserted for three years, all in small tree jangal

(for the trees kill the grass in that time); on other

patches again larger trees may be seen, five and six

years old, or eight and ten, and no grass at all. In

about ten years all the available rice-growing land

has had a turn, and they can clear the young forest

again. They thus require far more land than the

ryots in the plains, especially if the smallness of

the crop yielded is taken into account.”

A little beyond Longhong “we passed some small

raised changs, on which we saw bodies tied up

in Tocoopalm leaves, and roofed in. We heard

it was the way in which they disposed of their

dead.”

“We were taken to the highest point in the village

from whence we had a fine view of the surrounding

changs. To the east, nearest to Longhong and the

plains, lay the Hūrū Mūtons' chang on its peak,

which is wooded to the top. With the binoculars

the houses could be clearly seen in detail, they

seemed the same as in Longhong. The Hūrū Mū

tons are the deadly enemies of the Banpara tribe,

though so close. Next to the south lie the Kālūn
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Mútons, also on a hill, and next to them again the

Bor Mútons, on a conical hill with the village on the

apex. More to the south and in the extreme dis

tance was the chang of the Neyowlung Nāgās, or,

as they are called, Abors; and due south was U'nu

gáon, one of the four Banpara villages. Several

small ranges ran behind these, all inhabited hy

Abors, up to the foot of the Deoparbat due east.

This mountain is uninhabited, and called ‘Deopar

bat' from an idea that it is haunted by a Deo, or

devil. Hollow noises are said to be heard on the

summit, where a lake is believed to exist. It is

wooded to the top, and the western face is rather

precipitous ; here and there large masses of rock

stand out clear of the forest and so light as to look

like quartz. From behind Untigáon a large hill rises

shutting in the view ; on it are the so-called Abors,

who can never get into the plains, though in sight,

as the border tribes would “cut” them, as it is called.

In the fore-ground of this hill lay a series of small

hills, all Banpara territory, and on one of them we

were shown the village of that name where the

Rājah resides. Nearly due south-west, Joboka

rises, and is as conspicuous here as from the plains,

having a gradual slope on its southern face, and a

very steep one to the north. It is the hill of the

Joboka tribe, with whom the Banparas are constant

ly at war, with varying success.”

“We saw” at Banpara" some Abor women or girls,

wives of the owners, one of whom, we were told,

had cost five buffaloes, and was the daughter of an

Abor Rájah. They seemed far more sprightly and .

intelligent and good-looking than Nágánís, and

could, we thought, understand us far better too :

whether they were exceptional cases, I cannot say.

They wore the hair in a long queue, tied up with

beads and wire, and in many cases it was long, not

cropped at all, as is common among Nāgānís. Cos

tume as usual was at a discount, and as is often said

“a pocket handkerchief would make four suits ;”

yet with all this, I doubt if we could beat them in

either real modesty or morals, and this applies to

Nágánís too.

“The Morrang (deadhouse), or place where the

skulls taken in their wars are put, was next visited.

It also contained the great drum cut out of a tree

stem and hollowed like a boat. I had reason to

think that they might have scruples to take us in,

and as I had often tried to get a skull, I did not

shew my interest in it outwardly. Roughly esti

mated, there were about 350 skulls. About half of

then hung up by a string through a hole in the

crown and in the open gable end, the other half

lying on a heap on the ground. No lower jaws were

to be seen, nor hands and feet, as I had expected.

The latter are always cut off with the head when

a man is killed, and confer another kind of ‘ak’ or

decoration. None seemed fractured by a dhāo, and

a large number were of young people, or children,

being small and smooth.

“We were conscious of being face to face with the

great cause of this tribal isolation, constant warfare,

evidently a custom of great antiquity. As long as

social position depends on tatooing as here, and can

only be got by bringing in the head of an enemy,

so long shall we have these wars, and consequent

isolation of clans. The man who brings in a head

is no longer called a boy or woman, and can assist

in councils of state, so called. And he seldom goes

out on a raid again, I hear. The head he brings,

is handed to the Rájah, who confers the ‘ak,’ or

right of decoration by tattoo, at which there is great

feasting, and pigs, cows, or even buffaloes are killed

and no end of moãd,' or fermented rice water is

drunk. Those who are not tattooed, when old

enough, make a party and lie in wait for stragglers,

men, women, or children, anybody in fact with a

head on him ; and as cover is plentiful, they can get

on the enemy's land and lie in ambush along side

his paths ; never breaking cover unless certain of

success and getting clear off. All those who get

heads, get the āk on the face ; those who get hands

and feet, get marks accordingly ; for the former on

the arms, for the latter on the legs. No two tribes,

however, have the marks alike, and some even do

not tattoo the face. The worst of this kind of war

fare is that women and children are as often killed

as men, and without any compunction.”

“Besides the skulls, the Morrang also contains the

big drum which is nothing more than a “ dug-out."

It is beaten by short heavy sticks, and can be heard

a great distance. The drum from the Mūton Chang

can be heard here, at least six or seven miles in a

direct line. Some are made of a hollow tree with

the inside gradually burned out, and open at the

ends, some 20 feet long by 3 to 4 in diameter.”

The Banpara tribe consists of four villages, Ban

para, Longhong, Unſ, and Nokrong, and Mr. Peal

estimates them at 600 houses, and the able-bodied

men at 1,000 to 1,200. The Joboka Nāgās have five

villages, Joboka, Kamlung, Bor Utſ, Hārū Utú, and

Longting, and may have 1,000 to 1,200 houses and

2,000 able-bodied men. The Mūtons have four

villages, Bor Múton, Hūrū Mūtons, Kulun Mū

tons, and Naugāon—a new village' at least 60

years ago. “Whether these are separate tribes or

simply different villages of one, I cannot say. A

Rājah is at each, but they never go to war with one

another, but fight on the contrary together, I be

lieve, against any enemy. Their àk also is the same.

“Of the Bor Duárias, Pání Duárias, and Nāmsan

gias, I cannot give an estimate, but I think that they

have not less than 1,000 to 2,000 houses, each tribe.

Some of the Abortribes again are very small, and

consist of but one village, and that a small one;

as the village and tribe of Bánhsang (Bamboo

chang).”

“Between the Desang on the east and the Dikho,

there are as many as 8 or 10 tribes having a fron

tage to Asām. From Desang to Luffry alone, only

-
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35 miles, there are six tribes, i. e., Bor Duárias, Má

tons, Banparas, Jobokas, Sanglors, and Lakmas, and

this gives but six miles average frontage. They

do not extend far into the hills, so that each may

safely be said to occupy about 40 or 50 square miles.

In some cases a tribe is more extensively placed ;

but again in others, as Sinyong, the entire tribe con

sists of but one village. I know of no cases where

one tribe has conquered and become possessed of

the lands of another; hence the status quo seems of

long continuance. The oldest “Nogāons,' or new

villages, are not less seemingly than 40 or 50 years.

“As a consequence of the above noted custom of

head-cutting, and its isolating influence, few Nāgās

reach the plains, but those living on the border.

We thus see a community of some hundreds perched

on a hill, and depending almost exclusively on their

own resources, constantly fighting others similarly

isolated, on all sides, yet thoroughly able to main

tain themselves. Perhaps in no other part of the

world can so complete a tribal isolation be seen,

and subdivision carried to such an extreme. The

available land, too, seems all taken up. To every

40 or 50 square miles there are about four villages,

of perhaps one hundred families each ; yet from the

nature of the case, as before stated, not more than

an eighth or tenth of the land available can be cul

tivated at one time, and the population would seem

to have reached its maximum. -

The Banparas, like most Nāgās, use the “Jatti or

spear, and the ‘dháo.’ “They also use the crossbow.

(Hap in Naga). It is not, I hear, of recent date. In

the use of the jattee they seem clumsy and bad

shots ; I have tried batches of several tribes at a

mark for prizes, but found them unable to reach 80

yards. Nor could they touch a sack of straw for half

an hour at 60 yards, but at 40 yards one did succeed.

“They use their jatties for close work, usually

from ambush, and never attack in the open. The

dháo is used as a hatchet or mace, and held

by both hands. One blow is usually enough, if

fairly given in a fight, as they can cut with tre

mendous force. The jungle is so thick and com

mon, that their warfare is wholly by ambush and

surprise, and this gives the dháo great advantages.

The bow is chiefly used for game and pigs.”

“There religion seems confined to the fear of a

legion of deotás or devils, and has no system, and

their devils are of course on a par with their limit

ed ideas. Whatever they do not understand, is the

work of a “deotá.' Every tree, rock, or path has

its ‘deo, especially bor trees and waterfalls. If a

man is mad, a deo possesses him, who is propitiated

by offerings of dhán, spirits, or othereatables. Deos

in fact are omnipresent, and are supposed to do little

else than distress human beings. The only remedy

is presents and counter witchcraft.” “There are no

regular priests, though they have ‘deoris,' men whose

office it is to bury or attend to the dead. Two or

more such men are in each village. They tie up

the corpse in tocoo leaves, and put it on the ‘rūk

tääs,' where it is left till sufficiently decayed when

the skull is put in the Morrang.”

(To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE, &c.

AGE OF INDIAN CAVES AND TEMPLES.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

SIR,-In the XXVIth number of the Proceedings

of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society

which has just reached this country, I perceive that

Dr. Bhau Daji adheres to the assertion made by him

at the meeting in July 1869, to the following

effect :—“I have personally,” he says, “visited

“many ofthe older Orissa Temples, with inscriptions

“in many of then, and have also examined almost

“every cave in this Presidency, as well as many in

“Behar and Eastern India. I have sometimes

“found Mr. Fergusson in error to the extent of one

“to three centuries in respect to the age of Temples

“and Caves. He generally postdated them.”

(No. XXVI. p. cxxxix).

Nothing would surprise me less than that this

assertion should, in some cases, at least, prove cor

rect. As I stated in my “History of Architec

ture” (vol. ii, p. 591), “when I visited Bhobaneswar

“the subject was new to me, and I had had no

“practice in inferring the dates of Hindu buildings

“from their styles.” Indeed when I last had an

opportunity of personally inspecting these build

ings, more than thirty years ago, the whole subject

was in its infancy, and nothing had then been

published that was of any real value or assistance.

Since then numberless inscriptions have been pub

lished and translated, and almost all the buildings.

I then knew have been visited and described by

others. Under these circumstances, I would natur

ally expect that, with all the increased knowledge

and facilities now available, any one might detect

errors in my determinations. It would hardly,

however, be in Orissa temples. I only ascribed

dates to three of them :—Bhubaneswar, Kanarak,

and Jagannath. These dates I took, not from their

style, but from Sterling's Essay in the XVth volume

of the Asiatic Researches ; where they are recorded

in evidence that seemed so clear that it will be very

interesting to know how Dr. Bhau Daji can upset

it. Dr. Hunter, I see, tumbles into the same pit,

and it is high time we were both rescued.

With regard to Temples and Caves in Western

India, Dr. Bhau Daji may be in possession of infor

mation not now available to the general public; but

I have seen nothing yet in print that shakes my
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faith in the general correctness of the data on which

I have proceeded : but there is nothing I desire

more than that any mistakes I may have committed

should be rectified, and that others may thus be

prevented from falling into the same errors. Ac

tuated by these feelings, as soon as I saw a report

of the discussion in the Bombay papers, I wrote a

private letter to Dr. Bhau Daji, in which I explain

ed to him that I was preparing for the press a se

cond edition of my “History of Architecture,” and

how undesirable it was for the good cause we both

had at heart that these errors should go uncorrected,

and promising the fullest acknowledgment of any

assistance he might give me in ascertaining the

truth. That letter he has had in his possession now

for a twelvemonth at least, but he has not yet

condescended to take the slightest notice of it ; and

I am therefore induced to ask him publicly to make

good his statement ; inasmuch as by doing it in

print and in the form of an answer to this letter, he

will secure to himself, without dispute, all the credit

due to his superior knowledge and sagacity.

London, 5th July 1872. JAS. FERGUSSON.

NOTE ON THE “ GAULI RAJ.”

I AM glad to see this subject noticed by Mr.

Sinclair, (p. 204), and I should wish to see more

contributions to our stock of information on the

subject. If every reader of the Indian Antiquary

who knows anything, however small, bearing on

the question would but contribute his mite, our

store of knowledge might be considerably in

creased. I have come across many traces of

the so-called Gauli Rāj in Gondwana, but the

subject has never emerged out of the phase of misty

tradition in which it is enveloped. The easiest solu

tion of the mystery is to refer to it an ante-Aryan

period, easiest, I say, as being incapable of con

tradiction by actual proofs, but this cannot be ac

cepted for many reasons. All over the Baitool and

Chindwara districts are found groups of monumen

tal stones, three or four feet high, and sculptured

over with equestrian and other figures. On enquiry,

these are always referred by the people to the Gauli

Rāj; at most these stones cannot be above a century

or two old. The modern race of Gaulis and Ahirs

do not erect such monuments, but the Gadris or

goatkeepers and the analogous tribe of “Bhurwars”

in Gujarat do erect somewhat similar monuments,

only of wood instead of stone. It is quite clear

that the villagers of the Săthpūra highlands fully

believe in the existence in former times of a Gauli

Rāj, but they can throw no further light on the sub

ject. The following is the only tale I have ever

heard making any definite allusion to the rule of

the Gaulis, and it is curious inasmuch as it seems to

bring the rāj within the range of a comparatively

recent historical epoch. The Chaudris or hereditary

Patels of Chindwara are a well-to-do family of

Rakbansis, an offshoot of the Rajput stock, and the

pedigrees which they show go back to a very remote

period. The story told me by the present represen

tative of the eldest branch of the family is, that his

ancestors were formerly in the service of the

Gond Rājas as military retainers, and that on

some occasion of want of means to pay their

dues the Rāja gave them permission to take

and plunder the fort ofChindwarathen held by Gauli

chiefs. This they proceeded to do, and they have

lived in the fort to this day. I could get no docu

mentary corroboration of the story, but if true it

makes the Gauli Rāj cotemporary with the Gond

Rāj. It may be quite possible that the term Gauli

Rāj expresses nothing more than that at some past

day the upland plains of the Săthpurāsand adjoining

lands were chiefly occupied by shepherd tribes who

monopolized all the wealth of the country, and who

no doubt carried arms to save their herds from

being harried. The aborigines of the country

would be in a state of serfdom to them, and look

up to them as their rulers, and talk of their “raj."

I think this is a more rational solution than to

conjure up the ghost of some lost dynasty—a task

about as hopeless as that of identifying the lost

ten tribes of Israel. This however is but a humble

suggestion, and I shall feel happy if I can succeed in

provoking further enquiry and eliciting some inter

change of ideas on this ethnological problem.

Bombay, 22nd July 1872. W. RAMSAY.

THE KHAJUNA LANGUAGE.

SIR,--I have lately confirmed some observations

formerly made by me as to the classification of the

Kaju na h language, of which Dr. Leitner has

been a chief exponent.

This language has hitherto remained unclassified,

and the reason is a simple one, because it has no

neighbouring congeners. It certainly has no con

nexion with those languages with which it is inter

mixed in Dr. Leitner's vocabularies.

The group of languages which furnish the key to

it is that of the A g a w s, Wa ags, F a la s h as

(Black Jews), Fert i ts, Dizz e las, and S h a n

k a l is of Abyssinia; but with these are also con

nected those of the A b k h as s in Caucasia, of

the Rodiy as of Ceylon, of the Gale las, &c., of

the Indian Archipelago. A Siberian class and two

American classes are also related.

The Ro di ya, the language of the Pariahs of

Ceylon, was also unclassified. It will be seen that

it belongs to the same general family as the Ka

ju in a h. There is little direct resemblance between

the Kajun a h and the A b k h as s, or between the

Kajun a h and the Ro di ya, but the relationship

of each is rather with the Abyssinian class. One

chief reason for calling the attention of the readers

of the Indian Antiquary to the subject is for the

purpose of inviting their attention to these sources

for the early philology, ethnology, and history of

India. The group which I have named at present

—the Siberio-Nubian—must have had possession of

the whole of India before the Dravidians.

St. George's Sq., 24th Feb., 1872. HYDE CLARKE.
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BIOGRAI’HICAL NOTICES OF GRANDEES OF THE MUGHUL COURT.

By H. BLOCHMANN, M.A., CALCUTTA MADRASAH.

(Continued from p. 76.)

ON TITLES.

SHALL say, by way of introduction, a few

words about the titles that were in use at

the Dihli Court.

The kings up to the time of Bábar had the

title of Sultán ; with the Mughuls the higher

title of “Padisháh’ came into use. In fact we

find that the Mughul dynasty brought a new

court ceremonial to India. The word ‘sultán'

is an Arabic noun and means ‘power.” It then

became, like other abstract nouns, a title ; but

it is still used in the sense of “saltanat, or

‘rule.’ ‘Salat' is an old Shemitic root. In

Chaldee we have “shallit,” in the books of Da

niel and Ezra, which is used in the sense of

‘strong,” and as a substantive, ‘a prince,” whilst

in Hebrew it occurs in Ezekiel in the sense of

‘a hard, impudent woman.' In Arabic, the

root ‘salata,’ like its cognates ‘galada' and

‘galaba,” means ‘to be hard, and its secondary

meaning ‘to rule’ is generally ascribed to Syriac

influence. The word sultán occurs very often in

the Qorán; but it has there the meaning of hukm,

and refers chiefly to that power which a prophet

as such has over men. The meaning will be

come still clearer when we compare Act. Apost.

VIII. 19, where the #ovala, or power communi

cated by laying the hands on any one, is trans

lated in Syriac and Arabic by ‘sultán.” Among

the Arabians the use of the word ‘sultán' as

a title belongs to the times after Muhammad.

The pre-Islamitic Arabians used al-amir, malik,

shaikh, and later al-wali, in the sense of “a king.’

Some Arabian chiefs had peculiar titles. Thus

‘tobba' was the title of the kings of Yaman;

and foreign kings were called by their foreign

titles, as kisrá (king of Persia), qaigar (“Caesar',

Emperor of Constantinople), &c. The first clear

case of ‘sultán' having been used as a title

belongs to the time of Ruknuddaulah deputy

over Fārs under the Khalifah almuti 'billah,

who bestowed it, according to Abulfidá, in A.H.

338, or A.D. 949, upon his nephew 'Imád ud

daulah. A later, though better known, example

refers to the reign of Mahmūd of Ghazni, who

in 393 A.H., or 1002 A.D., dignified Khalf

* In the title of the Princesses, the name was inserted be

tween Sultán and Begum ; thus Sultán Zebunnisé. Begum.

The word Shāhzādah is occasionally employed in histories

ibn Ahmad, the governor of Sijistán, with the

title of ‘Sultán.’

From this time the title of ‘Sultán' becomes

common, and is occasionally interchanged with

the Persian Shahinshah or Pádishdh, or the Tur

kish Khāqān or qāān. The idea of dependence

on the Khalīfahs of Baghdād was always im

plied, and the early Sultáns of Dihli, Jaunpur,

&c., tried to confirm their claims as reigning

princes by calling themselves négiru amiril

miminón, helper of the commander of the Faith

ful, or mumiddu khalifatilláhi, assister of the

Khalifah (vice regent) of God, &c., and sending

embassies to Baghdād, and later, to Egypt with

presents to obtain the coveted acknowledgment

(taqlid) as lawful rulers. Bábar, however, and

his descendents based their right upon conquest,

and from his time the emperors of Dihli are

styled Pádishah or Pádishah i Ghazi.

That the title of ‘Pādishah’ was looked upon

as a higher title than ‘Sultán,’ is best seen from

the fact that from the time of Bábar the word

Sultán, and in two instances the word ‘Shāh'

also, became the title of the Imperial princes,

and ‘Sultán Begum' that of imperial princesses,

whilst the sons of princes, i. e. the grandsons of

the reigning emperor, were called ‘Shāhzādahs.”

Immediately after the conquest of Dihli under

Iltitmish (Altamsh), we find that the princes also

were called ‘Sultán, and the grandees ‘Maliks,’

a title which was only abolished by Bábar.

From the time of Balban, we observe that the

princes get the title of “ Khān,” or higher

titles as Khánkhánán, Ulugh Khán (great Khán)

and Ikit Khán (young Khán). Under Bábar

and Humāyún we also see the word ‘Mírzá'

applied to them, which is a Persian usage, and

later we find that two Princes, Khurram (Shāh

jahán) and Muhammad Mu’azzam (Bahádur

Sháh), got the title of Sháh, which they even

retained after accession.

The queens had the titles of ‘Malikah,’

‘Malikah i Jahān,’ ‘Makhdūmah Jahán' (pr.

served by the world), &c. Under the Mughuls

the title of Pádishah Begum appears (Nür Jahán

for the sons of the emperor ; but the word is then used as

an epithet rather than a title.
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and Mumtāz Mahall); other wives had the titles

of Begum, Báná, Khánum, Gáhibah, and Bibi,

and were by outsiders and at court often geo

graphically distinguished as Akbarābādi Mahall

(the Agrah Lady), Aurangābādi Mahall, &c.

Within the harem the principal queens held dar

bars and conferred titles. Standing epithets

were also common ; thus Akbar's mother is in

variably called Mariam Makſinė (holding the

rank of the Virgin Mary); Jahāngir's mother,

a Hindú princess, Mariam uzzamón (the Mary

of the age); Mumtāz Mahall, Mahdi 'alyti (the

high cradle); Odham Bái, the mother of Ahmad

Sháh, Góhibah Zamāni (the Lady of the age), &c.

The grandees, as mentioned above, had the

title of malik before the Mughuls. The early

kings of Dihli rarely conferred titles as personal

distinctions. There were, of course, titles at

tached to officers, as vazir, finance minister ;

4khurbak (for ſikhurbeg), master of the horse; dād

bak, chief justice; barbak, master of ceremonies;

'driz, presenter of applications; sarjándºr,

quarter-master general ; shihnah-i-pil, master

of the elephants; dabir, councillor; barid (the

Latin weredus), the court intelligencer; kotwil

bak, the commandant of the capital and the

palace; the Cadr-i-jahán, who conferred lands

as madadma'dish, ranking as highest authority

in law matters and higher than all Maliks and

Princes; Vakil dar, or Vakil-i-dar, the Vakil

of the ‘Porte,’ and many more; but with the

exception of titles conferred on princes, I think

but few Maliks in the beginning of the Dihli

empire got titles. It was as if the idea still

lingered among the courtiers that the Khalifah

alone was the fountain of honours. This did not

prevent the Maliks from assuming titles as

Zafar Khán (a favourite title), Nuçrat Khán,

&c., and poets and flattering dependents

may have given currency to such assumptions.

The power of the Maliks was almost absolute,

and inscriptions shew that they even assumed

the epithets of royalty, leaving the emperors

nothing but the khutbah and sikkah, the honour

of the Friday prayer and the right of striking

coins. From the time of 'Alā'uddin and Firüz

sháh titles become more common, and are a re

cognized institution under the Lodis and the

Afghāns, when the royal power was on a firmer

basis. The title of ‘khánkhánán' was the

highest, and “Khán Jahán' was the second in

rank. Under the Mughuls, the Pádishah was

considered the sole fountain of honours, and the

power of the nobles being limited and confined,

they were anxious to obtain personal distinctions

for which formerly there had been no need.

The Mughul emperors considered themselves

the lawful rulers of the whole of India. The

existing dynasties in the Dak’hin, or Hindú

răjes, were invariably ascribed to the fact that

Timur left India; and the founders of dynasties

were only successful rebels. Thus there was a

constant reason for attacking and reducing in

dependent states and restoring the empire to its

old limits. The titles and rights of indepen

dent kings were never acknowledged by the

Mughul emperors; the kings of the Dak'hin are

never even called ‘Sultáns,’ and had to be satis

fied with general epithets as hikim, wall,

marzbān, or dunyadir (holders of worldly pro

perty—a word successfully coined by Abulfazl),

and no Hindú Rajah was called otherwise than

zamindår, until he had made his submission,

when he received the title of Rajah from the

emperor and entered the service of the Mançab

dárs. From the time of Akbar, the succession

in Hindú reigning families required the sanction

of the emperor, and the tilak, (or qashqah, as

the Muhammadans called it) was, in the case of

great Rájahs, put on by the Emperor himself.

Aurangzib, from religious motives, abolished the

custom *

The Hindús had different titles from the

Muhammadans, viz.: Ráná, Mahārājah, Ráo,

Ráwul, Rájah, Räi, Rái Rāyan, Jám, &c.

These titles were conferred. ‘Mahārājah' occurs

rarely and only in later times; but Rájahs

often assumed it or were so called by their

subjects. There is no case on record that the

title of Khán was ever conferred on a Hindú,

though many assumed it or made it part of

their names; and similarly, the title of Rájah

was never ‘conferred on Muhammadans, though

now-a-days there exist a few Muhammadan

Rājahs.f Epithets also occur; thus—Mán

Singh was called ‘Farzand', or ‘son’; several

* It had formerly been customary with the emperors to

put the washqah with their own hands on the foreheads of

i. Rājahs, and in the present reign [Aurangzib's] Asad

Shán had been ordered to put it on Rûm Singh : but now

the custom was abolished, and Rājahs were directed to

make the taslim.— Madsir i 'A'lamgiri, p. 176.

. The taslim or salam, usual at the Dihli court, consisted

in placing the upper surface of the right hand near the

ground, thebody being bent forward, and then raising the hand

slowly to the forehead. When Sháhjahān, on his accession,

abolished the prostration, which Akbar had introduced and

Jahāngir retained, the taslin was performed four times.

+ An older example is Rájah 'Ali Khán of Khándesh

under Akbar. In MSS. his name is often corrupted by

well-meaning copyists to Raji Alikhan—raji in Arabic

means ‘hoping'. -
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Jaipúr Rájahs were called ‘Mirzá Rájah', or

Sarāmad-i-Rajahái Hind," Bahádur, &c. But

the Hindús were worse off as regards titles than

the Muhammadans. -

In treating of Muhammadan titles, we must

carefully distinguish those which were conferred

from such as were assumed. First of all, the

title of “Nawāb' was never conferred. The

word is said to be a corruption of nuwwab, the

plural of nålb, a deputy. The singular occurs

in náib vazir, náib barbak,t and other ante

Mughul titles attached to offices. But ‘Nawāb'

and ‘Nawāb Gáhib’ occur as epithets on inscrip

tions and in prefaces to books as early as

Akbar's reign. Again, the word ‘Bahádur, a

Turkish word meaning “brave,’ was only used

as an epithet. Ahmad Shāh used it as title and

ordered his name to be read in the Friday prayer

as “Muj'íhid uddin Muhammad Abū naçr Ahmad

Sháh Bahádur.” Hence also ‘Kampani bahádur,”

the name by which the E. I. Company is still

known in India. The modern “Khán Bahádur'

is, in Bengal, by permission assumed by Muham

madan Deputy Magistrates, whilst Hindú

Deputy Magistrates assume ‘Rái Bahádur'; it

stands, of course, for “Khān-i-Bahádur,’ ‘the

courageous Khán.” The compound, however,

is a modern abnormal one ; for “Khan' was con

ferred by the Dihli emperors, and so also

• Bahádur' and ‘Bahádur Khán, but not ‘Khán

Bahádur.’

The word “ Khán' is a Turkish word, mean

ing king,’ ‘prince.’ Thus we still say Khán

F-Bukhard, the King of Bukhārā, for ‘Sul

tán-i-Bukhárá,' which is also used. The title

when conferred, had a high reputation. The

word occurs also, as is well known, as part

of names, especially in Afghān names, and

in many parts of India it is looked upon as

hereditary. In fact, according to Sher Sháh I

think, the Afghāns and their descendants are

all Kháns. But the title of Khán which the

emperors conferred was the Turkish title and

ranked above Beg or Be (the abbreviated form

of Beg). There are no cases on record to show

that the Mughul emperors ever conferred ‘Beg'

or ‘Be,” but many instances can be cited where

foreigners with the title of Beg, after several

years of service, received the title of Khán and

then dropped the ‘Beg.’ I am not sure whether

—i. I have seen in modern times the barbarous sarámadah

for saràmad. -

+ observe that, in many titles the Persians leave out

the izafat. Besides the above examples, we have to say

Khan Khānān, Khán Jahān, Khán 'A'lam, Khán Daurán,

‘Beg' was ever conferred by the early Dihlí

emperors, or whether the Turks looked upon it

as hereditary; but it was often used, though

chiefly in official titles and in the form Bak.'f

The chief facts which we have to remember

in connection with Muhammadan titles are, (1)

no title conferred by the Mughul emperors was

hereditary ; and (2) with the exception of the

title of Khán, no title was held by more than

one grandee at the same time. Thus the title

of Bahádur Khán would only be conferred on a

grandee, when the former holder had died, or

had, through misconduct, lost it. Hence such

titles, from their limited usage, were much

valued; in fact they ranked so high that they

gradually brought the real name of the owner

into oblivion. Akbar's third Khánkhánán is

generally known in history as ‘the Khān

khānan,’ but his real name Mirzá `Abdurrahim

is rarely mentioned. There were many titles

to which, from historical recollections, an un

usual estimation attached, such as Khán Jahān,

Khán Zamān, Vazir Khān, Ācaf Khán, A'zam

Khán, Islám Khán, Sher Khān, Rustam Khán,

Bahádur Khān, &c., and the emperors only

conferred them for most distinguished services.

As these titles recurred in different reigns, dis

tinguishing epithets were used; thus we find a

Khán Jahān-i-Akbarshāhī and a Khán Jahān-i-

Sháhjaháni. With the increasing number of

the grandees after Akbar's reign the emperors

had to invent new titles, and often availed

themselves, for this purpose, of events or pecu

liar circumstances connected with the service of

a grandee. Thus Jahāngir rewarded a deserving

officer who had first brought him the good news

of a victory with the title of Khushkhabar Khán,

and another with that of Muarrikh Khán, for

his knowledge of history; and Sháhjahán con

ferred descriptive titles as Qal'ahdār Khán, Ma

halldár Khán, Dindår Khán, &c. Doctors re

ceived titles as Masih uzzamāni (the healing

Messiah of the age), Masihulmulk, Hakim ul

mulk, and so on, and many a court doctor rose

to high military commands. Geographical titles

were also in use, as Rūmī Khān, Ghaznin Khán,

Kháfi Khán (from Kháf, or Khawāf, in Khurá

sán), Habshi Khán, &c. Most of the titles have

‘Khán' as the second word; but there are a few

with ‘mulk, as Saifulmulk, Tájulmulk, and Im

Khwājah Jahán, qāim makám, &c., all without the Izáfat

But ‘Khán-i-A’zam' is used with the Izáfat.

t I believe that the Uzbak Paí, mentioned in Mr. Thomas's

valuable Chronicles of the Pathan Kings, (p. 99), should be
called Uzbak Be.
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ădulmulk. Compounds with “daulah,” which

had been in common use under the Khalifahs

and the Ghaznawis, and later with the Dak’hin

kings, were revived by Jahāngir, who dignified

his father-in-law Ghiás Beg, father of Nur Ja

hán, with the title of I'timād uddaulah, and by

Sháhjahán who gave the father of Mumtaz

Mahall the title of Yamin uddaulah. In the 18th

century, however, compounds with “daulah' be

came common. In general, the titles became high

sounding when the emperors had become pup

pets and derived an unexpected revenue from

the sale of titles both personal and indicative

of duties that were never to be performed, or

from presentations at court and the bestowal of

coats made of sprigged calico as dresses of honour.

The power of conferring honours, and the

general belief that only the Emperor of Dihli

could confer them, remained for years after the

last silver-plating of the audience hall and of

the throne itself had been put into the melting

pot; the E. I. Company reigned and coined in

the name of the “great Mogol;’ the Nawāb Va

zirs of Audh did not dare, before 1819, to as

sume the title of Pádishaſh; and till within the

last ten years, or even now, some independent

rulers coin in the name of Shāh ’Alam.

Another class of titles may be mentioned.

Jahāngir introduced compound adjectives ending

in jang as Firüzjang, Nuçratjang, Haibatjang,

Mahābatjang,” &c., which were placed after the

principal title. These additions, also, became

common in the 18th century, and were often as

sumed. Thus in the early (Bengal) history of

the F. I. Company, we hear of Colonel Clive

Bahádur Galábatjang,f and Mr. Verelst, Mons.

Las, and other distinguished Europeans were

similarly honoured.

Turkish titles as Tarkhán, and Ulugh Khán

and Afghān titles, as Ulugh Majlis, Majlis-i-Ikh

tiár, Majlis ulmajális, Masnad i 'Ali, &c., disap

peared entirely under the Mughul emperors.

The ‘Malik ulumará, or principal grandee of the

courts of the early Dihli kings became, under

the Mughuls, the “Amir ulumará, and the title

was, after the reign of Akbar, generally given to

the Khánkhánáns.

The right of displaying a flag and beating the

kettledrum (naqqārah) was as much valued as

a title. Wazirs, or Diwāns generally received

* Meaning either victorious, or dreadful in war.

f 1. e. hard in war. -

† The Duábs of the Panjāb are said to have been called

by Akbar, (1) Biat Jálandhar or Bisat Jálandhar ; (2) Bäri

on appointment, a golden penbox or a golden

inkstand. The Khánkhānān also, as commander

of the emperor's contingent, i. e. the standing

army, received insignia. What they were is not

quite certain; but flags of a peculiar kind

formed part of them. All insignia were re

turned to the Emperor on death or dismissal.

I now proceed to the biography of—

WAZIR KHAN HAKIM ALIM UDDIN.

He was born at Ch in i o t, in the Rachná

Duáb,f a town to whose Shaikhzādahs the re

nowned Sa'dullah Khān also belonged. Ali

muddin entered the service of Prince Shāh

jahán as a doctor, but he was often in civil

employ and accompanied the prince in the war

with the Ráná. He was the constant attendant

of his master, even during his rebellion, and

assisted him with 10 or 12 lakhs of rupees of his

own property. When Sháhjahán stayed at Janer,

he was treasurer to the prince, and was, after

Mahábat Khán, the most influential officer.

On Shahjahān's accession, he was made a com

mander of 5,000, received a flag and a kettle

drum, and one lakh of rupees as a present. In

the 5th year of the reign, he received the title of

Vazir Khān, and marched with 10,000 horse

from Burhānpur upon Daulatābād; but as Fath

Khán, the governor, sent to him his eldest son

with the peshkash, which Fath Khán had hesi

tated to pay, Wazir Khān returned to court.

He was now appointed governor of the Panjāb,

an office which he held for seven years. In the

14th year of Sháhjahán's reign, he was appoint

ed Gubahdār, of Agrah. He held this office for

ten months, when he died (21st Jumáda I. 1051,

or 18th August 1641, A. D.) It is said that a

short time before his death, on passing one day

into Agrah over the Hatiãpul Bridge, his

horse fell. The fright seems to have proved

injurious to him, for on his return home he made

an inventory of his property and sent it to the

Emperor to whom, according to custom, the

property of every Amir lapsed. He died imme

diately afterwards.

He is said to have been simple in his mode of

living and in dress ; his faithfulness towards his

master was proverbial. “Loyalty and piety,”

he used to say, “are twin sisters.”

Vazir Khán's name is well known up to the

present day in Láh or and Chiniot. In Láhor,

Duáb, (3) Rachná Duáb ; (4) Chanhat Duáb. These names

were invented to indicate the rivers which bound the Duábs;

thus Bisat stands for Biah and Satlaj: Bari for Bith and

Raiwi : Rachnā for Rawi and Chanab ; Chanhat for Chand5

and Bahat.
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he built a bath, a bézár, and several houses, and

also the Jāmi' Masjid, which is still known at

Láhor as the Wazir Khán's mosque. The in

scriptions on it shew that it was built in A. H.

1044, or 1634–35 A.D.—

Sál i tärikh iá binae Masjide 'ālimakán.

Az khirad justam, bagufta “sijdahgāhe ahl i fazl."

“I pondered to find a chronogram for the building

of this noble mosque, and discovered the words

‘sijdahgahe ahl i fa: l', a place of worship for

the good.’ -

The other chronogram is better—

Tárikh in bindie pursidam az khirad.

Guſtá bigo kih “bani i masjid Vazir Khán.”

in which the words bână î Masjid Vazir Khán,

‘the builder of the Mosque Vazir Khán,’ will be

found to give 1044. Like other buildings in

Láhor, the mosque was desecrated by the Sikhs,

who are said to have killed swine in it and

used the interior as a stable.

Vaziràbād, in the neighbourhood of Láhor,

was also founded by Wazir Khán. In Chiniot,

his birth place, he built the brick wall of the

town, erected many houses which he gave away

to the inhabitants, as also a bazār with shops, a

mosque, an inn, a Madrasah, an hospital, and

besides he dug several wells. “In fact, he ad

orned his native town as no other Amir in India

has done.” (Madsir ul-Umará.) Though he was

anxious to revisit his native town he found no

suitable opportunity for doing so.

Vazir Khán's son, Saláh Khán, served under

Aurangzib as Mir Tozak. In the 29th year, he

received the title of Anvar Khán, was appointed

Dároghah of the establishment of servants,

and died in the 36th year of Aurangzib's

reign.

The title of Vazir Khán was first held, under

Akbar, by the brother of 'Abdul Majid Agaf

Khán, the conqueror of G on d w a na h. His

biography will be found in my Ain translation

(p. 353). Under Jahāngir, the title of Wazir

Khán was again conferred, namely, on Muqim,

who served as Assistant Finance Minister and as

Diwān of Bengal, but he rose to no importance.

Under Sháhjahān, as we saw above, the title was

conferred on 'Alimuddin of Chiniot. In order

to complete the series, I shall now give a short

* Or Málwā, as Aurangzib spelt it. In the present

agitation regarding the best system of spelling of Indian

names, it may be of interest to refer to Aurangzíb's order,

by which Indian names ending in long d, as raja, Malwa,

&c., were forbidden to be spelt rajah, Málirah, &c. In

Persian there are but few names ending in long d, but a

large number ending in a short a ; but as words in Persian

generally end in a consonant, words with final short a were

biography of the grandee who held the title of

Vazir Khán under Aurangzib.

VAZſſ: KHAN, MUHAMMAD TAHIR KHURXSANí.

Muhammad Táhir was born at M a s h had

in Khurásán. He served Prince Aurangzib as

treasurer, and had the reputation of being a

good soldier. In the 10th year of Sháhjahán's

reign, Aurangzib ordered him to invade, to

gether with Málūji, the Dak'hini, the district of

B a gl § n a h, which the emperor had given

Aurangzib as an dºltamghd tenure. Muhammad

Táhir invested M. ul he r, the stronghold of

the Bharji of Baglánah, and forced him to sub

mit. The district received a financial settlement,

and Táhir remained as governor in Mulher.

In 1062 (A.D. 1652), he was appointed by

Prince Aurangzib as his náib, or vice-governor

of Khándesh, where he remained for several

years. When Aurangzib, in 1068, left Burhān

púr to march against Dárá Shikoh, he left Táhir

in Khándesh, gave him the title of Vazir Khán,

and conferred upon him “the right of a flag and

a kettledrum.” After Aurangzib's accession

(Ramazán, 1068), Vazir Khán was called to

court, Mir Jumlah having been appointed

governor of Khándesh, and was made, in the

3rd year, Qūbahdār of Ágrah. In the 6th year,

he accompanied Prince Muhammad Mu’azzam

to the Dak'hin, and was again sent to Khándesh

as governor. In the following year, he was ap

pointed to Málwah” and received a full com

mand of 5,000. He died in Málwah in 1083

A. H., or A.D. 1672.

“There is a spot in Aurangābād, still called

after his name, where he had a villa. The

part of Aurangābād between the ‘Little Tank’

and the tomb of Islám Khán of Mashhad,

was founded by his elder brother Mirzā Mah

mild and is hence called Mahmūdparah. His

son, Muhammad Taqi Khán, was Bakhshi and

Wáqi'ahnawis, or intelligencer, and died in the

10th year of Aurangzib. He built a palace at the

LittleTank in Mahmudpārah “which still stands.” .

Another nephew of Vazir Khán is Rafi’ Khán,

who was for some time Faujdúr of Båns Bareli

(Rohilkhand). He was a poet and wrote under

the nom-de-plume of Bázil (liberal). His large

written as ending in ah, the h being silent. This peculiarity

of spelling was needlessly transferred by Muhammadan

writºrs to Indian names, and thus we have an expla:

nation for Rajah, Korrah, Málwah, Burmah, instead ºf

Rājá, Korrá, &c. However, the order of the emperor only

referred to the final ah (Khāfi Khan, II. 399). Of course, it

would be wrong to spell Persian words ending in ah with a

final a, as Khajah, bandah, &c.
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work, entitled Hamlah i Haidari, contains

40,000 verses in Mutaqārib metre, and describes

the wars of the Prophet.

THE RAJAHs of NURPUR (DISTRICT KANGRAH).

Núrpur lies north-west of Kångrah, on the

Jabbarkhad, a small tributary of the Chakki,

which flows into the Biàh. Its old name,

Dhamerſ, the “Temmery” of old travellers, was

changed to Núrptir by Rájah Bāsū in honour of

Jahāngir, whose first name was Nūruddin. The

Rājahs of Núrptir are generally called in Mu

hammadan histories “the zamindårs of Mau

and Paith 4 n.” Mau was one of their strong

holds and was destroyed by Sháhjahán, and

Paithän is the same as Path a n kot, west

of Núrpár. - Paithän or Pathán is mentioned in

the Ain as a parganah of the Bári Duáb, con

taining 199,872 bighahs, yielding a revenue of

7,297,015 dams(40 dams=1 Akbarsháhi Rupee),

and furnishing 250 horse and 2,000 foot; and

Dhameri is quoted as yielding 1,600,000 dams,

and furnishing 60 horse and 1,300 foot.

The zamindårs of Mau and Paithän are first

noticed in the very beginning of Akbar's reign,

when Rájah Bakht Mall is mentioned as a

supporter of Sikandar Sūr whom Akbar, in 965

A. H., besieged in Mánkot. When Bakht Mall

saw that Sikandar's cause was hopeless he paid

his respects in the imperial camp, and after

the surrender of Mánkot, accompanied the

army to Láhor, where Bairám Khán had him

executed on the ground that he had supported

Sikandar Sūr. As his successor Bairám appointed

his brother Takht Mall. I am not sure whether

the names of these two Rájahs of Dhameri

are correct, or whether the first ought not to be

Takht Mall and the second Bakht Mall; for

in every MS. of the Akbarnāmah that I have

seen, the two names are continually interchanged.

Nearly thirty-two years later we hear of

Rájah Bāsū as reigning zamindār of Mau and

Pathán. It is not stated how he was related

to Bakht Mall and Takht Mall; but the his

torians of the reigns of Sháhjahán and Aurang

zíb look upon him as the founder of a new line,

and give the following genealogical tree:–

Rajah Bāsū ofsº (Dies 1022.)

(1) Süraj Mall. (2) Mádhu Singh. (3) Jagat Singh.

| (Dies 1055.)

|

2. Bháo Singh.

(Murid Khán.)

|

1. Rájrūp.

(Dies 1077.)

* Wide A'in translation, p. 454.

t A'in translation, pp. 314, 411.

The last Bhāo Singh in the beginning of

Aurangzib's reign turned Muhammadan and

received the name of Murid Khán. His de

scendants, according to the Maāsir, still hold

Sh 4 hp @ r, north-west of Núrpur, near the

Rávi, and “he who becomes Rájah, takes the

name of Murid Khán.”

RAJAH BASU.-When Rájah Básá became

zamindár, he made his submission to Akbar.

But when Akbar, after the death of his brother

Mírzá Muhammad Hakim, King of Kábul,

(A.H. 990) made Láhor the capital, Bāsū did

not pay his respects as he was expected to do,

and the Emperor ordered Hasan Beg Shaikh

Umari” to invade Mau. But when he had mov

ed as far as Pathán, Básá, advised by Todar

Mall, made his submission and went with Hasan

Beg to court. In the 41st year, however, he

rebelled again, and Akbar appointed Mírzá Rus

tam and Áºaf Khánt to reduce the district;

but as the commanders did not agree, Akbar

recalled them and gave the command to Jagat

Singh, son of Rájah Mán Singh. Mau surren

dered to him and peace was restored. In the

47th year, Bási rebelled a third time, and when

an imperial corps was again despatched to

Pathán he requested Prince Salim (Jahāngir)

to intercede on his behalf with the emperor.

He waited on the prince, and accompanied him,

in the 49th year, to court. Before he had reach

ed the capital, Akbar heard that Băsă was with

Salim, and ordered an officer to seize him. But

Básá was informed of this and escaped to his hills.

On the accession of Jahāngir, in 1014

(A. D. 1605), Bāsū paid his respects and was

appointed Rájah and commander of 3500. In

the 6th year, he served in the Dakhin, and

died, two years later, in 1022. He was suc

ceeded by his eldest son—

SURAJ MALL.-He is said to have been so

unruly that Bāsū, from fear, imprisoned him.

Jahāngir after some hesitation, appointed him

Rājah and commander of 2,000, and left him in

possession of his paternal estates. Suraj Mall

served with Shaikh Farid; in the siege of

Ká ng r a h; but when he saw that the fort

was on the point to surrender, he created dis

turbances in the camp, and Farid reported him

to court as a rebel. Sūraj managed to obtain

Prince Sháhjahán's intercession, and was par

doned. In the 11th year, Farid died and Kán

grah still held out. Stiraj then served with

.* For a biography of this excellent man, vide A'in, transla

tion, p. 413.
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Sháhjahán in the Dakhin. The prince, on his

return, was sent to Kángrah, and though it was

not advisable that Süraj should accompany him

he was allowed to join the expedition and

marched to Kångrah with Shah Quli Khán

Muhammad Taqī, Sháhjahán's Bakhshí. Sháh

Quli was soon compelled to complain of Sūraj

Mall, but was recalled, and Rájah Bikrámajit

was sent instead. The time which elapsed

before Bikrámajit could join his command was

used by Stiraj Mall for mischief. He allowed

a large number of imperial soldiers to return to

the jägir on the plea that the war had lasted a

long time and their outfit was bad, but told

them to return when Bikrámajit should arrive.

He then plundered the whole district at the

foot of the hills, which was the jágir of Núr

Jahán's father, and when Sayyid Gafi Bárha

opposed him with some of the troops that had

not yet left, he killed him. Bikrámajit arrived

in the end of the 13th year, and Súraj Mall

tried in vain to gain his favour by flattery. He

therefore openly attacked Bikrámajit, but was

repulsed, and Mau and N i r p iſ r, and the

whole district, were occupied by the Imperialists.

Súraj Mall fled to the hills and perished miser

ably soon after. Fort Kot l ah also, which

lies between Núrpur and Kángrah, was taken,

and Mādhā Singh, brother of Sáraj Mall, who

commanded it, together with his son, was sent

to court (A. H. 1028).

(To be continued.)

ON THE BHAR KINGS OF EASTERN OUDH.

By W. C. BENETT, B.C.S., GONDA.

Three years ago I wrote of Dal and Bal, the

great Bhar heroes of eastern Oudh, that they

constantly appeared in the legends of any time

between 1000 A.D. and 1400 A.D., and that

though they had eluded all my attempts to

saddle them with a date, they probably lived at

the beginning of the thirteenth century. I have

since succeeded in hunting them down, and the

partial elucidation of a dark chapter of middle

Indian history may prove interesting.

The ancestors of the great Kanhpuria clan of

Rajputs, Sahas and Rahas, are said to have com

pleted the conquest of the western half of the

Pratābgarh district in Oudh by inflicting a de

cisive defeat on the Bhars, whose kings Tiloki

and Biloki were left dead on the battle-field.

A tradition of the Bais of Dhundhia Khera re

lates that Abhaichand, the founder of that house

in Oudh, defeated Dal and Bal on the banks of

the Ganges in the Roy Bareilly district. In my

report on the chief clans of the Roy Bareilly

district I have proved beyond reasonable doubt

that Abhaichand and Sahas and Rahas were con

temporaries and lived early in the 13th century.”

A third tradition states that Dal and Bal fell

fighting with Ibrahim Shah Sharki of Jaunpur

at Dalmau on the Ganges, and near the boun

dary of the Roy Bareilly and Pratābgarh dis

tricts. The locality is fixed by the fact that a

large crowd of Ahirs collects once a year at a

mound, the reputed tomb of the chieftains, about

a mile from the fort, and offer milk to their

manes. Leaving legend for history, we find

that Firishtah, probably drawing from the

Tabakáti Nāsiri, records that “In 545 (1246–47

“A.D.) Sultán Nasiruddin marched through the

“centre of the Duab, and took the Tilsindah(?)

“fort, and in the same year advancing to

“wards Karra laid waste the villages of Dalki

“ and Malki and took prisoners a number of

“their family and servants. This Dalki and

“Malki were kings in the neighbourhood of the

“Jamná, and had formerly royal stations at

“Kálinjar and Karra.”

Dalmau is about thirty miles to the west of

Karra, the similarity of the names Dalki, Malki, of

Firishtah, Dal and Bal of the Bais and general

tradition, and Tiloki and Biloki of the Kanh

purias, the identity of the dates in the Bais,

Kanhpuria, and Firishtah's accounts, and the

identity of locality in all, place it beyond doubt

that the Dalki and Malki of history are no others

than the great Bhar Kings of tradition who fell

in the desperate fight with the Muhammadans

under the walls of the Dalmau fort. The date

of their death is therefore 1247 A. D. That

the local account should have substituted Ibra

him Sharki for the earlier Muhammadan con

queror presents no difficulty, as such mistakes in

tradition are of constant occurrence.

So much for the date. The next question

is who were these Bhar Kings 2 We are helped

some way towards an answer by two inscriptions

discovered at Kálanjar, and criticized by Lassen

* Report on the Family History of Roy Bareilly Clans, pp. 8, 17, and appendix, p. iii.
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Ind. Alt. III. 796 seq.) From these we find Ind. by Dowson, II.46) by the words “Out

that a man whose name is not given, but who is

described as the first of his race (Pravañsa)rose to

distinction among the Kāyaths of Kausambhi,

and took the fort of Ajaygarh. He was followed

in succession by Jahnu or Hárúka, Jalhana,

Gangādhara, Kamala, and lastly Málika. The

last of this dynasty of six is identified by Lassen

with Firishtah's Malki, and him I have just

proved to be the Bal of Bhar legend. The in

scriptions, therefore, furnish us with the informa

tion that this Bhar dynasty lasted for six

generations, and we may place its commence

ment at about 1100 A. D. or 150 years before its

destruction by Nasiruddin.

Mr. Sherring in his new book on Castes has

given a tolerably accurate account of the popular

idea of what the Bhars were, an idea which is

confirmed by the condition of the Bhars still

existing in this district of Gonda. They were

aborigines and closely connected with the Cheru

stock, and they were, and are still lovers of

the forest, great hunters and gross feeders,

with a passion for pork and wine, peculiar and

mysterious religious rites, and a special aptitude

for sorcery. Mr. Sherring may be in the right

when he identifies them with the bearded figures

found in middle Indian sculptures, though it is

strange that he should have fallen into the

mistake of attributing to them old cities of the

Buddhist period, such as Sahet Mahet (Shrā

vasti).

I am inclined to translate the unmeaning

“Chandál Bhor” of Al 'Utbi (Elliot's Hist.

-

caste Bhawar” (Bhawar=Bhar; v. Lassen, Ind.

Alt. I. 448, note") and to conjecture that, even

at the time of Mahmud's conquest, a Bhar chief

tain flourished at a few marches to the south of

Kanauj. We are told that the Chandal Bha

war was always at war with the Hindus of that

place.

Lassen goes on to state that he has no

hesitation in identifying Paramalabrahman, the

founder of the Chandel clan with Mālika and

the synchronism, and similarity of names may

together be held to justify the identification.

Thus much may be deduced from the above

evidence,—at the time of the Ghori conquest an

aboriginal tribe held a fortress not far south of

Kanauj, and at about the end of the same cen

tury a chieftain of the same tribe took Kalanjar,

and established a powerful kingdom, stretching

from Malwa to Mirzapur and Faizabad, and with

its principal strongholds at Kalanjar and Karra.

The Bhar king did what aborigines in his posi

tion always do, and got himself admitted as a

Kāyath into the Hindu caste system. His dynasty

reigned for a century and a half and was over

thrown in 1247 A. D. His descendants were

promoted to be Chhattris, and are now known

as Chandels. The rise of the aboriginal tribes

is paralleled in the contemporaneous history of

Kashmir, and was probably due to the action

of some general cause. Of the change of

caste I could easily bring other instances,

but refrain from straying into quite a new

subject.

A SPECIMEN OF KASHMíRI.—THE DASTAN SHEIKH SHIBLI.

IN KASHMIRI VERSE.

WITH AN INTERLINEAR AND A LITERAL TRAN8LATION.

By G. W. LEITNER, Ph. D.

1. Os hazrat Sheikh Shill, der zemān

Was Highness Sheikh Shibli upon time

Daedt ladá ak wutshun yetz weddin.

Disease afflicted one he saw much wept.

* Or 2nd Ed. vol. I, p. 534, also Fr. (Buchanan) Hamil

ton (1819) says:—“The chiefs of the low tribe called

Bhawar trace their origin to a Nanyopdev, who brought the

stud of the king of Dilli to pasture in the plains of Alithila,

then entirely waste. Certain it is, that the Bhawars, about

that time, extended their dominion over the Gorakhpur

district as well as Tirahut, and that many petty chiefs of

that tribe continued to occupy the parts adjacent to the hills

until long after ; and many of them continue to this day

to be objects of worship among the low tribes. These may

have been the descendants of collateral branches of the

Raja's family, or of the chief officers of their government;

and it must be remarked, that many of them assumed the

title of Deva, as all the princes descended from Nanyop

Dupuſs Sheikhan: daed ladáſ dapte tzi

Said Sheikh: disease-afflicted say thou

Daede khend, yāt wadán tshilk ye tzi

Affliction from whom so much weeping is this thou

[king of Tirahut cir. A.D. 1120) had done.” Nepal, pp. 47,

48. And again,_* I have mentioned that the tribe called

Bhawar or Bhar has many territories, which had been sub

ject to a powerful chief, whose capital was Gar Samaran in

Tirahut, and the dominion of these Bhawars extended once

all over Gorakhpur. Garsamaran was destroyed in 1322 by

the Muhammedans, and in its vicinity a state of anarchy,

under petty chiefs, prevailed for twenty-four years, while

the Muhammedans seized on the parts towards the Ganges.”

—ib. pp. 128, 129 ; conf ; also his Eastern India, vol. i. pp.

342, 345, 386; and Elliots' lºaces of the N. W. Prov. vol. I.

pp. 33f. 167.-Ed.

t Shºuld be “dod=affliction; daed is really 'tyranny,’

‘oppression.’
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Töre dupnäs tshun mêh rôo-mut tot

From there said: is to me lost beloved

yár

friend

Dupus Sheikhan: t:4nd wefadar yár

Said the Sheikh : find out a faithful friend

Sui yºir tzánd yus na-rawl ta abād

That mistress seek who not be lost till eternity

Yair wefadar wutshtan ba-hazur,

Mistress faithful see thou in God,

Tzī āsaki roomut; sui tshui nd dàr

Thou wilt be lost. He is not far

Tshey besharet mainne amik tālīběs

Is good-news meaning of this to the pupil

Asil trewit ghair pazehā tran-dunes 7

Reality quitting another was it proper to seek 2

2. Shåbe aké Sheikh bimór daede-sit

Night one Sheikh ill pain with

Daede sitin ashik katra peys kilt

Pain with tear-drop fell several

Daedi sãtin dáf urgwun pat kunº

Pain with reclined back side

Nagehdi Sheikhas tekrár Sapnu?

Suddenly’ to the Sheikh objection was

Hatife awaz loynäs pur-ghazab

Angel's voice struck full of wrath;

Hay Sheikho l yát kia tshukh bey adab

Alas! O Sheikh' so much why art illbehaved

Yd te dizehe nd dawái-bandegi

Or thou make not claim of devotion

Nete hegehe rat-doh shermandigi

Nor dost thou take night-day shame

Tore sózàn badji balać talibas

From there he sent great calamities to the pupil

Yore dopus hamd-u- thená zulm nafs.

From here, he said thanks & praise tyranny self.

3. Sheikh Zuniºn Misrien diffth ariff

Sheikh Zunun" of Egypt saw a believer

O's wadán daed-lad ahlº-safá

Was weeping pain-afflicted pious man

Dopus Sheikhan: tshukh tºe wasil aminna

Said Sheikh: art thou arrived for certain

Wasl kho-tai, f waynj Kamik tshul

Union has become now of what thing is

tazrzazzna.

wish 7

Tore dupnäs;f ay Zunun wutshte

The other said : oh Zunun see

Zaité muzhiré gén beytshagón

Essence creator, colour incomparable

O's Azazil nishe-arsh's pa ba-dj4

Was the devil nigh to throne foot on place

Malkut kian-malkan-hund peishwa

Worlds of angels of the guide (leader)

Kibri sītin gåu Azazil linat?

Pride with became Azazil accursed

Girij sitin Baba Adem Djeneti

Weeping with Father Adam of Paradise

Qahri sitin kit wdsil dérgal

Wrath withhow many whohad reached far became

Mihr sitän kit ghāfil manzúr gae

Grace with how many ignorant accepted became! -

Shakl Balamas gau qabulas na qabul

The form Balaam to, became accepted not accepted

Sage Ashab Kahf gau anjii qabul.

Dog of the Ashab Kahf became there was ac

cepted.

4. Shabe-ake wud djenabé serwarden

Night one wept His Highness the Chief

Tshus bo khôtcan cate-sanden muchiròn

Am I fearing essenee of him the Creator

Wuhin keynäs tshum nabuwete peighamberi

To this time is to me of prophecy the mis

sion.

Andei ... watem sai tsham ade

Till the last if has reached, this is to me then

berkhori.

Success.

5. Sabiri Ayūb Yūnus Zakaria

Patient Job, Jonas, and Zacharias

Tzále nawin døde zahmat tay belá

To bear caused pain of fatigue and calamity.

Wütshte peish kid dw hazrat sahiras

See thou before what came saint “the Patient” to

Mal o dunyo sihat badn niuntas

Property and goods, health, body took from him

Dirkö tuleré qöym tainás badanas

Leech wasps worms he threw to his body

Daed-ladūn war 20 ºn tº 72 72&

The afflicted strength (place) he knew not

wadanäs

to weep

D6h ake ak ze qīmá weyst piós

Day one one two worm fell came.

Bey to:dunn tzakisán toym mdz kids

Again lifted up from rage it flesh ate

Ahe kodian bey-kasá la-tshar gau

Ah! fetched out deserted helpless was

Malkutkin malkin para para gåu

Of heavens angels torn torn were

* The name refers to the miraculous story of a fish pre

senting the Sheikh, who was travelling in a boat, with a lost

jewel, which he had been falsely accused of stealing, after

it had fallen into the water by accident.

+ Or ‘khotai—than.'

† Arifan should be put here to complete the metre,
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Khás- pºinis às meda az rabi

To himself especially came voice from the Lord

'ami Sábir mandi tshhºttuth, ay

The name of ‘‘patient” shame you have made

nabi! -

Prophet !

Sani sùtín sabr ay nd at yūt kál 2

Us from patience came not hand so late 2

Kºne tºoliut wutshet mushire"

Why not endured, seeing the manifestation of

zu-l-djelál 2

the Glorious 2

Os dapan, ya ilahi, bºs-tam

Was he said, Oh God, hear thou

Sabr-o- takat, mehribani so: tam

Patience strength by kindness, send thou

Tshane taufiq silt sabre hemehá

Thy grace with patience I am taking

Zido me ratshtam hamde nish yºtna pameha

Tongue my keep thou praise from than nct I may

fall.

Tithen sabiren thºt kelamas peo kusir

Such to patients such words for fell a failing

Timennishen kill tshi, Ahmad beysabûr 2

On that account what is Ahmad impatient?

Translation.

1. Once there lived a holy man, called Sheikh Shibli,

who on one occasion saw a man weeping bitterly from

excessive grief. The Shaikh said: “tell me 0 thou

who art plunged in sorrow, who is it that has

caused all these tears?” The man replied: “because

I have lost my beloved friend.” The Sheikh re

joined,—“seek [another] faithful friend, seek such

a friend as thou mayest never lose, and find this

faithful friend only in God. Thy fault only will

it be if thou lose him, for he is never far.” Of this

good-news the meaning to the seeker of truth is,

that he should not abandon the reality of God's

love for human friendship.

2. One Light the Sheikh was suffering from pain.

The pain caused some tear drops to fall. He

reclined on his back with the pain, and uncon

sciously gave vent to an expression of impatience,

when an angel's voice struck his ear full of wrath ;

saying “why alas! O Sheikh art thou so ill

behaved ; either thou shouldst make no claim to

be a servant (of God), or thou shouldst accept with

resignation continual suffering. On the one part

great calamities. He sends to his servant, on the

other the servant should give thanks and praise,

considering his sufferings to be the consequence

of his own sins.”

3. Sheikh Zunun of Egypt once saw a believer—a

possessor of goodness, who was weeping and afflicted.

Said the Sheikh “union with God’assuredly thou hast

already attained: than such union what higher desire

canst thou have?” The other said, “Oh Zunun' con

sider thou Him the manifestor, the incomparable.

I do not weep on account of bodily pain, but lest I

should, after all, be rejected of God. [For many are

those who have fallen.] Azazil himself once was

near the throne of God, and the leader of angels

who were residents of angelic worlds, yet, in conse

quence of pride, he became accursed, whilst by means

of the weeping of repentance, Father Adam was [re

stored] to Paradise. How many Wasils [who had

already attained to union with God] have not been

rejected in consequence of the Divine wrath ! and

how many ignorant have not been accepted | Balaam

was first accepted and then rejected, whilst the dog

of the Ashab Kahfº was accepted in His sight.”

4. One night. His Highness [Muhammad] wept, and

said I fear Him the Creator, for though till this time

he has continued to me the gift of prophesy, yet

will the result only be blessed if it he continued to

the last.

5. God caused patient Job, Jonas, and Zacharias,

to bear the pain of trouble and misfortune. See

what happened to the holy Job. God took from

him health and wealth and made his body a prey

to leeches, wasps, and worms; yet the afflicted Job

did not think it becoming to weep. One day a

worm fell to the ground ; he replaced it, when it bit

his flesh with double rage. Deserted by his friends

and helpless as he was, he fetched a sigh which

pierced the hearts of the angels of heaven. Then

came a voice to him from the Lord. “Oh prophet !

thou hast disgraced thy name of ‘the Patient’: for

thou hast not learnt patience, though thou hast been

so long with me. Why hast thou not endured seeing

[that thy sufferings were only] the manifestations

of the Almighty " Job said “Oh Lord! hear thou

me and send me patience and strength. It is only

by thy grace that I can be patient; keep thou my

tongue lest it cease to praise thee.”

If such words were considered reprehensible in such

patient saints, what will happen to me, [the author]

impatient Ahmad 2

“This story of Sheikh Shibli was composed by

the poet Ahmad ; in it there is the mention of

the sorrows and patience of Saints and advice

for finding one's true friend. It is ancient, and has

not much Persian in it.” (Note of copyist found

in the above poem called “Dastan Sheikh Shibli.")

Note. -

Many of the vowel sounds in Kashmiri cannot

be rendered by any known alphabet. Our trans

literation is merely an approach. Kashmiri is

generally written in the Persian character, which

still more feebly represents the sounds of that very

* Is read both muzhir “one who causes to appear,” and

mashar “theatre, manifestation, creation” by the Kashmiris.

* I.e. the companion of the cave, otherwise known as the

seven sleepers of Ephesus.
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interesting language. The pronunciation of Kash

miri is different in different parts of Kashmir, but,

on the whole, the above attempt, which was made

in 1865, to commit to Roman letters a connected

specimen of the Kashmiri language, may be consi

dered as fairly successful.” At any rate, the readers

of the “Antiquary” are now offered the first instal

ment of Kashmiri Literature, no portion of which

has been hitherto published in Kashmiri for Euro-.

pean readers. •

TRANSLATION FROM THE FIRST BOOK OF THE PRITHIRAJA RASAU.

By KAVI CHAND BARD31.

THE following pages are a paraphrase of the

whole of the first book of Chand's vast poem, with

the exception of the introductory portion, that is

the first 136 stanzas containing about 1,500 lines.

The book opens with invocation to Vishnu and

Siva and their wives. Then Chand holds a long

conversation with his wife, in which he recites the

names and number of verses in the eighteen Purāns,

then follow some more hymns to gods.

At stanza 48 begins the well known legend of

Parikshita, and the serpent sacrifice of his son

Janamejaya, after which comes the story of the

foundation of Mount Abu by the Rishi Vasishtha,

and the celebrated sacrifice thereon, which led to

the preparation of the fire-fountain (sia* #3 anal

kund), from which sprung in succession the Prati

hár, Chālukya, and Panwār, and finally, as these

were unable to cope with the demons,the Chahuvâns.f

The first of the race was called Anal because he

sprung from the fire; and after recording his vic

tories over the Daityas, Dānavas, Rákshasas and

objectionable beings in general, the bard briefly

recounts the list of his descendants, saying nothing

particular about any of them until he comes to

Bisal Deb, the twenty-third in descent from

Anal. -

Here the present version begins, and I leave it to

tell its own tale.: It is not in all cases a literal word

for word translation. To those who read Chand for

the sake of the historical, legendary, and geogra

phical information which his poem contains, the

following rendering will be highly useful and

satisfactory; on the other hand, it is much less

useful to the philologist, who, while caring com

paratively little for the facts related, scrutinizes

minutely every noun and verb in order to detect

the ancient forms of inflexion, and the archaic pho

nesis of the language.

It is properly speaking a paraphrase. All Chand's

repetitions, his long-winded and rambling style, his

unnecessary heaps of epithets are ruthlessly cut

short. Here and there descriptions of scenery or

of festivals are omitted. In all narrative parts,

however, the paraphrase is close and exact, almost

approaching to a literal translation.

I have compared it with the original as con

tained in a fairly correct manuscript in my posses

sion, and made such alterations as were necessary

to bring it into more accurate correspondence with

the original. J. BEAMEs.

PRITHIRAJA RASAU.

THE causer of calamity to the world was

Bisal Räi [the son of Bălan Räij-a great

sinner, fond of riches: he did things that ought

not to be done and things that ought to be done;

terrible as an Asura, from mines he dug up

wealth, he was blinded by lust (kam), he recol

lected not death (kal); right and unright he

regarded as equal ; he acted not according to

Rajniti, in many places, though a king he fixed

customs not sanctioned ; he paid no respect to

religion; he abandoned the Vedas and followed

the Tantras. Abandoning the bounds of right

he abandoned also the bounds of good fame. He

abandoned justice and followed injustice. No

Atith (mendicant) was to be seen in his darbār.

He heard his own ill name among men. For

sixty-four years he ruled. He enjoyed not the

happiness of a son. His body was subjected to

age; he became like a stalk of poison. All

his life was devoted to the desire of wealth and

to kam. He was possessed by an evil spirit, he

became Dhuñqhā the Asura. The Yoginis

worshipped him, riding in a lofty chariot with

four wheels, he had swords in both hands, fire

issued from his mouth. Stamping on the earth

he shook it. His shout was like the shout of

* Most of the explanatory words and phrases have been

omitted in the interlinear translation, in order to bring each

line of the original within the width of our column and thus

present a complete specimen of rhymed Kashmiri-Ed.

+ Conf. Tod, Rajasthan, vol. I. pp.94, 95, where an extract

from this part of the book is given.—Ed.

f The version is taken partly from the Rás Málá of the

late Hon. A. K. Forbes, (vol. I. pp. 92-99), and partly from

his notes written down from a virá voce translation into Guja

rati, read off from the Hindi by the well-known Dalpatrâm

Dāyābhai, the Kaveshwar, who was five years in his service.

Some verbal changes were made in copying the notes five

years ago.—Ed.
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Indra” in the cities and towns. The nine

(khands) sections of the earth began to tremble

as a ship reels under the force of the wind.

The Devas who protect the world trembled, and

the Digpālas groaned. He seemed a foremost

Dănava, as Vishnu in the form of Vairat.

Birds, deer, men, and snakes fled from him, he

roared so horribly.t . . .

This Chahuvân daitya destroyed Abu. The

country became void of living beings. In the

jangal of Ajmer he lived many days, and an

noyed things moveable and immoveablet. . . .

Gaurá, the queen of Sārang, went in her preg

nancy to Rinthambh. She was of the race of

Jadava, on her mother's side a Chahuvân. She

had a son Anala Rāja ; he dwelt in Devagam,

and was of great bashfulness. He was conti

nually studying religion. Sambhari Dévi loved

him, and he communicated with her. Though

absent he beheld Ajmer in his mind. Skilled

was he in all sciences, a wrestler and fighter, he

learnt many spells. Day and night he enjoyed

himself in hunting. Sleep never overtook

him. His two arms were long. Such was Anā

Bhup : very strong and majestic ; on foot he

hunted deer, antelopes, and boars; blue bulls

he bound and brought in. In the jangal, in the

mountains, among the streams, the Rai wanders

with kings. He learnt music, singing, and

language : divine language he utters from

his heart. When he gives away horses or

elephants he thinks nothing of it. He waves

his blood-stained sword in the way. The head

ornament of the Chahuvân race in many kinds

of qualities (lit. colours) Aná lived. Believing

the earth to be his own, abandoning the wisdom

of childhood, angry at some sayings of an enemy

he asked his mother the story. The skill of

archery is good, there is none like it—that skill

Anâ learned without fail with mantras too. §

He went to Gauri the wife of the king:

“In whose race was I born that tell to me

mother?” Mother Gauri says to her son—“O

son do not ask that question, from fear of

which the tears start to my eyes, son do not

ask for thy father.” The son exclaimed to his

mother, “I know not the race of my father's

son. My father's name the bards mention not.

I have never performed shrāddh or presented

handfuls of water (tarpan) to my father. O

mother! from whose body am I sprung 2 Who

* Some MSS. read R3 for #3.

+ Four lines omitted.

# A long piece omitted.

ever mentions my name speaks of me by the

mark of my mother's family. Should anyone

have slain my father I wish to take up the bair

(to seek revenge). If you will not tell me my

father's name I will quit the body, or throw off

the load of this world's affairs.” Thus spoke

Anâ Narind. His mother, when she heard him,

fell to the earth. “O son, this matter should

not be told, in my mind doubt arises. From

the commencement even the Dānavas have been

powerful, the Asures, powerful to shake the

earth. With such you desire to contend. You

are a man in mortal body. I am like Gan

dhāri, but I see your face alone. The race of

your maternal uncle you should receive as pecu

liarly your own. He had ten sons. Reflecting,

he built there the town of Sambhari: he dwelt

himself in Ajmer in peace.” “Bali Rai aban

doned the whole earth and seized on fame. O

mother! Pandu's sons abandoning the earth left

calamity and attained delights. Sri Ram left

the earth (his kingdom). Sità was lost, his

strength obscured. Nal Rai left the earth : on

his head a stain fell. Harischandra abandoned

the earth, in the house of the low he filled

water. Know a king to be the adorner of the

earth, the earth the adorner of a king,-the

Devs the adorners of the heavens, the heavens

the adorners of the Devs,-fame is the destroyer

of unfame, unfame the destroyer of fame,

science is the destroyer of bad qualities, bad

qualities the destroyers of science,—death (kāl)

is the destroyer of Dharm, Dharm the destroyer

of death. Parents and teachers are the

adorners of children, children the adorners of

parents,”—thus Anal Rāja spoke: the old tale

of Sambhari he asked,—“How did Dhunjhā

Rákshasa arise How did Sărang Deva fight?

This tell to me, explaining it, O ! mother. How

did a man become a Dănava, this seems strange

to me. If you do not tell me the truth I will

abandon my body. This certainly know.”"

“This story is not fit to be told, it is death

producing, no hope is left of life. O son from

hearing this story of the Dānavas the mind is

destroyed, calamity was caused to your father

and your father's father.”

“So saying you try to frighten me. You have

no pity on me. The tales of the Rámáyana and

Mahābhārata I have heard throughout, O

mother | No one asks the way to a place

; Six lines omitted.

| The mother of the Kauravas.

* Four lines omitted.
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he does not wish to go to. How can one

see a thing that is out of sight 2 How can

one repeat that which he never heard How

can one seize what has no body ?” -

“This story so great and unequalled you must

not press me to tell ; the ear that hears it is

pained, nor is any advantage derived.”

Anā said “Mother hear my words : What

happens to a man who hears a tale 2 In old

times, how many Rishis, Raos, Suras, and Dā

navas have existed : well known are the stories

of them. Their fights and contests men sing in

Śāstra and Veda. This understand O mother

Why should I not hear 2 from speaking no ca

lamity occurs: that which fate has fixed upon

assuredly happens.”

(St. 163) O Son | Hear this tale of old, in

reciting which my voice trembles.” The Sage

made at Abu a fire-pit ; a man came forth to

whom he entrusted royalty. Of his race sprung

a great and religious king, named Bălan.f His

son was Bisal Deva, who possessed all the king

dom. In the year of Vikrama 821: Bisal

mounted the throne. It was Friday the first

day of the month, the light half of the

month, the month Baisakh ; the thirty-six races

assembled—Brahmans, bards, and all men; Bisal

was presented with the royal umbrella (chatra);

he received the mark (tilak) of sovereignty on

his forehead ; the Brahmans repeated Vedas

and verses of power (mantras).

Bisal enjoyed as happy a state as that of In

dra ; he restored dharma and fame. In Ajmer

nagar dwelling—his enemies subduing—Bisal

reigned a pure reign. Many mighty cities he

took ; in his reign the world seemed to be cover

ed by one umbrella.

When the umbrella was placed over the head

of Bisal, and he was seated on his throne like

an Indra, the Brahmans prepared a Vedi, they

offered a sacrifice of the five flowers. The smoke

issued—the flame burst forth ; the Brahmans

repeating charms (mantras) performed his en

thronement, and gave him their blessing.

The king divided the lighted wick into three

parts :

Two of the cups were overturned on the ground:

Seeing the offering before (them, they) whispered

together.

From the three cups smoke arose.

Knowing the Vedas, they remained silent;-

At an auspicious time, who would say aught in

auspicious 2*

The assembly cried “Jay Jay Bisal Bhūpā

la (earth-protector) " Thus ruled Bisal Deva

over Ajmer.

He adorned the city as if it had been adorned

by Vishvakarma (the architect of the gods).

Abandoning irreligion, he caused religion to

flourish; sinful deeds he sought not to perform.

He exacted only his rights; without right he

indulged not his avarice; the four castes were

subservient to the Chahuvān; the thirty-six races

served him. Bisal Rajã, the religious, shone

resplendent as a Deva upon the earth.

His Pat Râni was of the race of Parmár.

From her sprung Sărang Deva, she died in giv

ing him birth. The child he gave to a merchant

(bania); the bania's daughter, whose name was

Gauri, was brought up with Sărang. From the

same breast they drank milk, they had one seat,

one bed. When the maiden (kanya) became nine

years old, Bisal Deva caused her marriage to be

performed. After the marriage the bridegroom

went into the forest, there a lion slew him.

Then the bania's daughter took a vow of virgi–

nity, abandoning the world she began to per

form penances. Very grieved was Sārang Deva.

Constantly he performed the worship of the

Arihant; the Buddhist religion he adopted ; he

wore no sword. The Raja hearing it became

sorrowful. He sent for the prince (Kunwar),

* The following passage is given in the Ras Mala, Wol. I.

pp. 92-98, and is altered in minorº to bring it into

accordance with Mr. Beames's MS.–ED.

+ This is Balianga the “Beer Beelundeo or Dharma

j" of Colonel Tod, who defended the Garh, Bitli or hill

fºre: of Ajmer against Mahmud of Ghazni, (Rajasthan

vol I. p. 775; vol. II. p. 451-52.) On the pillar of Firuz

Shah (vide As. Res. vol. I. p. 379; vol. VII. p 180; vol XI.

p. 453) is an inscription beginning “in the year 1220 [A. D.

1164], on the 15th day of Vaisakh suddh (this monument) of

the fortunate Visala Deva, son of fortunate Vella Deva,

King of Sakambhari.” The date belongs to the reign of

Wigraha Rāja, whom Tod identifies with Prithirāja, and

“Wella Deva” or Wel Dev with Bilan. Conf. Prinsep, Es

scys, vol. I. pp. 324-25; Forbes, Ras Mala, vol. I. p. 92
note.—Ed.

t Forbes's MS. seems to have read 811. Tod says the

date S. 921 is “interpolated—a vice not uncommon with the

Rajput Bard.” (Rajasthan) v. II. p. 448) Tod's date for

Bisal's birth is S. 1066 or A.D. 1009, corresponding to S'ak

931, and his death A.D. 1073. He must have ascended the

throne about A.D. 1031: Wilford places his accession in

1016.-E.D. The words in three MSS which I have collated

are “ath sai ru ikkis.”—J. B.

* The meaning of these lines is very obscure. I suppose it

to be that the king had to light three lamps consisting of

wicks floating in cups filled with oil, an that some

omen was drawn from the way these lamps burned. Two of

the cups appear to have been upset and the whiks did not

burn properly. The attendant Brahmins appear to have

observed that the omen was bad, but from prudential mo ives

did not say anything about it.

The lines have a special significance when taken in con

nection with the disastrous close of King Bisal's reign and

the poet has probably introduced them with this intent,

though from ignorance of the ceremonies usually observed

at coronation sacrifices I am unable to explain what it was

that really took place,—J. BEAMEs.
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and received him with respect. “Why did

you adopt this religion ? Abandoning shame,

tell me the truth. Is it because you are grieved

at the death of the bania's son 7 Such evil

doctrine should not be listened to, which is de

structive of manhood and fame. You are of

royal race. Remaining with Rājas in the far

stretching forest, hunt the deer. Abandon this

delusion ; let the Purānas be your guide ; listen

to the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyana. Pride,

generosity, the field of battle, protection of the

fallen, this is our Dharma, these are the four

attributes of royalty.” The Prince confessing his

error attended to the advice of the Rāja : that

moment he called for, and bound on his sword.

The Rāja, pleased, made him a present. “Go

thou to Sambhar and rule there.” He gave also a

great elephant, clothes, a powerful horse, and a

throne studded with jewels. “Go, Kunwar to

Sambhar.” Kayath Kirpal he made his minister,

Makund his purohit—did Sărang Chahuvân the

lord of Sachaur, like to Narsingh. He gave with

him from Kandhār and Lār, mighty Balochis,

servants (hasham) with nobles of many castes,

horses, elephants, men, carriages, charioteers and

chariots. -

At that time he sent for the bania: “you must

not go with the Kunwar—you have made my son

a great fool.” He exclaimed in anger—“why do

you thus punish me? Sambhari is close to

Ajmer.” “If you go there I will take your life.”

So saying the king went with the prince, four

chariots thrice told were filled with arms. At

the distance of a yojan they made a halt. They

enjoyed there all sorts of viands; when it was

morning the son fell at his feet. Asking his

blessing he went, and arrived at Sambhar.

When he arrived at the lake of Sambhari, with

good mind, body and speech, ten buffalo calves

he sacrificed ; offering the Hom sacrifice he

pleased the goddess. Bending his head to the

Devi, he entered the town ; garlands and water

vessels were placed at the gates of the palace.

Entered Sărang Deva into Sambhari the strong

place; there assembled many Vaisyas and

Kshatriyas; bending they touched the feet of

the prince. Then Kayath Kirpal gave leave to

the whole. To some he gave arms, to others

dresses, according as they deserved and dis

missed them with compliments. Then Jada

vani Gauri came and touched the feet of the

Parmār; the skilled in omens pronounced that

a good omen had occurred, and that the Kunwar

would have a good son. The daughter of the

Rāwat, Deva Rāja, by name Gauri the Jāda

vani" shone by the side of Sārang Deva as Rati

beside Kama. -

Then returning Bisal the king hunted deer in

the forest. Seeing a place well adapted for the

purpose, the desire of constructing a tank arose

in his mind. He examined the good place,

where the streams flowed from the mountains,

where the forest was good. He sent for his

principal minister : * cause a lake to be made

here, such as that of Puskar.”f Having given

this order he returned home; joy without limit

arose in his mind. Upon a throne he sat like

Yudishthira, the son of Dharma, did Bisal the

king of men, the Indra of the world. Over his

head an umbrella, on each side stood châmara

holders very beautiful to the sight, like the

two Ashwinis. The thirty-six races then as

sembled—from head to foot nobly equipped.

The king called them into his presence ; he pre

sented them with betelnut. The minstrels in

their verses celebrated his praise; the king,

smiling, bent his head ; the assembly shone

like a constellation ; the Chahuvân in the midst

like a moon. With compliments he dismissed

them all. As they retired the bards pronounced

a blessing. When a watch and five pals of the

night had passed, the rāja retired within the

palace. Camphor, agar, sandal, musk, and

other perfumes scented the place. It was redo

lent of precious essences which had been strewed

upon it. An apartment well coloured, fit to

inspire pleasure, therein rested the Rāja. He sent

for actors, for singers, and other amusements.

He enjoyed the society of the Parmār's daughter

the (Pat Ráni) favourite queen, who in beauty

and youth resembled an Apsaras, who was dear

to him as his life, whom he forgot not for one

moment. With her the delights of love always

he enjoyed, and no other fair one did he

ever look upon. The other wives being angry,

met together, and all conspired to take from the

king his virility. Then they sent maidservants

to the Devi. Promising presents and rewards

they called the Yogini on Sunday, they changed

her dress, and caused her to enter the King's

door. Taking arms she gave them to the

Darwān, thus she entered and went among the

Queens. “Done, done, be your work,” she ex

claimed. They worshipped her, standing before

* That is, he married Gauri, a princess of the Jadav clan.—J. B. + Or “square or oblong in shape.'
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her with joined hands. “For what cause have

you called me hither to-day. What woman

taught you to call upon me.” All the rival wives

said, “Hear our grief. The Raja does not use

our bodies. O ! mother, except you, who can

know the pain of a childless woman The ar

row of having a rival wife pierces our hearts.”

“If you please I will deprive him of life, if

you please I will make the woman averse to him,

if you please I will destroy desire within him,

I will make the man's body like a woman's.

All the wives approved of this plan. “At once,

O mother perform this work,” they said.

Sending for fire she performed hom, burning

therein the flesh of dogs and asses, and pro

nouncing charms. At that moment his desire

(kān) became extinct. Making her presents,

the wives dismissed the mother. “Abandoning

this city, go to another.” The Rāja became much

grieved at the loss of his virility. He took

the vow of chastity* for four months. In Kartik

month he went to Pushkar to bathe. He heard

mention of the greatness of Gokarna. He called

for Jait Sing the Golwala and said to him, “ you

are expert (uſiyar) in the knowledge of all coun

tries; tell me all about the country of Gokarna,

its mountains, rivers, tanks and jangals.

“Mahārāja there is the temple of Mahadeo

(Siva), the river Banas, shy as a virgin is there.

There is a great mountain three kos in height;

they who see the water which flows from it are

delighted.” “How far is it from Ajmer ?”

“In a journey of two days one may arrive there.”

The Rāja mounted and went off to Gokarndes.

He took great elephants with him, nobats (drums),

and banners. The noise was heard in the ten

directions. Enemies in various places, abandon

ing their own residences, fled into the jangal.

In other khandas the noise sounded Bisal Raja

reached Tachhitpura in the direction of Gokarna.

There is a lofty mountain there, a swift

river, many birds, gardens, and places sacred

to Śiva; shaded retreats, creepers entwining the

trees with leaves and flowers of various colours,

plantains, and fruits, Koils, Chakors, peacocks,

Sarases, beautiful to behold. Boars, lions, com

panies of deer:-the Rāja seeing them was as

tonished. The place was very good : a place of

rest. Worshipping Śiva, all were happy. In

the mountain was a cave where resided a Kinna

ra. Drops of water fell on his head from the

* Under the circumstances one would think this vow

somewhat superfluous: the meaning probably is that he be

came an ascetic for the period mentioned,—J. B.

roof, a company of lions were his attendants.

The Rāja coming suddenly and touching his feet

entreated him : “Om I praise Siva, I praise

him of the great wisdom.”

Fruits, flowers, and other articles, panchāmrita,

incense, and lamps he placed before him. Bath

ing (the idol) and offering gifts the Chahuvan

prayed : “I praise the lord of Bhutas, dwell

ing in terrible places, in whose locks Gańga is

Visible, from whose three eyes brightness like

fire issues, on whose forehead is the moon,

in whose throat is poison, on his neck the

(rundmāla) necklace of skulls—the great Adi,

whose voice is as the roaring of a lion,

who is attended by Siddhas and Devas, whose

body is smeared with the ashes of the funeral

pile : I praise thee! I praise thee! I praise

thee! I praise thee! He who wears an elephant's

hide, who is surrounded by Virs and Bhairavas

in a crowd, resting his feet on Nandi, attended

by the four Vedas, and sixty-four Yoginis,

round whom sound the drum and the kettle

drum (damru)f at the sound of whose footsteps

Meru mountain shakes, the atmosphere thunders;

who holds the bow Pinaka in his left hand : I

praise thee! I praise thee! I praise thee! I

praise thee! Him whom the liberated Siddhas

and the Sādhaks, who seek liberation, worship;

who holds in his hand a trident, whose name is

repeated by men, Kinnaras, Gandharvas, serpents

and Yakshas, by Suras and Asuras, by Apsarases

and Rishis, whom Janaka and other Rishis

from childhood worship. The earth, the winds,

the air, the fire, the water, the sun and moon,

the nine constellations, were created by thee. I

praise thee! I praise thee / I praise thee!

I praise thee! If thy name be called to mind,

difficulties of the road, of the resting place, are

removed, a karor of calamities is dissipated.

Whose charms and spells bind all that travel in

the sky, and in the earth, and disarm incurable

diseases: worshipping thee whose sin would not

be destroyed, the half of whose body is Gauri,

who dwellest in Kailās I praise thee! I praise

thee, I praise thee! I praise thee!”

So much praise the king uttered, worshipping,

touching the god's feet. The Siddha seeing it

was astonished. “This Rāja is a vessel of

wisdom.” The Siddha asked—“From what city

do you come 7 of what family (gotra) are you?

What is your name 2 Are you come here on

pilgrimage, or have you business with any one?”

f This description is in strict accord with the representa

tions of Siva at _Elephanta and Elora, conf. my Elephanta,

§§ 62, 64, 65, 68-72, and notes.-ED.
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“I dwell in Ajmerpur, I am of the renowned

race of Chauhan ; Bisal Deva is my name, O

Siddha " I am come to perform ablutions.”

The Siddha answers, “Hear O Rāja, my words.

Since you have come to this land from your

home, in this place is the unrivalled shrine of

Mahādeva; always Apsarasas descend in the

night. This place four men discovered : their

names will I relate, explaining, Bhasmakär,

Rāvana, Mādhu, Kaitava, these dwelling here

pleased the Deva. The greatness of this

Tirth a they sung ; they washed the Deva,

bringing the milk of a cow, and attained what

ever they desired.” Thus saying the Siddha

arose and disappeared. The Rāja was amazed

in his mind hearing the story of the place. As

much as he desired to ask the Siddha had told

him at once. The Rāja sent for a thousand cows

with calf, spending money and choosing the

best. A thousand vessels of milk he poured

upon Śiva, and took a vow to fast for three

days. For three days the Raja fasted, he aban

doned water and fruit,” eating air only. One

night an Apsaras came ; all the Apsarases were

dancing and singing. After a long while Har

spake. “Apsaras go and raise that mortal.”

The Apsaras came to see him, and perceived that

he was asleep. “Siva is pleased with you, so

the husband of Mohini (Durgā) has said this

to (me). Go to your own home, Siva's residence

abandoning. Siva is pleased with you, the de

sire of your heart has reached Siva on high.”

Thus saying, Mohini raised up the Rāja. It

was the last watch of the night. The king re

turned to his tent; desire increased in his mind;

virility returned to him. In the morning, bath

ing,he presented the thousand cows to Brahmans.

With Panchamrita, incense, and lights, he wor

shipped Siva. At that time he gave orders for

the erection of a temple and the construction of

a town called Bisalpur. Calling for an elephant

he seated himself upon it. Hastily he returned

to his own home. Travelling two days' stages

in one, Bisal returned to his home; he re

entered the city; there was joy in every house.

In his lofty mansion he rested, in the coloured

hall of four colours :t in the apartment of the

women of middle age, he told to the Par

māri all that had occurred. Excited by k.dm, he

*When the Hindus fast on the 11th day of the month,

it is allowed to them to eat fruit. The Shrawaks are not

allowed.

t Red, black (or blue), yellow, and green. Usually the five

colours are used, the fifth being white.

| Four lines of no consequence omitted.

sent for all his wives; the whole night he

passed awake. All the wives were agitated,

asking when before did Sambhu give such a gift 2

Night and day all alike the desire of his mind

found increase. Young, middle-aged, and old, all

began to tremble at him. Sending for other

men's wives, for one ghari no one could restrain

him ; if any attempted it, he would run to slay

him. The wives were terrified that he never

rested from kām : even on hearing his name all

trembled ; in Ajmer city king Bisal burned

when he saw a womant Losing control

over his mind, he surrendered himself to kám.

He began to lose respect for the distinction

between lawful and unlawful; with women, in

pleasure, he spent his time; he listened not

to the advice of any. Whatever women

asked for, he would give them. The wives of

Brahmans, Vaishyas or Sudras—he leaves none

on whom he casts his eyes. Bisal Narind became

of this mind; neither day nor night could anyone

take rest. Many peopleš of the city thronged

together to the house of the minister (pradhān)

‘Calamity falls upon all, both men and women—

we will not remain here—we will depart in anger.’

The minister soothed the enraged people, and

with the council of their head men and the wives

of the rāja, approached Bisal.]

‘On the earth,’ said they, “there are many

rājas ; a great sovereign should attack and sub

due their cities and territories to destroy such

thorns. To protect the land, a prince should

travel about it.” Such was the advice the minis

ters gave him, and also the council (panch) of

the city. Such advice also the wives gave him.

The Rāja understood the object of what they

were saying : —“The flame of kam which has

been excited in me singes you, that I know, but

my mind submits not to control, it remains

within itself as the shadow within a well, con

tinues within it. Well, I will do as you say,

assuredly. Send for Kirpal, and whatever coun

tries you attack, I will mount and accompany

you.” -

He gave the order to the ministers; they sent

for Kirpál. From Sambhar he came to the city

(Ajmer). When Kirpal came and touched the

feet of the king, he placed two swords before

him," studded with jewels and bare. The rāja

§ The passage that follºws with a few corrections is taken

frºm the Rás Mālā, vol. I. p. 95.-E.D.

| These last two sentences condense the substance of a

much longer piece.

* As a hint that he ought to take warlike exercise.
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bound a sword on his loins. The skilful in vatici

nation pronounced the omen to be good. As he

who extends wisdom improves his own, so he who

uses the sword gains territory. The rāja said

—“As this omen has now happened to me,

I will draw my sword in all the nine divisions

(khands) of the earth. The whole world (brah

mand), I will subdue; I will conquer the earth

from Meru to Meru—(from pole to pole). Hear,

O Kirpál, my speech —Providing treasure pre

pare to accompany me. At the Bisal Sarovar"

(lake) firmly pitch our tents.”

In writing, to the ten directions, he sent sum

monses: ‘Let all come and meet me at Ajmer.

Mahansit Parihār came and joined him ; the

chief of Mandovar came and touched his feet;

all the Gahilots collected, like the crown of

the assembly; the Tunwar S armed from head

to foot; Râm Gaur; Maheśa the lord of

Mewat too came ; the Mohil of Dunăpur came

with his followers; the Baloch came all on

foot together. The king of Bâmanwas came

and joined him ; the Bhatner king came to

meet him ; the vassal chiefs of Multan and

Thatta came. The order went to Jesalmer.

All the Bhumias and Bhatias were submissive.

The Yadava, the Bāghela, the dwellers in

Málwa, the Mori, the Bargujars respond

ed to his call. From Antarved came the

Kurambh. All the Mers submissively touched

his feet. Jait Singh, obeying the order, came ;

the chief of Tachhitpur'ſ he brought with him.

Udaya” the Parmār mounted and came. The

Dors came to follow him from Lâr, the Chan

dels,ft the Dāhīmāsif went up at his feet (cf.

Judges iv. 10). Shaking his sword, he made all the

* “This lake,” says Tod, ‘still bears the name of Bisal-ka

tºil notwithstanding the changes that have accrued during

the lapse of one thousand years, since he formed it by

damming-up the springs. It is one of the reservoirs of the

Lüni river. The emperor Jahangir erected a palace on the

banks of the Bisal-ka-tál, in which he received the ambassa

dor of James I. of England.’

f Si is the old Rajput corruption of Simha.

f ‘The respectful mention of the Gahilot as ‘the ornament

of the throng, clearly proves that the Chitoq prince came as

an ally,' an inscription found amidst the ruins of a city of

Mewar, alludes to this very coalition. The inscription is

a record of the friendship maintained by their issue in the

12th century, Samarsi of Chitoq, and Prithirāja, the last

Chauhan king of India—on their combining to chastise the

king of Pattan Anhalwādā, “in like manner as did Bisaldeo

and Tejsi of old unite against the foe, so" &c. &c. Now

Tºisi was the grand-father of Räval Samarsi, who was

killed in opposing the final Muslim invasion, on the Kagar,

after one of the longest reigns in their annals: from which

we calculate that Tejsi must have sat on the throne about

the year A.D. 1064. His youth and inexperience would

account fºr his acting subordinately to the Chauhan of

Ajmer. The name of Udyāditya further confirms this

date. See Trans. R. Asat. Soc, vol I. p. 223.)—Tod.
§ ‘The Tuar must have been one of the Dehli vassals,

whose monarch was of this race,'—Tod.

Bhumiás submissive. No Chālukya came to pay

obeisance, they stood aloof, sternly grasping the

sword. Hearing this Jaitsi Golwal spoke. “Leav

ing a force to protect our homes and city, give

them charge of Ajmer. § The Chālukya cannot

escape.” Stage by stage, long while marched the

warriors; by the way of the mountains the rāja

advanced, drying up the rivers at their sources,

to strike his first blow at the Solankhi. Many

forts he levelled with the earth. He took Jhalor

and destroyed its castle; to the mountains and

the forest the enemy retreated. Ascending Abu

he beheld Achaleswar. Immediately he took the

land of Girnar, Wägar, Sorath, the fifty-six

cities: paying fines they met him, they did not

meet him in fight. In the country of Gujarat

seventeen thousand warriors were with Bāluka

Rai" the Chalukya. Hearing this matter he

mounted and came full of pride, he worshipped

Siva and Sakti (Durgā); his spear he took

upon his shoulder. With him he had thirty

thousand horsemen of Lār, seventy elephants

streaming with juice (mad)"; at a yojana's dis

tance he made a halt. The Chauhān heard the

noise—heard the noise, did Bisal the king,-of

the advance of Băluka Rao. Calling for a char

ger, he mounted; he caused the kettledrums

to sound; setting his army in order, Bisal

moved onwards. The sound of his approach

reached the camp of the enemy. With seventy

thousand soldiers he came on ; it seemed like

the crickets in some rainy season raising their

humming noise. With swinging shields and

glittering spears, the warrior was full of joy,

the coward full of sorrow ; a surging crowd like

the tide of the ocean. Glanced the armour;

| The name of a caste or sept of Rajputs. Forbes trans

lates it ‘the great Gujar,’ vide Ras Mala, vol. I. p. 96; also

my edition of Elliot's Iºaces of the N. W. Provinces, vol. I,

p. 31.-J. B.

* The modern Thoda, near Tonk, where there are fine

ruins.—Tod.

** See note t above.

++ The Dors and Chandels were well known tribes: the

latter contended with Prithirāja, who deprived them of

Mahoba and Kalinjar, and all modern Bundelkhand.’—Tod.

The war with Parimal the Chandel forms the subject of the

20th book of Chand's poem.—J. B.

it ‘The renowned Dahima was lord of Biana; called

also Drüinadhár.'—Tod. -

§ The preceding part of this paragraph is given by Tod

(Rajasthan, vol II. pp. 448-49) but with considerable varia
tions from this version.—ED.

| That is the Chalukya.

* This was Bhima Deva I, the son of Nāga Rāja, and

grand-son of Chāmūnda Deva. He is the Brahma Dey of

Ferishtah, and succeeded his uncle Durlabha Rājā in A.D.

1021, and ruled till 1073. Baluk Rao is a title rather than a

name, and may possibly be the origin of Balhara—the title

applied by the Arabs to the sovereigns of Gujarat.-Ep.

* Mad here is the fluid that exudes from the temples of

the elephant when in rut. Forbes translates it honey. Ras

Mala, vol. I. p. 96.
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destroying the country of the Chālukya, on roll

ed the army, taking many, Bhumias with them,

destroying the lands of those who opposed them.

Throwing forward a guard of a thousand" ele

phants in rut, when the light halfof Māgh arriv

ed, he made his camp at ten kos distance. Cities,

towns, and villages, all that came in their way,

they plundered.

Băluk heard the news. Angrily at once he

started up, as when flame starts up in a forest,

without smoke. Bāluk Rao, the Chalukya war

rior, calling for water, laved his body; he drank

a handful (anjali) of water which had washed the

feet of Vishnu. Hari he placed on his throat.

“To-day I go forth to conquer, or to meet

death. If I fly, may dishonour fall on my race.

In all this land is there no warrior (Kshatri),

that this man has traversed it without being

debarred by weapons?”

Arming his horses with plates of steel, he

placed armour on his elephant. The warriors

girt on their armour and weapons (silaha).

When the king mounted his horse he sent word:

—“‘Bāluk Rao has come without fear.” O

Srikant Bhāt go to the Chahuvān and thus

declare.”

Srikant Bhāt went to the enemy; he met

Bisal Deva Chahuvān; raising his hands, he gave

him the salutation ; he told him the message of

Băluk Rao. “Your business lies with kings, what

have you to do with subjects, you have done ill in

that you have injured the subjects. No Hindu

monarch would do so. Ceasing to molest the

peasants, now return to your home; to Ajmer

depart and there reign. Bāluk Rao has said I

am the Brahma Rai, inured to war, to fly were

great grief to me, but the day of my death is a

day of holiday. Of noble race are the chiefs that

are around me. I have never had any quarrel

with you ; knowing this, turn back then, and

abandon war. I and thou have to meet to

gether in the field to-day. Who shall remain

in the field, who shall fly.” When the Chauhān

received this message, he at once gave orders to

sound the kettledrum. Armour they placed on

horses and on elephants; the warriors clad them

selves in their armour; the two armies met shield

to shield in their ranks ; they seemed like two

‘My copy reads {{{{{ {ET probably agú Qāī i.e.

1,000—J. B.

t.The chakravyuh is a phalanx of peculiar form de

scribed in the Mahābhārata as having been formed by the

Kaurava army. , Abhimanyu, the son of Arjuna, broke

through six ranks of it, and was slain in front of the

*Yºuth. The figure is also used as a charm when a

billows of the ocean bending their crests towards

each other. The Chahuvân made a phalanx

(chakrávyuh): Băluk Rao, like Abhimanyu,f

may break it or remain in the middle. What

destiny has determined will come to pass.

In the morning the two armies met as waves

of the ocean. Elephants stood firm ; the war

riors struck at their trunks; arrows flew darken

ing the light of the sun. Good warriors with

spear on shoulder set their horses at speed; with

out fear, patting their horses as they charged';

each was like a drop of water in the ocean.

Wounds were apparent on men's bodies. The

Chāluk’s army gave back; then Băluk Rao assist

ed them. They cried “brother, brother, strike,

strike!” Both armies fight and wound each other.

Băluk shook the Chakravyuh. The Parihar and

Gahilot turned their backs ; the Gahilot fled in

the direction of the Tuar; the Chakrác, uh was

broken in one place ºf then the other warriors

acted nobly and like heroes ; they closed up like

lions. Corpses fell to the earth; the warriors

fought locked in each other's embrace; they

displayed such strength as surpasses description.

At that time the Kandhār and Baloch advanced

against Băluk boldly, nothing regarding. Ele

Phants, roar; in the field of battle are strewn

heads and trunks. The warriors' surcoats (brigo)

were stained red, as if they played together at

the Holi: they were bathed in gore. The ele

Phants, streaming with blood, shewed brilliantly

as the palāsaš flowering in the spring (basant)

season. Bāluk, and Bisal the king perceived

each other. It was as if the moon grew dim

from being opposed to the sun. The Chāluk

urged on his horse, the Chahuvân his elephant;

the two rājas fought a terrible fight urging on

horse and elephant, they crossed weapons with

each other, when to the teeth of the elephant

Băluk urged on his steed. “Hear, king,” said

the Chāluk, patting his horse, “it is night, let

us break off the fight, and in the morning again

resume it.” They returned each to his own

tent, and bound up the wounds of all who were

wounded.

All the ministers of the Chāluk came toge

ther; they forged a false paper. Having made

it, they brought it to the king :-e Do you go

home; the Chāluk has fled, we, all his ministers,

wºn finds difficulty in delivery.—Forbes, Ras Mala,

p.97, note.

f i. e. by the Gahilots running away and leaving their

place empty. For the curious legend iy which cowardice

is sºld to be an inherent vice of the Gabilots, see my Eun.

of Elliot's Races of N. W. P. Vol.I. p. 90.—J. B.

§ The ºutea frondosa, which bears scarlet blossoms.
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have come to meet you and to seek your pro

tection. Call for what property you will.”

Pawasur hearing this, went to the Rāja, he sent

for Kirpal. The Chāluk’s ministers came to meet

him “Whatever property you may demand we

will place it at your feet.” The king replied

“Listen, I will place a thana here; in a month,

I will build a city. Pawasur the Tuar said,

“bring the tribute.” They sent for property;

he founded a city there. The Chahuvân king

gained the field, the Chāluk was wounded. Bisal

returned home again, having founded Bisalnagar.”

In Samvat 936,t Bisal the king founded a royal

city, handsome to behold.

Bisal Rāja entered his city Ajmer. A Bania

dwelt there : at his house the Rāja prepared to

marry beholding the maid to be like an Apsaras.

The bards exclaimed “Jay ! Jay !” the sons

of the Māgadhas ; grain and wealth the king

rained on the earth as Indra pours rain. In

this way at Ajmer the king performed as it

were a yajna at the b a ni a's house. The

bride was not yet thirteen: the whole city ridi

culed it. In Asārh month in the light half, on

the second day, Monday, much rain came from

the north, the sun was not seen for five days, at

this time the Rāja enjoyed his bride. § One

night she said, “O Rāja I have a boon to beg.

At Pushkar is a woman of great beauty, you

should go to see her.” On the second day after

the Dasera the king went there and beheld a

bania’s daughter named Gauri performing auste

rities. Bisal Rāja seeing her became excited by

lust, when the day came to an end he committed

what should not have been committed. Every

one who heard it was sorrowful. They declared

that the king was never to be satisfied.|

The girl forced in the midst of her penances,

to the Deva pronounced a curse. “Become an

Asura, King Bisal, an eater of the flesh of men.”

The king hearing this trembled, and touching

her feet, asked how his restoration would be

effected. She said his son's son who would be

an ornament of the earth and a great warrior

would effect his liberation."[

O ! son (says the relater to her son Aná) by

the strength of her penances he became an Asura.

* Colonel Tod, Western India, p. 172, mentions that one

stipulation of this treaty was, that the Chālukya should

give a daughter in marriage to Bisal Deva. He also men

tiºns, quoting the Hamir Rasa, a work relating the exploits

of a Chauhan prince of that name, that Bisal Deva took

Prince Karan, son of Rāja Bhim, prisoner.—Ras Mālā, vol. I.
p.98, note.

* This battle was probably fought about A.D. 1046, or

Samvat Sake 968–Ed. -

The bania's daughter continued her penances

standing in the heat between fires, in the cold

water in winter, saying, “My sin has been

very great, if I perform unheard of penance

then I may get pardon.” The king determined

not to return to Ajmer, but to repair to

Gokarna,the shrine of Hara. He halted at the

Bisal Sarovar. [On Sunday the seventh of

the month, as he was about to proceed with

chariots, horses, and elephants]f the king saw a

snake in his tent and shot at it with an arrow.

It escaped and hid in his boot (mojarſ). When

he was putting on his boots to mount his horse the

snake bit him [the Rāja laughed and said “that

which is fated will happen.” They tried medi

cines and spells in vain; the Raja's pain in

creased. Hearing the Rāja was dead the Par

mári became a Sati :—dying she said— “The

son of the Jadavani will rule the country, may

my blessing be on him”]. In that same place"

Bisal became an Asura, always hungry, vomiting

flames of fire, eating men where there was a

town or an army; as many as he could obtain he

ate.

(Anā’s mother says) “When your father heard

this story he sent me to Rinthambh, I being then

pregnant. He prepared himself to fight the

Rakshasa. [His fate and mine were one, or rather,

our ill fortune was alike, to stop disgrace we

endured trouble. This was his desire and mine.]

With a thousand men sounding the kettledrum,

the Chahuvân set forth : he reached Ajmer.

He found all the gardens waste and the fort

broken down: Sărang Deva saw this. He

[thought of the bania (his foster father) andj

reflected that it was a female ascetic of his race

that had destroyed his family. He lamented

[his eyes filled with tears as he thought on his

father]. Three days he remained in the fort, but

he saw not the Asura. Then Sărang Deva began

to take heart and think of again building the city.

In the morning of the 11th the Dānava entered

the city. The whole army snatching their

weapons ran to fight him. They fought with

swords, he seized them in his mouth and broke

them as a monkey breaks fruit from trees and

creepers, fatherand son were fighting. Sārang Deva

f Much condensed. -

§ Twelve lines left out and the rest condensed.

| About 100 lines are here compressed.

* About 40 lines are compressed into this passage.

* About 40 lines here omitted expressive of the king's
evil life and remorse.

+ In what follows the longer additions made by Mr.

Beames have been put within brackets.-E.D.
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fell as falls a mountain; knowing him to be an

Asura, all the men remained hidden in the city.

Searching he ate the men, thence his name

Dhundhã.” He ruined the city of Ajmer which

was like a Deva's city.” “O mother, listen the

austerity-practising maid has promised,—the

Parmári too has given a blessing. I will go to

Ajmergarh and return having slain the enemy.”

Gauri did not agree to this matter, she advised

the Kumār to remain quiet: thus Gauri-mă per

suades but her son refuses to listen. She said “A

man may fight with a man but not with a Dănay.

Much time has passed away, the roads are broken

up, he destroys the elephants and the deer of the

jangal. In this house of your maternal uncle

(mátuſ) you are living, he will come and destroy

it.” Before his mother Anâ exclaimed, “I will

either live or die there, I will perform his ser

vice or take an opposite course.” “O son | you

have conceived a bad desire, from which my

soul is destroyed. Dhundha seeks men to eat them,

and do you think of going to serve him.” Then

replied Anâ thus : “To me this seems good,

to give to him my head, or to return with a

chhatra raised over me. By service the Devas

may be pleased ; by service the Rakshasas may

be subdued; by service a lion may be tamed ;

by service snakes may be deprived of their poi

sonous powers; by service is much property

acquired.” His mother urged that enemies were

not to be served, but Anâ determinedly went to

the forest of Ajmer.f Long had that Dānava

remained in the Ajmer forest; there he had de

stroyed all: there was neither Siddha nor Sadhak;

neither beast nor bird. He had many pretas

with him. When Anâ went thither, the Rāk

shasa was surprised at seeing a man. “Here

is a good meal for me to-day : destiny provides

for us mortals food without our toil.” Anā

saw the Rakshasa, having five hundred hands

each holding a sword, roaring with his mouth,

yawning, up he rose. Anâ concealing his sword

in his breast made obeisance. Firm stood his

foot, but in mind much he trembled. § The

Rakshasa began to enquire of him “Who is

your mother who your father ? what is your

name 2 what lord do you follow 2° Anā [re

flecting in his mind,-" if this Dhunjha should

swallow me, as Indra did to Vritra, so will I do,

ripping open his belly from within with my

* From Hindi &a=IT to search.

+ A few lines here omitted.

f Rather a fine description of the utter desolation of

Ajmer is here omitted.

sword”] said—“Gauri was the mother who bore

me in her womb. My father (or ancestor) Bisal,

strong in kám, I have longed to come hither to

see with these eyes your form.” “What has

poverty fallen to your lot, or has disease afflicted

your body, has an enemy taken your land, or has

your wife deserted you, has some calamity been

thrown upon you by destiny, have men driven

you from them, or has your Guru cursed you, or

your mother died ?” “None of all these have

happened. It is to serve you that I come hither.

Until I met you I had disease and poverty,

until then I was of no repute.”

The Rákshasa took him in his embrace, and

placed his hand on his head. “The world and

desire to live abandoning, now have you come

hither.” “For this reason, I care not to live

that I have no land or home. Therefore I am

come to serve you. It is alike to me to live or

to die. I will either give you my head or place

above it an umbrella. This land from long by

gone times belonged to my fathers, to ask it

from you I am come.”

The Daitya was pleased beholding his son, he

himself longed to assume human form.

“Your descendants from father to son shall

reign.” Thus saying he rose into the sky taking

his sword with him. “On Sunday pay me wor

ship.”" The royalty he gave to Anâ the Cha

huvân : he went by the way of the air to Gangă,

being afflicted by thirst. A Rishi named Nim

was seated there, the Rákshasa paid him obeis

ance. He asked him who he was, and why he

had come. Bisal told his whole tale :-" I burn

with fever O Nātha how shall my release be

effected 7” “You are a Kshatri, your release

cannot here be effected, you should go to Kasi.

Many are the sins you have committed, there

they will be washed away, and you will become

sinless.” Hearing this, the Rákshasa rose into

the air, he arrived at Dilli, where is the place of

Devas, Nigambodh, where is Yamunā river—

pure and clear are its waters. Thither the

demon (nisháchar) went. He was very thirsty

and wearied. In his doubled hands he drank

water. His body became cooled, he walked up

and down. A Rishi named Harit was performing

penance there in a cave. Hearing the noise he

came out to see. Beholding him he asked his

story. The Rakshasa detailed the whole matter.

§ The preceding three sentences are much condensed.

| This sentence is very much compressed.

* He became the Kul Deva.
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THE PRITHIRAJA RASAU.

* “In the neighbourhood of Yoginipur,” on the

banks of the river, I have come and drunk water, I

am called Dhundha and Bisalnripati. By a curse

I have assumed a Daitya's body. To abandon

it and to behold Gangă I am desirous, to wash

away my sins, and again to rule in Ajaypur.f O

Rishi Rājaſ going to Gangă I will destroy this

body with my sword. Will my release be thus

effected ? O Rāja Rishi ! instruct me that I

may accomplish it.” -

The Rishi smiling said, “Without penance

royalty cannot be obtained. Food, wealth, wife,

and children, all the happiness of the world, may

be obtained by penance.” The Rákshasa, receiv

ing this instruction, began to call Hari to mind.

In the Rishi cave he continued performing

austerity. The Rishi went away to a tirtha,

saying—“Until I return, having visited all

tirthas, do you remain here penance-performing.”

The demon, performing penance, continued for

three hundred and eighty years. His body

began to be without pain in consequence of

meditating on Vishnu. At this time Anang of

the race of the Pāndavs ruled at Hastinapur.

On the banks of the Yamunā he founded a city

Anang Pál Tuar founded there Dilli. The

King, the subjects, men and women, dwelt there,

all of them in peace. Anang Pál Tuar Narind

the virtuous King : his daughter was very

beautiful, eight years of age, with her companions,

chaste and full of good qualities like Sità, she

came in Shrāwan and Bhadrapadi to worship

Gauri. At Nigambodh on the banks of Kãlindi

(Yamund) they all went to worship the Gauri.

At that time the rain fell with great yiolence,

the maidens began to be wet. Anang Pāl's

daughter, with five hundred maidens and a

daughter of a Purohit, went all together to bathe

on Yamunā’s banks. They entered the cave

where Dhundhá was performing penance, look

ing the image of death. All of them worshipped

him. He enquired of them who they were, and

for what purpose they had come. They an

swered—“We seek as a boon from you that we

may all have good warriors for our husbands, and

may dwell in one place.” The Dānava Rāja

made them this promise; and rising in the air

he flew towards Käsi; he reached the banks of

Gangă to perform sacrifice. Of his body making

a hundred and eight fragments, he offered them

in burnt sacrifice. He asked for a boon from

* An old name of Delhi.

t Ajmer, the old name of which is Ajayameru.-J. B.

f That is the last half of Shrawan and first of Bhadra

Śiva. “May the fragments of my body become

a hundred and eight men upon earth.” Thus

his body being burned with fire, his splen

dour (jyotſ, soul) went to Devasthān. Amidst

the Apsarasas he began to sing. Thus obtain

ing the restoration of his body, he took birth

upon the earth : that matter says Kavi Chand

relating I will describe.

To the cave of Nigambodh, the daughter of

Anang Pāla and her maidens again having gone,

found there an image of stone, which they wash

ed with water and worshipped with pure souls,

with sandal, incense, and lamps, with pure bodies.

Bisal gave a boon, “you shall give birth to a

great warrior, with whom no man shall be able

to fight, also to a Bhat powerful in tongue.

From the boon granted by Dhundha Narind,

and his having cut his body into fragments at

Kási, from his tongue sprung a Bhat, twenty

Kshatris were born at Ajmer, of whom one was

Someşvara, whose son was Prithirāja ; the

others arose in other places. Nidar arose in

Kanoj, Jait and Salakh in Abugarh ; in

Mandovar the Parihār; in Karaki Kangur

Håhuli ; in Nagor Balibhadra; Chand arose

in Lahor; $ in Dilli Atatāya: in other places

sixteen Samants. At Jhalor, Rāma Deva:

at Govindgarh, Dham : [the Dahima arose at

Biyana.] In Prithirāja's service, they all re

mained.

[The birth and dwelling of the nobles, Chand

sings sweetly in the Padhari metre]:—In Jesal

mer, dwells Achaleša like the sun; Pajun

dwells in Chittod ; Hari Sing arose in Gaſ!

Bayāna; in Kalikand arose Jangār Bhim; in

Samiyangarh, Narsing Rāi. Jangār Bhim who

dwelt in Junágarh and fought many days with

Bhim who was wounded; Sārang Rāi rose, the

Mori King; Bärad-Rai, who dwelt in Asirgarh

and fought with Kanhai Rai the Chahuvân

warrior—the servant of Prithirāja. Tejpal of

the Dor race lived at Junaur ; Kaimás, a

very powerful warrior, who did obeisance to

the Chahuvān; Bhobă Chandel of Gajni, who,

when wounded, was protected by a Samant,

and who afterwards did good service here.

When Arsi Chandel was slain, the royalty

was given to Bhobă. The Rāja of Dilli gave

to Bhoba Chandel a country by the sea road.

With the Rāja of Kanoj fighting, he kept his

name in the Kalyug. On the throne of the

pad—a month. -

§ This is the poet himself, ‘and this passage is usually

quoted to prove that he was a native of Lahor—J. B.
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Chāluks was Bhoba Bhim; in the Dekhan

country Jawalojal; the Bargujar Rai was Aliya,

who day by day, destroyed the Khan's country

Marut Khan Ali . . . . . . . . . . .

Hada Hamir, Khotal Khangar, two brothers,

when a famine occurred in their own country they

came to Dilli. Parmār Kanak who brought a

courtezan from Jaychand's house to the country

of Prithirāja;" he received six désas in pasāya

(present). In the year 1105, in five places the

Rājas were bornt . . . . . . . . . .

Anal came and embraced his mother. He

told her all that had happened. The people,

taking the mahājans with them, re-inhabited the

country. When Anâ Narind founded Ajmer

and made Sambhar as it were a heap of gold, he

began to seize and punish his enemies. [From

village to village people bound garlands of

flowers] he dug out the treasures buried among

the ruins of wasted towns. The voice of birds

and animals began to be heard, the country was

restored, poverty was destroyed; [bathing in

water, and giving gifts to Brahmans, he ruled

sixty-four years, did Anâ the King.] Taking

the country by his sword, he delivered it to his

son, Jesingh Deva, who mounted the throne.

Jesingh Deva discovered much property which

had been buried by Bisal, and in the Bisal tank.

He found no end to it. [The wealth of Anâ was

a mere drop compared with it; then he adorned

his house with gold, and gave the gold to three

Brahmans who had charge of his granaries and

wealth..] He, the Chahuvân, of good conduct,

listened to the Vedas and Purānas. Abandon

ing pride, he did not mistake the custom of his

family. For eight years he reigned. Anand

Deva, his son, received the umbrella: while he

ruled, he saw one day the Deva in the Varaha

avatāra. He built a temple in Pushkar, called

the Dharni Vihāra. [He reigned for a hundred

years..] His son Som received the umbrella;

he, Someşa the hero, conquered with his sword

the Rājas of Gurjara and Malwa. In Maru,

where the Bhattis ruled, the Chahuvân took the

desert country. He married in the house of

the Dilli lord ; and from this marriage arose

Pithal.; Anand Raj's son Someșa defeating

the army of the Moriyās, made a fire sacrifice.

[In his own city making oblations to the gods,

he enjoyed himself in Ajmer, did Someswar.

[This is that hero Somes] who conquered the

Khorasani [warrior. This is that hero Somes]

who laid waste the Gurjara land. This is that

hero Someș who took the Parihar Nahar

[of exceeding strength. Kavi Chand compares

him to Rahu seizing the moon. The valiant

hero, merciful, powerful, wealthy.]. - -

When Anang Rāja was ruling in Dilli the

KamdhajS prepared a four-armed army, Vijay

pāl followed it, he came to Antarved. Anang

heard this, he prepared his army and crossed the

Kalindi. The Sambhar Raja heard that the

Kamdhaj and the Tuar were about to engage.

He considered that it was not the duty of a

Kshatri to sit at home, and that he should

either increase the fame of the house of Anā or

seek Kailāsa, or Indra's abode (swarga)" he

sounded the kettle-drum (misſin)” and advanced

to succour Dilli, as a snake puts the jewel first.

The banners (dhvaj-nejá), châmara, and all the

other paraphernalia of war, taking with him,

he reached Dilli. He met Anang Rāi and en

tered into friendship with him; they ate together

pan, full of strong flavour.f Anang told the

state of affairs concerning the Kamdhaj.:

Someşvara biting his lip, [full of anger, seizing

his sword, and twisting his moustache in his hand]

declared that he would destroy the presumptuous

Kamdhaj [and arranged the plan of the battle

with the Rāja.] At the last watch of the night

the nišān began to sound : the noise of the

drums was like drops of rain. Somes and

Anang Rāja set off together, in much joy, love,

and friendship. The white umbrella borne above

them, shone amidst the standards like the sun

amidst clouds; the warriors armed and eager for

the fight. The news was brought of Vijay

Pål's army having arrived, drawn up in the form

of a serpent (sarparyuha). Of the best of his

servants he formed the fangs, himself formed the

tail. Anang Pål consulted with Someş. They

resolved to form their army in the Garud form,

to swallow up the serpent: Someşwar Rai formed

the beak and neck, in whose aid was Sambhar

* The whole of this passage about the Samants differs

from my MS.—J. B.

f This date should probably be 1205 or A.D. 1149.—Ep.
Ten lines omitted.

f This is a familiar name for Prithiraj, he is also called

Rai Pithaura (rſ; ſºrt)

$ Sprung from a headless corpse-a name of the Rah

tores ; or from Kåmdhvaj whose standard was Ram.

| Four lines omitted,

* A long description of the army is here omitted. There

is nothing new in it.—J. B.

* The small drum with the banner.

+ So I translate ‘ghana såra púra" which is the reading

in my copy. Dalpatrām had read “with camphor."—J. B.

f The preceding three sentences are a very condensed

outline,—J. B.
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REVIEW.

HINDU TRIBES AND CASTEs as represented in Benares. By

the Rev. M. A. SHERRING, M.A., LL.B. Calcutta,

Bombay and London, 1872.

MR. SHERRING has already proved himself to be a

careful inquirer into Hindu customs; and in his

“Sacred City of the Hindus” he amassed much

valuable information regarding the place of his

residence, Benares. We welcome the present con

tribution from his pen on a subject of very great

interest and no less complexity.

Mr. Sherring does not enter at any length into

antiquarian discussions. His object is not to inves

tigate the origin or history of the various divisions

of Hinduism, but to describe these as he finds them

now existing in the city of Benares. This limi

tation of range enables him to speak with the autho

rity of an eye-witness of many, or most, of the facts

which he brings forward; while, on the other hand,

as representatives of nearly all the divisions of

Hindus visit the sacred city, there is ample room

and verge enough to include a very tolerable sur

vey of the subject of Indian castes as they now

are. Mr. Sherring writes in a very kindly spirit.

His favourite motto seems to be Homo sum ; hu

mani nihil a me alienum puto. He speaks in terms

of commendation of all that to a dispassionate mind

can appear praiseworthy. Of the caste system as a

whole, however, he has no admiration ; on the con

trary, it is his “ intense conviction” that the abso

lute renunciation of caste would be an unspeakable

blessing to India.

The work is divided into four parts, treating of

1st, the Brahmanical tribes; 2nd, the Kshatriya or

Rājput tribes; 3rd, mixed castes and tribes; and 4th

aboriginal tribes and inferior castes. Prefixed to

the whole is an introduction which deals chiefly

with the views of Manu regarding caste. To our

mind this, which is the least original, is also the least

valuable part of the book. The laws of Manu in their

present form cannot be safely held to be older than

the third century B. C. The Sanhità of the Rig Veda

was probably collected a thousand years before

that date ; and how much earlier composed, it would

be hard to say. Without discussing the very diffi

cult question of the date at which the caste system

was introduced, we cannot doubt that it was long

before Manu's day; and the views of the legislator

regarding its origin are amusing, and little more.

Mr. Sherring's tread is far firmer—like the Mac

gregor's on his native heath—when he comes in

Chapter I to speak of the Brahman as he is. Here

is a lively sketch of his physical appearance and

character:—

“Light of complexion, his forehead ample, his counten

ance of striking significance, his lips thin, and mouth

expressive, his eyes quick and sharp, his fingers long, his

carriage noble and almost sublime, the true Brahman, un

eontaminated by European influence and manners, with his

intense self-consciousness, with the proud conviction of

superiority depicted on every muscle of his face, and mani

fest in every movement of his body, is a wonderful specimen

of humanity walking on God's earth.........Endowed with

an extremely subtle, rather than with a powerful mind;

which by long habit perpetuated from age to age, and from

family to family, he has trained to the utmost keenness ;

dogmatic, self-willed, pertinacious, and supremely arrogant
and vain.”

Mr. Sherring goes on to tell us that this remark

able being has lived his day ; that his prestige is

rapidly declining ; and that the lower classes have

availed themselves of European schools and colleges

more than the highest have done. We accept the

statement on his authority as true regarding Be

nares and the North-West Provinces; but it hardly

holds good of Calcutta, and still less of such places

as Pună, Nāsik, and most cities in Mahārāshtra.

From the great mass of valuable information

with which the author supplies us, we can only make

an extract here and there. Here is his description

of an important class of functionaries with whom he

has often been brought into contact, the Gangá

putras, or sons of the Ganges:—

“The name is given to those Brahmans who preside over

the religious ceremonies performed on the banks of the

Ganges. At Benares their number is very large. The

ghats, or stairs leading down to the river are apportioned

out to them ; and they watch over their several boundaries

with much jealousy. Moreover, they lay claim to the entire

bank between high and low water-mark, which is consider

able, seeing that the difference is upwards of fifty feet.

As a class, they are notorious for coarseness of manners,

licentiousness and rapacity. Yet the tens of thousands who

every year visit Benares are entirely at their mercy. Many

of these come from remote parts of India, and not a few are

females. Most of them arrive tired and worn out by travel,

yet full ofjoy at the thought of having a length reached the

sacred city. Unsuspectingly, they entrust themselves to the

sons of the Ganges, who with all their wickedness at home,

have a reputation abroad for sanctity. These enfold them

within their toils, fleece them of their money, and otherwise

behave towards them in a shameless manner, while the

poor pilgrims, being generally utter strangers, having no

means of redress, patiently submit to maltreatment.

It would be well if the Government authorities exercised

control not only over the Gangāputras but also over all

the priests of the temples in Benares, so as to secure their

...! behaviour and the comfort of pilgrims and other

worshippers.”

Of the Maráthá Brahmans, Mr. Sherring speaks

thus—

“The Mahratta Brahmans are a very distinguished race

among the Brahmanical tribes of India. For quickness of

intellect, for energy, practical power, and learning, they are

unsurpassed. In Benares itself, which is famous for its

Pandits deeply read in Sanskrit literature, they are highly

respected for their intelligence and knowledge. As a people

they seem to possess, wherever they are found, those great

mental gifts which formerly e the Mahrattas so for

midable.”

On the question why the Maráthá Brähmans—par

ticularly the Konkanasth division of them are so

fair, our author is opposed to the view adopted by

Mr. Campbell, (Lieutenant Governor of Bengal,)

in his work on Indian Ethnology—that they came

by sea from the north and so have received less ad

mixture of aboriginal blood. Mr. Sherring maintains

that in the North-Western Provinces—

“The Brahmanis quite as fair, andexhibits quite as strongly

the physical characteristics of his race as the Mahratta Brah:

man of the Konkan. He is occasionally as fair as the lightest
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Eurasian half caste; and in his face the red blush is seen

to come and go as in that of the Englishman. The remarks

of Mr. Campbell would go to prove an almost tribal distinc

tion between the Mahratta and all other Brahmans, con

sisting in a far greater purity of Brahmanical blood. I,

suspect that these tribal distinctions among the Brahmans

are in the main of a provincial character, and to be account:

ed for on geographical grounds rather than ethnological."

A very interesting question, this—and one which

merits fuller investigation than it has yet received.

For ourselves, we see no difficulty in believing, that

the Brähmans in, and near, the Panjāb may have

descended the Indus, or, for that matter, the Saras

vatſ, which in Vaidik times was a copious river

flowing either into the Indus or the ocean. We also

doubt whether climatic differences will sufficiently

explain the striking diversities of colour among

Brähmans. Still we express no decided conviction ;

we are happy to hear Mr. Sherring's pleading, and in

the meantime, we take the matter, as the Scotch

judges say, ad arizandum.

We cannot follow Mr. Sherring into the endless

rannifications of Brahmanism, which he sets down

with wonderful minuteness. For example, he enu

merates all the eighty-four divisions of Gujaráti

Brähmans; and fourteen of Marāthā Brähmans,

with gotras in numbers without number

In Part II he speaks of the Rajputs in Benares. In

cluding the district and province of that name, he

finds ninety-nine Rājput tribes; and of all these

in succession he gives a longer or shorter account.

All this we are compelled to pass over. As, how

ever, Mr. Sherring is no dry-as-dust collector of cu

riosities, but a man who steadily views the past

in its bearing on the present and the future, we

must in justice quote some of his opinions

on the condition-of-India question as affected

by caste changes that have come already or are

fast coming. First, however, let us hear what he

thinks of the Rājputs' physique and morale.

“In ancient times the two functions of this race were rul

ing and lighting. Only one of these, the latter, still re

mains. A large proportion of the sepoys of the Indian

army have ever been, and still are, Rajpoots. The number,

I imagine, has somewhat diminished since the mutiny. Yet

this occupation is regarded by all classes as a legitimate

and natural one for the members of this caste. The physique

of the Rajpoots, in the opinion of military men, péculiarly

adapts him for the life of a soldier. He is generally tail

and well made, with a good development of muscle, but

with a smaller proportion of bone. He is of somewhat

large build than the Brahman, yet does not display in his

countenance the Brahman's high intelligence and command

ing dignity, nor has the Brahman's thinness of skin and

delicacy of complexion.”

Now as to their condition—

“Formerly, they could command armies, or divisions and

sub-divisions of armies, and were employed as rulers over

provinces and districts, or else governed in their own right.

Such occupations gave scope to their ambition, and an ob

ject on which their intelligence and energy might expend

themselves. But all, this has been changed. "Not being

emplºyed now in such offices, or in any other of great na:

tional or social interest, life is to many of them without a

purpose. The majority of the higher classes of course are

satisfied with an existence of luxurious indolence; yet not

all. They feel, however, that it is useless to be ambi

tious, for that there is nothing for them to do, and very

little for them to gain. A few make themselves conspi

cuous by their liberality and public spirit, in laying

out vast sums of money, on colleges, schools, hospitals,

asylums, and the like. Yet their secret personal ambition

is mostly directed to very inferior objects. To secure a

higher place in the Governor-General's Durbar, or more fre

quent salutes, or a greater number of guns at each salute, some

will devote years of time, and lacs of rupees, and will engage

in a course of intrigues of the most intricate character.

This is pitiful, but by no means surprising. The truth is,

that want of employment is the great bane of the aristocracy

of India in the present day. It is not a healthy condition

nor a safe and satisfactory one.”

True and weighty words; although we think the

shading is, just by a shade, too deep. All Rajputs

did not rule ; only princes and chiefs did so. Now,

although “the pride, pomp, and circumstance of

glorious war” have happily to a great extent passed

away in India, and so one half of the Rájput chief

tain's occupation is gone, what hinders him from

continuing the other half, and with double dili

gence He may find a noble sphere in governing

his subjects ; and if he govern them well, he will

not be molested by the British authorities. Even

were his powers reduced, which they are never likely

to be, to the dimensions of those of an English

nobleman, why could not the Rājput chief find,

like the nobleman, honourable employment in

managing his estates ? It is true all this requires

that he be educated and so fitted to bear his part

in the renowned victories of peace. Let the Bri

tish Government look to that prime requisite.

So much for the chiefs. As for the mass of the

Rājputs, they can beat their swords to plough

shares. They make bad traders, and would be

driven out of the market by cunning Vaisyas ; but

they take kindly to agriculture. Let them go in for

farming ; it is no hardship, and no disgrace. “He

who cultivates barley, cultivates purity,” was said—

or, at least, is said to have been said—by Zoroaster,

the great and wise: and over India, so far as our ex

perience goes, with the exception of Lower Bengal, the

occupation of tillage is deemed perfectly honourable.

A question, however, of an interesting kind

emerges here. If, in these halcyon days of peace

the races in India that are by descent and profes

sion fighting men, can find few fields in which to

exercise and augment their hereditary valour, will

they not gradually sink into a timorous herd quite

unequal to stand, in the shock of arms, before the

warlike races of the extra-Indian North 2 If aught

should once more precipitate these on the fertile

plains of Hindustan, where is our security ? Can

we hold India with British bayonets alone, that is,

can we supply them in sufficient numbers ?

The other point. In Britain you pick up any lad

at the corner of a street, say a shoemaker, or the

ninth part of a man, a tailor; and in a few weeks

or months you manufacture that very raw material

into an erect, martial looking man, who meets the

hurtling shot and shell as steadily as if he had been

trained to it all his days. We apprehend you can

not do this with an Indian tailor or shoemaker.

The question then is a very serious one—where are
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the fighting men to come from who shall recruit

our native army? But we are getting beyond

our depth, and shall wisely return to civilian

themes.

In Part III. Mr. Sherring treats of the mixed castes

and tribes—Vaisyas, Sudras, and others. He com

pares the position of these in the social scale to that

of the middle classes in England. He has several

pages of thoughtful writing as to the effects of our

rule—slow, but certain as the action of gravitation

—in depressing the sacerdotal class and the war

like nobility of the past, and in elevating a great body

intermediate between these and the ignorant help

less masses. As we proceed with our educational

scheme, we shall affecteven the lowest. A stupendous

revolution is thus in progress; and much wisdom is

required to secure that it be quiet and successful.

Probably none of us realizes the magnitude of the

changes that are impending, or the dangers that ac

company the transition period. Mr. Sherring says

that “the wisdom of the course we have adopted has

hardly yet been ever properly tested. The test will

have to be applied on any occasion of great political

disturbance in the country, involving the social status

and dignity of the castes.” Yet we doubt not

Mr. Sherring would admit that it was imperative

to move in the direction we have taken. There

may be a question as to what the rate of progress

ought to be, whether it is better to walk or run ;

but it is impossible to go back—impossible to

stand still. And after all, Europe has witnessed

civil and religious revolutions on quite as vast a

scale as any that we can witness here. The cur

tailment of the powers of the Mediaeval Church—

the abolition of the feudal system—the rise of free

cities and the commercial classes generally—the

emancipation of the serfs in Russia; what reforms

in Indian society can surpass these revolutions in

magnitude 2

In Part IV. Mr. Sherring treats of the aboriginal

tribes and inferior castes. The most interesting

point which he has dwelt upon is the Bhar tribe—

once of great importance in the regions around

Allahabad and Benares. Mr. Thomason said of

them : “The inhabitants were a powerful and indus

trious people, as is evident from the large works

they have left behind them.” They seem to have

been skilled in the arts both of peace and war. We

are too ready to think of the races that preceded the

Hindus in the possession of India as having been

savages or semi-savages ; yet even amidst all

the passionate invectives of the Veda against

them, we cannot glean from its pages such a notion

of the Dasyus. Black-skinned they were, probably

flat-nosed, and inferior in physical appearance to

he worshippers of the “beautiful nosed" (sus pra)

Indra ; but barbarians—at least in many cases,—

they certainly were not. We agree with Mr.

Sherring—“I know not why we should be so ready

always to ascribe to successive troops of Hindu

immigrants all the ancient civilization of India.

The more I investigate the matter, the stronger do

iny convictions become that the Hindu tribes have

learned much from the aboriginal races.”

We regret that we must stop. We part from Mr.

Sherring with much respect for him as a pains-tak

ing, conscientious and intelligent investigator. His

book is a repository of very important information;

and the spirit in which it is written is very genial—

friendly to all that is good—and worthy of a Chris

tian minister. So far as the castes in Benares are

concerned—and these are largely representative of

India generally,–we do not know that this work

leaves anything to be desired. J. M. M.

- CORRESPONDENCE.

THE KHATTRIS.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

SIR,-Perhaps some of your readers may be able

to throw some light on the origin of the caste of

Khattris in Hindustan. I have attempted, when

ever I have had the opportunity, to discover what

I could from members of the caste themselves; but

their accounts are various and conflicting. As it is

highly desirable that we should know as much as

we can about the history of Hindu castes, I am

sure you will be ready to admit such a discussion to

a place in your columns.

I will therefore briefly state what I have been

able to discover on the subject, and ask your readers

to aid in elucidating the matter as far as possible.

The Khattris are divided into four sub-divisions,

viz., the Panjābī, the Lahori, the Dihliwāl, and the

Pârbi, and these four sorts are separate from each

other and have not the jus connubii or the custom

of eating and drinking in common with each other.

They deny being anything but pure Hindus and are

reputed especially religious, worshipping the ordinary

deities of Hinduism. Thereare no Sarāogis (Shrāvaks)

amongst them. They are without doubt immigrants

into Hindustan at a comparatively late period. Their

Purohits are invariably Sarsuti (Sarasvati) Brahmans

and they have the peculiar custom among them of the

Purohit eating with his Jajmans (Yajamäns). If you

ask them concerning their origin, nine out of ten will

reply that they are the offspring of Rājputs : they

generally say Kshetraj Rājputs, and one account is

that they are sons of a Rājput woman by a Sudra fa

ther. I am not inclined to place any reliance on state

ments like this for the simple reason that every

caste which cannot explain its origin, invariably

invents the Kshatriya theory of paternity. A more

detailed legend concerning their origin runs

as follows:—When Parasu-Rāma was exterminating
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the Kshatriyas, a pregnant girl escaped from the

massacre and took refuge with a Sarsut Brahman.

He gave her shelter, and when asked by the pur

suers concerning her, replied that she was his cook

(Khatriºt Gai º) and to prove it ate bread from

her hand. The tradition is deserving of notice as

attempting to explain the meaning of the name

Khattri and the peculiar custom of the Purohit and

Jajmans eating in common. But I do not think

the internal evidence of truth is intrinsically worth

much. My own opinion is, that this question of the

origin of the Khattris is intimately connected with

the, at present, unknown history of the arrival of the

Jats in India. I mean that there will be found to

exist some close analogy between the histories of the

two races. The Khattris themselves allow that they

have comparatively lately come westwards, and

this is conclusively proved by the distribution

of their sub-divisions. Ignorant village Jats

(Pachhadé or Dhé) have incidentally compared to

me the history of the Khattris with their own, and

the facts shewing that both races were very con

siderably influenced by the Musalman propaganda

are numerous. Thus the sehra, not the mor, is used

in marriages by both races; the Khattri women

alone of Hindus wear shoes though this custom

down east here is dying out and the only observ

ance of it is the sending of a pair of shoes

among the wedding presents of the bride. The

Khattris deny that they ever had the custom of

rikābi khānd (viz., eating from vessels) or that

their women ever wore turki kapra ; while the

Pachhäde Játs still openly practice both customs at

marriage feasts. The connexion of the Khattris

with the great reformer Nänak Shah is curious :

their own account is that Nának Shah was a Khattri

who attempted to reconcile Hinduism and Islam

together, and to this day travelling Nānakshahi

fakirs are much respected and well taken of in all

Khattri households. It is stated in the A'raish-i-

Mahfil that the successor of Nānak Shāh was a

Khattri disciple named Lahna. -

The question of the origin of the Tāgas—another

subject of controversy—is connected again without

doubt with the history of the Khattris. Sir Henry

Elliot gives a quotation from the Mirat-i-Sikandar;

in his Supplementary Glossary, page 109, which

states that the Tagas were expelled from their

caste by the Khattris for drinking. The Tagas ridi

cule the theory, but the tradition is still held by the

Khattris. I hope that some of your Panjābi cor

respondents will be able to illustrate these points of

difficulty with facts which have come under their

own notice. -

The Koh-i-Nár (vernacular journal) of 15th

June 1872 has a classification of Khattri sects, I be

lieve, but I have not been able to examine it.

Futtehpur, N.W.P. J. WHITE,

4th August, 1872. Assistant Collector. |

Query 10, Concerning Chaturanga.

In my paper on Chaturanga, I have identified

(p.61) the ‘Radhacant' on whose information the

treatise of Sir W. Jones On the Indian Game of Chess,

in the As. Res. vol. II pp. 159-165, is based, with

Radhakanta Deva, the author of the Sabdakalpa

druma. But after more mature consideration, I

have become more than doubtful of the correctness

of this identification, or, I should rather say, I am

convinced already of its impropriety.

As Sir W. Jones speaks of his Radhakant as “my

friend” (p. 161), acknowledges that the passage

“was copied for me by Radhacant and ex

plained by him” (p. 163), and says that, “Rad

hacant and his preceptor Jagannāth are both employ

ed by Government in compiling a digest of Indian

laws (p. 165),=-we are led to assume, that this

Radhakant was already a young man of distinction

when the paper was written (about 1790). Now

Rāja Rādhakanta. Deva died on the 19th of April

1867. To have been the same person with the

friend of Sir W. Jones, he ought to have been more

than a hundred years old at the time of his death;

but we have the distinct statement in the preface

to the Parisishta-vol. of his Sabdakalpadruma that

he was born Sake 1705 i. e. A. D. 1783 (vānāmba

rarshibúmānasamāyām Saka bhāpateh Gopimo

hanadevasya goshthipati mahipateh Srirádhakanta

deveti námmāputro'bhyajāyata). And H. H. Wilson,

in the preface to his Sanskrit Dictionary (1819),

speaks of the author of the Sabdakalpadruma as

“a young gentleman of fortune and family"—words

which might well apply to a man of 36 years,

but not to one who was the “friend” of Sir W.

Jones (cir. 1794).

But now the question remains,—who was the

Radhakant of Sir William 2 are there any other

traces of his literary achievements 2 They ought

not to have been small after what Sir William says

of his accomplishments.

I take this occasion to express beforehand my

deep obligations to any one who may be able to

point out:- -

1. The passage in “an ancient treatise of

Law,” in which Colebrooke (Asiat. Res. vol. vii.

p. 504) found mentioned,—“the elephant, horse,

and chariot as pieces of the game of Chaturanga";

2. The very passage on Chaturanga given in

Raghunandana's Tithitattra (ed. Serampore, I.

88, 89), and stated by the Radhakant of Sir W.

Jones to be a part of the Bhavishya Purāna;” or

3. Any other passage on Chaturangakridá on

the occasion of the Kojägara of the Kaumudi festi

val, or at any other festivity.

Berlin, 4th July 1872. A. WEBER,
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STONE MONUMENTS IN THE DISTRICT OF SINGHBHUM–CHOTA NAGPUR.

By W. BALL, B. A., GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

N Mr. Fergusson's Rude Stone Monuments

there is no allusion to the practice of certain

of the Chota Nãgpur Kols to erect monu

ments to their deceased friends. It would appear

that the brief accounts of the custom hitherto

published have escaped notice.

Referring to the geographical distribution of

Dolmens, Mr. Fergusson has written—“They do

not exist in the valley of the Ganges or any of

its tributaries.” This is not strictly accurate, as

the tributaries of the Ganges which drain Chota

Nagpur" pass through a country in parts of

which both ancient and modern Dolmens or

tables, and Menhirs abound.

The following notes and accompanying sketches

were made a few years ago in the district of

Singhbhum. The facts described will, I trust,

prove sufficient to draw attention to the rude

stone monuments of that district.

The Chota Nagpur division, as is well known

to those interested in Indian Ethnology, is the

present home of numerous aboriginal races,

nearly, if not quite all of which have been

assigned by Col. Dalton to positions under the

two great family groups of Kols, known as

Mundās and Orāons.

Various customs with regard to the final dis

posal of the dead are practised by these different

races; but it is with Mündās, and among them

a particular race only—the Hos, that we have

to do at present.

The Hos with a few exceptions are now to be

found only in a portion of Singhbhum known as

the Kolehan, or Hodesum as it was called by Col.

Tickell. There they live shut out from all Aryan

influences, observing a most rigid conservatism

with regard to the traditional customs of their

race. Notable among these customs, as being

one that must force itself on the attention of any

traveller in the district, is the erection of stone

tablets and slabs (Menhirs and Dolmens) over

the graves and to the memory of the deceased.

Although it is only in the Kolehan that these

monuments are erected at the present day, they

are to be found scattered throughout Chota Nag

pur and to some extent in the Orissa tributary

mehals; in some cases in localities upwards of

one hundred miles distant from the Kolehan, and

which, according to Col. Dalton, cannot have

been inhabited by the Hos for centuries.

There are few parts of the Kolehan, where

an extensive view of several villages can be

obtained, which do not include several groups

of upright monumental stones. These groups

may include any number, from a single stone

upwards, and there is no restriction to odd num

bers, as is said to be the case in the Khasia Hills.

The stones selected for erection are generally

more or less rectangular or cylindrical in form,

but sometimes they are of very fantastic shapes.

These latter, however, it is important to observe,

are not due to either freak or design upon the

part of the people. They are the natural forms

of the flags which they assume in their exposed

positions in the rivers. Beyond being prized

from the beds by means of crowbars, they are

not, as a rule, touched with any tools. I have

often come across the spots in the river sections

whence stones for this purpose and also larger

ones intended for dolmens or tables had been

raised. The geological formation in the Kolehan

consists partly of slates and schists, which sup

ply an abundance of flags suited to the purpose.

When these rocks contain an appretiable quan

tity of carbonate of lime, the chemical action

of the water produces honey-combed surfaces

and more or less irregular outlines.

In portions of the country not now occupied

by the Hos, where the rocks are granitic, and

flag-like masses of rock can seldom be obtained,

the ancient monuments are more massive in

shape and of smaller size. I cannot help think

ing that the geological formation may have had

something to do in determining the selection of

the Kolehan as the final resting place of the race.

The rivers, where the stones are raised, are not

unfrequently several miles distant from the

villages near which the Menhirs and Dolmens

are erected. The transport of the stones is

effected in the following manner. Partly accord

ing to the estimation in which the deceased

was held, partly according to the amount of

refreshments—chiefly rice-beer—which the sur

viving members of the deceased's family are pre

pared to stand, a greater or less number of men

assemble and proceed to the spot where the stone

* The Damādá and Kosái, &c. which join the Hugli. The Subanrika pursues an independent course to the sea.
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is to be raised. If the flag selected is not very

heavy, it is placed on a wooden framework, and

so carried on the shoulders of the men to its

destination. When however the stone is of

large size, it is placed on a kind of truck with

enormously massive wheels, specially constructed

for the purpose. Sometimes it is necessary to

make a road for the passage of such a truck;

at others the number of men pushing and pulling

with ropes is sufficient to carry it over all the

obstacles which are encountered on the way.

No. I.

Group of Cenotaph stones or Menhirs,

at a village near Chaibassa, in Singhbhūm.

The history of the group of stones figured

in sketch No. 1 is as follows: The stone on

the left was erected to the memory of Kundapa

thur, Manki, or head man of the village of Po

karia, a few miles south of the station of Chai

bassa. The next two stones were erected to

Künchi and Somári, daughters, and the fourth

to a son of Pasingh, the present Manki. This

was in 1869, since that time others may have

been added; possibly Pasingh himself, having

lost father, wife and children, has also died.

For some reason there is no memorial stone

here to Pasingh's wife Seni. Irather think how

ever, there was one standing by itself somewhat

nearer the village. But in the centre of the

village, under the shade of some glorious old

tamarind trees, a stone, conspicuous among many

others from its uncommon size, covers her re

mains, and affords practical evidence that respect

for her memory was not wanting. Its dimen

sions are 17 feet 2 inches x 9 feet 2 inches x 10

inches.

No. II.

Menhirs–Cenotaph stones, Singhbham:

The second sketch represents a group of

stones situated in a plain a few miles to the

south-west of the other. Of its history I do

not know the particulars.

The groups of Menhirs which occur scattered

throughout the Kolehan are, so far as my obser

vation went, in no way limited as to the num

ber of stones. I have counted as many as 30

stones in one group, and my impression is that

I have seen more than that number. A circular

arrangement is seldom seen, generally the stones

are either ranged along a straight line or an arc.

Only one instance can I remember of seeing in

Chota Nagpur any attempt at sculpture on stone

monuments: this was in the district of Haza

ribagh. The stones had the appearance of great

antiquity and, whether rightly or wrongly, they

were attributed by the people of the neighbour

hood to an ancient settlement of Kols.

Though not rich in ancient temples or other

Hindu remains—as compared with some other

parts of India—the Chota Nagpur division with

its stone monuments of the aborigines and its

cave temples, mines,” and other traces of the

early Jains is for the Antiquarian, as it is well

known to be for the Ethnologist, a noble field

for research.

NOTES ON THE RASAKALLOLA, AN ANCIENT ORIYA POEM.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c., BALASOR,

No. 11.-Continued from p. 217.

A NoticeABLE feature in this poem is the

readiness with which the poet's native language

lends itself to the metres which he employs.

Consequently there are very few of those arbi

trary lengthenings and shortenings of vowels,

elisions of case and tense-endings which in the

oldest Hindi and Gujarati poems so much obscure

the real language of the period. In reading

* See “on the ancient copper mines of Singhbhum,”—Proc. As. Soc. Beng. for June 1869.
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the latter class of poems we are never sure that

we are being presented with a real living picture

of the language as it was actually spoken by

the contemporaries of the author ; we have to

allow for so many licenses of form and construc

tion that it is only by observing the shape taken

by a particular word, in places where no vis

metri occurs to change it, that we can feel even

tolerably certain that we have at length lit upon

its genuine colloquial guise. No such difficulty

confronts us in Dinkrishna's flowing and facile

verse. If we except an occasional diaeresis such

as Tāāſ for qāār, ançT for ACT and a few

other easily recognized licenses, the language

is the same as that in which the gentle and

refined Oriya clodhopper of to-day fondly curses

his wife or his bullocks, or grumbles over his

daily pill of adulterated opium.

In the third canto the Gopis hear that a son

has been born to Nand and rush tumultuously

to Nand's house to see the infant. Here occurs

one of those absurd pieces of exaggeration which

so frequently, to European taste, spoil the

beauty of Indian poems. The Hindu never

knows when to stop. Starting from the gener

ally accepted opinion that the female form is

most symmetrical and beautiful when the waist

is slender and the parts immediately below it

large and round, the poet proceeds to make the

waists of the Gopis so absurdly thin and their

continuations so enormously large that they be

come, instead of the ideals of loveliness he intends

them to be, monsters of deformity. One charm

ing creature who appears to have combined in

her own person every possible disproportion, is

thus addressed by the girdle round her waist—

Kāhā katire dāki kānchi málá

Kahu achhi, “dhire are abalá

Kāma mada tu hoi matta, bholā

Karu majhā thare já ere helä,

Ki tujānu nāhuń ejere saru

Kucha jugala tora jere guru ?

Karu achhu jāhā drudha gamana

Kåle ehāku heli achhi Šamana.

Ki to sáhasa jāyājiba prāye,

Kibä ehā thare ere nirdaye 2

Kiki hoi ejebe jiba bhangi 2

Kåle tu hi maribu ehā lagi.

From the waist of one the girdle calling

Says, “gently, gently, O maiden :

Thou, intoxicated with the wine of love,

Forgettest thy waist of what sort it is.

What! knowest thou not how slender it is

And thy twin breasts how heavy

The swift pace which thou maintainest

Shortly will be its destruction.

What, is thy boldness like the spider's,

Or why on this (the waist) art thou so pitiless?

What will happen when it shall break 2

At that time thou too wilt die.”

The poet seems rather proud of this tasteless

trifling for he specially remarks that this is to be

regarded as a metaphor, and is elegant and fan

ciful (ādhyāhāra).

The Gopis crowd round the two infants, and

examine them with every mark of delight. The

sun, the moon, night, lotuses, the sea, and all

sorts of plants and animals are called into com

parison, and are pronounced inadequate to rival

the beauty of Krishna's black skin, or Balará

ma's white one. The Gopis then go home look

ing back and lingering and loth to depart, and

the canto ends.

The metre of the second canto, which I omit

ted to describe before, consists of four lines to

the pada or stanza. The first and third are

very long consisting of 29 mátras each. There

are casuras at the eighth and sixteenth mátras,

the syllables of which generally rhyme with each

other. The last syllable of the first line rhymes

with that of the second. Owing to the great

length of the lines it is customary to write the

first sixteen matras as one line and the remaining

thirteen as a second line. The third line has

nine mátras with casura at the fourth, and the

fourth line thirteen with casura at the eighth

måtra; thus:

1. ka ra a he sa dhu |ja | namá |ne |

ma | na | e |ka tā na |

kar |na | de i |ka ma la | na | ya

na ka thã ku

2. The same.

3. ka la |ka ra||an | dhā |ra |pra | ye|

4. Krish na ka thã Šra | va | na | re]

du |ri | ta kha | ye ||.

The rhyme-syllables are in italics.

The metre of the third canto is very simple.

It is the Rág kedar chakrakeli, and consists of

two charans to the pada, each containing nine

mātras with no caesura. The charans rhyme.

The fourth canto is in the Ahári metre with

12 mātras to the charan and two rhyming cha

rans to the pada. There is a caesura at the

ninth mátra. Thus— -

kar |nal de i | Su na | a he såldhu lja | ne.

ku mā ran ka jan mille ke|te | di ne.

It relates how Krishna in his cradle destroyed
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various demons sent against him by Kańs. In

the description of the Nāg Putanã, who turned

herself into a beautiful female, we see what sort

of dress and adornment was considered chic in

Dinkrishna's time; for this reason it is worth

quoting,

Kalā kutila kuntale khosá khosi,

Kamaniya phula málá achhi misi;

Kapālare sindåra mandala chità,

Katákshare mohu achhi úrdhvaretä;

Karne tátaka, bhramari, phula Šohe;

Kanthe kantha-ābharana mana mohe ;

Kari tāmbūla-bolare oshtha ranga,

Karu achhi purushanku dhairja bhanga;

Kanthi nása-ābharana násal ute,

Kajwala paripúrita netra-tate ;

Karne sari jāe jãi achhe lănji,

Kāmi dekhile hoibe kâme ganji;

Kare tara, churi, kariáli răje ;

Kwana-kwana påhura padare báje ;

Kantha-tate deuil riā-mâle bandhi

Kalā-megha Śārhi eka achhi pindhi.

Her black wavy hair knotting in a knot

A garland of lovely flowers she has mingled in it;

On her brow a round mark of vermilion ; *

With her glance she is ravishing Siva ;

In her ear the tátaka, f bhramarit and flowers

shine ;

On her neck the necklace fascinates the mind ;

Dyeing her lip with betelnut juice ;

She is breaking down the composure of men ;

In her nostril the Kanthiş and nose-jewel ;

The lampblack completely surrounds her eye,

The streak of it extends as far as her ear,

Amorous men seeing it would go mad with love;

On her hand shines the tára," bracelet, and arm

let ; -

“Twang twang” sounds the anklet on her foot;

On the pit of her neck she has bound a deunria";

A dark-blue sarhi she has put on.

It will be seen that then, as now, the wearing

of gewgaws and ornaments was highly popular.

In spite of all the profusion of jewellery, however,

the lady's dress consists of nothing but a särhi.

The sarhi is a broad and long cloth wound

tightly round the waist in such a way as to ex

pose the right leg half way up the thigh, the

end is then brought round over the head. In

the present instance, however, it must have been

worn only over the shoulders as we have the

head decorated with flowers. The wearing of

the sarhi over the shoulders only is customary

among the non-Aryan hill-tribes to this day,

and may possibly have been the custom among

the Aryan population also in former times. It

is so worn also by the Telingas. As the con

nection of the Oriyas, until recent times, was

greater with their neighbours to the south than

it was with those on the north, we may suppose

that the habit of wearing the sarhi on the head

is of late introduction from Bengal.

The fifth canto relates the childish sports of

Krishna, and is itself very childish and tedious.

Krishna seems to have spent his time princi

pally in stealing and devouring curds, cream, and

butter, of which articles his diet appears to have

chiefly consisted. He also makes jokes with

the Gopis, and indulges in double entendres of a

very ungodlike character. The sixth canto con

tinues the same subject ad nauseam.

One or two passages a little more sensible

than the rest may be quoted. Here is a de

scription of Krishna's roguishness :

Kandhāī hasäe biná kārane ;

Ki pari châûhe se mayana kone,

Kila kinchita bhābaku barhāi,

Kahui, kahuñ motăilaku paï.

Kālita ambha àgare jāta,

Kahuí šikhilā e ete charita ?

Ke bole dine mu kahili dhire,

Kåhińki gola kara gopapüre 2

Kipáñ mo puraku bije na kara 2

Kete khá'íba dadhi, dudha, Śara.

Kesaba Šuni boile hasi

Kete pāni to dudhe achhi misi;

(Gopi loquitur).

Having made me cry he makes me laugh for

nothing.

How he looks out of the corner of his eye

He increases one's playful disposition,

From time to time meeting answering glances.

Only yesterday he was born in our presence,

Whence has he learnt such conduct 2

* The vermilion on the forehead denotes a married

woman, but is now generally smeared in a great patch

across the parting of the hair.

+ HTX3 is a small earring worn in the outer edge of the

ear; sometimes eight or ten of them are worn one below

another all round the ear.

f HHúr a large earring hanging from the lobe of the

ear, so called from its resemblance to a bee (HHC).

§ #Tſäf worn suspended to the cartilage between the

nostrils, the other kind is worn on the side of the nose.

| This is considered a great beauty.

* These are various kinds of rings and bracelets.

* $3ſº small ornament shaped like a flower and

usually enamelled in various colours.
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One says “one day I said softly,–

‘Why do you make such a disturbance in

Gop?

Why do you not honour my house with a

Visit 7

How much curds, milk, and cream you shall

eat.’”

Kesaba hearing said laughing,

“How much water has been mixed in your

milk 7”

This last line is a double entendre whose second

meaning may be left to be guessed.

A second passage represents the Gopis as in

dignant with Nand for sending Krishna to tend

the cattle.—

Keuñ sukha nahin Nanda ghare, ehi

putra jäe brindăbana ku;

Karuna hridaya nuhantinirdaya,

dhika ehänkara dhanaku !

Keuil bidhātā kalá emanta abichára

Koti lakshmi jāhā sebäku bânchhanti

Se kare banaku sanchāra,

What happiness is there not in Nand's house,

Yet this boy goes to the cowpens;

They are not merciful in heart, but pitiless;

Fie on their wealth !

What god has made this mistake;

He whom a myriad Lachmis desire to worship

Tramps about the forest.

The metre is that of the Rāg Kaushiki con

taining four lines to the stanza. The first two

lines consist of twenty-one instants each with

casuras at the sixth, twelfth and eighteenth

instants, the first two of which rhyme. The

third line is of fourteen instants with a single

casura at the fifth ; the fourth line is the same

as the two first except that the caesuras do not

always rhyme.

In the matter of grammatical peculiarities it is

noticeable that Dinkrishna uses frequently the old

plural in e as kumâra, a boy; pl. kumáre. This

is very seldom heard in modern Oriya, and never

in the classical style. An old-fashioned peasant

from the interior of the country may now and then

use it. In the modern language the analytically

formed plural by the addition of mane is always

used as rajá, pl. rājámáne,—kings; in inanimate

objects, however, the final e of the termination

is dropped, as kantha, wall, kánthamān, walls.

There occurs also the old universal Aryan

locative in e as gope, in Gop; pure, in the town.

The moderns affix re and would say gopa-re in

stead of gope; the affix re is already in use, as

are also ku, ru, and the ar or ara of the genitive

in this poem.

With regard to the short final a, it must be

remembered that it is necessary to express it in

writing poetry for the sake of preserving the

rhythm, but that in common conversation it is

hardly ever heard, and when heard is a short Ö.

Dimkrishna knows only the old forms of the

personal pronouns which our high-flying modern

writers condemn as vulgar. These are–

I thou

Nom. nau tu

Acc. mote tote

Gen. inOl' tor

&c. &c.

The plural of mu is amhe (pronounced ambhe)

and that of tu is tumhe (tumbhe) but as the

learned have taken ambhe and tumbhe into use

as equivalents for I and thou, they have had

to make fresh plurals ambhemáne, and tumbhe

mdine. Dinkrishna uses only the two first, and

always in their proper ancient signification.

(To be continued)

THE CAVES OF THE BRAZEN GLEN AND OTHER REMAINS

ABOUT MAUJE PATNA, TALUKA CHALISGAUM.

By W. F. SINCLAIR, ASSISTANT COLLECTOR IN CHARGE KHANDESH FORESTS.

About ten miles south-west of the Chalisgaum

Station of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway

(N. E. extension) the Sātmala Hills open into

a curious valley, included in the limits of the

deserted village of Pâtna.

The nearest camping-place is at the village of

Warthán, 8 miles on the way, but it is a poor

little place, and any visitor who had not be

spoken the assistance of the district authorities

10 or 12 days before, would get nothing in it.

Two miles from Warthán is the gateway of the

valley, flanked on the left by steep rocks pass

able only by a single foot path, called the Gai

Ghāt, and on the right by the old hill fort of

Kanhéré. In the sides of the latter are four caves

which I have not had time to examine closely,

but I believe them to be all viharas, and of the

sort having stone lotus-headed pillars. They
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are called by the natives the houses of Nāg

Arjuna, his wife Dürpada, and his son Abhimán,

and the fourth the Singhāl Chauri, names not

unsuggestive. For although Dürpada (Draupadi)

and Abhimán belong to Arjuna the Pāndava,

I have never heard that hero called Någ Arjuna

elsewhere. But Nāgarjuna is the name of a

Buddhist author of some repute, and I believe

common among that sect. The name “Singhal

Chauri”too, seems to point to a connection with

Ceylon. There are, I believe, other caves on the

top of the fort and beyond it, but of more

doubtful character.

Immediately below the fort are the remains

of the village of Pâtna, the more recent of

which indicate a place of about 200 houses;

but much older mounds, enclosing a large area,

show that in times before the population first

dwindled and then disappeared altogether, there

must have been a considerable town here, which

is not to be wondered at, considering the water

supply, the security of the place, and its posi

tion, on what was one of the chief passes of

the Sātmala Hills. Near the village is a small

temple of Bhawāni, supposed to be very old.

It contains some of the most obscene sculptures

in Western India, which appear to me to indi

cate a more recent date. Above the village is

the wider valley called the Bhawāni Khorā, and

half a mile up it is a very ancient temple of

the goddess, said to have been built either

by a Rákshasa or by Hemād Panth, who is

as misty an architect here as elsewhere. The

legend of the place is that the goddess,

usually called here “Ai,” was shikaring the

Daityas (Rákshasas) in these parts, shortly

after she slew the buffalo devil further south.

She “flushed” a Daitya in the precipices about

the Gai Ghāt, (which we passed on our left in

entering the valley), and hunted him round the

cliffs till they came to a ravine called the Gañw

Dhara, where the poor Daitya, being hard

pressed, dived into the solid rock, and bur

rowed to a fabulous depth, as easily as a mole

in an English tulip-bed. However, the goddess

was not to be easily beat, and she got him out

somehow, and finished him with her trident.

In honour of which event Hemad Panth built the

little temple in the valley and devout Hindus

make pilgrimage there twice a year, and pre

sent iron tridents to the goddess, some of them

* Dr. Bhau Daji found an inscriprion here recording

a grant of certain privileges to a College established by

Changadeva, the son of Lakshmidhara, the son of the cele

brated Bhāskarāchārya. The donor was Sonhadeva, a chief

as big as cart axles, and nail horse-shoes to

her door, a practice curiously analogous to our

Western custom of nailing them to stable-doors

and boats' stems. The Hole which the Daitya

made is shown to this day, and is neither more

nor less, to my thinking, than the remains of

a ruined Chaitya cave. There is a long inscrip

tion on the west face of the temple which the

Pandit whom I sent to copy it failed to decypher,”

and the stone is too much covered with oil and

other beastliness for rubbing off.

Above the temple the main valley of Bhawānī

Khorā splits into several lesser glens. The most

westerly terminates in a fine waterfall and pool

somewhat like that in Lenapur of Ajañtā. The

next is a pass, of which I forget the name, and

the third is a long deep glen, containing

nothing but a teak and bamboo plantation, which

the visitor had just as well keep out of. The

remains of several ruined caves appear in the

face of the cliff between this and the next ra–

vine, the Ganeśa Ghāt, up which there is a

pass to the Dekhan formerly of considerable

importance ; above it is the Ganes'a Táká a

curious underground cistern, possibly as old as

the caves. The fifth is the Gañw Dhara, or

village glen, before referred to; and the sixth is

the Pital Khorā or Brazen Glen, the stream of

which falls over an impassable cliff, a little

behind the temple of Ai Bhawāni. There is

however a pass over a spur between these two

last, by steps cut in the rock, which, although

they were perhaps not actually cut by the

Buddhist monks, appear to me to be the succes

sors of an earlier stairway probably of their

making. This ladder is called the Sātpāyara

Ghàt or pass of seven steps, but there are really

about eighteen.

Having got to the top of this very steep and

tiresome but not dangerous pass, we go up

the Pitāl Khorā for about a mile to where the

ravine opens out a little, below a waterfall

under and to the right of which are the caves.

The first cave is a vihara, cut right under the

fall (in flood) and of considerable size, but not

otherwise remarkable. The next called the

Rang Mahál is a Chaitya about the size of

the Chaityas at Ajañtā. The roof has been

supported by timber horse-shoe rafters, long

gone, and two rows of polygonal ſpillars without

capitals, separate the nave from the side-aisles.

subordinate to Rāja Singhana, and the grant is dated Saka

1128, A.D. 1206. A transcription and translation are given

by Dr. Bhau : see Jour. R. As. Soc. N. S. Vol. 1. pp. 411,
414, 418.-Ed.
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These pillars are partly hewn in situ, and partly

built up of separate pieces, and on their plaster

ed surface and that of the side walls are several

paintings of Buddha, either seated or standing,

always supported by the lotus, crowned with an

aureole, and overshadowed by a triple umbrella.

The colours are brighter than any now at

Ajañtā. I could find no inscriptions but some

scratches on the plaster, which I do not believe

to be ancient, and some flaring red paint

letters recording the visit of Dr. Bhau Daji and

Mr. Somebody Garūd of Dhoolia. The next

cave is a vihara and very curious. The cells

are divided by pilasters having each a capital

something like a wool sack or a ship's rope

fender, carved in so intricate a pattern that at

first I mistook them for inscriptions. Above

this capital each plaster has a separate pair of

animals. The first are humped bulls, the second

winged griffins, the third winged dogs, the

fourth winged horses, the fifth winged ante

lopes, the sixth elephants and the seventh winged

tigers. There are one or two more, destroyed

and unrecognisable.

In the large Chaitya I had in vain tried to

persuade my Bhill guard that the caves were

built by men like themselves, which they

stoutly declared to be impossible, disputing

among themselves whether the five Pândus or

the Daityas could have done it. However in this

vihāra they held a fresh palaver on the subject,

and finally the naik came forward and said that

after all they thought the sahib was right.

“For these cells were obviously made to sleep

in, like those in the lock-up, and no man will

presume to say that the Daityas and the Pān

davas could squeeze themselves into such holes

as these.” Next to this cave is another vihāra

the entrance to which is blocked up, but after

ascertaining that there was no wild beast inside,

I crept in through a breach in the wall of the

sculptured vihara, my men following. However

this, and two more beyond it, are similar in

character to the first cave under the fall.

These caves must have had a fine façade, and

probably there were one or two small ones above,

approached by passages the remains of which

still exist, but the whole front of the cliff has

come down in a common mass of ruins, destroy

ing the upper caves, and blocking up the lower

On 6S.

I heard of an inscription near here, but was

unable to find it. I believe these caves were in

former days reported on by Mr. Rose, C.S.,

a copy of whose report is given in Dr. J.

Wilson’s “Second Memoir on the Cave Temples”

in the Bombay Asiatic Society's Journal (vol.

IV. p. 357-359). They have been visited by

Dr. Bhau Daji, but that learned Orientalist has

not, I think, published the result of his research

es. The local legend of Bhawāni hunting the

Daityas into the rock points, I think, to a

Brahmanical raid upon the Buddhists, and it

may be noted that the Gai Ghāt is the only pass

by which a force from the plain could turn the

flank of the whole group of caves and block up

all avenues of escape, without being easily

perceived.

The whole Sātmala range is full of promise

for the archaeologist. Two years ago Mr. Camp

bell, C.S., discovered a new group in the old

fort of Wasigarh, which I believe Major Gill

has further explored, and Mr. Pottinger, C.E.,

found what I believe to be a large vihāra near

the Gotala Ghāt. Caution, however, and a

double gun loaded with ball are necessary in all

these places. In one cave in the Pital Khorā

I found fresh traces of a panther, and in the

next some gnawed bones that told their own

story.

THE DATE OF THE NYAYAKUSUMANJALI.

By KASHINATH TRIMBAK TELANG, SENIOR DAKSHINA FELLOW, ELPHINSTONE COLLEGE.

IN the preface to his edition of the Nyāyakusu

mānjali, Professor E. B. Cowell has endeavoured

to fix the age of Udayanāchārya, the author of

that work. The result of his reasoning he thus

states:—“Perhaps, therefore,” he says, “we

may without fear of much error fix Vāchaspati

Miśra in the tenth and Udayanāchārya in the

twelfth century.” This conclusion, Prof. Cowell

bases on the fact, that while on the one hand

Udayanāchārya is mentioned with expressions

of high respect by Mādhavāchārya, he has, on

the other, commented on a work of Vāchaspati

Mišra, who is himself one of the commentators

of the great Sankarāchārya. Now as the dates

of Śankarāchārya and Mādhavāchārya may be

taken with tolerable safety to be respectively in

the eighth and fourteenth centuries of the Christ

ian era, we have, according to Prof. Cowell, “a
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terminus a quo as well as a terminus ad quem to

limit our chronological uncertainty.” And the

Professor then divides the interval between the

two termini as stated above.

Now we think that, plausible as this reasoning

appears, there is a flaw in it. What proof have

we that the Udayana who has commented on

Văchaspati Miśra is the same with the Udayana

who wrote the Kusumānjali' Independently of

any light which may be thrown upon this ques

tion by other considerations, the fact itself

cannot be assumed as beyond controversy. On

the contrary, we think there is positive evidence

calculated to upset such a conclusion, and we

propose here to set forth that evidence.

In the introduction to his edition of Vāchas

pati Miśra's Sänkhyatattvakaumudi, Professor

Tārānāth Tarkavāchaspati of Calcutta mentions

that Vāchaspati Miśra has written a work in

answer to the Khandanakhandakhādya of Sri

Harsha, entitled Khandanoddhāra.f We do not

know from whence this information is derived :

it may be from the enumeration of his own works

said to be given by Vāchaspati Miśra in his

Bhāmatinibandha, to which we have not ac

cess, and the Khandanoddhāra has no place

in the list reproduced by Dr. Hall.i. If, there

fore, Dr. Hall's list omits nothing that is in

the list as given in the Bhāmati, and if that

list includes all the works written by Vāchas

pati Miśra, the statement made by Prof. Tārā

nāth ceases to have any weight. We find it

difficult, however, to understand how the state

ment could have been made without some suffi

cient authority, and if there is such authority,

it is possible that the Khandanoddhāra, if

Vāchaspati Miśra really wrote it, was written

after the Bhāmati had been finished. It is un

fortunate that Prof. Târânăth has not given the

authority for his statement; for reasoning in

the absence of such authority must be merely

hypothetical.

Now if we adopt Prof. Tărănăth's statement,

the results we arrive at deprive Prof. Cowell's

arguments of all weight. The series of authors

appears to stand thus —1st Udayana; 2nd Sri

Harsha; 3rd Vāchaspati Miśra. This clearly ap

pears to result from the following words of the

author of the Khandana. “Therefore,” says

he, “in this matter, it is not impossible for us

* Kusumanjali, pp 9 & 10.

f Wide Introduction, p. 5.

t p. 87 of Dr. Hall's catalogue. Dr. Hall's language

º: that his list omits nothing that is in the list in the
âmati.

-

to adopt your own verses with only some

letters altered.” And he then proceeds as

follows:

“Vyāghāto yadi Śankästi, na chechchhanká

tatastarām.

Vyāghātāvadhirāšankä tarkaššankävadhih ku

tah.”

Now these verses are distinctly and ex

pressly a parody of the verses in the Kusu

mânjali,

“Sankáchedanumāstyeva na chechchhankä

tatastarām.

Vyāghātāvadhirāšankä tarkaššankävadhirma

tah.”$

We have thus (1) Udayana's Kusumānjali;

(2) Sri Harsha's Khandana which quotes it;

and (3) Vāchaspati Miśra's Khanqanoddhāra,

which is an answer to (2).

Now it will be observed that this series re

verses the chronological relations of Udayana

and Vāchaspati as laid down by Prof. Cowell.

And this leads to the further result that Prof.

Cowell's terminus a quo is lost, whatever may be

said of the terminus ad quem : for if Vāchaspati

comes after Udayana, we have no link to con

nect Udayana and Sankara.

If, then, Prof. Cowell's argument must be

given up, the question arises—What can we

substitute for it? The age of Bâna's Harsha, as

fixed by Dr. Hall, will not help us in this mat

ter; for while Bâna's Harsha is a royal person

age, the Harsha of the Khandana is a mere

dependant of a king of Kányakubja. And

in this case, the supposition that some writer at

the king's court gave to his work the king's name

is also negatived by the fact that Sri Harsha

is stated at the close of the Khandana to be the

name of the author himself—who is further de

scribed as a “kavi.” One hint, however, we

get from Dr. Hall's catalogue. At page 26, we

find a work noted, which is there said to have

been composed in 1252, and which quotes or

mentions Udayana. Who this Udayana is, how

ever, does not appear from Dr. Hall's note. A

further circumstance, which will throw some

light on this matter, and which is less open to

question, is to be found in Dr. Hall's preface to

the Văsavadattá. We there learn, that the

Naishadhiya is quoted in the Sarasvatikan

thabharana—which work, according to Dr. Hall,

§ See the Khandana (Calc, edition), p 91, and the Kusu

mânjali, p. 28.

| Väsavadattà, Pref. p 17.

T Khandana, 199,
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“is unquestionably more ancient than the Har

sha of Kashmir." Now the author of the

Naishadhiya is the same with the author of the

Khandana,t and the Harsha of Kashmir reigned

from 1113 to 1125.f. The Kusumānjali, at the

latest then, cannot be later than the eleventh cen

tury, and may go back into the tenth or even an

earlier period. And this conclusion we arrive at,

be it remembered, independently of the circum

stance about Wächaspati's having answered Sri

Harsha, the authority for which is at present

unknown to us.

If we take Văchaspati Miśra as coming after

Śri Harsha, the results seem to point towards

the same date. Vāchaspati is quoted in the

Sarvadarś nasangraha of Mādhavāchārya, as an

authority on the Sánkhya philosophy, Ś and

allowing a sufficient interval between those

two writers—Udayana, at the latest, might

come in the eleventh century. Furthermore, we

find a writer of even earlier date than Mādhava

quoting both Vāchaspati Miśra and Udayan

àchārya. We allude to Bhatta Rāghava who

wrote his work entitled Nyāyasūravichâra in

A. D. 1252.| We thus confirm from these dif

ferent sources the conclusion that at the latest,

Udayanāchārya flourished about the eleventh

century, and that, for aught that appears to

the contrary, he may have flourished even at an

earlier period.

One more fact may perhaps be added. Ac

cording to Mādhavāchārya's Sankaravijaya,

Sri Harsha, Băna, Mayūra, Udayana, and San

karāchārya were contemporaries, and all the

first four philosophers were vanquished in con

troversy by the last. Sri Harsha, it may be

added, is here particularized as the author of

the Khandana" ; Bāna and Mayura are repre

sented as having flourished in the districts of

Avanti”; about Udayana, there is nothing less

vague than that he was an opponent of a dualism,

and that he was unable to vanquish Sri Harsha.f

He is called Kavindra.

There is one stanza in this work of Mā

dhavāchārya’s which seems to make some al

lusion to Vāchaspati Miśra. We cannot, how

ever, be sure of this, and will therefore

leave the reader to judge for himself. San

kara tells Sureşvarāchārya that the latter

will become “Váchaspati” in his next birth in

the world, and that he will write an excellent

commentary on his Bhāshya, which will live to

the end of time. The words of Mādhava are—

“Vác h a s p at it w a madnigamya vasundha

rāyām

Bhavyām vidhásyasitamām mamabhāshya

tikäm.”f

The word Wäch a spatitvam may, and

probably does mean only “the quality of being

a master of style or language.” But the

“tiká” alluded to is probably the Bhāmati of

Văchaspati Miśra, and there may possibly be

an oblique reference to the name of its author

in the word “Wächaspatitvam.” But we do

not feel sure of this and the commentary affords

no help. It may be added, that there does not

seem to be any historical objection to this ac

count of Mādhava. Sri Harsha in the Khandana

alludes to Sankara,S but that would not by itself

negative the possibility of their having been con

temporaries. Of course, this must not be under

stood as equivalent to an admission that Mā

dhav's account is wholly trustworthy. Bāna

and Mayúra, and Dandin who is mentioned with

them, are now hardly known as philosophers.

But if that account is accepted as meaning that,

according to Mādhava, Vāchaspati Miśra flourish

ed in the next generation, or the next generation

but one, after Sankarāchārya, it may corroborate .

the other statement made by Mādhava, about

Udayana's having been confuted in controversy

by Sankara.

ON THE DATE OF PATANJALI AND THE KING IN WEIOSE REIGN HE LIVED.

By RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR, M.A., ELPHINSTONE COLLEGE, BOMBAY.

IN Patanjali's Mahābhāshya or great com

mentary on Pånini, a rule (värtika) laid down

by Kātyāyana, is given, teaching that the Imper

fect should be used to signify an action not

witnessed by the speaker but capable of being

witnessed by him and known to people in gene

ral. Of this rule Patanjali gives two instances;

“The Yavana besieged [arunat] Saketa” and

* Wasavadatta, Pref. p 18 and 17.

t So stated by the author himself in the Naishadhiya.

See Dr. Hall's Vá avadattà, 18, and in the Khandana, p. 28.

: Prof. Wilson quoted in Dr. Hall's Vasavadatta, 15.

Ś See the new Calcutta edition by Taranath, p. 168.

| Dr. Hall's catalogue, p. 26, referred to above.

* Madhav, xv. 157. ** Ibid 141.

+ XV. 72, 157. XIII. 73.

§ See the Khandana, Calc, ed., p. 2.
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“The Yavana besieged [arunat] the Mādhya

mikas.” The siege of Saketa, therefore, must be

considered to have been an event capable of

being witnessed by the speaker, i. e., by Patanjali

himself, in other words, some Yavana king

must have besieged Säketa in Patanjali's time.

Säketa is the usual name for Ayodhyā. Rea

soning in this way, the late Prof. Goldstücker

arrived at the conclusion that the Yavana here

spoken of must have been Menandros, King of

Baktria, who is said to have pushed his con

quests in India to the river Yamunā. Menan

dros, according to Prof. Lassen, became king

about 144 B. C. Pantanjali therefore must have

lived about that time.

But there is another passage in Patanjali not

noticed by Prof. Goldstücker, in which the name

of the king of Pātaliputra, during whose reign

he flourished, is given, and which enables us to

arrive at the date of the author of the Mahā

bhāshya in another way and from other data.

In his remarks on Pán. III. 2-123, Patanjali

quotes a vårtika of Kātyāyana, the meaning of

which is “A rule should be made teaching the

use of the present tense [lat] to denote an

action or undertaking which has been begun

but not finished.” The examples given by

Patanjali are:—“Here we study;” “Here

we dwell;” “Here we perform (as priests) the

sacrifices (instituted) by Pushpamitra.” Then

Patanjali asks “How is it that Panini's rule

III. 2-123, (Vartamâne lat), which teaches

that the present tense should be used to

denote present time, does not extend to

these cases 2" The answer is, “the time

here involved is not present time.” How not 2

This question is answered by Kaiyata, whose

gloss upon this runs as follows:—“The

phrase “here we study’ means that study has

begun but not ended. When the students being

engaged in dining and doing such other things

do not study they cannot then properly say

‘we study’ [according to Pan. III. 2-123, i.e.,

they cannot use the present tense, for it is not

study that is then going on, and consequently

the time is not present; J hence the rule by

Kātyāyana.” The sense of the whole is, that

• Panini ałHF #3 III. 2, 128, Kātyāyana Tārºſſ

firſå fåſsiſ hazāāśāſāāſā, Patanjali Hāvār

firſä Fiſhizit Häläſstäki rā Taſh: ré gºt

fää Hſiaſiſ: ſă: H: #F# = ſāvīſāi sãHrážň

Kaiyata Hi-Hºiſil raisits rººqi Hää HR = H

when an action, such as that of studying or per

forming the great sacrifices, spreads over many

days, the present tense should be used to denote

it, if the action has begun but not ended, even

though at the time of speaking the speaker may

not be actually performing the action. “Here

we sacrifice for Pushpamitra,” is Patanjali's

example. Now this cannot be an imaginary in

stance, for such a one would not bring out the dis

tinctive sense that Patanjali wishes to convey,

namely, that the action has begun but not ended.

This example then expresses a fact; i.e., that at

the time Patanjali wrote, there lived a person

named Pushpamitra and a great sacrifice was

being performed for him and under his orders.

If he employed priests to perform the great

sacrifices for him he must have been a king ;

for in the olden days it was Indian kings that

propitiated the gods and patronized the Brah

mans in this way. The sacrifices were always

expensive, and were treated rather as extraordi

nary festivals than ordinary religious perform

ances. But in another part of the Mahābhā

shya we are actually told who this Pushpa

mitra was. Pånini (in I. 1, 68) tells us that

any grammatical change or operation that he

may have in his work prescribed in the case of

a certain word ought to be made applicable to

that word alone and not to what it signifies, or

to its synonymes. This, however, does not hold

in the case of his own technical terms. Thus, for

instance, to form derivatives in a certain sense

from the word agni (fire) the termination eya

should, he says, be applied to agni. The mean

ing of this rule should not be stretched so as to

make it applicable not only to agni, but to other

words also, having the sense of agni. Vahni for

instance also means fire but does not take that

termination. But in the case of the technical

terms of grammar, the change or operation should

be effected in the case of the things (which of

course are words) signified by that term. Thus,

for instance, when he tells us to apply a certain

termination to ghu, it is to be applied, not to ghu

itself, but to the roots to which the name ghu is

given by him. Now Patanjali, after a long dis

cussion of this rule, in the course of which he

a #ſºria Târ-ı âHſłłºńffizi aſāſā āār

witHå få Riſit H Tââlâ ####||

proceeds to say that the sense is conveyed by Pán. III-2-123

Patanjali then

and no new rule is required, but this has no bearing on the

present question.
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shows that it is not wanted, though out of re

spect for the greatÁchārya he does not distinctly

say so, tells us that there are some siltras in which

the rules given are applicable, –1, sometimes

to the synonymes of the words,-2, sometimes to

the individuals comprised under the species de

noted by the words,-3, sometimes to the words

alone, and, sometimes to any two of these three.

In these cases some indicatory letters ought, he

says, to be attached to the words to show to

which, or to which two, of the three categories

the rule is to be applied. Then in such rules

as II. 4, 23, which teaches that a Tatpurusha

compound ending in the word sabhá (court or

assembly) preceded by rājan (king) becomes

neuter he tells us that j should be attached to

rājan and others, to show that the rule is appli

cable only to the synonymes of Rájan and others,

and not to rājan or others themselves, or to the

individuals comprised under the species denoted

by rājan and others. And the instances he

gives to show that it is not applicable to indivi

dual rajás or kings are Pushpamitra-sabhá (the

assembly or court of Pushpamitra) and Chandra

gupta-sabhá" (the assembly or court of Chandra

gupta) in which we see that the compound

is not neuter but feminine. We thus come to

the conclusion that Pushpamitra was the name

of a king.

Now we know that the most powerful king

dom during a few centuries before Christ,

the sovereigns of which extended their sway

over a large portion of India, was that of

Magadha, the capital of which was Pātaliputra.

And Patanjali so often speaks of this city in

his workf that we must infer that he had a

great deal to do with Pātaliputra, and perhaps

lived there for some time, and that on that account

the city and things concerning it were upper

most in his thoughts. The Pushpamitra then

that he speaks of in the two cases here pointed

out, must have been king of Pātaliputra in his

time. And the fact of his being mentioned

along with Chandragupta in one of the two

cases strengthens this inference. For Chandra

gupta the Maurya was king of Magadha, and

there was no other Chandragupta till several

centuries afterwards when the Gupta dynasty

came into power.

Now looking into the Purānas we find that

there was only one king of Magadha of the

name of Pushpamitra, the founder of the Sunga

dynasty, which succeeded the Mauryas.f He

was the Commander-in-Chief of Brihadratha, the

• Patañjali ſãňāqāHāāH Târâul ſă ăr:

##31: Hiſ ##### qāqāzārā Täät Hſi, f.i. Hiſ

### 1 Tiſa&#1 Hurriàſhàºjī, that I far

alſº Hää a Hiſârſăghſ ###4IIf a H. Hål

JºſhHänſ arrnggūſ

+ See amºngst others his comments on I-3-2, II-1-16,

II-3-28, III-3-134, and 136 and W-3-57. In the second of

these, one of the examples given is *Hiſi qfzſäjäg.

‘Pātaliputra was situated on the banks of the Sºona.'

And I may say the Purānas do not mention an

other king of the same name of any country whatever. The

name Pushpamitra does occur elsewhere, but in that case

there is no agreement among the Purānas. The Vishnu

and the Vāyu make it the name of a dynasty, and according

to the former it was a Båhlika or foreign dynasty. The

Bhāgavata only mentions it as the name of an individual,

but this Purāna, from the manner in which it has corrupted

several names and some facts, is not much to be depended

on. See Wilson, Wish. Pur. 1st edn. p. 478.

This Pushpamitra is spoken of in the Mālavikāgnim

tra of Kãlidasa. Prof. Wilson calls him a general, and Prof.

Lassen the general of his son, who is represented in the

drama as king of Vidis'a. Prof. Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk.

(Vol. II. p. 271 and 346) is constrained however by other

evidence to admit that he was king; but he thinks he reigned

at Vidis'a, and that his son was co-regent with him. Prof.

Wilson supposes that he usurped the throne for his son

rather than for himself. But the first portion of the

sage on which they seem to base their conclusions

is this :—Devasya senāpateh Pushpamitrasya sakas'at

-------lekhah práptah. Professor Lassen

understands this to mean “a letter has been received

from Pushpamitra, the general of the lord (i. e. Agni

mitra).” But who ever heard of a father being Commander

in-Chief to his son? And immediately after, Pushpamitra

is represented as about to perform an As’vamedha sacrifice,

which none but kings who pretended to paramount supremacy

could institute. In other authorities also it is Pushpamitra

that appears as the conqueror or usurper and not his son.

Pushpamitra therefore could not have been his son's

general; nor does Kālidasa say he was. Agnimitra's com

mander-in-chief was Virasena, to whom he is more than

once represented in the play as issuing orders. 'I he words

above quoted are to be thus interpreted. “A letter has been

received from the lord Senapati (general), Pushpamitra” i. e.

the genitive Devasya ought to be taken as an epithet of

Pushpamitra, and not as connected with or governed by

Senipati. Indeed the title Deva shows that Pushpamitra

was king, for it is applied in the dramatic works to

kings only, and there is even a rule to this effect (see Dr.

Hall's Dasarupa, p. 109—Devah svāmiti nripatih). And

Senápati (general) must have become a distinguishing epithet

of Pushpamitra, for he was the general of Brihadratha, the

last Maurya king. And even in the Vishnu Purāa the

opithet Senapati seems to have been applied to him some

what in this way: “Tatah Pushpamitrah. Senapatih Svä
minam hatvá ràjyam karishyati.” The first two kings of

the Wala hi dynasty in Surāshtra, were called Senapatis ;

nor does it follow from this passage that Vidis'a was the

capital of Pushpamitra but rather the opposite. For in the

letter which he sends to Agnimitra, he invites the latter

to come with his wife to be present at the Asvamedha

sacrifice. If Vidis'a had been his capital, the sacrifice

would have been performed at that city, and no such invi

tation would have been necessary. It follows, therefore,

that some other city was Pushpamitra's capital, and what

other could it have been but Pātaliputra, the capital of the

Mauryas whom he had supplanted, and which in the Bud

histic account given by M. Burnouf is mentioned as his place

of residence. Agnimitra his son may probably have been ap

pointed by him Governor or King of Vidis'a, while he him

self reigned as supreme monarch at Pātaliputra: for the prac

tice of appointing sons to govern remote provinces existed

in the time of the Mauryas, May not Patanjali be alluding

to this As'vamedha sacrifice in the instance quoted in

the text?
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last Maurya king, and usurped the throne after

having killed his master.” The ten Mauryas

are said to have ruled the kingdom for 137

years.f The accession of Chandragupta, the

first of these ten, has been fixed about 315 B.C.

Pushpamitra, therefore, must have raised him

self to the throne about 178 B.C. The Mātsya

Purāma assigns him a reign of 36 years, f i.e.

from 178 B.C. to 142 B.C. It follows then that

Patanjali wrote his comments on Pán. III. 2, 123

some time between these limits. The limits

assigned by Dr. Goldstücker, reasoning from

the one example he considers, are 140 and

120 B.C. But there is apparently no reason

why he should not take into account the earlier

years of Menandros's reign. For, according to

Prof. Lassen, Menandros must have become king

about 144 B.C. § The passage in the Mahā

bhāshya, on which I base my conclusion, is not

far from the one noticed by Dr. Goldstücker.

The latter occurs in the comments on III. 2, 111,

while the former in those on III. 2, 123. We

thus see that when this portion of the Bhāshya

was written, a Yavana king (who must have

been Menandros) had laid siege to Sãketa or

Ayodhyā, and Pushpamitra was reigning a

Pātaliputra; and if we adhere to Lassen's chro

nology these two things could have happened

only between 144 B.C. and 142 B.C.; for there

is, I think, no reason to distrust the chronology

of the Purānas here, since the date arrived at

from the statements contained in them coincide

in a remarkable degree with that determined

from the evidence of coins. And even supposing

that Prof. Lassen's date is not quite accurate, it

must be admitted that it cannot be very far

wrong. -

We thus see that Patanjali lived in the reign

of Pushpamitra, and that he probably wrote the

third chapter of his Bhāshya between 144 B.C.

and 142 B.C. And this agrees with the conclusion

drawn by Prof. Goldstücker from a statement in

another part of the work that the author of the

Mahābhāshya flourished after the Maurya dynasty

was extinct. Since all the passages then, and

the different historical events they point to, lead

us to about the same period, the date of Patan

jali so derived must be regarded as trustworthy,

and in the History of Sanskrit Literature it is

of great importance.

ON THE VRIHATKATHA OF KSHEMENDRA.

By DR. G. BühleR.

AMoNgst the numerous Indian collections of

fables the Kathasaritsägara of Somadeva takes

the first place. With its 24,000 stanzas, it

surpasses the Hitopadeśa, the Panchatantra, the

Vetálapanchayimsati, the Siñhãsanadyātriñsati

and the Sukasaptati not only in bulk, but it

actually includes abstracts or versions of several

of these works, as well as of other romances.

This latter circumstance would make the Katha

saritsägara, one of the most important tests for

determining the age and development of Indian

fables, were it not that peculiar difficulties con

nected with questions regarding the origin of

the “Ocean of fable-streams,' obliged Sanskritists

to use it with great caution.

Somadeva, who according to his own state

ment, composed his work about the beginning of

the 12th century A. D. for the amusement or

consolation of Queen Süryavati or Sūryamati,

the mother of King Harsha of Kashmir declares

that it contains the essence of the Vrihatkatha,

written by one Gunādhya in the Paisàchi Prakrit

*The Buddhist work Asoka Acadana erroneously makes

him the successor of Pushvadharman, and the last of the

Mauryas.-See Burnouf, Introd, a la Hist, du Bud. I. p. 432;

Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. pp. 271, 272, 345, 346.-E.D.

f Vish. Pur. VI. 24, or Wilson's translation.

f Wilson's Vish. P. 1st Edn. p. 471. The Brahmānda Pu

râna a 'rees with the Matsya. (See Dr. Hall's note in his

edition.)

§ Various dates have been assigned to the accession of

Menandros from B.C. 200 to B.C. 126. But the facts here

brought forward may be used as a corrective. The manner

in which Patanjali (in the passage alluded to in the next

para of the text) contrasts the times in which the Mauryas

lived with his own shews that when he wrote, the new

oolity had completely superseded the old. This may have

taken twenty years or more. He could not have said “the

Mauryas did such and such a thing, but in these days it is

not so," if he wrote only five or six years after they were

displaced. Patanjali therefore may have written the pas

sage as early as B.C. 158. Now in order that about this time

Pushpamitra and Menandros should be contemporaries, it is

necessary that the date of the accession of the latter should

not be pushed higher than about 175 B.C. nor lower than

142 B.C. for Menandros reigned for about 20 years accord

ing to all the writers ; and the only two dates that fall

within these limits are those assigned by Geni. Cunningham,

(B.C. 160) and Prof. Lassen. If we take that of the former,

the limit- between which the third chapter of the Mahā

bhāshya was written will be about 158 and 142 B.C.

But I have adopted Prof. Lassen's date as it agrees suffi

ciently with all the facts.
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—literally the dialect of the goblins—and that it

differs from its original only in the language and

by a condensation of the too prolix narrative.*

After this statement the Kathâpitha, or in

troduction to the work, gives the wonderful origin

of the tale at great length. (Kath. I. 1-13–

I. 8) Šiva, we are told, once narrated to Pârvati

the marvellous history of the seven Vidyādhara

Chakravartins. He was overheard by one of

his attendants, Pushpadanta, who communi

cated it to his wife Jaya, a servant of Pârvati.

The latter again spread it amongst her fellows

and the indiscretion of Pushpadanta soon became

known to the divine pair. Pârvati, filled with

anger, then cursed Pushpadanta and condemned

him, in punishment of his fault, to be born as a

mortal. His brother Mályavān, who dared to

intercede for him, received a like sentence. But

when Pârvati saw Pushpadanta's wife, her faith

ful attendant, overwhelmed by distress, she re

lented so far as to set a term to the effects of

her curse. She decreed that, when Pushpadanta,

on meeting a goblin or Paisàcha called Kāna

bhūti, in the Windhyas, should remember the

great tales and his former birth and should tell

them to Kānabhūti, he should be delivered from

his mortal body. Mályavān also should be allow

ed to return to heaven, when he had heard the

Wrihatkathâs from Kānabhāti and had spread them

on the earth. Agreeably to this order, Pushpa

danta was born in Kaušâmbi, as Wararuchi

Kātyāyana, and became a great grammarian and

the minister of Yogananda, the last of the

Nandas. After an eventful life he retired into

solitude and on a pilgrimage to the temple of

Pârvati Windhyavāsini, he met Kāmabhāti in the

forest. He remembered his former life and com

municated to the Pišácha the seven ‘great tales.’

Having accomplished this he re-obtained his

celestial nature, according to Pârvati's prediction.

Mályavān, also, who in his human birth had

become Gunādhya of Pratishthāna and had

served King Šātavāhanat as minister, came ac

companied by his two pupils Gunadeva and

Nandideva, to the dwelling place of Kānabhāti.

He received from him the seven stories in the

language of the Pišāchas and wrote them down

* Kathâsaritsägara, ed. Brockhaus, I. 1. 3.

Wrihatkathâyāh sărasya samgraham rachayāmyaham||

and I. 1. 10.-

Yathá millam tathaivaitanna manāgapyatikramah

granthavistarasamkshepamätram bhāshā cha vidyate||

Compare for the last line Hall, Vasavadatta, Introd. p. 23.

t Alias Sātavāhana or S'alivāhana.

# Tābhyām sahacha kathâm tāmāśvāsya [äsvādya 21 sa

in 100,000 Slokas each, with his own blood. By

the advice of his pupils, he sent the whole to

Sātavāhana, hoping that the king being a man

of taste, might preserve and spread them. But

that monarch rejected with disgust a work that

was written in the language of the goblins and

with blood. On receiving this news Gunāqhya

burnt six of his stories; the seventh was pre

served with difficulty through the entreaties of

his pupils. King Sātavāhana, who accidentally

learned that the recitation of the remaining book

charmed even the beasts of the forest, repented

of his former conduct, repaired to Gunādhya's

habitation and obtained the MS. of the remain

ing story. He studied it with the help of Guna

deva and Nandideva, and wrote the introduction,

detailing its origin, likewise in the language of

the Pišāchas. The book then became one of

the stories that are famed in ‘the three worlds.”

This account of the composition of Somadeva's

original, which traces the story from Šiva,

through Vararuchi and Kāmabhūti, to Gunadhya,

his pupils and Sātavāhana, looks as if it were

purely legendary. Its nature has led Professor

H. H. Wilson,Swho first made known Somadeva's

work by an analysis of its contents, Professor

H. Brockhaus, the editor of the Kathasaritsä

gara, and Professor Lassen," to doubt Soma

deva's assertion, that he worked up an older

Prakrit poem. These three scholars are, on

the contrary, of opinion that Somadeva col

lected various works of fiction and digested

them into a harmonious whole. Their view

was certainly defensible twenty or even ten

years ago, when the number of Sanskrit works,

generally accessible to European Sanskritists,

was not very large. But it is no longer tenable

since Dr. F. E. Hall collected, in the introduc

tion to his Wäsavadattà," a considerable mass of

trustworthy evidence, which proves that a Wri

hatkathá in the Paisàcha Prakritt existed,

many centuries before Somadeva. The most

important witnesses there adduced, are Dandi

who mentions a Vrihatkathá composed in the

Bhūtabhāshā, in his Käryādarśa, I. 38, and Su

bandhu who, in the Väsavadattá, speaks of a

Wrihatkathá, divided into sections called Lambas.

sātavāhanas tasyāh | tadbhāshayāvatāram waktum chakre

kathâpitham. || Brockhaus, Kathá. I. 8. 37.

§ Collected Works III. 159 seq.

| Kathasaritsdigara, I. p. viii.

* Indische Alterth. III. 1084 & IV. 811.

* p. 22-24.

+ Regarding the Pais'âcha dialect, see Lassen, Instit.

Prakrit. pp. 377 and 439,
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The former of these two poets is at least as old

as Bānabhatta, the protegé and court-poet of

King Harshavardhana who lived in the first half

of the 7th century, and the latter is certainly

older, since Bāna praises his work in the Har

shacharita.” It appears to me incontestable,

that both Dandi and Subandhu speak of the

Vrihātkathá, which, according to Somadeva's

statement, was the basis of his Kathasaritsägara.

For Dandi says that the Vrihatkatha was

composed in the dialect of the goblins,

and the Vrihatkathâ which Subandhu knew

was divided into Lambas, just as Somadeva's

work is made up of Lambakas, On this evid

ence it may, therefore, be safely asserted,

that Somadeva's statement, that he translat

ed and abbreviated a Vrihatkathá written in

the low popular dialect, to which the writers

on Alaſkāra and grammar give the name Pai

Śāchi, deserves full credit,f and it is highly pro

bable that Somadeva's original was in existence

at least 1,300 years ago. But it remains an

open question whether Gumálhya was really the

author of the old Vrihatkathá and whether he was

a contemporary of Sātavāhana or Sălivāhana; of

Paithān. It also remains undecided, in what

manner Somadeva treated his original, whether

he merely contented himself with abridging it,

or whether he embellished it by additions of his

own—a point which is of the highest import

ance in determining the value of his book for

the history of the Sanskrit fable books.

It gives me great satisfaction, that by the reco

very $ of the Vrihatkathá of Kshem in dra, I

am able fully to corroborate the above conclu

sions, which are based on Dr. F. E. Hall’s re

searches, and to determine more accurately the

value of Somadeva's book. I lately acquired

for the Government of Bombay a MS., the colo

phon of which runs as follows: “iti vyāsa

dāsaparākhyakshemendravirachitā vrihatkathâ

sampürná, granthasań [khyā] 7080, Samvat

1742 warshe bhādrapadamāse Śuklapakshe 11

guruvâra samāpta || $risivam astu || Srirâma, i.e.—

Thus the Vrihatkathá composed by Kshemen

dra called Vyāsadasapara is completed. Num

ber of granthas (16 syllables) 7080, Samvat

1742 (A.D. 1685) etc. According to the Anu

kramanikáſ or Index, which apparently was

made by the poet himself, it should contain the

following Lambhakas or sections :

1. Kathâpitha. 10. Vishamaśīlā.

2. Kathâvaktra. 11. Madirāvati.

3. Lāvānaka. 12. Padmavati.

4. Naravāhanajanma 13 Panchalambhaka.

5. Chaturdărikā. 14. Ratnaprabhā.

6. Sūryaprabhā. 15. Alaſkāravati.

7. Mandanamanchuká. 16. Saktiyasas.

8. Welä. 17. Mahārājyābhisheka.

9. Sasänkavati. 18. Suratamanjari.

Actually however I find only lambhas I–IX.

and XIV-XVIII. and among these lambha

IX. is incomplete."

The names of the Lambhas of Kshemendra's

story, though the order is changed, correspond

exactly to those of the Lambakas of the Katha

saritsägara and the contents of the sections of the

Vrihatkathá, as far as I have compared them, are

almost identical with those of the corresponding

chapters of the Kathâsaritsägara. Kshemendra

writes in the Anushtubh metre like Somadeva.

But he does not know the division of the Lambas

into Tarangas. His style is not so flowing as So

madeva's and in his excessive eagerness for brevi

ty, he sometimes becomes obscure. In order to

give an idea of Kshemendra's manner of narrating,

I subjoin the part of the Kathâpitha, which

corresponds to Kathasaritsägara, I. 4, 1-92.”

* Hall, l.c. p. 14.

+ I may mention that Pandit Premchandra Tarkavågis'a,

the editor of the Kāvyādarsa, holds the same opinion, vide

his gloss on K. I. 38.

! Regarding the identity of Sãtavāhana and Sālivahana,

see Wilson, Coll. Works, III. 181, note. Weber, Halasapta

sati, p. 2. seq.

§ If I speak of the recovery of this work, I mean simply

that, as far as I know, no other copy of the book is accessi

ble to European Sanskritists. The work seems to have been

in the hands of Prof. Wilson's pandits. See Aufrecht,

Oxford Catalogue, p. 84a.

| Anukramanikā–

kathâpitham kathâvaktram lambholāvānakastathâ |

naravāhanajanmäkhyah syāchchaturdărika tatah ||

Sūryaprabhastato jñeyastato madanamanchukā |

velālambastathah proktāh syāchchhasankavati tatah ||

lambho vishamas'ilākhyastatha tu madiravati |

Padmävati náma lambhastatah syāt panchalambhakah ||

ratnaprabhā chatadanu tatolamkaravatyapi |

tatah saktiyas a lambhakotha bahukautukah ||

mahārāīyābhishekas' cha pas'châtsuratamanjari—fol. 349a

(92a) line 2 sqq.

* Katháp. fol. 1-22; Katháv. 22-44; Lavan 44-65; Naravāh

65–73; Chaturd. 73–85; Sūryap. 85-98; Madanam. 98-130 ;

Velā 130-134; Sasankav. 13 -256, where a break occurs:

Ratnag, 1-26; Alamk. 26-45; Sahti, 45-78; Mahārājyābh.

78-81; Suratamanjari, 81-92. The last page 94 is again
numbered 350.

* Vrihatkathá, fol. 9a, 1.6:-

iti s'rutva garor vidyāh prāpya sarvāh sukhoshitah |

avāpamupakos'akhyāmupavarshaguroh sutām || 1 ||

upakāsāmavāpyāham nilanirajalochanām

smarasāmrājyamabhavam bhājanam sukhasampadām || 2 ||

vyālindradattasahite sarvajie mayi vis'rute |

pāhinirmāma varshasya sishyah purvam jadás'ayah || 3 ||

tapasā sankarátprāpya navan vyākaranam vasſi |

dininyashtau vivāde me prativādi samobhavat || 4 ||

mayajite tatas tasmin humkarena vimohayan |

jahara no harah kopädaindravyākaranasmritim || 5 ||
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Having heard this (story of the origin of

Pātaliputra) and having received all sciences

from my teacher, I, (Vararuchi) who dwelt at

my ease, obtained in marriage the daughter of

Guru Upavar sha, called Up a kośā. After I

married Upakos'd, whose eyes resembled blue

lotuses, I became the empire over which Cupid

rules and a vessel of all happiness. Whilst I,

living in thecompany of Vyādi and Indradatta

acquired the fame of omniscience, a pupil of

Varsha, Pānini by name, who was formerly a

blockhead, obtained by virtue of his austerities,

keeping his senses in subjection, a new grammar

from Siva. Disputing with me for eight days,

he proved himself an opponent of equal force.

When I conquered him at the end of that period,

Hara, bewildering me by a growl, bereft me,

through anger, of the recollection of Indra's

grammar. After I had suddenly forgotten that

work, I resolved to perform austerities in order

sahasā vismrite tasmimstapase kritanis'chayah |

drashtum smaraharam bhargam varadam pårvatipatim || 6 ||

hiranyaguptanāmnotha vanijah pratives'manah |

haste grihavyayadhanam vinikshipya gati mayi || 7 ||

upakos'ā virahimi navayauvanas'ālini |

s'rutajnā proshitāyogyam vratam chakre pativrată || 8 ||

yāti kāle kadāchittàm hārinim hamsagáminim |

tanusvachchhāmbarasmerasphäraphenavilăsinim ||9||

vistirnas'ronipulinăm s'yāmām netranavotpalām |

satatasnäyinim gangām vrajantim yamunāmiva || 10 |

yuvâ lakshmimadonmattah kshmāpaterdandavāsikah |

purohitas'cha mantri cha dadris’uhsmaramanjarim || 11 ||

tām vikshya manmatháves'âtsthiteshvatha prithakpri

thak |

teshu mantrisutah prāha prathamam bhaja mámiti |12 ||

snănătpratinivrittà sá vikshya samdhyāmupasthirām |

bhitâ samabhyadhádastu tritiyehni nis'figame || 13 ||

samāgamastvayi mayå vanchayitveti tam jagau |

tasmät pratinivrittātha purohitamuvâcha så || 14 ||

dvitiyayāmeyāminyàstritiyehni vas'fismi te |

uktveti tasmaduttirnã dandavāsikamabhyadhāt | 15 ||

tritiyehni tritiyāms'esſarvaryām vasſagāsmite |

iti samvidamādāya muktā tenávis'adgriham || 16 ||

kirnotpalá iva dis'o vidháya chakitekshanaih

prastutăpahnavopāyā nijabhartridhanārthini || 17 |

hiranyaguptopi grihe tâmayåchata samgamam |

tritiyehni nis'asſeshe tavādhināsmi kā kshatih || 18||

ityuktvātam parjane kathâm etàm nyavedayat |

tatah prápte tritiyehni tasyå mantrivaro griham || 19 |

vinashtapradipam sákampo vives'a vivas'o nisi—

upakos'ā tamavadannämnă te (?) tvayi me ratih || 20 ||

iti tasyå girå snåtum vives'ândhagrihodaram |

tatrodvartanamādāya masrinam tailakajjalam || 21 ||

lilipus'chetikástasya chiram gåtrân i kaminah |

athányasminnis'ayāme thrnam präpti purohite | 22 ||

manjūsharapam samdars'ya vitatam darukoshthakam |

pravis'a pravis'a kshipramasau yåto grihādhipah || 23 ||

ityuktvå koshthake jeshtam (?) upkos'anyaves'ayat

dattvá lohárgalam tasmin purohitamuvâcha så ||24|

näsnätorhasi mãm sprashtum iti sopitathâkritah |

tasmimstailamashilipte tritiyopi samāyayau ||25 ||

satyam smaravidagdhena markhah ko navidambitah |

purohitepi vinyasti tatraiva bhagavihvale || 26 ||

to obtain the sight of Bharga who is the de

stroyer of Cupid and the wish-fulfilling husband

of Parvati, and I placed money for the house

hold expenses in the hands of a neighbour, a

Vāniā called Hiranyagupta. After I was gone

my faithful Upakośā, though left alone in the

beauty of her fresh youth, being versed in the

Vedas, performed the vow which is becoming for

wives whose husbands are absent. Time passed

on and once the young foujdar of the king"

the domestic priest, and the minister saw that

beauty with the swan like gait, who bathed daily

and played with the thick spray which had theap

pearance of a thin and transparent garment, whose

broad hips resembled sandbanks, who was dark

blue in colour, whose eyes had the appearance

of newly opened lotuses and who was a bud of

Cupid, going like Yamunā to the Ganges.f Gaz

ing at her all three fell in love with her and stood

apart from each other. First amongst them

sopikramena tenaiva pis'achasadris'ah kritah |

hiranyagupte sampräpte rātris'eshe banigvare || 27 ||

dārubhaade tathaivāsau nihito dandavāsikah

athopakos'a banijam sápavishtas varāsane || 28 ||

koshthakābhimukhi prāha nikshepodiyatāmiti |

hiranyaguptastāmāha bhaja mäm châruhăsini || 29 |

tava bharträ vinikshiptam vidyate subhru me dhanam |

så s'rutvetyavadattāram sºrinvantu grihadevatāh || 30 ||

bhūtāni sãkshinah santu vidyatesmindhanam mama |

ityuktvå snänakūtena kritvá tamapi kaijalaih || 31 ||

dushprekshyamabravitkshinákshapå gachchhetisatvaram |

banikprātarianabhayāt prayayau samvritánanah || 32 ||

lutyamānāmbaro márge kritakelähalojanaih

iti rakshitacharitrå gate tasmin manasvini || 33 ||

prătarmandasya nripateh sarvāsthānasabhām yayau |

upavarshasya day.ità bhārya vararucheh sati || 34 ||

prâptetyávedità tatra manità bhābhujāvadat

nihnutam banijã rājan mama bhartridhanam bahu || 35 ||

nyāsam hiranyaguptena pramānam adhuna mripah |

tatastasmin samāhūte prâpte vitathavadini || 36||

upakos'āvadaddeva såkshinah santime grihe -

aniyantám mama grihāddevatāh koshthakasthitãh ||37 ||

tà vakshyanti yathâtattvam ityuktvávivarāma så

nripājñayå samānite manjūshākoshthake naraih || 38 ||

vinyaste cha sabhámadhye punarāha pativrată |

bho bho satatapújärhāh satyam me bråta devatāh || 39 ||

kshipram dahāmi manjūshām sákshye chenmaunamä

sthitam —

s'rutveti bhitäste práhuh satyam astyeva tedhanam || 40 ||

haste hiranyaguptasya såkshinotra trayo wayam |

ityākarnyadbhutam sarve vismitāste sabhāsadah || 41 ||

dadris’ustansamudghātya mashiliptándigambarān |

tato viditavrittāntastānnigrihya mahipatih || 42 ||

dhanena dharmabhaginim upakos'amapūjayat I

atrāntare varāchchhambhoh smritavyākaranopyaham || 43 ||

s' rutvå nijagrihodantam prahrishto gurumabhyagám |

upakos'akhyāyikā ||

* Dandāvāsika is elsewhere explained to mean ‘door

keeper,' but Kshemendra always has it where Somadeva

gives dandadhipati.

+ It seems to me impossible to express in English the

uns contained in each of the epithets given to Upakos'a.

They are chosen in such a manner that with a different

interpretation they apply to Yamunā also.
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the son of the minister said to her—' Love me.'

She, who had finished bathing, seeing that night

had come, became afraid and spoke to him,

“Be it so, on the third day at night-fall I will

meet you secretly.” Speaking thus to him, she

went. After leaving him she addressed the

domestic priest to this effect, ‘On the third day

hence, in the second watch of the night, I shall

be at your disposal.' Turning away from him

she said to the foujdar ‘On the third day her.ce,

in the third watch of the night I am ready to

do your will. After she had made this assigna

tion, he let her go and she went home, filling as

it were, by her frightened glances, the sky with

lotuses.

Being in want of her husband's money she

tried to remedy its concealment (by the banker).

But Hiranyagupta asked her for an assignation

in her house. She said to him “On the third

day hence, at the end of the night, I will obey

thee, what harm is there (in my doing it). She

told that story to her domestics. When the

third day had come, the excellent minister,

trembling and having lost all control over him

self, entered in the night her house, where the

lamps had been extinguished. Upakosä called

him by his name and said “On you I have

placed my affection.’ At her order he entered

a dark room in the interior of the house. There

the servant-maids smeared for a long time the

limbs of the lover with a soft unguent consisting

of oil and lamp-soot. But, when in the second

watch of the night the domestic priest came in

haste, Upakošā showed to the (first lover) an

open wooden box, said “Enter, enter quickly

here comes the master of the house,’ and made

him enter it. Closing it with an iron bolt, she

said to the domestic priest ‘You must not touch

me without having bathed.’ He also was treated

in the same manner (as the first lover). When

he had been anointed with oil and soot, the

third also came. Forsooth, who escapes being

deceived and made a fool of by the rogue Cupid

After the priest, overwhelmed with fear, had

been disposed of in the same box (as the first

lover), the third also, in his turn, was made to

resemble a goblin. At the end of the night the

excellent Vāniā Hiranyagupta arrived, and the

foujdar was concealed likewise in the wooden

box. Then Upakośā, facing the box, spoke to

the Wāniā, who was sitting at his ease on an

excellent seat, ‘Give me the deposit.” Hiranya

gupta replied ‘Love me, sweet smiling one. I

have the money, fair-browed one, which your

husband deposited with me.’ Hearing this she

exclaimed in a loud voice, “Hear ye deities of

the house, be witnesses, ye goblins: he has my

property.’ Speaking thus she defaced him also

with lamp-soot. Then she said “The night has

passed, go.’ Quickly the Vāniā went forth,

covering his face from fear of the people who

are about early. Bereſt of his garments, he was

hooted on the road by the people. Wise Upa

košā who had thus protected her virtue, after

his departure, started early for the audience-hall

of King Nanda. The king was informed, that

the daughter of Upavarsha, the faithful wife of

Wararuchi had come, and he honoured her there.

She said “O king, the Wāniā Hiranyagupta

conceals great wealth which my husband deposited

with him. It is now for you, Lord, to give orders.'

After that, when that liar had been summoned

and come, Upakošā said “Lord, at home I have

witnesses; order my household-gods to be

brought, who are kept in a box, they will

declare the truth.” The basket-box was brought

at the king's command and placed by the bearers

in the midst of the assembly. Then the faith

ful wife spoke again ‘Ho ye deities, who are

worthy of constant worship, tell the truth

for my sake. If you remain silent in this

matter of evidence, I shall quickly burn the

basket.’ Hearing this, they said, full of fear,

‘Forsooth, thy property is in the hands of

Hiranyagupta, we three are witnesses to that.”

All present in the assembly, who heard this

miraculous answer, were astonished ; they

opened the basket and saw the naked men

smeared with soot. When the king had been

informed of the circumstances of the case, he

punished them by a fine and honoured Upakośā

as his spiritual sister. About this time I (Vara

ruchi), by the grace of Sambhu, remembered the

grammar, learned with joy the news about my

house and went to visit my teacher. The story

of Upakóša.”

This sample of Kshemendra's style will fully

bear out the strictures passed on him. His

brevity sometimes makes him unintelligible

andhis style is far from being easy and flow

ing.

But I must return to the chief point in ques

tion, viz. what light Kshemendra's work throws

on the origin of the Vrihatkathâ. In this re

spect the concluding verses of his poem are of the

greatest importance. After enumerating, in the

Anukramanikā, the contents of his work, he gives

the following information regarding his prede
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cessors.” “Sarva proclaimed it first ; Kāmabhūti

heard it from the Gana (Pushpadanta-Vararuchi)

and told it to Gunādhya who delivered it in his

turn his pupils and to Sātavāhana. The story

which thus had come to be written in the Pišā

cha language, gave trouble to the readers. For

this reason it has been rewritten in Sanskrit.”

From these verses we learn nothing new beyond

the fact that Kshemendra actually had before

him the Vrihatkathá, attributed to Gunídhya

and written in the Paisàchi dialect. The re

maining statements are merely a recapitulation

of the contents of the Kathâpitha, which I have

given above according to Somadeva. But in the

concluding Ślokas the poet gives some further in

formation regarding himself which is highly im

portant. He sayst that his father was a wealthy

Kashmirian called Ch a n d a who fed number

less Brahmans, who gave on the occasion of

an eclipse of the sun three black-buck skins

with a lakh each, who dedicated statues in

the temple of Śiva, spent 25 lakhs on ‘gods,

Brahmans, and Maths,’ and finally died em

bracing Šambhu's emblem. He further informs

us that he studied Alaſkāra under Abhinava

gupta, and that, “intent on the worship of Na

rāyana he received the highest happiness through

the dust of the lotus feet of Soma, the illustrious

Áchārya of the Bhāgavatas.” He further narrates

the particular circumstances which led to his

taking the Vrihatkathá in hand, in the following

manner :-

‘Once, whilst fasting, on the twelfth day of the

* Fol 349a (92a) 1.6—

Kanabhatir gunāqhyāya ganāchchhrutvå nyavedayatſ

lambhakasamgrahah

ityetam vipulàs'châryām sa rājā satavāhanah'ſ -

gunadhyachchhishyasahitah samāsādya vrihatkathám |

paramritarasakshivo ghârnaman ivānis'am!

saptalakshāni námānityabhāt sånus'ayo, muhuh !

seyam haramukhodgirmä kathánugrahākārini |

piša'chavachi, patità samjâtà vighnadāyīnī l --- -

atah sukhanishevyāsau krità samskritayå girå samām

bhuvam ivānità gangá svabhrāyalambinil - -

The word “lambhakasamgrahah’ ought to stand immedi

ately after the enumerations of the Lambhas, given above.

+ Fol. 249b. (92b.) l. 2, immediately after the passage

quoted above.— -

Kasmirakogunadhāraprakas chandābhidhºbhavat

nānārthijanasamkalpapürane kalpapādapah|

yasya merorivodărakalyānā(h). purnasampadah

aganeyamabhādgehe yasya bhojyam dyiannanim |

sūryagrahe tribhirlakshairdattva krishnajinatrayam |

alpapradosmityabhayat salajjānatakandharah| -

svayambhatilaye sºrimânya pratishthāpya devatāh

dattvå kotichaturbhāgam. devadvijamathádishul

pājayitvå svayam sambhum prasaradväshpanirbharah

gādham dorbhyām samålingya yastºtriya vyapadyatal

£ºemendranamá tamayastasya vidvatsu vis' rutah |

prayātah kavigoshthishu nāmagrahamayogyatámi

s’rutvábhinavaguptăkhyāt sāhityam. bodhayāridheh|

achāryas'ekharamaner vidyāvivritikárinah!.
s’rimadbhāgavatāchārya songpādābīare?ubhih

dhanyatām yah parām (ram M.S.).yato nārāyanaparāyanah|

month, he who was possessed of taste was asked

by the pure-minded Brahman Râmayašas, and

thinking over the story in his mind, he composed

for the delight of clever persons this river flowing

with nectar. He composed this amusing story

at the order of the omniscient Devadhara, who

had obtained royalty over the Brahmans.”

Though Kshemendra is fuller in his state

ments about himself than Sanskrit poets usually

are, still it is difficult to fix his age even appro

ximately. His Vrihatkathá is quoted in

Dhanika's commentary on the Dašarēpaka and

by Dhundhirāja on the Mudrārākshasa.f. If we

could trust the quotation in Dhanika’s Avaloka,

we should obtain a respectable age for Kshe

mendra. For, as Dhanika lived under Munja, it

would follow that Kshemendra lived not later

than in the beginning of the 10th century. But

unfortunately, the passage of the Avaloka in

which the quotation occurs, is given by only

one of Dr. Hall’s MSS. The other two omit

these verses. It may therefore be an interpo

lation. The quotation by Dhundhirāja and

another in the Sărngadharapaddhati do not

carry us beyond the 14th century.S. None of

the personages mentioned by Kshemendra are

known except his teacher Abhinayagupta.

The latter is cited as an authority on Alaſkāra

by Mallinatha and Mammata and Šárngadeva.

He therefore appears to have been known in the

12th century.|

Whilst it is thus impossible to decide with

certainty the question of priority between the

kadāchideva viprena dvādas'yāmuposhitah |

prărthito rāmayas'asſisarasah svachchhachetasā||

katham etàm anudhyāyan dineshu vipulekshanah |

vidadhe vibudhānanda sudhāsyandatarangin im

.**** dviparajyapadasthiteh (sthite

.)

Fºlº syājñayå chakre kathâm etám vinodinim].

I am far from considering the emendations in the last

s"loka as certain.

f See F. E. Hall, Vásavadattá, Introd. p. 55 and Dasaril

paka, I. 61. The lines quoted by Hall are thus rendered

by my MS. fol. 17a. 1, 6–

Chânikyanāmnâ tenātha sºakutálagrihe rahah |

krityám vidhāya saptáhât saputro nihato

yoganande yas'ahs'eshe pârvanandasutastatah |

chandragupto dhrito rājye chänikyena mahaujasā||

The reading dhritah in the last line for kritah is evidently

the better one. Chânikya for Chāhakya, is a mistake of

the copyist who, being a Gujarāti, saw no difference bet

ween a and i.

§ A prakāsa by Kshemendra a Kashmirian, is quoted by

Purushottama, the son of Wallabhāchārya (16th century).

Aufrecht, Oºf. Cat. p 38b. This work may possibly be the

Lokaprakāsa, written by a Kshemendra, pupil of Vyāsa ;

vide Berlin Catalogue, no. 804.

| An Abhinavagupta is also known as one of the teachers

of a sect of Saivas. A work of his is mentioned by Hall,

Catal. p. 199, as well as several works by a pupil of this Saiva

called Kshemarāja. It is not unlikely that Kshemarāja

may be the same as Kshemendra. But asthe works quoted,

by Dr. Hall, are not accessible to me, I leave the question

undecided,

mripah |
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Vrihatkathá and the Kathasaritsägara, I think

we shall be more fortunate in regard to the clear

ing up of another point, viz., whether either of

the two poets used the other's composition, or

whether they both worked up independently the

lost poem attributed to Gunadhya. On this

point we have first their statements, which

affirm distinctly that each had before him a Prak

rit original, not a Sanskrit one. A number

of other circumstances corroborate the truth of

... this assertion. In the first place it seems to

me impossible that Somadeva could have used

Kshemendra's work. In very many passages

the latter gives so short and undefined an out

line of the narrative, that it would go beyond

the power of anybody to construct out of that

the connected and clear story given by Soma

deva. One example of this kind is contained

in the portion of the Vrihatkathá, translated

above, where all details about Upakośā’s and

Vararuchi's first acquaintance and marriage are

left out. Other instances from the Kathâpitha

—the only portion of the two poems which I have

carefully compared—are,

1. Kathasaritsägara I. 2, 8-23, gives a full

account ofhow Kāmabhāti learned the reason why,

in consequence of a curse, he became a Yaksha,

by overhearing a conversation between Śiva and

Pârvati; the Vrihatkathá states briefly, that

Kāmabhūti heard Siva, who haunts burial places,

tell the reason of his being cursed, but omits to

mention with whom Siva conversed,” nor does

it give the story explaining why Siva dwells in

burial-places.

2. The Kathâsaritsägara, (I. 3, 4-22), gives

a full account of the descent of Putraka, the

founder of Pātaliputra, how his father and un

cles were born at Kanakhala, migrated to

Rājagriha, and thence to Chinchini, married the

three daughters of Bhojika and finally left them,

and how one of the forsaken wives was delivered

of Putraka. Instead of this story the Vrihat

kathá states drily, ‘During a great drought,

three brothers, Brahmans, forsook their three

* Vrihatkatha 5b. 4.—

sa prishtah prāha yakshoham pāpamitranishevanāt |

s'apto dhanādhipatinâ ghorăm práptah pisachatamſ

idam nirudakam sthānam sushkantakipädapam

säpo punatam atyugram påpenädhishthitam mayå'ſ

bhavitā sºapamoksho me pusahpadantasamāgamāt

s'mas'ana väsinah sambhoh sºrutam kathayato maāyſ

nisamyeti varastasya sanaih kātyāyanah katham ſityädi.

t Vrihatkathá, 7b, 2,-anávrishtihate kåle bhrātaro bråh

manāstrayah

bhāryāstisrah parityajya pură jagmurdigantaram||

ajijanat sutam kāle tasāmekaiva garbhini |

himalabhah sadā tasya múrdhni gauripater varāt|

wives and went to another country. In tim'.

one of the wives, who was pregnant, bore a son.

3. Further on in the same story of Putraka,

the legend of Brahmadatta is left out by Kshe

mendra.

4. In the same story the Kathasaritsägara

relates that Putraka puts up in the house of an

old woman, during his stay at Åkarshikā. The

Vrihatkatha calls the town Áyajñikā and

leaves out the particular circumstance alluded

to. But it gives a long description of Mahen

dravarman's daughter and the embarrassment

and doubts experienced by Putraka, when he

first saw her asleep. The conversation of the

two watchmen, whose stanza decides him to

awake the sleeping beauty is given, but differs

from that of the Kathâsaritsägara.f

I could easily add a dozen other instances,

where particulars given in the Kathasaritsägara,

are hinted at but not developed in the Vrihat

kathâ. It seems to me, however, that those

adduced will suffice to show that Somadeva

worked on something else than Kshemendra's

poem.

On the other hand, it is not likely that Kshe

mendra used Somadeva's Kathasaritsägara.

For he differs from the latter work frequently

in a manner which seems to indicate that his

statements are not mere fanciful alterations of

Somadeva's narrative. In several passages,

where such differences occur, Kshemendra's

statements are more sober and simpler than

Somadeva's. Thus, whilst in the passage re

garding Pânini's and Vararuchi's disputation,

Somadeva says that “Siva standing in the

clouds gave a great growl and thereby the

grammar of Indra (defended by Vararuchi)

disappeared from the world,'S Kshemendra con

tents himself with saying ‘that the growl of

Siva confused Vararuchi and made him forget

the grammar of Indra." Further on in the same

story Somadeva tells us, that ‘Vararuchi obtain

ed a revelation of Pānini's grammar from Siva

and the permission to complete it by adding the

hemnâ pratyahalabadhena sahasrena sa balakah |

kälena putrakābhikhyah prāpya rājyamjanapriyah|ityädi.

I Wrihatkathá, fol. 8.6.-

nidrāmudritalolalochanaruchibhrājishnu karnotpalām.

ardhavritta nishedhahumkritipadām jrimbhābhirāmām

muhuh

yah präpyendumukhim svayam na sahasa kanthe samā

lambate.

sa prāyah samayāya dagdhavidhiná spishtah silaputra

kah|ityākarnyetyädi. ||

§ Kathásaritsägara, I. 4, 24-25.
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Värttikas.” Kshemendra merely states, that

* Vararuchi, through the grace of Sambhu, recol

lected the grammar (i.e., that of Indra).” Again in

the story of Putraka, Somadeva states (I. 3-22,)

that the new-born child, by the grace of Siva, ob

tained a daily present of a lakh of pieces of gold ;

Kshemendra contents himself with one thousand

coins. Now it is invariably the rule that the

later Sanskrit poets, especially if they treat of

the same subject as their earlier brethren, try

to efface the latter by exaggerating, not by toning

down too glaring absurdities. Hence it is not

likely that, when writing such passages, Kshe

mendra had before him the Kathasaritsägara.

Finally, there are other differences in the two

works which, it seems to me, find a sufficient

explanation only if we assume that either

author worked on a Prakrit original. Thus

Śātavāhana's adoptive father's name is given as

Dvipakarni by Somadevaf and as Dipakarna by

Kshemendra. These two forms look like trans

literations of a Paisàchi “ Dipakanna or Tipa

kanna.'t Again the teacher of Pushpadanta is

named in the Kathâsaritsägara (I. 7, 56) Veda

kumbha in the Vrihatkatha Vedagarbha. Ac

cording to the Prakrit grammarians the Paisà

chi form of Vedagarbha would be Vedakabbha,

and that would explain the different forms used

by the two Sanskrit poets.

Another curious discrepancy occurs in the

story ‘Why the fish laughed’ (Kathasaritsägara

I. 5, 14, 27.) In the first sloka, Somadeva states

that “Yogananda saw his queen asking a Brahman

guestS (about what is not said) and became

jealous.' Kshemendra says that the queen asked

a Brahman about the lunar day (tithiprasne

dvijanmånam bhāshamānām). Now this looks

exactly as if Somadeva had had before him a

bad MS. which contained the syllables ‘tithim'

and as if, not understanding their real meaning

he had made the word atithin out of them and

referred that to the Brahman.

All these circumstances make the statements

of Somadeva and Kshemendra, that they re

modelled a Prakrit original, perfectly credible.

But if that is granted, the recovery of Kshemen

dra's work furnishes us with a powerful instru

ment fordetermining the exact contents of the old

Paisàchi Vrihatkathâ. The old Wrihatkatha

once being reconstructed, we shall further obtain

important results for the history of those works,

which like the Panchtantra the Wetálapancha

viñsati are embodied in it. For Gunadhya's

Vrihatkathá possessed certainly ahigher antiquity

than the Persian or Mongolian translations of

those fable-books. I must defer the explora

tion of the portions of Kshemendra's work, which

contain these stories books, until later; but I

may state now that the Vrihatkatha includes

them just as well as the Kathasaritsägara.

AN INTERESTING PASSAGE

IN KUMARILA BHATTA's TANTRAVARTTIKA.

By A. C. BURNELL, M.C.S., M.R.A.S., MANGALORE.

THE most famous Mim a fi sã treatise exist

ing in India, is Kumarila Bhatta's Tan

tra v art tika, a commentary on the Jaim i

ni-s à tras, but supplementary to Ś a bara's

Bhāshya. It seems uncertain if this work

exists in a complete form, but the examination

of a number of MSS. leads me to the conclu

sions arrived at by Dr. F. E. Hall, that the

chief divisions bear distinct names, improbable

though this may seem.

Granted the premisses, it is a very subtle and

well-reasoned treatise, but since Dr. Goldstücker

is no more, it is little likely to attract attention

* Kath. I. 4-88.

# Kathâs. I. 6, 88.

f According to the conflicting statements of the gramma

rians either form is possible. See Lassen, Inst. Prak. 439 &

440.

in England or India. Among a mass of argu

ments which are neither interesting nor of any

importance, there are however casual notices of

customs, races, and languages, that certainly

deserve excerpting. Prof. Max Müller'ſ has al

ready given one relating to the Buddhists, but

the following which, I believe, is the earliest

known mention (in Sanskrit) of the Dravidian

languages has passed unnoticed. Kum a ril a

B h a t t a lived at the end of the seventh cen

tury A.D." so it is interesting to remark that

the words he mentions are still good current

Tamil words, and his evident acquaintance with

§ ‘Prichchhantim brāhmānātithim.

| Contributions towards an Inder. p. 170.

* Ancient Sans. Lit. pp. 79 and 80 (note).

* See the reasons for this given in the preface to my

edition of the Samavidhāna Brählmana, and which are from

Tibetan texts,
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this South Indian dialect is worth notice, as he

is said to have been a native of the South." The

passages which follow are from the annotations

on sātra 10th of the 3rd pāda of the first lecture,

and the subject of discussion is:—

à sat a afāzī, ‘Tºšāāſūait

āniāsāāſāīsāīāſār āſā ſafarāI.

‘It is now considered :—(as regards) words

which are not known to the inhabitants of Ár

yāvarta, if they have a meaning known to the

Mlechchha is that to be accepted or not 2'

Kumārila suggests (but only to reject

the notion) that by application of affixes, &c. it

may be possible to convert them into Sanskrit

words, and he gives the following examples:—

3IFT:Tfa's MTHTTſūā āTāzāīsīāīrāIſāq

*IHTTERFäſſtäſääääTHIRFsqāfāfī,

HHHHsqtadi aſāqāHHI agań aiian

six-i ºr riqi irºzara; Esqqāl

Haſ Hær tº sºrt ºf Faqīāāg

tº gºal&ºtsfä qIT TāāqāRFäää

#TTHERTH #FAfāāſ as qīq tra

3rgſåſå ###R TRA T33 firgú Faqi

fääI sºfa HäHig.

# Tak A tº:##zza Häärsää Harriſ

a taſia tº diet ſºHāāſāzt

āftāff qāzāa ºf HaTziążIſāgāTHIaiá

gā azº-35-HT Hat HRföråårgååt

HFIRHTTºſi ſãFºrd [šāfāq-eira fåå

fia. (v. l. făzT: )

atārāzāāfiz; qāzāāſāraā a Ffºſ

#3 Rºſâ Jr. qaqzār;|

The first word chor, is the Tamil coru, and

means(as Kumārila states)“boiled rice;’n a der

=way, is the Tamil n a dai ; so pämpf

=snake, is perfectly correct, and āl=person,t

and v air=vāyiru, the belly—are common Tamil

words and their meanings are correctly given.

It must however be remarked that the conso

nantal terminations of chor, pámp, and vair, have

now assumed a vowel ending, which is written

u, but is pronounced in a vague and indetermi

nate manner.

There can be little doubt that Bhatta Ku

mārila regarded the South Indian (Dravidian)

dialects as Mlechchha or unbrahmanic, uncivilized

languages; he does not say so expressly, but his

words imply that he thought so. It is not to

assume too much therefore if we infer that about

700 A.D. brahmanical civilization had but

little penetrated the South of India. Brah

mans had, no doubt, begun to find the South a

promising field of labour, but there could have

been very few settlers. Hiwen Thsang, who

visited the Telugu and Tamil countries in 639

40 A.D., mentions that the inhabitants were

chiefly Nirgranthas (i. e. Digambara Jains),S

he mentions a few Buddhists, but has not a

word about Brahmans.|

The vague term by which the Tamil language

is mentioned—Andhra drávid a bhāshā

is remarkable, as it indicates that a systematic

study of the so-called Dravidian languages can

hardly have begun in the 8th century. The

Sanskrit grammarof Telugu(there called Andhra)

by Nan a ya (a Brahman) is to be attributed to

the 10th century," and the Šab dam an id ar

p an a , a Canarese grammar which displays avery

large acquaintance by its author with Sanskrit

grammar is to be attributed to about the same

time.* All earlier civilization in Souther India,

so far as it is known, is connected with the Jains.

Dră v i da is not in use as the name of a

language ; since Dr. Caldwell's Comparative

* Târnăth a, History of Indian Buddhism p. 133. “At

this time in the country of the South, among the leaders

(lit. bulls of the herd) of the non-buddhist doctrine was

the famous Brähman Kumaralila or gzhon-nu-rol-pa.” The

perversion in the form of the name is owing to the wrong

etymology, as the Tibetans always translate Sanskrit names

and, as may be (imagined), are often hard up for a way of

doing so. So here we have “boy's play” translating Ku

inárila, i. e. as if Kumāralila.

+ The MSS have pâmp. In Tamil it is written pámpu but

pronounced pambu.

I An affix also of the feminine form of the 3rd person sin

... gular in verbs.

§ The Nirgranthas are generally asserted to be naked

Brahman mendicants (Böhtlingk and Roth, St. Petersburg

Dy. s.v.; Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk. III. 692, IV. 232) but

as the Mimänsists oppose them, it is difficult to see how

they could be Brahmans. Stan. Julien says cautiously as

usual—“hérétiques qui vont nus.” (Mem. II. 461, and

conf. I. 41, 354 ; II. 42, 93.) That they were really

Digambaras is, I think, proved by the Atthapáhudaka

gāthās in which nigganthā is continually used as an epithet

of true Jains ; e. g. iv. 10 (nigganthā viyarāyā jinamagge

erisă patimã); 11 (sā hoi bandaniyā nigganthā sām

jadāpatimã); 14: 50 (niggantha nissangå.........pabbajjā

erisa bhaniyā) and in several other places. Of the age of

this work I have however no information.

| Stanislas Julien, Voyages des Pèlerins Bouddhistes, III.

pp. 92, 106, 110, 116, 119 and 122.

* C. P. Brown, Telugu Grammar, p. i.

* See Mr. Kittel's preface to his edition, p. xxiii. I find

that the "uthor has even taken some technical terms from

the Pratis’ākhyas
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Grammar appeared, it is technically used to de

signate the South Indian family of languages.

The last few words mention the P & r a sik a

Yavana, Rom a ka and Barbara languages.

The first three, it is almostunnecessary to remaik,

are Persian, Greek, and Roman (Latin); what

language is intended by Barbara is not easy to

say. The Greek word 2422pos is here not to be

thought of"; it may perhaps be intended for

Bod-pa, Tibetan, or for Burmese, which (if I

recollect rightly) is called properly Mramma.

At all events, in addition to the proofs furnished

by the Astronomical treatises, this list of lan

guages will show that the Brahmans knew

much more of foreigners than is commonly sup

posed, or they indeed have ever been willing to

admit.

There is another reason for believing that

Southern India was brahmanized but compara

tively recently, and this is taken from the

Nib and has or law-digests. In most of these

we find a chapter termed Des an i r n a y a , and

in the Smritic h an drik a which belongs to

about the 10th century A.D. this is pretty full.

The country of the Brahmans, as is well known,

originally comprised but a small part of the

vast peninsula now known by the name of India,

(conf. Mānava-Dh. S. ii, 17 and fig.), and at the

time the Digests were compiled the lawyers

had to determine how far the laws of Åryāvarta

and Brahmāvarta held good in other countries.

In the end they are obliged to admit that peo

ple must follow the customs that prevail

where they live; the question had evidently

arisen very recently. I do not mean to deny

for a moment that a few Sanskrit names are

found some centuries earlier in South India,

such as are preserved to us by classical writers,

but they occur only in the fertile deltas or

important seaports of the South, and were pro

bably introduced by Buddhist missionaries.

Indeed the process is so slow that the brahma

nization of wild tribes in Central and South

India is going on to this day, and is yet far

from complete.

Mangalore, 11th August 1872.

SKETCHES OF MATHURA.

By F. S. GROWSE, M.A., OXON, B.C.S.

1 W.-BARSANA AND NANDGA NW.

BARsANA, according to modern Hindu belief

the home of Krishna’s favourite mistress Rádhá,

is a town which enjoyed a brief period of great

prosperity about the middle of last century. It

is built at the foot and on the slope of a ridge,

originally dedicated to the god Brahma, which

rises abruptly from the plain, near the Bharatpur

border of the Chhátá Pargana, to a height of

some 200 feet at its extreme point, and runs in

a south-westerly direction for about a quarter

of a mile. Its summit is crowned by a series of

tempſes in honour of Lárli Ji, a local title of

Rádhá, meaning ‘the beloved.” These were all

erected at intervals within the last 200 years

and now form a connected mass of building with

a lofty wall enclosing the court in which they

stand, each of the successive shrines was on a

somewhat grander scale than its predecessor,

and was for a time honoured with the presence of

the divinity. But even the last and largest, in

which she is now enthloned, is an edifice of no

special pretension; though seated, as it is, on

the very brow of the rock, and seen in conjunc

tion with the earlier buildings, it forms an im

posing feature in the landscape to the spectator

from the plain below. A long flight of stone

steps, broken about half way by a temple in hon

our of Rádhá's grandfather, Mahibhán, leads

down from the summit to the foot of the hill,

where is another temple-court, containing a life

size image of the mythical Brikha-bhán robed

in appropriate costume and supported on the one

side by his daughter Rādhā, and on the other by

Sridãma, a Pauriſnik character, here for the nonce

represented as her brother.

The town consists almost entirely of magnifi

cient mansions all in ruins, and lofty but crumb.

ling walls now enclosing vast, desolate, dusty

areas, which once were busy courts and markets,

or secluded pleasure grounds. All date from the

time of Rúp Rām, a Katára Brähman, who having

acquired great reputation as a pandit in the earlier

part of last century, became Purohit to Bharatpur,

Sindhia, and Holkar, and was enriched by

those princes with the most lavish donations, the

whole of which he appears to have expended on

the embellishment of Barsána and the other sa

cred places within the limits of Braj, his native

* Though Fick (Indogerm. Wörterb.) 2nd edn, considers that the Sanskrit word is borrowed from the Greek,
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country. Before his time Barsána, if inhabited

at all, was a mere hamlet of the adjoining village

Unchá-gāw, which now under its Gūjar land

lords is a mean and miserable place, though it

boasts the remains of a fort and an ancient and

wellendowed temple, dedicated to Baldeva. Rúp

Rām was the founder of one of the now supersed

ed temples of Lârlí-Ji, with the stone staircase

up the side of the hill. He also constructed the

largest market-place in the town with as many,

it is said, as 64 walled gardens; a princely man

sion for his own residence ; several small temples

and chapels and other courts and pavilions. One

of the latter, a handsome arcaded building of

carved stone, has for some years past been

occupied by the Government as a police station

without any award of compensation, though the

present representative of the family is living on

the spot and is an absolute pauper. Three

chhattris, commemorating Rūp Rām himself and

two of his immediate relatives, stand by the side

of a large stone tank with broad flights of steps

and flanking towers, which he restored and

brought into its present shape. This is esteem

ed sacred and commonly called Bhánokhar, that

is, the tank of Brikha-bhān, Rádhá's reputed

father. In connection with it is a smaller re

servoir, named after her mother Kirat. On the

margin of the Bhánokhar is a pleasure-house in

three stories, known as the Jal-mahall. It is

supported on a series of vaulted colonnades which

open direct on to the water, for the convenience

of the ladies of the family, who were thus enabled

to bathe in perfect seclusion, as the two tanks and

the palace are all enclosed in one court-yard by

a lofty bastioned and embattled wall with tower

like gateways. Besides these works, Rúp Rám

also constructed another large masonry tank for

the convenience of a hamlet in the neighbour

hood, which he settled and called after his own

name Rip-nagar; and on the opposite side of

the town, in the village of Ghāzipur, faced with

octagonal stone ghāts, the sacred lake called Prem

Sarovar. Opposite the latter is a walled gar

den with an elegant domed monument in the

form of a Greek cross to his brother Hem-ráj.

Contemporary with Rūp Rám, two other wealthy

families resided at Barsána and were his rivals

in magnificence. The head of the one family

was Mohan Rám, a Lavaniya Brähman; and of

the other Lálji, a Jantia Thákur. It is said

that the latter was by birth merely a common

labourer, who went off to Lakhnau to make his

fortune. There he became first a Harkāra, then

a Jamadār, and eventually the leading favourite

at court. Towards the close of his life he beg

ged permission to return to his native place and

there leave some permanent memorial of the

royal favour. The Nawāb not only granted the

request, but further presented him with earte

blanche on the State Treasury for the prosecu

tion of his designs. Besides the stately man

sion now much dilapidated, he constructed a

large baoli still in excellent preservation, and

two wells sunk at great expense in sandy tracts

where previously all irrigation had been imprac

ticable.

The sacred tank on the outskirts of the town

called Priya-kund, or Piri-pokhar, was faced

with stone by the Lavaniyas; who are further

commemorated by a large Katra, or market

place, the ruins of the vast and elaborate man

sion where they resided, and by elegant stone

chhattris at the foot of the hill. They held

office under the Rāja of Bharatpur, and their

present representative, Rám Nārāyan, is now

Tahsildár of Káma in that territory.

Barsána had scarcely been built, when by the

fortune of war it was destroyed beyond all hope

of restoration. In 1774 A.D., the Játs, who had

advanced upon Delhi in support of the cause of

Zábita Khān, and in consequence of ill-snccess

were returning to their own country, were met at

Hodal in Gurgáñw by Najaf Khán hastening up

from Agra. Dislodged from their position, they

fell back upon Kotban and Kosi, where they

remained for nearly a fortnight, and then finally

withdrew towards Dig, but at Barsána were over

taken by the Wazir and a pitched battle ensued.

The Ját Infantry, 5000 strong, were commanded

by Sumroo, or to give him his true European

designation, Walter Reinhard, a celebrated ad

venturer who had first taken service under Sūraj

Mal, and was still with his son Naval Siñh, the

then Rája of Bharatpur. The ranks of the Im

perialists were broken by his gallant attack, and

the Játs feeling assured of victory were following

in reckless disorder; when the enemy rallying

from their sudden panic turned upon their pur

suers, who were too scattered to offer any solid

resistance and effectually routed them. They

contrived however to make good their retreat to

Dig ; while the town of Barsána was given over

to plunder and the stately mansions, so recently

erected there, were reduced to their present state

of ruin in the search for hidden treasure. Naval

Siâh died some twenty days after the battle, but

whether in consequence of wounds there received
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Is not certainly known. He was succeeded by

his brother Ranjit Siâh ; but the whole country

had been so thoroughly subjugated, that the ti

tle was at first merely a barren honour. It was

only at the intercession of Sūraj Mal's widow,

the Râni Kishori, that the conqueror allowed the

new Rájá to retain the Fort of Bharatpur with

an extent of territory yielding an annual income

of nine lakhs. Barsána never recovered from

this blow, and in 1812 sustained a further mis

fortune, when the Gaurna Thákurs, its Zamin

dārs, being in circumstances of difficulty, and

probably distrustful of the stability of British

rule, then only recently established, were mad

enough to transfer their whole estate to the oft

quoted Lālā Bābū for the paltry sum of Rs. 602

and the condition of holding land on rather

more favourable terms than other tenants. The

parish now yields Government an annual rental

of Rs. 3109, and the absentee landlords about

as much, while it receives nothing from them in

return, though their donations for charitable pur

poses in the neighbourhood of their own home in

Bengal are often on a magnificent scale. Thus

the appearance now presented by Barsána is a

most forlorn and melancholy one.

The hill is still to a limited extent known as

Brahmaká-pahár or Brahma's hill: and hence it

may be inferred with certainty that Barsána is a

corruption of the Sanskrit compound Brahma

sånu, which bears the same meaning. Its four

prominent peaks are regarded as emblematic of

the four-faced divinity and are each crowned with

some building ; the first with the group of tem

ples dedicated to Lárli Ji, the other three

with smaller edifices, known respectively as the

Mán-Mandir, the Dán-garh and the Mor–Kutti.

A second hill of less extent and elevation com

pletes the amphitheatre in which the town is set,

and the space between the two ranges gradually

contracts to a narrow path which barely allows

a single traveller on foot to pass between the

shelving crags that tower above him on either

side. This pass is famous as the Sánkari-khor,

literally “the narrow opening” and is the scene

of a mela in the month of Bhádon, often attend

ed by as many as 10,000 people. The crowds

divide according to their sex, and cluster about

the rocks round two little shrines erected on

either side of the ravine for the temporary recep

tion of figures of Rádhá and Krishna, and in

dulge to their heart's content in all the licentious

* A similar use of the local form Khor, for Khol, may be

observed in the village of Khaira, where is a pond called

banter appropriate to the occasion. At the

other mouth of the pass is a deep dell between

the two high peaks of the Mán-Mandir and the

Mor-Kutti with a masonry tank in the centre of

a dense thicket called the Gahrwarban : and a

principal feature in the diversions of the day is

the scrambling of sweetmeats by the better class

of visitors, seated on the terraces of the Peacock

Pavilion above, among the multitudes that

throng the margin of the tank some 150 feet

below.

The essentially Hindi form of the title Lárli,

equivalent to the Sanskrit Lalitá, may be taken

as an indication of the modern growth of the

local cultus. Even in the Brahma Vaivarta,

the last of the Puránas, and the one specially

devoted to Rádhá's praises, there is no authority

for any such appellation, though it gives a pro

fessedly exhaustive list of her titles, which are

16 in number and as follows:–

Rádhá, Răsesvari, Räsäväsini, Ránkeśvari,

Krishna-pánádhikā, Krishna-priyá, Krishna

svarápini,

Krishná, Vrindé-vani, Vrindé, Vrindavana

inodini,

Chandrávati, Chandra-Kántá, Sata-chandra

nibhánana,

Krishna-vámánga-sambhūtá, Paramānanda

rúpini.

N a n d-g, ğ n w, as the reputed home of Krish

ná's foster-father, with its spacious temple of

Nand Ráe Ji on the brow of the hill overlooking

the village, is in all respects an exact parallel to

Barsána. The distance between the two places

is only 5 miles, and when the makóra is beaten at

the one, it can be heard at the other. The tem

ple of Nand Ráe, though large, is in a clumsy

style of architecture and apparently dates only

from the middle of last century. Its founder is

said to have been one Rup Síňh, a Sinsinwär Ját.

It consists of an open nave, with choir and sac

rarium beyond, the latter being flanked on either

side by a Rasoi and a Sej-mahall, and has two

towers, or sikharas. It stands in the centre of

a paved court-yard, surrounded by a lofty wall

with corner kiosks, which command a very

extensive view of the Bharatpur hills and the

level expanse of the Mathurá district as far as

Gobardhan. The village which clusters at the

foot and on the slope of the rock is for the most

part of a mean description, but contains a few

handsome houses, more especially one erected by

Chintá-Khori Kund, corresponding to the more common

Sanskrit compound Chinta-harana.
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the famous Rúp Rám of Barsána. With the ex

ception of one temple dedicated to Manasí Devi,

all the remainder bear some title of the one po

pular divinity, such as Nar-sińha, Gopiniſth,

Nritya-Gopāl, Giri-dhán, Nanda-namdan, Rádhá

Mohan and Jasodá-nandan. This last is on a

larger scale than the others, and stands in a court

yard of its own, half way up the hill. It is much

in the same style and apparently of the same

date as the temple of Nand-Ráe, or probably a

little older. A flight of 114 broad steps, con

structed of well-wrought stone from the Bharat

pur quarries, leads from the level of the plain up

to the steep and narrow street which terminates

at the main entrance of the great temple. This

staircase was made at the cost of Bābū Gam

I'rasād of Calcutta in the year 1818 A.D. At

the foot of the hill is a large unfinished square

with a range of stone buildings on one side for

tºe accommodation of dealers and pilgrims, and

at the back is an extensive garden with some

fine khirni trees, the property of the Rájá of

Bharatpur. A little beyond this is the sacred

lake called Pán Sarovar, a magnificent sheet of

water with noble masonry Ghâts on all its sides,

the work of one of the Rájás of Baldwān. This

is one of the four lakes of highest repute in

Braj; the others being the Chandrasarovar at

Parsoli by Gobardhan, the Prem-sarovar at

Gházipur near Barsána, and the Mán-sarovar at

Ama in the Mát Pargana. According to po

pular belief there are within the limits of Nand

gánw no less than 56 kunds; though it is

admitted that in this degenerate age all of them

are not readily visible. In every instance the

name is commemorative of Krishna and his

pastoral occupations. Like Barsána and so many

other of the holy places, Nand-gáàw is part of

the estate of the representatives of the Lälä

Bábá, who in 1811, A.D., acquired it in free

gift from the then zamindårs.

The above sketch has entered rather largely

into details regarding two comparatively unim

portant places. But such minutiae are the most

trustworthy exponent of provincial customs,

speech and traditionary ideas; and their recital

in the present case has been further intended as

an attempt—first to rescue from oblivion the

name of a local worthy, who has been somewhat

hardly treated by posterity; and secondly, to

illustrate by a view of the fortunes of one small

town, a curious transitional period in Indian

history. After a checquered existence of 500

years, there expired with Aurangzib all the vital

energy of the Muhammadan empire. The Eng

lish power, its fated successor, was yet uncon

scious of its destiny and all reluctant to advance

any claim to the vacant throne. Every petty

chieftain, as for example Bharatpur, scorning

the narrow limits of his ancestral domains,

pressed forward to grasp the glittering prize;

and spared no outlay in the attempt to enlist in

his service the ablest men of any nationality,

either like Sumroo to lead his armies in the

field, or like Rūp Rām to direct his counsels in

the cabinet. Thus men, whatever their rank in

life, if only endowed by nature with genius or

audacity, rose in an incredibly short space of

time from obscurity to all but regal power.

The wealth so rapidly secured was as profusely

lavished ; nor was there any object in hoarding,

when the next chance of war would either in

crease the treasure ten-fold, or transfer it bodily

to a victorious rival. Thus a hamlet became in

one day the centre of a princely court, crowded

with magnificent buildings, and again, ere the

architect had well completed his design, sunk

with its founders into utter ruin and desolation.

ON SOME EMIN ENT CHARACTERS IN SANSK RIT LITERATURE.

Br M. SASHAGIRI SASTRI, B.A., ACTING PROFEssoR of SANSKR1T, MADRAs.

VIRRAMADITY.A.—This name is applied to

several kings and consequently causes consider

able confusion. The first sovereign that is

known by it was the Vikramāditya from whom

the well known era takes its name. He is said

to have been the son of a Brahman named

Chandragupta, who married four wives, one of

the Brahman caste, another of the Kshatriya, the

third of the Vaiśya, and the fourth of the Sudra

caste. They were called Brahmani, Bhānumati,

Bhāgyavati, and Sindhumati respectively. Each

of the four bore him a son. Vararuchi was

born of the first wife, Vikramārka of the second,

Bhatti of the third, and Bhartrihari, of the

fourth. Vikramārka became king while Bhatti

served him in the capacity of the prime minister.

After an incredibly long reign he is said to have

been killed by a prince of the potter caste,

named Sālivahana in 56 B. C. and in that

| year commences his era. He is considered one
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of the greatest of the sovereigns of India. He

was distinguished for his learning, his patronage

of Sanskrit literature, and liberality to the poor.

Several marvellous stories are related of him in

the account of him called the Vikramārkacha

rita. He is there figured somewhat as Charle

maigne and Arthur are in the romances of the

Middle Ages. Whatever may be the authenti

city of the Vikramacharita and other books

which give accounts of him,

beyond all doubt, that this sovereign was most

popular, that his reign was a long one and was

distinguished by many great deeds and that he

was very religious and protected the Varnas

ramadharma or duties of caste and the religious

orders. He is said to be the author of a kosha or

lexicon; but of what kosha, we cannot ascertain.

From a catalogue of books sent by a Brahman

from Kadappa, it would appear that this book is

the Saúsaravarta; but this statement is contra

dicted by Medinikara,” who in a list of lexico–

graphers, enumerates most of the koshas which

are prior to his book, and there mentions the

kosha of Vikramārka as a separate book. While

from the Haravali it appears that the Sañsara

varta was written by Vikramārkat

He is also said to be the author of a treatise

on music.

The name of Vikramāditya was assumed by

several kings and this, as remarked above, oc

casions some confusion. Subandhu in his Wā

savadattà says—

Sărasavattà vigatà navakā vilasanti

, charati no kankah. Sarasiva kirtiseshum

gatavati bhuvi Vikramāditye

Now Subundhu quotes the Brihatkatha which

is believed to be the same as the Kathasarit

Sāgara. But the author of this book says he

compiled it for the recreation of the grand

mother of Harshadeva; and this prince is said

in the Rājataringini to have been the son of

Kulasa, the son of Ananta, the son of Sangrä

marājā. From a reliable source it has been

* gºſsińſaſſi jarráiſ Haſsigtſä

at Trac{1+stañº iſºfláirc inti | 1.

sigrantiſsaſsiſſar ratsråågå

Rºth r+HT THiſtºr writ āqta || 2 |

*Hääſäälä ſists à farāārātā

siſtºr # ſing Fis ##Hä Hiš a

intº aſsi Tariff wistfärraſsignſ#

they prove

ascertained that Sangråma ascended the throne

in 1027 A.D., and his son Ananta in 1052, and

Harsha the grandson of the latter in 1059.

This last prince reigned only twelve years and

consequently Somadeva must have written the

Kathasarit Sāgar between 1059 and 1071. (Wil

son on Hindu Fiction). From this it may be in

ferred that the Vasavadatta was posterior to the

Brihatkatha and that its author must have

flourished in the twelfth century. We learn

the following from tradition. Subandhu, the

author of the Vasavadatta, wrote the poem with

a view to be rewarded by Vikramārka, and be

fore he completed it that sovereign died. The

author finding a new sovereign on the throne

who was destitute of the learning, taste, and

judgment necessary to appreciate his poem, be

came hopeless and vented his despair in the

stanza quoted above. From this it follows that

Subundhu was a contemporary of Vikramārka.

Who this Vikramārka was we cannot determine.

According to Major Wilford's Essay on Wi

kramārka and Salivāhana, there were three

Vikramārkas who were all alike celebrated for

their power, greatness, and good government.

The first of them was the Vikramārka who

flourished before Christ and is said to have been

killed by Salivāhana. The second was the same

with Srikama Deva. This prince is said to

have reigned A.D. 191. The third Vikramā

ditya commenced his reign in 441. The second

of these three princes was also called Sūdraka.

In the Skanda Purāna, Kumarika Khanda it is

said that a great king named Südraka will

reign in the year of Kaliyuga 3290, that is in

198 A.D. This agrees well with the former

date. But we are not certain about the identity

of those kings, for the Skanda Purāna does not

specify the Sudraka of whom it speaks.

There is a short grammatical treatise in

Sanskrit containing about 700 anushtup stanzas

divided into four chapters, and called Prayoga

chandrika. The author calls himself Vesala

bhupati, the ornament of the Chogan dynasty.

aſſºst firmſ: HTHäiſä diari || 4 |

+HRH TH+ ºxiſºrſhāſā ſkit aſſaſºi [b.
Medini.

f Tarſurf; sūſāār āūRTääriäſ,

ârşHT-TUFfH=Hſ ſafāāſūſāāſāſāāſ:

siſ#TTHRää WTHEqqīāſāāſqā :

#RTHāſāſāāqq afāzīārat; Harawali.
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In the beginning of the book there is a stanza

which runs as follows:–

Chandrāvati vadana chandra chakora vikra

māditya bhūpathanayonaya tantravettä.

“The son of Vikramārka who was as fond of

the face of (his wife) Chandravati as the Cha

kora is of the moon.” I think that there is a

stanza at the end of the book concerning the

age of the author, but as the book is not at

hand I cannot quote it.

BHOJA.

This prince was the son of Sindhula,

King of Dhārā in Malwa, and his uncle was

called Munja. While he was very young his

father died, and on account of his minority his

uncle ascended the throne. The young prince

made great progress in learning various arts

and sciences. His popularity gradually in

creased and excited the envy of his uncle, who

apprehended that the young king would soon

depose him. He wanted therefore to secure his

position and contrived how to put his nephew to

death. He sent for Vatsarāja, one of his

tributary princes and, having communicated to

him his design, asked him to murder the young

Bhoja in a solitary wood. The latter, though

unwilling to execute such an odious commission,

could not refuse, and accordingly he took the

young prince to the place appointed. But when

he went there and contemplated what he was

going to do, he was seized with horror and his

own conscience prevented him from doing it.

Instead of murdering the prince he took him

privately to his house and presented to the king

his sword besmeared with the blood of some

wild animal which he had killed. When the

king asked him what his nephew said before his

death Vatsarājā gave him a leaf on which the

young king had written a verse. He read as

follows:–

Mândhātā samahipathih kritayuga lankāra

bhūto gatah. Sethuryena mahodadherwirachitah

kuäsan dasāsyāntakah. Anyechâpiyudhishtira

prabhritayo yātādivum bhūpate Naikenäpi sa

mangatā wasumati nunam turayå yāsyati.

“Mandhāta, that king who was the ornament

of the kritayuga died. Where is the enemy of

Rāvana (Rāma) by whom a bridge was built to

the ocean Others such as Yudhishthira went

to heaven. The earth followed none of them;

but it will certainly follow you.” No sooner

did the king read this verse than he fell down

thunderstruck, but was soon consoled by

Vatsarājā, who told him that he did not

murder his nephew as he was ordered to

do, but took him to his house and concealed

him there. As soon as Bhoja was brought

before him he embraced him and humbly asked

his pardon. Soon after this the king placed

his nephew on the throne and retired to the

woods to perform ascetic ceremonies. The

young Bhoja having thus got the throne of his

father, invited poets and philosophers from all

parts of India. The book from which I have

taken the foregoing account makes the following

poets his contemporaries:–

Karpfira Dhanapāla. Harivansa

Kalinga Bān a Lakshmidhara

Kāmadeva Bhavabhūti Vidyāvinoda

Kālidasa. Bhāskara Visvävasu

Kokila Mayúra Vishnu Kavi

Sridáchandra Mallinatha Sankera

Gopāladeva Maheswara Sāmbadeva

Jayadeva Māgha Suka

Tärendra Muchukunda Sītā

Dāmodera Rāmachandra Simanta

Somanātha Rāmeswarabhatta Subandhu

There are gross anachronisms here, but the

author, Wallalasena who is said to have written

the work in the 12th century, did not perceive

them, and his object was to eulogize the patron

age of Sanskrit literature by this prince. This

King of Dhāra is said to be the author of the

Champurāmāyana. There is internal evidence at

least to show that it is not the work of a

Brahman. -

It contains a stanza in the beginning which

is as follows:—

Uchairgathirjagati sidhyati dharmataschet

tasya pramācha vachanaih krita ketaraischet

teshåm prakāsana dasāpi mahi Suraischet.

Tănantarena nipatet kwanu matpranāmah.

“If salvation comes from virtue, if the au

thority for virtue (is given) by words not com

posed (the Vedas) and if the work of spreading

them is (to be done) by the Brahmans, whither

will my homage go but to them 2 This verse

could not have proceeded from the mouth of a

Brahman. At the end of each Kanda it is said

to have been written by Bhoja. Other works

are ascribed to him, viz., the Sarasvati Kanthā

bharana, a treatise on rhetoric, a commentary

on the lexicon of Amarasińha, a treatise on

music, Rājavārtika, a commentary on the Patanjali

sutra, and the Charuchārya. But there is no

mention of these works in the Bhojacharitra.

In the Vikramārka charitra it is said that Bhoja

who was the King of Ujjayani and was the de

scendant of Vikramārka wanted to ascend the
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throne of that celebrated sovereign, which he

discovered under the ground. While he was

abroad on a hunting excursion he came to a

field of growing corn. A Brahman was watch

ing over the ground from an eminence and while

there he invited every passenger to reap the

rich corn. But when he got down he began to

abuse severely every one who, tempted by

his invitation, entered the field. This struck

the king, who with a view to find out the cause

ordered the Brahman to come down from the

eminence and sat himself there. But no sooner

did the king do this than he was inspired with a

degree of liberality which his mind never before

felt. But when he came down he began, as the

Brahman did, to censure the freedom of the

people whom he called to reap the corn. He then

thought there must be something under the

ground below the eminence; and accordingly he

dug out the earth and found a throne or Simha

ASIATIC

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal No. 176.

(Continued from p. 527).

The fourth paper is a ‘Note on Ghargãon, Asām,'

by J. M. Foster, F.R.G.S., containing somewhat

lengthy extracts from Robinson's Descriptive Ac

count of A'sam (1841), from Bernier's Particular

Events in the Empire of the Great Mogul, and from

the “Loss of the Ter Schelling' in Tales of Ship

wrecks and Adventures at Sea (London, 2nd ed. 1852).

In “Translations of Selected Portions of Book I

of Chand Bardai's Epic, by J. Beames, B.C.S.

M.R.A.S., &c. the opening 13 stanzas are thus,

rendered :—

1. Satak metre. Om 1–

First reverently bowing, bowing, the poet adores

the feet of the Gurus.

(Taking) refuge at the feet of the highest, the

afforder of support,” the husband of the opulent

Lachhi ;

(who) stands the lord of vice and of virtue, con

suming the wicked, the lord of heaven, blessing with

success ;

(who is as) sandalwood to the life of living be

ings moving on the earth, lord of all, bestower of

blessings.

2. Vathizdi metre.

First the very auspicious root is to be celebrated.t

Irrigated with the water of the truth of tradition,

Religion, (like) a fair tree with one trunk sprung up

sana, adorned with thirty-two putlis. He

brought it home on a propitious day ap

pointed by the Brahmans and wanted to ascend

it ; but he was interrupted by one of the putlis,

which having assumed the form of a maiden,

related to him one of the great achievements of

Vikramārka and asked him whether he was so

great as that sovereign and on his acknowledg

ing his inferiority to him the speaker dis

appeared. The next time he came to ascend the

throne he was interrupted by another putli in

the same manner and at a third time, by a third

and so on. He tried to sit on that throme 32

times and was prevented every time by a putli;

and at last the throne itself disappeared. It

is difficult to ascertain who this Bhoja was.

But this is evident that the author wanted

to show that the king was inferior to Wi

kramārka in respect of power, greatness and

liberality.

SOCIETIES.

With thrice six branches rejoicing the three worlds

Leaves (of various) colours, leaves (like) mouths

there were: -

Colour of flowers, and weight of fruit (it had)

Speech unfailing, princely,

Rejoicing with fragrance the sight and touch

A'san tree of hope to the parrot(-like) poet.

3. Kavit.

First having indeed proclaimed a blessing

Having honoured $ the sacred writings, (whose)

beginning (is) the Veda, [tions

(Whose) three-fold branches, in (all) four direc

(Are) possessed of colour, and leaves (like) letters

Religion having sprouted (out through) the bark

Flowered fair in (all) four directions

Its fruit, (virtuous) deeds, springing out

Immortal, dwelling amidst mortals

(Firm as) counsel of kings, (or as) the earth, the

wind shakes it not

Giving to life the flavour of nectar,

The Kali (yuga) affixes no stain to it

Containing truth, wisdom, and (perpetual) fresh

Iness.

4. Kavit.

Taking possession of the earth (like) a garden plot

Irrigating it with the fullness of the Veda, as

with water

Placing in it good seed||

Upsprung the shoot of knowledge

* Or “supporting the earth,” if WIC'ſ be meant for gruft

which is quite possible.

+ This line is extra-metral,andisprobably meantas a note.

f.A conjectural rendering, which does not satisfy me.

§ I readtiºn. Another reading is #Tàq,which seems

to have arisen from an omission of the vowel by the copyist.

| This strange line I read as if for ſtºſ gº ºn RT.
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Combining branches of three qualities

With leaves of many names, red as earth

It flowered with good deeds, and good thoughts

Complete deliverance, union of substances

The twice-born of pure mind have experienced

the flavour of perfect wisdom

A banian tree of delight, spreading abroad virtues

The branches of (this) excellent tree in the three

worlds

Unconquered, victorious, diffusing virtues.

5. Bhujanga prayåta metre.

First be the well adorned Bhujangiº taken

Whose name this one, is spoken in many ways

Second, be taken the god, the lord of life

Who placed the universe by powerful spells on

Seshnāg.

In the four Vedas by the Brahmans the glory of

Hari is spoken,

Of whose virtue, this unvirtuous world is witness.

Third, the Bhārati Vyāsa spake the Bhārath,

Who bore witness to the more than human cha

rioteer.f

Fourth Suka devā at the feet of Parikhit

Who extolled all the kings of the race of Kuru

Fifth -> -

Who placed a six-fold necklace on the neck of

King Nala.

Sixth Kalidasa, fair of speech, fair of wit,

Whose speech is that of a poet, a master-poet

fair-speaking,

Who made the pure fragrance of the mouth of

Kali,

Who firmly bound the dyke of three-fold enjoy.

ment.

Seventh, Danda mali's charming poem,

The wave of whose wit is as the stream of Gangá.

Jayadeva eighth, poet, king of poets

Who only made the song of Govinda ;

Take all these poets as thy spiritual guide, Poet

Chand,

Whose body is as a sacrifice inspired by Devi.

The poets who have uttered praises and excellent

speech, -

Of them Poet Chand has spoken highly.

6. Duhd.

The speech in verse of Chand, excellent.

Hearing him utter, his wife (says)

Purifier of the body, 0 poet,

Uttering excellent speech.

7. Kavit.

Saith the wife to her husband :

Purifier of offspring, great poet,

Uttering spells and charms,

Like an oblation offered to Devi,

Hero of spells, very terrible,

Giving pleasure to kings by thy poetry :

The childish sports, one by one,

Of the gods having extolled in thy poems,

Having uttered unchecked speech,

From which to me (comes) wisdom,

That word which is the visible form of Brahm,

Why should not the best of poets speak it 2

8. Kavit, Chand's speech.

To his wife (saith) the bard

Chand, muttering soft and low,

That true word of Brahm,

Purifier of (all) others itself pure,

That word which has no form,

Stroke, letter, or colour,

Unshaken, unfathomable, boundless,

Purifier of all things in the three worlds,

That word of Brahma, let me expound

The glory of the Gurus, pleasing to Saraswati,

If in the arrangement of my phrases I should

succeed,

It will be pleasing to thee, Olotus-faced one

9. Kavit, Chand's wife's speech.

Thou art the poet, the excellent bard,

Gazing on the heavens with unclouded intellect.S

Skilful in the arrangement of metres.

Having made the song of the Peacock-youth :

The wave of thy wit is like Gangá,

Uttering speech immortal, soft

Good men hearing it are rejoiced,

(It) subdues like a spell of might.

The incarnation King Prithiraj the lord,

Who maintained the happiness of his kingdom,

Hero, Chief of heroes, and all his paladins,

Of them speak a good word."

10. Karit Chand's speech.

To her of the elephant-gait, Chand

Singing a pleasant rhyme (said),

Ravisher of the soul, tendril of enjoyment,

Possessing the fragrance of the ocean of the gods,

(Thou) of the glancing eye, in the flower of thy

youth,

Beloved of my soul, giver of bliss,

Wife, free from all evil qualities,

(Thou) who hast obtained the fruit of the worship

of Gauri.

As many poems as there have been from first to

last

§ Of the many senses of Tſä, the one here given is the

only one that will yield any meaning.

* I do not know what the allusion is here.

t These words are probably a corruption, SHTTRIZI RTU-T

being for SFTIf I+, more than earthly, from SH, over, and

qfit, earth, and HRTää. charioteer. It is an allusion

to Krishna's acting as charioteer to Arjuna in the great

war.

: I cannot understand this line.

| This seems to be an allusion to the Sanskrit poem call

ed Kumara Sambhava, or the “Birth of the Wargod.”

Kartikeya, whose emblem is the peacock. Chand may have

written a paraphrase of that work, as he seems to have been

well acquainted with Sanskrit literature.

* Tää is still the common Panjabi for a “word.” Many

of these Panjabi words occur in Chand, which is natural, as

he was a native of Lahor.
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Consider how endless a string (there is) of them,

The description of this matter (is in) many books,

Thus having taken in the best counsel.”

11. Paddhari metre.

First reverencing my first of gods

Who uttered the imperishable word OM

Who made the Formed out of the Formless,

The will of his mind blossomed and bore fruit,

The sheen of the three qualities, inhabiting the

three worlds,

Shining on gods in heaven, men on earth, serpents

(in hell).

Then in the form of Brahma leaving the Brahma

egg.f

The lord, the essence of truth said the four Vedas,

The creator uttered them, unwritten,

Without qualities, having neither form nor line,

He who made the heaven, earth, and hell,

Yama, Brahma, Indra, the Rishis, and guardians

of the worlds,

Winds, fire, clouds, ether,

Rivers, ocean, earth, mountains, and their inhabi

tants,

He created eighty-four lakhs of living beings

I cannot come to an end of the description of

them.

He made a tendril of eighteen colours,

Of various kinds, subject to all qualities,

No one can resist his commands,

Placing the order on his head (one) bears grief

in the body.

Day by day the sun-god when night turns to

dawn;

Rises; this comes to pass by force of the lord's

command.

The moon every night obedient to order

Rises in the sky, being without division,S

The guardians of the regions remain patient

ly pressed down by the earth,
Their joints do not ache though they remain

firmly pressed. - *

He appoints to the wind its measure and the

place of its going,

It neither exceeds nor falls short, makes joy to

the body.

Indra's heaven, clouds, and sky (obey his) order"

He makes the rain to rain joyfully.

Firm and immoveable remains the earth (like)

the glory of the lord,

It cannot shake or move for an instant in

distress.

The wave rising touches the sky,

On the brink of the ocean there remains no

trace of it ;

* I do not pretend to understand what the poet means by

these four lines, which I have translated as literally as I

# I read agſſag aſſº (for aſs), but there is an

other reading HHſt Saſſú which is not intelligible. S

and g are often written for one another in the MSS.

Having obtained its

passes it,

It advances only so far as the lord's command

(allows).

His order no one can refute,

Neither in the past, nor in the future, nor in

the present.

The Veda describes Brahma as illimitable,

Filling the water and land he remains in every

material object.

Then spake Vyasa eighteen Puranas.

Arranging the incarnations in various order

He describes with clear intellect every god,

He searched out all of them, he did not con

found their character.

Then Valmiki, the incarnation of Ram,

Related in a Book of a hundred krores (of lines)

essence of truth.

ſº º * o

limit, not one (wave)

The mighty bear, the story of the friendly mon

key.

Again five poems five poets made,

Placed a light in the breasts of ignorant men,

In a few words wisdom is shown,

I might make a boast, then you would laugh.

12. Duhit. Hearing the poem of Poet Chand,

Delighted in her mind, his wife (says),

Thou art the poet, the charming poet,

Laughing being prevented.

13. Karit. Quoth the intelligent wife.

Thou who hast spells on thy tongue—ocean of

spells -

Excelling in the description of witness

Like the shining moon

Thou bestower of heavenly blessings,

Grant a gift to me, O poet !

The eighteen Puranas

Their names and quantity all ;

Thou telling the tale, joy (will be) to me,

Past and future existences will be purified,

The darkness of ignorance is destroyed by hearing

this,

The filth of (spiritual) blindness is removed from

the heart. -

Mr. Blochmann's paper on Koch Bihār, &c, has .

been already noticed (p. 222). The last paper is

‘Notes on Arabic and Persian Inscriptions from

Dinájpur, Dhākā, Dhāmrāi (N. of Dhākā), Badāon

and Alāpur (E. of Badaon)" by the same.

At the last meeting of the Asiatic Society, Mr. Bloch

mannexhibited a rubbingof an inscription made by Mr. W. M.

Bourke from a ruined mosque at Khalna near Hughli. The

inscription states that the mosque was founded during the

reign of Aladdin Abul Muzaffar Firuz Shah, son of Nuçrat

: căſă îr, literally ‘dawn of night, which would

convey a different meaning to our minds.

§ #Täſä, having no Kalas, or the 16 digits into

which the moon is divided. - -

|This line is not intelligible, it contains some allusion

to Sita's rape, but the meaning is not clear.
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Shah, A.H. 936. Mr. Blochmann stated that the reign of

this king could not have been of long duration, and he

might probably have only reigned in Western Bengal. The

reign of Nuçrat Shah ended, according to the historians, in

940 A.H., and his successor was called Mahmud Shah, no

mention ever having been before discovered either in an

inscription or on a coin of Firuz Shah of this date. It is

intended, if possible, to secure the stone with this inscrip

tion on it for the Indian Museum.—Englishman,

Bombay Br. Asiatic Society.

At the monthly meeting of the Society held 8th

August 1872.

Dr. Bhau Daji read the following report on 19 gold coins

received from the Collector of Belgaum—3 larger and

16 smaller.

The larger three are circular, flat pieces weighing 66

grains. On one side each has a circular line very near the

run which is headed. Within the circle is the figure of a

lion rampant, face to the left. In front of the neck is a

short inscription in Devanagari characters comparatively

modern, mentioning the name of one of the years of Brihas

pati. Chakra, or sixty years cycle of Jupiter. In that year

the coin was probably struck.

In one the name of the year is Subhakrata, the 36th in the

cycle. The second has Pramoda, the 4th in the cycle, the

third has Pingala, the 51st in the cycle.

A little above the ear of the lion and close to the circular

line is a small circle and the crescent, evidently to repre

sent the sun and the moon.

The coin having the name of the year Pingala, has the

Svastika symbol, just behind the raised tail, whilst that

with the name of the year Pramoda has the same symbol

under the raised front foot.

The form of the lion has a general resemblance to the

lions found in the cave of Elephanta and in the ruins of

Mathura.

On the obverse of the coin with the Subhakrta year, is an

inscription of five lines within a circle, the first line is in

modern Devanagari characters, and may be read Siva

Chitta. The line under has the same name but in a differ

ent character, probably the old Dravidian alphabet. The

third line has the name of Sri Siva Chitta in Deva

nagari.

The fourth line reads exactly as the third, but the charac

ter is the old Canarese.

The fifth line has again Siva Chitta in Devanagari.

The coins having the name of Pramoda and Pingala have

on the obverse inscriptions in five lines.

1st. Sri Sapta ko.

2nd. tisa lavvai ara vi

3rd. ra Jaya kesi.

4th. Deva Malava.

5th, ra mari.

In the coin with the name of the year Pingala, the letter

vi is at the commencement of the third line, and instead of

lavvavara there is labhavara, which is equivalent to lab

dhavara in Sanskrit.

The legend may be translated—

“The brave Jayakesi who obtained the favour of Sri

Saptakotisa and was the enemy of Mallavarma.”

The temple of Saptakotisa (Siva) is Narven in Goa. In

my paper on Madhavacharya, I have stated that Madhava

Mantri established the shrine in the time of IIari-Hara.

The sixteen coins are all alike, being 59 grains in weight.

On one side is the representation of an elephant with trap

pings, badly carved and never entire in any one of the

collis.

On the obverse is a conventionalized leaf. These coins ap

pear to be cast and not die struck.

The age of the coins, judging by the alphabets, is later

than the thirteenth century of the Christian era. We have

the name of a King Jayakesi and his enemy Mallavarma,

but I am unable to find at present their exact position in

the dynasties of Southern and Western India.

MISCELLANEA,

NOTES.

1. IN the Indian Antiquary, p. 174, Prof. Weber

mentions that an AEsopic fable, that of the flight

of the tortoise through the air, is found in Budda

ghosa. This reminds me that the story is repre

sented in a small panel sculpture at the entrance

to the Mundòt (Buddhist) temple in Java, near

Boro Bo do r. The fact is mentioned by me in

the J. As. S. Ben. of 1862, p. 20.

2. Sultan Baber mentions (p. 144) a curious

superstition in the hill country north of the Kābul

River (Kuner, Bajaur, Swāt, &c.,): “It is the cus

tom, when a woman dies, to place her on a bier

which they lift up by the four sides. If the woman

has lived virtuously, she shakes the bearers to such a

degree that even when they are upon their guard,

and attempting to prevent it, the corpse falls from

the bier.”

In an annual procession where I write (at Palermo)

in honour of the Patron Saint of the City, St.

Rosalia, a bier containing her bones, real or sup

... * Since writing the above I am told that the shaking is

intended to commemorate the bringing of the bones down

from the precipitous Mount Pellegrino, on which they are

posed, is carried through the streets. The bearers

are always masons. At intervals they stagger as if

involuntarily, and shake the bier till the bones rattle.

I cannot give the reason assigned, and the proces

sion has this year been abolished or suspended, but

the circumstance is curious in juxtaposition with

Baber's story.”

3. I know not if the Maramat Department at

Madras still flourishes by that name. But it is

worthy of note that a standing commission for

the maintenance and repair of the ancient Cathedral

here bears the name of Maram m a. It is a curious

trace of the former extent of Muhammadan power

to find the same official phrase thus current in

Palermo and Madras.

4. It seems to me all but certain that the

Semyll a of Ptolemy and the Periplus, the

S aim fºr or Taim i r of the Arab geographers,

is Chaul. I should be glad to learn the oldest

known native spelling of the latter name. Chain cul

Chámul, or Chincur would easily run into Semy l

believed to have been discovered in a miraculous way. But

this may be a postfactitious reason. -
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la or Jaim ur on one hand, and into Ch a ul on

the other. And Ptolemy says the natives called it

Tim y lla (Tiamylla 2).

It was probably also the Sib or of Cosmas, as

the order of his names indicates, rather than

S up a ra.

Supāra, on the other hand, appears to correspond

exactly to the Swally of our old traders, the Bandar

of Surat, north of the Tapti. Supāra is represented

by Lassen to be a corruption of (Sanskrit) S. urp fl

rak a “Fine shore.” Is Swally a Hindu name, in

which case it might be a surviving trace of Supāra,

or is it only the Arabic Suwahil, “shores”? I have

seen the latter suggestion somewhere, but on the

other hand Sup à r a is called Sufilah by Abulfeda,

which comes near Sarally. And Langlois quoted

by Rienaud, says that Sup àr a or Suf à la h

“answers to the place called by the Sanskrit writers

Subahlika,” which comes nearer still. Gildemeister

says of Suf à la h “de cujus situ omnis interiit

memoria.” But if Swally is Suf à la h, its memory

is not clean perished. Super a is mentioned by

Friar Jordanus, a contemporary of Abulfeda's, who

was there as a missionary. This is perhaps the

latest mention of the name in that form.

5. Perhaps few readers of the Antiquary, though

it is published at Bombay, know that four Francis

san missionaries, comrades of the said Jordanus,

suffered martyrdom at Th a n n a, at the hands of

the Musalman “Melic', or Governor, in 1321. The

story is told at length by Friar Odoric a few years

later.

6. Cosmas mentions as exported from Kalli

an a (near Bombay) sesamin logs (#32 anazawā).

The Periplus also names among exports from Bari

gaza “spars of sasamin and ebony" (taxáryov aaaaaiya’

za, goſ,...). And Kazwini (in Gildemeister, p. 218)

quotes some verses on the products of India by

one Abuldhali of Sind, in which are mentioned

“arbor Zingitana et såsim et piper. No commentator

to my knowledge has explained what this timber is.

But is it not manifestly sistſ, or as it is more

usually called (at least in upper India) shisham”

If I am right in supposing the blackwood of Bombay

to be a kind of sistſ, we see how old the export is,

What is the Arbor Zingitana (shajar-al-Zānīj)

in the last quotation? Can it be ginger? A Sanskrit
etymology is assigned to the word zingiber, but

the mediaeval map of Marino Sanuto (circa 1320)

connects the name and article with Zinjor Zanzibar.

H. YULE, Colonel.

Palermo, August 28th, 1872.

SUPARA.

ALBIRUNI says, from Bahruj to Sindan is 50 para
sangs; from thence to Subarah 6 parasangs; and

from thence to Tanah is 5 parasangs.” Had hegiven

these distances as 40, 16, and 5 respectively they

would have agreed remarkably well with the dis

tances from Bharuch to Sanjān 106 miles in a

* Reinaud, Frag. Arab, et Pers. p. 121.

direct line, Sanjān to Supără near Wasāi (N. Lat.

19° 25'; E. Long. 72° 55') 41 miles, and from

Supārā to Thănă 17% miles. The last distance,

however, is so nearly 5 parasangs, and the distance

from Bharoch to Suparā so nearly 56, that it can

scarcely be doubted that S up à rà is the Subarah of

the Arabs and the Soupara of Ptolemy.T-EDITOR.

THE GAULI RAJ.

I see in the Indian Antiquary page 258, some

remarks by Mr. Ramsay on my suggestions about the

Gâuli Rāj. Monuments similar to those that he men

tions are very common in that corner of Khandesh

which lies on the head waters of the Panjara River

west of Pimpalner. I believe that the Bhills erect

them both of stone and wood at this day, but had no

time when I was there to go into the subject. The

favourite figures are horsemen and warriors, and a

curious symbol like “the young moon with the old

one in her arms.” I do not know whether it repre

sents that or the Sun and Moon.

With reference to Mr. Ramsay's concluding remarks

I must point out that I have “conjured up the ghost

of some lost dynasty” with some success, as I

have induced him to contribute the Chindwārā

legend to the stock of published information on

the subject. And when he guesses “that at some

past time the upland plains of the Sathpuras and

adjoining lands were chiefly occupied by shepherd

tribes,” I think he is more open than I am to chaff

about the ten lost tribes of Israel.

Tribe or dynasty, they are gone, and it is the

totality of their disappearance that leads me to

believe that they cannot have been a nation, for

that seldom perishes utterly, while it has been

often seen in Europe and Asia that a mighty dynas

ty can collapse.

“And like the baseless fabric of this vision

Leave not a wrack behind.'

W. F. SINCLAIR.

ON GOMUTRA.

THE remarks recently made before the Asiatic

Society of Bengal by Bābu Rājendralāla Mitra with

regard to the use of beef among the Hindus of

ancient days, seem to have startled a good many,

and have suggested an inquiry as to the period at

which the cow came to be regarded as a sacred

animal in this country. As a contribution to this

enquiry, it is perhaps worthy of note that one of the
“products of the cow" appears to have been held

sacred in the days of Patanjali. In his commentary

on Pánini I., 496, occurs the sentence. “Gomātra

syāpisyāt” which may be rendered, “ Might there

be [a drop] at least of Gomātra 2” This looks

very like an inquiry by one who holding the “mū

tra sacred, required it for purposes of purification.

Now the date of Patanjali has been ingeniously

fixed by the late Dr. Goldstücker in the middle of

+ See my Notes of a Visit to Gujarat, p. 13.
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the second century B.C.; and Professor R. G.

Bhandarkar has, I understand, been able to find a

further confirmation of Dr. Goldstücker's conclusion.

It would seem therefore that the cow must have

been revered at as early a period at least as the

second century B.C.

KASHINATH TRIMBAK TELANG.

I’UBLICATION ON CHAND.

WE learn that Mr. J. Beames is preparing for

the Bibliotheca Indica, published for the Bengal

Asiatic Society, the text of Chand's Prithirāja Rāsau,

with the words divided, from a collation of several

MSS., and that Dr. Hoerule, Professor of Sanskrit at

Jaynarayan's College, Benares, will prepare the

second part, beginning with book XXIII. The two

parts will be carried on simultaneously, and the

first fasciculus containing about 2,000 lines will

appear immediately.

JAGANNATH. *

THOUGH there is nothing positively indecent in the

festival of Jagannāth itself, the Pundas or priests,

who have the management of it, are notoriously

immoral men, and many females who go on pil

grimage to Puri return no more to lead chaste lives.

Nor is that all. The sculptures on the temple from

top to bottom and the paintings on the car are the

foulest and the umost abominable possible. Even

those who have every faith in Jagannāth cannot

help being shocked by them.—Indian Mirror.

CAR AT SRIRANGAM,

FROM actual observation I am compelled to en

dorse what you say of the frightful immorality and

obscenity of some of the religious rites of actual,

living, and popular Hinduism. Banāras is bad

enough, with its myriad Lingas continually wor

shipped. But I have seen nothing in Banāras so

beastly and corrupting as the band of copulatives

that encircle the new car of the great god of Sri

rangam. You may be aware that this granite god

Ranganiyargar, with his twelve or fifteen hundred

thousand rupees' worth of trumpery in gold, silver,

pearls, emeralds, and diamonds, sits and lies in the

most splendid temple of Southern India ; seven

walled, and with the outer wall measuring half a

mile on the side, or two miles in circuit. On three

sides of each of these seven walls are richly ornate

pyramidal gateways, called Goprams, which show

finely in photographs, and are so captivating to the

eye of an artist.

Let the visitor of Seringam, insist as I did, on

seeing the latest edition of old Brahmanism, in

the newly constructed and freshly painted rath

(carriage) of the presiding deity. He will see no

thing so vile as this in the Naples Museum, among

objects which the fearless student of history and

life sees there, just as they were taken from the

darkest Roman times and the brothels of unburied

Pompeii. Rangan-iyagar once a year leaves his

angry Juno, Rangam-iyargari in the temple and is

dragged in his giant car, by a thousand Brahmans

and their deluded ones, with songs and shouting, to

spend three nights in the pretty little temple of

Nachh-eramma, the dancing goddess.-Rev. C. H.

Dall in the “ Indian Mirror.’

HILL OR ABORIGINAL TRIBES IN THE DEKHAN.

I am indebted to the learned Dr. Carter, the Civil Sur

geon of Sattara, for the short account that I propose to give

on the above points. According to his opinion, the abori

ginal tribes in the District are either settled or wandering.

In the first class he places (1) the Ramusis, who inhabit

the eastern parts of the District ; (2) the Mangs and Be

ruds, who occupy the parts which lie adjacent to the Kolha

pur State ; (3) the Kolis, who live in small numbers in the

hilly tracts near the Bhor State; and (4) the Dhangars,

who live either on the top of the hills which form the off

shoots of the Sahyadri, or on the plains of the eastern part of

the District, where they find sufficient room to pasture their

flocks. In the other classes he places the Wadars, Wanjars,

Katkadis, and Dombaris. The last, however, do not wander

only in this Collectorate, but pass and repass through it in the

course of their migrations to other Zillas. They have no dis

tinct grammar or vocabulary of their own ; but the settled

tribes speak the Marathi language with a mixture of a few

words peculiar to each tribe, and the wandering tribes those

of the districts from whence they come. The Wanjaras, the

Doctor thinks, come from Khandesh, but I am humbly of

opinion that they are Wanacharas, that is, wanderers in the

forests on the sides or in the tracts which lie at the foot

of the Satpura range of hills. They are also found in large

numbers in the Eastern and Western Berars. The Katkadis

and Dombaris, the Doctor believes, come from Telanga,

as the dialects which they speak resemble the Telugu. I

have had no time to make inquiries of them, and can therefore

offer no opinion of my own.

The Dhangars (Shepherds) are the quietest and most in

nocent race of people. They wander in the district in search

of pasture for their herds and flocks, but often return to

their settled homes on the plains or mountains. Their re

ligion, language, and manners, are to a great extent like

those of the Kunbis. But the templesin which they worship

their deities are mere piles of large unhewn stones, which

Captain M. Taylor in one of his works remarks resemble the

places of worship of the old Druids. These people render

great service to the cultivators, who invite them with an

offer of a reward to pen their flocks in their fields, so that

they may leave behind them valuable manure. The founder

of the Holkar family in Malwa sprang from this race.

The Wadars, a rude and hardy race of people, wander

over all parts of the Dekhan. They speak a dialect which I

think neither resembles the Maharashtra nor the Telugu.

They are principally engaged in cutting large stones and

rocks, and working stone quarries; they work very hard

and spend money as fast as they get it in drinking and

other vices. They have a distinct system of religion of

their own, and their manners and customs differ widely

from those of the general mass of the Hindus.

There is another race of people in this District which can

not properly be called a hill tribe. They inhabit the

Murhas, or low valleys at the foot of the Sahyadri, and are

known under the appellation of the Konkanis of the Marhas.

They are a very peaceful race of men, extremely ignorant,

simple, and superstitious. For six months in the year they

subsist on coarse corn, which they grow on the sides of their

mountains, and pass the remaining half of the year either in

hunting or obtaining roots and bark of trees which serve

them as food.—Bombay Educational Record.
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KÍRTANS, OR HYMNS FROM THE EARLIEST BENGALI POETS.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., &c. &c.

special interest attaches to the six short | Indibara garaba bimochana lochana,

hymns which I now lay before the public manasija phānda: *

for the first time. Not only do they represent a

large and widely popular class of compositions hi

therto almost unknown to European scholars, but

they are at the same time absolutely the earliest

known specimens of Bengali literature, and thus

present to the philologist a means of solving

many very obscure and difficult problems, while

to the student of Indian philosophy they exhibit

to the fullest extent the natural and unrestrained

sentiments of a follower of the Vaishnava creed

in its first and purest stage.

These hymns are still sung in every village

in Bengal. I believe there are some thousands

of them living on the lips and in the hearts of

the peasantry which have never been reduced to

writing. Collections have been made, and I

believe a few have been published in Bengali,

but not in such a way as to be generally acces

sible to English readers. From their internal

structure and from historical considerations they

may be ascribed to the end of the fourteenth,

and beginning of the fifteenth century, and are

therefore genuine representatives of the speech

of Bengal five hundred years ago.

I.

Rág Sindhāra madhur-tála.

Anjana ganjana, jagajjana ranjana,

meghapunjajini* baraná :

Tarumãruna,f sthalakamala dalăruna,

manjira ranjita charaná :

Dekha sakhi nāgara rāja birâjef :

Sudhai sudhāmaya hāsa bikasita,

chända malina bhel Sláje:

* Jini—having conquered, an old form of the aorist par

ticiple.

* ſiruna has two meanings. In the first place it means

“the dawn,” in the second “red.”

f biráje. This form of the simple indefinite present is

common to all the languages of the Aryan group, though its

meaning as a present is somewhat obscured by modern

usage in Marathi and Hindi; the older form is in -aī as in

sudai, sthirai, and is contracted from the Sanskr. ending

-ati. In the forms láje, pasſe, chite, we have the old oblique

case of the noun which expresses both instrumentality and

location, in the poems of the mediaeval period of all the

seven languages this form occurs though in the modern

#ºpment of each of them it has met with a different

0.

..S. Bhel is still used in the Bhojpuri dialect of Hindi, but
ls no.. current in Bengali, which uses instead the more

mºdem orm holl,—(hoilam, hoile, &c.).

lºng=nityam. The anuswäia written as -ng.

*:::::::::: * aisa ; Bhojpuri, aisan; (from Skr.

Bhānga bhūjaga pāše bândiafa,

kulabati kul debati mana kända :

Anukula dolata bhramara karambita,

keli kadamba mala :

Gobinda Dása chite niting|sthirai,

aichhana" murati rasăla.

Translation.

Rādhā loquitur;

Surpassing collyrium (in blackness) delighter of

human kind,

Conquering in hue the cloud-masses:

Tender as the dawn, redder than the nelumbium,

His feet adorned with manjira : -

See, dear friend, shines the king of youths:

(His face) expanded with nectared smiles is fair

(so that) the moon has become dim from shame:

Annihilating the pride of the lotus with his eyes,

Love's snare:

Binding with his eyebrow's snake-like noose,

The race of women, distress of goddesses:

Made musical by bees hangs the beautiful

Garland of keli and kadamba flowers:

In the heart of Gobind Das is ever firmly fixed

that gracious form.

The lines being very long I have divided each

one into two, with the exception of the third,

which is a sort of chorus, and shorter than the

rest. The whole piece thus consists of eight

lines. The end of each line is marked by a

colon (:).

II.

Lálit Rágin?.

Šun, Šun Mādhaba, mirdaya deha

Dhik rahu aichhan tohari” sinehal

* This poem contains more grammatical forms than the

preceding one; and those who are acquainted with the

Bengali of the present day will see how little these forms

have as yet acquired of the distinctive characteristics of

that language. Thus–

#ft of thee, Bengali,āft; Bhojpuri Hindi, Hºrrºr;

old Hindi (Chand) iſs, àTſ also ičt ; Marwari IRT,

Panjabi, #RT: Gujarati, HRT ; &c.

It would seem that Tohari is almost as closely allied to

any one of these forms as to the modern Bengali.

Uā “may it remain be it!” The termination accords with

Oriya in deii, jáil, but not particularly with Bengali. It re

sembles more the Tºg, Hää of old Hindi. It is in fact

Sanskrit (# 3. Sing, imperat: which becomes in Prakrit

USS rahau, and the hiatus is in Hindi filled up by #, while

in our text the a is dropped. Whence the Bengali gets its

final k in houk, rahuk, I do not yet know.
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Kåhe kahali" tahuñf sakhyit bätal

Jāmini bańchasiſ ànahi's såta ?

Kapata meha kari Räika păsa,

Ána ramani sånga karaha bilāsa.

Kokahe rasika šekhara bara Kāna 2

Tońh sama murukhajagate náhi āna.

Mänika taji kālīche abhilasha,

Chhiye 1 chhiye 1 tohari rabhasamaya bhāsha;

Bidyāpati champaka bhāna,

Räinä heraba tohari bayāna.

Translation.

(amantium irae)

Rādhā loquitur;

Hear, hear! Mādhava, pitiless body!

Fie on such love as this of thine !

Why didst thou say a word of meeting,

At night thou goest with another?

Having made deceitful love to Rāī (Rådhika)

Thou makest sport with another woman.

Who says that Kánh is the crown of lovers?

Like thee another fool there is not in the world.

Leaving the diamond thou delightest in glass;

Fie! fie! on thy enamoured words.

Bidyāpati says–0 thou who resemblest the champak

Räi will not look on thy face. -

* †Eſº may be also Täſä, as n and l are written alike

in Bengali Mss. It is 2 sing. pret. and drops the original

R (##ſh=#f-ſit-i-aifa). It is the same in modern

Bengali: Bhojpuri, Kahila. -

f is thou. Bhojpuri Hä ’s the nearest form. Bengali

affor Hig is further removed. A few lines further on

we get the still more Bhojpuri form ãfg.

t ##fa=a pure Sanskrit form 2 sing: pres. In modern

Bengali the $ has leapt backwards over the RH making

#8 as in 3-ſta, āſāū.

§ TT=A=q,anya, as in of H; G : M ; and many other
dialects. -

| #fr=mod. Ben. FfrºT and ºft#.

" Rahti “remains': The old present participle, still retained

in Oriya, though disused in modern Bengali.

* ºffs. This is a curious formation, the g is probably

shortened from # and represents a feminine past participle,

such as still subsists in Hindi hâû, fem. hai. Guj thaelo,

f. thaeli. Marathi, jhālā, jhāli, but which has died out in

Bengali.

t Eſq. plur. of personal pron. 1st person. Hindi & H.

This is a peculiarly instructive form. The origin of this

word in all the seven languages is the Prakrit śīā amhe,

The Oriya with its usual fondness for archaisms still retains

this form almost unchanged in ambhe where the b is merely

the natural thickening of the pronunciation after H.

Hindi has thrown the # backwards to the beginning of the

word, making gå. In Eſq. we have the tendency, natural

to Bengali, towards lengthening the short vowel, so that

this form may be regarded as transitional between middle

Hindi and the modern Bengali sīſſrſ.

III.

Rág : Dhyānesri.

Ráſka hridaya bhāba bujhi Mādhaba,

pada tale dharanilotai :

Dui kare dui pada dharirahu'ſ Mādhaba,

tabhu bimukha bheli" Räi.

Punahi binati kari Kāna :

Hämt tuyā; anugata, tuſhi bhalajānat,

kāhe dagdha mujha S prâna :

Tuñhiyadi murmukha nã heribi,

jāobal kona thama:

Tuyá binu jibana kona kāye" rākhaba,

tejaba apan prana :

Etaha binati Kāna jab karlahi,

tab nahi herala bayāna:

Gobinda Dāsa michhai àso,

ăsala roi chalat tab Kāna:

TRANSLATION.

(Krishna begs pardon.)

Mādhav comprehending the sentiments of Räi,

at her feet rolling on the earth :

Mādhav remains holding her two feet in his two

hands,

still Rāī was averse :

Again making entreaty Kánh (says):

f HT is a somewhat anomalous oblique singular of ºf

thou as in Bengali T is generally pronounced j, we are

perhaps justified in transliterating this word tujá when it

will be an analogous form to mujh in the same line. It

occurs again a little lower down; the dropping of the

aspirate of the # is one step in the transition from the

Bihar forms mujh, tujh to the Bengali mo, to.

§ Hà this is pure Hindi and has no representative in

Bengali.

| HTsiri like rákaba, tejaba in the next line is the first

person singular of the future. There is a singular want of

agreement between the terminating vowels of this tense in

the three languages which use the form in W for the future.

Thus–

Bhojpuri Bengali Oriya

Sing. 1. rakhab rākhiba (8) rākhibi

2. rakhaba rākhibi rākhibu

3. rakhi rākhibe rākhiba (8)

Pl. 1. rakhab rākhiba (8) rākhibun

2. rakhaba rākhibe rakhiba

3. rakhihin rākhiben rākhibe, (and -ben)

The words in the text agree with the Bhojpuri of Behar

better than with the modern Bengali in one respect, namely,

in that they retain the a in the second syllable, or in other

words they affix the terminating syllable to a base rakha,

not as in Bengali to a weakened base rakhi. The curious

variations of the terminal vowel in the several persons may

erhaps be referred to excessive corruptions of the forms

i. bhavasi, etc. in which for reasons not yet fathomed

one vowel has acquired the ascendant in one case, another

in another. Thus in the 3 sing. the -e is probably for -ai

from -ati, and Oriya has changed e to a as it has in the

genitive sing. of the noun where it has -ar for the Bengali
-ey".

* fift this should also like HT be read kije, being the
common Prakrit form for kāryya.
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I am obedient to thee, thou knowest it well,

Why dost thou burn my soul?:

If thou wilt not look on my face,

to what place shall I go?:

Without thee to what end shall I preserve my life,

I will abandon my own life:

When Kánh had made all this entreaty,

and still she looked not on his face :

Gobind Das says vain was hope,

weeping really then went Kānh.

IV.

Róg : Dhyānesri.

Hari ! Hari! boli dharani dhari uthai

bolat gadgada bhākha:*

Nila gagana heri tähäri bharamat bhāba

bihisanchef măgeyes pākha:

Kikaraba chandra chandana ghana lepana

kisalaya dharani šayåne :

Ána beyāri, fina pāya, aukhada|

Gobinda Dása nahijäne:

TRANSLATION.

(Radha repents of her coldness.)

“Hari! Hari!” she calls, lying on the ground

she rises up.

Speaking trembling words.

Looking at the blue sky thinking of his wandering,

She asks from the birds wings:

“What avails the moon, thick smearing of sandal

paste,

Kisalaya leaves, or lying on the ground 2

Bring him, friend, bring him to my feet,” a remedy

Gobind Das knows not.

V.

Sri Rág.

Hàm ati bhiti rahanu tanu goi,"

So rasaságara thor" nã hoi;

Baša nähi hoyala kaona je sāti,

Madana latājanu dańsana hāti;

Puna kata kākuti kaola anukula,

Tabhu pâpa hiva majhut nähi bhula.

* HIW It is a distinctly Hindi peculiarity to pronounce

this “bhākha." T is in Hindi regularly kh, but not in

Bengali. That it must be so pronounced here is evident
from its rhyming with pākha, a wing.

f Bihisanche : my authorities are not in accord about this

word. One writes it. bihangame,' a second, “bibisane, while

***ggests bihi sanche; the above seems the more
probable reading.

*{{R i.e. +H.

$qrā’ī seems a sort of double formation, mage, i. e. mar

* would have been sufficient, the additional syllable is

Perhaps ob metrum.

*[[ºf #TTT etc. The meaning is not clear. I have

Hămări ächhila katapuraba bhāgi?

Pheri äola hām so phala lägi.

Bidyāpati kahe nå kaha kheda

Aichhe hoyala payilai sambheda

(Rádhá's regrets at the long absence of Krishna.)

I have remained in much fear enduring this body

Not having been near that ocean of delight;

Not one of my companions has been in my power;

As the madana creeper stinging the hand;

Again how inany entreaties have I made humbly

Even so the sin in my heart understands not its

error.

What fortune was mine in a former life 2

Again I have come to attain this reward.

Bidyāpati says, speak not this grief,

Thus has occurred the first separation.

There is a mystic meaning in all these kirtans

which it is worth while to draw out more clearly.

The old Aryan element-worship had led to the

creation of a multitude of gods between whose

varying attributes and powers a considerable

amount of confusion must necessarily have ex

isted. In the long centuries of depression under

which the Brahmanical religion languished du

ring the supremacy of Buddhism, the necessity of

introducing some order into the grotesque and

crowded Pantheon of the Hindus must have

forced itself upon the mind of the Brahmans.

The monotheism of Buddha, affording as it

did one definite person upon whom the popular

mind might fix itself, led to the idea of elevat

ing either Siva or Vishnu into the supreme

place. The shadowy parama Brahma of an

earlier age became personified in one or other of

the rival gods, and gradually the incarnation of

Krishna, an Indian rendering of the great Chris

tian fact received through the medium of later

Buddhist legends, shaped itself into a distinct

creed and won an immense and ever increasing

popularity.

A further development awaited it when the

Muhammadans came to India. The emotional or

unphilosophical monotheism which they profess

rendered it as though beydri was for piyār; and supposed

Rādhā to be addressing her sakhi or confidante, but I am

not satisfied with this. Babu Jagadish thinks (ina pāya is

one word for anupaya ‘i. e. without resource, he also

translates ſina beyiri by “without the lover, but I cannot

get this meaning out of the words.

| Siſää Here again comes the Bihar type with a for

Q unknown to modern Bengali.
-

* goi probably corrupted from goyāi a causal from root

gam, meaning “having caused to go,” that is, having borne
or endured.

* Thor perhaps from Pſific.

f Majhu a form of Hs! i. e. *Tā.
--> ve

f Payila for Tſºſ, first.
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ed made a deep impression on the philosophical

minds of the Hindus, and led to that outbreak

of new religious theories which was reduced to

system by Chaitanya in Bengal, by Rāmānand

and his disciple Kabir in Hindustan and by

Nänak in the Panjāb. Vishnu is the supreme

being ; the whole Hindu Pantheon sinks into

the position of ministers to his will ; by a fur

ther extension of the same line of thought this

supreme being is in everything—he is everything.

We must love him, for we are a part of his

essence. He has provided us with a concrete

expression of this love, in his sports with Rādhā

and the gopis. Let us then meditate on these,

let our hymns and songs be of these. Let

Rādhā typify the human soul and Krishna the

divine essence. But in man's nature the divine

and the animal are strangely mingled—he is half

god, half beast. The glowing temperament of

the Indian poet, unrestrained by any of those

curbs and checks which Europe has agreed to

obey, led him into the wildest excesses. The

love at first intended to be purely spiritual soon

degenerated into mere earthly lust, and the

scenes between Rādhā and her lover are often

more suggestive of the brothel than of the

temple.

I give as an example of the least offensive of

this class a short kirtan.

VI.

Bālā ramani ramane nāhi sukha,

Antare madana dei diguna duhkha ;

Sab sakhi meli sutala păsa

Chamki chamki dhali chhāta je nišwāsa

Karaite kole morai sab anga

Mantraná Šunai janu bâla bhujanga

Beri eka kara dhali mudita nayāna,

Rogi karaye janu aushadha pāna.

Tila ádha dukha janam bhari sukha,

Ithe kåhe dhali morasi mukha 2

Bhanaye Bidyāpati Šunaha Murāri

Tuñhu rasa sågara mugdhini nári.

To a young girl in love there is no pleasure,

In her heart Madana causes double pain ;

All her companions assembling lay beside her

Starting, starting, the girl heaved sighs,

When taking her into the arms she contorts all her

body,

As spells are disregarded by the young serpent.

Covering her closed eyes with her hands,

As a sick man takes medicine;

For a moment is the pain, for life is the joy ;

From this 0 girlſ why do you turn your face 2

Bidyāpati says, hear, o Murari !

Thou art the ocean of love, the girl is but young.

This is Horace's

“Nondum subactà ferre jugum valet

Cervice; nondum munia comparis

AEquare, nec tauri ruentis

In venerem tolerare pondus.”

But it is at first sight rather startling to see

the metaphor applied as it is in this case to the

first effect upon the soul of the awakening influ

ence of divine love. Accustomed as we are to

keep the flesh and the spirit widely apart and

to regard them as antagonistic to one another,

it is strange and revolting to be brought face to

face with a phase of thought in which the flesh

ly serves as a type of the spiritual. Unaided

human nature has in Vaishnavism soared high

and nearly touched the goal of truth, but for lack

of revelation it has fallen back and lies grovel

ling in the mire.

In conclusion, I must acknowledge the source

whence I obtained these interesting hymns. I

have to thank Babu Jagadishnāth Rai for his

kindness in procuring them for me, for assisting

me with his advice in translating and making

notes on them.

He has promised to endeavour to procure for

me some more of them, which if the specimens

herein given should prove interesting to any

class of readers, I will publish in due course

hereafter.

THE CELTS OF TOUNGOO.

BY FRANCIS MASON, D. D.

MR. W. TheobALD, of the Geological Survey,

in the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for July 1865, and again in the Proceed

ings for July 1869, first brought to public notice

the existence of stone implements in Burmah

“both of the palaeolithic and neolithic types.”

In the latter number of the Proceedings he

furnished a very full and interesting article,

illustrated with figures of the principal types,

and remarked :—“The entire number of all types

which I have observed in Burmah amount to 50

or thereabouts.”

* Carm, II, v.
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At the March meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for the present year, Capt. Fryer ex

hibited more than one hundred specimens of celts

which he had collected in Burmah, the largest

collection ever made ; but no detailed descrip

tion has yet been published of them.

In the Rangoon Times of April 18, 1872, the

Curator of the Phayre Museum acknowledges the

reception of twenty-five specimens from Capt.

Fryer with tabular notices of “Implement—Rock

Material—weight—where found.”

All the specimens collected by Mr. Theobald

and Capt. Fryer are from the Tenasserim Pro

vinces, Pegu, or Arakan. It is here proposed to

notice a few which have come under my own

observation in the Toungoo district.

One of the most common forms of the small

stone implements is given in Fig. 1 a." The edge

is bevelled down on both sides, but more on one

side than the other, as may be seen by the form

of the border given in Fig. 1 b. The specimen

from which these tracings were taken is made of

basalt, as most of this type are; occasionally

they are met formed of schistose rock. Some

specimens have the corners at the cutting edge

more angular, and others more rounded than the

one figured. A second form has a cutting edge

on three sides, and is even slightly sharpened

behind. A sketch of one is given in Fig. 2 and

is formed of a schistose rock, as are all of this

type that I have seen. A third form is that

of a small adze with shoulders. A tracing of

one is given in Fig. 3 a. and its side in Fig. 3 b.

The specimen was formed of basalt, as are most

of the specimens I have seen in Toungoo.

But the most remarkable stone instrument,

which I have seen or heard of in Burmah is a

curved two-edged sword or dagger, but the point

is broken off. It is nearly ten inches long by three

and a half broad, at its widest part, and is six

tenths of an inch thick. Three inches of the

lower part is narrowed down to two inches and

a half in width for a handle, leaving the blade on

each side to form a shoulder. It is made of

basalt, but where the stone has not been recently

chipped or ground down, it has a soft whitish

incrustation, owing to the decay of therock from

exposure to the atmosphere. On this surface

some regular cross lines have been drawn, some

of which are nearly obliterated ; but for what

object is not clear.

A tracing of the instrument is given in Fig.

4 a, and of the end, to show the thickness, in

Fig. 4 b.

All the celts collected by Capt. Fryer are of

stone, as are also all those collected by Mr.

Theobald excepting the “fragment of a brass celt

which was shown me near Maulmain, and was

regarded by me of doubtful authority.”

In the Toungoo district copper celts are not

uncommon. They are sometimes little wedges

of the same size and shape as the most common

of the stone celts. Fig. 5 is the tracing of one.

It is 1:8 inches long by 1-7 broad, and 6

thick at the end; and weighs 10 tolas. It is

bevelled down on both sides at the edge and has

evidently been cast in a mould with, I think,

some admixture of metal not copper.

Another, but rarer form, is that of a small

spade, cast with a hollow socket in which to

insert a wooden handle, such as are used in cul

tivation by both Burmese and Karens and other

tribes at the present day, but made of iron. A

tracing of one is given in Fig. 6. It is 3:2 inches

long by 1-7 wide at the broadest part. In the

specimen figured, a portion of the upper side of

the socket has been broken off.

A third form is that of the hollow spearheads.

A figure of one is given in Fig. 7 a. The length

is 4.4 inches hollow with a depth of 39, leaving

0.5 solid at the margin. The width of the

broadest part is 3-2. The lines in the figure are

on one side only, and are raised above the surface,

showing that they were in the mould when the

instrument was cast. Fig. 7 b. is a tracing of

the end, showing a hollow space 1-6 inches long

by 0-5 wide. The chevron is hardly pre-historic.

Another spearhead of the same general out

line but smaller, with sharper barbs, and one

larger than the other, was brought me by a Shān

who said it came from the borders of China. A

sketch of it is given at Fig. 8. It was 3.4 inches

long by 2-6 broad at the blade.

Besides the forms usually recognized as celts,

the Karens associate with them a miscellaneous

collection of circular articles both of stone and

bronze. The most notable among them is a

stone quoit, 4.3 inches in diameter, with a hollow

in the centre 2.2 across, leaving the stone circle

1.1 broad; and which is 0.5 thick on the inner

side, but is bevelled off to a sharp edge on the

margin. I have heard of several specimens, but .

the one I examined is a fine polished instrument

made of striped jasper, and before the edges

* The lithographs are 3-4ths of the scale of Dr. Mason's tracings.-ED.
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were chipped off for medicine, was a perfect

circle. A tracing is given in Fig. 9.

The figure of a fragment of a smaller but similar

instrument is given in Fig. 10 a. It is 0.5 of an

inch thick on the inner margin, like the former one,

but only 0.8 or 0.9 broad and is bevelled down on

both sides to form an edge on the outer margin. A

section is represented in Fig. 10 b. It is made of

reddish brown compact rock which is scratched

with a knife, and looks like magnesian limestone.

A small circular pebble with a hole bored

through the centre had evidently, by the wear of

the rock, been used at some period of its history,

for a spindle whirl, and among the numerous non

descripts brought me for examination was a small

article made of jade, of which a tracing is given in

Fig. 11. It is only 15 of an inch thick. Thema

terial is unquestionably Chinese and there can be

no doubt but it is of Chinese workmanship. It is

said that the inhabitants of Manchuria used jade

tipped arrows as late as the twelfth century.

In regard to the use of the implements noted,

some of the copper ones appear to have been

used for spades and spearheads, and some of the

stone ones for adzes and knives or cleavers or

daggers; while others are doubtful. There is

no reason however to believe that any of them

were ever used for such purposes in Burmah.

The material of which nearly all are made shows

conclusively that they were not made here but

have been imported. The far larger proportion

of the stone ones are made of basalt or other

rock foreign to Burmah, and have probably been

introduced from Hindustan. In the northern

parts of Burmah, they are usually made of jade

and undoubtedly come from China; as do the

copper ones, for there is no copper in Burmah,

but it is constantly imported from China. The

reason they have been introduced into Burmah,

both by sea and by land is that they are regard

ed by all the native tribes as thunderbolts fallen

from heaven, and that they are talismans or

amulets, protecting from evil and curing disease.

Hence they have a fictitious value, and a trade

is carried on with them at enormous prices. The

solid copper wedges are rated at their weight in

silver, and for the smallest of the copper spear

heads, Fig. 8, thirty rupees were demanded.

Thirty rupees had been paid for the stone quoit

Fig. 9, and in payment for Fig. 10, fifteen

were demanded. These high prices necessarily

lead to their manufacture. In America when

fossil giants are in demand, they can be found

almost anywhere by digging. In Yunan, celts

principally of jade are so abundant, that Dr.

Anderson found them for sale in the bazars of

Momein.

It will not be disputed but the celts of Burmah

have the form of pre-historic implements, but all

I have seen appear to me of comparatively modern

manufacture, and I think Mr. Theobald, who

knows most about them, is of the same opinion.

The natives say they are picked up in the

streams, or found on the mountain sides, or dug

out of the ground, but their representations are

utterly untrustworthy and deserve no more

credence than their assertions that they came

down originally from heaven with the lighten

ing, or that they have power to cure disease.

But supposing for the sake of argument, that

these spades and hoes were formerly used in Bur

mah for agricultural purposes, their use neces

sitated the existence of means to cut down trees

and clear the forest, and, therefore, of iron instru

ments, for all the celts in Burmah would not cut

down a single teak tree; so we are forced to

the conclusion that these stone and copper

implements co-existed with iron, when we may

suppose iron was scarce and not sufficiently

abundant for all purposes; a state of things

which it is not necessary to go down to below

zero in the Mosaic chronology to find. .

Not many days walk from Balmoral, where

the Queen eats off gold and silver, I have seen,

in the latter half of the nineteenth century peo

ple dining on wooden dishes. Now were these

people, with their wooden platters in the pantry,

sunk by a sudden catastrophe into the mud of

the lake by which they dwell, they might, be

fore the century closes, be dug up again a verit

able “cran-'nog,” and by the reasoning now ap

plied to celts, it might be proven that they lived

in a “wooden age” before crockery was known.

Many people stand masticating the truths of

the Bible as an ox does his fodder, lest they

should incontinently swallow a myth, but at sight

of such trumpery shams as these Hindu and

Chinese “Brummagem” wares, they instantly

read us marvellous dissertations on pre-historic

times, long before Moses was born or thought

of, on this wise—“These stone instruments

clearly prove that there was a period in pre

historic times when the Burmese or the inha

bitants of Burmah, of whatever race they were,

were wholly unacquainted with the arts of fab

ricating iron, steel, and metal instruments for

cutting, and they resorted to the more difficult

work of fashioning stone into adzes and axes,

and other cutting instruments.”—Credat Juddeus

Apella, non ego,
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DONDRA INSCRIPTION.

By T. W. RHYS DAVIDS, C.C.S., ANURADHAPURA.

Like Cape Komorin on the continent of India,

Dondra Head on the island of “Happy Lanka,”

has always been a place of pilgrimage, and seems

to have derived its sanctity from its being the

extreme southerly point of land, where the

known and firm earth ceases, and man looks out

upon the ocean—the evermoving, the impassable,

the infinite.

The worship of Neptune is no modern cultus,

but even now when standing on those points, or

on Siva's rocky headland at Trinkomali, who

does not feel a touch at least of the grand

afflatus that inspired Byron's hymn to the

“far-sounding sea 7” It is at least acknowledg

ed that no one who cannot enter in some degree

into the feelings which gave rise to the worship

of nature can hope to understand the history of

the religious movements of the world.

The history of the temple on the headland at

Dondra is at present quite unknown. Sir E.

Tennent” describes its destruction as follows:—

Dondera Head, the Sunium of Ceylon, and the

southern extremity of the island, is covered with the

ruins of the temple, which was once one of the

most celebrated in Ceylon. The headland itself

has been the resort of devotees and pilgrims, from

the remotest ages. Ptolemy describes it as Dagana,

“sacred to the Moon,” and the Buddhists constructed

there one of their earliest dagobas ; the restoration

of which was the care of successive sovereigns.

But the most important temple was a shrine which

in very early times had been erected by the Hindus

in favour of Vishnu. It was in the height of its

splendour when, in 1587, the place was devastated in

the course of the marauding expedition by which

De Souza d' Arronches sought to create a diversion

during the siege of Colombo by Raja Singha II. The

historians of the period state that at that time Don

dera was the most renowned place of pilgrimage

in Ceylon, Adam's Peak scarcely excepted. The

temple they say was so vast, that from the sea it had

the appearance of a city. The pagoda was raised

on vaulted arches, richly decorated, and roofed with

plates of gilded copper. It was encompassed by a

quadrangular cloister, opening under verandas,

upon a terrace and gardens with odoriferous shrubs

and trees whose flowers were gathered by the

priests for processions. De Souza entered the gates

without resistance; and his soldiers tore down the

statues, which were more than a thousand in num

ber. The temple and its buildings were over

thrown, its arches and its colonnades were demo

* Ceylon, Wol. II. pp. 112, 114.

lished, and its gates and towers levelled with the

ground. The plunder was immense—in ivory,

gems, jewels, sandalwood, and ornaments of gold.

As the last indignity that could be offered to the

sacred place, cows were slaughtered in the courts,

and the cars of the idol, with other combustible

materials, being fired, the shrine was reduced to

ashes. A stone door-way exquisitely carved, and

a small building, whose extraordinary strength re

sisted the violence of the destroyers, are all that

now remain standing; the ground for a consider

able distance is strewn with ruins, conspicuous

among which are numbers of finely cut columns of

granite. The dagoba which stood on the crown of

the hill is a mound of shapeless debris.

I have not been able to find Sir Emerson

Tennent's authority for stating that the Buddhists

consecrated there one of their earliest dāgo

bas: and the statement is in itself so unlikely

that agood authority for it is all the more needful;

and again—what can be the derivation of

the name Ptolemy gives to Dondra, namely,

Dagana 2 is it Dâgoba 7 or is it Déva-nagara 2

which becomes in Elu Dewu-nuwara, in modern

Sinhalese Dewun'dara,t and in the English

corruption Dondra 2 No attempt has been made

to repair the temple since its destruction by the

Portuguese and Major Forbes; thus describes

its state in 1840:—

“Dondera or Dewinuwara (city of the god), is

situated four miles from Matura, on a narrow pen

insula, the most southerly point of Ceylon, latitude

5° 50' N. and longitude 80°40' E. Here, interspers

ed amongst native huts, gardens, and cocoanut

plantations, several hundred upright stone pillars

still remain : they are cut into various shapes, and

exhibit different sculptures ; amongst others, Rāma,

with his bow and arrows, may be discerned in various

forms. A square gateway, formed of three stones

elaborately carved, leads to a wretched “mud edi

fice,” in which four stone windows of superior

workmanship are evidences that a very different

style of building had formerly occupied the site of

this hovel. It is now, however, the only temple of

Vishnu at Dewinuwara ; a station reckoned particu

larly sacred by his votaries, as being the utmost

limit which now remains of his conquests when in

carnate in that perfect prince and peerless warrior

Rāmachandra. Although his temple is so mean,

the place still retains much of its sanctity ; and an

annual festival, which takes place at the full moon

in the month of July, continues to attract many

thousands of the worshippers of Vishnu. From the

# Accented on the second syllable which is short.

f In his now rare book Eleven Years in Ceylon, vol. II. pp. 176-179.
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temple, a broad road, overshadowed by cocoanut

trees, leads to a group of plain stone pillars near the

sea-shore ; but from these my attention was attract

ed by a single pillar, situated on a low rocky point,

over which the sea breaks amidst hewn stones, the

remains of some ancient building.

If Rāma's expedition and conquest of Lanka ex

isted in any form, or had any foundation more

material than a poet's fancy, this lone pillar may be

considered as an index which has resisted the waste

of ages, and now battles with the waves of ocean

to maintain its position, and mark the utmost limit

which remains of Vishnu's conquest and religion.

The pillar is of a form alternately octagonal and

square, and exactly resembles columns” that are to

be seen on the sacred promontory of Trinkomali.

Near the temple of Vishnu stand a Buddhist

wihara and dagoba ; and a quarter of a mile farther

inland is situated a stone building called Galgana,

consisting of two rooms; the roof as well as the

walls are of the hewn stone, and exhibit excellent

specimens of masonry. On the top there appears

formerly to have been a dāgoba ; but the ruin is

now covered with shrubs and creeping plants that

find root in the interstices of the building. These

remains of Buddhism were completed or restored

in the reign of Dapuloo the Second, A.D. 686. A

stone, which had been rescued from the rubbish

near one of the ruins, was pointed out to me at the

house of my friend, Mr. B , the collector of the

district, with whom I was residing. It owes its

preservation and present place of safety to Mrs.

B—, to whom I am indebted for much informa

tion regarding the antiquities in this part of

the island. In the inscription on this slab

I recognised the name and sounding titles of the

King Prākrama Bahu, a zealous restorer of religious

buildings, and a most persevering recorder of his

own virtues and power : he reigned from A.D.

1153 to 1186.

On an upright stone, near the temple of Vishnu,

is cut an inscription in the ancient Cingalese cha

racter: although considerably decayed, by persever

ance it might probably be deciphered.

The inscription on the latter stone I have

succeeded in completely deciphering with the

exception of one linet and the one engraved on

the front and two sides of the former I would

transliterate thus—

- Śrī.

Siri sanga ge para

Bo Sri Parākrama Bā- mparãwe

hu chakrawartti swä- n pawat

yutuyi min wahanseta wi saga

minisu 10 warusha tinen mok sa

lautan Bhūmi-mahā-wihārayata mpat sé

mehi era tun bo ranata ga- dhiyayutu

prayojana tu etikala da pol wa- megaspra

ekkote ttayi pilima geta yojana wi

Nila sela gas 200yi Dew ra- ndinawun

siya yu juru-sāmintat matumatu

tu warddhanakalawunta ta pela i

yi me lese mekun- nduwa

which written continuously is “ Siri Sanga

Bo Sri Parākrama Båhu Chakrawartti swamin

wahanseta 10 warusha tinen Bhūmi-mahā-wihā

rayata era tun-bo ranata gatu etikala da pol wat

tayi pilima-geta gas 200 (desiyayi) Dew-rajuru

sāmintat warrddhana-kalawanta tayi me lese

mekunge paramparāwen pawat wi saga mok

sampat sédhiya yutu. Me gas prayojana win

dinawun matu matu pela induwa yutuyi minisu

(? minissu) lautan mehi prayojana ekkote Nila

selasiya yutu.”

The words in italics are doubtful and give no

sense: (and though unfortunately the gramma

tical construction is not clear without them) yet

their being so scarcely impairs the value of the

inscription whose importance lies in the name of

the king, the name of the god, and the numerals

used.

I would translate:—

“In the tenth year of the overlord (Chakrawarti)

siri Sanga Bo Sri Parākrama Bāhu ... near

to the Bhūmi-mahā wibära and COCOanut

tope to the image house, and 200 cocoanut trees to the

lord Déwa Rāja (Vishnu). Let those who increase

these gifts, and maintain their unbroken succession

obtain the bliss of release in heaven (swarga

moksha-sampatti). Those who enjoy the fruit

(prayojana) of these trees ought from time to time

to plant seedlings. People who pick up the fruits

ought to present them to Nila (Vishnu).”

First as to the name of the king: Sanga-Bo

(for Bodhi) and Parākrama Båhu (for Bhoja)

are both common epithets of Ceylon kings. The

first came into use after the martyrdom, 248 A.D.

of the first king and Buddhist devotee of that

name, and nine kings are given by Turnour with

the name of Parākrama Båhu: but no king is

given with the name mentioned in the text.

Forbes states that the temples were com

pleted or restored by Dāpulu the second A. D.

686, and Tennentt has copied the statement, but

I find nothing to support this in the books. The

* There is only one column, on which is an inscription.—

T. W. R. D.

# It is published with text translation and notes in the

last number of the Ceylon Asiatic Society; and the fac

simile will be found in the Proceedings of the C. A. S.

published in July 1871. [See Ind. Antiquary, p. 59.-Ed.]

Note p. 113 loc. citat.

§ Turnour gives in his list two kings under the name of

º The second one began to reign 686 and the other

793 A.
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dress. They profess to be Hindus, but while

they follow the Hindu religion in the main,

they also practise some ceremonies borrowed

from Musalmans and others, which are apparently

remnants of an older superstition. Their own

tradition of their origin, as communicated to me

by an old Pali of this district, is as follows:—

“The whole country of Behar, from whence

the Pâlis and Koch are supposed to have

come, was once governed by a celebrated king

named Jarasindhu ; his subjects used to fight

for him with sticks as they had no weapons of

iron. He claimed to be a Khetriya, and the de

scendants of his subjects, believing themselves

to be of the same family, call themselves Rāj

vañsi to this day.

“Now there was a poor old man living in the

country (his name I learn from other sources

was Haja) who had two daughters, unmarried

virgins; the name of the eldest was Hirā and of

the second Jirá. The god Śiva used to visit

them, and at last Hirá became pregnant by him,

their old father discovered it, and became very

angry with them, and used to reproach them

continually; but still they used to meet Siva

every day in secret, till it happened that their

father had gone away on some business, and

they ventured to bring him into the house, and

began to talk with him, and Hirā said, ‘I have

become pregnant by you and my father is angry

with me; all his caste are my enemies, and my

time of delivery is approaching.’ Siva replied,

‘Take courage, the son which shall be born to

you must be concealed and brought up secretly,

you must call him Kagendra and by my favour

he shall become king, and thirty-six of his de

scendants shall reign after him.’ While they

were talking thus Hirā's father appeared at the

door with a stick in his hand : they were all

three frightened and the old man lifted up his

stick to strike Siva, and he seeing no other

means of escape, began to retreat underground.

As he was disappearing the old man attacked

him with his stick, but by that time all his

body had disappeared except his feet which the

old man struck, and from that circumstance

Siva is still known and worshipped by the name

of Jalpeswarnāth.” Sometime after this Hirā,

although she was still a virgin, bore a beautiful

boy, and as she was afraid of her father and kins

*Worshipped at Changrabanda in Jalpaigun: the image

is enclosed in a pucka well, a large mela is held there every

year.

folk, she made a ring (koch-àfat) of kusa grass

and concealed him in it, and brought him up

secretly and gave him the name of Kagendra.

“In course of time this child became king of

Behar, and although king Jarasindhu was a

Khetriya, yet because Kagendra was brought up

in a koch, his tribe is still known by the name

of Koch, and because the five ceremonies; were

not used at his birth, the Koch do not use them

to this day.

“Some time after this Parasurām, son of Jami

dagni, cleared India of Khetriyas twenty-one

times, for he fought with them as hereditary

enemies. In the course of his travels he came

to Behar, and the king and his Rajvaſsis took

sticks in their hands, and went forth to meet

him, but he was no ordinary warrior, and more

over used a battle-axe. The Rājvañsis could

not withstand him, and some by fording, some

by swimming, crossed over to the west bank of

the Tista. The king saved himself by telling

Parasurām that he was a Koch. From that time

forth those who escaped by fleeing into this

country have been called Pallais (from Tºſſºſ),

and as the Khetriyas boast that they have never

been defeated, and these men were routed by

Parasurām, they are also called Bhajigakhetryas,

and the few men of the Koch caste who inha

bited the country before the battle are called

Desis.” This tradition must be taken for what

it is worth, but there can be no doubt that the

Pălis and Koch are a people of Mongolian race

who migrated into this district from the North

east. The story they tell of their ancestors

being conquered by Parasurăm probably refers to

their conquest by the Aryans, and that they

came from the east side of the Tista seems

almost certain.

They live under an almost pure patriarchal

system, each family has its head and each vil

lage has its mandal; while again four or five vil

lages are placed jointly under a patwari, the

mandal and patwari are generally appointed by

the zamindar, of whom they are the local re

presentatives. The greatest respect is paid to

the elder members of the family in every house

hold; there is a headman who is called, if the

elder brother—darbāriya bhai(#Caſſ'ſ Hſ), or

if he is any other relative—dewaniyä. (fräſijäI) ;

the other members of the family are absolutely

* Probably connected with the Sk, root *š or 35RT

to construct.

t iſłłºń, HTH+CT, H&RCT, Ruffs, Iwaſara
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subject to him, they can do nothing unless his

consent is first obtained, no marriage can be

solemnised or suit instituted unless he agrees.

He is looked up to with respect second only to

that shown to the zamindar: all the business of

the family is conducted through him, he pays

the rent and manages all money matters. He

is excused from labour in the fields and is al

lowed to eat salt while the other members of

the family must content themselves with the

saline matter extracted from the ashes of plan

tain and other trees. He is also allowed to have

two or more wives, while no other person is

allowed to have more than one, and his fa

vourite wife is excused from working in the

fields and allowed to eat salt.

The dress of the Palis is very different from

that worn by ordinary Hindus; in the hot wea

ther the men wear nothing but a thread round

the loins which is called (fālā; ) Śikhai and on

it a piece of rag called pājhal (1314), on great

occasions they also wear a cloth on their

heads or round their body, and in the cold

weather a piece of cloth is given them by

the head of the family and returned to him

again at the beginning of the hot season.

They all wear a necklace of wooden beads, their

head is shaved all round, and the hair which is

left is tied in a knot at the top. The women

weave a cloth of jute called mekhri (iâſı), which

is their only dress. It is about three hāths in

length and two in breadth and coloured with

red, black, and white stripes. This cloth is not

worn across the shoulder as is usual amongst

IIindu women, but in a straight line across the

breasts under the armpits falling down as low as

the knees. The use of these mekhris is gra

dually being discontinued, and cotton cloths are

being introduced, coloured in the same way, and

worn in the same manner; they are called pātāni

(Tſzſſºſ). The women attend his and markets and

carry burdens on their heads ; they carry their

children hanging in a cloth at their backs, and

help the men to work in the fields; very few of

them wear silver or metal ornaments, but all

have bangles of conch shell.

They have no fixed age for marriage; some of

the women remain unmarried till they are grown

up, while others are married when they are three

or four years old. In an ordinary marriage the

amount of the dower to be paid by the bride

groom is fixed by the mediation of a Ghatah,

called by the Palis “kamiya' (#ſ; Hſ). After this is

bride's house and give her family betelnut and

pay part of the money; this is called (ziºſ)

darguyá. When all the money has been paid,

the marriage day is fixed and a procession is

formed consisting principally of women who go

to the bride's house; after they have been wel

comed by the girl's family, her sister's husband

or some other relative takes her on his back and

carries her to the bridegroom’s house; the bride

is now often brought in a doli; no music or

dancing is used at the procession; the women

of both the bride and bridegroom's party clap

their hands as they go along and pretend to

quarrel with each other and repeat the following

mantra—

“We have been to the ploughed field

We have come to the bridegroom's house

Where is your water pot to wash our feet.”

When the bride reaches the bridegroom's

house, his friends plant four plantain trees in the

courtyard and connect them with a thatched roof,

covering a gunny-cloth spread on the ground

on which the bride and bridegroom are made

to sit. The bridegroom first of all stands under

the roof and the bride makes a pradakshin round

him five times, they then sit down facing the

east. The bride sits at the right hand of the

bridegroom, no priest is required for this mar

riage, but if a priest is employed, he sits facing

the north to the right hand of the bride and

bridegroom and recites some mantras. The

bride's guardian then gives her to the bride

groom and joins their hands and pours water

over them and says, “From this day the honour

of the family is in your hands.” An offering is

then made which is called an “Arghya,” though

the word seems to be used with a meaning

different to that usually ascribed to it; it con

sists of rice, cowdung, vermilion, a hair comb,

and a candlestick with five branches, and two

pots of water each containing a mango branch,

with a garland of flowers made of sola.

The father and mother of the bridegroom

then come and the father places the garland on

the bridegroom's head and the mother places it

on the bride's head, and then they both make

them a present, and throw the pots of water

with the mango branches over them. After that

they take the arghya and invoke blessings on

them, all the friends do the same, and the bride

and bridegroom present each other with betel

nut, and the bride will distribute rice among the

guests. The guardian of the bridegroom then

settled the bridegroom's relatives go to the washes the feet of the mahant, or principal per
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son present, and gives him betelnut, and all

the assembled guests repeat this mantra—

“Take rice and eat,

Let the thorns of time be far away,

Let that which is empty be refilled

Victory to Jagannāth, let there be peace,

The name of Hari is sweet as honey.”

The bride and bridegroom then go to the

house of the bride's father, he makes them pre

sents and the next day they return home.

Widow marriage is commonly practised both

by the Palis aud Koch, they call it kåhin (#Iſā);

it nearly corresponds to the Musalman nika.

If an elder brother dies leaving a widow, his

younger brother has a right to marry her; if he

refuses to take her she can marry into another

family, but in that case a dower is usually paid

by the bridegroom. In this form of marriage,

five or six widows or married women go by night

and take the widow who is to be married to a

place where three roads meet; in the meantime

the bridegroom takes some vermilion and mixes

it with oil and puts it on a plantain leaf and

goes to the place, one of the women puts the

vermilion on the bride's forehead and another

washes it off again, saying that the name of her

old husband is obliterated while that of a new

husband has taken its place. This is done three

times, and the woman is then taken home and

made to sit with her husband on a piece of cloth,

they then present each other with water, and a

flower made of sola is tied on the bridegroom's

knee and another on the pot containing the

vermilion ; the friends who are present are then

feasted, this is all done privately so that no one

can see, no purohit is required for this ceremony,

and no unmarried person is allowed to be pre

sent.

Another form of marriage is the ghârjiyā

(qiſhTT). In this the guardian of a virgin settles

with a man to give him the woman in marriage,

this is arranged through akamya. After the terms

are agreed on, the kamyā takes some parched

rice and curds and goes to the man's house, and

presents them to him, and then brings him back

to the woman’s house. The man is called ghar

jamai, because he lives in his father-in-law's house,

he occasionally lives there two or three years

before the marriage is completed. -

When the marriage ceremony takes place, the

gharjamai is made to sit in the court yard, and

sprinkled with water from a mango branch, and

after that he presents all the friends who have

assembled with betel.

There is another form of marriage called

dāngiyā (#ffithſ,) which is perhaps the most curi

ous of all. If a widow is rich she selects a husband

for herself, and settles with him through akāmyā,

the man is called a dāngiyā (#ifiſtſ). When

all is arranged he goes to the widow's house at

night, and strikes against the wall with a lăthi;

on hearing this she comes with a dao, and cuts

the string round his loins, and catching his hand

takes him in and feasts him. He says with tears,

“Rice boiled from uncleaned grain and pulse for

vegetables is the food of a dāngiyā, he has lived

all his life in his father's house;” he is then con

sidered to be married to her, and takes all the

property her former husband had.

The ceremonies performed after a death are

very similar to those common to all Hindus, and

need not be described at length. The Palis re

main impure for thirteen days afterwards, some

of them burn and others bury their dead, this

depends on the custom of the family.

At the birth of a child the whole family

remains unclean for five days, which is

called Páñchi (qt+s). Neither thegharbhardhān

Tāāſā or panchāmrita (i+(HH) ceremonies are

known to them. On the third day after

the birth a fire is lighted in the house

where it took place, and the nurse a Hariani

scatters the ashes on the ground, the house itself

is thoroughly cleaned, this is called Dhyulmusi

(§ºſſ). On the fifth day the whole house and

its furniture and all the clothes of the family

are cleaned, and a barber is brought who shaves

the whole family; the mother is then made to

sit down in the courtyard and the child's um

bilical cord is put on it, and covered with khair

(§r-saline ashes of plantain leaves). Some

turmeric (TC) and five cowries are also put with

it. The woman faces the east and the barber the

west, and the plantain leaf is put between them.

The barber first cuts the woman's nails, and puts

the parings on the plantain leaf, and then washes

the child, and shaves the father's head, and

after that the child is again bathed and shaved,

this is called dokåmå (fräTA). The hair which

is shaved from the head of the father is collect

ed and put on the plantain leaf, and the whole

is afterwards burnt. The barber and father then

bathe together, and the father distributes food

to all the people who are assembled, and gives

the barber some rice and curds, he also makes

him and the nurse a present. The mother next

places her child in a winnowing fan (FT) and
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puts it in front of a tulsi tree, which she salutes,

after that five or six women take the child to a

well, and draw water five times in a lota, in

which a mango branch has been placed, the

water is poured out as a libation, and the god to

whom it is offered is invoked by name. This

is called (*IT HAT) chuyáchhuyā; no purohit is

required for these ceremonies. The Palis are not

acquainted with the usual Hindu ceremonies of

shaving the head, boring the ear, and naming a

child. Both the Palis and Koch worship the

usual Hindu gods, but they have also deities of

their own to whom they seem to pay greater

respect. The tutelary goddess of the Tista

river is almost universally worshipped by them

under the name of “barni Thakurani” in the

month of Chait. Some of the ceremonies they

practise are very curious and appear to be quite

unknown to the common Hindus; amongst

them is an annual festival held in honour of

Durgā, who is worshipped under the name of

Gambhira. The head of a dead man is taken,

or if that cannot be procured, a skull which is

painted to resemble life and offered before the

goddess with singing and dancing.

When the land is suffering from want of rain,

the women assemble at night, and covering their

bodies with red powder go naked through the

village with swords in their hands dancing and

singing indecent songs; notice is given before

hand, and no man is allowed to leave his house

that night. This ceremony is called hudundyao

(## Tſii) an expression of which I have not

been able to find the exact meaning but ºf it

may possibly be the Sanskrit root º' or ſłº

the heaven and I am told that §§I means

“open” but it resembles no Bengali word with

which I am acquainted. I should be glad of

suggestions on this subject. This interpretation

would afford a good meaning, as the women

might well be supposed to call on the heavens

to open in time of dearth.

The Palis are subdivided into three classes—

the Shadu, Bābū, and Desi Palis. The Bābū Palis,

or Byabahari, as they are also called, eat pigs

and fowls and drink spirits, and the Desi Palis will

eat shellfish. Both the Shadu and Bābā Palis use

cows in ploughing. The Shadu Palis for the

most part follow the tenets of Chaitanya, the

founder of the Bairaghi sect. The Koch are the

palki bearers of the district; they seem to be

about on an equality with the Palis in respect

of caste; no Brahman will take water from

either Koch or Palis. I am informed that

a few Koch are to be found in Dakha and

one or two other districts, but the Palis I be

lieve are peculiar to the districts mentioned

above.

ON SOME EMINENT CHARACTERS IN SANSKRIT LITERATURE.

By M. SASHAGIRI SASTRI, B.A., ACTING SANSKRIT PROFESSOR, MADRAS.

(Continued from page 315.)

KALIDASA.

Of this great poet nothing is known except

his works; nor does he say anything of him

self. Some place him at the court of Bhoja,

while others say that he was a contemporary of

Vikramārka of whose court he is said to have

been one of the nine sages. An inscription

found by Mr. Wilkins at Buddha Gaya, of which

he published a translation, alludes to “the nine

gems” (Wilson's preface to the Sanskrit Dictiona

ry.) According to Bhoja charitra he was a con

temporary of Bhoja; but this book forfeits all its

claim to an authority since it enumerates Bāna

Mayúra Bhavabhūti, Māgha and Mallinatha as

the contemporaries of that prince. Kālidasa is

said to have been the author of Raghuvaſışa,

Kumāra Sambhava, Meghasandeśa, Ritusafihāra,

Nalodaya, Setuprabandha," Śakuntalā, Vikram

orvasi, Mālavikāgnimitra, Jyotirvidabharana

Śruta-bodhini, Writatárá vali, Sringăratilaka,

Praśnottaramālā, and Häsyårnava. We cannot

believe that the author of Śakuntalá was the

same as the author of Nalodaya. But there is

a tradition that there was a poet at the court of

Bhoja, inferior to Kalidasa, who, grudging the

great poet the reputation he had acquired by his

excellent works, observed that he could not pro

duce a poem with yamakas and prásas or puns of

• The author of a commentary on the Setuprabandha

named Rāmadása says in the beginning of the work, that

Kalidasa was induced by Vikramāditya to write the poem.—

<ſtrºit aſſaſsitatiſtaſisi ſãňňāārārīā;

#ſºrra:Fånåſåg: äääTHRís I HaRaAT&ig

#Tº qſcqſa F Sã UTHAT&ER SHH Thäſätzſäſäq

ſåtagſ (THääHää.
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various kinds nor a poem with a subject invented

by himself. To remove this reproach Kālidasa,

it is said, wrote Nalodaya and Meghasandeśa.

Who the opponent of Kãlidasa was, we cannot

ascertain, but there is one stanza in the Megha

sandeśa which runs—

Adrehéringam harati pavanah kimsvidityun

mukhibhih Dristotsähaschakita chakitam mug

dhasiddhānganābhih Sthanādasmåt sarasanichul

ădutpatodañmukhah kham Diňnagānām pathi

pariharan sthåla hastāvalepán.

From this it follows that the banishment of

Yaksha from the court of Kubera, and his resi

dence in Râmagiri was a pure invention of Kãli

dāsa's, but the Kathasaritsägara alludes to a

Yaksha doomed by Kubera to live in the Vin

dhya Mountains. As the author of this book

flourished in the eleventh century A.D., he may

have borrowed it from Kälidasa and consequent

ly there is no inconsistency in the tradition. Be

sides the ordinary meaning there is one which

the commentator gives at the end of his com

mentary on that stanza, from which it is learnt

that Nichula was a friend, and Diñnāga an op

ponent of Kãlidasa's, that the latter out of envy

condemned this work notwithstanding its merit,

and that the poet addressing himself to Megha,

i. e., (the Megha Sandeśa) says “you go abroad

from this place in which there is a friend of mine

called Nichula and spread in the world putting

down, as you proceed, the gestures which Diň

nāga makes with his hands, expressive of his

pride and his disapproval of you and other works

of mine.”

There is a work in the Oriental Manuscript

Library in Madras called Nānārthasabdaratna,

the ‘Gem of Homonymous words.’ It is divi

ded into three nibandhanas, and at the end of

each it is said to have been written by Kálidasa.

Iti śrikâlidasavirachite nānārthasabdaratne

kädikshāntavarmădyāntárthavachchhabdapraka

rane ekaikadhätvarthavichäraramaniye prath

amam nibandhanam samāptam. “Thus ends

the first nibandhana in the Gem of Homony

mous words” composed by Kālidasa, a great

poet, which contains words that have (all) the

letters from ka to ksha (arranged in order) at

their end and which is interesting on account of

its discussing (or more properly referring to) the

meaning of each dhātu or root. There is also

another book called Tarala. This is a commen

tary on the above book. The author says that

his name is Nichula Yogindra, and that he

wrote the work at the request of the king Bhoja.

If this be genuine it will no doubt reduce Kāli

dāsa's antiquity and place him at the court of

Bhoja, and thus authenticate all the accounts

given of him and the king in the Bhojacharitra. .

From a philological point of view it will be a

very important work demanding the attention of

literary students. Now if this had been the

work of Kãlidasa who is believed to have been

versed in every branch of Sanskrit literature,

we might expect that it would be quoted as

the Amara, the Viśvaprakāśa, the Šabdārnava.

and other lexicons. But if we look into the

various commentaries of Amara, and Mallin

ātha's commentaries on the Raghuvaſışa and

other poems, we nowhere find the name of this

book; nor is Kālidasa ever quoted as a lexico

grapher. If he was an author of a Kosha surely

his name, or the name of his work would be

mentioned by Medinikāra in his list of lexico

graphers, for Medinikāra mentions the name

of each lexicon which he knew or the name of

its author. The following is a list enumerat

ing nearly all the authors that have written

lexicons:—

Author's names. Names of their works.

Katyāyana ............... ............ -

Vyali .................... Utpallari.

Våguri............... ..... - - - - - - - - - - - -

Vararuchi ... .......... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Vikramāditya.......... ... Samsaravarta.

Amara..................... Nāmalingānušāsanam.

Dhananjaya.............. . Nāmamāla.

Dhanvantari ...... -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

Såswata ... ............... - - - - - - - - - - - -

Vopälita ............ * - - - - - ------

Rantideva ... ............ • . . . . . . . . . .

Hara ... ................. - ......?.....

Subhänga ...… …

Halāyudha ............... Abhidhānaratnamälä.

Pratāpa ... .............. - --- - - - - - - - - -

Mahendra ... ............ - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ardhanārišwara ... ....., - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bhoja ..................... - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bhattachandra. ........ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Váchaspati............... Sabdürnava.

Madanapāla...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Govardhana............... - - - - - - - - -

Rabhasapāla ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Rudra ............ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Amaradatta............. * - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ajaya ................. ... Nānārthasangraha.

Gangādhara............ --- - - - - - - -

Dharanidhara ............ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Hemachandra ............ Nāmamālā and Anekār

thasangraha.

Vågbhatta .............. - - - - - - - ------

Mādhava... ............... ............

Tharma ... ............... ............

Tārapāla ... .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Chandragomi ........... - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Vāmana ... .............. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Keśavaswami ............ Kalpadru.

Yadava .............. ... Vaijayanti.

Maheswara ............... Viswaprakāśa.

Sriharsha................ ... Wanavilāsa Dwirúpako

sha.

Rājadeva................. - --- - - - - - - - - -

Purushottamadeva...... Trikāndesesha Härävali.

Bhāmaha.................. ............

Mahipa ......... - - - - - - - - - Sabdaratnakāra Nānār

thatilaka.

Medinikāra....... - - - - - - - - Medini.

Dandahinatha............ Nānārtha Ratnamāla.

Rāmeswarašarmā ..... . Sabdamälä.

Padmanābhadatta ...... Bhūriprayoga.

Madhuresa ............... Sabdaratnävali.

Jatádhara ............... Abhidhanatantram.

Sivadatta ............... Sivakosha.

Chakrapānidatta ...... Sabdachandrikā.

Jayabhatta............... Avyayārnava.

Sujana................... ... Nānārthapathapettikä,

Sabdalingārtha Chandrikā.

Hanwira .................. Paryāyapada Manjari.

Vallabhamisra.......... ... Saraswati Vilasa.

Săraswata Miśra........ . Viswa Medini.

Dhananjayabhattāraka. Paryāyasabda Ratnam."

. Here we find neither the name of Nānārtha

Sabdaratnakosha nor of Kãlidasa. To come to

the internal evidence :-The work is divided into

three chapters each containing a set of homo

nymous words without any arrangement except

its combining into one group words which have

the same termination or Pratyaya which are

strung together in one Unádistºtra. The object

of the Kosha appears to be to illustrate the

Unándisūtras, and in this respect it is like the

Unádikosha of Râmašarma. As a specimen I

quote two passages one from the book and the

other from its commentary.

######## Aſsiſſiſt a

#13 aſſa+f a Haſā fiſſiſt || ||

Hå fågi Hāſā āqā Hāgā

Hºti Hāfts àrà HR####| ||

#13 iHHHHráðiſkrasitääriäi

#Tº Hºſt fift six Träſär Hå || 3 ||

HIHTT Hgāſīr a Tāſīr aſſāāſāī

wriſtā āqā Hā as Tā HRºſs || 4 ||

ºrſää Hit itſ: Träſtäfa.

sizā Tagiri H Târſăſº writt ||5||

aſgāſār āfroTā Hāqīā Hūſā

T+T a fifthſ; it witHzīrāt Hiff; ||5||

Hrſgrät fügrf qiſaſſifzałł

airii Tât üíri iſłi ſãIſā || ||

siąśī Hāſīſā Hā fisit agai

faitā #### a ###i asāſā |s|

#####" Hà Hºrrifi ſã frai

finiſłi Hàrà Träfiſä ſii; 9 |

#F# Trž Hiſ Hºſhi Fărăſt

fără ăTes; Fälä iſſã Hà ||9||

arrià HIH a Húſà qāſā;

Hºrrtätſä Tir Hršār ||

qſáqſ-fi ſãETār ājīqīā Hāſārīfā;

gºſhāſīſātā faā faātrāſāq ||

HHHsia #Iſà HTTH THIſrå

fºrzat # 4 witHääi: ||5||

#fff riffi Hà Häätäärpää

#### Fărcă iſãHrá initiº ||

Hāſāāa ºf Hää Tºriſt

Hää Hºw ºffs ºf ||
** ifāt à qiāāš qaſiſ,

*Hi Fºrt a Fariñ Triaſi ||

#F# Tºſi Hits; Aſſtä Bä

aſsiſi fºſſi Higgiùù iſ a ||

SEF: fºſſi Hà H HFRTä fråſfºſt

siſ Hºſiſ: Hă îrātā āsātā is

&##### ſh; 3:4firqāāſār;

#37ſ53. TNTā a #C#F## giqſt ||19||

#RTHà TTHå ºſität fürHä

###|ſſºr itſ Raſiń isi ||

Hºº Hūrīſāt a HE Tſä Hāºſt

#F# G#########f7 iſgå |2||

fºr Hºrså Riº Triſti

siąśī Hāſā Tråſåſå fåå |2|

tº reviñ ºf Flºriſti

## 13t iá Hääfºr irſt ||25||

§§ Hāſā a Hriſă Triââ

* See Wilson's preface to his Sanskrit Dictionary: Aufrecht, Catal. Cod. ; Pickford's Catalogue of Sanskrit books in the

Madras Presidency.
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From this theory I feel compelled, with the great

est diffidence, to dissent. The character and position

of the sculptures discovered in 1845 impress me

strongly with the conviction that my conjecture

will prove correct; and this point will, I trust, be

satisfactorily cleared up if the Government shall

be pleased to sanction a thorough investigation of

the locality.

The edifice which occupied the site of the mound

still known as the Dipal-dinna, or “hill of lights”

was probably one of the most magnificent dahgopas

ever constructed. It seems to have suffered serious

damages at an early period, probably during the

great Buddhist persecutions in the sixth and twelfth

centuries. When the mound was first seen by Cap

tain (afterwards Colonel) Mackenzie in 1797, it

was much in the condition in which I found it. He

states that, in the year preceding his visit, Venka

tadra Naidu, the Vasareddi Zamindar, in removing

a large stone from it for a pagoda he was then

building, came on the brick-work of the original

edifice, and dug a circular trench, 10 feet wide by

12 feet deep, in hopes of finding additional build

ing material. The central area was still untouched

and a mass of rubbish thrown out of the trench

prevented any observation of its original state ; but

he “conjectured that the whole had, previous to

its opening, formed a solid circular mound.” The

sculptures then visible were few and insignificant.”

The most remarkable, representing a siege, had been

removed to some distance, where it served as a

covering or roof to one of the small temples

frequent on the outskirts of Hindu villages, and

appears to have been the same referred to by Mr.

Fergusson.f

After Captain Mackenzie's visit the zamindar,

seized with the idea that the mound contained

treasure, sank a shaft down the centre, but only

found the covered stone vessel containing a crystal

casket with the relic of Buddha. Disappointed in

this expectation, he determined to enlarge the ex

cavation, and convert it into a tank or bauri ; and

in doing so, covered the walls still deeper with the

earth thrown out. Of Colonel Mackenzie's operations

in 1816 no record remains; but I could not learn

that any extensive explorations had been made by

his orders. His surveyor probably ascertained the

lines represented in his plan by running shafts into

the mound at various points. A few stones only

were sent by him to Calcutta ; I did not see more

than four or five in the Asiatic Society's Museum in

* They are described in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX.

pages 275-8.

f Tree and Serpent Worship, p. 152, note.

f There is an account of the “Ruins of Amravati, Depal

dina and Darnakota' in the Asiatic Journal, Vol. XV. (1823)

pp. 464–478, taken from a ‘Calcutta Journal.’ And as it

appears from internal evidence (see p. 470) to have been

written in 1819, when Col. Mackenzie was in Bengal, and

two years before his death, it is probable that it was from
his *; It contains no details of explorations how

ever.-I.D.

1841. A few more that remained exposed were

taken to Masulipatam, by direction of Sir Frederick

Adam, in 1855-56, for the purpose of ornamenting

a proposed choultry or town well, but it never was

built, and the sculptures were appropriated by Mr.

Alexander, the Master Attendant, after whose death

the Collector was ordered to claim them as public

property, and they were sent, I believe, to the Cen

tral Museum in 1855-56. I observed some more

built into walls in Amravati, but not many. These

should be examined and reported upon. . . . .

It is probable that the other three entrances will

be found in a more or less perfect state and that

much of the outer wall or “rail” will also be dis

covered to be erect and in situ, especially on the

west half of the circle ; whilst the sculptures of the

“inner rail,” or what I should term the base of the

dahgop proper, are probably buried deeply under

the sides of the excavated tank. Most of the up

right slabs laid open by me had never been disturb

ed, but, as I explained to Mr. Fergusson, a few only

had been re-arranged to form a small chamber or

shrine in the gate-way ; perhaps after the injuries

done to the building in the sixth century, and may

be due to a later local family, professing Buddhist

tenets which is referred to in inscriptions extant

in the neighbouring temples, as flourishing in the

eleventh or twelfth century.

Some of the stones transported to Madras in 1846

should still remain in the Government Museum, and

ought to be carefully preserved as illustrative of

the original architecture. Among these I may men

tion the other lion (regardant), the shafts of the

columns immediately under it in the entrance wing

wall, its ribbed melon-shaped base and capital,Ś the

miniature dahgop of sand-stone that had surmount

ed the monolithic pillar, etc. The stone vase and

the crystal reliquary, which I recovered from the

zamindar's sequestrated property in 1863, should

also be figured in any future description of the .

rull IlS. . . . . "

The Krishnā division contains many other Bud

dhist remains which ought to be explored. About

1840 the Collector, to obtain material for repair

ing the high road between Bejwada" and Bandar,

demolished a mound of brick-work, in which were

found four stone-vases, each containing a crystal

reliquary, not deposited in the centre of the mound

as at Dipal-dinna, but in the four sides. The country

people called the place Langa-dibba, and ascribed

it to a courtezan (langa), the favourite mistress of

§ See Captain Tripe's photographs of the Elliot Marbles,

p. 29, No. 72.

| No. 74 in the same photographs represents the pillar, and

plate 89 in Tree and Serpent Worship.

* A similar deposit was found , some years ago by the

zamindar of Pittapur in the Rajahmandri district.

The four stone-vases, each containing a crystal box,

were seen by Sir Henry Montgomery in 1843, who induced

the Rāja to send them to the Government Museum where

they now are. They were figured in the Madras Journal

of Literature and Science, Vol. XV. and Plate 2, but

without any description, Madras Journal, Wol. XIX, p. 226.
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a former Rāja, who built it and several others of

a height to enable her to see the lights at Dipal

dinna. Two of these were said to be at Gudivāda”

and Bhattipral; and I ascertained that a remark

able mound did exist at the latter place, but I had

no time to visit it. Mr. Boswell indicates other

sites promising to repay examination.

Mr. Boswell alludes in SectionVI. (I. A. p. 154) of

his paper to a collection of inscriptions —These, I

regret to say, came to an unfortunate end. I had

obtained copies of almost all the inscriptions of any

value throughout the Northern Sarcars, amounting to

several hundreds and filling two large folio-volumes.

These, with three volumes of translations, were des

patched by my agents in a vessel laden with sugar

which encountred a gale in the Bay of Biscay, and

shipped a great deal of water. Although soldered in

tin-cases, the combined action of the sea-water and

sugarcompletely destroyed them,together with many

books, drawings, and other manuscripts. I have still

a numberof Copper Sāsanams which I hope to utilize.

I embrace this opportunity of drawing attention

to two other remains of Buddhist supremacy

worthy of further notice. The first is the site

of the city of Wegi, the capital of Wegidesam,

and the residence of a Buddhist dynasty ante

rior to the foundation of the Eastern Chālukyan

kingdom about the end of the sixth century.

Some notice of Wegi will be found in the

Madras Journal.if I afterwards identified the site

between the modern villages of Vegi and Dendalur

near Elur. A good survey of this ancient city is

very desirable. The second place is a rock-inscrip

tion in the Ganjam district, exhibiting another

version of Asoka's celebrated edicts. Some account

of the place is also given in the Madras Journal.f

At my request Mr. Minchin of the Aska Factory

took a photograph of it, but at too great a dis

tance and on too small a scale to be of use. A

better photograph or rubbing on moistened car

tridge paper would be much prized by Orientalists

here.§

ON THE GONDS AND KURRUS OF THE BAITUL DISTRICT.

From the Report on the Land Revenue Settlement of the Baitul District.|

By W. RAMSAY, Bo. C.S.

THE Gonds are found in all the wild and jangal

villages, and also in some of the more open ones,

where they live chiefly by manual labour in the

fields, following the plough or tending cattle.

The Kurkus are almost entirely confined to a few

talukas of the Saoligarh Pargana, which belongs

to a Kurku proprietor, Gainda Patel. Some of the

Kurkus are very industrious in the cultivation of

rice, but the majority of them are very similar to

the Gonds in character and disposition ; these latter

have no idea, and no wish, beyond living from hand

to mouth, taking no thought for the morrow, and

consequently obliged to put up with little food and

scanty clothing. Their favourite mode of livelihood is

by cutting grass and firewood, which they sell in

the nearest market, but they also carry on a certain

amount of agriculture, chiefly by that method

termed Dhya. They are thoughtless and improvi

dent beyond measure, and greatly addicted to drink,

to obtain which they will put up with any sacrifice;

on the other hand, they possess that great merit of

most rude and savage tribes, viz., truthfulness, which

is developed in them to a remarkable degree, the

more so when compared with the opposite character

of the Hindús generally in that respect.

The Gonds are found more or less over the whole

of the range of the Săthpura hills as far as Amara

kanthak to the east and also north of the Narmadā

*P.S.–23 Feb. Since the foregoing was written I find

that the Langa-dibba mound, demolished by the Collector

for the repair of the road, was at Gudivāda itself. Madras

Journal, Vol. XIX. (or new Series, Vol. III ), page 225.

+ Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol. XI.

page 302.

in Bhopal. The Kurkus are found more to the west

as far as Burhanpur, westward of that they are

called Mawasis, and are intermingled with the

Bhills. There can be little doubt, I think, that all

those tribes, though now perfectly distinct in reli

gion, language, and ceremonial observances, are the

representatives of the aboriginal people who inhabit

ed India prior to the times from which authentic

history commences. The short, but well-knit figure,

the flat features, dark complexion and abundant

locks, of almost all the various hill tribes of India,

mark them as the descendants of a common stock,

though history and tradition alike fail to give any

satisfactory clue to the many changes which time,

and the many convulsions to which the country has

been subjected, must have wrought before the

various tribes had fallen into their present shapes.

The Gonds themselves, and especially the higher

class of them, who pride themselves on the name

of Rāj Gond, the branch of the race from which the

reigning family of the old Gond kingdom was

sprung, are said to be of Rājpút descent, and their

Thäkärs or chiefs many of them even at this day

affect the bearing of Rājpúts; but little trace how

ever of the Rājpät origin can be seen either in their

language, their customs, or their physical features.

The Kurkus at the present day are an essentially

different race, speaking a different language, and

I Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol. XX. (or

new Series Vol. IV.) pages 75 and 76.

§ See Ind. Antiquary, pp. 219–222.-Ed.

| Pp. 43-47, or Selections from the Records of the Gorert.

of India, Foreign Dept. No. LVII. pp. 28–31.
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having a perfectly different religion ; they also

however claim a Rājpät origin, and I believe that

some of their chiefs on the hills adjoining Berar

still arrogate to themselves the title and privileges

of Rājpúts. It is popularly believed that the Gonds

are divided into 12% gots or tribes, corresponding

to the 124 castes into which the Hindus have been

divided ; but I believe this to be a mere invention of

modern times, put forward by some of the Pradāns,

or the priest class of Gonds, in affectation of

Hinduism. The gots of the Gonds are properly

family distinctions, marking different branches of

the original stock; as a proof of which I record the

fact that only members of different gots are allowed

to intermarry, the wife being adopted into that of

her husband. I believe that originally there were

but two well recognized gots, termed “Dhurwa ”

and “Wika : ” from the former the royal race and

the chief Thākurs or Chiefs are said to have sprung;

and from the latter, the remainder of the population.

At the present day, the number of recognized gots

is very great, so much so, that I have failed in

meeting any person who pretended to know the

names even of all of them.

As far as I have been able to discover, there are

22 gots belonging to the “Wika" branch of the

race, and 24 to the “Dhurwa.” Besides the gots there

are a number of “Jats” as they term them ; such

are the Pungudyas, Pradhāns or priests, Dhotya,

Duburyas—makers of liquor to be used at cere

monies, Chirkyas and Ojás—musicians employed

on similar occasions,—Kotyas, who make images

of deities, and various other professional divisions;

these again are subdivided into the gots. The

whole subject is involved in great obscurity, owing

to the want of any records, and the utter ignorance

and want of education among even the better

situated Chiefs and Thäkurs.

The Gond religion is a peculiar one. Besides the

subdivision of the race into gots, the gots them

selves are again divided into classes according to

the gods they worship. There are three classes

generally recognized, worshipping seven, six, and

three gods respectively. The first class comprises,

I believe, the Rāj Gonds, the priest caste, and

perhaps some others ; the second class comprises

the bulk of the gots as its followers, while the three

god worshippers are termed “Muraskolas;" there

are said to be some gots that worship five, and some

four gods, but this is a matter of some doubt. This

is the theory of the religion as expounded by their

“wise men;” but the great bulk of the nation know

little of these distinctions. They follow in the

steps of their fathers in the ceremonies attending

marriages, births, and deaths, some of which are

very peculiar, all involving more or less outlay on

drink, and they all know some god to whom they

make their customary offering at stated times. The

religion generally of the Gonds may be divided into

two heads, which for want of better terms, I would

call “precative" and “deprecative;” the one

addressing itself to the powers of good, and calling

for blessing ; the other addressed to the powers of

evil, and intended to avert calamity; the latter rites

frequently involve the shedding of animal blood as

an expiation: of course with such an ignorant race,

almost every object of external nature is made at

times to serve as the visible symbol of the divinity.

The lowest class of Gonds, a sort of outcaste tribe,

called “Dhuryam,” are even said to worship the

dung of pigs! It is hardly possible for the imagina

tion to carry one lower than that.

It is worthy of remark that one of the ceremonies

after a death consists in killing a cow and sprinkling

its blood over the grave; in default of this it is said

that the spirit of the departed refuses to rest, and

returns upon earth to haunt its relatives in life.

From my own experience I am convinced that this

ceremony is by no means universally acted up to,

and not at all in the case of Gonds, living in the

open country, and in contact with the Hindus. The

Gonds as a rule bury their dead : but I have been

informed that in the case of Gonds who, as it is

expressively termed “die in their beds,” that is in

easy circumstances and better position than the

mass, they are burned after the manner of Hindus.

Another peculiar custom of the Gonds is that of

serving for a wife in her father's house precisely

as Jacob did for Rachel; the period varies from 7

to 10 years.

The language of the Gonds is quite peculiar to

themselves, and, as far as I know of it, contains no

element of Sanskrit or other roots of the present

Hindu languages. The language and religion of

the Kurkus are perfectly distinct; the former has a

decided affinity to Telugu ; their religion consists

chiefly in the worship of Mahadeva, whose sym

bol is the “Linga;” they also worship the sun. Al

together they are much more allied to the Hindus

than the Gonds both as regards their language and

their religion.

There are but few wandering tribes, and profes

sional criminals are but a handful; this would

naturally be the case in a purely agricultural district,

possessing no large towns; all have employment,

more or less, and consequently the chief incentives

to crime are wanting; occasionally dacoities are

committed by Banjāras, but these occurrences are

few and far between. Formerly the Gonds were

the chief offenders in this respect, but they have

now been greatly reclaimed from their former

habits, and now seldom break out into crime except

under pressure of want. As I have said before they

live entirely from hand to mouth ; during the in

tervals of the harvests they subsist mostly on jangal

produce; during seasons of failure they are utterly

dependent on the bounty of the Malguzar, and if

the bountiful hand be withheld, want will neces

sarily drive the sufferers to extremes.

Education must be pronounced to be still in a low

state throughout the district generally, though im

provement is gradually taking place in this respect.
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As yet education has not found its way among

the Gonds, and I see little prospect of its doing so

for many years to come, or until they have made

further advances in general civilization.

ASIATIC SOCIETIES.

Bombay Br. R. Asiatic Society.

AT the monthly meeting of the society held on

Thursday, the 12th September 1872. Professor Ram

krishna Gopal Bhandarkar, M.A., read a paper on the

date of the Mahābhārata, of which the following is an

abstract :—

There is a notice by Colebrooke, in the 9th vol. of the

Asiatic Researches, of a copper plate grant in the posses

sion of some Brahmans in Southern India, purporting

to be from Janamejaya, of the race of the Pándavas.

This king is described in the grant in the same terms

as in the Mahābhārata. The grant waspronounced to

be spurious by Colebrooke, since it appeared to be very

modern. From the solar eclipse mentioned in the

grant its date has been determined to be the 7th of

April 1521 A.D.

The earliest literary date is that of Patanjali.

Prof. Goldstücker places him in the second century

B.C., and the writer of this has recently discovered

that he lived in the reign of Pushpamitra, the

founder of the Sunga dynasty, who reigned from

B.C. 178 to B.C. 142. Pånini must have preceded

him by about three centuries, and the Sºrauta and Grihya

Sūtras of the three Vedas, must have preceded Pánini,

or some of them were probably written about the

same time with him. The Sūtras again presuppose

the Bráhmanas, between which and them a consider

able interval must have elapsed. Now the Aitareya

Brahmana mentions Janamejaya, the son of Parikshit

and Bharata, the son of Dushyanta, as very powerful

kings (VIII. 21, 23). This shows at least that some

of the elements of the story in the Mahābhārata run

far into antiquity. In the Grihya Sūtra of Asva

láyana the name of the Mahābhārata occurs. It is

questioned whether the Mahābhārata here referred to

contained the story of the Kurus as the epic now

known by that name does. But the question does not ap

pear reasonable, since anotherauthor (Pánini), who pro

bably lived soon after, or at about the same time, men

tions the names of some of the characters in the story,

and the name of the poem also. Pánini in his Sutras,

not Ganas, mentions Vásudeva and Arjuna (IV. 3. 98),

Yudhishthira (VIII. 3. 95) and the Mahābhārata,

(VI. 2. 38). The first is a remarkable rule, for it

teaches the formation of derivatives from these names

signifying persons devoted to or worshipping Vásudeva

or Arjuna. And the manner in which they are men

tioned together, reminds one of the great friendship

which, according to the Mahābhārata, existed between

them, and looks like a reference to the representation

of those heroes contained in that poem. Patanjali, in

his comments on this Sátra, sees no reason why Vásudeva

should have been mentioned in this Sūtra, since the

same derivative from the name is taught in another

rule. He says this Vásudeva is the name of the great

god Vásudeva, thus showing that in his time, and even

in those of Pánini, the heroes of the Mahābhārata

had come to be worshipped as gods, Patanjali gives

the names of Bhimasena, Sahadeva, and Nakula, whom

he calls Kurus (IV. 1.4 ahu), and of Duryodhara, and

Duhs'āsana (III-3-1 ahu) mentions that Yudhish

thira was the elder brother of Arjuna (under Pan. II.

2. 34), and tells us (under Pin. VIII. 1.15) that these

persons were popularly known in his time. As an

instance of III. 2. 118 he gives Dharmena sma

Auraro yudhyante, ‘the Kurus fought with fairness,'—

in which yudhyante with sma has the sense of the

perfect, i.e., remote past. It thus appears that there was

in his time a work describing the war of the Kurus, that

the war was considered to have taken place at a remote

time, that Bhimasena, Nakula, Sahadeva, Yudhi

shthira and Arjuna were heroes of the Kuru race,

and that they were popularly known. The Mahá

bhārata therefore existed in Patanjali's time, though

it is not denied that the poem must have undergone a

good deal of transformation in the course of ages and

many episodes have been introduced into it. The main

story, however, appears to have been substantially the

same as it is now. Perhaps the Mahābhārata story

was even made the subject of new poems in Patanjali's

time, for under II-2-24, he quotes, as if from such a

work, asideitiyonusasára Pandauam, “he followed the

Pāndava, sword in hand.’ This forms a regular line

in the vans'ast ha metre.

The Násik inscriptions date probably from the

1st to the 3rd century A.D. In one of these Gautami

putra's exploits are compared to those of Bhimasena,

Arjuna, and Janamejaya, all of whom are Mahābhā

rata characters. (Jour. B. B. R. A. S.No. xviii. p. 41).

The Chālukya copperplate grant translated by Prof.

Dowson (Jour. R. A. S., N. S. Vol. I. p. 269-70), and one

of the Gurjara dynasty, translated by the author

last year, contain verses, quoted as from the work of

Vyāsa, one of which is addressed to Yudhishthira. The

date of the former is 472 A.D. and of the latter 495 A.D.

An inscription in a temple at Iwalli in the Dharwad

district is dated in the 3730th year of the Bhārata war.

The Saka date in the inscription is 506, corresponding

to 584 A.D. (Jour. B. B. R. A. Soc. Vol. IX. p. 315.)

Kálidasa lived before Bána, as he is mentioned as a

famous poet by the latter in his Harsha-Charita.

Bana flourished in the first-half of the seventh century.

For he tells us that he was patronized by Sri Harsha

the same as Harshavardhana (the contemporary of

Hiwen Thsang,) who was conquered by Satyas'raya, a

Chālukya prince mentioned in the Iwalli inscription

as then reigning, and whose great-grandson was on

the throne in 705 A.D. (Dr. Hall's edn, of Vaisaradatta

p. 14, 17, notes, and Jour. B. B.R.A.S. Vol. III., p. 203-11).

Kálidasa mentions the war of the Kurus that took

place in the Kurukshetra, and Arjuna, one of its heroes,

in his Meghaduta. Bána himself in his Kádam

bari makes Vilasvátí, the Queen of Tárápida, go to the

temple of Mahākāla in Ujjayini and hear the Mahā

bhārata read. The people of Ujjayini are represented

in another place as fond of the Mahābhārata, Rāmā

yana, and the Purānas. There are equivokes on the
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name of the Bhārata, and the death of Pándu, by the

curse of Kindama Muni, his wife Pritha having re

mained a widow all her life, the death of Abhimanyu,

the widowhood of Uttará, Arjuna's being killed by

Babhruvâhana, and afterwards restored to life by Ulupi,

and several other incidents are alluded to in different

parts of the work. (Kad. Cal. edn. of Samv. 1919,

p. 57, 138, 103, 196, 197). The Mahābhārata then

existed in a form, complete so far as concerns the

main story, in the first-half of the 7th century A.D.

Bána mentions a work called Vásavadattá, in the

Harsha Charita, (Dr. Hall's Vasaradatta, p. 13), which

is very probably a tale of that name by Subandhu.

Subandhu is mentioned in a verse by Rájasekhara,

from whose works there are quotations in the Saras

wati-Kanthābharana (Dr. Aufrecht's Oaf, Cat. p. 209a)

attributed to King Bhoja, and consequently to be re

ferred to the early part of the 11th century A. D.

Subandhu's Vásavadattá contains allusions to Bhima's

having killed the giant Baka, to the skill of the

Pāndavas in gambling, to the Kichakas, the officers of

king Wiráta, Arjuna, Duhs'ésana and others. The name

of the Mahābhārata also occurs several times (Dr

Hall's edition, p. 15, 21, 27, 33, 70, 106, 147.) One of

the characters in the Mrichchhakatika, a very old

dramatic play, mis-quotes the Mahābhārata. Accord

ing to him Draupadſ is dragged by the hair by Ráma

instead of Duhsasana, Subhadra becomes the sister of

Wis'vávasu and not Krishna, and she is carried away

by Hanumán, instead of Arjuna. There are also many

allusions in other parts of the play (Calc. edition of

Saka 1792, p. 28, 31, 109, 199). Mrſchchhakatika is

mentioned in Dhanika's commentary on the Dasarápa.

There is a commentary by Sankaráchárya on the

Bhagvadgítá, an episode of the Mahābhārata. In his

principal work the Bhāshya on the Vedānta Sūtras

there are quotations from the Bhagvadgité, (Bibl.

Ind. Sutr. Bh. Vol. I. p. 275, 456, &c.) A verse from

the Sávitryupákhyāna, an episode in the Wanaparva of

the Mahābhārata, occurs in the comments on Sútra

1,3, 24 (Ib. p. 276.) Sankaráchárya is considered to

have lived in the 9th century. In a Tamil chronicle

he is spoken of as having converted a king of Chera

of the name of Tiru Vikrama from Jainism to the

Saiva faith. From a copperplate grant by a successor

of Tiru Vikrama, recently discovered, it appears that

this king probably reigned in 346 A.D., and another of

the same name in 526 A.D. The drama of the Veni

Sanhara by Bhatta Náráyana is based on the latter part

of the story of the Mahābhārata. In the prologue

Náráyana speaks of Krishna Dvaipáyana, the author

of the Mahābhārata, in terms of reverence. The Kirá

tárjuniya of Bháravi and the Sisupólavadha of Mágha

are also based on parts of the Bharata story. There

are quotations from these works in Dhanika's, commen

tary on the Dasarápa by Dhananjaya (Dr. Hall's edn.

pp. 118, 142, 143, 146, 148, 150, 151, 152, &c., &c.) Dha

nika was possibly the brother of Dhananjaya, who was

patronized by Munja, uncle of Bhoja. A copperplate

grant of the latter part of the 10th century mentions a

Dhanika, who is very probably the same as the commen

tator of the Dasarápa. (Dr. Hall's Dasarupa, p. 3,

notes.) These authors are also quoted in the Saraswati

Kanthābharana.

Hemádri tells us that he was a minister to Mahádeva,

a Yádava king of Devagiri, who, according to Mr. Elliot,

ascended the throne in 1182 Saka, i.e., 1260 A.D. (Jour.

R.A.S. Vol IV. p. 28.) In the Dánakhanda of this author

there are many quotations from the Mahābhārata. The

Jnánes varía Marathicommentary on the Bhagavadgítá,

was written, as the author tells us, in 1212 Saka, i.e.

1290 A.D. Jnanes'vara speaks of the Mahābhārata

in terms of reverence, and we are told that

the Bhagvadgítá is an episode occurring in the

Bhishmaparva of that work, as it does in our

existing copies. Sáyana was a Minister of Bukka,

king of Vijayanagar, whom he mentions in all his

works. Bukka was on the throne in 1334 A.D. (Prin

sep's Chron. Tab.) Sáyana mentions the Mahābhārata,

and quotes from the work in the Sarvadars'ana San

graha (Bibl. Ind. p. 64, 128,) in the commentary on

Parasara and other works (Prof. Aufrecht's Orf. Cat.

p.265a, 266b.) In the Sarvadars'ana Sangraha (p. 17.2)

there are quotations from the Kávyapraksa and this

latter quotes from the Venisahara. Sárngadhara, in

his Paddhati tells us that his grandfather was patron

nized by Hammira, a Chauhān prince, who came to the

throne, according to Col. Tod, in 1300 A.D. (Dr.

Hall's Vasavadattai, p. 48 notes.) Sãrngadhara's work

contains verses from the Venisanhára, Kirátárjuniya,

Sisupólavadha, Bhagvadgítá and other parts of the

Mahābhārata.

REVIEW.

A TRACT on SACRIFICE (Yaj ñ at a n tra su dhāni dhi)

by Revd. F. Kittel, Basel M. Soc. Mangalore, 1872.

12mo. pp. 134.

THE west coast of India has been for nearly three

centuries the seat of a very considerable literary

activity. By the end of the 16th century the Goa

Jesuits had introduced printing and published many

Konkani works in the roman character, which they

first used in a scientific manner. In the 17th and

18th centuries they and the Carmelites continued

the work of research chiefly in the Cochin territory.

At the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th

centuries all enquiry seems to have died out, but

since 1835 the Basel Missionaries have amply made

up for previous deficiencies, and both by the import

ance and also by the number of their works, they

have surpassed already all that had been done be

fore. Dr. Gündert's Malayalam Grammar and Dic

tionary are well known to every philologist as proof

of German patient labour and true science. The

little work now noticed is by a well known member

of the same society, and though essentially a Mis

sionary work, it deserves being brought to the

attention of all interested in India on account of

the mass of information it contains on the ancient

Vedic sacrifices. The use to which this is applied

does not come within the scope of the Indian Anti

quary, but many persons will be glad to know that
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they can here find a thoroughly trustworthy and

accurate, though brief, account of all the ancient

Vedic rites. Information of this nature has hitherto

been obtainable only from rare Sanskrit MSS. or

scattered and, to the general public, inaccessible,

articles in scientific German periodicals. In pp. 20

48 the learned author gives the essential parts of each

of the twenty-one sacrifices according to the usual

arrangement, and he also gives copious reference to

the S r a ut as ū tra printed and MSS. the Brāh

m an as and Safi hit as, with very appropriate ex

planations of the meaning and purpose of the rites.

The Indian sacrificial rites are very numerous and

often exceedingly complex ; they therefore form a

very uninviting object of study. But some know

ledge of them is necessary to all who would under

stand even the modern Sanskrit literature and Hindu

ideas, and Mr. Kittel's tract will, I think, be found

the most useful aid to be had at present by students

who cannot have recourse to the original texts.

The object of this “Tract" is purely Missionary,

but the description of the Vedic rites is of general

interest, and is throughout well done.

A. B.

CORRESPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA.

WAS SIHARAS THE SAME AS S'RI’HARSHA.?

SIR,--I do not know whether the Siharas of the

Chachnāma, (Sir H. Elliot's Hist. of India, p. 153)

has ever been explained to mean Sri Harsha, but it

appears to me that it would be a very natural Pra

krit form of that name. The loss of the R and the

change of S into S are very common phenomena,

illustrated by the conversion of the Sanskrit Srā

vasti into the Prakrit Sãwattha. I therefore ven

ture to suggest that Siharas of Kanauj is really

Sri Harsha as pronounced in the local dialect with

which the author of the Chachnāma was brought into

connection. Now if this Sri Harsha was Harsha

vardhana the second, the predecessor of Hiwen

Thsang's Silāditya (and the name of his father as

given in the Chachnāma, Rāsal, looks suspiciously

like a corruption of Rajyavandhana, whom we know

to have been the father Harshavardhana II.) it is

obvious that the Chachnáma is guilty of a gross

anachronism in making him fight with an uncle of

Rai Dāhir of Sindh.

The date of the composition of the Chachn ma is

involved in obscurity, but it appears to me that this

argument makes it very unlikely that it could have

been before the death of Mahammad Kásim. There

are other facts tending to throw suspicion on the

book, such as its romantic stories, and the bien

trouvé name of Budhiman for the prime minister of

Chach. The only possible way out of the difficulty

that I can suggest is that Sri Harsha might have

been used as a family name for the Bais Kings of

Kanauj, and refers to the last of the series Jayádit

ya, but there is nothing whatever to show that this

was the case, and the name Răsal, as well as the

existence of another family name Aditya, makes the

supposition unlikely.

This anachronism relates to an event which at

the outside could not have occurred more than

thirty years before the Arab conquest of Sindh,

and I have invariably found oral tradition pretty

accurate in its chronology for at least eighty or a

hundred years. Beyond that, of course, it gets wild

in the extreme. It is not likely that the author of

the Chachnāma, if he was co-temporary with the

events he describes could have been so grossly mis

informed about quite recent occurrences.

W. C. BENETT,

Gondah, Oudh, 26th January 1872.

GINGER.

As regards Ginger, the derivation of which Col.

Yule asks about (I.A. p. 321), it is supposed to be

from the Sanskrit Srirgavera (see Colebrooke,

A marakosha, II. ix. sºl. 37), but this is derived from

the Malayālam name of the plant, and the Greeks

probably took it direct from the same. In Malabar

green ginger is called in chi and in chiver is

from inchi, ‘root.’ Inchi was probably in an earlier

form of the language s iſ chi or c hiſ chi, as we

find it in Canarese stills' fi n ti. Ginger is chiefly ex

ported even now from Malabar, and in earlier times

the Greeks procured it almost exclusively from that

province, so that there is every probability that the

name is Dravidian and not Sanskrit. If we look at

the form of the Sanskrit word, it is impossible to

doubt that it is a foreign word altered by the Brah

mans, who, by their pedantry, disguise all they

meddle with.

A. C. BURNELL.

Mangalore, Oct. 17th, 1872.

-

BELGAM FAIR.

FAIRs in honour of Lakshmi are very common in

the Southern Marātha Country. They are celebrated

once in two years in almost all large places. The

fair of Belgäm however surpasses all the others.

It takes place every twelfth year. The goddess

Lakshmi is held in great veneration by the common

people; but this goddess is not the same as that cele

brated in Purānas. The tradition about the origin

of this fair is as follows:—

A son of a Māhār left his home and went to a

village where he used to pass through a street, on

one side of which was the house of a Brahman who

taught boys to recite the Veda. The Māhār's son
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took this opportunity of learning by heart some

part of the Vedas and made himself acquainted with

all the duties of a Brahman. When this lad had ac

complished this he put on a sacred thread and gave

out that he was the son of a Brahman and easily

passed for a such because he had learned everything

that a Brahman is expected to know. He then went

to the house of the Brahman who taught the Vedas

and asked his permission to learn with the other

boys. This the Brahman readily gave ; for his

strong memory and intelligence gave promise that

he would turn out a celebrated Vaidika (one who

knows Vedas by heart.) The boy soon gained the

favour of his teacher, who gave him his daughter in

marriage. After residing for a few months after his

marriage with his father-in-law he went back to his

native place and made his parents acquainted with

all his adventures. He built a separate house that

he might live in it with his wife, and after binding

the people of his caste by a promise that they would

not divulge the secret of his caste to his wife, he

went again to his father-in-law's house and took

her to his newly built house. Notwithstanding

the precautions, the Brahman girl heard enough of

his low caste. No words can describe her indigna

tion when she learned that she was wedded to a

Māhār. Immediately she returned to her father's

house and poured a torrent of abuse on him. After

this she returned to her husband and attempted to

kill him ; but he escaped from her grasp and enter

ed the body of a buffalo which was killed by her.

She also set fire to the house in which her mother-in

law was residing, and finally became a devi or

goddess after her death. It is in honour of this

goddess that the fairs are celebrated and buffaloes

killed.

I have given the substance of what I was able to

gather from inquiries among the common people of

this place. In Belgäm a large car of the height of

about fifty feet is prepared every twelve years, and

a statue of the goddess is placed on it and carried in

procession through the thoroughfares of the town.

The car of this year was so heavy that it required

three days to draw it through the town though some

two hundred men were pulling it. When this car

reached the green between the town and the fort of

Belgám, twelve buffaloes and hundreds of goats

were killed. A large concourse of people was

assembled on the green. There was a dispute as to

who should kill the first buffalo between two Patels,

each of whom claims the right. Everywhere on the

green the work of slaughtering went on on the 14th

July last. The head of the buffalo which was borne

in procession before the car was carried round the

town and buried in the ground and over it a small

hut was built. During the twelve days on which

Lakshmi remains in a temporary shed on the green,

no mills are allowed to grind.

* See Indian Antiquary p. 251 and Aufrecht's Catalogue

209a there cited.

f P. 30. Prof. Cowell's Preface to Mr. Boyd's Nagananda

THE NYAYA/KUSUMA'NJALI.

SIR,-Since I wrote my paper on the age of the

Nyāyakusumānjali which appeared in the Indian

Antiquary p. 297, I have come across some additional

information which appears strongly to corroborate

the conclusions at which I arrived. One of the princi

pal arguments there adduced was, that Udayana being

older than Sri Harsha, and Sri Harsha older than the

Sarasvatikanthābharana, and the Kanthābharana in

its turn older than the beginning of the twelfth cen

tury of the Christian Era, Udayana at the latest

must be placed in the eleventh century. I now find

that the date of the Sarasvatikanthābharana has

been fixed with somewhat greater precision than it

was in the sentence quoted by me from Dr. F. E.

Hall. I find that the Sarasvatikanthābharana “ dates

probably from the end of the tenth, or it may be from

the beginning of the eleventh century.” It clearly

follows from this that the terminus ad quem for the

date of Udayana may safely be transferred back

from the eleventh century into at least the close of

the ninth century, if not even to an earlier date. It

will be observed that we are thus making near

approaches to that contemporaneity of Udayana and

Sankara which, as I have shown, Madhav takes for

granted.

I have also recently observed the bearing on this

investigation of the conclusion as to the age of

Sri Harsha at which Dr. J. G. Bühler arrived in the

paper which he read before the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society on the 9th of November last, a

summary of which appears in the Indian Antiquary,f

viz., that Sri Harsha flourished somewhere about the

middle of the twelfth century. This evidently con

flicts with that to which the foregoing argument

leads, and the question comes to one of the balanc

ing of evidence on either side. Now I take it that

the only vulnerable point in my argument, is the

age of the Sarasvatikanthābharana—while on the

other hand, Dr. Bühler's argument must proceed first

upon the assumption that Rājasekhara, the Jain

biographer of Sri Harsha, is a perfectly trustworthy

guide, and secondly, on the assumption, that the

identification of Rájasekhara's Jayantachandra, the

son of Govindachandra, with Jayachandra “who

reigned over Kányakubya and Benares in the latter

half of the twelfth century,” is fully established.

The correctness of this last date (supposing the

identity proved) would also require consideration.

But that question is common to both the arguments,

and on striking a balance, it results that the one

argument involves two assumptions, while the other

involves none at all.

The other argument corroborative of the princi

pal one which I based upon the circumstance of

Văchaspati Misra's having answered Sri Harsha

has also received additional confirmation. I was

aware, that Vāchaspati Misra is stated by Professor

also mentions some other dates to which Sri Harsha has

been assigned. Bābu Rajendralāla's, if I remember rightly,
comes nearest to mine.
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Tārānāth” to be quoted from by Ganges opādhyāya,

one of the greatest of the Naiyāyikas of Bengal.

But I was not till lately aware of the century in

which that great logician flourished, and Dr. Hall's

catalogue gave no help in that direction. I have

since found it stated, however, in the second number

of Mookerjee's Magazine, (following apparently the

statement to the same effect in Bābu Răjandralāla

Mitra's Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. I. Part

III.) that Gangesopādhyāya lived seven centuries

ago. This date, I take it for granted, either origi

nates in, or is confirmed by, the traditions belonging

to the school of Nuddea with which Gangesopä

dhyāya's name is connected. And assuming it to be

correct, it follows that Vāchaspati Misra should

be assigned to somewhere about the eleventh cen

tury, and the dates of Harsha and Udayana as based

upon his, should undergo a corresponding modifica

tion. With that modification it will be seen that

this argument also as now developed supports the

conclusion of the foregoing one in the more precise

form which it has assumed.

KASHINATH TRIMBAR TELANG.

17th October 1872.

AJANTA FRESCOES.

LovERs of art all over the world are growing

keenly alive to the importance of preserving accu

rate and careful records of the old works while

there is yet time, before each tinge has wholly

escaped the plaster. They will be glad to know

that Mr. Griffiths, of the Bombay School of Arts,

goes with a few of his students to the Caves of

Ajantä at the end of November, to copy the very

beautifully painted decoration which still clings

to the walls in spite of damp, neglect, bats, and the

relentless tooth of time.—Pioneer.

ELEPHANTA CAVES,

ON the representations of Mr. Burgess to the

Government of Bombay respecting the conserva

tion of the Caves at Elephanta, the Government of

India has sanctioned a monthly expenditure of

Rs. 50 for their protection, and the Public Works

Department is directed to carry out, in communica

tion with Mr. Burgess, the improvements he has

suggested. These include fencing at the entrances

to keep out cattle, proper drainage to prevent water

standing in the caves during the rains, and the

removal of the earth accumulated at the main

entrance of the great cave.

CONCLUDING WERSES OF THE PRITHIRAJA

RASAU.

By the son and successor of Ch a n d, relating to

the sack of Delhi and the death of Prince Ra in a-si,

the son of Prithviraja.

“Glory to Prithvirajal Renown to the Chauhān.

* See the Sánkhyatattvakåumudi Introduction p. 5. It

is much to be wished that Professor Táránáth would give

us the authority for this statement.

Renown to Prince Ra in a-si who gave his head

for the land, watered with his blood. Unfading be

the wreath of praise. He, whose wisdom is blind,

cannot understand this story. Should princes not

reward yout in reading it, murmur not, Hingalāj

will reward you. To hear the renown of Príth

wir àja, the jackal would assume the part of the

lion. To hear the renown of Príth w i rāja, the

miser would unlock his stores. To hear the renown

of Príth w i r a ja, the dumb would shake his head

in delight; for its relation is a sea of virtues. The

ignorant, on hearing it, will become stored with

wisdom. In hearing it, the coward will become a

hero. It is not the bard who says this, it is Sar

as v at herself: for Um é delights to hear it ; and

the lord of the lyreš dwells in its praise. The

ills of life it can remove ; it will remove even

your foe. It can bestow offspring and riches;

and, though death it cannot remove, it can cause

it to be envied."—(Trans. R. As. Soc., Vol. I,

pp. 153,154.)

Honour to Prithvirája's name!

To Raina-sí eternal fame,

Who for his sinking country fell !

Let deathless verse their glory tell,

In strains that with their martial fire,

May every mortal breast inspire,

Instruct the dullest, rudest boor,

Make misers scorn their hoarded store,

The dumb gesticulate delight,

And cowards rush into the fight.

Such strains as soothe immortal ears,

And Umá's self enraptured hears.

What can ensure such rich reward,

As eulogy from tongue of bard 2

It cures all ills, subdues all foes,

Wealth and posterity bestows;

And, though death's sting it cannot heal,

Makes others wish the sting to feel.

Asiatic Journal, Vol. XXI. (1826.)

THE ORIGIN OF THE WORD “LOOSAI."

HAVING been frequently asked the origin of the word

“Loosai,” I endeavoured, in my last interview with the

chief Dambum (Poiboi's governor and present minister),

to obtain this information from him, and, as far as the im

perfect means of communicating with him through a rude

interpreter permitted, ascertained that the word was derived

from “Loosai Kor,” the name of a place at present in

habited by the Saibi and Holugno Howloongs, probably

the Hkonugtso mentioned by Mr. St. John of America.

This country is said to lie between the Loosais and Poois

east of the head of the Koladain river. The Loosais were

at one time a weak and unimportant tribe, but the country

alluded to being healthy and productive, they increased to

a great extent, and then took the name of their place of

residence, and thus became Loosais, just as the people of

Wales are called Welshmen.—Major-General W. F. NUT

HALL, in the Englishman.

t Addressed to his brother, and future bards.

# The patroness of bards.
arada.

§ N
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ON A COPPER-PLATE GRANT FROM BALASORE (A. D. 1483.)

By JOHN BEAMES, B. C. S., &c.

HIS plate is in the possession of the Bhuyāns

of Garhpadā, an ancient and respectable

family of zamindars. Their estate of Garhpadā

is situated on a rocky spur of the Moharbhanj

hills about 15 miles north of the station of

Balasore. The plate records the grant of the

estate to their ancestor, Poteswar Bhat, a Brah

man by Rája Purushottam Deb, King of Orissa.

This monarch ascended the throne in A.D. 1478

and the 5th year of his reign, the date of the

grant, would be therefore 1483. The Bhuyáns

however read it the 25th year of his reign which

would make it 1503. This I shall show pre

sently is incorrect. The text in Roman charac

ters is as follows :

Obverse.

“Śri jaya durgāyai namah | bira Śrī gajapati

gauréshwara nava koti karnātakala-vargeswara

Sri purushottama deva maharājānkar | poteswara

bhatañku dāna Śāsana patā e 5 anka mesha di

10am somabāra grahana-kāle gañgå-garbhe pu

rushottamapura Śāsana bhūmi chatidasa ashtot

tara balA08ti dana delun e bhūmi yāvachchān

drārke putra pautrādi purushānukrame bhoga

karu thiba jalārāma nikshepa sahit bhūmi deluń.

Reverse.

Yāvach chandraścha stiryascha yavat tishthati

medini | -

Yāvad dattāmayāhv eshā sasya | yuktā basun

dharā ||

Swadattām paradattám vá brahmavrittim haret

yah

Shashtir varshasahasrāni vishtāyām jāyate kri

, mih |

Sri madanagopälah Šaranam mama.
-

Translation.

Reverence to Śri Jaya Durgā. Of the hero,

the illustrious Gajapati, lord of Gaur, lord of the

tribes [of the country] of the nine forts, Karnāta

and Utkala Sri Purushottam Deb Mahārāja to

Poteswar Bhat a deed of gift of a Śāsan. In

this fifth year of my reign the tenth day of

Mesh, Monday, at the time of an eclipse, in the

womb of Gangă, I have given Purushottampura

Śāsan land fourteen [hundred] and eight be

sides, ba 1408 tis, as a gift. This land as long

as the moon and sun, son, grandson and the rest,

generation after generation enjoying remain

I have given the laud together with its tanks

and gardens, -

(The above is in Oriya; the rest is in San

skrit.)

Reverse.

As long as the moon and the sun, as long as the

earth shall stand,

So long be the gift upheld of this rich grain

bearing land ;

Whoso of his own or another's gift a Brahman

shall deprive,

For sixty thousand years a worm in dung shall

be born and live.

Sri Madangopal my protection.

The marks at the end are ; first, the dinkush

or elephant goad, the special sign manual of the

kings of Orissa, referring to their ancient title

of Gajapati or lord of elephants; second, the

s'ankh or conch-shell of Vishnu (Jagannāth),

third and fourth the khandā or straight sword,

and the katar or dagger, both emblems of the

warrior-caste, the khandā belonging especially

to the hill-people, and the katar to those of the

plains. -

With regard to the wording of the deed one

or two points may perhaps stand in need of ex

planation.

Gaureshwara or lord of Gaur i.e. Bengal, is a

constant empty boast of the kings of Orissa,

who claimed to rule from the great to the little

Gangá, i.e. from Gangă to Godāvari. Their

kingdom did frequently stretch as far as the

latter river, and even beyond it; but only twice

in all their annals did they reach the Ganges

and then only for a brief period each time.

“ Karnātakala” is a mistake of the engraver

for karnătotkala “Karnata and Utkala,” the

form which occurs in all the deeds and descrip

tions of the monarchs of Orissa. This very

Purushottam Deb conquered Kanjikaverior Con

jeweram and spent the greater part of his reign

on the Godavery. The expression later on in

this plate “Gangāgarbhe” probably refers to

that river the “Sāngangä” or little Ganges of

the Oriyas as there is no record of this king's

having ever visited the great Ganges.

“Śāsan” in Orissa is a patch of rent-free land

with a village inhabited and cultivated exclu

sively by Brahmans, generally on behalf of some

god, whose temple is in their village and whose

worship they are theoretically bound to keep up.

As a rule the poor thakur gets very little worship

and the money goes into the Brahman's bellies
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or on to their backs. These Brahman's Sāsans

are scattered all over the country and are de

tected at once by the large comfortable home

steads, the groves of cocoa-palms and fruit

trees and the generally superior style of cultiva

tion. The cocoa-palm flourishes well in Orissa,

but is not grown except by Brahmans owing to

the popular superstition that if a man of another

caste plants them, he or his children will die in

a year and a day.

“e 5 anka.” The letter which I read e º this'

was read by the Bhuyāns as a 2 which it only

very distantly resembles.

“Mesha”—the sign Aries, and technical name

for the month Baisakh (see my note at p. 64

Indian Antiquary.)

“ Dil ()am” and “bā1408ti.” This is the

Oriya fashion of writing figures, the name of the

article is divided in two and the numbers writ

ten in between, the above forms stand for 10

diam, and 1408 báti respectively. Thus they

would write 10 rupees, talonka = 10 tanka ;

5 maunds would be majna, 30 years bağ0tsara,

and so on.

“Chatidasa ashtottara” here again the en

graver has omitted the letter the should have

written “Chaida sata”—fourteen hundred. As

the grant is in Oriya and not in Sanskrit per

haps he meant the sa to do duty for sail, as the

short vowel is pronounced o, and Oriyas often

carelessly write so, no for sau, nau. The grant

of so vast a tract of country to a single Brah

man (1408 batis = 28,160 acres) seems to sup

port the native tradition that Garhpadā and the

adjacent country was at that time uninhabited,

or at least only sparsely peopled, and this idea

is further countenanced by the fact that the

king gives his own name to the grant, calling it

“Purushottampur Sāsan.”

The reverse contains merely the usual San

skrit formula observed in all such grants.

The subsequent history of the Säsan is singu

lar and interesting. Potesar Bhat obtained

possession and he and his descendants held the

estate for some generations. In the reign of

the bigoted Fmperor Aurangzeb, however, Sar

besar Bhat, the then proprietor, was ousted by

the Rāja of Moharbhanj whose territories ad

joined the grant. The Bhat applied to the

Subah of Bengal who sent a small force and

drove away the hāja's troops. Before restoring

the land however to the Brahman, he demanded

payment of the expenses of the expedition. The

Brahman in vain represented that having been

dispossessed of his land, he was unable to pay;

the Subah refused restitution. Sarbesar then

journeyed all the way to Agra where he laid his

case before the Emperor. Aurangzeb was no

lover of the Brahmans and paid very little atten

tion to him, and at last to get rid of him taunt

ingly told him he should have his land back and

be let off paying the costs of the expedition if

he would turn Musulman. The Brahman re

sisted for a long time, but finding that the Em

peror was deaf to remonstrances, he eventually

consented, embraced Islam and returned to

Orissa with an order for his restitution to his

estates. Since that time the family has been

Muhammadan, and the present head of it, Ghulam

Mustafa Khan, and his brothers are men with

quite a Mughul type of countenance, probably

derived from frequent intermarriages with Mu

ghul and Pathan ladies.

The archaic form of the letters in this grant

renders it very valuable as showing the gradual

development of the modern Oriya alphabet

from a southern variety of the Kutila type.

I would call attention to the two forms of the

T, also to the double s, and the H ; The

appended $ and S are also very antiquated and

singular, shewing especially the absence of

all distinction between the long and short S.

and the gradual growth of the now somewhat

abnormal RT.

ON THE DERIVATION OF SOME PECULIAR GAURIAN VERBS.

By Rev. A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE, D. Ph. TÜBİNGEN,

PROF. SANSK. JAYNARAYAN'S COLLEGE, BENARES.

By the term Gaurian I understand the San

skritic vernaculars of North India.

The Gaurian languages possess a class of

verbs which, though, as a rule, easily traceable

to a Prākrit or Sanskrit origin, they have not

received from either the one or the other

language, but have formed by a process peculiar

to themselves. -

All Sanskrit and Prākrit verbs can be divided

into their component parts, viz., the conjuga

tional affir, the (verbal) base, and the root; e.g.,

‘kathayati' consists of the affix ti of the 3rd
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pers, sing, pres., of the base ‘kathaya, and of the

root ‘kath' (which last is obtained by separating

the affir of verbal derivation ‘aya' from the verbal

base ‘kathaya'). Similarly the Prākrit ‘kahei’

consists of the affix: i, the verbal base ‘kahe,’ and

the root ‘kaha.” Now in most cases the Sanskrit

verbs have passed through the Prākrit on to the

Gaurian, merely subject to certain phonetic

modifications; as Sanskrit ‘kathayati' becomes in

Prākrit ‘kahei,' and in Gaurian (Hindi) “kahe,’

where the affix, being a final short vowel, has

been dropped according to a general Gaurian

phonetic law [compare Sanskrit (Vedic) “chalya’

Pråk. ‘chalia, Gaur. ‘chali' or ‘chal.") In some

cases, however, the Gaurian has lost the original

base of the verb, and replaces it by a new base of

its own formation. This new base is the participle

perf. pass. formed from the root of the verb of

which the original verbal base has been lost;

and to this new or secondary verbal base all the

conjugational affices are added, exactly as they

would have been added to the original verbal

base, if it had not been lost.

The verbs formed in this manner may be con

sidered as a kind of nominal verbs; only that

these secondary verbs, being substitutes for the

lost original verbs, are in meaning identical with

the latter. If we should suppose that the Eng

lish language had lost the verb “to draw” with

its whole conjugation excepting the past part.

pass. “drawn,” and had formed from this parti

ciple a new verb “to drawn,” but with the same

meaning as “to draw,” and conjugated regular

ly, thus pres. “he drawns,” past “he drawned,”

fut. “he will drawn,” &c., we should have an

exact parallel of what has actually happened in

Gaurian. A few examples will fully illustrate

this.

In Sanskrit there is a root ‘ viš' which with the

prefix ‘pra' (i.e. ‘praviš') means “to enter”; and

with the prefix ‘upa' (i.e., upaviš) “to sit.” Their

respective verbal bases (adding the derivative

affic a) are ‘praviša' and ‘upaviša.’ The 3rd pers.

sing. pres. (adding the inflexional affic ti) are

‘pravišati' and ‘upavišati.” In Prākrit these

forms are found in the modified form ‘pavisai’

and ‘uvavisai.” In Gaurian, on the other hand,

not only these forms but the whole conjuga

tion of ‘praviša' and upaviša have disappeared

altogether; and in their place we find substi

tuted the two verbs ‘paithanā' and “baithanā'

with a regular and complete conjugation, e.g.,

the 3rd pers. sing. pres. of ‘paithanā' and

“baithanā’are ‘paithe’ and baithe, just as ‘paise'

and “baise which would be the regular Gaurian

modification of the Prākrit forms “pavisai' and

‘uvavisai,’ if they had passed into the Gaurian.

It is not difficult to recognize the principle

and method of formation of these two new verbs.

Their verbal bases are ‘paitha' and ‘baitha'; and

these, as can be very easily shown, are identical

with the past part. pass, of the roots ‘praviš' and

‘upaviš, viz., with ‘pravishta' and ‘upavishta',

of which they are merely phonetic modifications

according to regular phonetic laws; namely,

Sanskrit ‘pravishta' becomes in early Prākrit

‘pavittha, in later Prākrit ‘paittha, in Gaurian

‘paitha.” Similarly Sanskrit ‘upavishta' becomes

in early Prākrit ‘uvavittha, in later Prākrit

‘uaittha,” in Gaurian “waitha' or “baitha.' The

general phonetic laws involved in these changes

are the following :-1. The early Prakrit

changes all Sanskrit compound consonants, if

initial, to simple consonants, and if medial and

dissimilar, to similar compound consonants; and

2. It turns all medial single surds into sonants.

3. Gaurian makes sandhi of all vowels placed

in hiatus by the second Prākrit law, changes

all similar compound consonants into single

consonants, and, by way of compensation, leng

thens a preceding short vowel and turns into

a triphthong (ai, au) a preceding diphthong (e, o].

For details and exceptions from these laws, as

affecting the Prākrit, I must refer the reader to

Prof. Cowell’s excellent edition of the Prākrita

Prakāśa.

To the secondary bases ‘paitha' and “baitha,’

thus formed, the conjugational affixes are added

exactly as they are added to original bases. The

affix of the infinitive is ná (or rather and, for

Sanskrit aniyam); hence ‘paithanā’ and ‘bai

thanã, just as “kahanā' or ‘chalanā' (for

Sanskrit ‘kathaniyam’ ‘chalaniyalm’). The affix

of the 1st pers. sing. pres. is ‘ūā' (Skr. &mi)

hence ‘paithūā’ and ‘baithūñ' just as “kahúň,

chalūā’ for Skr. ‘ kathayāmi,’ ‘chalāmi.” The

affix of the 3rd pers, sing. pres. is e (Skr. atl);

hence ‘paithe’ and ‘baithe, just as “kahe,’

“chale' (for “kathayati,” “chalati’). The form

‘paithe' transliterated into Sanskrit would give

us a form ‘pravishtati,’ separable into pra (prefix)

visht (root) a (verbal derivative affix) ti (conjuga

tional affix); similarly the form ‘paithanā' would

represent a Sanskrit form ‘pravishtaniyam,' sepa

rable into pra and visht (root) and aniya. That

is, they would postulate a root or dhātu ‘visht;"

and this may perhaps illustrate the origin of not a

few dhātus of similar phonetic construction (as

‘chesht' to search,' gosht’ to accumulate, which are

now enumerated among the primary roots, but
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which doubtless are really secondary roots de

rived from original verbal bases.

A few more examples of this kind of second

ary Gaurian verbal bases or verbs are the follow

ing :— Uthanā' to rise, to stand up, from the

secondary base ‘uth' for “uthya, Prākrit “utthia,'

Sanskrit: utthita' (from the prefix ‘ut” up and root

‘sthā’ stand). Again ‘uganā' to spring up, from

thesecondary base ‘uga, Prakrit ‘uggaå, Sanskrit

‘udgata' (from “ut” up and ‘gam' to go). Again

‘ubhanā' to be erect, to rise, from the secondary

base ‘ubha, Prākrit ‘ubbhia, Sanskrit ‘udbhrita'

(from “ut up, and “bhri' to hold). The Prākrit form

‘ubbhia' becomes in the first instance ‘ubhya,’

which we have in the low Hindi participle and

adjective ‘ubhyā' erect or reared up. Next ‘ubhya’

is contracted into ‘ubha,’ which we have in the

Marathi adjective ‘ubhā’ erect (see Col. Vans

Kennedy's Maráthi Dictionary). And from this

form ‘ubha' the secondary verb ‘ubhanā' is deriv

ed. The original verb would be “ubharaná’ from

the Sanskrit ‘udbharaniyam;’ just as ‘chalanā,”

from Sanskrit ‘chalaniyam.’ This original verb,

indeed, has not altogether disappeared from the

Gaurian ; for it exists with a very limited mean

ing and in a slightly modified form in the verb

‘ubhalanā’ to boil, to bubble up.

There is a peculiarity about the verb ‘ubhanà.’

It has an apparently irregular causal. Accord

ing to the regular Gaurian manner of forming

causals, the causal of ‘ubhanā' should be “ubhānā.’

This form, indeed, is probably used in low

Hindi when the verb is employed in its literal

meaning to cause to be erect. But when it is

used metaphorically (as applied to the mind) in

the sense of eacciting or provoking, it forms the

causal ‘ubhāranā.’ This irregularity, however,

is only apparent, for ‘ubhāranā' is only the

Gaurian phonetic modification of the Sanskrit

causal of the original verb ; that is, ‘ubhāranā’

represents a Prakrit form ‘udbhāranian', and

Sanskrit ‘udbhāramiyam', which is the past part.

pass. of the verbal base ‘udbhāri' (or udbhāraya),

the causal of the original base ‘udbhara'; and’ud

bhara' is the base of the root ‘udbhri’ from which

the past part. pass. “udbhrita' is derived, which

in its turn gives rise to the Gaurian secondary

base ‘ubha' and secondary verb ‘ubhanà.’ The

Sanskrit original base ‘udbhara' with 3rd pers.

sing. pres. ‘udbhari’, &c. would be in Gaurian

‘ubhara', ubhare', &c.; but all these forms have

disappeared in Gaurian (except, as already

noticed, in the form ‘ubhalanā)', and have been

substituted by the secondary base ‘ubha' with its

conjugation ‘ubhe’, &c. But fortunately, the

Sanskrit causal of the originial base has been

preserved in Gaurian ; and thus a clue is afford

ed us for tracing the (otherwise somewhat ob

cure) origin of the verb ‘ubhanā' and the adjec

tive ‘ubhā," e. g. the 3rd pers. sing, pres. of the

verb ‘ubhāranā’ is ‘ubhāre', Prakrit ‘ubbhāreſ'

or “ubbhāredi’, Sanskrit ‘udbhārayati ; just as

Sanskrit ‘kathayati,” becomes Prākrit ‘kahedi' or

kahei, Gaurian “kahe".’

The case of the two verbs ‘ubhanā’ and ‘ubhā

raná' serves to illustrate the origin of another

grºup of verbs, viz., “puganā’ and ‘pukāranā’,

“chanā' and ‘pahuñchānā’. The verb ‘puganā’

means to arrive, and occurs in low Hindi (Marwäri),

and in Naipāli. The same word occurs in

Panjābi as ‘pujanā' (or ‘pujjanā’) and in Maráthi

as ‘pochaneſ'. The Marathi form “pochaneſ' has

an alternative form ‘pahúñchaneſ.’ The latter

form is the only one preserved in high Hindi

where it is ‘pahuñchanã.' It occurs also in Pan

jabi as ‘pahuñchanã.’ It follows from this com

parison, that the low Hindi ‘ puganā’ and the

high Hindi ‘ pahuñchanā' are identical. From

this again it follows that the syllable “pu' of

‘puganā’ is identical with the element pahuń' of

‘pahuñchanā', being merely a contraction of two

syllables into one, such as is not uncommon in

the modern vernaculars; and further that the

element “ganā' is identical with the element

“chanã.’

The next question is, what is this ‘ganā’ and

chanà 2 In the first place we observe, that in

Naipāli, as a rule, the initial k of the root “kara'

(Prakrit for kri) to do is softened to g; and, second,

that the two verbs ‘ubhanā' and ‘puganā’ are con

jugated identically; e.g., in Naipāli, as “ubhikana'

having risen, so “pugikana' having arrived; as

‘ubhyo’ risen, so “pugyo' arrived, etc. Putting this

together we must conclude, that as “ubhanā' is

derived from “ut' and the root *bhara' (or bhri), so

‘puganā’ is derived from ‘pu' and the root kara'

(or kri); that, in fact, the element ‘ganā’ is a pho

netic modification of kanā and is a verb formed

from a secondary base derived from the past

part. passive of the original verb “kara.” This

participle in Sanskrit is ‘krita, in Prākrit ‘kida’ or

‘kia, in Gaurian ‘gya’ (or kya), a form which we

* The same Sanskritic or Prakritic causal is preserved in the Gaurian verb ‘sambhälanã, to keep, to support. For ‘sambhā

lanā' is the Skr. sambhāranīyam, Prák. ‘sambhārayiam,' the 3rd pers, sing. pres. is ‘sambhāle,” Prák. ‘sambhārei, or

‘sambhāredi, Skr, ‘Sambharayati,' etc.
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have in the Naipāli past tense, ‘pugyo. This

form ‘pugyo", then stands for an original form

pu-H krita. From the past part, passive ‘pugya’,

the secondary base ‘puga' is derived, as ‘ubha'

from “ubhya;’ and from the secondary base ‘puga'

the verb ‘puganā’ is derived. In the nextplace,

this result is confirmed by an examination of the

verb ‘pukāranā.' We have seen that the causal

of ‘ubhanā' is ‘ubhāranā’. On the assumption,

that the element “ganā' of ‘puganā' be identical

with ‘kanā’ and a derivative of the root “kara' (or

kri), if we form a causal of ‘puganā' (or its origi

nal form ‘pukanā’) analogous to the causal

“ubhāranā’ of ‘ubhanà, we obtain the form ‘pukā

raná.” Now this assumed causal really exists,

and is, in fact, nothing else but the verb ‘pukā

raná, mentioned above. For ‘pukāranā' means

to call, and “to call some one” means really

nothing else but “to cause some one (by means

of the voice) to arrive.” The verb ‘pukāranā’

originally must have had a wider meaning, i.e.

in general “to cause to arrive.” In course of

time its use and meaning was restricted to a

particular mode of causing to arrive, viz., by

means of the voice.

Having thus discovered the origin of the ele

ment ‘ganá, the next question is what is the

origin of the other element “pu' or ‘pahuń.' We

have already seen that the Naipāli past tense

‘pugyo represents a Sanskrit form pu--kritah;

just as ‘ubhyo' a Sanskrit form ‘ud'+*bhritah.'

The element “ud' is a prefix; but there is none

among the Sanskrit prefixes, which could have

been phonetically modified to “pu, or still less to

‘pahum.' But there is another way of accounting

for this element. It may be an adverb qualify

ing the participle “kritah.” In that case, since

the verb ‘puganā' means to arrive, and the ele

ment ‘ganā’ to make, it must be an adverb mean

ing, “near;” for to make near is the same as to

come or to arrive ; if, e.g., I make near a town, I

arrive at it. This is well illustrated in the

well known prayer,

aſſasſi is # 8A warā Tº triat

i.e., come to me, God, and be gracious to me

always; or literally “make near to me, O God,

etc.' Now there is a Sanskrit adverb ‘pārśvañ' or

‘pārśve' meaning near, which still very commonly

occurs in Gaurian poetry in the form ‘pahaſ'

or ‘pahuſ.’ The original Sanskrit past participle

from which the secondary verb ‘puganā'is derived,

must have been pārśvañkrita or pārśvekrita. I

think, for reasons which it would take too long

to detail here, that it was the latter pārśvekrita.

This form would be represented in Prākrit by

passammi kiä or pahammi kiä. The latter form

would change in old Gaurian to “pahámkya' or

‘pahāīkya;’ and of these again the latter would

change in Modern Gaurian to pahoſkya.”

And finally from this form, a secondary base

‘pahoñka’ and a secondary verb ‘pahoſkanā’

would be derived. This form ‘pahoſkanā’ or

slightly modified ‘pahúñkanā’ or ‘pahuñkanā,'

must have been (at all events ideally) the form

of the verb on which all the different Gaurian

modifications of it are founded. These modifica

tions most probably took place very early. In

Maráthi, Hindi, and Panjābi the guttural 35

changed to the palatal RT, thus we obtain the

forms, Marăthi—‘pahoñchaneh, Hindi—“pahuil

chanã, Panjābi pahuñchanā’ which are also

sometimes met with in a slightly corrupted form

without the anuswära ‘pahuchanā’ and ‘pahu

chaná. Nextthe element“pahúñ’ (pahú)or‘pahum’

(pahu) was contracted to pit or pu, and at the

same time the hard guttural à was in Naipāli

and (low) Hindi softened to T, and the hard

palatal RT in Panjābi to ST, thus we obtain the

Maráthi form ‘púchaneſ, the Hindi ‘ puganá,'

Marwāri also “pugavoii,' the Naipāli ‘püganu,”

and the Panjābi‘pujanā' or ‘pujjana.’ The

change of gutturals to palatals is rather common

in the Aryan family of languages (see Bopp,

Comp. Gramm. §. 13, 14); and it is not without

example in the Indo-Aryan branch of it itself;

e.g., the Sanskrit ‘kirāta a savage, becomes in

Prākrit ‘chiláda'; the Prākrit ‘kiö' (for Sanskrit

‘kritah') becomes in Gaurian ‘chiyo' (for Kiyo

which is the old Marăthi postposition of the

genitive); to the Hindi (gen. postposition) {4

corresponds in Marăthi chá, in Sindhi jo. In

all these instances as well as in the original

form (pahofi kiä) of the base ‘pahuñcha, the

guttural af is immediately followed by the

palatal vowel H. This circumstance naturally ac

counts for the transformation of the guttural ºf

into the palatal RT. Very similarly a Sanskrit

dental, followed by a palatal semivowel T or

palatal vowel 5, changes in Prākrit and Gaurian

* This Gaurian o must not be confounded with the

Sanskrit diphthong sit, with which it shares the same letter.

It is a pure vowel, the long 6, the Greek Omega (Q), and

like it equivalent to the Sanskrit 4. Gaurian possesses

also the corresponding short vowel ú, the Greek omikron,

and like it equivalent to the Sanskrit a, from which it is

not distinguished in writing. For this statement as well as

for the consecutive phonetic changes given in the text,

there is abundant evidence. But this paper has already run

to such a length, that I must refrain from entering into

them here.
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into a palatal; as tya, dya, dhya, etc, be

come resp. cheha, jja, jjha ; e.g., Skr. ‘satya’

true-Prăk. and Gaur. ‘sachcha"; Skr. ‘adya’

to-day=Prākrit ‘aja, Gaur. ‘āja'; Sanskrit

‘madhya' middle, – Pråk. and Gaur. majjha.

The Panjābi form ‘pujanā’ has the same rela

tion to the Marâthi form ‘púchaneſ' as the

Sindhi genitive postposition “jo' to the Marâthi

‘châ.” -

There is another theory of the origin of the

verb ‘pahuñchanā' and its group of modifica

tions. According to this theory, it is derived

from the Sanskrit noun “praghārna' guest, or

from the Sanskrit past participle passive ‘pra

ghūrmita,’ also meaning guest. The first of

these two words may be set aside at once, as it

does not account for the consonants ch, j, q,

which are the distinguishing feature of that

group of verbs. In the other word “praghūrnita,'

the dental t is supposed to be the original of

the palatal ch. It is not proved that the word

occurs in Sanskrit. Still this need not be an

insuperable objection. But it is fatal to this

theory that the Sanskrit dental t is always

elided in such words, in their passage through

the Prakrit to the Gaurian, and therefore can

not have originated the palatal ch; and 2, that

a dental never changes by itself into a palatal,

but only if followed by a palatal sound (as in

ty, dy, etc.); and 3, that the theory does not

account for the verb ‘pukāranā, and not easily

for ‘puganà.’

THE MERKARA PLATES.

I. NOTICES OF THE CHERA. DYNASTY.

THE inscription of which the accompanying plate

presents a facsimile is engraved on three copper

plates 8 inches by 3:2, and varying in thickness

from 0.065 to 0-1 inch. They are secured on a

ring 0.25 inch in thickness and about 3 inches

diameter inside, closed by an elephant in relievo

with its trunk down, and measuring 0-97 by 0-88

inch. They were first brought to my notice by

Mr. Graeter who gave me a transcript of them, and

called my attention to their age and the names of

the kings mentioned in them. Through the kind

ness of the Rev. G. Richter of Merkara, I have been

able to obtain the use of them in order to prepare

the facsimiles.

As illustrative of the history of the Cher a

dynasty, the following extracts are given from

Wilson's Mackenzie Collection :-

“CHERA.—Another political division of the south

of India which may be traced to periods of some

antiquity, is that of the Cher a kingdom, which

is always enumerated along with the Pan dy an

and Chol a states, by original authorities. The

boundaries of this principality seem to have been

of little extent, and it was probably most com

monly feudatory to its more powerful neighbours

except where it had extended its northern limits

so as to interpose a mountainous barrier between

it and its enemies. The northern limit of Cher a

varied at different periods, being originally placed

at P ab in i near Dh a rap ura, whilst at a sub

sequent period the capital, Dal a van pur or

Tālkā d above the Maisur Ghâts, indicates a con

siderable extension of the boundary in this quarter,

and the C he r a principality probably included

the greater portion of Karn at a. Its eastern

limits were the possessions of Chola and Pan

dy a, and the western those of Keral a. In its

early state, however, it comprehended the extreme

south of the Malabar coast or Tr a van k or, and

consisted of that province, Wyn Ād, the Nilgiri

mountain district, the southern portion of Koim

b at ur, and part of T in n e velli. In this tract

we have in Ptolemy he people called Carei, and

not far from it C a rur a regi a Cero both r a

in which, making an allowance for inaccuracies

of sound and expression, we have the Cher as

and Karur still a city in this district, and Chera

p a ti, the sovereign of Chera.

“It seems probable, therefore, that in the com

mencement of the Christian era, Chera, or as it

is also called Kong a, was an independent prin

cipality. Of its history, either before or since,

little satisfactory occurs, until periods compara

tively modern. Lists of princes, one of thirty,

and another of twenty, who, it is said, ruled in the

Dwapar and beginning of the Kali age, are given

but they are unaccompanied by details: another

series of twenty-six princes adds the political

events of their reigns, and closing with the con

quest of the province by A d it y a Verm ā, a

Chola prince in A.D. 894, it enables us to place the

commencement of the dynasty in the fifth century.

The occupation of the country by the Chola Rājas

was not of very long continuance, and in the course

of the tenth century the capital Tälkä d was that

of the first or second sovereign of the Hay as āla

or Bel à la dynasty of the sovereigns of Karnā

ta. The name of Chera appears to have been

discontinued from this period, and the districts were

annexed to the neighbouring principalities of

Karn át a, Madura, or Tanjor.”

The Kongades a Rājākal, a palm leaf MS. refer

red to above, he describes as “an account of the

princes of the country known as K on g a or

Chera,” corresponding “nearly with the modern

* Wilson, Mackenzie Coll. Intrº, pp. xcii-xciv.
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districts of Salem and Koimb at ur, with addi

tion of parts of T in nev elli and Travan kor.

The boundaries, according to the Tamil authori

ties, are the Pal in i river on the north,

Tenk a si in Tinnevelli on the east, Malabar on

the west, and the sea on the south.

“According to this work, the series of Kong a

or Cher a princes, amounted to twenty-six from

Virará y a Chakr a v arti to Rāja Mall a

deva, in the time of whose descendants the kingdom

was subdued by the Chola Rāja, in the year of Sãli

vāhan 816 or A. D. 894.”

“From the Tanjor sovereigns, Chera passed under

the dominion of the Bel à la Rājas of Ma is ur,

and finally under that of the princes of Vijaya

n a gar, of whom some account is also given in

this work.”

Professor Dowson gives an abstract from a

MS. translation of this Kongades'a Rājākal at the

India House,t from which the following account of

the Chera kings is taken —

1. “Sri Vira Raja Chakravartí was born in the

city of Skandapura, and was of the Reddiſ or

Ratta tribe (kulam) and of the Sūryvansa (solar

race); he obtained the government of the country

and ruled with justice and equity.

2. Govinda Rāya, son of Víra. Rája, was the

next king.

3. Krishna Rāya, son of Govinda Rāya, ruled

next.

4. Kála Vallabha Rāya, son of Krishna Rāya,

was next in succession.

Of these kings nothing more than their equity,

justice, and renown is recorded.

5. Govinda Rāya, son of Kāla Vallabha, was the

5th in succession ; he conquered the hostile rajas,

exacted tribute from them, and ruled his country

with justice and renown. This king made a grant

of land to a Jaina Brahman, named Aristánan, for

the performance of worship in the Jaina basti

(temple) of Kongani Varma, in Vaisãkha, A. Sál. 4,

—year of the cycle Subhánu (A. D. 82.)

6. Chaturbhāja Kanara Devaş Chakravartſ suc

ceeded, he was of the same race, but his parentage

is not mentioned. He is stated to have had four

hands; he was versed in the art of archery and

various sciences, and ruled with equity and renown,

“obtaining the honorary insignia of all the other

rājas.'

A Jaina named Nāga Nandi, a learned and vener

able man, was minister to the three last named

rājas.

7. Tiru" Vikrama Deva Chakravartí I., son of

Chaturbhūja Kanara, succeeded, and was installed

in A. Sál. 100 (A.D. 178), at Skandapura. The cele

brated Sankarāchārya (called in the MSS. Sankara

Deva) came to this king and converted him from

the Jaina to the Saiva faith. After his conversion

he marched into the southern country and conquered

the Chola, Pándya, Kerala, and Malayalam countries,

after which he returned. He made many grants in

charity and in encouragement of the learned ; a deed

of grant, dated Vaisakha-s’uddh A. Sál. 100,—year

of the cycle, Sidhárthi (A.D. 178), to Narasinha

Bhatt, Guru, of the Bharadwaja gotra, is stated to

be in the temple of Sankara Deva, at Skandapura.

This king governed the Karnāta as well as the

Konga des'a.

8. Kongani Varma Rāya succeeded ; he was of

the Konāvar or Konväyan tribe and Ganga-kula,

and was installed at Vijaya Skandapura in A. Sál.

111,–year of the cycle, Pramodóta (A.D. 188), and

reigned for fifty-one years ; he exacted tribute from

many réjas whom he conquered, and “by his muni

ficence and charity cleared away the sins of his

predecessors of the Ganga race;' his title was Srimat

Sampati Kongani Varma Dharma Mahādhi Rāya.

9. Srimat Mādhava Mahādhi Rāya, son of Kon

gani Varma, succeeded, and was installed in the

government of the Konga desa, at Skandapura ; he

was learned in all the sciences and maxims of jus

tice, ruled with equity, and was renowned for his

munificence to the learned and the poor.

10. Srimat Hari Varma Mahādhi Rāya, son of

Mādhava Rāya, succeeded ; he was installed at

Skandapura, but “resided in the great city of Dala

vanpura, in the Karnāta desa.' He exacted tribute

from many different rājas, and was renowned as an

eminent hero among all kings; he ruled according

to the maxims of polity, and being very wealthy

made many grants of land, one of which is recited,

viz., a grant of land in Tagatár, a petta (suburb) of

Tālakād to the Brahmans for the worship of Mülas

than Iswara in that place, dated Panguni, A. Sál.

210,—year of the cycle, Saumya (A.D. 288).

11. Vishnu Gopa Mahādhi Rāya, son of Hari

Varma, succeeded, and was installed at Tālakād or

Dalavanpura ; he conquered the Pūrva-dik (eastern

country) and was renowned as a great warrior ;

he made many grants to Brahmans and to the poor,

and being a zealous votary of Vishnu, erected many

temples to that deity; hence he derived his name

of ‘Vishnu Gopa.’ ‘The Konga and Karnāta

des'as were both under his command :' having no

children he adopted a lad of his own race, named

him Mādhava, and resigned the crown to him.

* Wilson, Mack. Coll., Vol. I, pp. 198-9.

t Dowson “on the Chera kingdom of Ancient India,”

Jour. R. As. Soc.,Vol. VIII., pp. 2-6.

† A Telugu tribe, see Ellis's Mirasi Right, p. xii.

§ Wilson, Mack. Coll., p. 199, has Kumāra deva, and appa

rently intended for the 7th king. He omits the names of

the 12th and 15th in this list, and his series ends with

Gunottama Deva.-Ed,

| The writer of the MS. has evidently understood the

title Chaturbhūja, “four armed,” as having a personal and

literal reference to this prince; it is however a title of

Vishnu, which is frequently assumed by his followers.

* Lassen says (Ind. Alt. II. 1017, note) the word titi ra

preceding this name is Tamul, and is to be regarded as a

translation of the Sanskrit Sri.-Ed.
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12. Mādhava Mahādhi Rāya, adopted son of

Vishnu Gopa, was installed at Dalavanpura, and

ruled for some time under the orders of his father ;

but a son being born to Vishnu Gopa, that son was

installed in the government.

13. Krishna Varma Mahādhi Rāya, son of Vishnu

Gopa, was installed at Dalavanpura, and on that

occasion he granted some ‘countries near the

Kanavái and the mountains to his adoptive brother,

Madhava Mahādhi Rāya, who had lately ruled ;'

he governed the kingdom equitably ; he was a

zealous votary of Siva, and having set up a Linga

at Dalavanpura granted some lands for its support:

he had no son.

14. Dindikāra Rāya, son of Kūlāti Rāya, of the

family of Vishnu Gopa's adopted son Mādhava

ruled for some time, but was deposed by the Mantri

Senápati of the late rāja, who installed

15. Srimat Kongani Mahādhi Rāya, son of

Krishna Varma's younger sister, in A. Sál. 288,”—

year of the cycle, Parábhava (A.D. 366). This prince

was learned in sciences and in languages, “he con

quered all the des as and took tribute from their

rājas,” and granted many charities. A person named

Yárachandra Dindikāra Rāya, who had some des as

under his charge during the reign of this king, made

a grant of the village of Parola-kanūr near Alūr

graina.

16. Dârvaniti Raya, son of Kongani Rāya II.

succeeded and ruled the Konga and Karnāta des'as.

This prince is represented to have been deeply versed

in magic and the use of mantrams; by repeating

the mystical word OM when his enemies were drawn

up against him, they were enervated and dispirited,

so that he obtained easy victories over them. He

conquered the countries of Kerala, Pándya, Chola,

Drávida, Andhra, and Kalinga, and exacted tribute

from the rājas thereof; all hostile kings were afraid

of him, and hence he was called Doony Veeroota

Rāya (Dharma virodhi, or Punya virota) the unjust

Rāya.

17. Múshakāra Rāya, son of Dúrvanítſ, succeed

ed, he was learned in the military art, and took

tribute from those rājas whom his father had con

quered, keeping them in subjection and fear. He

resumed the grants which had been made to the

Brahmans and the poor ; and hence he obtained the

title of Brahmahatya Rāya. -

18. Tiru Vikrama II. son of Múshakāra, suc

ceeded ; he was a learned man and well versed in

the science of government : “he obtained posses

sion of all the desas,' and ruled them with justice.

19. Bhū Vikrama Rāya, son of Tiru Vikrama

succeeded, and was installed in A. Sál. 461,–year

of the cycle, Sidhárthi (A.D. 539). He ruled the two

countries of Konga and Karnāta, and conquered

many other countries. From the great number of

elephants which he procured, the title of Gajapati

was given to him ; he had several weapons made of

ivory which he kept by him as trophies of victory.

He maintained all the charitable and religious grants

which had been made by his ancestors in the coun

tries which they had conquered, as well as in the

Chera and Karnāta countries.

20. Kongani Mahādhi Rāya III. succeeded his

father Bhū Vikrama, and governed the countries with

justice and equity. He made his brother comman

der of his armies, and several rājas having refused

to pay tribute, he collected his armies and conquered

the Chola, Pándya, Drávida, Andhra, Kalinga

Varada, and Mahārāshtra des'as, as far as the Nar

madá river, and took tribute from them ; he then

returned to his capital, Dalavanpura, which he

strongly fortified, and made many benefactions.

The title of Bhū Vikrama Rāya was taken by him.

He acted in these campaigns, and in the govern

ment of the country under the advice of his young

est brother Vallavagi Rāya.

21. Raja Govinda Rāya succeeded his father, and

ruled the country with equity and renown, subduing

all the hostile rajas. He was “esteemed a most pure

person in the Gangákula,' and from his attachment

to the Lingadhári sect, was called Nandi Varma.

This prince resided for some time at the city of

Muganda-pattana.

22. Sivaga Mahá Rāya, brother of Govinda Rāya

succeeded ; he was installed at Dalavanpura, but

resided for some time at Muganda-pattana, ruling

the kingdom justly. In A. Sál. 591,–year of the

cycle, Pramodóta (A.D. 668), he made a grant of the

village called Halihalli to a learned Brahman of

Drávida desa.

23. Prithivi Kongani Mahādhi Rāya, grandson

(son's son) of Sivaga, succeeded ; his commander

in-chief, Purusha Rāya, conquered the hostile rājas,

and the king conferred upon him a grant of twelve

villages near Skandaptira, and the title of Chavurya

Parama Narendra Senádhipati, in Chaitra, A. Sál.

668,-year of the cycle, Pärthiva (A.D. 746). This

king ruled the country in felicity, and was known

by the title Siva Mahá-rāja.

24. Rāja Malla Deva I. son of Vijayáditya Rāya,

younger brother of Prithivi Kongani Rāya, succeed

ed, and ruled the Konga and Karnāta desas. This

prince always dressed with magnificence and ele

gance. He is recorded to have made a grant to his

Senádipati of twelve villages belonging to Vijaya

Skandapura situated above the Kanavái along with

Vijaya Skandapura. The mantris of his tribe, the

nobility, and the Mallikärjuna Swāmi, were de

clared witnesses to the grant.'

25. Ganda deva Mahā-rāya, son of Malla-deva,

succeeded ; he was a powerful prince, and obtained

the different insignia of all the rājas. He fought

with the Drávida Rāja in Kánchi desa, defeated him

and exacted tribute from the country; he fought

also with the Chola Rāja, ‘ into whom he carried

terror, and afterwards established amity with him.”

He maintained a friendship with the Pándya Rāja,

* Compare this date with that given in the grant, viz., 388,-ED.
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and was renowned among the Gangá-kula for pro.

tecting the kingdom.

26. Satya Vákya Rāya succeeded his father

Ganda-deva, and ruled the kingdom in equity and

justice, punishing the wicked and protecting the

good. He was never failing in truth, hence he ob

tained the title of Satya Vákya Rāya (the truth

speaking Ring).

27. Gur, ottama Deva, brother of Satya Vákya,

was installed at Dalavanpura; he ruled the kingdom

in an equitable manner, allowing many charities, and

maintained friendship with the other rājas.

28. Malla Deva Rāya II., younger brother of

Gunottaina, succeeded during the life-time of the

latter, whom he is stated to have kept at Vijaya

Skandapura. This king was a very valiant man

and defeated the Pándya Rāja, who had attacked him.

In the reign of this prince, his brother Gunottama

made a grant of land in Ani, A. Sál. 800,—year of

the cycle, Vikari (A.D. 878), to a Jaina, for the per

formance of worship to a Jaina deity.

On the 7th Vaisãkha sud, A. Sál. 816-year of

the cycle, Ananda (A.D. 894), a person named Tiru

malayan, built a temple, and to the west of it erected

an image of Vishnu, which he called Tirumala Deva,

upon some land “in the midst of the Kávéri,”

where in former times the western Ranganād Swāmſ

had been worshipped by Gautama Rishi, but which

was then entirely overrun with jungle. This place

he called Sri Ranga pattana (Seringapatam)."

Prof. R. G. Bhandárkar's remarks given below

will show the importance of the inscription in con

nection with this abstract. And Mr. Rice's tran

scription” will aid those unacquainted with the

original character in reading it. The Canaresee has

been rendered by 1, 3–equivalent to 2–by l, Q.9

by l, ºr by L, C by r, and the second form by r.

There is a difficulty connected with the date.

Finding that Māgh Suddha 5th, S. 388, fell on

Wednesday, I submitted the question to Prof. Keru

Lakshman Chatre. He finds the day to fall on

“Wednesday—Budhavára or Saumyavāra, Nak

shatra–Uttara Bhādrapada,” and considers that

the engraver, being careless, has written aſh for

#T.” Nakshatra Sväti never falls near 5th Māgh

Suddha, but the astrologer consulted, he thinks,

may have carelessly taken Mágh vadha, and given

Sváti, which falls only a day in advance of the 5th,

for S. 388.

B A D A N E G UPP E, mentioned in the last line of

the second plate, appears on Rennell's map as

Badenacoopy or Vadanacoopum, and in the 61st

sheet of the Gt. Trigonometrical Survey maps as

Buddancupa," in N. Lat. 11° 59, E. Long. 76° 56'.

It is therefore 18 geographical miles S. W. from

the old capital of Tālakād on the Kāveri.-J. B.

II. TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

By B. LEWIS RICE, EDUCATIONAL INSPECTOR, MAISUR.

[1] Svasti jitam bhagavatá gata-ghana-gaganābhena Padman àb he na Śrimad-jāhnaviya ſku)

*a-vyomâvabhasana-bhāskarah swa-khadgayka-prahára-khandita-mahā-silä-stambha-labdha-bala

Parākramodaranorigana - vidăranopalabdha - brana – vibhūshana – vibhūshita

sa gotrasya Śri mã n Ko fig an i mahādhirāja|tatputra pituranvágata-guna-yukto vi

dyā dvineya-vi hita-vrittah samyak-prajāpālana-mătrădhigata-rājyātprayojana widvat-ka

vi-kālīchana-ni kāshopala-bhāto niti-sāstrasya waktri-payoktri-kusalasya dattaka-sătra

writti-rpranetáñ ŚrīmánMādhava-mahādhirāja | tatputra pitri-paitāmaha guna-yukto vaneka

chaturddanta-yudhdhavăpti-chaturudadhi-salila-svādita-yasa Srimad Hari Varmma mahādhirāja|ta

tPutra || dvija guru devatārpūjana-paro nárāyana charamānuddhata Śrimad-Vishnu-Gopa-ma

Kanväyana

[II] hadhirāja|tasyaputral Triyambhaka-charanáñbhoruha-rājār-pavittrikritottamáñgasva-bhuja

bala-parākrama-kriyā-krita-rajya kaliyuga-bala-pañkāvasanna-Vrishoddharana-nitya-sannaddha Śri

mān Mādha

va-mahādhirāja| tasya putra ŚrimadKadamba-kula-gagana-gabhastimãLina Krishna Varmma-ma

hādhirājasya-priya-bhāgineyo vidyā-vineyatisaya-paripúritântarātma niravagraha prathana-sau

ryya Vidvasu- prathama-ganya ŚrīmānKo fig a ni mahā dhirāja Avinità-námadheya-Dattasya

desiga-ganań Kondakundanvaya-Gunachandra-Bhatāra-sishyasya Abhanandi-Bhatāra tasyasishyasya

Silabhadra-Bhatāra-sishyasya Janānandi-Bhatāra-sishyasya Gunanandi-Bhatāra-sishyasya Vanda

mandi Bhatārargge ashta a

siti uttarasya trayo satasya sañvatsarasya Māgha-măsań śomavāraā swati nakshatra suddha#.
Iml akala.

* A transcription was also prepared by Prof. Bhandarkar, but as he was doubtful about the Kanarese portion of it, I

have used Mr. Rice's, transliterating it from Devanāgari into Roman characters.-J. B.
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varsha prithuvi vallabha mantri Talavana nagara Śrivijaya jinălakke Pūnādu Q5 sahaára Edenadu

saptari madhye B a da n e g up p e nāma Avinita mahādhirāja bhadattena padiye ārodañ tiru

[III.] kolpannikkondugañgeyadu ambalimannañ Talavanapuradol tala vittiyaman vogari geleyolpa

nnikkonqugań Pirikereyolañrājamānań anumodana pannikkonqugañ manoharań dattañ Badaneguppe

grâmasya simántarań púrbbasyáñdisi keijige moradić Gajaseleye Karivalliya kottagara Ba

daneguppeya trisandhiya satti koralu ägneyadinante bandukā gami tatakań puna dakshinasyāń

disi bahu $nu hiye balkani vrikshame puna paschima mukhade sanda bahumälika pantiye puna Ba

daneguppeya kottagara multagiya trisandhiya kole Chandigăle puna nairatyadesandu kathaka vriksha

me puna paschimasyañ disi pelduldelvrikshame santeretiya vata vrikshame puna tore vallame ut

tarà mukha

de sanda bahumülika pantiye jambú padiya tatakame puna väyavyade galechiſcha* º
aClarle

guppeya multagiya Koleyanāra Dāsanāra trisandhiya neggila gumbe niduveluńge puna Gajasele

ya grāma uttara disi kāyga moraqić || iledu kei bareye puna púrbba mukhade sanda bahumülika pa

[IV.] ntiye puna kalapaltigăla vata vrikshame puna isänade Badameguppeya Dāsanāra polmada

trisandhiya

tatakame kodigaddi chińcha vrikshame keñtarambina dimeià pārbbade küdittu simántarañ | tasya

såkshima

Gańga rājakula sakalāsthāyika purusha Perbbakkavāna Marugareya sendrika Gañjenäda nirggunta

mainlyu

Gureya Nandúlasińbālādapa bhrityāyāńdesa sakshi Tagadārakulugovaru Ganiganāratagadaru Algo

dete nandakaruń U mmatüra belluraruń. Álageyaruń Badameguppeya Belluraru deggiviyaruń.

svadatta paradattāńgväyo haretha Vasundharañ shashtii varsha-sahasrānivishtāyāſījāyatekrimi va

subhi wasudhā bhu ktă răjabhis Sakarājabhiyasya yasya yada bhūmi tasya tasya tadā palań || deva

Svantu wishai ghoraú na Visham visham uchyate wishamekākinań hontidevaswaputra-pautrikañ| sāmā

noyaſi dha

rmma hetuñ nripånåſå käle kåle pālaniyo bhavadbhi sarbbānetáñ bhāgina påttivendra bhūyo bhūyo

yächate Rāmabhadra || Visva-Karmma Likhitań.

Translation.

MAY it be well. Success through the ador

able Padmanábha" resembling (in colour) the

cloudless sky. A sun illumining the clear firma

ment of the Jähnavi racet distinguished for the

strength and valour attested by the great pillar

of stone divided with a single stroke of his

sword, adorned with the ornament of the wound

received in cutting down the hosts of his enemies,

was Kong a ni Mah adh irájā, of the

Kan v a y an a s a g o tra. His son, inherit

ing all the qualities of his father, possessing a

character for learning and modesty, having ob

tained the honours of the kingdom only through

his excellent government of his subjects, a

touchstone for (testing) gold, the learned, and

poets, skilled both in expounding and prac

tising political science, the donor of lands to the

Dattaka line,t was Mādhav a Mahādhirājā.

His son, possessed of all the qualities inherited

from his father and grandfather, having enter

ed into war with many elephants (so that)

his fame had tasted the waters of the four

oceans, was Hari Warmma M. a had h ir à jå.

His son, devoted to the worship of Brähmans,

gurus and gods, having humbled himself at the

feet of Nārāyana, § was V is h n u Go p a

Ma had hirājā. His son, with a head puri

fied by the pollen from the lotuses—the feet of

Triyambaka, having by personal strength and

valour obtained his kingdom, daily eager to

extricate merit from the thick mire of the Kali

Yuga, in which it had perished, was Mā dh a v a

Mahā dhir àjá. His son, the beloved sister's

son of Krish n a V arm m a Mahā dhirāja,

who was the sun to the firmament of the auspi

cious Kadamba race, having a mind illuminated

* Wishnu.

t Jähnavi Kula: The same as Gangā Kula or Wansa.

† May also be rendered ‘the author of a treatise on the

law of adoption.’ § Vishnu. | Siva.
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with the increase of learning and modesty, of in

domitable bravery in war, reckoned the first of

the learned, was Kong a ni Mah a dh ir àja.

To Wandanandi Bhatāra, the disciple of Gu

manandi Bhatāra, who was the disciple of Janá

nandi Bhatāra, who was the disciple of Silabha

dra Bhatāra, who was the disciple of Abhananda

Bhatāra, who was the disciple of Gunachandra

Bhatāra, of the Kondakunda race,” the line of

gurus to the Datta named Avinita;f in the year

388, f the month Māgha, Monday, the nakshatra

being Sväti, § the fifth day of the bright fort

night. (The village) named B a da n e g up p e,

situated in the middle of the seven of Edenāq in

the........... ...thousand of Pūnâd, having been

obtained by Avanita Mahādhirāja Bhadatta,

minister of the sovereign of all the continents,

conqueror of the city of Tal a v an a," for war

on the Jains.” (He) plundering and taking pos

session of the six associated villages, obtaining by

friendship (or flattery) Uyambaliff and the town

lands of the city of Talavana, procuring the enjoy

ment of royal rights in Pirikere—presented the

charming (village).ft.The boundariesof the village

of Bad an eguppe :—east, a red stone, Gajasele,

the s'akti post at the junction of the three paths

of the Karivalli rest-house and Badaneguppe :

south east, a bank covered with the bandhuka : §§

again to the south, a thicket of milk-hedge, | a

balkani tree: again to the west, a line of many

medical plants," then the pond at the junction

of the three paths of the Badameguppe rest

house and Chandigåla: again south west, a

clearing-nut tree" : again to the west, a

[peduldel] tree, a [sãntareti] banyan tree, thence

the bed of the stream : again to the north, a

line of many medical plants, and a bank covered

with the rose-applet : again north west, the

temple tamarind tree, the group of neggiluf at

the junction of the three paths of the Badane

guppe [multagij Koleyanāru and Dāsanāru,S

[niduvelanga]: thence the hill which protects the

north of the village of Gajasele and the descent

to the large stone ; again east, a line of many

* Kondakundanvaya.

† Desiga ganam=des'ika ganam.

Ashta asiti uttarasya trayo satasyasamvatsarasya.

Arcturus.

jśī. (akhila) varshaprithuvi (prithivi) vallabhamantri.

* T a lava na–Tal akā du Sanskritized, Kādu (Kan.)

= cana : Talkåd is on the Kāvéri, about 35 miles S. E. of

Seringapatam.

** Jindřla.

+t Or Ambali; Uyamballi is a village a few miles south of

Bºgº ; Ambali is to the west of the same,

fit i. e. Badaneguppe.

§§ Pentapetes phaenicea.

| Euphorbia tirucalli,

medical plants, then a [kalapaltegāla] banyan

tree: again north east, the bank at the junction

of the three paths of Badaneguppe and Dāsanāru

[polmada], the [kodigatti] tamarind tree, and

so the mound of [kentarambaj which joins the

eastern boundary.

Witnesses thereto;—Perbba Kavana, the

man who is a friend in all things to the line of

the Gangă răjãs.| Maru Gereya Sendrika,

Ganjenäd Nirggunta" Maniya, Gureya, ser

wants” of Nandula Simbáladapa.

Country witnessestf:—Tagadilruff Kulugora,

Ganigantiru Tagada, ÁlgodateS$ Nandaka, Um

matáruſ || Bellura Alageya Badameguppe Bellura

Deggiviya. (Signature (?) of three letters.)

Whoso by violence takes away land presented

by himself or by another shall be born a worm

in ordure for sixty thousand years. The earth

has been enjoyed by Sāgara and other kings.

According to their (gifts of) land so was their

reward. Poison is no poison, the property of

the gods that is the real poison. For poison

kills a single man, but a gift to the gods (if

usurped) destroys sons and descendants. Merit

is a common bridge for kings. This from age

to age deserves your support, O kings of the

earth. Thus does Rámabhadra beseech the

kings who come after him.—Written by W is v a

Karm m a.

III.-REMARKS ON THE MERKARA

COPPER-PLATE GRANT.

BY PROF. RAMkhishº GOPAL BHANDARKAR,

THE genealogy of the kings of Cher a as

given in the grant is :—

1. Kongani I.

L2. Mādhava I.

L3. Hari Varmma.

14. Vishnu Gopa.

Lö. Mādhava II.

l6. Kongaui II.

These names agree with the 8th to 12th and

15th given by Prof. Dowson from the Tamil

*I Bahu mūlika. -

Strychnos potatorum.

† Jambu.

Small caltrops.

Dāsanaru, a village to the north of Badaneguppe.

Gangá ràja kula sakalasthayika purusha. .

Nir g g unta, perhaps nir gant a, the village ser

vant who#. water to the irrigated fields. . -

** Bhrityayām. º

++ Desa sakshi. .*

if Tagaduru, a village N. W. of Badaneguppe.

§§ Al go da, a village near Badaneguppe.

|| Ummaturu, a village N. of Badaneguppe.
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chronicle in the Mackenzie collection. But the

fifth in the above list is represented in the

chronicle as Vishnu Gopa's adopted son, and a

very short tenure is assigned to him, for he had

to give place to Krishna Varmma, a son after

wards born to Vishnu Gopa. This Krishna

Warmma and the next king Dindikāra, son of

Kulati Rāya of the family of Vishnu Gopa, are

not given in the grant. The sixth king Kongani

is placed after Dindikāra in the Tamil chronicle,

and is mentioned as the son of Krishna Warmma's

younger sister. As his relationship with any

other king of the dynasty is not given, it is to

be understood that the Krishna Varmma here

meant is the one who is represented in the list

as the son of Vishnu Gopa. But in the grant

before us he is mentioned as the son of Mādhava,

represented in the chronicle as the adopted son

of Vishnu Gopa, and the Krishna Varmma whose

nephew he was, is spoken of distinctly as “the

sun in the sky of the prosperous race of the

Kadambas.” In this place therefore the grant

gives us information, while the chronicle as ap

pears from the abstract is silent.

The date of the grant is 388. What aera is

meant we do not know. The dates in the chro

nicle are in the Śaka ara, from which it ap

pears likely that this is also to be referred to

that a ra. If so the date is 466 A.D. Krishna

Warmma of the Kadamba race is very likely the

* Lassen (Alterthumskunde, II. p. 1017-18), says: “With

reference to the chronology it must be remarked that,

besides quoting the years in which grants of land were

made by the princes whose acts are narrated, there occurs

also mention of the years according to the cycle of sixty

years in use in the Dekhan, which may be regarded as

evidences that the unknown writer of the work in question

found a well arranged chronology for the reigns of the

kings whose acts he has described. According to the dates

of hisland-grants M all a de va, the twenty-eighth king of

Ch era, reigned in the years 878 and 898. The seventh,

Vikram a deva I., in the year 178. These dates give a

total rule of more than seven hundred and twenty years for

twenty-two princes, for these dates cannot be regarded as

the first and last years of the reigns of the two kings.

Hence each sovereign would have ruled on an average

about thirty-three years, a period which certainly seems in

admissible, because the utmost average length of the reigns

of Indian kings amounts only to twenty-five years (Thomas,

Jour: R. A. Soc., Vol. XII., p. 36). From this difficulty, we

have two ways of escape. The first is by supposing that

the reigns of the Chera kings have been lengthened in order

to give them a higher antiquity, and starting from the

fixed datum of the subjugation of the Chera sovereigns about

900, to shorten the period so that Vikram I. should reign

as Dowson supposes] only in the 6th century. Against

this hypothesis it may be observed that in such a case the

supposition would have to be made, that the author of the

history of these kings had wilfully falsified the numbers of

the inscriptions, or had read them wrongly, which, consi

dering the acknowledged excellency of his work does not

appear to me admissible. It should also be remarked fur

ther that the contemporary of Vikrama I. of Chere,

second in Mr. Elliot's list ; since there is no

other of that name in the list. His date also

is thus fixed by this grant to be 466 A.D. or

thereabouts. Mr. Elliot assigns to the pre

decessor of this king the date 500 or 520 Saka,

i.e. 578 or 598 A.D., but his sources of

information regarding this dynasty were so

scanty that very little faith can be placed in

the date.

Prof. Dowson's abstract assigns to Kongani II.

the last king in the above list, 288 Šaka, that is,

he is placed a hundred years before he actually

flourished according to the grant. But whether

this is a mistake of the chronicle itself I cannot

say. The accession of the fourth king after

Kongani II. is represented to have taken place

in 461 Saka. The four kings then beginning with

Kongani II. reigned according to the chronicle

for 173 years, i.e. each reign lasted for 43 years,

which is very improbable, since each of them was

his predecessor's son. But if 388, the date given

in the grant be taken, the duration would be at

least 73 years, which would give 18 years to each

king. The first date in Prof. Dowson's ab

stract must therefore be considered to be an

error, while the second may be depended on.

The Professor considers all the dates to be too

early and proposes new ones. But Prof. Lassen

inclines to defend the chronology of the chro

nicle,” which is supported by this grant.

was the Pān dya king Wan s'as'e kara, who probably

reigned in the second century [see Wilson, Jour: R As. Soc.,

Wol. III., p. 215]. I considered it proper therefore to fol

low a different course and to support the traditional chrono

logy as being upon the whole correct. M; reasons for this

are as follows:–Of the Bellāla kings it has already been

noticed [Dowson, in Jour. R. As. Soc., Vol. VIII., p. 24],

that they reigned on an average nearly 30 years, so that a

somewhat longer duration appears admissible in this case.

Secondly, it must be remarked that it is true that of the

Cher a princes only two (the 12th and 14th) had short

reigns, and two others (the 11th and 27th) abdicated the

throne, but one (the 8th) reigned fifty-one years and one

(the 23rd) was the great grandson of his predecessor, so

that to him a tolerably long rule may be allowed. Önly

against the commencement of the dynasty and against

the first date can a valid objection be raised. The 5th

king, Gov in dia, is said to have made a grant of land

in the 4th year of the Sä k as or in 82 A.D., it may, how

ever, be legitimately doubted whether this chronology had

come into use in the southern districts of India so soon

after its establishment. To the insecurity of the chrono

logy of the earliest period of the kings of Chera also, the cir

cumstance that of the fifth it was only known that he was

of the same descent as his four predecessors but that his

father was not known—bears testimony. We can scarcely

far wrong, however, if we place the rise of the Cher a

š. back in the commencement of our era, because at

that time the two adjºining, kingdoms of the Pâ in dy as

and Chola already existed.

Lassen's notices of the Chera kings, (both in II. pp. 1017

1020, and IV. pp. 243-245) are founded almost exclusively

on Dowson's article above referred to.-E.D.
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THE LADY AND THE DOVE :

A BENGALI SONG, COMPOSED BY A HINDU FEMALE.

TRANSLATED INto English WERSE,

By Rev. J. MURRAY MITCHELL, LL.D., CALCUTTA.

FEMALE education has now made such pro

gress in Bengal, that the writings of women

both in prose and verse are beginning to appear

not unfrequently in print. A very interesting

collection of female compositions was given to

the public a few months ago by the adjudicators

of the Hare Prize Fund,-the fund having for

its special object the production of works in

Bengali fitted for the instruction of women.

The adjudicators seem to have made a very good

selection of papers written not only for, but by,

women. The volume extends to 267 pages,

and it is interesting throughout.

I have selected for translation the piece

which, on the whole, appears to me the most

spirited in the book. If I do not over-estimate

its merits, it is possessed ofmuch life and colour.

It is said to have been composed by a lady of

Dhākā (Dacca). -

I am far from thinking the rendering of verse

into verse an easy task—I almost assent to the

dictum of Voltaire, Les poètes ne se traduisent

pas. If, then, any of my readers maintain that

my lines but poorly represent the vivacity of

the original, I certainly shall not dissent from

the judgment. In one thing I hope I have

succeeded—I mean, in reproducing the tone of

the Bengali. The poem is sad throughout; and

the sadness deepens as the strain proceeds. I

have done my best to make the version a faith

ful echo of the plaintive note of the unhappy

Hindu woman.

The measure in the original is Trochaic ; the

first two lines of each stanza are octo-syllabic,

the last two decasyllabic. I have also used

Trochaic metre ; each line containing seven

syllables.

The original has double (generally called

female) rhymes always; but I do not possess

a sufficient mastery over our somewhat intract

able language to imitate the poetess in this

respect.

I give the original in Roman character, with

the hope of attracting a much larger number of

readers than would attempt Bengali letters.

The relation between Bengali and most of the

dialects of Northern India is such that no person

who has a good knowledge of one of these will

find serious difficulty with the lady's composition.

Hardly anything as yet has been done towards

the use of Romanized Bengali; and several ques

tions in orthography thus remain undetermined.

Initial y in Bengali sounds like j in Sanskrit;

and I have written it j, though with hesitation.

Ksh sounds kh in Bengali; but I have not had

courage to throw out the s. For the most part

v sounds like b ; and I have so given it, as

‘subarna' for suvarna. But when the word occurs

in the contracted form ‘svarna,' I have not

dared to write “sbarna, the Bengali pronuncia

tion—though corrupt enough—having then no

sound of b in it.

PA'LITA KAPotiNI'R PRATI.

Bala ogo kapotini

Kena eta bishādini

Heritechi balago tomāya

Prakāśiyā balanā āmāya.

Eta duhkhi kona duhkhe

Achha sadā adhomukhe

Netranira kara sambarana

Sudhāo fimāya bibarana.

Subarna šikala pade

Sadā āchhauchchapade

Subarna piñjare abasthāna

Itheoki bhole ná go prāna 2

Tomára santosha tare

Apürbba kotarāpure

Rahiyâchhe khābāra sakala

Tabe tumi kena go chaichala?

Bala kari bicharana

Kari ähäräharana

Tătei ba kata sukhodaya

Bala more haiye sadaya.

Suna go kapotapriye

Balite bidare hiye

Amio go piñjaravāsini.

Kibâ sukhe bañche svechchādhini.

Áchha tumi je sukhete

Svarmamaya piñjarete

Amädera nähi eta sukha.

Tumi kena hao go bimukha 7

Nă deya gañjaná keha

Däsitva bhāra nã baha

Annajale nāhika abhāba.

Tabe kena bhāba nãnã bhāba
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Chhile jabe swechchādhini

Bhrami bane ekākini

Kata sukha labhichhile tâya !

Ki duhkhe bê àchha go hethâya!

Berăite náná bana

Sākhā kari àrohana

Kata kashte jápichhajāmini :

Eta sukhe achha bishādini?

Bujhhilāma etakshane

Taba bhāba darašane

Tomarãi bujhhiyâchha sära

Nahi baha adhinata bhāra.

Šuna ogo bihagini

Morā ati abhāgini

Antahpura piñjaranivási

Achhi sadā adhinera dasi.

Chiradina ekamata

Hitāhita jnāmahata

Jnana dharmme diye bisarijana

Eka bhābe karichhi jāpana.

Tumi nao chiradasi

IXichhu dina tare asi

Heritechha duhkhera bayāna.

Habe punah duhkha abasāna.

Häyare modera duhkha

Balile bidare buka

Era cheye pākhijadi hai

Tabu bujhhi manasukle rai.

Dhanya ogo kapotini

Månabini hatamānī

Haye āchhe dekhe taba sukha

Tāi (lhãke ghomatāte mukha.

Kibaliba bidhātāre 2

Balite prápa bidare.

Morā bujhhi taba kanyà nai

Tai sadā eta dulkha sai.

Nā haiye dharmmādhini

Achhi sadá paradhini

Sadá thaki krita dāsi prāya.

Ei kihe taba abhipräya 2

Pāi kata marmma byathá

Tathâpi ná bali kathá.

Sadá mukha dhāki ghomatāya.

Ei kihe taba abhiprāya 2

Haye desāchāra dāsi

Ajnāna salile bhāsi

Kâtiláma e durlabha kāya.

Ei kihe taba abhipraya”

10

11

Translation

To A TAM E. Dove.

Pretty dove, oh tell me now,

Why so sorrowful art thou ?

As I stand and look at thee,

All thy case explain to me.

Sure, thou hast some secret woe,

When I see thee drooping so ;

Speak, my bird, and dry thy tears—

All thy troubles, all thy fears.

On thy foot a chain of gold,

Thou thy perch on high dost hold,—

And in golden cage dost dwell;

Should not that content thee well ?

For thy comfort, all around,

See what pretty cups abound,

Which all dainty morsels fill

Yet thy heart is heavy still.

Say, when thou abroad didst fare,

Pecking, picking, here and there,

Was thy life a life of bliss 2

Do, kind birdie, answer this '

Nay, my cherished darling, nay,

Hear what else I sadly say,+

I too am encaged like thee—

(Blessed, doubtless, are the free.)

But the solace that is thine

In that golden cage so fine,

Never comes to such as I;

Why then pines my darling, why

Words ungentle vex not thee,

Nor great load of slavery ;

Every want at once supplied,—

Why art thou not satisfied ?

And when thou at liberty

Flitting wert from tree to tree,

Was thy happiness so great 2

And so wretched now thy state 2

Wandering ever, ill at ease,

Perching but on forest trees,

Lonely was thy life and sad :—

Surely, now thou might'st be glad

But I can discover now—

As I watch thy feelings—thou

Seest the truth, that this can be

Hardly called captivity,
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12 Listen then to what I say,+

Think how miserable they,

Captives in Zenana drear,

Lowest thralls, and crushed by fear.

13 Still the same, we drag along,

Ignorant of right and wrong,

Knowledge and religion, none !

Life a dreary monotone !

14 Thou art not a slave always;

Thou but comest a few days,

Just to look on misery ;

Then away thy sorrows flee.

15 But the heart will die, before

Half our trials it count o'er ;

Oh were I a dove like thee,

Then, methinks, I’d blessed be

16 Bird thy happier lot to see

Makes a woman envy thee;

Filled with shame she hides her face,

So to cover her disgrace.

17 Shall I speak to God on high 2

But I tremble as I try

We are not Thy daughters, sure,

Who must woes like these endure :

18 All untrained in truth, the soul—

Swayed alone by harsh control—

On, like purchased slaves, we go :

Ah dost Thou then mean it so 2

19 Still, although the heart is broken,

Must the pang remain unspoken :

Veil the face, and hide the woe

Ah! dost Thou then mean it so

20 Wretched custom's helpless slaves—

Whelmed in superstition's waves—

Thus our precious life doth go :

Ah dost THOU then mean it so?

FAC-SIMILE OF A PERSIAN MAP OF THE WORLD, WITH AN ENGLISH

TRANSLATION.

By EDWARD REHATSEK, M.C.E.

IN ancient times our globe was divided into vari

ous portions, and as early as the Vendidad, (Fargard

XIX. 43.) “The earth consisting of seven Kesh

war s” is mentioned. These divisions the Greeks

named climates (from ‘klima'inclination) the number

of which was also considered by them to amount

to seven. Muhammadan writers do not agree on

the breadth of the climates. Zakryah Qazviny in

his Ajāyb-ulbuldan or “Wonders of countries”

assumes every climate to be 235 Farsakhs broad;

making 1 farsakh = 12,000 cubits, 1 cubit = 24

fingers, 1 finger = 7 barley-grains, whilst other

writers agree with occidental geographers in assum

ing exactly half an hour's difference of time between

each climate. The number of climates has gradu

ally been so much increased, that we have at present

24 horary and six mensual climates on each side of

the equator. In the absence of more accurate means

to ascertain the Latitude of a place, it was sufficient

to know its longest day, to tell immediately to what

climate it belonged. Thus for instance, supposing

the longest day of a town to be 15 hours, and sub

tracting 12 from this number, we have three hours,

and as the difference between each climate is 30

minutes, the town will be situated in the 6th

climate.

The ancient geographers who believed only

that portion of the earth to be inhabited which

was known to themselves, were quite content

ed with seven climates; but Ptolemy during the

second century of our era added seven more, northern

ones, and thus made the whole world to extend from

the equator 64 degrees northwards and 20 southwards,

according to our present reckoning. The subjoin

ed table shows the first 17 climates, with the breadth

of each and also the degrees of geographical north

ern or southern Latitude answering to each –

Climates. Longest day. Latitude. Breadth.

h. m.

1 12 30 8° 25' 89 25'

2 13 16 25 8 ()

3 13 30 23 50 7 25

4 14 30 20 6 30

5 14 30 36 28 6 8

6 15 41 22 4 54

7 15 30 45 29 4 7

8 16 49 1 3 22

9 16 30 51 58 2 57

10 17 54 20 2 22

11 17 30 56 37 2 17

12 18 58 26 1 49

13 18 30 59 59 1 33

14 19 61 18 1. 19

15 19 30 62 25 1 7

16 20 63 22 0 57

17 20 30 64 6 0 44

This Persian Map of the world (of which I

have made a fac-simile, keeping everything ex

actly as it was drawn in the original, and trans

lating only the writing or transcribing it in Roman

characters)was in a dilapidated state and is of no great

value except as a curiosity, since documents of this
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kind must make way to correct geographical notions,

and must very soon disappear altogether; the only

way of rescuing them from total oblivion is to

insert them in some journal. The owner of it was

a Muhammadan from Junner in the Bombay pre

sidency, but could give no clue as to who drew the map

and when. Maps of this kind remind us of our own

ancient European geographical delineations which

were as crude as the present one, and contained

analogous superstitious descriptions of unknown and

remote countries.

It may be presumed that the draftsman was an

Indian Musalman, because he has inserted in no

other country so many names of towns and rivers as

in India, but he has strangely enough omitted

Calcutta and Madras; neither is any European

country mentioned by name except Portugal.

Farang and Rūs are only general denominations;

the former designating all European, and the latter

all the Slavonic nations; and it is only within the

last few decades since the Russian conquests in

Asia that the name has been applied to them

specially. Rûm formerly designated the Byzan

times who are called by this name in all the Arabic

books treating on the conquest of Syria, A. H. 12:

now however it means Turkey. -

In this map the climates were intended to be equal

according to Qazviny's scheme, but the execution is

not very accurate; especially in the 4th climate,

which is so convergent and narrowing towards

the West as to catch the eye. Qazviny takes

25 Farsakhs to a degree and makes each climate

235 Farsakhs, i.e., 9.4 degrees broad, or according to

another reading 285, i.e., 11 4°. The climates of this

map begin at the equator, in which case according

to the first reading it would extend to 65.8° N. Lat.

and according to the 2d to 79-80.

The representation of Africa—for that is evidently

meant by Habsh or Abyssinia—is rather small, and

its termination does not fall even as far south as the

equator; it is in the first climate, like the southern

extremities of Arabia and of India. All the other

countries are just as much out of proportion as

these.

The mountains are coloured brown, and a belt of

them equal in breadth to one climate, runs across

the whole earth occuping a portion of the 4th and

the 5th climate, due East and West. “And He

hath thrown on the earth mountains firmly rooted,

lest it should move with you.” (Qurān xvi, 15.)

The traditions about Alexander and his doings

are endless and contradictory, but all agree with

the historical fact of his having founded Alexandria.

In this map also the tower of Alexander, which may

have been a lighthouse, (and is in other documents

stated to have reflected in mirrors, events which

took place at distant places, such as Constantinople)

is laid down, but the extraordinary circumstance is

added, that it is built of Qaqah stone, and that

everyone who looks at it dies laughing, laughing.

This addition induces me to conclude that the

spelling Qaqah is a blunder, and that the prºjector

of the map wrote Qahqahah which, though occur

ring in dictionaries, must be considered to be only

an onomatopoeia or imitation of a natural sound,

like cachinnation : hence the tower was built of the

Ha-ha-ha stone.

The word Qalmud does not occur in dictionaries,

its sound is like that of Kalmuck, but it is not possi

ble to translate it otherwise than by “stove" or some

analogous word according to the context.

Gog and Magog are two savage nations not defined

by traditions except in vague terms, they are said

to be descendants of Japhet, the son of Noah ; also

that the Gog are a Turkish and the Magog a Gilāny

tribe ; some say they were anthropophagi, and this

appears also from the statement on the map. They

are twice mentioned in the Qoran, i. e. Surah xviii

and xxi. It may also be observed that the drafts

man has omitted to insert the region of the Dural

payi, the timber-legged men, and of the Kelyn-posh

the carpet-eared tribes, and other monstrous beings

which occur in old Arabic and Persian books, and

may easily be recognized as having been taken from

Ktesias, or his imitators and embellished.

In the Qoran, Surah xviii., v. 91-96, the follow

ing words occur about Dhulqarnyn : “And he pro

secuted his journey [from south to north] until he

came between the two mountains, beneath which he

found a certain people, who could scarce understand

what was said. And they said, O Dhulqarnyn, verily

Gog and Magog waste the land ; shall we therefore

pay thee tribute on condition that thou build a ram

part between us and them 2 He answered. The

[power] wherewith my Lord has strengthened me

is better [than your tribute]; but assist me strenuous

ly and I will set a strong wall between you and them.

Bring me iron in large pieces, until I fill up the

[space] between the two sides [of these mountains].

He said [to the workmen] blow [with your bellows]

until it make [the iron red hot as] fire. He said

[further] bring me molten brass that I may pour

upon it. Wherefore [when this wall was finished,

Gog and Magog] could not scale it, neither could they

dig through it. (Sale, p. 247).

This Dhulgarnyn, i.e., two-horned is by the com

mentators said to be Alexander the Great ; but at

present scarcely any doubt can remain that the

rampart” placed here and called the rampart of

Gog and Magog is the great wall of China, it was

built about the end of the first century of the

Christian era, and is still called wan-le-chang-ching,

ten-thousand-li-long-wall.

The state of ignition in which the rampart ap

pears on the map is in conformity with the verses of

the Qorán just quoted.

* Caussin da Perceval (vol. I., p. 66) tries to indentify it

with fortifications which§ºf from the west shore of

the Caspian Sea to the Pontus Euxinus, built, it is said, b

Alexander the Great, and repaired by Yezdegird II.

Reinegg (Beschreib. des Caucasus, II. 79) makes Gog the

same as the mountain Ghef or Ghogh, and the syllabie ma

in Magog, the Sanskrit Mahá, great. Conf. Rodwell's

Koran, pp. 181, 223.-Ed.
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ON SOME KOCH WORDS IN MR. DAMANT'S ARTICLE ON THE PALIS OF

DINAJPUR.

By JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c.

I beg to offer the following solution of the

curious phrase hudm dyao applied as stated in

Mr. Damant’s ilteresting paper on the Koch

tribes, to a ceremony observed by them to pro

cure rain.

The Koches (if I may be pardoned the ex

pression) are, as the writer justly observes, a

non-Aryan tribe and belong to that section of

the southern or sub-Himalayan Tibetans of

which so remany scattered fragments are to be

found on our northern frontier. Having been

for four years Collector of Purneah,” I took

much interest in this tribe who, together with

the Mechis and Dhimäls occupy many villages

in the Kaliáganj Thănā of that district. The

best account of them is to be found in Brian

Hodgson's Aborigines of India, published by

the Bengal Asiatic Society in 1847, and still

procurable from the Society. Hodgson laments

that he was unable to pick up many words of

bond ſide Koch, as that people have for some

time past abandoned their original speech for

Bengali, and accordingly in the long list extend

ing over 102 pages, which he gives of their voca

bulary, hardly a word is to be found which is not

pure Bengali. It is well known however that

some expressions of their ancient Tibetan dialect

do still survive among them, and Mr. Damant

has I think been fortunate enough to pick up

one of these.

I was led to study Tibetan during a residence

at Darjiling in 1865, when I made a tour into

the heart of independent Sikhim, and again in

1867, when as Collector of Champaran, I drew

up a grammar of the Magar language, another

of these semi-Tibetan dialects.f The principal

peculiarity in the phonesis of Tibetan is that

through the isolation into which the different

tribes of its ancient race have fallen, owing to

the rugged and difficult nature of the country

which they inhabit, a great change has taken

place in the pronunciation. It was reduced to

writing in a character which is a correct repro

duction of the Sanskrit character of the period,

by Buddhist emissaries from India in the 7th

century. They expressed in writing all the

sounds then in use, but as many of these sounds

have dropped out of pronunciation since them,

while the traditional method of spelling has re

mained unchanged, it follows that the written

language contains many letters which are not

used in speaking. There exist however rules by

which it may be easily ascertained which letters

are mute and which are to be pronounced.

The first thing which led me to think of the

possible Tibetan origin of these words hudm dyao

was the m. In Tibetan ma is the sign of the

feminine, and is added to verbs, participles and

all other parts of speech in that monosyllabic

language to denote that the thing or action is

done by or refers to a female being or thing.

I am disposed, if not absolutely certain, to

refer these words to the following Tibetan origin.

The word røyug pronounced dyu means the act

of running. When a final consonant in eastern

Tibetan is rejected, the preceding word is often

lengthened, we thus get dyo or d/au: shod,f

pronounced in eastern Tibet hyud or hud, means

first, ‘open,' then ‘dissolute,” licentious,’ ‘loose,'

and ma is the feminine affix. The whole

phrase then would roughly mean ‘the running

of the licentious or dissolute women,” an inter

pretation which corresponds fairly enough to

the state of the case. Of course in a rude and

only semi-Tibetan dialect like Koch, and after

the lapse of ages, we cannot expect to find all

the signs of case and tense faithfully preserved,

but I think the similarity is still sufficiently

striking to carry conviction to most minds. It

will be interesting if Mr. Damant can recover

for us some more words of this hitherto lost

dialect.

* Pärniyā, from Sanskrit purána old: it was the oldest

Aryan settlement in those parts.

It has been printed in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Vol. IV., N. S., for 1870 p. 178.

f This sh, is not to be pronounced like the sh in ‘shall,'

but as two distinct sounds s-hod.

§ This agrees with what Mr. Damant was told by the

Palis, and it is possible that with them the original meaning

“open' may have been used for “naked, so that the word

might be rendered “naked women.'
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ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE KRISHNA DISTRICT.

Ertracts from a Report by the late J. A. C. Boswell, M.C.S.

(‘Proceedings of the Madras Government, 14th Dec. 1871.)

WE generally find that the conception of a divine

being is associated, among most races, with the

power of destruction, before men's minds attain the

idea of beneficence or wisdom. Hindus readily

admit that the worship of Siva is of much greater

antiquity than the worship of Vishnu. And now

we see how the serpent is brought into the worship

of Siva. One of his great titles is Nāgabhushana,

the snake-adorned one. The serpent, worshipped

originally as a fetish, becomes naturally and appro

priately, like the Greek idea of the snaky locks of

the Gorgon, a symbol in the representation of Siva,

the destroyer. With this power of adaptation, we

can readily imagine how the religion of the Scy

thians was calculated to find acceptance with the

aborigines in this country, the Dasyus, or whatever

name they went by ; and we see how the worship of

the snake instead of ceasing became naturally an

accessory and development of a more advanced

system.

In connection with this I may here mention the

recent discovery of a very interesting stone at Inkol

in the Bapatla Taluk. There is a temple here

dedicated to Siva under the designation of Bhimes'-

varasváini. Close to the temple there are two very

ancient sculptured stones. Upon one there is a

large representation of the Nāga, and on the other

side of the same stone there is a male figure in what

I venture to call the ancient Scythic costume, the

cap and the tunic. On the second stone there is

another figure sculptured in the same costume in

the same style of art. Now, this serpent is to this

day an object of worship. It is painted with ver

milion and turmeric, and receives offerings of

fruits and flowers ; but in regard to the Scythian

figures even Hindu imagination is for once foiled.

It is not often that the natives of this country are

at a loss to give the name of some one of their

gods to any piece of sculpture that may turn up ;

but with regard to these figures the people confess

utter ignorance. There they stand among their

objects of veneration, but they do not worship

them ; they do not know what they are. If we can

really identify these figures with the Scythic period,

the age of the cromlechs and tumuli, then we shall

have gained an important step º' The style in which

these works are executed, though the stone used is

very coarse, is considerably in advance of the mode

of sculpture employed in many of the serpent stones.

On the other hand, I have been informed by Mr.

M. J. Walhouse, Civil and Session Judge of Manga

lor, that such, or somewhat similar stones, abound

in Kurg and all through Maisur, and are called

Kolle kallu, slaughter-stones, usually set up to

commemorate the deaths in battle or by wild beasts

of some chief; sometimes to commemorate boun

daries or grants. There is one, he states, by the

roadside within a mile of Mangalor, bearing a male

and a female figure, side by side, standing with

crossed legs, both with high caps and tunics which,

he takes it, are nothing but the old Hindu or Polygar

costumes coming down to recent times and exhibit

ed on numberless temples of known date. Offerings

are made to some of these sculptured figures whose

deeds are still remembered. We have here a very

interesting subject of ethnological research. We

know what the dress and appearance is of modern

Tartars. In the Amravati sculptures, nearly 2,000

years old, we have these Scythic Tartars clearly

portrayed in their characteristic costume, almost

invariably in connection with horses, and then we

have occasional allusion to the axwºol, Skuthoi, in

ancient classical records that have come down to

us. A careful and systematic examination and com

parison of the contents of the cairns and kistvaens

all over the country will probably afford much use

ful material from which to draw deductions as to

the stage of civilization reached by that early race,

and the influence they exerted upon succeeding

generations. But at present private individuals

open these ancient tombs and ransack the contents

in a most reckless manner. Curiosity satisfied, the

few articles found may be kept, or, more probably,

are thrown away as useless, and no record is pre

served of the result. If this state of things goes

on, the remaining Scythic remains in the country

will, in a few years, be entirely destroyed. I would

strongly urge that Government issue orders for the

protection of all such ancient remains and then let

research be made by qualified persons under official

authority, and let all that is found be brought to

gether to one Indian Museum to be carefully pre

served, where those who take an interest in such

matters may be able to examine them.

To return to the Krishna. In another Sivalayam,

in the same village of Inkollu, there are built into

the wall parts of a frieze, apparently taken from an

older temple, representing animals, &c., with figures.

There are portions of similar friezes to be seen in a

choultry at Winukonda and in a temple at Pärchar

in the Bapatla Taluk. This is what we find, indeed,

in many of the old temples in the district. Stones

have been used in their construction which are evi

dently the relics of more ancient buildings.

I have briefly adverted to what I conceive to

have been the order of transition from a fetish to

the Linga as a symbol, up to the representation or

ideal embodiment of the thing symbolized in Siva,

the destroyer. The next stage seems to have been

the adorations paid to the sakti as the symbol of

* Mr. Boswell unfortunately adopted and advocated a

very unsound hypothesis respecting these remains, and it

vitiates much of his reasoning. Mr. Walhouse's views are

well deserving of developunent.—ED.

º
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female energy and creative or productive power, as a

part and distinct from, and yet intimately connected

with, Almighty power. I have found several images

of this kind which appear to be of considerable

antiquity, and the form represented is the same in

each, a female figure with four arms holding in each

hand a sword, a mallet, a trident, and a chakra.

These figures have been turned out of the temples.

They are not regarded as the consorts of Vishnu

and Siva, and the people call them village goddesses,

and give them the names of Aukamma in one vil

lage, and Poleramma in another, and so on. I have

met with two in Bapatla (one in the chief street,

the other near the kacheri), another at Dachipalli

near the kacheri, and the fourth at Tenali in the

Weavers' street, beside a collection of snake stones

and sculptured figures which re-call their Scythic

costume. There are four stones near the kacheri

at Bapatla, one the female figure, a second repre

sents a full length female figure with a glory round

its head ; on the third there are a few Telugu letters

sculptured of forms now obsolete ; on the top of

the fourth stone there is represented a circle depict

ed by a serpent having its tail in its mouth, and

within the circle are portrayed two pairs of foot

prints. The circle is only about a foot in diameter;

on the side of the same stone are sculptured four

standing figures in striking attitudes. The people

say these are Palnati Viralu, or Palnad heroes. The

Viralu, I may remark in passing, have a temple

dedicated to them at Karempudi in the Palnad. The

hundred heroes are here represented each by “smooth

stones of the stream” well waterworn, and these are

ranged round the temple. There are also some

iron trophies in the temple. There is an annual

festival held in November, which is very numer

ously attended. It is observed exclusively by the

lower order of the people. Whether there is any

connection really between these Viralu and the

sculptures at Bapatla, I cannot say ; but in the en

closure of a Sivalayam, dedicated to the title of

Agastes’varasvāmi, on the bank of the red tank at

Guntur, there is a stone which has a striking resem

blance to the one at Bapatla. On the top are por

trayed two pairs of footprints, and on one side there

are standing figures. The stone has been broken.

Near it there are several snake stones and other

stones with figures which appear to belong to a pre

Brahmanic age.

Connected with the worship of the s'aktas, as the

female personifications of creative power, fecundity,

and fertility, we have the worship of Bhu Devi, the

earth goddess, so general throughout Central and

Southern India, celebrated by the Khonds with hu

man sacrifice, and by other classes with slaughter

of cattle. We find the worship prevalent among

many wild tribes and among the Pariahs. It is

evidently a very ancient form of religion.

Among the lowest orders, where the densest

ignorance prevails, the idea of deity is still inti

mately associated with fear and dread, and so they

have taken the personifications of female energy,

the Saktas, and linked them as consorts of the

deitics, and invested them with all the attributes

most calculated to terrify and alarm. Such are

Kali, Durgā, and Bhavāni in the north. Such are

the village goddesses throughout Southern India.

In nearly every village we find some special female

divinity of the kind : a Poleramma, or Aukamma,

or Gangănamma. And if Brahmans and Vaisyas

frequent Vaishnava and Saiva shrines, the great bulk

of the lowest classes confine their religious exercises

to the propitiation of evil in the offerings made at

the temple of some local female divinity.

It may not be out of place to mention here an

experience of my own. It will show how associa

tions gather, and also how the popular mind de

lights to associate the human element with its rude

conceptions of a Supreme Power. In the village of

Nandigama in the Krishna District, one early morn

ing I was visiting the temples as I often do, and

looking for antiquities, when I came upon a new

shed in a line with two others. On inquiry I was

informed that this was a temple dedicated to a new

village goddess named, I think, Poleramma. I was

further informed that she was, in fact, a rayat’s wife

who lately lived in the village, and was murdered

by her husband. He was tried for the offence, but

was acquicted. The popular rustic mind at once

conceived the idea of adopting this unhappy woman

as the personification of unsatiated vengeance. An

image was made to represent her, and in her hands

was placed a sword, and she was installed hence

forth as the village goddess. Strange to say, an

image of her husband, who is living to the present

day in the village, was added and placed by her

side.

Perhaps the worship paid to the spirits of mur

dered persons, or those who have left behind them

an evil memory, is analogous to the belief in Eu

rope of ghosts haunting particular spots. It appears

a common notion among all nations in all ages.

Mr. Walhouse, Judge of Mangalor, South Kanara,

informs me that Bhuta worship is the really pre

valent cult in that district, and half the Bhutas are

the spirits of murdered or notoriously evil-lived

persons. It assumes the character of propitiatory

worship. New village deities are thus continually

springing up. Mr. Walhouse mentions a curious

instance which came under his own observation in

Trichinapali. A much dreaded dacoit was killed,

and after his death became a fashionable Bhut, and

half the children born were named after him. So,

too, Dr. Caldwell, in his Comparative Grammar of

the Dravidian languages, relates a very curious

illustration of the same sentiment. In some lonely

wild spot of the Tinnevelli District there is the

grave of a European Officer. In life, he appears to

have made himself obnoxious to the natives, and

to have been greatly dreaded. To this date it is a

custom to offer spirits and cigars upon his grave.

But to return to the idea of serpent worship, and

its connection with the several phases of religion in

India:—To this day the serpent may be still found
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all over the country worshipped purely and simply

as a fetish among the lowest classes, as well as

under the more refined personification of Nâges'.

varasvämi. For instance, there is a well at Dache

palli, it contains the best water in the place, but a

cobra, it was discovered, frequented the spot ; a

temple was built over the well, and it was totally

abandoned to the serpent divinity. In Saivism, I

have suggested that the serpent found a place as a

fitting symbol and adornment of the power of evil.

But when the Aryans brought with them concep

fions of the Supreme Being as invested with what

we may call the powers of nature, the serpent as

sumed a new character. Conquered and subdued,

it became the protective guardian of Vishnu. Over

his head is represented the seven-headed snake.

And so again, in the Aryan scheme of cosmogony

there is a remarkable scene represented—the Devatas

and Rákshasas (the powers of good and evil) churn

ing the ocean of milk with the great serpent

Vasuki employed as a churn-string. This is a

scene continually represented in the most ancient

sculptures of the district. For instance, it is one of

the scenes depicted on one of the stones dug up at

Nizampatam, and used to form what is a mere recent

mantapam. It is found on Buddhist remains at

Amravati, and it is still sculptured on idol cars of

quite recent construction. The mode of treatment

is always the same ; the Devatas and Rakshasas are

always pulling different ways, the contending

powers of good and evil, and a serpent is a subject

power—a mere instrument to give effect to the pur

poses of the divine mind through the very opposing

forces. He employs “rain and sunshine, heat and

cold, fire and hail, snow and vapours, stormy wind

fulfilling his word.” It is thus I apprehend that

Buddhism borrowed the Aryan symbolization of the

serpent as a protective power. The conquered

enemy is made a captive slave, and employed to

watch and guard ; the serpent, as the emblem of

evil to man, is subdued by Almighty power, and

instead of receiving divine honours, serves simply

to represent the fear and dread naturally associated

in the human mind, with any idea of a divine

being. It is possible also that the over-shadowing

serpent above the representations of Vishnu and

Buddha may be employed in another sense to con

vey the idea of wisdom—this being a characteristic

attribute of the serpent.

Now with regard to the Nāgas: we find them to

have been in existence in various parts of India,

immediately prior to the Buddhist era. The dah

gop at Amravati was erected by a Nāga popula

tion. Everywhere we find the Nāgas represented

as worshipping and doing homage to Buddhism,

and Buddha is represented as supported by the

Nāga's folds or shaded by his protecting hood, while

the two systems seem to have coalesced so far that

alternate reverence is paid to the relic casket, the

wheel, the sacred fig-tree, and the five-headed

snake.

With regard to Buddhist remains, I would men

tion that I have come across another colassal image

of Buddha at Tenali. It is in the enclosure of a

Sivalayam, dedicated to the name of Râmalinges

varasvämi. This image is placed in the open air

under some trees entirely neglected. The figure is

in the usual sitting position, naked, protuberant

lips, wooly hair, and pendant ears. This makes the

third similar image I have met with in this district,

the others being at Bejwada and Gudivāda. The

latter image has the Nāga overshading the head.

I may mention here that a very interesting sculp

ture of a female figure has just been disinterred at

Bejwada in digging a channel. It is the only in

stance I have met with in this district of a female

figure with wooly hair, thick lips, and long pendant

ears. It is loosely dressed from the loins down

wards, and was found at a considerable depth below

the surface. In the Amravati sculptures there are

many representations of the Nāga type, as well as

other ethnological varieties. A careful study of

these might throw some light on the communica

tions between India and other countries in early

times.

I have already addressed Government with refer

ence to the desirability of issuing instructions for

the protection of the interesting Buddhist remains

in the Krishna district, as the Department Public

Works have been making excavations at Bhatti

pralu and Gudivāda I am informed, and using the

old bricks for road materials and other purposes.”

In the one at Bhattipralu I am told that Captain

Vibart found a stone casket, inside of which was a

crystal vial with some seed-pearls, &c. The na

tives say that another bottle was broken in digging,

which contained the secret of alchemy, the sub

stance capable of turning all other metals to gold.

They also firmly believe these structures cover some

hidden treasure, and from the fact of a five-headed

Nāga being discovered, this has been taken to fix

the actual amount at five crores. It is very desir

able that whatever excavations are to be made, they

should be conducted under competent supervision.

These remarkable structures have been entirely

covered up and buried with a mass of earth, which

has preserved them through long centuries, during

which their history and purposes have almost

perished, and have certainly become forgotten in the

neighbourhood where they were originally raised.

With all the interest that attaches to the Buddhist

era of Indian History, it becomes us to deal reve

rently with these relics that time has spared. They

are the evidences of a past age of civilization.

When we have carefully disinterred them and

brought once more to light the symmetry and pro

portions of their architectural designs, we shall pro

bably find that they are worthy of a better fate than

to make district roads.

There is only one other point to which I wish to

allude. In writing in my former report of the

Frangula Dibbalu near the coast at China Ganjam,

* Conf. Ind. Antiq., pp. 347-48,-ED.
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I suggested that these might be the remains of an

early Portuguese Settlement.” It has been suggest

ed in an article in the Madras Mail, that they are

more probably the remains of the early Venetian

or Genoese traders, who penetrated to India by the

land route long before the Portuguese visited the

country. I have heard of the discovery of old

Italian coins in the district, which might throw

some light on this matter. I have not, however,

been able to trace any. Sir Walter Elliot, who was

a most successful collector of coins, may, perhaps,

have been more fortunate, and may be in a position

to afford some information that may assist in clear

ing this doubt.

THREE MAISUR COPPER GRANTS.

Memo. on Certain Copper Grants found during the Settlement of the Indims in the Malnád or Hill-tracts

of the Nagar Division.

DURING my investigation into the ináms lo

cated in the Malnád talukas of the Nagar division,

I had occasion to inspect the copper grants held by

the Agrahárdárs of the villages of 1. Kuppagadde,

Soraba Taluka ; 2. Gauja, Anantapura Taluka ; 3.

Bhimanna Katté Matha of the Kāvaledurga Taluka.

It will be observed in the translations of the

grants for the Gauja and Kuppagadde Agrahāras,

which have been rendered by my Personal Assistant,

that these grants are said to have been made during

the great “Sarpa Yága,” or sacrifice of serpents,

though the allusion to the solar eclipse is only made

in the grant for the Gauja Agrahára. A copy of this

grant was sent some years ago by Sir Mark Cubbon

to Colonel Ellis, who was then Political Agent at

Bundelkhand. Colonel Ellis asserted that the solar

eclipse alluded to in the grant was that of 1521 A.D.,t

and drew the conclusion that the Janaméjaya

- alluded to must have been one of the Vijayanagar

kings. Colebrooke denounced this grant as a for

gery, and declared that the writing was modern,

and that the errors in the composition betrayed gross

ignorance.:

The grant of the Bhimankatte Matha is dated

in the 89th year of the era of Yudhishthira, who was

the eldest of the five brothers, the sons of Pándu by

his wife Kunti or Putha. This Matha is situated on

the banks of the Tunga and takes its name from a

Katte, or anicut, partly natural and partly composed

of huge blocks of stone, which Bhima, another of the

five sons of Pándu, is alleged to have hurled across the

bed of the river so as to form the dam. I have begun

the translation of the legendary account of the origin

of this Matha, but as pointed out by Mr. Narasim

miyengar, the doctrine of Mādhaváchárya was only

promulgated between 5 and 600 years ago. What

ever may be the origin of the Matha, the dam bears

undoubted traces of the wondrous magnitude of the

works of those days.

Rob. Cole,

Supt. of Inám Settlements, Mysore.

5th August, 1872.

I. TRANSLATION OF THE COPPER GRANT PRO

DUCED BY THE AGRAHARDARS OF KUPPAGADE,

SORABA TALUKA.

ŚLoka I.-Jayatyávishkritam Vishnor.

Váráham kshobhitárnavam :

Dakshinonnata damshtrigra.

Wishránta bhuvanam vapuhu.

The body of Vishnu, incarnate in the form of a

boar, on the edge of whose lofty right tusk the

earth rested, and which agitated and troubled the

ocean, exists in transcendent glory.

Emperor Janaméjaya; the refuge of the whole

universe ; the master of the earth ; the Mahārāja

of Rājas ; the arbiter of Rájas; the great Mahárája;

the master of Hastinapura, the Queen of cities ; the

bestower of widowhood on the wives of the hostile

princes of Aroha and Bhagadatta ; the sun of the

lotus of the Pándava race; the skilful in warfare ;

whose sun-like bow resembled the Kalinga serpent ;

the single-handed hero ; the undaunted in battle;

the slayer of ‘Asvapatiráya' and ‘Disãpata Gajapa

tiráya'; the smiter at the head of Narapatiráya; the

terror of Sámanta Mriga Chámara, Konkana and

the four quarters of the globe; the famous in

Bharata Sástra,S consisting of pure Sálanga, Brah

ma, Vína, &c., sprung from the mouth of Brahma;

professor of many Sästras, the celebrated professor

of the three mantrás (charms) of Korantaka Vyāla

Nága, &c., whose lotus-like feet are universally

saluted ; the fire of the abodes of inimical dynas

ties; the ever-bright; the son of others' wives|| ;

the bearer of the flag of the golden boar; the

most refulgent in the circle of Rájas ; who is duly

adorned ; the descendant of the blessed lunar race;

and the son of the emperor Parikshit was reigning at

Hastinapura in the midst of happy and virtuous

amusements. During an expedition of conquest,

at the confluence of the Tungabhadra and Haridra,

at the shrine of Hariharadéva, in the dark half of

the month of Chaitra of the year 111, on Monday

combined with" Bharaní Nakshatra, Sankránti and

Vyatipáta Nimitta, on the occasion of Sarpa Yága

• Conf. Ind. Antiq. pp. 186-7. f Wide ante p. 850–ED.

f See Colebrooke, Essays, Vol. II. p. 285-ED.

§ Treats of music pantomime. | Chaste.

* Astronomical symbols.
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(serpent sacrifice) when the pārnāhuti or the rite

of consummation was being performed, in the midst

of 2,000 Brahmans, the Emperor granted in due

form, as an offering of blessing to Brahmans, of

whom the principal were Mādhava Pattavardhana

of Atréyagótra of Karnātaka race ; Senkara

ghalisaru of Visishtagótra of the same race ; Yog

isvara Pattavardhanaru of Srívatsagótra, and Vishnu

Díkshita, of Visvámitragótra of the said race ; the

village of Pushpagaddé, situated in the midst of

Kampanaya Nadu, Yeppattu and Banavási Sahasra,

together with the nine subordinate villages of Bam

mahalli, Nittakki, Neché, Korakódi, Amangaddé,

Kodalikere, Gendana kulavalli, and Kaundéya

halli, inclusive of the items of revenue comprehend

ed by the terms Chakravarti mechi, Panchánga

Pasāya, Chatra Sukhāsana, Balidagaddigé, Anka

danda khandana, and Ashtabhāga téjassámya.

The boundaries thereof are :—On the north-east,

a nala at which the limits of Pushpagaddé, Haya

and Kántapura villages converge. To the south of

the above, a watercourse near which the bound

aries of Pushpagaddé and Häya meet. South of

the above, the bend of a stream at which the limits

of Pushpagaddé, Häya and Vuddaré meet. To the

south of the above, the boundaries of Pushpagaddé

and Wuddaré terminate near a feeder. To the

south-east, a hollow at which the boundaries of

Kadaligé, Pushpagaddé and Vuddaré converge.

To the west of the above, Mathiya kola or pond, so

called, near the boundaries of Kattaligé and Push

pagaddé. To the west of the above, Bālāya kola

or pond, so called, where the boundaries of Pushpa

gaddé, Kadaligé and Tavanidhi meet. To the west

of the above, the boundaries of Tavanidhi and

Pushpagaddé meet, at a place called Lavadakattu.

To the south-west, the limits of Pushpagaddé,

Tavanidhi and Tekküru meet at a rising called

Moliya Maradi. To the north of the above, a turn

of a mala, at which the boundaries of Pushpagad

dé and Tekküru terminate. To the north of the

above, Mágéru or mark, so called, defining the bound

aries of Pushpagaddé, Tekkäru and Kolaga. To

the north of the above, Wuyanguddé marking the

limits of Pushpagaddé and Kolaga. To the north

west, a water course, where the limits of Pushpagaddé,

Kolaga and Basūru meet. To the east of the above,

a water-course marking the boundaries of Pushpa

gaddé, and Basūru. To the east of the above,

Pálágolla at which the boundaries of Pushpagaddé,

Basūru and Tánaguppé terminate. To the east, a

bend of a nala, marking the limits of Pushpagaddé

and Tánaguppé. To the east, a stream, marking

the boundaries of Pushpagaddé, and Tánaguppé,

as also the boundary of Kántapura. The bound

aries from the east to the north-east are complete.

II.-Sámányoyam dharmaseturnripánám

Kálékálé pálaniyá bhavadbhihi :

Sarvánetan bhávinah pārthivéndrán.

Bhūyobhūyo yáchate Rāmachandraha.

Rámachandra again and again entreats all future

kings and rulers. “This (grant) which is a bridge

of charity common to all rulers, should be protected

from time to time by you.”

III.-Svadattám paradattám vš.

Yöhareta vasundharám :

Shashtir varsa sahasrāni.

Vishtāyām jāyaté krimihi.

Whosoever usurps (or takes away) land, which

has been granted either by himself or others, will

be born a worm in human offal, (and will suffer

there) for sixty thousand years.

IV.-Bramhasvatvam wisham ghāram.

Navisham wishamuchyate:

Vishamek:(kinam hanti.

Bramhaswam putra pautrakam.

Brahman's property is a virulent poison, and

poison is not called poison, (because) poison kills

a single person, but Brahman's property slays the

whole race, inclusive of the sons and grandsons.

Note by the Translator.

Kuppagadé is an Agrahára about 8 miles from

Soraba, and situated in that taluka. It is called

Pushpagaddé in the grant. The present occupants

do not seem to be lineally descended from the ori

ginal grantees, as their respective gotrás are differ

ent. The village, though styled Agrahára, was to all

intents and purposes Sarkār, but the result of the

settlement will restore to it the status of an aliena

ted village. The boundaries described in the

s'āsanam are not, with a few exceptions, identifiable.

The grant is engrossed on three sheets of copher,

protected by two more, one underneath and the other

on the top, the whole clasped together by a massive

ring of the same metal impressed with the seal of a

boar at the point of soldering. The last sheet of

the writing is broken towards the right-hand side,

thereby rendering some of the “slokas' at the end

unreadable.

The characters of the sasanam are said to be

‘Nandi Nâgara,’ and resemble those of the modern

“Bálaband, although there are several differences,

which mark the writing in the sºisanam as a sepa

rate dialect. The Sanskrit portion of the composition

is not very creditable to the original composers, and

abounds with inaccuracies. In the translation, they

have been as far as possible rectified in the ‘sºlokas'

at the commencement and termination. The Kana

rese words used in the body of the grant do not

impress one with its alleged antiquity when com

pared with those to be met with in old stone in

scriptions, whose genuineness is guaranteed by their

not being portable.

At the commencement, in reciting the titles of

Janaméjaya, the words (chacha puta chácha puta)

are inserted. It is not known to what they refer,

and what is their meaning.

Certain eminent astrologers, who have been con

sulted on the subject, doubt the truth of the astro
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nomical combinations said to have occurred on the

day of the grant....The year of the grant is denoted

by the letters ka, ta, ka, being the first letters of two

series in the Sanskrit alphabet. It is therefore, if

true, 4861 years old, being executed in the year

111 of the Kaliyuga, or 2990 years B. C. Janame

jaya flourished at the commencement of the Kali

age. It is mentioned however, in a sannad con

firming the village issued by Chennammāji a female

occupant of the gadi of Nagar in 1743, A. D.

V. N. NARASIMMIYENGAR.

Anantapura, 2nd January 1872.

II, TRANSLATION OF THE COPPER GRANT

BELONGING TO THE GAUJA AGRAHARA,

ANANTAPURA. TALUKA.

Šl. I.—Jayatyávishkritam Vishnuvârâhamkshö

bhitárnavam.

Dakshinónnata damshtrágra wishránta bluvanam

vapuhu.

The body of Vishnu, incarnate in the form of a

boar, which troubled and agitated the ocean, and

on the edge of whose lofty right tusk the earth

rested, exists in transcendent glory.

The Emperor Janaméjaya; the refuge of the whole

universe ; the master of the earth; the king of

kings; the Parameswara of rulers ; the great

Mahárája; the sovereign of Hastinipura, the flower

of cities; the bestower of widowhood on the

wives of the hostile kings of Aroha, and Bhaga

datta ; the sun of the lotus of the Pándava race ;

most skilled in warfare ; whose bow resembled

the Kálinga serpent ; the unassisted hero ; the

dauntless in battle ; the slayer of Asvapatirāya,

Disãpata and Gajapatirāya: the smiter on the head

of Narapatiráya ; the most accomplished eques

trian ; the terror of the 14 states of Konkana, Rekha

Révanta, Sámanta, Mrigachāmara, &c.; the ever

brilliant : the son” of others' wives ; the bearer of

the flag with the emblem of the golden boar; the

most glorious of Rājas ; the adorned ; the descen

dant of the great lunar race ; the son of the Emperor

Parikshit ; was reigning at Hastinapura, (diverted)

by happy historic amusements.

On a certain occasion, during an expedition of

conquest in the south, at the shrine of Harihareswara,

at the confluence of the rivers Tungabhadra and

Haridrá, in the dark fortnight of the month of

Chaitra, in the year 111, ’on new-moonday, which

was a Monday, coupled with “Bharani Nak

shatra, and Kimstugna karana,”f (astrological terms

denoting particular constellations, &c.,) in Vutta

rāyana (when the sun is in the tropic of Capri

corn) and in Sankránti, governed by Wyatipātam,

on the occasion of a solar eclipse, when the

sun was half obscured ; when the snake sacri

fice was performed, and when the principal rite

of consummation was being conducted ; the Empe

ror after duly saluting the Brahmans of various

Gotrás ; co-adjutors in the sacrifice, who had arrived

to the number of 32,000 from Banavasé, Sántaligé

Gautamagráma and other villages; notably Góvinda

Pattavardhana, Karnātaka Brahman, of Gautama

Gotra ; Vámana Pattavardhana, Karnātaka Brah

man, of Vasishtha Gotra ; Késhva Yagnadíkshita,

Karnātaka Brahman of Bharadvája Gotra ; and

Nārāyanadikshita, Karnātaka Brahman of Srivatsa

Gotra ; granted (to them) with water, &c. in due

form the twelve villages of Gautamagráma, and

those therein contained, viz., Nádavalli; Büdavalli ;

Chikka Háraka; Taralagere ; Suralagodu ; Tāga

rugunji ; Alūru ; Báchenahalli ; Champagodu ; and

Kiri Champagódut ; together with the items of

Chakravarti Mechhi ; Panchánga Pasāya: Chatra

Sukhāsana : Balada Gaddigé ; Anka Danda Khan

dava ; Nadu Bitti : Guli Sunka, and the eight qua

lifications known as “Ashtabhága Téjas Sánya.”

The boundaries thereof are:—On the north-east,

a stream at which the joint boundaries of Gauta

magráma, Banniyúru, and Săliyúru converge. To

the south of the above, Ambigolla is the boundary

of the villages of Gautamagráma and Sáliyúru.

On the west of the above, the boundaries of Saliyúru

and Gautamagráma extend as far as a stream. To

the south of the above, proceeding from the boun

dary of Sáliyúru and Gautamagráma, up to a tank

near a hill called “Yengudda.” Towards the south,

up to a stream on the limits of Gautamagráma, and

Sáliyúru. On the south-east, the meeting of the

boundaries of Gautamagráma, Kanvapura, and

Saliyúru, also a ravine called “Vyāgranagundi,” or

tiger's ravine, between two hills. On the west of the

above, a stream flowing on the boundaries of Gau

tamagráma and Kanvapura. On the west, a bush

of “ Kyádigé trees,” at which the limits of Gauta

magráma, Malianduru and Kanvapura terminate.

On the west, a hillock called “Kaggalu Maradi,”

where the boundaries of Maliandúru, Gautama

gráma and Andhasūra converge, near which there

is a saline stream, (Lavana srota.) On the south

west, as far as the salt river (Lavana nadi) flowing

at the junction of the limits of Gautamagráma,

Hosagunda, and Andasára. Towards the north, up

to a stream which flows on the confines of Gauta

magráma and Hosagunda and a hill near Bidara

gunji ; and also Kshirakola,' or milky pond. On

the north a watercourse at which the boundaries of

Trigarta (Tägarti) Biduragunji and Gautamagrá

ma meet. From north to north-west the boundary

line between Trigarta, and Gautamagráma is

marked by a stream called “Ooriyaholé.” On the

east of the above, a ‘kétaki' bush, and a white

Matti (tree) between the boundaries of Gautama

gráma and Trigarta. On the east, a mound of red

earth marks the boundaries between Gautama

gráma, Trigarta and Biliuru; as also a hill. On the

east Sūrakola to the north of a hill at which the

boundaries of Biliūru, Gautamagráina and Maraba

meet; also a bamboo bush. On the east, a hillock

marking the limits of Gautamagráma and Banniäru.

* Chaste,
t Conf. Colebrooke, Essays, Vol. II., p. 284–ED, f One is omitted
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The boundaries from the east to the north-east have

thus been completed.

II.-Sámányoyam dharma setúrnrupánám.

Kále kále pālaniyê bhavadbhihi.

Sarvānétán bhávinaha párthivéndrán.

Bhtlyó bhūyd yécható Rámachendraha.

Rámachandra again and again entreats all future

great kings —This (grant) which is a bridge of

charity common to rulers should from time to time

be protected by you.

III.-Dánapálanayor madhyá.

Dánáchhreyonu pålanam.

Dánát svarga mavápnóti.

Pálanādachyutum padam.

Between giving and saving (of charities,) it is

more meritorious to save than to give. By giving

(the donor) attains svargam, or Indrá's paradise, but

by saving, everlasting position (bliss) is attained.

IV.-Madvansajáha paramahipati vamsajává.

Yé bhūmipás satata mujvala dharma chittáhá.

Maddharma méva paripálana mácharanti

Tatpādapadma yūgalam sirasá namámi.

I salute with my head the lotus-like feet of those

rulers, whether descendants of my own race or of

other dynasties, who always with a conspicuous

love of virtue, uphold and confirm my charity.

Note by the Translator.

The first sloka is an invocation used by most

grantors of ináms, because in the third incarnation,

Vishnu is supposed to have restored the earth from

the grasp of Hiranyaksha, a demon who had usurped,

and carried it away.

The year is denoted by the letters ka, ta, ka, which

are the first letters of two different sets of letters in

the alphabet. It is usual to read the figures thus

expressed from right to left. In this case, the era is

not mentioned. . . .

The characters in which the grant is embodied are

called by the Inámdars the “Nandi Nâgaru.” But

they resemble the modern “Bálaband” more than

any other. The language is a mixture of Sanskrit

and Kanarese, the former disfigured by a great many

inaccuracies, whose existence cannot be accounted

for except under the supposition, not improbable,

that the engraver was ignorant of Sanskrit, and

the original composer of the grant did not revise

his work.

The grant is engrossed on three sheets of copper,

the edges of two of which are broken, clasped by a

solid ring of the same metal which is stamped with

a seal bearing the inscription of a boar.

In translating the slokas which are written at the

commencement and termination of the grant, the

grammatical mistakes found in the original have

been rectified.

W. N. NARASIMMIYENGAR.

III. THANSLATION OF A BALABAND COPPER

G RANT IN THE POSSESSION OF THE

BHIMANAKATTE MATHA, KAWALEDURGA

TALUKA.

Prostrations to Ganapati, Remover of Obstacles.

I.—Pántu vá jalada shyāmaha,

Shárgna jyá ghāta karkasháha.

Trailókya mantapa stambhāha,

Chatváró hari bahavaha.

May the four arms of Hari (Vishnu), which are as

dark as the water-laden clouds, which are hardened

by the scars caused by the blow of the string of the

Shárgna bow, and which are as the foundation pillars

of the Mantapa of the three worlds, save ye.

In the year Plavanga, in the 89th year of the era

of Yudhishthira, in the month of Pushya, on new

moonday, on Wednesday, King Janaméjaya, the

arbiter of the Mahārājas, the master of the rājas, the

possessor of the valour of heroes, the descendant of

the race of Kuru, who is seated on the throne of the

city of Kishkindha, the protector of all professions

and castes, made this grant for the pºije of Sítárám,

worshipped by Kaivalyanātha, disciple of Garuda

vāhanatirtha Sripada, of the Munibrinda Matha, in

Wrikódara (Bhima) Kshetra, situated in the western

town of Sítápura. The boundaries of the Munibrinda

Kshétra, in which my great grandfather Yudhish

thira remained are,L

On the East.—Western bank of the Tungabhadra,

flowing towards the north. On the South.-North of

the confluence near Agastya Ashrama. On the

West.—East of the Bána Nadi. On the North

South of the Khūma Nadi.

Munibrindakshetra, situated within these bound

aries, is granted by me, with offerings of the

Tungabhadra water and money, in the presence of

Harihara, on the occasion of an eclipse, into the

hands of the yati or sanyasi, with my free consent,

in view to obtaining Vishnu's heaven for my

parents, to be enjoyed by you and the line of your

disciples, as long as the sun and the moon last,

inclusive of the items of hidden wealth, treasure

trove, water, trees, minerals, future acquisitions and

improvements, &c.

The witnesses of this deed of charity are–

II.-Aditya chandravaniló nalascha,

Dyur bhūmirápó hridayam Yamascha.

Ahascha rātrischaubhécha sandye.

Dhārmascha jánáti narasya writtam.

A man's conduct and actions are known to the

sun, moon, air, fire, firmament, earth, water, heart,

Yama, day, night, morning, evening, and duty.

III.—Dánapálanayór madhye.

Dana chchréyònu pálanam.

Dánátsvárgámávápnóti.

Pálánádachchyutam pudam.

Between giving and protecting, it is more merito

rious to protect. By giving (the donor) attains

svarga, but by protecting, immortal station (Heaven)

is attained.
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IV.-Svadattáddvigunam punyam,

Paradattánu pålanam.

Paradattápahárena,

Svadattm nishphalam bhavet.

The act of saving another's gift is productive of

twice as much merit as giving one's self. By taking

away another's gift, one's own grants become un

fruitful of merit.

W.—Maddattá putrikā dhātri,

Pitra dattá sahódari.

Anya dattatu janani.

Dattám bhūmim parityefét.

The land granted by me is my daughter; and that

granted by my father is my sister. But the one

granted by another is like my mother. Therefore

land granted (away) should not be relinquished.

WI.-Annaistu charditam bhungté,

Sahisya charditam natu.

Tataha kashtántaré nichaha.

Svayam dattápahárakaha.

The mean person, who revokes his own gifts will,

in the time of retribution, eat what was thrown up

by others, but not his own.

VII.-Svadattám paradattám vä,

Bramha writtim harettatha.

Shashtivarsha sahasrāni.

Yishthāyām jāyate krimihi.

Whoever usurps, or takes away Brahman's land,

whether given by himself or by others, will be con

demned to the life of a worm in human offal for

sixty thousand years.

Note.

The original copper grant is not in the office, and

I have not seen it. The copy is full of inaccuracies,

both orthographical and grammatical. They cannot

be rectified, lest the nature of the grant be altered.

The translation is as near the original meaning as

can be rendered under the circumstances. The

slokas are given here as accurately as possible, but

they have been sadly mutilated in the process of

transcription. There is a sentence in the copy as

follows:–

Raivagrani pādagógrajaha.

This being unmeaning, it is omitted in the trans

lation.

The Gauja and Kuppagadde grants of Janame

jaya are estimated to be dated in 111 of the era of

Yudishthira. This grant, if genuine, is 22 years

older, but it is a question whether the Matha to

which the grant is alleged to have been made, is

so ancient, seeing that the teachings of Mādhava

achārya are only between 5 and 600 years old. The

words made use of in the grant, viz., Tirtha Sripá

dangalu, seem to be still peculiar to the Sanyasis of

the Mādhava persuasion.

W. N. NARASIMMIYENGAR.

2nd July 1872.

DR. BüHLER'S REPORT ON SANSKRIT MSS. IN GUJARAT.

OF Dr. Bühler's Report to the Director of Public

Instruction, Bombay, dated 30th August 1872, we

give the following abridgement:—

During the last year two fascicles of the cata

logue of Sanskrit manuscripts from Gujarát, com

prising a little more than three thousand manuscripts

of Vedic books, puránas, and poetical works, have

been published. The third fascicle, which contains

works on grammar, glossaries, works on rhetoric,

metre, and law, is ready for issue, and the fourth

number, which gives the remaining Sästras, is in

the press. With the publication of the fourth

fascicle, all the materials collected in 1869, as far

as they refer to Brahmanical literature, will be

exhausted. But, as since 1870 I have received a

large number of new lists, a supplementary fascicle

will have to be prepared, which should also contain

an alphabetical index to the preceding parts. Be

sides, the lists of Jaina books remain unpublished;

I have, however, made preparations for the publica

tion of a fascicle containing Jaina works, and hope

to bring it out early in 1873.

A number of fresh lists comprising uncatalogued

Brahmanical libraries in Lunawara, Olpár, Baroda,

&c., have been preparev. Considerable progress

has been made in cataloguing the Jaina libraries at

Rándir, Sūrat, Limadi and Khambay. Several large

Bhandārs at Ahmadabad, Wadwān, and the largest

collection of all at Pátan have, as yet, not been

touched. Something in this direction will, I hope,

be done during 1872-73. But I am persuaded that

the work cannot be finished before the end of 1874-75.

The number of manuscripts purchased during the

year (up to June 30, 1872) amounts to 421. Among

these 150 belong to the Brahmanical literature, the

remainder to that of the Jainas. In the former class

poetical and philosophical books are most numer

ously represented. Particularly valuable, are the

complete old manuscript of Patanjali's Mahābhā

shya with Kaiyata's commentary, the Chandikás'a-

takam of Bánabhatta, the two manuscripts of the

Apastambagrihyasūtra, the Adityapurána, the frag

ment of the Sarasvatipurána, the Jaina commentary

on the Meghadūta, the commentary on the Push

pasſıtra, &c. Our collection of Jaina books is now

larger than any other public collection, of which I

have ever heard. We have copies of nearly all the

sacred works and commentaries, both old and new,

on most of them, so that there would be no difficulty

in editing the more important ones. There are also

fresh materials for the history of the Jaina religion,

of the political history of Gujarát, and above all for

the history of the Gujaráti language. I have bought

a large number of Rás and other legendary works,
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simply, in order to obtain specimens of the ancient

Gujaráti. The oldest pieces in that language are

some verses preserved in Ratnasekhara's Praban

dhakosha written A.D. 1347, one of which is ascrib

ed to a Cháran, belonging to Rājaviradhavala's

camp, A.D. 1235. As I hope to give in my catalogue

of Jaina manuscripts an account of the most inter

esting works bought, I omit here the enumeration

of important acquisitions.

My operations since July have had even more

important results than those of last year. I have

already acquired several manuscripts, which are

fully 600 years old, and have full confidence, that

I shall obtain others which exceed that age by 200

years. The more I become acquainted with Gujarát,

the more offers of old and valuable books I get,

and I trust that Government will see fit to allow the

grant for Sanskrit manuscripts also for next year.

CORRESPONDENCE.

• HULLE MUKKALU."

It came officially before me that the goldsmiths

of a certain village laid claim to the property of

some men of the “Hulle Mukkalu” (old sons) caste

who had died intestate. That one caste should claim

the property of another caste on the grounds that

they had performed the burial-service, &c. seemed so

strange that I made enquiries. It appears that the

“IIulle Mukkalu” is a caste grafted on to the gold

smiths. The term “Hulle Maga,” an old son, is

now a term of reproach among the Canarese. The

following story of the rise of this caste I have had

confirmed by different members of the goldsmith

caste :-

“About 500 years ago in the kingdom of Gol

konda lived a soucar of the Komti merchant caste

who held some high Government appointment but

had embezzled large sums of money entrusted to

him. This having come to light the king ordered

the soucar to be impaled unless he made good the

money. None of his caste people would assist him.

In the same village lived the widow of a goldsmith.

She had gone to the well to get some water, and on

her way back she met the soucar being led out to

execution. She asked and was told all the circum

stances of the case. The amount embezzled was

about two lakhs of rupees which she offered to pay

provided the soucar would bind himself and his

descendants to become the sons of her caste. On

being formally resigned by his own caste, the soucar

received a copper grant which created him the “old

son” of the goldsmith caste. This caste is now

said to be of 1,000 families: they live by begging

and from the realization of the following fees

which the Panchalas pay them :-

(1) The pagoda for every goldsmith's workshop.

(2) One fanam = 4 an: 8 pie for every black

smith's shop.

(3) One fanam for every marriage ceremony.

Admissions to the caste which is performed by

granting the neophyte a copy of the grant toge

ther with a peculiarly shaped knife are still made.

The convert's children become “Hulle Mukkalu.”

It appears that a similar caste is to be found

both among the Komtis and the Chuklars. I have

not however yet had an opportunity of learning

anything about them. I have never read or heard

of anything of this sort among the caste. An out

caste might create a new caste, but I never thought

they could be grafted on to another.

IIassan, 1872. J. S. F. MACKENZIE.

COROMANDEL COAST.

It is now I believe pretty generally accepted that

the first word in the phrase “Coromandel Coast' is

derived from the name of a village between Madras

and Pulicat called Coromandel, but how it came to

be applied to so long a line of sea-board is another

matter. The words ‘Kori manal,” known to the

merest tyro in Tamil, means ‘black sand, and at this

very village there is found the glittering black sand

used so much by native clerks instead of blotting

paper. My theory is that one of the early explorers

landed at this spot and, being ignorant of the lan

guage, went about what appears to me a very

natural way of solving the difficulty by taking up a

handful of this black sand and pointing to it. The

answer he would receive would be “Kori manal,

which he would take to be the name of the country

instead of simply the sand grains in his palm.

The mistake has, I conceive, been propagated, and on

this supposition we have, what appears to me, a very

simple solution of the question.

J. B. J.

Palconda, Vizagapatam, March, 17th 1872.

HA’SYA/RNAVA.

SIR,-In the Indian Antiquary p. 340, I find an

article on Kālidāsa by Pandit Sashageri Sastri,

B.A., who cites Hāsyārnava, among the works

of Kãlidasa. It is a comparatively modern work

of a Bengal Pandit, Jagadissara Tarkalankara.

Prof. Wilson gives a short account of this work,

in his Theatre of the Hindus, Vol. II., where

he says, “It is the work of a Pandit named Jaga

dísa, and was represented at the vernal festival.”

Hāsyarnava is a prahasana’ or farce in two acts.

There is a modern commentary on it by Mahendra

Näth, son of Taraka Nāth Tarakavagisha.

- RAM DAs Sz.N.

Berhampur, Bengal, 11th Nov. 1872.
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THE TEMPLES OF SHATRUNJAYA,

THE CELEBRATED JAINA PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE NEAR PALITANA, IN KATHIAwad,

PHOTOGRAPHED BY D. H. SYKES.

witH HIsToRica,L AND DEscRIPTIVE INTRoDUcTioN,

By J. BURGESS, M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.

This large Album (17 by 21 inches) contains forty-five large photographs, besides the Frontispiece,

illustrating very fully the splendid City of Temples which the Shráwaks have reared in the course of

centuries and at such enormous cost. The Introduction is both historical and descriptive, giving an

account of the Jains, their religion and history, and a description of all the buildings of note on the sacred

hill, illustrated by a plan of one of the larger Temples.

Contents of the Introduction,

1. Káthiàwád and the Jainas. 2. The Tirthan

karas or Jinas. 3. Yatis, Priests, Ceremonies, Sects,

&c. 4, Historical notices—with inscriptions and

grants of the Mughuls. 5. The Shatrunjaya Mahāt

mya. 6. The Shatrunjaya Hill. 7. Description,

history, inscriptions, &c. of the Temples, &c. (represent

ed in the Plates 1-4—General Views). 8. The Temples

in the Khaqtaravasi Tuk or enclosure—(5-14). 9.

Temples in the six smaller enclosures on the Northern

Summit—(15-21). 10. The Temples in the Valley—

(22-30). 11. The Temples in the Vimalavasi Tuk or

Southern Summit—(31-45).

Opinions of the Press.

(Report of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, May, 1870.)

Mr. James Burgess, of Bombay, has just completed

a splendid work on the great Temple City of Palitana.

This work which is illustrated by forty-five photographs

by Mr. Sykes, is preceded by an introduction by him

Self, full of interesting local information and anti

quarian knowledge regarding the sect of the Jains, to

whom all the temples on that hill belong.

(Friend of India, 5th August 1869.)

If even Mr. Fergusson confesses that he knows little of

Jain architecture and the Jains except what he has seen

at Mount Abu and the Kutb Minar, it is high time that

scholars and artists in India began to study the records and

publish descriptions of the temples. We welcome the forty

five large photographs of the temples at Shatrunjaya, taken

by Messrs. Sykes and Dwyer, with an admirably condensed

historical introduction by James Burgess, of Bombay, as a

first step towards the removal of our ignorance. . . . .

Mr. Burgess's description of the temples which they re

produce leads us to believe that the work will be as accept

able to scholars as to artists . . . . . . . . . . . .

In his Ras Mala, Forbes declares that this city of

temples might “represent one of the fancied halls of eastern

romance, the inhabitants of which have been instantaneously

changed into marble, but which fairy hands are ever em

ployed upon, burning perfumes, and keeping all clean and

brilliant, while fairy voices haunt the air in the voluptuous

praises of the Devas.”

In large oblong folio (14 by 19 inches), price Rs. 135.-Only two copies left.

FORTY-ONE LARGE PHOTOGRAPHS

SO MA NATH, G I R N A R, J U N AG A D H,

AND OTHER PLACES IN KATHIAWAD,

VVITH DESCRIPTIVE INTRODUCTION.

By J. BURGESS, M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.

Photographs :–1. The Ebhal Mandap Buddhist

Cave at Talājā. 2-4. Caves at Sáná, 5. Ad-Poshkar.

6-8. Old Temple of Bhimanáth near Práchi Kunda. 9.

Interior of the old Temple at Kadwar.

10-15. Views and Interior of the Great Temple of

Somanáth. 16. The Surya Kunda at Pattan Somanáth.

17, Temple of Surya Nārāyana at Pattan Somanáth.

18. Buddhist Cave at Junágadh. 19. Mount Girnar

from Junágadh.

20, 21. Wiews of the Jaina Temples on Mount

Girnar. 22. Temples of Kumārapāla and Parshwa

nātha, 23. Interior of the Portico of Kumārapāla's

Temple. 24, 25. Views of the Temples to the S. W.

and S. on Mt. Girnar. 26. The Great Temple of

Neminátha. 27. Temple of Samprati Raja and Summit

of Girnar. 28, 29. Views of Samprati Rája's and

Kumārapāla's Temples, &c. 30, 31. Exterior and

Interior of Vastupéla Téjapāla's Temple. 32. Shrine

of Shambhavanātha. 33. Temple of Ambá Mátá on

the summit of Girnar. 34. Peaks of Dattatreya and

Neminátha.

35. Banian Tree at Bhaunāth. 36. Rock inscribed

with the edicts of Ashoka, 250, B.C. 37, 38. Maqbara of

Máji Sahiba. 39, 40. Maqbaras or Tombs of the

Junágadh Nawābs.

41. Gate of the old Palace at Pālitáná.

(Report of the Royal Asiatic Society, May, 1870.)

The same author has also published forty-one

photographs taken by the same artist during an ex
pedition to the caves of Talaja and Sana, and the

temples of Somnath and Girnar. The text to this

book is not so elaborate as that of the previous work,

but is sufficient to describe and explain the history of

the monuments it illustrates.
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THE ROCK TEMPLES

EL EP HAN TA OR G H A R A P URI,

DEscribed AND ILLUSTRATED witH PLANs AND DRAWINGS,

By J. BURGESS, M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.,

Editor of “The Temples of Shatrunjaya,” “Photographs from Somanath, Girnar, Junāgadh, and other places in

Kathiawad,” &c.

WITH 13 LARGE PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS,
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